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Someday all terminals will be smart
128 Functions—software controlled

7x12 matrix, upper/lower case letters

50 to 38,400 baud-selectable

82 x 16 or 92 x 22 format-plus graphics

Printer output port

"CHERRY" keyboard

CT-82 Intelligent Terminal, assembled and tested $795.00 ppd in Cont. U.S.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216



THE EDITOR
The only microprocessor editor with all the features and ease of

use normally found only on large machines. 'THE EDITOR" lets

you fully use the CT-82's capabilities.

LINE POINTER —Now you understand why the CT-82 has 82 columns. The left two columns

are used for a line pointer, which indicates the line of text being edited.

FILE WRAPAROUND-'THE EDITOR" may make multiple passes over the file being edited

without restarting the editor.

AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE RETURN-The last word in a line will automatically be started on the

next line if it will not fit in the space remaining on the line.

SIMPLE COMMANDS-Commands consists of a single letter, or a key press on the cursor pad. No

complicated format to be learned and remembered.

MULTIPLE COMMANDS and REPEATS—Command line may have more than one command.

"THE EDITOR" will execute command strings sequentially. Repeat func-

tion allows changes in a string through the text file.

SOURCE TEXT TABS—Tab stops appropriate for source text input may be set to operate from

the space bar, or any other key.

SHIFT INVERSION-The keyboard may be set to produce either capital, or lower case letters

when shift is used.

SCREEN POSITIONING-Scroll up, scroll down, line pointer up, line pointer down, home file,

top of memory, bottom of memory, move relative to pointed line and form

feed are provided.

"THE EDITOR" is available only for Southwest Technical Products com-

puter systems using the CT-82 and running under FLEX-5®, or FLEX-8®
operating systems. It may be used to edit any files, or programs compat-

ible with the DOS, except binary files. Edited files are compatible with

the TSC Text Processing program. The combination makes a powerful

and inexpensive word processing system.

Editor FLEX-5^>r FLEX-8®. $25.00 ppd. in Continental USA

©FLEX is a registered trademark of TSC Inc.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. Rhapsody ^
San Antonio, Texas 78216 (512) 344-0241

l^ Reader Service—see page 179



Here it is at last...THE FIRST
FLOPPY DISK BASED COMPUTER

FOR UNDER '1 III

TheCIPMF

Complete mini-floppy computer system
10K ROM and 12K RAM
Instant program and data retrieval

The Challenger 1P Mini-disk system features

Ohio Scientific's ultra-fast BASIC-in-ROM, full

graphics display capability and a large library

of instant loading personal applications soft-

ware on mini-floppies including programs for

entertainment, education, personal finance,

small business and now home control!

The C1 P MF configuration is very powerful.

However, to meet your growth needs it can be
directly expanded to 32K static RAM and a sec-
ond floppy by simply plugging these options in. It

also suports a printer, modem, real time clock
and AC remote interface as well as the OS-65D
V3.0 development oriented operating system.

Or Start with the C1

P

CASSETTE BASED
Computer for just $349.

The cassette based Challenger 1 P offers the

same great features of the mini-disk system
including a large software library except it has
4K RAM and conservative program retrieval

time. Once familiar with personal computers,
you'll be anxious to expand your system to the

more powerful C1 P MF.

You can move up to mini-disk performance at

any time by adding more memory and the disk

drive. Contact your local Ohio Scientific dealer

or the factory today.

*Both systems require a video monitor, modified TV or RF
converter and home television for operation. Ohio Scientific

offers the AC-3 combination 12" black and white TV/monitor

for use with either system at $115.00 retail.

All prices, suggested retail.

C. \r

1333 S. CHILLICOTHE RD., AURORA, OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101



The Microcomputers
you should take seriously.

The C3 Series is the microcomputer
family with the hardware features, high

level software and application programs
that serious users in business and in-

dustry demand from a computer system,

no matter what its size.

Since its introduction in August, 1977,

the C3 has become one of the most suc-

cessful mircocomputer systems in small

business, educational and industrial

development applications. Thousands of

C3's have been delivered and today hun-

dreds of demonstrator units are set up at

systems dealers around the country.

Now the C3 systems offer features

which make their performance com-
parable with today's most powerful mini-

based systems. Some of these features

are:

Three processors today, more
tomorrow.

The C3 Series is the only computer

system with the three most popular pro-

cessors— the 6502A, 68B00 and Z-80.

This allows you to take maximum advan-

tage of the Ohio Scientific software

library and the tremendous number of

programs offered by independent sup-

pliers and publishers. And all C3's have

provisions for the next generation of 16

bit micros via their 16 bit data BUS, 20

address bits, and unused Drocessor

select codes. This means you'll be able

to plug a CPU expander card with two or

more 16 bit micros right in to your ex-

isting C3 computer.

Systems Software for three

processors.
Five DOS options including develop-

ment, end user, and virtual data file

single user systems, real time, time

share, and networkable multi-user

systems.
The three most popular computer

languages including three types of BASIC

C3B

plus FORTRAN and COBOL with more
languages on the way. And, of course,

complete assembler, editor, debugger

and run time packages for each of the

system's microprocessors.

Applications Software for Small

Business Users.

Ready made factory supported small

business software including Accounts

Receivable, Payables. Cash Receipts,

Disbursements, General Ledger, Balance

Sheet, P & L Statements, Payroll, Per-

sonnel files, Inventory and Order Entry as

stand alone packages or integrated

systems. A complete word processor

system with full editing and output for-

matting including justification, propor-

tional spacing and hyphenation that can

compete directly with dedicated word

processor systems.

There are specialized applications

packages for specific businesses, plus

the vast general library of standard

BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL software.

OS-DMS, the new software star.

Ohio Scientific has developed a

remarkable new Information Manage-
ment system which provides end user

The C3 Series

from Ohio Scientific.

in •>,\

intelligence far beyond what you would
expect from even the most powerful mini-

systems. Basically, it allows end users to

store any collection of information under

a Data Base Manager and then instantly

obtain information, lists, reports,

statistical analysis and even answers to

conventional "English" questions perti-

nent to information in the Data Base.

OS-DMS allows many applications to be

computerized without any programming!

The new "GT" option heralds the new
era of sub-microsecond
microcomputers.

Ohio Scientific now offers the 6502C
microprocessor with 150 nanosecond
main memory as the GT option on all C3
Series products. This system performs a

memory to register ADD in 600
nanoseconds and a JUMP (65K byte

range) in 900 nanoseconds. The system
performs an average of 1 .5 million in-

structions per second executing typical

end user applications software (and

that's a mix of 8, 16 and 24 bit instruc-

tions!).

Mini-system Expansion Ability.

C3 systems offer the greatest expan-

sion capability in the microcomputer
industry, including a full line of over 40

expansion accessories. The maximum
configuration is 768K bytes RAM. four 80

million byte Winchester hard disks, 16

communications ports, real time clock,

line printer, word processing printer and

numerous control interfaces.

Prices you have to take seriously.

The C3 systems have phenomenal
performance-to-cost ratios. TheC3-S1
with 32K static RAM. dual 8" floppies.

RS-232 port. BASIC and DOS has a sug-

gested retail price of under $3600.

80 megabyte disk based systems start at

under $12,000. Our OS-CP/M software

package with BASIC. FORTRAN and
COBOL is only $600. The OS-DMS
nucleus package has a suggested retail

price of only $300, and other options are

comparably priced.

To get the full story on the C3 systems

and what they can do for you. contact

your local Ohio Scientific dealer or call

the factory at (216) 562-3101.

C3-B wins Award of Merit at

WESCON '78 as the outstanding

microcomputer application tor

Small Business

3B

tidk

C3-S1

C3-OEM

n
Qq
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UBLISHER'S
REMARKS

Wayne Green

of arguments.

My concept of the microcom-

puter hobbyist is a person who
buys either a kit or an assembled

microcomputer and proceeds to

pursue the hardware end of

things with a vengeance. This

person reads voraciously about

microcomputers and soon knows
all about memory mapping,
memory expansion, various in-

terfaces, printers, monitors. Ex-

ploring inside the computer is his

fun and hobby. Oh, he's learned

BASIC, but he also enjoys ma-
chine and assembly program-
ming. For the most part he hasn't

written any monumental pro-

grams, but he can sit down and

whip off a quickie to bring up any

needed function on demand.

Then we have the programmer-

type person. The programmer

has a general idea of the hard-

ware . . .just what he needs to

make do with his programming.

His joy is sitting down and
writing a neat program, with a

minimum of coding, to accom-
plish some task. This person will,

I think, be the savior of micro-

computing—if we can harness

him to write the programs our

microcomputers need for action.

A third type of "hobbyist" is

the dilettante. This person has

bought a microcomputer and
wants to use it for fun. He
doesn't want to have to learn

what signals are on what bus

lines; he doesn't want to have to

sit for two months and write an

intricate program; he wants to

use the system and enjoy it. Oh,
he wants to learn the rudiments of

hardware, but he's not a fanatic.

He also wants to be able to write

simple programs . . . perhaps
more to amaze his friends than

for practical applications.

Although none of these cate-

gories is absolute, the general

idea is there. In planning a

magazine, a publisher must keep

an eye on the interests of the

readers and prospective readers.

Having heard the crescendo of

complaints about super-scientific

magazines in our field, I deter-

mined not to let Kilobaud go in

that direction. The original idea

was to have a magazine for the

relative beginner to computing to

St. Louis Computerfest

The first microcomputer show
in the St. Louis area will be held

Saturday, March 31, at the Cer-

vantes Convention Center. This

combination hamfest and com-
puterfest should bring in a good
crowd.

For exhibition information call

Bob Heil at (618) 295-3000 or

3030. Booth costs are reasonable

and several local dealers have

already signed up to exhibit, as

has Southwest Technical Prod-

ucts. Kilobaud MICROCOM-
PUTING will be there, and I will

be giving a talk on making money
in microcomputing . . . some-
thing with which I am not un-

familiar.

During the day before the show
I'll be talking about it over many
of the radio stations and TV sta-

tions in St. Louis. They have a

rather full schedule of interviews

set up for me, so we may bring

out a good bunch of people. I'll

be emphasizing the importance of

microcomputers for small-busi-

ness applications, so please have

small-business demonstrations

available for them to back me up.

The show is being supported by

a consortium of 22 ham and com-
puter clubs in the area.

The New Cover

No one said anything much
about the covers for the last cou-

ple of years—except the comput-
er stores, and they were essential-

ly in agreement that the plain

cover was not helping them sell

magazines. I liked the 1977 covers

and agreed, without enthusiasm,

to go along with the changes
made in 1978. The 1979 covers

were my idea, and I'll explain

why I made such a radical

change.

The fundamental idea was to

try to have the magazine serve the

market that I perceive. Toward
that end I've been a little slow in

reacting. In mid- 1977, I wrote

that I could see a slowdown in

hobby computing. Before I go
further I really should define my
terms, otherwise I'll have all sorts

read and, thus, learn about com-

puting. I wanted to have most of

the articles simple to understand

and written, as much as possible,

in English. I notice with some

smugness that other publications

are heading that way now.

The aim of Kilobaud MICRO-
COMPUTING is the same as it

was when the magazine started.

The main change that has taken

place in the field is the entry of

more "home computerists," my
so-called hobbyist of the third

kind. Thus, while the content of

the magazine has changed little,

the cover and readership have

changed. The new cover is aimed

at meeting the needs of computer

stores, and attracting home com-

puterists, who might otherwise be

afraid to even open the magazine

and see what is inside.

With one eye on the needs of

advertisers, we do try to make
sure that the magazine is par-

ticularly attractive to the person

who is really involved with micro-

computing and thus would tend

to be a better prospect for micro-

computer products.

If this sounds commercial, per-

haps it is; but even the most anti-

commercial reader should recog-

nize that the number of pages of

articles he gets to read are deter-

mined almost entirely by the

number of pages of advertising

supporting those articles. No ads,

no articles—in fact, no magazine.

Witness ROM, Microtrek and

other failures in the field. In

order to have about 50 articles a

month, as we have in 73

Magazine, we need about 100

pages of ads.

There has been much talk dur-

ing the last year or so about the

growing market for microcom-

puters for small businesses. I

suspect that even though an ob-

vious market for such systems ex-

ists, it will not be realized until

complementary programs exist.

In the meantime, I think that a lot

of sales that have been credited as

being made to small businesses

have been to home computerists

who have been rationalizing the

cost of the system on the strength

of its eventual value as business

equipment.

In line with this concept, we've

been including some business-

oriented programs in the mag-

azine. This has been working, ac-

cording to our recent polls,

because we are gaining a substan-

tial number of business-oriented

readers who are looking to

MICROCOMPUTING as a way

to understand computers and to

keep up with hardware and soft-

ware availability. The beginner-

level articles are perfect for this

new type of reader. This obvious-

ly benefits the advertisers since

this new group has both the

money and the interest to buy

what is needed.

The name change from Kilo-

baud to MICROCOMPUTING
is part of the same concept of

general change in the entire field.

Far too many of the newcomers

not only had never heard of a

kilobaud, but were afraid of one.

So, rather than constantly ex-

plain about high-capacity data

channels, I decided to change to a

name more in keeping with the

way the field has been growing.

Now get off our back and en-

joy the articles . . . that's the

main purpose of all this. There

are now close to one hundred

people working hard to put out a

magazine that you will both enjoy

and find educational. If you're in

southern New Hampshire, please

stop by and see what it takes to

put out a magazine of this size

every month. We do everything

here except print and mail the

magazine, which are done in

Connecticut. We edit the articles,

Reader Responsibility

One of your responsibilites, as a reader of Kilobaud MICRO-
COMPUTING, is to aid and abet the increasing of circulation

and advertising, both of which will bring you the same benefit: a

larger and even better magazine. You can help by encouraging

your friends to subscribe to Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING. Re-

member: Subscriptions are guaranteed—money back if not de-

lighted, so no one can lose. You can also help by tearing out

one of the cards just inside the back cover and circling replies

you'd like to see: catalogs, spec sheets, etc. Advertisers put a

lot of trust in reader requests for information. To make it more
worth your while to send in the card, a drawing will be held each
month and the winner will get a lifetime subscription to

Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING*

The latest winner of a lifetime subscription to Kilobaud MICRO-
COMPUTING can be found under the "contest" logo on page 8.
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set the type, draft the schematics,

paste it all up, shoot the

negatives, sell the ads and put

them together. It's quite a com-
plicated process, which also in-

cludes packing and shipping back

issues, books, tapes; maintaining

buildings and grounds—you
name it.

That's probably a lot more
than you ever wanted to know
about the magazine, but, any-

way, it helps explain the cover

changes and the general concepts

we've been using for guidance.

The Saga of Glenwood Springs

Unless you've driven to Aspen,

the chances are 99 out of 100 that

you've never heard of Glenwood
Springs, Colorado. On the other

hand, if you've ever tried to fly

into Aspen the chances are about

the same that you've had to drive

to Aspen and, thus, inevitable

that you've driven through Glen-

wood Springs.

For four years now there has

been an annual ham-industry

meeting in Aspen during the sec-

ond week of January. Manufac-

turers, dealers and the media

have been getting together for a

week of retrospection, intro-

spection . . . and skiing. I don't

recall either Rocky Mountain or

Aspen airlines ever being able to

honor their confirmed reserva-

tions from Denver to Aspen dur-

ing the four years.

What does all this have to do

with microcomputing? Attendez,

s'il vous plait . . . I'll get to that.

During a dinner meeting this

January at the Copper Kettle in

Aspen, an advertising agency

handed out brochures pitching

ham-industry accounts. The
waiter took a look at one of the

brochures in my hand and asked

me if I was a ham. I said yes and

he asked my call letters. 1 turned

my belt buckle with my call on it

upwards and read off

"W2NSD/1." The waiter laughed

and introduced himself as Fred,

WB0FOR, the chap who had made
my belt buckle for me (Colorado

Silver Company) and who was an

advertiser in 73 Magazine.

Since most of us had walkie-

talkie ham transceivers, we asked

Fred what repeaters were in the

area. The only usable one was in

Glenwood Springs on 146.67

MHz.
The next day I called in

through the repeater with my HT
while eating lunch at Tiehack,

and I talked at length with Bob,

K9MWM/0. When I asked him

what kind of business he was in

Bob said he was writing computer

programs for the TRS-80 for a

living. You should not be sur-

prised to know that he came ski-

ing with us the next day and we
talked at length about the pro-

grams he has written and sold in

Glenwood Springs. I think you'll

find some of them being released

by Instant Software before long,

and perhaps Bob will be able to

do a bit more skiing as royalties

make life easier for him.

Did I luck into the only pro-

grammer in the world who has

moved to a small town to write

microcomputer programs for a

living? If there are any others,

they would do well to get in touch

with a microcomputer-programs

publisher such as Instant Soft-

ware and see about getting their

work sold by the thousands for a

royalty. It isn't much more dif-

ficult to sell a thousand programs

than one, and the profit is of a

different order of magnitude.

With Instant Software already

producing one new computer

program package per day, it ap-

pears that this group is going to

be the largest in the field by a

wide margin. The group is aiming

at being able to produce five new
program packages per day by the

end of this year—that's over 100

per month!

In addition to game and home-

type programs, an unlimited

number of specialized business

programs is required. Printers

need a program that will estimate

printing costs for them. Radio

stations need a program to print

the program log and tell salesmen

what spots are available . . . and
for how much. Garbage-collect-

ing firms need truck routing and

billing programs. The list is

almost endless.

Will we start to see some sharp

characters emerging as program-

mer's agents for 10 percent of the

action? If programmers don't

wake up to the bonanza that is

out there waiting to be plucked,

then agents will get a piece of the

action. These agents will be worth

their efforts— at least at

first—until programmers find

out what is going on in the real

world.

That chance contact in Glen-

wood Springs was well worth the

entire trip. And if my telling

about this experience wakes up a

few more programmers, all of us

will benefit. Dealers will have

more programs to help them sell

systems. Manufacturers will thus

benefit too. About the only thing

limiting the sale of microcom-

puters today is the need for good
programs—and that hasn't by

any means stopped sales.

Output
FROM

"What kind of programs do

you need?" is the question we
most often hear. If you are talk-

ing about types of computers, the

obvious fact of life is that the

more computers a firm sells, the

more programs that will sell for

that system. In addition to the top

three sellers, TRS-80, PET and

Apple, we're planning to support

as many systems as seriously de-

sire to be supported with ISI soft-

ware. So far we've heard from

Heath and OSI.

If you mean the subject matter

of the programs, the three most

needed types are business, busi-

ness and education. We've just

finished a Bowling League Secre-

tary program for the TRS-80.

With over 10,000,000 league

bowlers, that should sell well.

Then there is a Little League

Manager program package for

the several hundred thousand lit-

tle-league teams. This one is writ-

f ***>>:
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Sherry Smythe

ten for the PET. Do those give

you any ideas?

For some time I've been asking

for a good cribbage game. How
about a bridge tutorial for be-

ginners? The need for education-

al programs is endless. There are

languages, history, geography

and math to be taught ... no
end to it. But don't go off into

left field in programming; stick to

things that you know or can easily

check on.

When you submit a program,

be sure to mark everything with

your name and address, the type

of computer it uses, how much
memory it takes—and overdo the

documentation. We're still getting

an occasional cassette with no

paperwork at all; some don't

even tell us what system to try

them on! With over a thousand

programs in the works there is no

time for guessing games—unless

they are programmed as such.
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While most program packages

are being priced at $7.95, some of

the longer and more complex pro-

grams will be priced accordingly.

We have business packages

scheduled to cost $350 and $695.

Some shorter programs, such as

the six on our Demo I package,

are ganged up to make a $7.95

package.

Some programs rely upon extra

hardware for operation. We have

a small audio amplifier and

speaker that plugs into the PET
and adds sound to some game
programs. This will soon be avail-

able. If your program needs a

piece of hardware to function,

we'll organize that too.

Quite a few readers have writ-

ten to ask about our investment

opportunity. If you're interested

in making as much as 15 percent

on your money, write to Sherry

Smythe, Investments, Instant

Software, Inc., Peterborough

NH 03458.

Have you written a truly

good original program that

you think lots ofpeople will

buy? Write to: Instant Soft-

ware, Inc., Peterborough

NH 03458.

Votes are in and tallied for winner of the "best article" for

January 1979. That winner is Frank B. Rowlett, Jr., author of

"TRS-80 Tape Controller."

Congratulations, Frank.

Other contest winners are Bill Daly of Rochester NY (book)

and John Watters of Baton Rouge LA (lifetime subscription).

Congratulations, all.

PET-
POITRRI

Support for the PET computer

has been phenomenal in spite of

Commodore's lack of commit-
ment. And it will only improve.

In the next months, I will be giv-

ing you details on products and

programs that already exist, such

as Speech. Yes, I have heard a

PET say two complete sentences

in perfectly clear English. I also

have heard beautiful music in

eight voices, and I have seen ex-

cellent machine-language pro-

grams such as a Trace program.

The PET is still only beginning to

develop.

PET Accessories

I just have seen Midland
Micronics' (Oakfield House, Sta-

tion Road, Dorridge, Solihull,

W. Midlands, England) an-

nouncement of their MM3 Mini

Floppy Disk System. The dual

drive sits on top of the PET with

one drive on each side of the

monitor. It looks as if the PET
came that way. Price is 1300

pounds or 870 pounds for just a

single drive. (Currently, a pound
is worth about two dollars.)

For $24.95 you can get a light

pen from 3G Company (Rte. 3,

Box 28A, Gaston OR 971 19) that

plugs into your user port.

Connecticut Microcomputer
(150 Pocono Rd., Brookfield CT
06804) is marketing AIM 16, 16

8-bit analog inputs for the PET.
Uses include measuring, record-
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ing or controlling temperature,

pressure, humidity and light.

Prices begin at $159.

Nestar Systems (810 Garland

Dr., Palo Alto CA 94303) has an-

nounced the Cluster/One Sys-

tem. It includes two IBM-
compatible 8-inch diskettes

holding up to 3 1 5 ,000 bytes each

.

This central unit (the Queen) can

connect to up to 30 microcom-

puters. It originally supported the

PET, and now allows both PETs
and Apple lis to be connected.

Prices begin at $4500 and vary

with options and configuration.

If you would like a carrying

case for your PET, Pacific Data

Products (3835 E. Olivo Ct.,

Camarillo CA 93010) has one for

$66, shipping prepaid to con-

tiguous U.S. It features three

handles, lock and take-apart

hinges.

Publications

The Microcomputer Resource
Center (1929 Northport Dr.,

Room 6, Madison WI 53704) has

published The Best of the PET
Gazette. This 100-page publica-

tion includes over 100 reviews of

PET products, 20 program list-

ings and addresses of virtually

every company marketing PET
products, as well as informative

articles and comments. It retails

for $10 and is available from your

PET dealer or directly from the

Microcomputer Resource Center.

Regular issues of the PET
Gazette magazine are free. Send a

large (9 x 12) self-addressed enve-

lope with 41 cents' postage for a

copy of the next issue.

Micro (PO Box 3, Chelmsford

MA 01824) is a bimonthly mag-

azine for 6502 systems (including

the PET, KIM and Apple). A
subscription is $6 per year. Every

issue contains several articles

useful to PET users.

Calculators/Computers (PO
Box 310, Dept. P, Menlo Park

CA 94025) is a bimonthly
magazine emphasizing educa-

tional uses of computers and

calculators. Each issue has ar-

ticles of interest to PET users. A
one-year subscription is $10.

Computer Cassettes Reference

List by Robert Purser (PO Box

466, El Dorado CA 95623) is pub-

lished quarterly and lists virtually

all available software for the

PET, Apple and TRS-80. One-

year subscription: $12.

TIS (PO Box 921, Los Alamos
TX 87544) has just published

their PET Workbook #6, "PET
Control and Logic Statements."

It explains logical and relational

operations, character codes,

number systems, symbols and

branching techniques. Price is

$3.95.

You should be aware of four

other books. Sybex (2020 Milvia

St., Berkeley CA 94704) has an-

nounced two new books: Micro-

computer Programming: 6502 by

R. Zaks, $9.95, and the 6502 Ap-
plications Book, $12.95. Di-

lithium Press has 32 BASIC Pro-

grams for the Commodore PET
Computer by T. Rugg and P.

Feldman, $15.95. These pro-

grams are also available on five

tapes at $9.95 per tape. Addison-

Wesley Publishing just an-

nounced Programming a 6502

Microcomputer by C. Foster,

$9.95.

Unbelievable as it may seem,

Osborne & Associates (630 Ban-

croft Way, Berkeley CA 94710)

are selling 74 programs on tape

ready to load and run in your

PET for $10. These programs are

adapted from Osborne's book

Some Common BASIC Pro-

grams ($8.50). I have a copy of

the tape, and it loaded just fine.

Software Worth Mentioning

I was fortunate to receive a

review copy of Tanktics by

Pleiades Game Co. (202 Faro

Ave., Davis CA 95616). I am im-

pressed by their battle-simulation

game. Since it is unrealistic to

graphically represent a 24x32
hexagonal gameboard on the

PET screen, then have a PET
game package for $15. This in-

cludes a 17x22 inch map,
players' manual, 31 playing

counters and two-segment
Tanktics program on tape (first

segment is in machine language).

In this simulation it's you against

the PET. The PET keeps track of

all the pieces, decides the out-

come of battles and has its own
strategy of play. Since the game is

realistic, you never know where

the PET has its tanks until one of

your tanks sights one. The PET
gives you a list of your sightings

at the beginning of each turn. As
you move your pieces on the

board, you type in your moves to

keep the PET up to date on your

locations.

This game is a must for anyone
who likes war games as sold by
Avalon Hill and others but often

can't find someone to challenge. I

hope more games of this type

become available soon. How
about someone writing a pro-

gram for the game Risk?

The Pak series by the PET
Gazette is an excellent buy: six

good programs for only $10. The

Pak 1 series includes seven sets of

six programs grouped by topic.
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The seven topics that constitute

the Pak series are titled: Educa-
tional Pak 1 , Games Pak 1 , Music
Pak 1 , Useful Pak 1 , Utilities Pak
1 and Demo Pak 1 . Finally, there

a comprehensive Best of Pak 1,

which makes seven. Details of
each follow.

Educational Pak 1 includes a

Morse Code Tutor and Math
Story Problems. Games Pak 1 in-

cludes a fantastic version of

Mastermind. Music Pak 1 is com-
patible with thePET Gazette con-

ventions using user-port pins M
and N. Useful Pak 1 includes a

complete word-processor pro-

gram. Utilities Pak 1 has a ver-

satile renumbering program in

machine language. It renumbers

all GOTOs, GOSUBs, ON
GOTOs, ON GOSUBs, IF
THENs and RUNx's (the lower-

case x symbolizes any line num-
ber). Demo Pak 1 includes a com-
plete 3-part data-entry demon-
stration. Best of Pak 1 includes

the best program from each cate-

gory.

All tapes are highest-quality

Agfa from Germany and are

guaranteed to load and run or be

replaced free.

Keep your eye on Programma
Consultants (3400 Wilshire

Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90010).

This company is growing rapidly

and already includes some of the

BEST professional PET pro-

grammers. Their programs will

all be fully supported, including

corrections if needed. The PET
Gazette has arrangements to

preview their new programs as

they are announced. Exciting

things are brewing!

Group Project

If your PET users group would

like a project that will allow

members to help others and enjoy

themselves at the same time, this

might be for you.

Contact your city's hospital

administrators. Advise them of

your willingness to help cheer up

the children there. Your members
could take turns visiting the

children evenings, weekends or

whenever arrangements could be

made. Of course they could bring

along their PET. Soon the

hospital would probably consider

owning its own PET. To make it

easy to implement this project the

PET Gazette offers a package of

six games absolutely free if re-

quested by your hospital's

volunteer-services director on

hospital letterhead. Request

Children/Hospital Games.

REM***5 'PI' FIND / CORRECT / SELFERASE -BY LEW LINDSAY FOR UNLISTABLE LINES.
1 F0RZ=1024T01999:IFPEEK(Z)O255G0T04
2 F0RX=1T04:IFPEEK(Z+X)-255THENX=4:NEXTX:Z=Z+5:G0TO4
3 NEXTX:POKEZ,0
4 NEXTZ:?"CCLR,2D0UN]":POKE525,10:F0RI=1T04:PRINTI:POKE526+I

f 13:NEXTI:PRINT"CHO«E]":EN
READY.

Example J.

REM PI' FIND USING LINK ADDRESSES
1 X=1025:REH FIRST LINK ADDRESS--NOTE LINE 5 ERASES THESE 5 LINES
2 IFPEEK<X)*0THEN5:REN LAST STATEMENT
3 IFPEEK<X+4)=255THENP0KEX*4,0
4 X*PEEK<X)+<PEEK(X*1)*256):G0T02:REM GET NEXT LINK ADDRESS
5 P0KE525,5:PRINT"ECLR

t 2D0UN]":F0RZ»1T05:P0KE526*Z f 13:PRINTZ:NEXTZ:PRINT"CHO«ED":END
READY.

Example 2.

Games may change but will prob-

ably include Blackjack, Hang-
man (sound), Chase (sound),

Snake, Stars and Tommy Ter-

mite. All are on Agfa tape ready

to run. Please keep me informed

of any projects your PET group
may have.

Tips

It seems that the ' Most-cursor

syndrome" is a major problem

with PETs. There are several

solutions. You can get a new
ROM from Commodore (called

019 ROM) for $15. This will cor-

rect the problem. Or just avoid

editing any lines near the bottom
of your screen since this is a ma-
jor cause of the lost cursor. For

fun, the PET Gazette has a pro-

gram that gives you two cursors

at once.

Protect Your Program

Here is an easy way to prevent

anyone from listing any lines of

your program that you choose (or

the whole program for that mat-

ter). The program will still run; it

takes an additional five bytes per

protected line. To get an idea of

what I'm talking about, type in

this short one-line program:

10mnnm?"TEST"

Make sure you try it; one minute

is all it takes. Type it just the way
it is listed. There are five pi's be-

tween the line number and the

first command. Make sure to in-

clude them! Now list your pro-

gram. Line 10 should list for you.

The five pi's should still be there

right after the line number and
one space. Now there's just one

thing left to do. Type in POKE
1029,0.

That was the magic word. Now
list your program. Notice that

line 10 is not listed. Run it to

show that it is still there.

Here is what's going on: You
should have read and understood

Mike Stone's article on program

overlays to understand what is

happening (see page 56 of The
Best of the PET Gazzette), but

even if you don't understand, you
can still easily use this, as I will

soon show you. Location 1029 is

where your program's first line

begins (1024 is 0; 1025 and 1026

give the forward chain; 1027 and
1028 give the current line

number). I haven't fully figured

this out, but here are my suspi-

cions.

Notice that the second page of

Stone's article (1/3 down the

right-hand column) reads: "Lo-
cations 201 and 202 always con-

tain the address of the next in-

struction (during program execu-

tion) . . . actually the location of

the between instructions.

"What we are doing is putting

in a value of right where our

program commands are sup-

posed to start. This confuses the

PET while listing your program. I

hope someone else will write with

a better explanation and further

uses or extensions."

Here is all you do to have any
line not listed. Type five pi's be-

tween the line number and the

first command (or insert five pi's

into an existing line). When every

line that you want not listed has

five pi's correctly placed, run my
four-line program—called 5 'PI*

FIND/CORRECT/SELF-
ERASE—in Example 1. With a

few changes, you can relocate it

anywhere, but I have it set up to

work with any program not using

the first five lines. It finds every

group of five pi's and changes the

first one to a value of 0. (Pi has a

value of 255.)

Line 1 sets up a FOR NEXT
loop starting at 1024 (where

BASIC programs begin) until

1999 (or any other number—the

larger the number the more loca-

tions will be checked for five pi's;

LIST AFTER A

TO BE LISTED

G0T010:REN1-9 HAVE 5 PI' AFTER LN*
1 [5'PI']PRINT"Y0U CAN T SEE LINE 1

2 [5'PI']PRINT"0NCE YOU GOTO 100.

3 C5'PI 3PRINT"THIS NIGHT BE USEFUL
4 C5'PI DPRINT"UHO KNOWS???"??
5 C5-'PI']F0RD = 1T010:PRINT"[9RIGHT,RVS3I KNOU "

6 [5'PI']NEXTD
7 C5'PI'3REH NEXT LINE UAITS ABOUT 10 SECONDS
8 [5'PI ]P0KE513,0:UAIT513,10
9 ES'rl'ltCN END OF EXAMPLE OF 5'PI' UHICH UON'T
10 PRINT"[CLR3ANY LINES YOU UISH CRVS3N0TCRVS0FF]
12 PRINT"TYPE 5 'PI "S IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE LINE
15 PRINT:PRINT"THEN ENTER YOUR BASIC LINE AS USUAL
16 PRINT"IHNEDIATELY AFTER THE 5TH 'PI'.

17 PRINT:PRINT"RUN THE PROGRAM. THEN ENTER
18 PRINT"G0T0100 <AND UAIT 10 SECONDS)
20 PRINT"AFTER LOOKING AT LINES 1 TO 9.

50 PRINT"C12D0UNDRUN 1":PRINT"C2DOUN]GOT01O0[H0ME f 8D0UN3"
99 LIST1-9
100 F0RZ=1024T02000
200 IFPEEK(Z)O255G0T0900
300 F0RX=1T04
310 I>fEEK(Z*X)-255THENX=4:NEXTX:G0T0?00
320 NEXTX
500 P0KEZ,0
900 NEXTZ
999 G0T01

READY.

GOT0100

No-list demo program.
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thus it will take longer).

Another, faster way to do this

is by following the link addresses

and checking only for the first pi

and changing it to a value of 0.

See Example 2 for its listing.

For your convenience I wrote a

short demo program that illus-

trates very well the principle of

what is going on. Simply type it in

and run it.

For you experimenters: please

note that pi is not the only value

that works. Try some others (for

example, try the shifted left ar-

row right above the pi key). Also,

please note that a few types of

lines will not function. If you

have any problems, please write

and advise me of these as well as

what you did to circumvent them.

I hope ideas here can be applied

elsewhere with other results.

Send all correspondence to:

Len Lindsay, 1929 Northport

Dr., Room 6, Madison WI 53704.

I have been packaging a com-
plete microcomputer system for

the small law office. The system,

centered around a word-proces-

sor, will include a package for at-

torney timekeeping, calendar/

tickler file, a "personal citator"

and a billing system. The system

will sell in the $8000 to $9000

range. Knowing something about

law office economics and the

cash-flow awareness of sole prac-

titioners and small law firms, I

know that in order to successfully

market the system it will have to

be financed on a lease basis.

Recently, I talked to two local

leasing companies with ex-

perience in microcomputer leas-

ing. Much of what I learned was

expected, but there were a few

surprises. The following discus-

sion will look at leasing from

both the lessee's and vendor's

point of view.

Advantages of Leasing

The first and most obvious ad-

vantage of leasing equipment is

that rather than utilizing your
working capital and paying the

entire purchase price up front,

you need only make monthly pay-

ments. That allows you to keep

your cash in the business. In some
instances it may not be possible to

come up with the cash right now,
even though your analysis in-

dicates that the computer will pay
for itself in just a few months.

Apart from the cash-flow con-

siderations, there are also tax ad-

Kenneth S. Widelitz

Attorney-at-Law

vantages. If the computer is used

in an activity engaged in for prof-

it (see the December 1978

Legal/Business Forum), the lease

payments are 100 percent deduct-

ible from your taxable income.

The leasing companies point out

that because the term of the lease

can be shorter than the de-

preciable life of the equipment,

lease payments can also give you
a faster write-off.

In my conversations with both

leasing companies, an interesting

(and surprising) item was brought

out. I asked whether the leasing

company passed the Investment

Tax Credit (see December 1978

Legal/Business Forum) through

to the lessee as a matter of course.

Both leasing companies indicated

that they did not pass the ITC
through as a matter of course, but

would do so upon request. There

is no extra fee involved to get the

pass-through; one only has to

know to ask for it. That struck

me as very strange.

Ordinarily, the ITC is 10 per-

cent of the purchase price of the

equipment. However, if the life

of the equipment is five years or,

in this case, when the length of

the lease is five years, only two-

thirds of that 10 percent is avail-

able. Nevertheless, on an $8000

system the ITC would be $528.

Remember that that $528 is

cash in your pocket as it is

deducted from the amount of tax

after the amount of tax owed is

determined. I thought that such

an item should be a point of

negotiation or perhaps enter into

the pricing of the lease. However,

both companies said that they

gave it away upon request. The

ITC will definitely be a pitch

point in my marketing program

and certainly won't be left to the

leasing company.

Another consideration is that

you will be making lease pay-

ments over a number of years.

With inflation running the way it

is, after a while you will be paying

with cheaper dollars.

Let's compare the lease to con-

ventional financing. By conven-

tional financing I mean that you

go to your friendly banker and

take out a loan in order to pur-

chase the equipment. As pointed

out above, since the term of the

lease is usually shorter than the

depreciable life of the equipment,

you get a faster write-off. In addi-

tion, you usually will get a longer-

term lease than you can a loan.

That tends to decrease the month-

ly payments. Also, when you take

out a loan you decrease your

available bank credit, which is

not the case with a lease. Con-

sider also that only the interest on

the loan is deductible, while the

entire amount of the lease pay-

ment is deductible. The advan-

tage of the loan over the lease is

that the effective interest rate for

the loan will be substantially less

than the lease.

Procedures of Leasing

Both leasing companies that I

spoke to specialized in leasing

equipment with a value of under

$10,000. That is significant be-

cause businesses that lease equip-

ment of that relatively small value

tend to be relatively small

businesses. Both leasing com-

panies' lease (credit) application

was aimed more toward the

credit-worthiness of the prin-

cipals in the business than toward

the credit-worthiness of the

business itself. That is, informa-

tion such as a principal's social-

security number and spouse's

name and social-security number
were considered to be of utmost

importance.

Both leasing companies in-

dicated that they tended to check

with the owner's bank rather than

get D & Bs (Dunn & Bradstreet

reports) on the business. One
company asked for the last year's

tax return for the individuals in-

volved in the business. Both com-

panies indicated that they usually

could make a determination as to

the credit-worthiness within 48

hours. Since both leasing com-
panies viewed the approval of the

application as one based on the

personal credit-worthiness of the

individuals in the business, both

companies required a personal

guarantee of the individuals in

the company.

That means that should the

company at any time not make

the lease payment, the leasing

company could go after the in-

dividuals in order to be paid.

With the lease (credit) applica-

tion, both companies required a

deposit. One company required

the first and last two months'

payments; the other company re-

quired the first month plus 10

percent of the purchase price.

The actual equipment lease used

by both companies is similar.

Bold letters in both \eases pro-

claim that the lessee ac-

knowledges that the leasing com-

pany is not the manufacturer of

the equipment nor has anything

to do with the performance of the

equipment and the warranties

that accompany the equipment.

Both leases also boldly proclaim

that the lease is for the term in-

dicated and is noncancelable. The

lease also states that while the

equipment is, of course, owned

by the leasing company, the lessee

is responsible for paying all per-

sonal property taxes on the lease.

Both companies also required

the filing of a UCC-1 financing

statement. When the lessee is a

corporation, a corporate resolu-

tion to lease is also required.

When the vendor installs the

equipment, the final document

required is the lessee's ac-

knowledgement of receipt and ac-

ceptance of equipment. That

document, as with the lease itself,

lists the equipment that is to be

leased and sets forth when the

lease begins and how much the

monthly payments are to be. The

seller of the equipment (the ven-

dor) takes the lessee's ac-

knowledgement along with the

vendor's invoice to the leasing

company. Those documents are

processed and the vendor is paid

for the equipment somewhere

between two and five days later.

Purchase Option

Another item that surprised me
was the purchase "option." Both

companies had a plan for a 10

percent purchase option, mean-

ing that at the end of the lease the

lessee has the opportunity to pur-

chase the equipment for 10 per-

cent of its original cost. However,

nothing about the purchase op-

tion is written into the lease or

any other documentation. Rath-

er, a very informal side letter is

sent by the leasing company to

the lessee.
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One letter says, in part:

"Although we cannot precisely

determine in advance what the

fair market value would be [at the

end of the lease], it has been the

experience of the industry that it

seldom exceeds 10 percent of the

original purchase price of the

leased equipment.'

*

Obviously, that letter agree-

ment is not binding on the leasing

company. However, the leasing

company assured me that it al-

ways allowed that lessee to exer-

cise its •'option" at the 10 percent

figure.

The other company used a dif-

ferent approach. The amount of

their deposit was the first

month's rent plus 10 percent of

the purchase price, which, coin-

cidentally, happened to be the

amount of their purchase option.

Pursuit of that topic revealed that

the "option" was not an option

at all—rather, the lessee was re-

quired to purchase the equipment

at the end of the lease, and the 10

percent "deposit" was merely ap-

plied to that purchase.

When I asked why that was

done, the reply was, "We're not

in the business of selling used

computer equipment." The other

company indicated that if the

lessee did not want to exercise its

"option," the company would be

very happy to take the equipment

and deal it off.

The reason that such a side let-

ter, rather than a formal agree-

ment, is used is because the leas-

ing companies feel that if the

"option" is written into the lease,

the IRS will look at it and say,

"This isn't a lease, it's an install-

ment sale." If the lease were so

categorized by the IRS, then the

lease payments could not be de-

ducted currently. In that in-

stance, the equipment would
have to be capitalized.

Determining the Amount of

Payment

The amount of the monthly

payment is a factor of the equip-

ment's purchase price, the length

of the lease and the rate applied.

Both leasing companies would

write a lease for equipment worth

$8000 for 12 months, 24 months,

36 months, 48 months or 60

months. Obviously, the

60-month lease would provide the

lowest monthly payment.

The actual amount of payment

is determined by multiplying the

purchase price times the rate. The

rate varies with the length of the

lease. For instance, one com-

pany's 60-month rate is .026. The

monthly payment for an $8000

system would be $8000 times

.026, or $208. The factor used by

the other leasing company for 60

months was .029. Therefore, the

monthly payment for that com-
pany would be $232. Since these

two companies show a difference

on an $8000/60-month lease of

$24 per month, you can see that it

pays to do some rate shopping.

The above factors work out to

an effective interest rate of about

26 percent and 28 percent, respec-

tively, which seem to be out-

rageous figures. Both leasing

companies justify them by saying

that the lessee really doesn't care

what the effective interest rate is

since he is deducting 100 percent

of the payments anyway. Better

rates might be obtained by leasing

from a bank. However, the bank
would probably require more
paperwork, take longer to pro-

cess and be tougher with its credit

requirements. Both leasing com-
panies indicated that they would

lease to a new company if the per-

sonal financial statements of the

principals were adequate. Such

might not be the case with a bank.

Vendor's Viewpoint

For the vendor, marketing to

the end-user by means of equip-

ment leasing is very attractive.

The vendor is paid by the leasing

company within two to five days

from the time of delivery and ac-

ceptance. That cuts down con-

siderably on the amount of work-

ing capital the vendor needs.

Also, once the vendor is paid he is

totally out of the picture. He does

not have to worry about collec-

tion. The leasing company takes

care of that. The vendor does not

have to do any credit checking.

The leasing company processes

all the paper.

Both leasing companies I

talked to indicated that they took

an aggressive position with

respect to getting all information

required. For example, if a social-

security number were missing,

rather than hold up the procedure

by having the vendor talk to the

potential lessee to get the infor-

mation, the leasing company
would take care of such matters

itself. Of course, the vendor must

provide the warranty support and

other assistance and training as

promised.

A Final Note

Both leasing companies indi-

cated that the cost of the software

would be included in the amount
of the lease. The limitation is that

the software cost must be in pro-

portion (considerably less) to the

value of the equipment or it may
not be included. Also, the amount
of sales tax can be included in the

lease. In the above examples, I

have assumed the $8000 figures

include the equipment, the soft-

ware and sales tax.

One leasing company even pro-

vided point-of-sale literature on

the benefits of leasing in addition

to "lease it" posters.

Kilobaud Legal/Business Forum
c/o Kenneth Widelitz

10960 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 1504

Los Angeles CA 90024

§IBOOKS
24 Tested Ready-to-Run

Game Programs in BASIC
Ken Tracton

Tab Books
Blue Ridge Summit PA

$9.95, 250 pp., hardcover

My philosophy in life is that

there can never be too many com-

puter games. This is not to say

that I don't use my computer for

practical things (this text was pre-

pared using Electric Pencil, for

example), but I've always been

fascinated by mental challenges

and like to think that computer

games offer me a chance to hone

my skills.

This brings me to the latest

book to cross my computer
bench: 24 Tested Ready-to-Run

Game Programs in BASIC. What
a title! It implies that there might

be a "24 Tested Not Ready-to-

Run" book, a "24 Untested

Ready-to-Run" version and who
knows what else? Why not just

title the book 24 BASIC Games!
Actually, as it turns out, there

are 24 programs in the book, but

I can't agree that they're all

games. Three of the programs are

plots of equations, two are print-

outs (the LOVE poster program,

for instance), one is a ship-hull-

design program and one is a deci-

sion-making program. That still

leaves 17 games, and not bad ones

at that.

Included in the book are Wum-
pus, Biorhythm, Number Guess,

Sink the Sub, Craps and Leap
Frog-type programs. If you don't

have the listings to these already,

these versions, although not ex-

traordinary, are worth putting on
your system.

If you're after something dif-

ferent, you might want to check

out the Star Warp program in this

book. This is not the usual Star

Trek program. Gone are the fa-

miliar 8x8 matrices and status

printouts. In their place we find

dialogue. That's right, Sulu,

Spock, Uhura and Chekov all give

you information to assimilate

and use for your decision making.

Included among your offensive

devices are the Corbomite bluff

maneuver, retreats and the usual

array of Federation weaponry.

Here's a short sample of what to

expect:

Sulu: "Sir, I'm picking up a

vessel on an attack vector with the

Prometheus."

Spock: "Ship's computers in-

dicate that it is the outsider vessel

Cthulu under the command of

Captain Tweel."

You: "Sound Red Alert, Lieu-

tenant Uhura."
Uhura: "Aye, sir."

With a graphics display and a

speech synthesis/recognition

board, this program could be re-

worked into the most realistic

Trek-type program yet. The point

here, however, is that it's some-

thing different and should be of

interest to those of you who are

tired of zapping Klingons in the

old manner.
Other programs in the book in-

clude Auto-Rallye, Mouse Hunt,

Alien Capture, Bomb Disposal

and Hangman. The nature of

these games should be evident

from their titles. My only quibble

with every program in the book is

that no real attempts at graphics

are made (other than for Hang-
man), and everything seems to be

designed for teletypewriter out-
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put. This doesn't bother me too

much, as I usually rewrite pro-

grams as I enter them, but it

might be troublesome to some of

you who are used to super graph-

ics in game programs.

You might be wondering about

what BASIC the games are writ-

ten for. It appears that Dart-

mouth BASIC was used for a ma-
jority of the programs. An un-

usual aspect of this book, how-

ever, is that 12 of the best pro-

grams are rewritten for the

TRS-80 and PET computers
(read: Microsoft BASIC). For

those not interested in typing

everything into their TRS-80, a

Level II tape is available from the

publisher for $9.95, postpaid.

What's my final opinion of the

book? I like games, so I like the

book. If you already have 101

Games in BASIC, this one is

probably not worth buying be-

cause there are a lot of repeats. If

you have a TRS-80, skip the book
and buy the tape. If you don't

have a book of games to put into

your computer, consider this

one—it has a bit of the traditional

and a bit of the new.

Thorn Hogan
Bloomington IN

Digital Computer Logic

and Electronics

C. P. Gane, A. W. Unwin
4 Volumes, Softbound

147 pp., $14.95

The Design of Digital Systems

P. C. Pittman

6 Volumes, Softbound

346 pp., $19.95

Distributed by GFN Industries

New York NY

With the ever-increasing inter-

est in digital logic and computers,

there is a corresponding need for

instructional material on these

subjects. In addition to classroom

students, many computer hobby-

ists would like to study at home.
Digital Computer Logic and Elec-

tronics and Design ofDigital Sys-

tems are two self-instructional

courses intended for this purpose.

I'll discuss Digital Computer
Logic and Electronics first and
call it the basic course from now
on. This four-volume, self-in-

structional course covers digital

logic in its simplest forms. Volume
1, titled "Basic Computer Logic,"

is actually concerned with the bi-

nary and octal number systems:

how they work, how to convert

from one to the other and how to

handle fractions.

Volume 2, more realistically

titled
4< Logical Circuit Ele-

ments," discusses AND, OR,
NAND, NOR and inverter gates

and truth tables. Almost every

page in each volume has one or

more questions for the student to

answer and more than enough

space to write the answers.

Volume 3, "Designing Cir-

cuits," goes into Boolean algebra

and combinations of gates to

achieve various functions. Final-

ly, Volume 4, "Flip-Flops and

Registers," looks at RS and J-K

flip-flops, binary counters and

shift registers. Each book ends

with a quiz to see how much of

the instruction you are actually

retaining.

The coverage of each subject is

comprehensive and complete.

However, I do have some reserva-

tions about this course. First, I

think that the titles of the course

and the first book are not really

indicative of the contents. Sec-

ond, the four volumes total 147

pages, a majority of which are

1/2 to 3/4 blank to allow for an-

swers. Third, nonstandard logic

symbols are used for the various

gates, which means that the stu-

dent will have to learn new sym-

bols if he goes on to the advanced

course or tries to make use of his

knowledge elsewhere. And last,

the advanced course, which I

shall discuss in a moment, recom-

mends this course as a starter for

beginners; yet all of the same ba-

sic information is contained in

the advanced course as well.

The Design of Digital Systems

contains all the instruction of the

basic course and covers it in much
greater depth. Standard symbols

are used, and not much blank

page space for answers is to be

found. Although it has little more
than twice as many pages as the

basic course, I estimate that The

Design of Digital Systems con-

tains five or six times as much in-

structional material.

In addition to the material I've

already talked about, much more
is included. Complex gate com-
binations, arithmetic circuits,

memory and counters are ex-

plored exhaustively and thor-

oughly. The quality of instruc-

tion is outstanding.

Volume 5 concerns calculator

circuits. Encoders, decoders,

reading ROM, BCD-to-seven-seg-

ment, BCD-to-decimal and more
are the subjects explained. How
does a calculator read its key-

board? How are the numbers on
an LED readout controlled? It's

all in this book.

It's in Volume 6, titled "Com-
puter Architecture," that the in-

ternal workings of a CPU are

brought into focus. Registers,

buses, instructions, addressing

modes and I/O are explained in

detail. Step by step, this volume
follows the CPU through its vari-

ous functions. This volume could

be sold separately to those who
already have a good logic back-

ground.

Computer Logic and Electron-

ics could be improved greatly by

using standard logic symbols,

eliminating all of the blank space,

packaging it into one volume and

reducing the price. Even then, the

only students that it might be right

for would be those who wanted a

very basic introduction to the

subject with no intention of going

further with it.

Design of Digital Systems is

definitely the superior course.

While I feel that it is overpriced,

it is available with quantity or ed-

ucational discounts. The latter is

important because I think that

this would make a good class-

room workbook. I disagree with

the distributors that self-instruc-

tion is faster and more thorough

than classroom learning.

As stated in a recent advertise-

ment, the cost of these courses is

tax deductible (if you can prove

that they are a business expense).

To entice you, the distributor is

offering a 30-day full refund plus

return postage if for any reason

you are not satisfied. You cer-

tainly can't beat that.

Rod Hallen

Tombstone AZ

Star Ship Simulation

Roger Garrett

dilithium Press

Portland OR, 1978

122 pages, $6.95

Star Ship Simulation by Roger

Garrett introduces three impor-

tant ideas to the amateur pro-

grammer: (1) the design of a pro-

gramming project; (2) structured

programming; (3) the simulation

of an interactive system.

The first two ideas are covered

in chapters 1 and 2. For the

reader who had hoped to be given

a working program, the early

chapters might be frustrating, but

for the more experienced pro-

grammer who wants to advance

his skills, they are all too short.

Then we get to the heart of the

book, which starts in chapter 3

where all the functions of a star

ship are outlined in detail. A
"simulation controller," which

calls the communications, navi-

gation, sciences, engineering,

medical and helm sub-modules, is

described.

The various functions of each

of these sub-modules is outlined

in a structured programming for-

mat. The advantage of this, of

course, is that the user can imple-

ment the logic in any language he

chooses. He is free to examine the

logical structure and add or delete

features. And the logic is more

clearly presented than any source

code could be. An example of the

navigation set velocity sub-

module is shown in Fig. 1

.

In my opinion, this book is a

good influence on the space-war

computer addicts. Heretofore,

we have spent our time program-

ming a universe of Klingons to be

destroyed. Only the military

capabilities of the star ship have

been programmed. Star Ship

Simulation, on the other hand,

while it involves conflict with

enemy vessels, sets the pattern for

simulating the interaction be-

tween the ship's systems. One is,

in effect, designing a star ship

that works.

The communications console

accepts commands and messages,

the medical units can be used as a

diagnostic challenge, the energy

systems must be balanced and op-

timized, the helm accepts com-

mands and displays messages and

so on. The programmer who
completes this project will go a

long way toward learning some

system engineering and not just

battle tactics.

The next step might well be

learning to provide the challenge

of running a star ship without

warfare. Such challenges might

(continued on page 21)

IF THE SPECIFIED VELOCITY IS SUBLIGHT (0- .99):

TURN OFF THE SPACE/WARP ENGINES;
SET THE OPERATIONAL STATUS OF THE IMPULSE ENGINES
TO THE REQUESTED SPEED;
SET THE ENTERPRISE VELOCITY TO THE REQUESTED SPEED.

OR IF THE SPECIFIED VELOCITY IS GREATER THAN LIGHT:

TURN OFF THE IMPULSE ENGINES;
SET THE OPERATIONAL STATUS OF THE SPACE/WARP ENGINES
TO THE SPECIFIED SPEED;
SET THE ENTERPRISE VELOCITY TO THE SPECIFIED SPEED.

ELSE THE REQUESTED VELOCITY IS INVALID:

SO NOTIFY THE NAVIGATOR
ENDIF
RETURN//

Fig. L
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Specifications:

S-100 compatible. MFM
encoding, 35 tracks with ten

512-byte sectors per track.

179,200 bytes on double
density SA-400 and North Star
BASIC, DOS, and Monitor
included.

For further information, write

for full color catalog or contact
your local computer store.

Newfrom North Star

Double Density Performance at
Single Density Prices
The new HORIZON computer and
Micro Disk System now record in dou-
ble density! That means each new
Shugart SA-400 minifloppy disk drive

accesses 180K bytes of on-line infor-

mation. All double density HORIZON
computers and Micro Disk Systems
have a redesigned controller which
allows the use of quadruple capacity
disk drives as they become available in

early 1979. A three-drive North Star
System with quadruple capacity disk
drives will access over a megabyte of
on-line information. But, best of all

there's no price increase for double
density models.

North Star BASIC and DOS have been
upgraded to accommodate the in-

creased capacity and yet run existing

programs with little or no change. The
new disk system also supports single

density, so existing single density disk-

ettes can still be used. Single density
SA-400 drives previously purchased
with North Star systems can also be
used.

Pricing

HORIZON with one double density
SA-400 minifloppy (180K bytes), 16K
RAM, Z80A processor and serial I/O

port: $1599 kit, $1899 assembled.

MICRO DISK SYSTEM with one double
density SA-400 minifloppy, controller

board and power regulation: $699 kit,

$799 assembled. (Cabinet and power
supply $39 extra each.)

North Star * Computers
2547 Ninth Street

Berkeley, California 94710 ^ N9

(415)549-0858
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„ NEW
Products

ROM/RAM Simulator

The ED-6000 is a ROM/RAM
simulator that allows you to de-

velop and test machine code soft-

ware in microprocessors, bit-slice

and minicomputer systems. The
simulator features expandable

word length beyond 128 bits and

includes a Data Monitor to dis-

play word lengths in excess of 40

bits. Using the ED-6000, engi-

neers developing mini-micro codes

can run their systems at full speed

without wasting PROMs and can

conduct diagnostic tests on as-

sembly-line systems.

A unique standard feature al-

lows you to address the simula-

tor's memory from either multi-

ple or independent addressing

sources in 2K by 8-bit increments.

Data entry can be through an op-

tional terminal, paper tape reader

or computer. The ED-6000 is

available with an RS-232 inter-

face for data display and entry.

Electro-Design, Inc., 7364

Convoy Court, San Diego CA
92111.

Selector III

Selector III is an interactive,

multi-key data base management
system that allows users of

CP/M-based microcomputers to

enter records, update files inter-

actively and provide full query

Edited by Dennis Brisson

and report writer functions. The

system comes with a library of

predefined record formats in a

data dictionary and programs to

manage and report sales activity,

inventory, payables, receivables,

check register, expenses, appoint-

ments and name and address func-

tions. The system supports up to

24 items (fields) per record.

Selector III is distributed on
diskette with source code (except

for a machine-language key

maintenance program). User's

system requirements are 48K,

CP/M (or derivative), two mini

single density drives or one larger

capacity drive, terminal or moni-

tor with up-cursor and erase-

screen codes and, ideally, a print-

ing device. It operates under

CBASIC and costs $295. CBASIC
costs $49.95 with Selector, or

$89.95 separately.

Micro-Ap, 8939 San Ramon
Rd., Dublin CA 94566.

Terminal/Connector Wrap Post

The T46-5-9 is a double-duty

wrap post that functions as a ter-

minal for wrapped-wire intercon-

nections or as pins to mate an in-

expensive ribbon-wire connector.

The 0.025 inch square post is 0.24

inch long on the top or connector

section and 0.64 inch long on the

bottom. These lengths allow two

wire wraps and three wire wraps,

T46-5-9 wrap posts used as male ribbon-wire connectors.

respectively, while the sharp

square edges ensure gas-tight

wraps. The 0.044 inch diagonal

center section provides a solid

wedge fit in the standard 0.042

inch holes in perforated boards,

and the stop bar ensures consis-

tent insertion depth.

In packages of 100, the T46-5-9

posts (tin plated) are priced at

$3.58; packages of 1000 are

$28.93. The T46-5A-9 posts (gold

plated) are $5.97 per 100 and

$51.93 per 1000, packaged.

Vector Electronic Co., 12460

Gladstone Ave., Sylmar CA
91342.

Printerm Printer

The Printerm Model 879 is a

high-speed bidirectional micro/

mini printer, 120 cps at 75 lines

per minute, 9x7 or 9x9 high

density matrix, with up to four

copies. It features a 96-character

ASCII character set (uppercase,

lowercase and triple wide ex-

panded), operator switch select-

able 80- or 132-column format

and RS-232 and parallel interface.

Simple in design, it uses only

three sub-system moving parts

for high reliability; all servo

motors are directly driven. It con-

tains 2K memory for full page

CRT dump and uses roll paper

feed, combination pin form and

roll feed or tractor feed. Price is

$1395.

Printer Terminals Corp., PO
Box 535, Ramona CA 92065.

M6800 Development System

The EXORterm 220 display

terminal and console is designed

for software and hardware sys-

The ED-6000. The Model 879.
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EXORterm 220.

tern development for all Motorola

and second-source M6800 family

microprocessors and single-chip

microcomputers operating at

speeds up to 2.0 MHz. EXOR-
term 220 facilitates the exchange

of data between the user and the

system via a high-quality video

interface in conjunction with a

keyboard. To further enhance the

efficiency of the interface, special

keys have been encoded to invoke

functions unique to the develop-

ment system in each of its com-

mand levels—EXbug and DOS.
EXORterm 220 incorporates a

CRT chassis with a keyboard and

isolated motherboard, MPU II

module, DEbug II module, two

16K RAM modules, the resident

relocatable macro assembler/

linking loader and the CRT edi-

tor, which allows the user to

create and modify source pro-

grams.

The assembler, in translating

assembly-language programs into

a relocatable object file, provides

the relocation and linking of

modules and macros, plus condi-

tional assembly; the linking loader

converts the relocatable object

file into absolute object codes.

You can also use the terminal as

an asynchronous editing terminal

through connection to a host

computer (or other external de-

vice) via the serial interface (RS-

232C or current loop), essentially

bypassing the isolated mother-

board. EXORterm costs $8600;

the system with static RAM costs

$9200.

Motorola Microsystems, PO
Box 20912, Phoenix AZ 85036.

PET Floppy Disk/S-100 Adapter

The EXS-100 provides a com-

bination floppy disk controller

and S-100 adapter for the PET
computer. It connects to the PET
memory expansion socket with a

flat cable. The single S-100 board

can be plugged into any S-100

mainframe for expansion to the

S-100 bus. Up to three mini-

floppy disk drives plug directly

into the EXS-100, giving the PET
high-speed disk storage.

As a floppy disk controller, the

EXS-100 uses the standard IBM

The CGRS EXS-100.

iHHM

The IF-1.

3740 format and will drive up to

three minifloppy disk drives for

up to 240K of storage. A special

software package that allows you

to load and store programs from

the disk is available. The EXS-100

board also has provision for

EPROM storage on-board, so

that the disk software will always

be instantly available.

As an S-100 adapter, the

EXS-100 is full-buffered and gen-

erates the full complement con-

trol lines. The EXS-100 assem-

bled as an S-100 adapter only is

$199.95; EXS-100 assembled as a

disk controller only is $299.95;

EXS-100 assembled as a com-

bination S-100 adapter and disk

controller is $349.95. The board

is also available in a complete

disk package for $799.95.

CGRS Microtech, PO Box 368,

Southampton PA 18966.

IF- 1 Interface Board

The IF-1 I/O card interfaces

the ICTM-1 integrated circuit

tester module to S-100 bus com-
puters. While primarily intended

as a dedicated interface, IF-1 can

also be used as a general-purpose

I/O card in applications that re-

quire up to 16 output lines and

eight input lines.

IF-1 provides two fully buffered

8-bit output ports and one fully

buffered 8-bit input port. I/O ad-

dress decoding is jumper select-

able on any four port boundary in

the system I/O address space. All

24 I/O lines are brought out to a

single 50-pin mass terminated

cable connector. All signal lines

are separated by ground lines to

minimize problems caused by

noise and crosstalk. A separate

10-pin connector supplies a regu-

lated + 5 V and the unregulated

+ 8 V, +16 V and - 16 V S-100

power supply lines. IF-1 is

$89.95, kit, and $119.95, assem-

bled and tested.

Pragmatic Designs, Inc., 711

Stierlin Road, Mt. View CA
94043.

Floppy I/O

Trace Electronics' single I/O
card for the S-100 bus contains:

four programmable parallel ports,

two duplex serial ports, a baud
rate generator, two 16-bit pro-

grammable interval timers, room
for up to 16K of EPROM (2708,

2716, 2732) and a connector to

adapt the Persci 1070 intelligent

floppy disk controller to the

S-100 bus.

This single card can interface

CRT terminals, keyboards, print-

ers, paper tape readers, EPROM
programmers, up to four floppy

disk drives (with controller) and
still provide EPROM space and
two 16-bit timers. The "floppy

I/O" card is compatible with Al-

tair 8800, Imsai 8080 and the

llfllilllliillMl

TE's S-100 I/O card.
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The Slavemaster 2650.

CGRS 6502/S-100 MPU. It is

available in kit form ($169.95)

and assembled ($219.95).

Trace Electronics, Inc., 570 W.
DeKalb Pike, King of Prussia PA
19406.

Slavemaster Multiprocessor

The Slavemaster 2650 is the

first S-100 bus multiprocessor

system that fully utilizes all avail-

able bus time by allowing two mi-

croprocessors to operate with

fetch/execute cycles interleaved.

Precise single processor timing is

maintained, and, once synchro-

nized, there is no interaction be-

tween the two processors. This

system is implemented with two

Signetics 2650 microprocessors:

Slave and Master; the Master has

the ability to stop, reset or jump
the Slave.

The Master can be used as a dy-

namic debugging tool; it may
change and monitor any of the

Slave's S-100 resources while re-

maining fully transparent. Real-

time control, parallel processing,

foreground/background and front

end pre-processing are other pos-

sible applications.

The interrupt driven real-time

functions, keyboard processing,

timekeeping, power fail detection

and eight possible external priori-

ty interrupts are especially useful

while doing multi-task operations.

Victoria Micro Digital, 401

Dundee St., Victoria TX 77901.

Desk and CPU Cabinet

Make your computer system

feel at home with a new desk and
CPU cabinet from Group Two,
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 305,

San Diego CA 92117. The work
station desk top area measures

24 x 48 or 32 x 60 inches; 26-inch

chrome legs with a cross brace

and adjustable levelers attach to

the cabinet.

The cabinet features a bronze

Plexiglas door with chrome hard-

ware and a magnetic lock, a re-

movable back panel and a 19-inch

rack—21 inch high front and four

rear metal mounting rails. Ad-
justable shelves are optional. The
price of the unit is $290.

Business Applications

Source Listings

Source listings and program-

ming language and users man-
uals for CPA (Computer Prepared

Accounting), a general ledger sys-

tem, and Write-On, an automatic

letter writing system, are now
available from Micro Store, 634

Group Two work station.

Microcosm 's 64K RAM board.

S. Central Expressway, Richard-

son TX 75080. The BASIC lan-

guage source listings include code

segments of utilities and routines

that users can patch into other

programs.

CPA consists of 2000 lines of

code, including ISAM (indexed

sequential access method), a sort

segment and routines for chain-

ing trailers—used to mark an

audit trail—both forward and

backward. The system accommo-
dates up to 200 accounts and is-

sues comments and prompts to

guide you at crucial entry steps.

Write-on contains 700 lines, in-

cluding segments of string manip-

ulation coding that illustrate the

use of string operators and func-

tions.

Both listings work with an

ICOM company model FD3712

dual-drive floppy disk storage de-

vice and a Diablo or dot-matrix

printer. You must adapt the soft-

ware to systems with other com-

ponents; at least 32K bytes of

RAM are required. Listings,

complete with manuals, of the

two systems sell for $75 each.

64K RAM Card

A recently developed 64K RAM
card from Microcosm, Inc., 534

W. 9460 S., Sandy UT 84070, re-

Micro Store's business programs.

duces your system card count by

using only one S-100 card slot. It

uses only as much power as the

standard 16K RAM card, thus

lowering power requirements.

Buffered signal lines mean less

loading on buses. Memory is ex-

pandable in 16K byte increments

up to 64K bytes, and memory may
be disabled in 256 byte blocks for

ROM programs. The fast cycle

time of the new 16 x 1 dynamic

RAM requires no wait states for

reads, writes or refreshing. Mem-
ory card handles refresh.

Property Management Program

REAP (Realty Analysis Ex-

pense Program) provides com-

plete expense information for

each building in payment-by-pay-

ment and summary format, in-

cluding tax-ready totals for IRS

filing.

The Building-Payee report dis-

plays expenses for any building,

for all or selected payees. A year's

payment record, including total

yearly expense, average monthly

expense and total number of pay-

ments, can be displayed on screen

at once for any regular paid ac-

count.

The Utility-Summary report

displays yearly, year-to-date or

monthly average utility expenses

for each building under the cate-

gories—electric, gas, water, trash.

The Tax-Totals report displays

totals for each building under

utilities, insurance, repairs and

property tax. Special accounts

can easily be set up to track other

expense types. REAP is available

on cassette with complete docu-

mentation for the TRS-80 Level I

and II, Apple and PET for $25.

Realty Software Co., 2045

Manhattan Ave., Hermosa Beach

CA 90254.

Accounting Programs

The Accounts Receivable 201
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Beck 's arcade computer.

and Accounts Payable 301 pro-

gram packages from Data Train,

Inc., 840 NW 6th St., Suite 3,

Grants Pass OR 97526, operate

on Wang "T" and PCS II models

with mini, floppy and hard disk

storage devices. Selection of stor-

age devices is under user control.

The A/R 201 features balance

forward and open item modes of

handling receivables, on-line in-

voicing for low-volume invoicing

needs and a repetitive billing op-

tion, in addition to all the neces-

sary accounting reports and audit

trail.

The 301 business package per-

forms the necessary accounting

and audit trail reports and also

provides the following features: a

purchase summary report by job

number, a cash requirements re-

port based on due date, override

control on payments and check

printing.

Both programs will integrate to

DTI's General Ledger 101 under

user control and require 8K to

16K memory and dual mini or

floppy disk drives or hard disk

with a single floppy available.

The 201 costs $900; the 301 is

$600.

Sungraph Program

Now you can keep close tabs on

the position of the sun with the

Sungraph program from Solartek,

PO Box 298, Guilderland NY
12084. The program calculates

and graphs the position of the

sun; the sun's local elevation and

azimuth can be calculated at any

location on earth.

Options include graphs of ele-

vation vs time of day, azimuth vs

time of day, maximum elevation

vs date and elevation at a specified

Displayfrom Sungraph program.

azimuth vs date. The save option

allows you to store a graph on

cassette and reload it at a later

time. Written in TRS-80 Level II

BASIC, the program requires

13K bytes of storage. It is avail-

able on cassette for $49 or disk-

ette for $75.

The Beck- 1/Arcade

The Beck- 1 /Arcade combines

the computer and TV input pro-

cessor, operators monitor and

keyboard into one compact, port-

able package to provide a high-

performance computer photogra-

phy and arcade system. In addi-

tion to photography applica-

tions, the Beck- 1 /Arcade is a so-

phisticated biorhythm computer,

performing the complex calcula-

tions and plotting the three bio-

rhythm curves along with an as-

sessment of the day's situation.

The portrait system contains

two memories: one for the printer

and one for the monitor so the

operator can be composing the

next picture while the previous

one is still printing. The operator

can adjust the contrast and bright-

ness for each subject and "freeze"

the picture any number of times

until he captures the perfect ex-

pression ... all before printing.

Picture size is adjustable.

The Beck- 1 /Arcade comes as a

component unit priced at $3700

for upgrading or integration with

a printer and video package. Al-

ternatively, a complete arcade

system, consisting of the arcade

computer, a Centronics 102

printer, TV camera and zoom
lens and a 19-inch audience moni-

tor, is $11,500. The biorhythm

option is $1000 on either package.

Beck Corporation, 303 Slocum
Ave., Neptune NJ 07753.
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San Francisco CA

The fourth annual West Coast Computer Faire will be held in

San Francisco's Civic Auditorium during May 11-13, 1979.

The Faire is primarily concerned with inexpensive computing

for home, business and industry. Conferences covering topics

in these areas are scheduled.

Arlington VA

A symposium on "Microcomputers in Education and Train-

ing" will be held in Arlington VA, May 17-18, 1979. For informa-

tion, write to Society for Applied Learning and Technology, 50

Culpeper Street, Warrentown VA 22186, or call (703) 347-0055.

Pasadena CA

Infotech International, Inc., is presenting spring/summer

state-of-the-art conferences and tutorials, which will be held in

March, April, May and June in San Francisco, Washington DC
and Chicago.

For more information, write to Infotech International, Inc.,

234 E. Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena CA 91101, or call (213)

793-0687.

CORRECTIONS
The January 1979 PET-pourri listed the old address of the

Excel Company in El Cerrito CA. To ensure that all correspon-

dence reaches the company, Excel has asked us to list its new
address: PO Box 1147, El Cerrito CA 94530.
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Wright On!

Jim Wright's article titled

"The Ups and Downs of Busi-

ness," which appeared in your

December 1978 issue, is, in my
estimation, one of the most prac-

tical small-business programs for

a microcomputer that I have

seen. I have converted it to Level

II BASIC and, for the first time,

am able to get a picture of sales

and cost trends in my business.

By using a Polaroid camera
with a close-up lens I am able to

pictorially show my salesmen a

graph of their sales for the past 10

years. In addition, I like the abili-

ty to save data on tape with this

program. Kudos to Mr. Wright.

H. J. Somermeyer

Nebraska City NB

This is the program I have been

using for demonstrating the pow-
er of microcomputers to busi-

nessmen 's groups. I show them a

graph of the sales for 73 Maga-
zine for the last five years—then

the smoothed average of the sales

—andfinally the change in sales.

It 's most impressive. I carry along

data tapes with the figures for

pages of advertising, sales of
books, and other sales details that

businessmen can identify with. A
similar program for the Apple,

with different colored graphs for

comparing two or more func-

tions, would be handy—// that

gives anyone ideas for pro-

gramming— Wayne.

Apple Polisher

If your motive for publishing

Robert Richardson's unprovoked
blast at the Apple II (February

1979, p. 20) was to generate more
letters, you've succeeded. At first

I wondered if the article he refers

to, Bob Bishop's review of the

Apple II in the November 1978

Kilobaud, might not have left out

some important features. The on-

ly criticism I can make is that Bob
makes too much of the lack of

high-resolution routines in the

BASIC ROM and in the first ver-

sion of the floating-point BASIC.
Of course, both problems have

since been solved, first by the

release of Applesoft II with

floating-point and hi-res graphics

routines, and then by the Pro-

grammer's Aid ROM, which

adds hi-res routines to the basic

BASIC, along with some niceties

such as BASIC RENUMBER and

APPEND.
No, it can't be Bishop's article

that's at fault, so I suspect it may
be Mr. Richardson. Otherwise,

why would he state flatly that the

Apple II is "bereft of features

that are offered by . . .

TRS-80?" Come, come, Mr.
Richardson. Granted you have to

pay a premium for Apple; surely

you don't claim that the TRS-80
has full-color graphics? Or
200-line-resolution graphics?

How about a built-in speaker

under program control? Built-in

A/D interface? Built-in assem-

bler and disassembler? 1500-

baud cassette interface that

doesn't require disconnection in

order to permit rewinding and

fast-forward? RAM expansion

up to 48K bytes without buying

an additional chassis?

Come to think of it, nobody in

his right mind would make such a

blatantly and egregiously wrong
statement. I submit that "Robert

M. Richardson" is just a pseud-

onym for Wayne Green, who
states on the very next page that

his work on Apple programs re-

veals "spectacular improvement"

when color is used. It must be too

quiet in Peterborough. . . .

Allen Watson III

Redwood City CA

This is in answer to the letter

from Mr. Richardson in the Feb-

ruary 1979 issue criticizing "The
Remarkable Apple II" by Bob
Bishop. In one respect I must

agree with Mr. Richardson: the

article was somewhat dry and un-

inspiring.

What I cannot agree with is

Mr. Richardson's opinion of the

Apple II. Those who read the let-

ter from me in the September

1978 issue (p. 17) noticed that I

came back to the U.S. from two
years in the Philippines all fired

up to buy a TRS-80. I am proud
to say I am an Apple II owner.

The things that changed my mind
involved talking to some Radio

Shack managers who freely ad-

mitted they knew nothing about

the TRS-80 except how to collect

money from those who wished to

buy it. There was no support

available from your friendly,

neighborhood Radio Shack. One

manager told me he had suggest-

ed that all managers be given a

short course on the TRS-80 so

they could be more knowledge-

able. The idea was turned down.

Why should I spend my kilobucks

for a microcomputer system when

there is no local expertise avail-

able to help me with any ques-

tions that may come up?

This leads me to the Apple II. I

was looking for a micro that was

capable of not only playing the

standard games and keeping rec-

ords, but one that also had a fine

graphics capability.

I stumbled across the Micro-

computer Shoppe in nearby Cor-

pus Christi and the father-and-

son team of Lyle and Kevin Per-

sels. Lyle is a salesman who knows

his product and how to sell it. He
also knows the competitors and

can intelligently compare them.

Kevin is a highly talented pro-

grammer who can communicate

on any level from rank novice

(me) to expert. They and their

staff can also service what they

sell. Those are the main reasons I

didn't buy the TRS-80, with

apologies to Ed Juge, but went

with the Apple II instead.

There isn't a microcomputer

that is right for everyone. Some
people are satisfied with a KIM-1

,

and others will never be satisfied.

Wayne summed it a long time ago

in one of his columns: determine

your needs, find the best compro-

mise among what is available now
and buy it. If you keep waiting

for what is going to be available

next year, you'll be cheating

yourself out of a lot of fun and

experience . . . and maybe even

money from an article or Instant

Software. Join the parade; stop

sitting on the sidelines tapping

your foot.

Dan Lane

Kingsville TX

It's not apparent from Mr.

Richardson's letter which fea-

tures he found "bereft" in the

Apple II. His short comment was
open-ended with no specifics.

As an Apple II owner and user,

I comment that perhaps the spe-

cific features Mr. Richardson

needed were not part of Apple's

intended design. I am biased to-

ward the system I have, but let me
list as many things about the

Apple as I can to provide a basis

for comparison.

First, what I find that Apple
doesn't have:

•A built-in video monitor—

I

use a Sanyo, bought separately.

• A cassette recorder, built-in or

part of the package.

• Named files with the cassette

SAVE command. (This wasn't a

problem for me— I intended to go

to disk.)

• Lowercase characters—can be

done in software or with a hard-

ware change. A bit messy though.

• More than 40-column output

format—makes it difficult to do

wider formatting unless you out-

put directly to hard copy.

•A numerical keypad (?).

• Pre-formatted graphics char-

acters in ROM—not one of my
needs.

• PRINT-USING command with

extended BASIC—software rou-

tines are possible though awk-

ward.

Next, those things that I find

Apple does have (conceding that

most any system will have a high-

level language and so on):

• Documentation—Apple II sys-

tem documentation includes all

connector pin-out designations,

complete schematics, source list-

ings of the monitor and utility

programs, including sweet 16, a

16-bit interpreter, and the Apple

mini-assembler. Two great pro-

gramming manuals are available,

one for each type of BASIC, and

each accessory has its own com-

plete manual.

• Expansion—memory is ex-

panded just by plugging the chips

into the sockets already provided.

Eight accessory expansion sockets

are already installed, too. No ex-

pansion chassis and extra power

supplies are needed. Power is

supplied by the built-in switching

power supply. This supply will

run all the properly designed ac-

cessories plugged into the ex-

pansion sockets, including the

disk-drive controllers.

• Accessories—just plug them in

and go. No software to load to

run them either; it's all in ROM.
And many accessories are avail-

able from other sources (besides

Apple) because of the expansion

ease built into the Apple II.

• Prototyping—Apple supplies

full documentation of their bus.

All required signal levels, loading

of circuits and specifications for

connecting your own stuff are

provided. A prototyping card,

designed for the Apple bus, is

part of the prototyping package.

• Easy I/O—a 16-pin connector

provides programmable access to

four latchable output bits, three

input bits (switch sensing) and
four analog-to-digital converters

(one port each). This socket is in-

tended for use with such things as

game paddles, but there are many
other possible uses. Simple inter-

facing to a printer or Teletype is

possible through this connector.
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• Mini-assembler—Apple's built-

in mini-assembler makes assem-

bly-language programming possi-

ble directly from the keyboard.

Labels and named operands are

not allowed, but the assembler is

there, in ROM, any time you
want to use it.

• ROM sockets—two ROM soc-

kets are available for users to in-

clude their own programs in per-

manent storage.

• Sound—a built-in speaker pro-

vides a transducer for music syn-

thesis, game responses and speech

recognition.

• Color graphics (LORES)— 16

colors to provide animated graph-

ics in a 40x40 block matrix.

Screen writing speed is fast

enough to allow paddle- and ball-

type games and many other high-

speed interactive displays.

• HIRES color graphics—color

dots in a 280 x 192 matrix for ani-

mated graphics. Programming
commands and shape tables allow

HIRES graphics in any shape.

Text can be interactive with

graphics.

All the low-cost personal com-
puters are excellent choices for

beginners and game players (and

those interested in nontechnical

applications). But, serious engi-

neers/programmers should start

with something more substantial

and reliable. The Apple II has the

required qualifications.

Chuck Carpenter

Carrollton TX

Super Software

I'd like to pass along a positive

experience I had with a software

dealer, Supersoft of Champaign,

Illinois. I have a SOL/20 with

North Star disk and have ordered

several programs on disk from

Supersoft, ranging from games to

text editors. I can report that they

are all excellently prepared and

tested.

More important, however, was

the willingness of Herbert Schildt

to help me with a problem that

arose. It turned out to have

nothing to do with the software.

I recommend this company
most highly to all North Star

users.

M. Blair Sibley

Albany NY

REPROM

Enclosed is a completely re-

vised version of my PROM pro-

gram for the KIM (September

1978, p. 103). It uses the KIM
pointers 17F5-17F8 to contain the

addresses for the PROM data and
runs like the KIM cassette

routines. Load the starting ad-

dresses into 17F5-17F6 and the

end address into 17F7-17F8.

Then go to 0000 and hit GO.
The PEEK routine has also

been revised so that it initializes

the programmer before display-

ing the data. Go to 0099 and hit

GO. The contents of the first data

byte in the PROM will be

displayed. To increment the ad-

dress of the PROM, hit STOP
and the next data byte will ap-

pear.

If the VERIFY and PEEK rou-

tines do not run properly because

the programmer jumps ad-
dresses, the problem may be in

010 0000 JSR PROM 20 06 00
020 0003 JMP KIM 4C 4F 1C
030 0006 LDA §6H PROM A9 64
040 0008 STA CYCLE 85 EE
050 000A LDA #AD A9 AD
060 000C STA VEB 8D EC 17
070 000F LDA OFF A9 FF
080 0011 STA DRB 8D 02 17
090 0014 STA DDRA 8D 01 17
100 0017 LDA #0F A9 OF
110 0019 STA DDRB 8D 03 17
120 001C JSR INTVEB A1 20 32 19
130 001F LDA #05 A9 05
140 0021 STA DRB 8D 02 17
150 0024 JSR VEB A2 20 EC 17
160 0027 JSR PRGM 20 74 00
170 002A LDA #10 A9 10
180 002C BIT DRB 2C 02 17
190 002F BNE A5 DO 11

200 0031 JSR INCA 20 89 00
210 0034 BCC A2 90 EE
220 0036 LDA #FF A4 A9 FF
230 0038 JSR PRGM 20 74 00
240 003B LDA #10 A9 10
250 003D BIT DRB 2C 02 17
260 0040 BEQ A 4 F0 F6
270 0042 DEC EE A5 C6 EE
280 0044 BNE A1 DO D6
290 0046 LDA #00 VRFY A9 00
300 0048 STA DDRA 8D 01 17
310 004B LDA #0D A9 0D
320 004D STA DRB 8D 02 17
330 0050 JSR INTVEB 20 32 19
340 0053 JSR VEB V1 20 EC 17
350 0056 CMP DRA CD 00 17
360 0059 BNE B2 DO 0E
370 005B LDA #OF A9 OF
380 005D STA DRB 8D 02 17
390 0060 DEC DRB CE 02 17
400 0063 JSR INCA 20 89 00
410 0066 BCC V1 90 EB
420 0068 RTS 60
430 0069 LDA VEB+1 B2 AD ED 17
440 006C STA KPL 85 FA
450 006E LDA VEB+2 AD EE 17
460 0071 STA KPH 85 FB
470 0073 RTS 60
480 0074 STA DRA PRGM 8D 00 17
490 0077 CLD D8
500 0078 NOP EA
510 0079 LDA #03 A9 03
520 007B STA DRB 8D 02 17

530 007E LDX #C4 A2 C4
540 0080 DEX C1 CA
550 0081 BNE C1 DO FD
560 0083 LDA #06 A9 06
570 0085 STA DRB 8D 02 17

580 0088 RTS 60
590 0089 JSR INCVEB INCA 20 EA 19
600 008C LDA VEB+1 AD ED 17

610 008F CMP EAL CD F7 17
620 0092 LDA VEB+2 AD EE 17
630 0095 SBC EAH ED F8 17
640 0098 RTS 60
650 0099 LDA #00 PEEK A9 00
660 009B STA DDRA 8D 01 17
670 009E STA KPL 85 FA
680 00A0 STA IRQH 8D FB 17
690 00A3 LDA #17 A9 17
700 00A5 STA KPH 85 FB
710 00A7 LDA #B9 A9 B9
720 00A9 STA IROL 8D FA 17

730 00AC LDA #0F A9 OF
740 00AE STA DDRB 8D 03 17
750 00B1 LDA #0D A9 OD
760 00B3 STA DRB 8D 02 17
770 00B6 JMP KIM 4C 4F 1C

780 00B9 LDA #0F PI A9 OF
790 00BB STA DRB 8D 02 17
800 00BE DEC DRB CE 02 17
810 00C1 JMP KIM 4C 4F 1C

Revised PROMprogram.

the connection between PB-0 and
the 7404. This can be helped by

putting a .001 uF capacitor from
PB-0 to ground.

If anyone wants a copy of the

revised program, I will copy it on-

to a cassette tape for him. Just

send me a good cassette with an

SASE and I'll make a copy. If

you can, include a program of

your own in exchange.

Jim Grina

1284 Fifield PI.

St. Paul MN 55108

Do Small Businesses

Really Need Micros?

I keep reading about the "un-
explored or undeveloped mar-

kets" for microcomputers in

small business.

Mr. Soderberg's letter in the

January 1979 issue (p. 19) speaks

of the very small businessman,

who "may still even carry his

receipts and paperwork to his ac-

countant in a shoe box," and
then adds the monstrous argu-

ment of "inventory control, lost

orders, overstocks, out of stocks

and organization problems."

Why do I say monstrous? Let's

look at what a small business is

according to the Congressional

report "Future of Small Business

in America."

In 1971 there were 12.4 million

business enterprises in America,

including 3.3 million farms. 6.4

million grossed less than $10,000;

3.4 million grossed between $10-

50,000; 1.0 million grossed be-

tween $50-100,000. (To get 1978

dollars, multiply by 1.6.)

Hence, only 1.6 million

businesses grossed over $100,000

per year, and those are the micro-

computer candidates (less the

really big business). Even though

the data came from 1971, the

situation is no better today.

In 1969, 548 businesses "went

public." By 1977, only 29

businesses could make it

"public."

The number of small business-

es has increased by virtue of na-

tional growth, but the galloping

trends toward economic concen-

tration and increased acquisitions

and mergers means that more
small businesses are sharing a

decreased piece of the economic

pie.

The automatic question is:

"How do these people live on
that money?"
They don't. They work for

somebody else. Many small

businesses are operated as tax

gimmicks. In today's economy,
any business grossing less than

$35,000 has to be a sideline. Con-
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gressional statistics indicate that

there may be more enthusiasts

than business candidates for

microcomputers.

Mr. Soderberg states, "En-

thusiasts probably only exist in

the hundreds of thousands . . .

dwarfed by millions of very small

businesses that should be the real

marketplace."

Until the government quits

playing with the rules, the ac-

countant is indispensable to the

small business. The tax code is

massive and, like all rules made
by lawyers, subject to interpreta-

tion. An IRS agent will force his

interpretation on the uninitiated,

but a qualified accountant can

defend a position. And if the ac-

countant errs, he pays any fines

levied.

Most small businesses do their

own books and let the accountant

handle the fiscal end.

Reliability is going to be a ques-

tion mark for the few small busi-

nesses that can profit from a

microcomputer. And a small

businessman doesn't or shouldn't

purchase a $3-4000 micro to save

a couple of hundred a year—he

thinks it should earn a couple of

hundred because it cannot

replace people. It can only do

some of the work of one over-

worked person.

The one sure way to make
money with computers is to be a

small businessman and sell 'em.

Lee Grow
Palm Beach Gardens FL

Considering that NEBS, right

here in Peterborough, is selling

bookkeeping systems and forms

to well over one million small

businesses, there must be some
question raised about the govern-

ment statistics. But look at it

from the point of view of the

businessman. He can buy a $5000

microcomputing system, complete

with software, which will do his

accounting and print it out for

checking by his tax accountant,

thus saving much time (money).

The cost of this would run $125 a

month on afive-year basis, about

one-fifth the cost of a clerk to sit

and do the bookkeeping work.

And this system will not only

have all ofthe management infor-

mation immediately at hand, it

will sit there and type out in-

voices, statements, checks to pay
bills, etc., all at the $l25-a-month

salary rate. I think the market is

almost unlimited for such sys-

tems.

The $4000 cost ofa microcom-

puter and some programs would

net out to about $100 per month
on afive-year amortization basis.

That's so much less than the cost

of an extra clerk to do the busy-

work that it has to be economical-

ly effective.

In the few places I've seen mi-

crocomputers used around Peter-

borough (fuel-oil distributors),

I've seen the principals of the

firms able to get a good hold on

their business for the first time.

No longer do they have to wait

for a service bureau to input data,

process it and then send copies of
the printout back so thefirm can

see how they are doing, answer

questions from customers, etc.

They are able to input data in a

few minutes and have it on hand

immediately from then on. The

system prints invoices, state-

ments, payroll, etc. It helps them

set fuel prices, keep track of in-

ventory and even route the deliv-

ery trucks.

What real estate dealer will be

able to function without a com-

puter to keep track ofproperties

and match them to customers?

And the computer, with some
word-processing capability, can

crank out legal forms for sales

and contracts. If we have at least

a dozen real estate dealers of sig-

nificance in this area, how many
are there in the country?

If we had a good real estate

program to see I know we could

sell at least 20,000 of them; the

hardware involved would selljust

asfast. Someone is going to make
millions on sales like this—// we

get the programs.

The same goesfor most profes-

sions. I don't know if dentists

qualify as small businessmen or

not, but I do know there are an

awful lot ofdentists, and they are

prime candidates for a small-

computer system that will allow

them to dispense with a service

bureau and get the information in

house.— Wayne.

Simple Conversion

In case no one has taken the

trouble to convert Rod Hallen's

"Simpler Interest" so it can run

on the TRS-80, the conversion is

shown in Fig. 1.

By adding lines 255 and 256

you will have to eliminate line

220, which will not work in the

TRS-80 anyway.

In lines 130, 150, 170 and 190,

eliminate the question mark and

replace the comma with a semi-

colon.

This is a very useful short pro-

gram, the likes of which I would

enjoy seeing more of.

I look forward each month to

your magazine and to more
business programs and fewer

"games," which are of no in-

terest to me on a $4000-plus in-

vestment.

George R. Bullitt

Haddam CT

Very Kind

I applaud your magazine. You
maintain a perfect hardware/

software mix. You also haven't

forgotten relative newcomers like

me to personal computing.

I read with great interest Tom
Pittman's "Dots" (February

1979, p. 84) and was surprised,

but delighted, to read his praise of

the RCA 1802. Perhaps now this

sleeping giant will be awakened.

When will others besides Kilo-

baud MICROCOMPUTING start

to take the 1802 seriously? There

must be thousands, like myself,

with home-brews and Elfs waiting

for really good expansion modules

for the 1802 to come out.

Many thanks for past perfor-

mance on the 1802, and keep up

the great work.
Dale Kind

Hudson MA

What Gives?

How did Mr. Fehringer make
out with his home-brew service

bureau (December 1978, p. 30)?

Since his story was written in

March 1977, enough time has

elapsed (obviously) to tell if he

succeeded or flopped. Please ask

Mr. Fehringer to follow up his

story. The suspense is killing.

William R. Hamblen
Nashville TN

Regarding Mr. Hamblen's in-

quiry about my home-brew ser-

vice bureau: It never came to pass

for a variety of reasons, but

primarily because as soon as I ap-

210 CLS:PRINTnnONTH H ;TAB(l4) l,PAYnENT";TAB(25)"PRINCIPAL";
215 PRINT TAB(39)"INTEREST ,I ;TAB(52)"NEW BALANCE"
255 X=X+.005
256 X=INT(X»100)/100
300 PRINT n;TAB(l4)P;TAB(25)Y;TA8(39)X;TAB(53)B

Fig. 1.

proached the grain elevator, the

service they had been using felt

the competition and drastically

reduced prices.

Initially, the elevator had been

very interested, and I had done

the flowcharts and some of the

coding before the price went

down.

At the present time, Farmland

Industries, the co-op from which

the elevator co-op buys most of

its supplies, has set a timetable

for all its members to switch to

their computer. Each member

will have a terminal connected

directly to the central computer in

headquarters. The reason is

essentially to provide electronic

mail. I have been told that it costs

them more than one-million

dollars for mailgrams and more

than seven-million dollars to mail

price lists each year. An in-house

terminal for each member will

provide up-to-the-minute prices

as well as many other advantages.

I am working on a couple of

other things, and if they pan out,

I hope to write an article about

them.

B. G Fehringer

Sidney NB

On the Horizon

I just wanted to let your readers

know of my favorable experience

with North Star Computers, Inc.

I have been impressed with the

quality of the hardware and

technical support supplied with

the Horizon computers.

I ordered a Horizon I computer

in kit form in June 1978. When I

received the computer three

weeks later, I was surprised to

find the quality of the parts so

high and assembly so easy. Upon
finishing the kit, it did not pass

preliminary tests, so I troubleshot

it and returned a part that I

thought was defective. This part

was returned to me within three

weeks with a note explaining that

it worked fine. It was recom-

mended that I return all of the

boards before the 90-day warran-

ty expired. I mailed my boards

off and got them back in less than

a month . . . repaired at no
charge. A delay line had been

bad.

The total cost of mailing was

less than $10, and the response

from North Star was beyond ex-

pectations. I recommend a

Horizon to anyone who wants a

microcomputer with large com-

puter quality.

Christopher W. Carlson

Las Vegas NV
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COMPUTER
CLINIC

As a new subscriber to Kilo-

baud MICROCOMPUTING, I

want to tap your brains.

Originally, I had an Imsai

8080, a Hazeltine Mod 1 CRT,
32K of memory, a Tarbell

cassette-interface board and a

professional tape recorder. I was

operating with an Imsai 8K
BASIC interpreter. Since that

time I have added a Micromation

dual floppy 8 inch disk setup with

interface and now have an Ander-

son/Jacobson Selectric printer. I

am running on BASIC-E and

C-BASIC and the CP/M system.

From your magazine and
others, I note that many BASIC
programs are available on cas-

settes. I can load cassettes in and

operate on CP/M, but how do I

load in a cassette BASIC program
and transfer it over into the flop-

py disks under the CP/M?
I can use my CP/M editing

system for necessary modifica-

tions, but I first must get the pro-

gram from the cassette into the

floppy disk.

Any suggestions?

George Burns

PO Box 19144

Indianapolis IN 46219

I have an S-100-based comput-

er system and wish to expand the

motherboard beyond its 20 posi-

tions. I have not been able to

locate any source of information

on connecting/interfacing my
present motherboard to another

motherboard, or is this practice

impractical?

Charles T. Huth
146 Schonhardt St.

Tiffin OH 44883

I enjoy Kilobaud MICRO-
COMPUTING and wait impa-

tiently each month to see what

programs or ideas I can get to try

on my computer. I have a TRS-
80, Level II, 16K that I use in my
retail appliance business. My ma-
jor project at the moment is put-

ting our 2500 accounts on the

computer, and I could use a little

help.

When the Level II is loaded

with data, any change in the pro-

gram causes all of the data to be

lost. Is there something I can

POKE to eliminate this clearing

process?

W. C. Sharpe, President

Sharpens Appliance Store, Inc.

457 Moreland Ave., NE
Atlanta GA 30307

I've just recently purchased a

Heath Microprocessor Trainer,

model ET-3400. It went together

easily and the training course is a

really great way to learn about

MPUs and minis. One problem

I've encountered is in interfacing.

A 40-pin strip is provided for

I/O, but I can't find the necessary

connectors anywhere. Heath rec-

ommends an AMP #2-87215-0

and 2-87543-0 to do the job, but I

can't turn one up. Can somebody
please put me on the right track?

Visions of wiring up my dark-

room and whole apartment are

dancing in my head, and I'm

stymied!

Bill Chase

8600 Theta #85

Houston TX 77034

For a long time I have been an

interested reader of your
magazine.

Today I want to address the

following problem. To coor-

SXf

IPjltOOKS
(from page 12)

include scientific dilemmas,
translating ancient writings and

transmissions, handling damage
control due to space "storms,"

resolving systems and personnel

conflicts—these are all one level

higher than simply blasting

Klingons to space debris. Perhaps

our hardware limitations provide

only the lowest level of challenge,

much as my cat finds it challeng-

ing to ambush a ball of yarn but

doesn't find it challenging (since

she doesn't have the capability) to

solve a differential equation.

The typos are remarkably few.

On page 1 10 under "Hardware,"
the word consider should have

been consideration. Also, the

author confuses a few scientific

terms. On page 1 he confuses

mass with weight; and in the

navigation sub-module excerpted

above, he confuses velocity with

speed. Finally, two comments:

1. An author, when presenting

a project of this size, has the

responsibility to verify that the

project can be done. As such, the

project should have been coded

up—in any language—as proof of

concept. The reader knows well

that there is a big difference be-

tween describing a large, interac-

tive program and actually making
it work. He would like to be

assured that someone else had
successfully completed the

project.

2. The ambitiousness of this

project apparently exceeds the

hardware limitation of most

small home/hobby computers. A
4K Radio Shack TRS-80 is just

not up to the task. I would guess

that a 32K Apple II with a disk

would be the class of machine

necessary. Be forewarned.

In the final analysis, however,

my hat is off to Roger Garrett for

a job well done and an important

contribution to the field.

John Martellaro

New Mexico State University

New Releases

The Phase-Locked Loop Refer-

ence Book with Experiments,

Howard M. Berlin, 275 pp.,

$8.95, E & L Instruments, Derby

CT. Covers nonmathematical
principles of the phase-locked

dinate software development, I

have begun to erect a software-

information bank in Germany. In

this bank, information about

finished programs will be col-

lected, and people who are in-

terested will get free information

about the existing programs. Be-

cause of better software develop-

ment by American computer
users, your readers create in-

teresting programs in which Ger-

man users are interested too.

For that reason, I would be

very glad if you could report

about my software-information

bank in order that your readers

and my information service could

exchange information (using de-

scriptions, flowcharts and list-

ings). I would be glad to hear

about similar institutions in the

USA.
Norbert Kreft

Postfach 1745

D-7630 Lahr
West Germany

I would be grateful for any in-

formation concerning a mini-

computer board named "FLIP
CHIP® ." It has an 8008-1 R CPU
and appears to have on-board

RTTY capability. The bottom

connectors are four groups of 18

contacts each per board side. At
the top is a 50-pin male socket

and crystal.

C. Ramsey
RD 2, Box 334

Harpursville NY 13787
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Bugbook VIII, 8080/8085 Soft-

ware Design with 190 Software

Solutions, Dr. Christopher A. Ti-

tus, 288 pp., $9, E & L Instru-

ments, Derby CT. Detailed treat-

ment of assembly-language pro-

gramming for 8080- and 8085-

based computers.

"Let's see—Bob had the BL T; that's $1.60. Tony had the turkey;

that's $2.10 "
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Author's Note: Radio Shack has issued a new disk system manual, which cor-

rects some of the initial documentation problems. However, the new manual

needs further refinement. In addition, I understand the "append" command is

not supported under version 2. 1.

AL tit k at TRS-80 Peripherals

Three peripherals for the TRS-80 (expansion interface, line printer, disk drive) are reviewed.

Robert Cowan
PO Box 2143
Augusta ME 04330

Since the introduction of the

TRS-80 there has been con-

siderable discussion of the po-

tential for expansion and acqui-

sition of more advanced attach-

ments. This article will review

three of the peripherals: expan-

sion interface, line printer and

disk drive.

First, I should note that this

machine is being used in a busi-

ness setting for a variety of ap-

plications (see Photo 1). Most

notably it is used to evaluate

questionnaires, perform statis-

tical analysis and generate

management reports. I've tried

to be frank in this article and

hope my comments will initiate

a nuts-and-bolts exchange

whereby users with diverse in-

terests and experiences can

share their findings.

Expansion Interface

This unit serves three func-

tions: It acts as a switching and

routing device between the

other peripherals such as the

cassette recorders, line printer,

screen and quick printer and

disk units; it provides space for

the addition of either 16 or 32K

of memory; and it contains a

real-time clock.

The unit uses a power supply

similar to that of the TRS-80,

and there is space within the

expansion interface for both

supplies (Photo 2). The advan-

tage is a reduction in the gen-

eral clutter that accumulates

as you add peripherals. The dis-

advantage, however, is that the

TRS-80 becomes less portable.

Originally, I was able to place

the TRS-80 in my briefcase and

take it home. Now, with the pe-

ripherals, I find it increasingly

difficult to just pick it up and

move it somewhere else.

My first reaction was that the

cost of the expansion interface,

without any memory, was high

($290). However, since no one

else had a similar interface unit

on the market, I was limited in

my choices. I have just added

an additional 32K of memory

with chips from Bill Godbout. I

must say that the price was ex-

ceptional ($109 for 16K), and

the instructions were clear and

precise with excellent pictures

for guidance.

There is little in the way of di-

rections that accompany the

expansion interface. The in-

structions talk of the disk capa-

bilities, the advantages of two

cassette units and connecting

the hardware. My copy of the di-

Photo 1. The author's TRS-80 system including expansion interface, line printer and disk drive. (All

photos by Richard Riley.)

rections was a very early edi-

tion with mistakes relating to

the hookup of the cassette ma-

chines. I hope that those mis-

takes have been corrected.

The interface has several

openings for the connection of

other equipment:

• An edge connector for the

TRS-80 itself.

• A Centronix-type parallel port

for the line printer.

• A port for the screen or quick

printers.

• A port for the disk drives.

• Two connection points for

the cassette machines.

• A connection point for the

cassette audio and for switch-

ing from the TRS-80.

There is one additional port

on the expansion interface for

"future expansion," but nothing

substantive is said concerning

pin connections or how users

might access the TRS-80

through the port. I assume that

this future port will be the input/

output area vaguely referred to

in the Level II Manual as the

way you can use the TRS-80 for

security purposes and to con-

trol other devices.

I was slightly disappointed

that nothing was said in the

manual about how you might

use the INP and OUT com-

mands. Here \ must adrr\\\ \o a

total lack of digital knowledge

and welcome any input from

those who have made use of

the INP/OUT commands.

As a parting remark: The

TRS-80 TV monitor will sit on

top of the expansion interface,

although long-term users may
find that eye fatigue is less

severe if the monitor is placed a

little further away from the op-

erator. It is disappointing that

the cables that interconnect

the expansion interface with
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Photo 2. The expansion interface. Photo 3. Radio Shack's line printer.

the cassette machines are just

a little too short. I suggest

either making your own with

plenty of extra cable or moving

the monitor off to the side and

putting the cassette machines

on top of the expansion inter-

face.

Finally, I was most disap-

pointed that I could not access

the expansion interface's in-

ternal clock without the disk

system, but I understand that it

is possible to access the clock

with some sort of machine-lan-

guage program. Overall, the ex-

pansion interface is an expen-

sive addition if all you want is

two-cassette capability. But

the potential of the device is re-

alized once you add a disk sys-

tem, printer and more memory.

Line Printer

I'll state at the outset that I

like the printer very much. It is

well built and certainly adds to

the flexibility of the system. As

I understand it, the line printer

is made for Radio Shack by

Centronics and is similar to the

Centronics 779 (Photo 3).

Briefly, the 45 lb (20 kg) unit is

a 5 by 7 dot matrix friction or

tractor feed printer with a con-

tinuously variable printing den-

sity of 10 to 16. 5 characters per

inch. As the character density

increases, the print speed also

increases. According to Radio

Shack's specifications, the

print speed varies between 60

characters per second at the 10

characters-per-inch setting and

100 characters per second at

the most dense setting.

The printer maintains a six-

lines-per-inch vertical spacing.

The print is clear and highly

readable. I prefer 12 to 10 char-

acters per inch for readability,

but the 16.5 characters-per-

inch density is also readable

with a little concentration. Fig.

1 shows examples of the densi-

ty extremes. The printer pro-

duces only uppercase charac-

ters, and no TRS-80 graphics

are supported.

The line printer comes from

the factory with a 132-character

buffer line length. The service

manual, however, notes that

you may customize the buffer

length to suit your individual

needs. While I have not modified

my buffer length, I must admit

that the thought to do so has

crossed my mind more than

once. As those of you with

Level II realize, each program

line can be packed with up to

255 characters.

When listing a program on

the printer, you must make sure

that the characters-per-inch ad-

justment is set so that the 132-

character buffer prints on the

9.8-inch width paper and doesn't

run off the page. The relatively

high density that results from

setting the printer so that all

132 characters fit on the page

does make the debugging pro-

cess more difficult. An 80-char-

acter buffer would allow for a

larger, more legible print.

The directions and service

manual are clear and extremely

complete. I have some general

criticisms of the TRS-80 man-

uals, with the exception of the

Level I book, but the Centronics-

authored manual is very com-

plete and helpful.

The friction feed line printer

uses roll-type paper on a one-

inch core. The printer I have

uses a friction drive similar to

the paper advance found in

most home typewriters. One of

the common problems with fric-

tion feed units is inconsistent

alignment of the paper over a

long period of time. To counter

this problem, many industrial

printers use a tractor feed or

drive. The tractor feed is a

sprocket-based system that

uses the side holes in the paper

to maintain alignment.

In discussions with Centron-

ics, I have found out that it is

possible to retrofit the friction

feed units with a tractor sys-

tem, which might be preferable

in a business setting since

many printed forms are avail-

able in a tractor feed format.

The cost for the tractor drive

modification is in the neighbor-

hood of $400. Subsequent to

my purchase of the friction

feed printer, Radio Shack added

a tractor feed model to their

line for about $300 more than

the friction unit.

There are some printer ma-

nipulation errors in the man-

uals. It is my understanding

that only two carriage control

commands are valid: LPRINT
CHR$(12) for top-of-form and

LPRINT CHR$(138) for single

line feed. The other commands
listed for the printer are either

nonfunctional or erratic.

I'll digress just a moment to

pass along some information

concerning the top-of-form

command. Memory location

16425 contains the line counter

information, and location

16424 contains the number of

lines per page, which is set at

66 on power-up. At the conclu-

sion of each line printed, loca-

tion 16425 increments by one

until 66 is reached and is then

reset to zero.

The LPRINT CHR$(12) com-
mand will cause the printer to

feed vertically until the line

counter (16425) equals the de-

fined lines per page and then

stops the vertical movement of

the printer. All you have to do is

THIS IS THE HOST DENSE SETTING. .

.

i£45G789e

this is the:: least dense setting
1234567390

Fig. 1.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO PERSON-

AL RND BUSINESS COfTlPUTING

by Rodnay Zaks

250 pp, refC200 $6.95

The basic introductory text

on microcomputers, with a

detailed evaluation of the fea-

tures and peripherals required

for specific applications. No
prior computer knowledge

required.

miCROPROCESSORS: from Chips

to Systems

by Rodnay Zaks

420pp,refC201 $9.95

An educational text, used
worldwide at universities and

in industry designed to teach

all the fundamentals of mi-

croprocessors, the assembly
of a system, and its use.

PROGRflmmiNG THE 6502
by Rodnay Zaks

320 pp, ref C202 $10.95

An introductory program-
ming text for the 6502. Does
not require any prior pro-

gramming knowledge. From
arithmetic to interrupt-driven

input-output techniques.

6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK
by Rodnay Zaks

refD302 $12.95

Actual application programs
to interface the 6502 to

the real world, from LED to

motor, and analog-digital

conversion. Available Shortly

:C c

miCROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
Austin Lesea and Rodnay Zaks

416pp,refC207 $11.95

All the basic interfacing

techniques, from keyboard to

floppy disk, including the

standard buses (S100 to

1EEE488).

miCROPROCESSOR LEXICON
120pp,refXl $2.95

Dictionary and tables. AH the

definitions of the micropro-

cessor world in a pocket

book format.

miCROPROGRAmmED APL

imPLEmENTATION
330pp.refZ10 $25.00
How to design an APL
interpreter.

SELF STUDY COURSES ON
CASSETTES

Ten courses to study at home
or in the car. The most time-

efficient way to learn. Includes

workbook and cassettes.

INTRODUCTORY $29.95 ea
S1 - INTRODUCTION TO MI-

CROPROCESSORS (2.5 hrs)

S2-PROGRAMMING MICRO-
PROCESSORS (2.5 hrs)

COMPREHENSIVE $59.95ea
SB1 - MICROPROCESSORS

(12 hrs)

SB2- MICROPROCESSOR
PROGRAMMING (10 hrs)

SPECIALIZED $49.95

SB7- MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING (6 hrs)

TO ORDER
By phone: 415 848-8233, Visa, MC,
Amer Express

By mail: circle books on ad. Include
payment.

Shipping: add 65$ per book (4th class)

or $1 .50 faster shipping (UPS).

Double for cassettes and overseas.
Tax: in California add tax.

FREE DETAILED CATALOGUE

2020 Milvia Street

Berkeley, CA 94704
Tel 415 848-8233 Telex 336 31

set the line counter equal to

zero before the first print state-

ment and execute a top-of-form

command when you're finished,

and the computer will do the

rest (see Example 1).

It should be noted that most

output, if the paper remains at

the top of the paper tear bar,

will start seven to ten lines from

the top of the paper. Therefore,

you might use the command
POKE 16425,10 instead of zero.

Also, since most people prefer

10 POKE 16425,0

20 LPRINT "THIS IS THE FIRST LINE"

50 LPRINT "THIS IS THE LAST LINE"

60 LPRINT CHR$(12)

70 END

Example 1.

100 IF PEEK(16425) = 59 THEN LPRINT CHR$(12)

Example 2.

Photo 4. The rear panel of the line printer where the power switch

and the print density control are inconveniently located.

Photo 5. The ribbon mechanism.
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a one-inch margin at the bot-

tom of the page, you might add
a statement to cause the printer

to automatically go to the top

of the next page as soon as the

printer gets within an inch of

the bottom of your defined

page (see Example 2).

Remember: You can change
the defined page by simply

using the command POKE
16424,60. You can put in any

number you wish, but you must

remember that on power-up it is

set equal to 66.

Observations

From a user's standpoint, I

have several observations. First,

the printer is noisy. I've serious-

ly been considering building or

buying some sort of sound
blimp or acoustic chamber. The

printer noise becomes irritating

when long programs are print-

ing or when the machine is just

idling close to the operator.

Second, the printer power
switch, located on the rear

panel (Photo 4), is awkward to

reach.

Third, the print density con-

trol is also located very incon-

veniently on the rear panel (just

to the left of the serial plate in

Photo 4). I don't know about

other users, but I use a variety

of density settings depending

upon the output requirements,

and the screwdriver slot pot

just does not meet my needs.

As soon as I get some time, I

will move the pot to the front

panel with a calibrated dial so

that users can set the density

to meet their needs.

Fourth, changing the ribbons

must be one of the most frus-

trating experiences I've had in

years. The ribbon is a simple,

black, 30-foot continuous rib-

bon with a 180-degree twist to

form a Mo'bius loop. The dia-

grams and the directions are

simple and concise, but I've yet

to have the ribbons unwind as

they're supposed to. Normally,

I have to carefully monitor the

ribbon as it unwinds the first

time to make sure it doesn't

spill from the rear ribbon con-

tainer slot (Photo 5).

Probably the most frustrat-

ing aspect of the ribbon-chang-

ing process is the realization

that there must be a simpler

way. Presently, I go through

about two or three ribbons per

roll of paper. If I am doing a lot

of listing at high print densities,

I find I go through ribbons at a

much faster rate. I am sure

others would obtain different

results depending upon their

use of the print impression con-

trol and how light they are will-

ing to let the print become. Cen-

tronics Data Computer Corp.,

Hudson NH 03051, sells a great

ribbon kit for $18, which in-

cludes six ribbons and plastic

gloves to minimize the mess.

Fifth, maintaining the printer

is exceptionally easy. A few

lint-free rags and a vacuum
cleaner do a very good job of

keeping the unit in top condi-

tion. Sixth, multipart forms,

such as tax reporting and car-

bonless forms, come out look-

ing very professional. Seventh,

the friction feed does permit

We sell computers that
make sense.

".*#/,

Data General microNOVA™'
The Computer Store and its Affiliated Dealers
feature the powerful microNOVA™ computer for
commercial applications.

We can solve your data processing
problems at a surprisingly affordable price!

Comprehensive Applications Software / In Stock-
Available Now. Put It to Work for You.

See the microNOVA :

^C100
TM

Photo 6. The insides of the disk drive.

ComputerSto
20 Cambridge St. Burlington, MA (617) 272-8770

CONNECTICUT
Hartford/27 Lewis St. (203) 527-9623
Windsor Locks/630 S. Main St. (203) 627-0188
FLORIDA
Tampa Bay/Bradenton/1021 Manatee Ave. West
MASSACHUSETTS (303) 747.8223
Cambridge/1689 Mass. Ave. (617) 354-4599
NEW YORK
Rochester/2423 Monroe Ave. (716) 244-5000

Affiliated Dealers:
COLORADO/ Boulder
Automated Information Systems (303) 443-5199
FLORIDA/Orlando
Pelham Data Systems (305) 830-6282
ILLINOIS/Chicago
Compac Systems ^Palatine) (312) 359-8566
MARYLAND/Bethesda
ABC Data (301) 986-0552
MISSOURI/St. Louis
Computer Consultants, Inc. (314)993-5000
NEW HAMPSHIRE/Nashua
Computer Mart (603) 883-2386
NEWJERSEY/Rochelle Park
Micro General (201) 843-0977
TENNESSEE/Memphis
Delta Professional Systems (901) 761-3272
TEXAS/Wichita Falls
The Computer Center (new listing)

AUSTRALIA/New South Wales (Katora)
Sirasch Engineering 430-992

[Dealerships » Franchise opportunities available,



the insertion of regular typing

paper for some word-process-

ing tasks. I should note that I

have been using, without any

problems, pressure-sensitive

mailing labels designed for a

tractor feed.

In summary, I am extremely

pleased with my printer. It is

very easy to use, and the prob-

lems I have mentioned can be

overcome without too much

trouble. It's funny, though, but

as soon as you get the printer

running you start printing every-

thing, and the video display

gets used very little . . . every-

thing is "hard copy." After a

short time, however, reason

wins out and you start using

both to get your jobs completed

faster and with less cost.

Disk Drive

Outstanding*. This addition

makes you feel like one of the

"big boys." The nature of your

computing dramatically changes

with a disk system; I have been

so impressed I have ordered

two additional drives to com-

plete my system.

The disk drive is a Shugart

diskette unit (Photo 6). The

TRS-80 will handle up to four of

these drives, one of which must

have terminating resistors and

be located furthest from the ex-

pansion interface. The opera-

tion is easy, quick and accu-

rate. Diskettes are easy to in-

sert and remove. The data trans-

fer rate is fast (around 12 kilo-

bytes), and you don't have to

worry about volume controls,

tape dropouts and other diffi-

culties found with cassettes.

With the disk, the TRS-80 as-

sumes a new posture. I should

mention at this point that the

disk system gives you three

levels of language with which

to contend. First, as soon as

you turn on the power, the

TRS-80 loads the disk operating

system (DOS) into memory from

the disk drive (Photo 7). The

DOS commands allow you to

manipulate the disk units; I'll

say more about the DOS in a

bit.

Second, by typing in BASIC,

you have access to all the Level

II commands plus nine new

BASIC commands and 14 BASIC

commands to manipulate the

disk drives. Third, if you type in

BASIC2, the TRS-80 reverts to

the standard Level II BASIC

with no new commands and no

disk access.

Commands

Let's take a quick look at the

new commands available under

the DOS:

APPEND—Adds one file to an-

other. (I've never been able to

get this command to work.)

ATTRIB— Provides five levels

of access and file/program pro-

tection. Great feature!

AUTO—Automatically loads a

utility program or file on power-

up or reset.

CLOCK—Turns on the clock

and display (24-hour format).

COPY—Creates duplicate files

under new names or onto other

disk units.

DATE-TIME—With these two

commands you can load the

date and time information into

memory. See TIMES.

DEBUG—A machine-language

debugger that allows for the

display of all memory. Since I

have little knowledge in this

area, I can't speak about its ef-

fectiveness.

DIR— Provides the user with

the directory of each disk drive.

For example, to find out what

files are on drive zero and the

disk area consumed by each

file, the command DIR :0 (A)

would display Photo 8. In the

EOF section you can see the to-

tal number of 256-byte sectors

consumed by each file and the

total number of half-tracks

(GRANS). Exceptionally useful.

FORMAT— Prepares a blank

cassette for use.

FREE— Returns the total disk

space available to the user.

KILL— Erases a file.

LIB— Lists all DOS commands.

LIST— Displays the contents of

a file.

PRINT—Same as LIST, but di-

rects the output to the printer.

PROT—Changes or removes all

passwords from the files.

RENAME—Renames a file.

TAPEDISK— Lets you load a

SYSTEM program from tape for

storage on disk.

BACKUP— Lets you make a

complete duplicate copy of an

entire diskette.

TRACE— Displays the program

Photo 7. Display when power is turned on and DOS is loaded from

the disk drive.
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Photo 8. A sample display of the file directory.

counter.

The new BASIC commands
available under DISK BASIC are:

CMD"D"—Calls the debugging

program from DOS.

MID$— Permits replacement of

elements within a string by an-

other string.

INSTR— This command
searches to see if a smaller

string is embedded in a larger

string.

DEF FN—Creates user-defined

functions so frequently used

formulas can be shortened.

Very useful.

&0-&H— Lets you directly enter

hexadecimal or octal informa-

tion.

USR— Permits the user to call

up to ten machine-language pro-

grams.

DEFUSR—Assigns specific en-

try points for USR programs.

CMD"T"—Turns off the real-

time clock. The clock must be

turned off before any cassette

read/write is attempted.

CMD"R"—Turns the clock back

on.

TIMES— Returns date and time

information. For example, an

LPRINT TIMES would print

02/12/79 16:15:02. At power-up

or reset, date and time are set

equal to zero.

Also under Disk BASIC are

additional commands—GET,
PUT, FIELD, LSET, RSET, etc.—

to control disk operations.

Some of the more notable com-

mands are SAVE and LOAD.

These commands allow you to

place your programs onto disk

and retrieve them. The pro-

grams are stored in a con-

densed format to save disk

space. Such items as line num-
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bers, statements such as GO-
SUB are compacted for disk

storage. Only the characters in

REM and PRINT statements re-

main totally intact. It is possi-

ble to store material in a non-

condensed ASCII format if de-

sired.

The speed with which you can

load long programs is excep-

tional, compared with a tape

loading. A 2 1/2-minute cassette

program will load from disk in

approximately ten seconds.

Naturally, a major time-saver is

storing the majority of your pro-

grams on a single diskette and

accessing each with a simple

LOAD statement followed by a

unique name. Each file or pro-

gram may consist of a one- to

eight-character name and exten-

sion information if desired. The
extension allows for an addi-

tional three-letter delimiter to

further describe the file, a pass-

word and the drive location.

The general format can be

seen with the following exam-

ple, which describes a name and

address file, written in BASIC,

protected with my name as

password and located on disk

drive two:

NAMES/BAS.COWAN.2
Without the correct password,

you cannot gain access to a pro-

gram or data file. With the

ATTRIB command it is possible

no authorization to change, de-

lete or record new information;

and a master password that al-

lows unlimited access.

Memory

I should note that the Disk

BASIC system consumes a

considerable amount of mem-
ory. On my 16K system I am left

with less than 6K of memory af-

ter loading the DOS and Disk

BASIC. Although this means a

very real limit to program size, I

have been able to bypass some
of the memory problems by

breaking the larger programs

into smaller modules and load-

ing only the necessary modules.

For example, one mailing

label program has several iden-

tifiable components: generating

new files, reading and printing

from the files, sorting and mod-
ifying existing files. As a single

program it had insufficient

memory to hold the entire pro-

gram under Disk BASIC, so I di-

vided the program into a series

of smaller programs called

from disk by a "master" pro-

gram. As each task is conclud-

ed, the small modules call the

master program back for fur-

ther commands.
However, the major problem

is a very real reduction in array

space with the smaller mem-
ory. As you move onto a disk

FILE UttCTORY --KM* TRSSQS ~U/l?/?8

WOT/SVSSIP MR/SYS SIP SSB/SYSSIP

SYSi/SYSSIP SVS2/SYS SIP St&SftSl?
SYSi'SYSSIP SYS5/SYSSIP $¥$S/$¥S$IP

Ttiwn/afc v *CHJM» IP HASTER/ltf

moY/tts 1ASIC/C® IP HASTER/U

MASTER/BAS miMMS TfiPOISK/OB

FILEREAB/BAS BISKftlfVBAS mmstm
tm/m

DOS READY

i

Photo 9. Directory shows 12 tracks occupied by DOS.

for the program author to assign

two passwords to a program or

file: one that limits access to,

say, only reading from a file but

system for inventory control,

sorting, etc., the disks, as fast

as they are, become slow and

awkward. Naturally, manipulat-

ing memory is much faster and

less prone to I/O errors. Based
on my own experience, the 16K

memory is serviceable, but

either 32 or 48K would be a dis-

tinct advantage.

Storage

In my application, the disk

really shines in the handling of

data. Data may be stored in two

ways: sequential and random.

Sequential storage is almost

identical to tape storage. To get

anywhere you have to start at

the beginning to read anywhere

in the data.

There are some shortcom-

ings, however. You cannot add

onto a sequential file as you

can with a cassette. At the end

of each sequential disk file an

"End-of-File" character is re-

corded so that the disk system
knows how much space is oc-

cupied by the file. Unfortunate-

ly, you cannot go back in and

erase the end-of-file mark to

add more information.

The other method of storing

data is by using the random ac-

cess method. With this ap-

proach it is possible to add in-

formation, change data when
necessary and, if you know the

location of the data record, by-

pass all other data records and

go directly to that location-

saving considerable time.

To describe the Radio Shack

disk system, I should mention

that each diskette is divided

into 35 tracks (track is furthest

away from the center and track

34 is closest to the center drive

hole), similar to selections on a

phonograph record. Each track

is then divided into ten "sec-

tors," with each sector capable

of holding 256 bytes of informa-

tion.

Under the random access

method, you are asked to de-

fine for the computer your data

"record." In the case of a mas-

ter name file, my record might

consist of last name, first name,

salutation (for word process-

ing), title, company, address,

city, state and zip code. Each
area, such as last name, then

must be defined in terms of the

total number of characters al-

lowed. The combined total of

all the entries must not exceed

256 characters, which is the

maximum record length and

corresponds to the length of a

sector.

There are ways to get around

this problem if you need more

space. If you use less space,

the computer will still allocate

a full sector for each record, so

there are some trade-offs for

the speed of being able to ac-

cess an individual record.

How much information can

you store on a disk? That's a

good question and I'm not sure

I have the correct answers, but

I'll pass along my experiences.

Radio Shack recently released

a new version (2.1) of their DOS,

which allows you, for the first

time, to monitor how much
space has been consumed on a

disk and how much remains. If

you have only one disk drive,

that drive must contain the

DOS programs that are used by

the TRS-80 to manipulate the

disk drive itself.

Of the 35 tracks, 12 are oc-

cupied by the DOS, and one is

used as a directory so the DOS
knows where to go to get a pro-

gram or data file (Photo 9). The

remaining 22 tracks (56,320

bytes) are available to the user.

It should be noted that this is

less than the number stated in

some of the earlier Radio Shack
literature. While I have not re-

ceived my additional drives, I

am under the impression that

almost 86,000 bytes will be

available on each additional

drive.

More Observations

After many months of operat-

ing the DOS, I am convinced of

the effectiveness of disks as a

storage medium. However, I

have encountered several prob-

lems with the DOS, which may
be corrected by the time this ar-

ticle appears in print.

First, the DOS documenta-

tion is the worst I have seen in

over seven years of program-

ming. Required punctuation is

either missing or inserted in the

wrong places; examples are

confusing; commands are non-

functional. It was very frustrat-

ing to receive a disk drive and
spend the next month trying to

figure out what was going on. I

realize that there must have

been considerable pressure to
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begin shipment, but the resul-

tant manual leaves much to be

desired.

Recently, Radio Shack mailed

to all its disk owners a new ver-

sion of the DOS, as I mentioned

above, and a new set of instruc-

tions covering the changes. A
first-rate improvement. The in-

structions were clear, well writ-

ten and resembled the format

used in larger systems. Some
of the commands still do not

function, but good proofread-

ing has paid off. I hope the new
disk manual is as clear.

A major problem with the

DOS (2.1) occurs when you fill

the disk to capacity. If you are

recording data onto disk and

exceed the disk capacity,

chances are you will not be able

to recover any of the data from

the disk recorded prior to the

overflow. This can be a real

problem if the data was entered

from the keyboard. As a result

of some very bad experiences, I

have resorted to running tests

prior to the actual recording, to

determine the disk capacity. It

is well worth the time.

I must admit that I have not

been too impressed with the

Radio Shack diskettes. While

running, all of my diskettes

made a slight scraping noise,

which sent shivers running up

and down my back. Recently, I

switched to Scotch 744 disk-

ettes, which tempered the ag-

gravation. I should mention

that this was an emotional de-

cision—I have never had a

Radio Shack diskette fail.

Overview

I understand that a whole

series of new TRS-80 products

is in the works. Recently, the

introduction of the new serial

interface board (RS-232-C) and

Telephone Interface gave rise

to the use of the TRS-80 as an

intelligent terminal, capable of

working with a larger computer

elsewhere in the country and

performing simpler operations

off-line to save telephone and

computer costs. I am looking

forward to receiving mine.

I have been most pleased

with my TRS-80 system. It has

done its intended job and then

some. It is apparent that Radio

Shack is not standing still in

the micro field. I'm impressed

with the low cost and high per-

formance of its products thus

far.

Most of all, I am looking for-

ward to the software that I

know will be flooding the mar-

ket. I certainly anticipate that

the field will see great strides

over the next year, and I believe

this is just the beginning of the

"great microcomputer invasion"

that has been talked about for

many years.
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— 16K Static RAM $239

450ns. for 300ns add $30 • Phantomable • Bank

switching

8K Static RAM $ 1 1

9

450ns. for 250ns add $30 • Pantomable •

Optional MWRITE generation

16K EPROM $213
450ns • Without EPROMs: $69 • Power-On Jump
• Each EPROM individually addressable on any IK

boundary • Uses 2708s • The Byte Board. The best

EPROM board yet!

EPROM ERASER $35
32 EPROM capacity • Fast • Reliable • Well made
• Not a kit • The Byte Eraser, your best buy in an

eraser!

DVC/Tarbell Cass I/O $89
His board, our selected & matched parts.

And morel Call or write for our complete catalog.

All modules are full socketed, and S-100 compatible.

The above module prices are for KITS: for assembled

and tested modules add $30. We ship within 48

hours for MO or COD. CA residents add 6%.

*DVC Data Vector
Corporation
>^D32

P.O. Box 3141 • Burbank CA 91504
(21 3) 842-2866

Pet Games
1) WORLD'S BEST STAR-TREK I SI 2.95

Klingons! Phasors (forward and rear)! Torpa!

Bases! Stars! Hyperspace! Sensors! Thrills I

Chills! VICTORY! Defeat! Good ol' Scottyl

A Real-Time Real-Physics Game
2] WORLD'S BEST LUNAR LANDER! S12.95

Males it to ths PAD! Miss ths MOUNTAINS! Hit

the SPACE JUNK! Run out of FUEL! Fry 10

zillion BOY SCOUTS! Beautiful Graphics! Each

Scenario Different! Continuous Displsy!

•••••A Real-Time Real-Physics Game
3] 'DAMANGLER! S12.95

WORLD'S BEST CHASE GAME! Evil Robots!

Hsroic Prisonor [that's you)! Electric Foncss!

Fsntastic Sound! Who is 'DA MANGLER? This

is DAD'S Fawonte! ! !

• * * •A Real Time Real -Physics (?) Gams* •••

All of ths above corns with QUEEN Y, KINGDOM!,
PATTERNS, AND DAD'S poignant GIRL-KICKING

CAT! SEND CASSETTE AND 11.00 P/H FOR FREE
SAMPLE GAME!
GET THE WHOLE KABOODLE ON TWO CASSETTES

FOR S24.85!
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RELIABLE SOFTWARE + °4i

1614 NORMAN WAY MADISON Wl. 53705
SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK I

TRS-80 COMPUTING
non profit newsletter

12 Issues For $15.00
(US)

and now

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE
at popular prices

• 25 cents per program plus 1 dollar per tape
• Tape #1 includes 26 Level I business/home/edu-
cation programs, just $7.50 plus 50 cents
postage and handling (CA residents add 45
cents tax)

• Write for information

CI
COMPUTER

INFORMATION
^cio4 EXCHANGE

Box 158 San Luis Rey, CA 92068

Canadian
8K MEMORY KITS
M1— Fast Signetics 21L02-1 RAMs with 20
pages of Documentation—solder mask Low
power Schottky—S-100 Bus— Full Buffering

$179.95

M2—as above with DIP switch address select

and Robinson Nugent IC sockets only $199.95

MEM1—WAMECO bare board as used in

above kits $39.95

Write for info on WAMECO CPU and other

S-100 bare boards.

COMPUTER
(OUT HON MOLDINGS LTD)ORTHON

12411 Stony Plain Rd
Edmonton, Alberta Canada T5N3N3
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Covers string and Substring search concatenation
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PCT Graphic. WB 3 U 94

Covers use ol cursor control and special graphics

symbols to draw plots histograms and sketches
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CoversOPEN CLOSE string and numeric data Mas

Mlecetleneoue PCT Feature* rVB S S3 95

Covers the clock random number generator upper
and lowercase alphabetic characters saving memory
space etc

PCT Control end Loek WB 6 S3 95

Covers if GOSUB logical operations and ON x

Add SI 50 tor shipping and handling
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Lea Alamo. NM 17544

Money back guarantee

Dealer
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save more than 20 % !

NORTH STAR HORIZON
The smartest computer at the smartest price.

Horizon-1 kit, list $1 599 $1279
Assembled & tested, list $1899 $1519

Horizon-2 (2 drives) kit, list $1999 $1599
Assembled & tested, list $2349 $1879

Datapoint Terminal, list $814 $650
Printec-100-cps Printer, 1 5" paper, 100 characters

per second, tractor feed, interfaced for North

Star, list over $3000 $1500
Yes, you can get a complete North Star business

system for only $3429
plus shipping

2 interconnecting cables $50
or free schematic to make your own for less

than $10 worth of material NC res add 4% tax

We have business software, too. These printers

do IBM quality work Only 60 available, so hurry.

You can make money with this complete
business system. Sample printout, SASE.

AMERICAN
SQUARE
COMPUTERS ^A66

KIVETT DR •JAMESTOWN NC 27282
(919) 883-1105
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Meet Super Grip II, the great new test clip

from A P Products.

New narrow-nose design makes
it easy to attach on high-density

boards. And now you can test ICs

with only .040" between
opposing legs.

New "duck bill" contacts are flat,

won't roll off IC leads.

Open-nose construction enables
probe at IC leg.

Pin rows are offset for easy attach-

ment of probes.

Contacts are gold-plated phosphor
bronze. "Contact comb" construc-

tion separates contacts with

precision. No shorts.

Heavy-duty, industrial-grade springs

for firm contact pressure—and a
good grip when pulling ICs. They'll

keep their spring indefinitely. No
intermittents.

Steel pivot pin. Engineering-grade
thermoplastic body molded around
contact pins. Made to last!

New button-head pins keep probes
from sliding off. (Straight pin models
for logical connections.)

The new A P Super Grip II is, without

question, the best way there is to trouble-

shoot DIP ICs.

You get positive contacts. No inter-

mittents. No shorts. Ever.

So it's endlessly useful to you—and it's

^A22

built to stay useful indefinitely.

Try one. You'll find 8, 14, 16. 16 LSI, 18, 20,

AP PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED
Box 110 E • 72 Corwin Drive

Painesville, Ohio 44077
Tel. 216/354-2101
TWX: 810-425-2250

22, 24, 28, 36 and 40-pin models at your
nearby A P store. (Make sure it's your A P
store.)

Need the address? Call (toll-free) 800-

321-9668. And ask for our complete A P
catalog, The Faster and Easier Book.

Fasterand Easier iswhat we're all about.



Heath H8 Disk System

This system review should help you make comparisons when you decide to buy.

Ron Rocheleau

86 Edsel Road
Littleton MA 01460

Well, I finally did it! I'd been

putting off writing an arti-

cle for Kilobaud for over a year.

This review of the Heath H8
Disk System will bring out the

major features of the system. I

will include a listing of all the

commands and, in some cases,

explain how the command is

used. By at least providing you

with the names of the com-

mands, I hope it will be easier to

compare Heath software with

any other that you may be con-

sidering.

On July 7, 1978, I received a

call from my local Heathkit

Center informing me that the

floppy disk I had been waiting

for had finally arrived. The next

day I installed the controller

and drive and in a few hours

had completed the initial setup

of the software. The installa-

tion was well documented, and

as the unit came completely as-

sembled it was a snap to in-

stall. The hardware appears to

be well designed and construct-

ed; the software is dynamite*

The Drive

The drive is the Model 82

manufactured by Wangco. To
the drive mechanics, Heathkit

added the necessary power
supplies ( + 5 V dc, + 12 V dc), a

cabinet suitable for mounting

two drives and the device con-

troller to interface with the H8
bus structure. The vital statis-

tics are:

5.25 inch minifloppy diskette

300 rpm rotation speed

102,400 bytes of data storage

40 tracks— .013 inch wide

each

256 bytes per sector

100 msec latency time

30 msec guaranteed track

step time (can be program-

matically optimized for as

fast as 8 msec step time on

some drives)

The Controller

The controller also came
completely assembled and

ready to plug in. The controller

contains all of the circuitry for

starting and stopping the drive

motors, engaging and disen-

gaging the read/write head po-

sitioner, positioning the read/

tines and 1K of user write-pro-

tected RAM for data buffering.

Software

The software provided by

Heath is among the best around

for a hobby system. Each new

software product announce-

ment from Heath has added

new and more powerful fea-

tures. The Heath Disk Operat-

ing System is exceptionally

well designed and complete.

The operating system, utili-

ties and system software, a

total of 31 programs, comes on

a write-protected diskette. The

following are included:

HDOS Heath Disk Operating

System

SYSGEN to create a user copy

of the software

H8 computer.

write head over the desired

track, selecting unit or 1, con-

verting parallel-to-serial and

serial-to-parallel data and for-

matting the data for writing on

the disk. In addition, the con-

troller contains 2K bytes of

ROM for disk utility subrou-

TEST17 disk diagnostic

INIT17 diskette initialization

program

TXTCON converts Edit files

from cassette to diskette

BASCON converts BASIC pro-

grams from cassette to diskette

ONECOPY copies files from

diskette to diskette with only

one disk drive

FLAGS program to set flags to

write-protect a file and set list-

ing options

SET optimizes software for

best operation based on the

characteristics of the peripher-

als

PIP provides device-indepen-

dent file manipulation

DBUG debugs machine-lan-

guage programs

EDIT text editor

ASM assembler

BASIC Heath Benton Harbor

Extended BASIC

In addition, utility programs

used by HDOS and three as-

sembly-language demonstra-

tion programs and one BASIC

demonstration program are in-

cluded.

Getting Started

Before the system can be op-

erated for the first time, a blank

diskette must be initialized and

a test routine must be run to en-

sure that the system is fully op-

erational.

INIT17 is used to initialize the

diskette and place a label and

volume number on it. The ini-

tialization process takes about

half a minute. If there are any

bad sectors they can be re-

moved from the disk directory,

and HDOS will no longer try to

read or write the bad sectors.

TEST17 is used to verify and,

if necessary, adjust the drive ro-

tation speed. A number that in-

dicates the speed is displayed

on the H8 front panel LEDs; if

the speed is not within specs, a

pot on the drive is adjusted

slightly until it is. Next, a gener-

al checkout of the drive and
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controller can be performed.

The test, which takes about 45

minutes to complete, appears

to be quite comprehensive.

Another feature is a test for

bad sectors on the diskette. If

any bad ones are found, this in-

formation can be passed on to

HDOS through INIT17 when the

diskette is initialized again.

The last test is a seek-step

time check. The drive is guaran-

teed to have a seek-step time of

no more than 30 msec. This test

will try faster seek-step times

to determine the fastest reli-

able seek time. My disk was ca-

pable of 8 msec.

After running TEST17, INIT17

must be run again as TEST17

erases the diskette. The next

step is to run SYSGEN. SYSGEN
will copy the 13 system pro-

grams from the distribution

diskette to the initialized blank

diskette, which will be used for

normal day-to-day operations.

The distribution diskette can-

not be used for day-to-day oper-

ations because it is write-pro-

tected. SYSGEN only takes a

minute or two to complete.

Now a program called SET,

which will allow the user to cus-

tomize the software for his sys-

tem to operate at peak effi-

ciency, can be run. The options

that can be changed are:

1. seek-step time (deter-

mined by TEST1 7)

2. back space and delete

handling for CRT terminal or

TTY
3. tab handling

4. number of stop bits

5. line width

6. number of pad or fill char-

acters needed by the con-

sole

After optimizing the system,

the user runs ONECOPY to load

the rest of the system pro-

grams as needed. This includes

BASIC, EDIT, DBUG, ASM, TXT-

CON, BASCON and several

others. Only those programs

desired for the particular disk-

ette's application need be

loaded, which will leave as

much free space as possible for

user programs on the diskette.

Running the System: HDOS

Now that the system is fully

SYSGENed and configured, it's

time to run the disk and learn

its powerful operating features.

HDOS is in control of the sys-

tem no matter which program is

running along with it. HDOS
takes care of all disk transfers

and error messages plus the

general housekeeping required.

In command mode, the fol-

in managing the system.

HDOS resides for the most

part on disk. Usually only about

2.5K of RAM at the top of mem-
ory is being used by HDOS.
Overlays are used to bring in

machine code as needed from

disk into this 2.5K area. After

running the code, the next over-

H17 disk and H9 terminal.

lowing commands are available

from HDOS:

HELP prints commands
available on the

console

CAT prints the names

of files on the

diskette

COPY copy from file to

file

DATE set or display the

date

DELETE remove a file or

program from the

disk

DISMOUNT orderly shutdown

of a disk for re-

moval

PIP execute PIP

MOUNT put a disk drive

on line and open

the directory

RENAME rename a file

RUN run a program

SET run SET to

change system

optimization

SET HELP documentation

for SET
STATUS display disk sta-

tistics

TYPE type file contents

on terminal

As you can see, the com-

mand list is fairly extensive and

allows the user much flexibility

lay required is brought into

memory. In this manner the op-

erating system does not require

great amounts of memory.

Console Debugger: DBUG

DBUG allows the user to

enter and debug machine-lan-

guage programs. The program

is capable of performing nine

major functions:

1. display contents of a mem-
ory location

2. alter contents of a memory
location

3. display contents of any 8080

register

4. alter contents of any 8080

register

5. execute the user program in

single-step mode
6. execute the user program

7. insert up to eight breakpoints

8. load the program from a de-

vice

9. dump the program to a de-

vice

Text Editor. EDIT

The text editor is a program

that converts the console ter-

minal into a sophisticated type-

writer and also has useful edit-

ing capabilities. The text editor

is not as easy to use as some
I've employed on other sys-

tems, but it will satisfy most

users. The commands for EDIT

are:

BLITZ

BYE
DELETE
EDIT

FLUSH
INSERT
NEWIN
NEWOUT
NEXT
PRINT

READ
REPLACE
SEARCH
USE
WRITE

Assembler: ASM

ASM is the 8080 instruction-

code assembler. Programs
written in 8080 assembler-code

format with the Heath Text Edi-

tor, EDIT, can be assembled

into machine code. ASM pro-

duces a listing file as well as an

executable binary file on disk

as output.

ASM supports pseudo op

codes and directives in addi-

tion to 8080 code. DB, DS, IF,

ELSE, END, EQU, ORG and SET
are included. Also, a directive

called XTEXT can be used to

get assembly-language routines

that reside on disk and add the

code from this file to the pro-

gram being assembled. This

feature is similar to the MACRO
directive on other assemblers.

Heath provides a file called

HDOS.ACM on disk which con-

tains code for input and output

to and from the console termi-

nal and exiting from the pro-

gram to HDOS in an orderly

manner.

By using these routines, a

programmer can have input

and output with the keyboard

niceties of all Heath software

products by adding only a few

instructions to a program in-

stead of having to write a termi-

nal device handler for each pro-

gram from scratch. Several

demo programs are included on

the disk provided to better ex-

plain how to use this versatile

feature.

Assembly on disk is fast.

Some switches are also pro-

vided for controlling the way

the output listing will look.

Extended Benton Harbor BASIC

Extended Benton Harbor

BASIC #110.00.00 is a new ver-
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sion of Heath's BASIC. Several

commands have been added to

take advantage of disk files,

and a few other commands and

functions have also been added.

The USR command has been re-

moved.

Previous versions of BASIC
have supported a unique Heath

idea call command completion.

Command completion allowed

the programmer to type in a

sort of shorthand with the com-

puter filling in parts of words.

It was a bit disconcerting to

learn, but once you got the

hang of it typing speed was in-

creased and typing errors were

decreased. I guess enough peo-

ple complained that Heath re-

moved this feature from their

new BASIC. I liked it and would

have liked to see it remain ... at

least as an option.

The commands are as fol-

lows:

BUILD

BYE
CONTINUE
DELETE
FREEZE
OLD
REPLACE
RUN
SAVE
SCRATCH
UNFREEZE
CHAIN
CLEAR
CONTROL
DIMENSION
FOR/NEXT
FREE
GOSUB/RETURN
GOTO
IF/THEN

LET

LIST

LOCK
ON/GOSUB
ON/GOTO
OUT
PAUSE
POKE
PRINT (#)

READ/DATA
REMARK
RESTORE
INPUT (#)

LINE INPUT (#)

STOP

Predefined functions are:

MATCH
MAX
MID$

MIN
PAD
PEEK
PIN

POS
RND
RIGHTS
SEG
SGN
SIN

SPC
SQR
STR$
TAB
TAN
VAL

The command set is one of

from the chain command. Third,

make command completion an

option. Fourth, incorporate a

simple character-oriented text

editor into BASIC.

Patching Software: PATCH

This program is not explained

in the write-up that comes with

the disk system. I assume it will

be used to patch any bugs that

turn up in the system software.

My guess is that Heath will pub-

lish patches on paper with in-

structions for running PATCH.

It's nice to know they have

made provisions for taking care

H17 drive electronics power supply in rear of cabinet. Connection

for second drive is in front right.

the best around, though there

is room for improvement. BASIC

has a command (CNTRL 4,1) to

bring an additional 2.5K of

HDOS into memory if the mem-
ory is not needed for the BASIC
program that is running. This

increases the speed of some
operations by reducing the

number of overlays used by

HDOS.
There are a few changes that

I personally would prefer. First,

I would like more than 6.9 digits

of accuracy for arithmetic func-

tions. Second, a syntax check

is performed on each block of a

program as it is loaded from

disk. This makes loading un-

necessarily slow and is an an-

noyance to me when chaining

programs together. I would like

to see the syntax check per-

formed on a SAVE command
and as an option on an OLD
command to check programs

that have been revised by the

EDIT program and eliminated

of any problems that may arise.

Copying with One Disk Drive:

ONECOPY

As mentioned earlier, ONE-
COPY is used to copy programs

and files between diskettes

with only one drive. The way
this works is to read as much of

the data into memory as there

is room for; then ONECOPY
prompts the user to remove the

source diskette and install the

destination diskette.

The contents of the memory
buffer are then written to the

destination diskette. Another

prompt informs the user to rein-

stall the source diskette.

This process continues until

the transfers are complete.

This program therefore allows

a single-drive owner to back up

important files on spare disk-

ettes without spending the ex-

tra cost of a second drive. If the

user has a second drive, he can

copy files directly from one

drive to the other using HDOS
in command mode or PIP.

Closing Comments

I think I've mentioned the

most important highlights of

the hardware and software, but

many finer points are covered

in the reference manual. Heath

has an outstanding reputation

for providing excellent docu-

mentation, and that supplied

with their computer products

certainly is the best I've seen.

More than 330 pages of docu-

mentation come with the disk.

One other point is that after

installing the disk the user may
find he needs or desires more

memory. This depends on his

applications. I have 24K of RAM
and find that my longer pro-

grams which barely fit before

(Star Trek, Financial Analyzer)

will no longer run without modi-

fication because 2.5K of mem-

ory has been taken over by

HDOS.
Of course, since a CHAIN

command is available in BASIC,

each of these programs can be

subdivided into smaller sec-

tions and chained together to

run in less memory. The trade-

off involves a loss of speed. For

the time being I am using this

method, but as soon as I can

save up enough money I plan to

add another 16K.

My impression of the hard-

ware and software that makes

up my system is that it's one of

the best around for the hobby-

ist, and perhaps as new pro-

grams and languages are devel-

oped for the H8 it will be a good

system for small business to

consider as well. Assembled

versions are going to be avail-

able soon, so the non-kit-build-

er can get one, too.

Since September 1977 I've

had the H8, which has per-

formed reliably and well. I did

have a bad memory chip but

quickly replaced that at the

local Heathkit Center. Heath

has made no bones about sup-

porting their hardware and soft-

ware for years to come.

If you're looking for a system

to get started with and grow

with, compare the H8 and HDOS
with others at the same price

level. I think you'ff go with

Heath also.B



When Microsoft put Level ll BASIC on
TRS-80, you got a glimpse of its full

potential.

Now Microsoft Introduces:

and TRS-80 will never be the same!

TRS-80 FORTRAN includes the finest

Z-80 development software available:

Z-80 Macro Assembler, versatile Text Editor,

and Linking Loader.

Total price: Only $350.00

TO: Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004

Send me free TRS-80 FORTRAN overview.

D Send me TRS-80 FORTRAN and Z-80 development soft-

ware for $350.00.

Check enclosed Master Charge VISA

Card Number Exp. Date

Cardholder's Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip

Clip the coupon and ORDER
NOW, or send for free

overview for more details

about TRS-80 FORTRAN.

TRS 80 f ORTRAN .upphed on
two minidiskettes and requires a

32K system with one disk drive

Dealer inquiries invited

micpo^oh"
10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819
Bellevue, WA 98004



Part 1 of this article (February 1979, page 84) introduced some theory on software charac-

ter generation. This time around, you'll find out how to generate characters on the 1802.

Tom Pittman

PO Box 23189

San Jose CA 95153

n Part 1 of this article (Febru-

ary 1979, p. 84), I discussed

the program logic and philoso-

phy behind a software charac-

ter generator. This month, we'll

look at the specific routines

that implement the program in

the RCA 1802.

1802 Program Notes

While I realize that many of

my readers are not familiar with

the RCA 1802, this article is not

the place for a tutorial in the in-

struction set. I wrote such a

tutorial, which is available from

Netronics, 333 Litchfield Rd.,

New Milford CT 06776, for $5.

Therefore, I will assume my
readers have a reasonable fa-

miliarity with the 1802 instruc-

tion set for the remainder of

this article.

I think the first order is to give

a general feel for the support

code that goes with the Dots

subroutine. Besides the char-

acter generator subroutine

itself, there is a keyboard input

routine that waits for EF3, then

reads input port 7. The character

is also echoed to the display.

As a kind of shell around the

display driver, there is a little

routine that looks for a line feed

to come by then turns on the

display for a quarter second. It

also turns on the display

whenever EF4 is true, holding

the display on in that state in-

definitely, while looping on EF4.

These two routines are re-

quired to interface the 1861 to

Tiny BASIC because there is a

design error in the display chip,

and three-cycle instructions

usually cause the TV to lose

sync.

Tiny BASIC is full of long

branches and skips, and I am
not about to rewrite it. So, for

aesthetics, the program turns

10 LIST
20 PRINT "HELLO"
30 PR""THIS IS TINV

HELLD
THIS IS TINV

Sample Tiny BASIC output program listing with program output.

The program shown made the display of itself then went on to ter-

minate with an error message. I stopped the display at the desired

point by holding down EF4 until I took the picture.

off the TV chip during computa-

tion and turns it on again when

input is requested, briefly after

each line feed and whenever

EF4 is true. During these times

the program is carefully limited

to portions of the code with no

three-cycle instructions.

I have also included a little

main routine with the requisite

subroutine linkage routines

(these are already in Tiny BASIC,

so they are not really a part of

the video display driver).

Last, but by no means least, is

the interrupt service routine that

controls the DMA register. It

also maintains a real-time clock

as long as the display is turned

on (when it is turned off the

clock stops!), which is used by

the input routine to time the

blink on the cursor.

Interrupt Service Routine

The interrupt service routine

is similar in concept to that

described in the RCA data sheet

for the 1861. When the interrupt

arrives, the first instruction is a

three-cycle NOP to restore in-

struction parity. There are not

many different ways to save the

necessary registers in an 1802

or to load R0 with the buffer ad-

dress in preparation for the

DMA.
There are exactly 29 memory

cycles after the interrupt cycle

before the first DMA burst. Eight

of them are taken up by the con-

ditional branch BN1. Why so

many? Well I'll tell you.

When I first wrote this routine,

I had in here the code to save the

carry and to set X = (which I

used later on). But for weeks the

program kept mysteriously

crashing at inopportune mo-

ments. It was obviously a timing

error, and it was obviously

related to this part of the pro-

gram, since the rest of it would

run for hours with no ill effects.

Eventually I noticed that the

crash usually took the form of

some bytes in lower memory

that were being clobbered. But

still no clue as to the cause. At

least it was the safr\e two bytes,

and they always got the same

wrong data.

No address register ever

pointed to these bytes at the

time of the crash (or so I

thought), and, as you know,

nothing is stored into memory

unless an address register

points to it. But a hint showed

up on the TV screen: Just about

the time of each crash I would

get a flash of white on the

screen, just as when the TV

display chip is turned on but the

DMA is running free.

Perhaps, I thought, the DMA
is not in sync with the program

at this time. If that were the

case, the service routine might

finish before the DMA did; then

when the program went to use

R0 as a data pointer to update

the real-time clock, the register

would begin to walk away.

Sure enough, at the point of

the crash (by then I could

reproduce the conditions re-

liably), R0 contained not the ad-

dress of the time clock but that

of one of the bytes being clob-

bered.

Back to the timing diagrams. I

could not see any reason for

failure. I dragged out the scope

and watched the signals go by. I

didn't have a storage scope, and

I would not have known what

event to trigger it from if I had,

so that did not help much. But I

guessed that the problem might

be related to the timing of three-

cycle instructions, so I worked
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PLAY> M

I PLAYED

Sample output, using all letters of the alphabet. This example illus-

trates the split character, U, on the last two lines.

An actual program in progress. The lines of dots are made by print-

ing periods and colons because Tiny BASIC prints faster than it

plots.

up a little test loop that had a

variable number of three-cycle

instructions in it. Most of them

were trapped out by the RCA
timing kludge (in the 1861).

Finally, however, I hit on a se-

quence that delayed the inter-

rupt by two cycles and also

shortened the service routine by

two cycles. The result was that

the DMA started four cycles ear-

ly!

For those of you who are less

familiar with the operation of

the 1861 display chip, let me fill

you in. The 1802 CPU has a built-

in DMA capability (actually it is a

data channel, not true DMA), us-

ing R0 as an address register.

Any device can request DMA. If

the CPU has properly initialized

R0, the time it takes the current

instruction to complete R0 is

used to address memory, and

the peripheral can pass data di-

rectly to or from memory, while

the CPU continues to generate

the read or write control sig-

nals. It is amazingly convenient

compared to the other CPUs.

The 1861 display controller

takes advantage of this and

grabs eight bytes at a time for

128 raster lines on the TV. Be-

tween these 8-byte bursts there

are six more cycles (three in-

structions) that the program

can, and usually does, spend in

backing up R0 so that it will

display the same eight bytes

again.

Thus you can have, at the

choice of the software, high

resolution (in the vertical direc-

tion) with a 1024 byte buffer or

low resolution with a much
smaller buffer. The COSMAC
VIP sold by RCA uses a buffer

size of 256 bytes, displaying

each eight bytes four times. But

if the program does not keep ex-

act track of the number of

cycles from the flags that the

1861 waves, it can get out of

sync and the DMA can take off

uncontrolled.

Back to the program at hand.

A 256 byte buffer means only 32

pixels in the vertical direction, or

five lines of text. I decided that

since many of my characters

had an aspect ratio taller than

the "golden mean," I could af-

ford to shorten their overall

height. Someone, I hear, cut it in

half to get ten lines; I thought

that was too short, so I went

halfway: three raster lines to a

pixel. The dots are not so far

from square that it is noticeable,

but a diagonal line of pixels

defines an angle closer to 37°

than 45°.

One of the consequences of

my unorthodox choice is that

the bottom line is only two

rasters instead of three. Another

is that I cannot conveniently de-

pend on the EF1 signal to tell

when the end of the display is

imminent.

Instead I positioned the

display buffer so that only the

last line of eight bytes lay in the

last page. When the high half of

R0 points into that page, the

display is over. This, in case you

had not noticed, accounts partly

for the odd placement of the

code and data in memory. The

rest of the reason is to elimi-

nate, as much as possible, the

need for long branches.

At the end of the interrupt ser-

vice routine is a time clock

counting routine. TV frames are

nominally displayed at 60 per

second. In the Netronics

system, however, a 3.58 MHz
crystal is used, so the actual

refresh rate is 60.9928 frames

per second. The timer routine

therefore counts frames modulo

61, not 60. This still results in an

error of about four seconds per

hour, so it is not suitable for

clock functions without some
additional tweaking. But it is not

particularly usable from Tiny

BASIC because it is turned off

most of the time. Oh, well.

Support Routines

Before I get into the guts of

the display generator itself, I'll

Program listing.

IN
0000 ? 0001 .. DOTS — A TEXT GENERATOR FOR RCA 1861
0000 • 0002 . . . . 1 AUG 78
0000 r 0003 ..

0000 1 0004 . .

0000 1 0005 .. REGISTER ASSIGNMENTS
0000 1 0006 ..

0000 0007 .. . . DMA BUFFER POINTER
0000

I 0008 .

.

1 . . INTERRUPT PC
0000

I 0009 .. 2 . . STACK POINTER
0000

I 0010 .. 3 . • MAIN PC
0000 ; 0011 .. 4 . . CALL LINKAGE PC
0000 ; 0012 .. 5 . . RETURN LINKAGE PC
0000 ; 0013 .. 6 . . (NOT USED) RETURN ADDRESS
0000 ; 0014 .. 7 . . PAGE 00 FETCH PC
0000 ; 0015 BP= 8 . . SOFTWARE BUFFER POINTER
0000 ; 0016 BC= 9 . . BIT COUNTER
0000 ; 0017 SH= 10 . . SHIFT & DECREMENT PC
0000 ; 0018 .. 11
0000 ; 0019 .. 12
0000 ; 0020 PZ= 13 .. PAGE 00 ADDRESS POINTER
0000 ; 0021 U = 14 .. LOW BYTE IS TEMP
0000 ; 0022 X= 15 .. SCRATCH..
0000 ; 0023 AC= 10
0000 ; 0024 C= 12
0000 ; 0025 LDIO = PZ+#90 . GHI PZ = 1-BYTE CLEAR A
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0000 ;

0000 |

0000 |

00A0 ;

OOAO ;

OOAO ;

OOAO F8C8;
00A2 Al;
00A3 F802;
00A5 Bl;
00A6 34A6;
00A8 69;
00A9 E3;
OOAA 70;
OOAB D5;
00AC ;

OOAC ;

00AC ;

OOAC D70F;
OOAE FE;
OOAF FE;
OOBO FE;
OOBl 3ABA;
00B3 7E;
00B4 D400DF;
00B7 ;

00B7 D400A0;
OOBA 3EAC;
OOBC 9D;
OOBD D400DF;
OOCO 6F;
00C1 ;

00C1 ;

00C1 ;

OOCl D400DF;
00C4 AE;
00C5 FBOA;
00C7 32CD;
00C9 37CD;
OOCB 8E;
OOCC D5;
OOCD D400A0;
OODO F80C;
00D2 BF;
00D3 2F;
00D4 9F;
00D5 3AD3;
00D7 37D7;
00D9 E3;
OODA 6100;
OODC 8E;
OODD 71;
OODE D5;
OODF
OODF
OODF
OODF
OODF
OODF FA7F;
OOEl AE;
00E2 E2;
00E3 8A;
00E4 73;
00E5 9A;
00E6 73;
00E7 89;
00E8 73;
00E9 99;
OOEA 73;
OOEB 88;
OOEC 73;
OOED 98;
OOEE 73;
OOEF F867;
OOFl AA;
00F2 F802;
00F4 BA;
00F5 D708;
00F7 B8;
00F8 4D;
00F9 A8;
OOFA 4D;
OOFB FA07;
OOFD B9;
OOFE D713;
0100 8E;
0101 F3;
0102 FCFF;
0104 F87F;
0106 3BE8;
0108 2D;
0109 8E;
010A F3;
010B 32AE;
01 OD 8E;
010E FF7F;
0110 3228;
0112 FC5F;
0114 33E7;
0116 FC13;
0118 3260;
011A FC01;
011C 324E;
011E FC02;

FECH= #D70026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031 ..

0032 TVON
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041 ..

0042 * .

0043 ..

0044 BLNK
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051 ..

0052 KEYN
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057 ..

0058 ..

0059 ..

0060 DISP:
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067 HOLD:
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079 ..

0080 .

.

0081 ..

0082 ..

0083 ..

0084 TVD
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
0102
0103
0104
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
0117
0118
0119
0120
0121
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129

PAGE 00 FETCH MACRO

ORG 160

TURN ON TV DISPLAY

: LDI A.O(INTS)
PLO 1

LDI A.l(INTS)
PHI 1

Bl *

INP 1

SEX 3

RET
SEP 5

KEYBOARD DRIVER

,FECH,A.0(TIME+2)
SHL
SHL
SHL
BNZ KEYN+3
SHLC
SEP 4,A(TVD)

SEP 4,A(TV0N)
BN3 BLNK
,LDI0
SEP 4,A(TVD)
INP 7

SET UP INTERRUPT
SERVICE ROUTINE

GET ,OFF EDGE,
TURN IT ON
NOW ENABLE

ALSO EXIT

LOOK AT TIMER

THEN

INTERRUPT

AT HALF SECOND,
TOGGLE CURSER

TURN ON DISPLAY
WAIT FOR KEYIN
OK, TURN OFF CURSER [sic]

GET KEYIN

DISPLAY DRIVER DRIVER FOR TINY BASIC

SEP 4,A(TVD)
PLO U
XRI 10
BZ HOLD
B4 HOLD
GLO U

5

4, A (TVON)
12
X
X
X
*-2

DISPLAY IT

IS THIS LF?
YES
ALSO HOLD ON EF4

SEP
SEP
LDI
PHI
DEC
GHI
BNZ
B4 «

SEX
OUT
GLO
DIS
SEP

TURN ON DISPLAY
DELAY SOME

3

1,0
u

THEN WAIT FOR /4

TURN OFF DISPLAY

(ORG IN LAST 40 BYTES OF PAGE)

CHARACTER FORMATTER (ASCII CHARACTER IN ACC .

)

ANI #7F
PLO U
SEX 2

GLO SH
STXD
GHI SH
STXD
GLO BC
STXD
GHI BC
STXD
GLO BP
STXD
GHI BP
STXD
LDI A.O(SHFT)
PLO SH
LDI A.l(SHFT)
PHI SH
,FECH,TVXY
PHI BP
LDA PZ
PLO BP
LDA PZ
ANI 7

PHI BC
, FECH, A.O(BS)
GLO U
XOR
ADI IFF
LDI #7F
BNF CHAR+1
DEC PZ
GLO U
XOR
BZ BAX
GLO U
SMI #7F
BZ EXIT
ADI #5F
BDF CHAR
ADI #13
BZ CR
ADI 1

BZ FF
ADI 2

TRIM OVERBIT
SAVE FOR EXIT
SAVE REGISTERS

SET UP SHIFT PC

GET POINTER
WHICH IS CURSER

AND BIT POINTER
(ONLY WANT LOW 3 BITS)

IS THIS CANCEL?

C=0 IF SO

YES

IS THIS BACKSPACE?

YES

IGNORE RUBOUTS

IT IS PRINTABLE

CARRIAGE RETURN

FORMFEED HOME CURSER

mention some things of interest

in the rest of the program.

Near the end of the program

listing is a section labeled

"TEST MAIN." The function of

this is, more than anything else,

to make the published code into

a stand-alone program. It also

demonstrates a typical call to

the display routine (with the con-

trol characters OC and OA to

clear the screen) and a typical

call to the character input

routine.

This program does nothing

with the byte that was input, but

all you need to do is insert the

desired code before the branch

back to get the next character.

The character is ready and

waiting in the accumulator (and

also in the high byte of RF).

The beginning of this routine

is devoted to setting up the

registers that are used for

subroutine calling and return-

ing, and for the llttta "direct ad-

dressing" routine labeled GETZ.

One of the highly touted fea-

tures for the 6800 and 6502 is the

ability of two-byte instructions

to directly access the 256 bytes

in memory page 00. The 1802

has this feature, too— if you

want it. I find it useful, so I put it

into nearly every 1802 program I

write. It requires a little 7-byte

program (six is enough, but by

setting X at the same time other

things are more co<we<\tettt\ awi

a few bytes of setup.

You may notice several

",FECH," pseudo-ops in the pro-

gram. Each one is actually an

SEP instruction to call this little

routine, followed by the address

of the byte in page 00 to be load-

ed. It is little tricks like this that

make the 1802 so versatile.

I will not go into a great deal

of discussion on the subroutine

call and return technique (RCA

calls it "SCRT" in their reference

manual). The concept is essen-

tially the same as the FECH
pseudo-op: a register is dedi-

cated to point to the respective

routine. The SEP instruction

referring to that register then

becomes the programmed op-

erator to effect that function.

At the beginning of the listing

is a routine to turn the TV

display chip on. On the

Netronics Elf II this is done by

an INP 1 instruction. The 1861 is
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always keeping track of the

frame and outputting sync 0120 3268;
0122 FC09;

0130 BZ LF .. LINEFEED
0131 ADI 9

(albeit messed up badly). When 0124 3247; 0132 BZ SOH .. SOH TURNS ON POINT

the 1861 is turned on, DMA and
0126 3B3F;
0128 D709;

0133 BNF NUL .. NULL TURNS IT OFF
0134 EXIT: , FECH , A. (TVXY+1

)

interrupts are enabled. The in-
012A 99
012B 73

0135 GHI BC .. SAVE NEW CURSER
0136 STXD

terrupt signal out of the 1861 is 012C 88 0137 GLO BP

true for 28 cycles just before the
012D 73
012E 98

0138 STXD
0139 GHI BP

DMA starts. 012F 73 0140 STXD
^^% f 1 1 • »

0130 12 0141 INC 2 .. RECOVER SAVED REGISTERS
But if 1 happen into this turn- 0131 42 0142 LDA 2

on routine sometime during 0132 B8 0143 PHI BP
0133 42 0144 LDA 2

those 28 cycles, 1 will get an im- 0134#A8 0145 PLO BP

mediate interrupt without suffi-
0135 42,
0136 B9;

0146 LDA 2

0147 PHI BC
cient time to prepare for the 0137 42; 0148 LDA 2

DMA. This throws me right back
0138 A9;
0139 42;

0149 PLO BC
0150 LDA 2

into the RO morass, so 1 depend 01 3A BA,
013B 02;

0151 PHI SH
0152 LDN 2

on the fact that EF1, another 013C AA; 0153 PLO SH

output from the 1861, brackets
013D 8E;
013E D5;

0154 GLO U .. GET SAVED CHAR.
0155 SEP 5 .. EXIT TO CALLER

the interrupt request. Thus 01 3F ; 0156 ..

delayed, the DMA will happen
01 3F ;

01 3F ;

0157 .. CLEAR CURRENT POINT (NUL)
0158 ..

anyway, and there may be a 013F F880;
0141 DA;

0159 NUL: LDI #80 .. POINT TO THAT BIT
0160 SEP SH

flash of white as the DMA runs 0142 FBFF; 0161 XRI #FF .. MAKE AND MASK

wild.
0144 F2; 0162 AND
0145 304B; 0163 BR SOH+4

But memory is not destroyed 0147 ;

0147 ;

0164 ..

0165 .. SET CURRENT POINT (SOH)
because outside the interrupt 0147 ; 0166 ..

service routine nothing uses
0147 F880;
0149 DA;

0167 SOH: LDI #80 .. POSITION THE BIT
0168 SEP SH

RO, and the interrupt service 014A Fl; 0169 OR . . TURN IT ON

routine is not entered until the
014B 58;
014C 3028;

0170 STR BP
0171 BR EXIT ^H

next frame. The screen will prob- 014E |

014E ;

0172 ..

0173 .. FORMFEED: CLEAR SCREEN
ably take a frame or two to snap 014E ; 0174 ..

into registration anyway as it
014E F83F;
0150 A8;

0175 FF: LDI A.O(BUFX-l)
0176 PLO BP

recovers from the ill effects of 0151 F806; 0177 LDI A.l(BUFX)

all the three-cycle instructions.
0153 B8;
0154 E8;

0178 PHI BP
0179 SEX BP

Presumably, after calling TVON 0155 9D;
0156 73;

0180 CLRS: ,LDI0
0181 STXD

there will be no more three-cycle 0157 88; 0182 GLO BP

instructions until the display is
0158 FFB0;
01 5A 98;

0183 SMI A.O(BUFF)
0184 GHI BP

turned off again. 015B 7F04; 0185 SMBI A.l(BUFF)

The keyboard input routine is
015D 3355;
01 5F 60;

0186 BDF CLRS
0187 IRX

obvious. The most significant 0160 ; 0188 ..

bit of the frame counter is con-
0160 7

0160 ;

0189 .. CARRIAGE RETURN: TO LEFT MARGIN OF CURRENT LIN
0190 ..

verted into the choice between 0160 9D;
0161 B9;

0191 CR: ,LDI0 .. THAT IS LEFT BIT
0192 PHI BC

an SOH (01) and a NUL (00), 0162 88; 0193 GLO BP

which respectively turn the cur-
0163 FAF8;
0165 A8;

0194 ANI #F8 .. OF BYTE*8
0195 PLO BP .. CANT BACKSPACE FROM HERE

sor dot on or off. The cursor is 0166 3070;
0168 ;

0168 ;

0196 BR NOB .. (OR FALL INTO LF

)

toggled only if the rest of the
0197 .

.

0198 .. LINEFEED: GO DOWN 6 PIXELS

byte is all zeros. The display is
0168 ;

0168 88;
0199 ..

0200 LF: GLO BP ..TO CURSER POSITION
turned on at that time (and never 0169 FC30; 0201 ADI 48 .. ADD 6 LINES

turned off until the input char-
016B A8;
01 6C 98;

0202 PLO BP
0203 GHI BP

acter rs echoed through DISP) 016D 7C00; 0204 ADCI .. CARRY TO UPPER BYTE

and the keyboard is checked. If

016F B8;
0170 ;

0205 PHI BP
0206 ..

there is a key-in waiting, the cur- 0170 D70A;
0172 F84E;

0207 NOB: , FECH, A. (PSTK-1

)

0208 LDI BSTK .. VACATE BACKSPACE STACK
sor is forced off and the key 0174 5D; 0209 SSTK: STR PZ

code is input, then displayed.
0175 AF;
0176 F804;

0210 PLO X
0211 LDI A.l(BSTK) fl

The display routine is usually 0178 BF; 0212 PHI X

called through the DISP routine,
0179 99;
017A FA07;

0213 GHI BC .. NEW BIT POINTER
0214 ANI 7

which first goes to the display 017C 5F;
01 7D ;

0215 STR X
0216 ..

driver to encode the character, 017D 88; 0217 SCRL: GLO BP .. TEST FOR SCROLLING

then checks it to see if it was a
017E FF08;
0180 98;

0218 SMI BUFE
0219 GHI BP

line feed. If it was, or if EF4 is 0181 7F06; 0220 SMBI A.l(BUFE)

true, the display is turned on for
0183 3B28;
0185 F8B0;

0221 BNF EXIT .. NOT OVER
0222 LDI BUFF .. YES,

about 200 milliseconds (more or 0187 AF;
0188 88;

0223 PLO X .. MOVE BUFFER UP
0224 GLO BP

less) or until EF4 goes false; 0189 FCB0; 0225 ADI A. (BUFF) .. BY AMOUNT OF OVERSHOOT

then it is turned off. Other char-
01 8B FAF8;
018D AA;

0226 ANI #F8
0227 PLO SH .. (THIS IS AVAILABLE)

acters are simply returned with 018E F804; 0228 LDI A.l(BUFF)

no effect on the display (to turn
0190 BF;
0191 7C00;

0229 PHI X
0230 ADCI

it on or off) when EF4 is also 0193 BA; 0231 PHI SH
0194 4A; 0232 MOVE: LDA SH .. LOOP HERE

false. 0195 5F; 0233 STR X



0196 IF; 0234 INC X
The display is turned off by an

0197 8F; 0235 GLO X OUT 1 instruction, but the out-

0198 FF08;
019A 9F;

0236
0237

SMI A.O(BUFE) .. CHECK FOR END

GHI X
put data is ignored. The inter-

019B 7F06; 0238 SMBI A.l(BUFE) rupts are disabled at the same
019D 3B94;
019F 8F;

0239
0240

BNF MOVE • • THERE IS MORE
GLO X time, though the 1861 is no

01A0 FF40? 0241 SMI BUFX longer generating any.
01A2 9D; 0242 ,LDI0 .. THEN CLEAR REST
01A3 3B95; 0243 BNF MOVE+1
01A5 88; 0244 GLO BP • . MOVE CURSER UP Display Driver
01A6 FA07; 0245 ANI 7 . . TO NEXT-LAST LINE
01A8 A8; 0246 PLO BP Now we come to the heart of

01A9 F806;
01AB B8;

0247
0248

LDI A.KBUFE-8)
PHI BP the program. I already dis-

01AC 3028; 0249 BR EXIT cussed the logic, so in this sec-
01AE ;

01AE |

0250
0251

• •

BACKSPACE: DEPENDS ON STACK tion I will limit my remarks to the

OlAE ; 0252 • • details of the code, with em-
01AE D70B; 0253 1BAX: ,FECH,PSTK .. CAN WE BACK UP?
01B0 AF; 0254 PLO X phasis on the less obvious
01B1 FB4E; 0255 XRI A.O(BSTK)

parts.
01B3 3228; 0256 BZ EXIT . • NOT IF STACK EMPTY
01B5 2F; 0257 DEC X . . YES As I said, I wrote this routine
01B6 8F;
01B7 2D;

0258
0259

GLO X . • POP THE STACK
DEC PZ for use with Tiny BASIC. There

01B8 5D; 0260 STR PZ were few registers lying around
01B9 F804; 0261 LDI A.l(BSTK) .. NOW SEE HOW MUCH
01BB BF; 0262 PHI X after Tiny BASIC took its share,

01BC EF;
01BD 99;

0263
0264

SEX X
GHI BC . • SAME WORD? so to get the registers I needed I

01BE F7; 0265 SM had to save and restore some.
OlBF 33D7;
01C1 9D;

0266
0267

BDF BSW . . YES.
,LDI0 .. NO, CLEAR THIS WORD Three registers are pushed

01C2 B9; 0268 PHI BC into the stack. One of them be-
01C3 DA;
01C4 9D;

0269
0270

SEP SH
,LDI0 comes the program counter for

01C5 58; 0271 STR BP the shift and count co-routine;
01C6 DA; 0272 SEP SH
01C7 33C3; 0273 BDF *-4 . • 6 LINES one is loaded with the byte ad-
01C9 88;
01CA FA07;

0274
0275

GLO BP . . IS THIS A LINE EDGE?
ANI 7 dress of the pixel the cursor is

01CC 3AD6; 0276 BNZ BSW-i ..NO. pointing to; and the third has its

01CE 88; 0277 GLO BP . . YES,
01CF FF28; 0278 SMI 40 ..GO BACK 5 PIXEL LINES high byte loaded with the bit

01D1 A8;
01D2 98;

0279
0280

PLO BP
GHI BP

pointer part of the cursor. The

01D3 7F00; 0281 SMBI low byte of the third register will

01D5 B8;
01D6 28;

0282
0283

PHI BP
DEC BP • • NOW BACK ONE WORD be used to count the shifting

01D7 OF; 0284 BSW: LDN X .. GET NEW BIT POINTER operations.
01D8 FA07; 0285 ANI 7 .. (COULD BE VANDALIZED)
01DA B9; 0286 PHI BC The analysis of the character

OlDB F8FF;
01DD DA;

0287
0288

LDI IFF • . CLEAR RIGHT END
SEP SH

to be displayed is quite ordinary,

01DE FBFF; 0289 XRI IFF . . CONVERT TO AND MASK as is the register restoral code
01E0 F2;
01E1 58;

0290
0291

AND .. (X=BP)
STR BP at the exit.

01E2 DA; 0292 SEP SH Most of the routines in the
01E3 33DB; 0293 BDF *-8 . . SIX LINES
01E5 3028; 0294 BR EXIT display program make use of

01E7 ; 0295 • • the shift and count co-routine,
01E7 ; 0296 . . PRINTABLE GRAPHIC
01E7 ; 0297 • • so I will discuss them first.

01E7 8E;
01E8 FE;

0298
0299

CHAR: GLO U . . GET IT
SHL . . INDEX INTO CHAR TABLE In form, the shift and count

01E9 FCB9; 0300 ADI A.0(CTBL-64) routines are not much different
01EB AF;
OlEC 9D;

0301
0302

PLO X
,LDI0 from any direct call 1802 sub-

01ED 7C02; 0303 ADCI A.KCTBL-64) routine. The ultimate exit is
01EF BF; 0304 PHI X
01F0 D70B; 0305 ,FECH,A.0(MASK-1) placed physically just before the
01F2 4F;
01F3 5D;

0306
0307

LDA X . . GET BIT MASK
STR PZ . . SAVE IT entry so that the address reg-

01F4 4F; 0308 LDA X ister is set up to recall the
01F5 FCB9;
01F7 AF;

0309
0310

ADI DOTS
PLO X • . POINT TO DOT MATRIX routine with a simple SEP in-

01F8 9D; 0311 ,LDI0 struction. The difference is that I

01F9 7C03; 0312 ADCI A. 1 (DOTS)
01FB BF; 0313 PHI X used one address register for

01FC 99;
01FD 52;

0314
0315

GHI BC .. SAVE CURSER POSITION
STR 2

two subroutines, knowing full

01FE 22; 0316 DEC 2 well that almost always they wi\\
01FF OD;
0200 FA07;

0317
0318

LDN PZ .. POSITION BIT MASK
ANI 7 be called alternately. Therefore,

0202 B9; 0319 PHI BC the exit from the first falls into
0203 OD; 0320 LDN PZ
0204 FAF8; 0321 ANI #F8 .. IT IS LEFT 5 BITS the entry for the second and vice
02 06 DA; 0322 SEP SH

versa.0207 1A; 0323 INC SH .. (CANCEL SECOND COCALL

)

0208 1A; 0324 INC SH This is thus the form of a co-
0209 A9;
020A 12;

0325
0326

PLO BC . . SAVE MASK,
INC 2 . . AND PREPARE TO routine, but here the calling pro-

020B E2;
02 OC OD;

0327
0328

SEX 2

LDN PZ . . FIND RELATIVE SHIFT
gram always knows which of the

020D FA07; 0329 ANI 7 two routines will be next to ex-

020F F5;
0210 B9;

0330
0331

SD •• (X=2)
PHI BC ecute, which is a stronger condi-

0211 89; 0332 GLO BC . . SAVE NEW MASK tion than most co-routine ap-
0212 5D;
0213 4F;

0333
0334

STR PZ
CHRL: LDA X . . GET SOME DOTS plications. Also, it turns out that

0214 ED; 0335 SEX PZ occasionally the routines are

I not called in strict alternating
0215 F2; 0336 AND • • MASK TO THIS CHAR

38
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0217 Fl; 0338 OR . . INSERT INTO BUFFER sequence. There are two places

0218 58; 0339 STR BP In the program where there are

0219 DA;
021A 3313;

0340
0341

SEP SH
BDF CHRL

. . UP TO NEXT LINE
two consecutive calls on the

021C 0D; 0342 LDN PZ . . CHECK FOR SPLIT WORD shift routine. This is accom-
02 ID DA;
021E 1A;

0343
0344

SEP SH
INC SH .. (DONT WANT COUNTER) modated by the branch that sep-

021F 1A; 0345 INC SH arates the two routines. Normal-
0220 3B3C; 0346 BNF CUPD . . NOT SPLIT.
0222 2F; 0347 DEC X . . BACK UP DOT POINTER ly the next SEP will continue
0223 2F;
0224 2F;

0348
0349

DEC X
DEC X with the BR *+4 instruction,

0225 2F; 0350 DEC X which jumps into the count
0226 2F; 0351 DEC X
0227 2F; 0352 DEC X routine.

0228 18; 0353 INC BP . . POINT TO NEXT WORD
In the two cases where an-

0229 88;
022A FA07;

0354
0355

GLO BP
ANI 7 other shift is required, the ad-

022C 3A36; 0356 BNZ CFIX dress register is incremented
022E 88; 0357 GLO BP . . OOPS, NEXT LINE
022F FC28; 0358 ADI 40 . . GO DOWN 5 ROWS past this branch to point to the
0231 A8;
0232 98;

0359
0360

PLO BP
GHI BP branch back to the beginning of

02 3 3 7C00; 0361 ADCI the shift routine. 1 normally
0235 B8;
0236 99;

0362
0303 CFIX:

PHI BP
GHI BC . . CONVERT TO LEFT SHIFT would use an LSKP instruction

0237 F9F8; 0364 ORI #F8 so that only one increment
0239 B9; 0365 PHI BC j

02 3A 3013; 0366 BR CHRL . . GO DO IT AGAIN would be required to repeat the
02 3C F980;
02 3E 38;

0367 CUPD:
0368

ORI #80
SKP . . FIND RIGHT EDGE first routine, but in this case one

023F 19; 0369 INC BC of the requirements was the
0240 F6;
0241 3B3F;

0370
0371

SHR
BNF *-2 . . OF MASK abstention from three-cycle in-

0243 89; 0372 GLO BC structions.
0244 FD09; 0373 SDI 9 . . ANY LEFT?
0246 B9; 0374 PHI BC The high byte of R9 (symbolic
0247 FF08;
0249 3B58;

0375
0376

SMI 8

BNF CSTK .. YES. BC) contains both the shift

024B B9; 0377 PHI BC . . NO, ADVANCE WORD count and the byte count used in

024C 18;
024D 88;

0378
0379

INC BP
GLO BP the next routine. The low three

024E FA07; 0380 ANI 7 bits indicate the number of posi-
0250 3A58; 0381 BNZ CSTK
0252 F850; 0382 LDI #50 .. NEXT LINE, ACTUALLY, tions to shift, and the most
0254 B9;
0255 2A;

0383
0384

PHI BC
DEC SH

. . SO DROP DOWN

. . FIVE MORE PIXELS significant bit is the sign. The

02 56 2A; 0385 DEC SH encoding is such that this byte
02 57 DA;
0258 D70B;

0386
0387 CSTK:

SEP SH
,FECH,PSTK . . UPDATE BACKSPACE STACK may be initialized with any

02 5A 3A5F; 0388 BNZ * + 5 (two's complement) signed
025C C00170; 0389 LBR NOB . . OOPS, STACK N-G.
02 5F FC01; 0390 ADI 1 . . BY PUSHING number between -7 and + 7,

0261 2D;
0262 C4;

0391
0392

DEC PZ
NOP . . (TO CANCEL LBR) and the byte counter in the mid-

0263 C00174; 0393 LBR SSTK . . GO STORE IT dle bits is implicitly set to zero.
02 66 ;

0266 ;

0394 ..

0395 .. SHIFT MASK RIGHT (+) OR LEFT (-) In use, the shift amount is not

0266 ; 0396 .. changed throughout the six
0266 D3; 0397 SEP 3 . . EXIT
0267 52; 0398 SHFT : STR 2 . . SAVE BITS TO SHIFT calls on the co-routine pair.

0268 88;
0269 FFBO;

0399
0400

GLO BP
SMI A.O(BUFF)

.. NOTE IF OUTSIDE DISPLAY
Therefore, it is only necessary to

026B 98; 0401 GHI BP .. (ONLY WORRY ABOUT EARLIE1 extract the bits that signify the
026C 7F04;
02 6E 9D;

0402
0403

SMBI A.l(BUFF)
,LDI0 .. IF SO, RETURN ZERO amount and direction. If they are

026F 3B90; 0404 BNF SHN+1 . . SO NOT DESTROY PROG
all four zero, then no shift is

0271 99; 0405 GHI BC . . LOOK AT COUNT
0272 FA87; 0406 ANI #87 . . MASK OUT WORD COUNTER specified. Otherwise, the sign

02 74 A9; 0407 PLO BC selects between the left and
0275 328E; 0408 BZ SHN-1 . . NO SHIFT
0277 FE; 0409 SHL right shift portions of the code.
0278 3383;
027A 02;

0410
0411 SHRL

BDF SHL
: LDN 2

. . LEFT

. . SHIFT RIGHT ONCE The byte to be shifted came
02 7B F6; 0412 SHR into the subroutine in the ac-
027C 52; 0413 STR 2

027D 29; 0414 DEC BC cumulator and was stored on
027E 89;
02 7F 3A7A;

0415
0416

GLO BC
BNZ SHRL . . REPEAT N TIMES the top of the stack (pointed to

0281 308F; 0417 BR SHN . . DONE by R2). Each sh'\U routine con-
0283 ;

0283 F6;
0418 ..

0419 SHL: SHR . . LEFT SHIFT: sists of a simple loop to shift

0284 FD08; 0420 SDI 8 . . SET UP COUNTER that byte once in the appro-
0286 A9 0421 PLO BC
0287 02 0422 SHLL : LDN 2 . . DO IT priate direction, then decrement
0288 FE
0289 52

0423
0424

SHL
STR 2

the count in the low byte of R9

028A 29 0425 DEC BC and quit when done.
028B 89;
02 8C 3A87;

0426
0427

GLO BC
BNZ SHLL . . REPEAT The left shift has to do a little

02 8E FE; 0428 SHL . . CLEAR CARRY setup to convert the negative
028F 02;
0290 E8;

0429 SHN:
0430

LDN 2

SEX BP
. . GET BITS

shift count to a positive number,
0291 D3; 0431 SEP 3 .. EXIT, C=SHIFT OFF RIGHT and one extra instruction at the
0292 3096; 0432 BR * + 4 . . SECOND ENTRY
0294 3067; 0433 BR SHFT . . OPTIONAL RERUNS end to clear the carry. The carry
0296 ;

0296 ;

0434 ..

0435 .. COUNT WORDS, MOVING POINTER UP out of the right shift is used to

0296 ; 0436 .. tell whether a character is split
02 96 99; 0437 GHI BC . . GET COUNTER
0297 FC18; 0438 ADI #18 . . CONVERT IF - ; ADD 1 across bytes by shifting the

0299 3B9D; 0439 BNF *+4 mask. The reason for clearing
029B F980; 0440 ORI #80 . . (RESTORE SIGN)
02 9D FAF7; 0441 ANI #F7 1 the carry in the case of the left

I



shift has already been dis-

cussed.

The exit from the shift routine

sets X = 8 (symbolic BP) so that

the calling program can implicit-

ly access the display buffer.

This complements R8's initial-

ization with the byte pointer on

entry to TVD.

The counting routine has

three cases to consider. The

first time through with a new
count, the count part of the high

byte of R9 (that is, bits 4-6) may
be either or 7. Both must be in-

terpreted as a count of zero.

There is one other piece of

available information to help

make this decision: If the bits

are ones (i.e., the count value is

7), it is exactly because all five

upper bits of the byte are ones

for the two's complement repre-

sentation of some negative shift

count. I have arranged it so that

in all nonzero byte count values,

this is not true. If the four upper

bits are ones, then the add im-

mediate of hex 18 will produce

a carry.

If bit 3, which is not properly a

part of the byte counter, is also

one, then there will be a carry

out of that bit into bit 4. Bit 3 is

subsequently forced to zero so

that this never happens again.

The result is that the sum out of

either case is 1 (see Fig. 1).

The second case is the four

calls with a nonzero (i.e., also

not 7) count, in which the same
algorithm simply adds one to

the count in bits 4-6.

The final case is when the

count has reached 6 (shifted

left, that is, hex C), which

signifies the last time through

the loop. In this case the count

information is stripped off and

the original five zeros or five

ones are restored to the upper

bits by replicating the sign bit.

Also at this time the byte pointer

must be incremented by 40 (five

rows down) instead of the usual

subtract 8, which moves the

pointer up one row.

Incidental to this addition or

subtraction is the carry out. The

sum never generates a carry

(because the buffer is not split

across address 0000), nor does

the subtract generate a borrow.

In the 1802 a borrow is the com-

plement of a carry; so when this

routine exits, the carry is 1 until

029F
02A0
02A1
02A3
02A5
02A7
02A8
02AA
02AC
02AE
02AF
02B0
02B2
02B3
02B4
02B6
02B7
02B9
02B9
02BA
02BC
02BD
02BE
02C0
02C1
02C3
02C3
02C3
02C3
02C4
02C5
02C6
02C7
02C8
02C9
02CA
02CB
02CC
02CD
02CF
02D0
02D2
02D3
02D5
02D6
02D6
02D7
02D8
02D9
02D9
02DA
02DB
02DC
02DC
02DE
02E0
02E1
02E3
02E4
02E5
02E6
02E7
02E9
02EA
02EC
02EE
02EF
02F0
02F2
02F3
02F4
02F6
02F7
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02F9
02FB
02FD
02FF
0301
0303
0305
0307
0309
030B
030D
030F
0311
0313
0315
0317
0319
031B
031D

B9;
FE;
FAE0;
FBC0;
3AB9;
99;
FA07;
3BAE;
F9F8;
B9;
88;
FC28;
A8;
98;
7C00;
B8;
3066;
•

88;
FF08;
A8;
98;
7F00;
B8;
3066;

i

E2;
42;
FE;
42;
70;
C4;
22 j

78;
22;
73;
F804;
B0;
F8B0;
A0;
34D3;
80;

20;
A0;
E0;
•

20;
A0;
90;
•

FB06;
3AD5;
B0;
F80F;
A0;
76;
52;
F0;
FC01;
50;
FF3D;
3BC3;
73;
F0;
FC01;
73;
F0;
7C00;
50;
30C3;

8608
820A
E508
F823
E435
E55A
F423
C200cm
C211
E03C
E547
C307
C441
8407
E529
Elll
E243
E44F

0442 PHI BC
0443 SHL • • SIGN IN C
0444 ANI #E0 • • IS THIS END?
0445 XRI #C0
0446 BNZ SHNN • • NO.
0447 GHI BC • • YES; RESTORE ORIGINAL
0448 ANI 7

0449 BNF *+4
0450 ORI #F8 • • (NEGATIVE)
0451 PHI BC
0452 GLO BP • • BUMP BP BACK TO BOTTOM
0453 ADI 40
0454 PLO BP
0455 GHI BP
0456 ADC I

0457 PHI BP
0458 BR SHFT-1 • • c=o
0459 • •

0460 SHNN : GLO BP • • GO TO NEXT LINE UP
0461 SMI 8
0462 PLO BP
0463 GHI BP
0464 SMBI
0465 PHI BP
0466 BR SHFT-1 • • C=l
0467 • •

0468 • • INTERRUPT SERVICE
0469 • •

0470 INTX : SEX 2
0471 LDA 2 • • RECOVER CARRY
0472 SHL
0473 LDA 2 • • RECOVER A
0474 RET • • EXIT
0475 INTS : NOP • • ENTER HERE
0476 DEC 2

0477 SAV • • SAVE T
0478 DEC 2
0479 STXD • • SAVE A
0480 LDI A.l(BUFF)
0481 PHI • • SET UP
0482 LDI A.O(BUFF)
0483 PLO
0484 Bl *

• • SYNCHRONIZE
0485 LOOP : GLO • • START DISPLAY
0486 • • • • • (DMA)
0487 DEC
0488 PLO
0489 SEX • • (NOT A NOP)
0490 • • •

0491 DEC
0492 PLO THREE RASTERS PER PIXEL
0493 GHI • • LAST LINE
0494 • • •

0495 XRI A.l(BUFE) • • IS NEW PAGE
0496 BNZ LOOP
0497 PHI
0498 LDI A.0(TIME+2) • • NOW UPDATE CLOCK:
0499 PLO
0500 SHRC • • SAVE CARRY
0501 STR 2

0502 LDX
0503 ADI 1 • • INCREMENT FRAME COUNT
0504 STR
0505 SMI 61 • • ONE SECOND?
0506 BNF INTX • • NOT YET.
0507 STXD • • YES
0508 LDX • BUMP SECONDS
0509 ADI 1

0510 STXD
0511 LDX
0512 ADC I • • 16 BITS
0513 STR
0514 BR INTX
0515 • •

0516 • •

0517 CHARACT1
0518 • •

0519 Ml = #80
0520 M2 = #co
0521 M3 = #E0
0522 M4 = #F0
0523 M5= #F8
0524 • •

0525 CTBL=s * • • FIRST CHAR IS SPACE
0526 • •

0527 ,A.0(Ml+6),8 . SPACE
0528 ,A.0(Ml+2) ,10 . • •

0529 ,A.0(M3+5),8 II

0530 ,A.0(M5+0 ) , 35 . #
0531 ,A. 0(M3+4 ) ,53 . $
0532 ,A.0(M3+5) ,90 . %
0533 ,A.0(M4+4 ) , 35 . &

0534 ,A.0(M2+2),0
0535 ,A.0(M2+1) ,17 • (

0536 ,A.0(M2+2 ) ,17 • )

0537 ,A.0(M3+0 ) ,60 *

0538 ,A.0(M3+5) ,71 . . +
0539 ,A.0(M2+3),7 • ,

0540 ,A.0(M2+4 ) ,65 . -

0541 ,A.0(Ml+4),7 • •

0542 ,A.0(M3+5) ,41 • /
0543 ,A.0(M3+1) ,17 . .

0544 ,A.0(M3+2) ,67 . . 1

0545 ,A.0(M3+4) ,79 . . 2

41



OOOOOxxx 11111xxx
031F E103; 0546 ,A.0(M3+1),3 •• 3 + 00011000 +00011000
0321 E01D;
0323 E042;

0547
0548

,A.0(M3+0) ,29 .. 4

,A.0(M3+0) ,66 .. 5

0325 E249;
0327 E073;

0549
0550

,A.0(M3+2) ,73 .. 6

,A.0(M3+0) ,115 .. 7
0001 1xxx OOOIOxxx

0329 E303; 0551 ,A.0(M3+3) ,3 • • 8 + 10000000 (restore sign)

032B E049; 0552 ,A.0(M3+0) ,73 .. 9 &11110111 &11110111

032D 8304;
032F C335;

05S3
0554

,A.0(Ml+3),4 .. :

,A.0(M2+3) ,53 .. ;

0331 E541; 0555 ,A.0(M3+5 ) ,65 .. < OOOIOxxx 10010xxx

0333 E503; 0556 ,A.0(M3+5),3 .. =

0335 E517; 0557 ,A.0(M3+5) ,23 .. >
Fi9- 1.

0337 E05A; 0558 ,A.0(M3+0) ,90 .. ?

0339 E079; 0559 ,A.0(M3+0) ,121 .. 3

033B E12F; 0560 ,A.0(M3+1) ,47 .. A
033D E56D; 0561 ,A.0(M3+5) ,109 .. B the last iteration, then it is zero. of the display area, but future
033F E417;
0341 E217;

0562
0563

,A.0(M3+4) ,23 •• C
,A.0(M3+2) ,23 .. D This is a convenient flag to overflows will probably store

0343 E560;
0345 E534;

0564
0565

,A.0(M3+5) ,96 .. E
,A.0(M3+5 ) ,52 .. F control the loop in the calling characters in the overflow area,

0347 E24F; 0566 ,A.0(M3+2) ,79 .. G program. so it must be cleared (particular-

0349 E33B;
034B E117;

0567
0568

,A-0(M3+3) ,59 .. H
,A.0(M3+1) ,23 .. I Once you understand the ly to remove whatever pieces of

034D E155; 0569 ,A.0(M3+1 ) ,85 .. J shift/count routines, the control debris might have been left

034F E060; 0570 ,A.0(M3+0) ,96 .. K

0351 E343; 0571 ,A.0(M3+3) ,67 .. L functions for NUL and SOH just there by the character that

0353 F96D;
0355 F41D;

0572
0573

,A.0(M5+1) ,109 .. M
,A.0(M4+4) ,29 .. N fall right out. The high byte of R9 overflowed this time). I could

0357 E017; 0574 ,A.0(M3+0) ,23 .. has already been set up with the have done this with a separate
0359 E573;
035B EOOB;

0575
0576

,A.0(M3+5) ,115 .. P
,A.0(M3+0) ,11 .. Q bit pointer in the cursor position. loop, but most of what I want is

035D E53B;
035F E029;
0361 E066;

0577
0578
0579

,A.0(M3+5) ,59 .. R
,A.0(M3+0) ,41 .. S

,A.0(M3+0) ,102 .. T

Zero represents the left bit (in

this program, since the bits are

already in the loop just finished.

So the accumulator is set to

0363 E21D;
0365 E379;

0580
0581

,A.0(M3+2) ,29 .. U
,A.0(M3+3) ,121 .. V scanned high-to-low in the dis- zero, and if we have not yet

0367 FB2E; 0582 ,A.0(M5+3) ,46 .. W play). A single bit in the left-bit reached the end of the overflow
0369 E260;
036B E273;

0583
0584

,A.0(M3+2),96 .. X
,A.0(M3+2) ,115 .. Y position is therefore shifted by area, the loop is repeated. That

036D E035; 0585 ,A.0(M3+0) ,53 .. Z the amount in the cursor bit zero will be stored, then the orig-

036F C017;
0371 E329;

0586
0587

,A.0(M2+0 ) ,23 .. 1

,A.0(M3+3) ,41 .. \ pointer, which positions it on inal loop will exit again on

0373 C117; 0588 ,A.0(M2+1) ,23 .. ] the pixel that the cursor points overflow, allowing us to force
0375 E200 0589 ,A.0(M3+2),0 .. "

~

0377 E507 0590 ,A.0(M3+5),7 .. to. This is with one call to the another zero through in this

0379 C300
037B E184

0591
0592

,A.0(M2+3),0 .. *

,A.0(M3+1) ,132 .. a
shift routine. Then that bit is strange anti-loop.

037D E07F 0593 ,A.0(M3+0) ,127 .. b either deleted from or added to I think by now you should not
037F E27F
0381 E30C

0594
0595

,A.0(M3+2) ,127 .. c
,A.0(M3+3) ,12 .. d the display buffer. have much trouble understand-

0383 E512 0596 ,A.0(M3+5) ,18 .. G The shift routine has conve- ing the back-space routine. If

0385 E566 0597 ,A.0(M3+5) ,102 .. f H
0387 E050 0598 ,A.0(M3+0) ,80 .. g niently left X = 8 so that the byte the stacked bit pointer is greater

0389 E356
038B 8107

0599
0600

,A.O(M3+3) ,86 .. h
,A.0(Ml+i)«7 .. i

pointer in R8 addresses the byte than the current, the character

038D C007 0601 ,A.0(M2+0),7 .. j the cursor is pointing to. What to be erased is split over two
038F E50C
0391 850C

0602
0603

,A.0(M3+5) ,12 .. k
,A.0(Ml+5) ,12 .. 1 could be easier? words. The current word is com-

0393 FB84 0604 ,A.0(M5+3) ,132 .. m The three controls, CR, LF pletely cleared by storing zero in

0395 E384 0605 ,A.0(M3+3) .132 .. n
0397 E57F 0606 ,A.0(M3+5) ,127 .. o and FF, are quite obvious. I do it.

0399 E575 0607 ,A.0(M3+5) ,117 .. p not need to make any further Here it might have been nice
039B E13D 0608 ,A.0(M3+1) ,61 .. q
039D C689 0609 ,A.0(M2+6) ,137 .. r remarks on their behalf, except to get the counting subroutine
039F E589
03A1 E268

0610
0611

,A.0(M3+5) ,137 .. s

,A.0(M3+2) ,104 .. t to note that they must dump the without the shift routine, but a

03A3 E489 0612 ,A.0(M3+4) ,137 .. u back-space stack. This is noth- zero shift is not very costly.
03A5 E289
03A7 F889

0613
0614

,A.0(M3+2) ,137 .. v
,A.0(M5+0) ,137 .. w ing more than initializing the Then, or otherwise, the stacked

03A9 E03D 0615 ,A.0(M3+0) ,61 .. x stack pointer to "empty" and bit pointer is used as a shift
03AB E555 0616 ,A.0(M3+5) ,85 .. y

* *

03AD E47F 0617 ,A.0(M3+4) ,127 .. z storing the current bit pointer in count.
03AF E011
03B1 8002

0618
0619

,A.0(M3+0),17 .. {

,A.0(Ml+0),2 .. |

its top. I allow for the possibility that

03B3 E211 0620 ,A.0(M3+2) ,17 .. } The scrolling routine is also the stack overran the display
03B5 E500
03B7 F203

0621
0622

,A.0(M3+5),0 .. "

,A.0(M4+2),3 .. DEL easy to understand. Rather than area and was clobbered by a

03B9 ;

03B9 ;

0623
0624

• •

PACKED DOT TABLE
arbitrarily rolling up six pixels, 1 scrolling operation. In such a

03B9 ; 0625 • • decided it was no extra effort to case the back space will be
03B9 ;

03B9 ;

0626
0627

DOTS= *

• •
roll up by exactly the amount of some random amount, but this

03B9 00008080E897; 0628 ,#00008080E897 the overshoot. This is of no par- is a localized problem which
03BF A89768404020; 0629 ,#A89768404020
03C5 40ADB6AD4404; 0630 , #40ADB6AD4404 ticular value in this program, but goes away as soon as the user

03CB 2056DD572000;
03D1 F4AAA9AAF400;

0631
0632

,#205€DD572000
, IF4AAA9AAF400

the Netronics Tiny BASIC sup- returns to proper use of carriage

03D7 39E9ABAD2900! 0633 , #39E9ABAD2900 ports a PLOT command, so the returns and whatnot.
03DD 55FA54F85400;
03E3 C024;

0634
0635

,#55FA54F85400
,#C024 overshoot may be as little as a The ANI 7 instruction ensures

03E5 4A91600A5575; • 0636 ,#4A91600A5575 one pixel row. The intelligent that the possible trash popped
03EB 51512014EC86;
03F1 4C27E4001515;

0637
- 0638

,#51512014EC86
,#4C27E4001515 scrolling thus preserves the out of the stack is in the correct

03F7 BE55B60001C2- • 0639 , IBE55B60001C2 most possible out of this tiny form and will not have adverse
03FD 3CD291F01002 0640 ,#3CD291F01002
0403 572A70A05800 • 0641 ,|572A70A05800 display. consequences. For this part of
0409 DE68;
040B A4621C062355

0642
1 0643

, #DE68
,#A4621C062355 The loop that actually moves the erase operation, a mask byte

0411 151810510422 I 0644 ,#151810510422 the buffer data up has one is shifted right by the appro-
0417 A14400AFACD6
041D ACAF0042425F

1 0645
; 0646

, #A14400AFACD6
, #ACAF0042425F subtlety: It checks for the end of priate amount. This puts zeros

0423 52F910004645
0429 566D46009494

I 0647
0648

,#52F910004645
,#566D46009494

the buffer by subtracting the where we really want ones and

042F 562DEE006894

42

; 0649 ,#562DEE006894 ending address. This is the end ones where we want zeros, but
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SCELBI BYTE PRIMER. The ultimate hand-
book about microcomputers. Edited by the ex-
perts at SCELBI and BYTE. Over 400 pages of
solid basic information. Describes what can be
done with a microcomputer. How micro-
computers work is treated thoroughly. Intro-
duces the 6800, 8080 and Z80 CPU chip cap-
abilities. RAM and ROM memories. Addressing
methods. All about building your own micro-
computer system. Programming for the begin-
ner. Assembling programs by hand. Monitoring
programs. Number conversions. Design your
own assembler. Plus much more. A real bargain.
JUST $10.95. Check No. 08 on order coupon.

HARDCORE SOFTWARE UPDATE. Subscribe
to this brand new publication. It's published
with you in mind — the user of small computer
systems. You'll get six idea-packed issues per
year. Contents include: Game programs you
can use. Improvements for machine language
programs. Coverage of high-level data base
management system. Valuable tips on getting
the most out of your system. And much
more! The kind of info you just can't get from
the magazines. How much are ideas worth? If

they help you to maximize your system they
can pay off really big. Hardcore Software
Update is a good idea. It costs only $10 per
yeat You can't beat that. Send in your sub-
scription now! Check No. 10 on order coupon.

LEARN MICRO-COMPUTERS. A new multi-
media information package. Includes text
(UNDERSTANDING MICROCOMPUTERS)
plus high-quality cassette. For the beginner just
starting in microcomputers. Covers all the
basics, quickly, easily and enjoyably. All the
fundamentals behind the operation of virtually
every microcomputer. Clear. Concise. Tells
what to look for in buying a microcomputer.
Companion tape includes chapter-by-chapter
synopsis of the book. Key review questions. Re-
ferences to page numbers for further review. A
great new idea for self study. ONLY $14.95.
Check No. 06 on the order coupon.

UNDERSTANDING MICROCOMPUTERS. Ac-
cepted as the standard for the neophyte.
300-page no-nonsense easy-reading text. In-

cludes simple-to-use glossary of key micro-
computer words. Gives extra knowledge for
reading and understanding computer magazines
and manufacturer's literature. Contents in-

cludes instructions for microcomputers. Ma-
chine language programming. High level lan-

guage. Input/output devices. System con-
siderations. Illustrates basic instructions
from almost every class of microprocessor.
Gives an introduction to BASIC. JUST $9.95.
Check No. 07 on the order coupon.

TAKE MY COMPUTER . . PLEASE! An
uproariously funny full length book about the
true-to-life misadventures of the author (Steve
Ciarcia) and his computer's inability to co-
operate. Page after page of nonsense, jollies and
even illustrations to bring the stories to life.

Read his attempt to beat the Jai-Alai system.
Or, how he attempts a stock market killing but
logs the wrong info into his broker's computer.
What happens when Steve sets up a computer-
ized speed trap? Hardcover. JUST $5.95. Check
No. 09 on the order coupon.

PIMS — PERSONAL INFORMATION MAN-
AGEMENT SYSTEM. Unleash the power of a
microcomputer for your personal benefit. Use
this data-base management system as an alterna-
tive to programming. All in one neatly bound
volume: The microcomputer and its potential
for persona] use. Ways in which your micro
computer can be helpful in everyday life and
serving basic personal needs. PIMS program
listing and flowchart. 15 sample ways in which
PIMS can work to your personal advantage.
Written in BASIC language. Ready to u^e!
ONLY $9.95. Check No. 05 on order coupon.

SCELBI'S 8080 GALAXY GAME. Here's your
chance to match wits against the logic of your
8080. Search and destroy a random number of
alien ships. But don't run out of time, out of
fuel, out of ammunition or out of the galaxy.
Plan your missions through 64 quadrants sub-
divided into 64 sectors. Listing uses manu-
facturer's recommended mnemonics. Manual in-

cludes assembled source listing in hexadecimal
notation. Octal dump also provided. Resides in

just 4K of memory. Includes flow charts, illus-

trations and lots more. ONLY $9.95. Check
No. 04 on the order coupon.

Z80 INSTRUCTION HANDBOOK. Your com
plete guide to the powerful Z80 instruction set.

This handy, compact reference provides a clear
explanation. It's an ever ready instant reference
that can be carried in your pocket. Explains the
instruction set in meticulous detail. Industry
standard mnemonics are used throughout.
Machine codes are presented in both octal and
hexadecimal format. A convenient index lists

all instructions alphabetically along with
machine codes and timing information. A
practical guide for the novice, intermediate or
advanced programmer. ONLY $4.95. Check
No. 03 on the order coupon.

SCELBI'S SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDES
AND COOKBOOKS. For the 8080 or 6800.
Now you can cook up mouthwatering programs.
Delectable "how to" facts include 8080 or
6800 instruction sets. How to manipulate
stacks. Flow charts. Source listings. General
purpose routines for multiple precision opera-
tion. Programming time delays for real time.
And much, much more. Includes floating point
arithmetic routines. ONLY $10.95. Check No.
01 on the order coupon for the 8080 Cook-
book. Check No. 02 for the 6800 Cookbook.

See these publications at your favorite com-
puter/electronics dealer, or order direct.

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFO! Include 754
postage/handling for each item to be delivered
by U.S. Mail book rate, or $2 for each item to
be shipped via First Class or UPS. Hardcore
Software Update subscription includes postage;
extra payment is not necessary. Prices shown
are for North American customers. Master
Charge, VISA, Postal and Bank Money Orders
preferred. Personal checks delay shipping up to
4 weeks.

O^ SCELBI Publications
O. Box » STN, CT06<

Please send the books indicated below. My payment (including shipping/handling charges) is enclosed, or better yet, please
charge my Master Charge or VISA account.
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0435 B4B454; 0650 ,#B4B454 that is easily fixed.

0438 00DFA5DF8080; 0651 ,#00DFA5DF8080
043E 35553A00; 0652 ,#35553A00 Display Characters
0442 O056AAABOO00; 0653 , #0056AAAB0000
0448 000000000000; 0654 ,#000000000000

Of t c
Indexing into the pointer table

044E ;

044E ;

0655 . .

0656 .. MEMORY ALLOCATIONS (BUFFERS) is accomplished by doubling

044E ;

044E ;

0657 ..

0658 BSTK= *
(shifting left) the character code

044E ;
0659 PAGE and adding it to the start of the

0500 ;

04B0 ;

0660 ORG *-80
0661 BUFF= * table less 64. This is because

04B0 |
0662 ORG *+40 the first entry in the table has an

04D8 0663 HOME= *

04D8 0664 ORG *+304 ASCII code of 32 (hex 20).

0608 j

0608 |

0665 BUFE= *

0666 ORG * + 56 The first byte of the selected

0640 0667 BUFX= * table entry is saved in the page
0640
0640

0668 ..

0669 .. MEMORY ALLOCATIONS (PAGE 00) 00 memory location labeled

0640 0670 .. MASK (address OOOC in this pro-
0640 ;

0008 000000;
0671 ORG 8

0672 TVXY: ,0,0,0 .. CURRENT CURSER POSITION gram). The FECH pseudo-op
000B 00;
OOOC 00;

0673 PSTK: ,0
0674 MASK: ,0

. . POINTER TO BACKSPACE STA

. . TEMP sets the register RD to point to

OOOD 000000; 0675 TIME: ,0,0,0 . . REAL TIME CLOCK the location after the address in

0010 ;

0010 ;

0676 ..

0677 .. LOCATIONS DEFINED IN TINY its call (this is the way it is in

0010 ; 0678 .. Tiny BASIC; usually 1 write the
0010 ; 0679 ORG 19 j * *

0C13 7F; 0680 BS: ,127 . . BACKSPACE = DEL FECH routine with an LDN
0014 IB;
0015 ;

0681 CANC: .27
0682 ..

. . CANCEL = ESC
rather than an LDA), which ex-

0015 ; 0683 . . TEST MAIN plains the apparent discrepan-
0015 ;

0015 ;

0684 ..

0685 ORG #20 cy in addressing. The dot table

0020 90; 0686 TEST: GHI .. INITIALIZE REGISTERS offset is added to the address
0021 B3;
0022 B4;

0687 PHI 3

0688 PHI 4 of the beginning of the dot

0023 B5; 0689 PHI 5 table, and the sum is left in RF.
0024 B7; 0690 PHI 7

02 5 BD; 0691 PHI PZ Other operations performed
0026 F80F;
0028 B2;

0692 LDI #0F
0693 PHI 2

in setting up the character

0029 A2; 0694 PLO 2 transfer include shifting the bit

002A F837;
002C A3;

0695 LDI MAIN
0696 PLO 3 mask using (what else?) the

002D F847; 0697 LDI CALL shift co-routine. This requires
002F A4;
0030 F859;

0698 PLO 4

0699 LDI RETN the use of R9, so the cursor posi-

0032 A5; 0700 PLO 5 tion already there is saved in the
0033 F868; 0701 LDI GETZ
0035 A7; 0702 PLO 7 processor stack (R2).

0036 D3;
0037 F80C;

0703 SEP 3

0704 MAIN: LDI 12
. . GET OUT OF P=0
. . CLEAR SCREEN The low three bits of the mask

0039 D400DF; 0705 SEP 4,A(TVD) . . BY OUTPUTTING FORMFEED byte are the position count,
003C F80A; 0706 LDI 10 . . THEN LINEFEEDV V -J X* & \J w *»

003E D400DF; 0707 SEP 4,A(TVD) which becomes the shift count
0041 D400B7;
0044 3041;

0708 REPT: SEP 4,A(KEYN)
0709 BR REPT

. . INPUT & ECHO CHARACTER

. . LOOP FOREVER (shifting right because the mask

0046 ; 0710 .. is already left-justified). The
0046 ;

0046 ;

0711 .. UTILITY ROUTINES
0712 .. high five bits are that mask.

0046 D3; 0713 SEP 3 Finally, the difference between
004 7 BF; 0714 CALL: PHI X . . SAVE ACC j *

0048 12) 0715 SEX 2 . . PUSH R3 the positions of the character in

0049 86;
004A 73;

0716 GLO 6

0717 STXD the dot table and its destination

004B 96; 0718 GHI 6 in the display buffer is com-
004C 73;
004D 83;

0719 STXD
0720 GLO 3 puted; the result becomes the

004E A6; 0721 PLO 6 relative shift of the character in

004F 93; 0722 GHI 3

0050 B6; 0723 PHI 6 the transfer.

0051 46; 0724 LDA 6 . . GET SUBROUTINE ADDRESS
The actual transfer is now

0052 B3; 0725 PHI 3

0053 46; 0726 LDA 6 quite simple. A byte is fetched
0054 A3;
0055 9F;

0727 PLO 3

0728 GHI X . . RECOVER ACC from the dot table (with auto-

0056 3046; 0729 BR CALL-1 . . AND EXIT increment, another one of those
0058 ;

0058 D3;
0730 ..

0731 SEP 3 nifty little features of the 1802!)

0059 BF;
005A 96;

07 32 RETN: PHI X
0733 GHI 6

. . SAVE ACC

. . POP R3 OFF STACK and masked out to remove the

005B B3; 0734 PHI 3 bits that are not part of this
005C 86;
005D A3;

0735 GLO 6

0736 PLO 3 character. One co-call shifts it

005E 12; 0737 INC 2 left or right into position, so it

005F 42;
0060 B6;

0738 LDA 2

0739 PHI 6 can be ORed into the buffer; the

0061 E2; 0740 SEX 2 second co-call moves the buffer
0062 FO; 0741 LDX
0063 A6; 0742 PLO 6 pointer and, as I remarked
0064 9F;
0065 3058;

0743 GHI X
0744 BR RETN-1

• . RECOVER ACC
. . AND EXIT previously, returns the loop

0067 ; 0745 .. status in the carry. The loop is

0067 D3; 0746 SEP 3

0068 43; 0747 GETZ: LDA 3 . . GET ADDRESS repeated until the carry is zero.

0069 AD; 0748 PLO PZ
If shifting the mask loses no

006A ED; 0749 SEX PZ
006B 4D; 0750 LDA PZ . . GET DATUM bits off the right, we are done;
006C 3067;
006E ;

0751 BR GETZ-1
0752 ..

otherwise, the character is split
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stored. This is reasonably ob-

vious code. If the character is

being split over a line break (i.e.,

the address of the next byte is

exactly divisible by 8 or its low

three bits are 000), then the byte

pointer must be moved down
five moTe p'vxel rows.

The mop-up operation at the

end is also reasonably clear.

Here, too, is the possibility that

the advance to the next word
may cross over into the next

line. In this case, however, we
note that it takes a couple less

bytes of code to use the existing

subroutine to move the byte

pointer down five rows. This is

exactly the result of the sixth

call to the counting routine. A
desirable side effect is that the

bit pointer is left equal to zero,

so that becomes the new cursor

position.

Well, there you have it. I

suspect it will take you a while

to digest all the tricks and
subtleties of this program. I will

not apologize for the program

listing. It has fewer comments
than some programs I have

seen, but more than others. I do
not see much point in repeating

in the comments what the in-

structions say, or in repeating

comments to go with repeated

code. The program does run as a

stand-alone if you start execu-

tion at address 0020.

Tiny BASIC

As I said at the beginning of

this article (February 1979), I

wrote this program to serve as

the text output for the Netronics

version of Tiny BASIC. After I

wrote it, however, I realized that

this code in its entirety, plus

Tiny BASIC, left little room in a

4K RAM for user programs. So I

took out the meat ax and
deleted the lowercase letters

(Tiny BASIC chokes on them
anyway) and removed the back-

space-erase capability (sob!). If

you buy the Netronics Tiny

BASIC you will get this reduced
text capability, but, of course,

you also get the added features

of cassette SAVE and LOAD, a

PLOT command and so on.

Many of you have bought Tiny

BASIC directly from me (or one

of the distributors who buys

from me). You naturally want to

incorporate this display routine

into your Tiny BASIC. To do this

you will need to relocate it so it

does not conflict with the mem-
ory Tiny BASIC occupies.

Do not change the memory
page 00 addresses, though; they

are in the right places for Tiny

BASIC. Remove the test MAIN
and the three subroutines (these

are already in Tiny) and set up
the character input and output

jumps in 0106 and 0109 to jump
to KEYN and DISP, respectively.

You probably should think of

some kind of break test routine,

but Tiny BASIC will run OK
without it. Start the program at

location 0100 and go!

r Verbatim MINI-DISKS
Verbatim MINI-FLIPPIES

NOW. DOUBLE YOUR STORAGE CAPABILITES WITHOUT

MOri'VINT. YOUR DISK DRIVE!!. Brand new. Verbatim

Mini-Hippies let you use both sides of the

disk. (Just flip them over.) Add J?. 50 for heavy

duty plastic case, if desired. Available only

in lots of 10. ( SPECIFY SECTORING REQUIRED )

GLITCH-TRAPPER

16 K MEMORY KIT
(FOR TRS-80* APPLE)

21*
. ••

3*9

19.
<i<*

109. 50

free TRS-80 software catalog
I just check our BINGO no I

Our FREE software catalog lists programs for the TRS

80 computer. (LEVEL 1. 1 1 and DISK). Our assortment

includes games, programs for the home and tested,

comprehensive business programs. All programs include

easy to follow instructions. Just circle our number

on the Reader Service Card, or send us a post card.

Send check or money order. Personal checks reguire bank clearance.

NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS MUST ADO LOCAL SALES TAX.

Z SYSTEMS *^Z2
lllt> POND WAY

MANORVILLE NY 11949 **r

Jfantafig (Samea
&oftuiare

P.O. Box 1683
Madison, Wisconsin 53701

»^F13

NEW for the

8K PET
Full scale role-playing adventure

games for the PET!
Action games with vivid graphics!

SWORDQUEST The dim torchlight casts grotesque
shadows as you move stealthily through the stone corridors
Suddenly, out of the darkness hurtles a nightmarish form Red
eyes gleam and fangs seek your throat as you put all your
strength behind the downward stroke of your mighty two-
handed broadsword .. .

You seek the jewels and holy sword in the demon-haunted
tomb ot a long-dead wizard— can you survive? A unique ap-
plication of the PET graphics.
Cassette and instruction booklet $12.95

ESCAPE FROM THE DEATH PLANET The air
crackles with laser beams as you burn down another armored
stormtrooper and dodge into a side passage a split second
ahead of the energy bolts slamming into the bulkhead behind
you . .

.

Can you escape the Imperial Stormtroopers and the Killer
Robots with turret-mounted laser cannon? VIVID GRAPHICS!
Laser beams, explosions, etc
Cassette and instruction booklet $12.95

Programs double-recorded on high quality cassettes. In-
structions are included in separate booklets so that the full 8K
memory might be utilized for the games.

Both cassettes for $21.95

THE FRUGAL FRONT PANEL
Series PCB's

S 100 DISPLAY SENSE BOARD Kit $89 95 : Board/Data $29.95
• On Board or Remote DATA ADDRESS STATUS LfDs A SENSE
• Buttered Gold Edge Contacts Silkscreen Soldermasked PCB

REMOTE HEX PANEL - Kit S69 95 : Board/Data $22 95
• Sim 7 Segment He* Displays lot DATA & ADDRESS
• Si* Status LEDs Eight SENSE A Two AUX Switches
• Cables Included tor use with DISPLAY SENSE Board
• SPECIAL S 149 95 lor both HEX PANEL A DISPLAY SENSE

REMOTE BINARY PANEL - Kit $64 95 Board/Data $22.95
• For Front Panel Mounting ot LEDs and Switches
• 30 LEDs Octal Format Two AUX A Eight SENSE Switches
• Cables Included for use with DISPLAY SENSE Board
• SPEC/41 S 144 95 tor both BINARY PANEL A DISPLAY-SENSE

COMPUTER CANOPY
DUST COVERS

• Attractive. Heavy Duty Upholstery Vinyl: Te*luied Walnut Standard
• For TRS-80 Keyboard » 95 , For APPLE II S12 95
• For H-8. H-11. Horizon. Integrand 800D $14 95
• For PET. ADM 3 H-9. ACT IVb. Hazeltine 1500 1510 1520 $16 95

Add S 1 75 shipping pei item etcess will be refunded Add S 1 lor COD s
Tetans add 5 ta* M C VISA M O A COD Welcome

CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE FOR AVAILABILITY

J:

I

Digital Dynamics. Inc.

Department K
Post Office Boa 27243

San Antonio TX 78227

»^D37

EXCLUSIVE
Small Business Applications

for the TRS-80!

SIMPLE • PRACTICAL • ECONOMICAL

TRS-80 adaptions of

OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES systems:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
GENERAL LEDGER
PAYROLL

$99.95 each
on diskette

Ideal for small retailers, manufac-
turers, jobbers, distributors, medical
offices.

Add $3 per order for shipping,
handling, 6* sales tax in Calif.
Mastercharge, Visa accepted.

cJapanlcr T57

^Associates
P.O. Box 6073

San Rafael, CA 94903
(415)472-1415

/-WEB * ASSOCIATES^

GET UNSTUCK!
with

TBUFF™
STOP YOUR CASSETTE WHEN

IT SHOULD WITH OUR TBUFF™
CASSETTE INTERFACE BUFFER

Only $9.95 ea.

Special price offer!
$7.95 'til April 1, 1979

Dealer inquiries invited
Club discounts available

For more information circle

Send check or money order to:

visa

WEB ASSOCIATES ^w2o

P.O. Box 60S Monrovia, CA 91016
(California Residents add 6% tax)

PET PERIPHERALS
(FOR OTHER IEEE 406 BUS COMPUTERS, TOO)

NEW - RS-232 INTERFACE: $229
The TNW-2000 Bidirectional Serial Interface allows
keyboard input as well as printer output The unit
provides selectable automatic PET/ASCII character
conversion, "throttled output, baud rate adjustable
trom 1 10 to 9600 bits per second $229 price includes
power supply, cabinet. PET/IEEE cable, built-in female
EIA connector, full documentation (For software con-
trollable RS-232 control lines, and multiple RS-232
devices. TNW offers the TNW488/232 Serial Interface
Price is $335, includes power supply, cabinet. PET
cable, full documentation

)

MODEM
The TNW488/103 Low Speed Modem is Bell 103
compatible, provides auto onginate/answer/dial capa-
bilities 75 to 600 bits per second Interfaces to phone
system via DAA Price of $385 includes power supply,
cabinet, cables to PET and DAA. full documentation and
software

(The Net Works is now)

TNW
Corporation

^T56

Ask your dealer or contact —
ASTRONICS • (714) 278 5441

4805 Mercury Street • San Diego CA 921 1

1
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H. R. Bungay
Robert Martin

Dept. of Chemical and Env. Eng.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy NY 12181

Truly Random Numbers

Beat the pseudorandom-number syndrome with this generator of genuinely random numbers.

Computer programs for

generating pseudorandom

dom numbers use a seed

number, expand and scramble

it some way and truncate to get

a new number that is both the

pseudorandom number and the

new seed. If you start with a

certain number, a predictable

sequence will be generated un-

+ I2V

til the starting number reap-

pears to initiate exactly the

same sequence all over again.

To avoid getting the exact

same pattern as before, you

must use different seeds or go

through the sequence for a

while before accepting the first

number as random.

Obviously, a number cannot

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR FOR SlOO BUS
ADDRESS I27l0

5V

appear twice in a row in a se-

quence because it is then the

seed for itself. In fact, a

criterion of the quality of a

pseudorandom number genera-

tor is how many numbers are in

the sequence before the repeat

occurs. Some tricks such as

shuffling several seed numbers

can help, but sequences of

IOK 74L00

ALL TRANSISTORS
2N3904

I
-< >—

(

3 2

t
1

3 2

8 14 IC5
74LS93

14 IC4
74LS93

I 12
I

9 8
<

i 1 12
»

9 8 II

A B C D E F G H

PDBIN [7a\

SINP [46}

A8 |84f

Fig. 1. Circuit schematic for random number generator.

pseudorandom numbers ob-

tained by software eventually

repeat.

There are hardware

pseudorandom number genera-

tors that use clocked shift

registers to develop a scram-

bled sequence of numbers that

gives all permutations with that

number of bits and then re-

peats 1
.

For example, a 6-bit shift

register with input coded ac-

cording to specified output bits

will present all the numbers

from to 63 in an apparently

random pattern. An 8-bit shift

register has 256 possible

numbers, but there may be

disallowed states that keep

producing all zeros or ones.

These pseudorandom number

generators from shift registers

can be useful when a repeating

pattern is desired, but are of

little value for computer
programs.

A Truly Random Generator

For computer games and for

scientific and engineering ap-

plications, truly random num-

bers are desirable. We have

built and tested a device that

plugs into the standard S-100

bus and generates random 8-bit

numbers. If larger numbers are

needed, these can be con-

structed by joining two or more

8-bit numbers. Our device is

easy to build on available proj-

ect boards and is suited to an

advanced beginner. It uses

transistors and common ICs.

Imagine a roulette wheel

spinning at a fast and variable

rate. If the wheel can complete
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thousands of revolutions be-

fore it is suddenly stopped, the

number lining up with a pointer

beside the wheel will be ran-

dom. Perhaps the intervals be-

tween sampling the wheel are

exactly the same every time.

This is where the erratic, vari-

able spinnning rate is impor-

tant because there will still be a

random number.

This is the basic principle of

our random number generator.

A noisy, erratic clock drives a

counter at a high rate giving an

8-bit number that cycles over

and over through its various

possiblities. If the counter is

sampled at a slow rate com-
pared to the clock rate, the

result will be a random number.

Even if the computer comes
back to sample at a fixed inter-

val determined by its own sys-

tem clock, the faster, noisy

clock of the random number
generator ensures many irregu-

lar cycles of numbers before

the sample.

Fig. 1 is a circuit schematic.

The noisy clock consists of a

transistor reverse-biased at its

base-emitter breakdown poten-

tial and an amplifying tran-

sistor to increase the noise.

This avalanche-breakdown
method is well known for noise

generation. The counter con-

sists of two 7493 ICs. The re-

maining portions of the dia-

gram are a quite ordinary ad-

dress decoding circuit and a

standard way of loading data

lines.

In fact, if we were to start

over we would use a prototype

board such as the one available

for $19.98 from California

Digital, PO Box 3097B, Tor-

rance CA. These boards are

already etched for the de-

coding and data output ICs and
have a kludge section for

building new circuits. It would
be simple to connect the noisy

clock and counters.

The random number genera-

tor can easily be connected to

computers with buses other

than the S-100. The decoded
device signal and the SINP
signal (or its equivalent for

another bus) are ANDed or

NANDed and taken to a gate to

shut off the clock signal. This

latches the counter while the

data signals to the Tri-state

buffers are opened to the com-
puter data lines.

The random number genera-

tor appears as I/O device 127

(decimal). To get a random
number in BASIC, merely use

the command:

X = INP(127)

The computer signals stop the

clock and put the number on
the data lines. Dividing X by 255

gives numbers between and 1

.

In an earlier design we com-
bined the concept of a noisy

clock with a shift-register type

of sequence generator. This

worked quite nicely and might

be superior to the simple
counter if the random number
generator were to be sampled
at higher speed. However,
BASIC is slow and, with a short

program to evaluate the ran-

dom number generators, no dif-

ferences were observed. As the

shift-register system required

more ICs and needed a trick to

avoid a disallowed state, our

final design presented here

uses the simple counter.

Testing

To evaluate the random
number generator, we sampled
it many thousands of times and
sorted the numbers. The occur-

rences of individual numbers
were well balanced and no
biases were observed. In a
series of tests, no numbers
were consistently high or con-

sistently low in frequency of ap-

pearance. Occasionally, a num-
ber repeats, which is a good in-

dication that all numbers have

an equal probability of fol-

lowing a given number.
This random number genera-

tor can improve serious compu-
tation and add to the enjoyment

of computer games. You no

longer can be cheated by some-

one who has memorized the se-

quence of pseudorandom num-
bers or knows the bias of the

random number program.

1. Don Lancaster, TTL
Cookbook, p. 279, H. W. Sams &
Co. (1975).

SWTP CT-1024 Mod
Stop "runaway" regulators in the CT-1024 Video Terminal with this easy modification.

Glen A. Deibert

431 Dunmore Rd.

Fayetteville NC 28303

The SWTP CT-1024 Video

Terminal has a potential

disaster built into it. The P197

power supply provides the ± 5

volts and the 12 volts to operate

the terminal. The + 5 volts to

all the CT-1024 logic circuitry is

regulated by a series pass tran-

sistor (MJE3055). The input to

this transistor is about 10 V dc,

and the output is 5 V dc at 2.5

Amps.

The output of the MJE3055 is

held at 5 V dc by the two tran-

sistors Q1 and Q2 and zener

diode D8. If the zener diode

fails, the emitter of Q1 can

become grounded, which will

instantly cause the output of

the MJE3055 to approach the

input voltage.

This happened twice during

construction of my CT-1024,

but I caught it before I con-

nected the power plug to the

MJE-3055

vr
Fig. 1. CT-1024 5 volt regulator.

main chassis. Why the diodes

failed, I can't say. Since that

day, I have been living with a

potential catastrophe, waiting

for D8 to fail again.

The CT-1024 can be easily

modified to eliminate the

potential damage caused by a

"runaway" regulator. Replace

all 13 components of the pres-

ent 5 V dc regulator with an

LM323K. The LM323K regulator

is simply put in place of the

MJE3055. Connect a wire to

what was the MJE3055 collec-

tor connection on the PC board

and run it to the input of the

LM323. Connect the output of

the LM323 to the terminal on

the PC board where the emitter

of the MJE3055 was connected.
The LM323 should be installed

on a heat sink.

This modification will pro-

vide a voltage regulator that

has thermal and over-current

protection and is blowout-
proof.

IOV
INPUT I

LM323 _o 5V © 3A
OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT

INPUT

>< CASE
GROUND£>

LM323K

Fig. 2. Modification.
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Peter A. Stark

PO Box 209

Mt. Kisco NY 10549

Who Sells Software?

A big, good question. Here's a good, comprehensive answer.

Here is a partial list of companies and individuals who produce

or sell software; equipment manufacturers are not listed

since often their software will run only on their own products. I

have also tried to list only the original sources, rather than dealers,

this is, though, not always possible, and it is likely that the same

program may be available from more than one source.

Apple II Software

Creative Computing Software, PO Box 789, Morristown NJ

07960.

Nelson Capes, 586 Kent Lane, Shoreview MN 55112, games.

Engel Enterprises, PO Box lee^, Tampa FL 33687, educational.

GRT Corp., 12866 North Law ence Station Rd., Sunnyvale CA

94086.

George W. Lee, 18803 St. Christina Ave., Cerritos CA 90701,

games.

Magnemedia, 1 7845 Sky Park Circle, Irvine CA 92714, games and

educational.

Micro Users Software Exchange, PO Box 13365, Baltimore MD

21203, games and graphics.

C. W. Moser, 3239 Linda Drive, Winston-Salem NC 27106, assem-

bler and text editor.

SubLogic, PO Box 3442, Culver City CA 90230, graphics.

Speakeasy Software Ltd., Box 1220, Kemptville, Ontario,

Canada K0G 1J0, assorted.

The 6502 Software Exchange, 2920 Moana, Reno NV 89509.

Softape Software Exchange, 10756 Vanowen, North Hollywood

CA 91605.

KIM-1 Software

H & A, PO Box 158, Clarksburg MD 20734, utilities.

C. W. Moser, 3239 Linda Dr., Winston-Salem NC 27106, utilities.

The 6502 Software Exchange, 2920 Moana, Reno NV 89509.

PET Software

Don Alam Enterprises, PO Box 401, Marlton NJ 08053, games.

Aresco, Box 43, Audubon PA 19407.

Computers One, 306 Kahala Office Tower, 421 1 Waialae Avenue,

Honolulu HI 96816, business and home.

Cursor, Box 550, Goleta CA 93017, magazine.

Creative Computing Software, PO Box 789, Morristown NJ

07960.

Connecticut microcomputer, 150 Pocono Road, Brookfield CT

06804, word processing.

Eclectic Corp., 2830 Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas TX 75229, games.

Engel Enterprises, PO Box 16612, Tampa FL 33687, educational.

GRT Corp., 12866 North Lawrence Station Rd., Sunnyvale CA

94086.

Instant Software, Inc., Peterborough NH 03458, assorted pro-

grams.

Richard Liebert, PO Box 268, Scarborough Station NY 10510,

games.

Magnemedia, 17845 Sky Park Circle, Irvine CA 92714, games and

educational.

Microtronics, 5943 Pioneer Road, Hughson CA 95326, Morse

code hardware and software.

The Microcomputer Resource Center, 1929 Northport Dr., Room

6, Madison Wl 53704, PET cassette exchange.

National Corporate Sciences, Inc., 790 Madison Avenue, New

York NY 10021, financial.

Peninsula School Computer Project, Peninsula School, Penin-

sula Way, Menlo Park CA 94025, games.

PET-Shack Software House, Marketing and Research Co., PO

Box 966, Mishawaka IN 46544.

The PET User Group, Box 371, Montgomeryville PA 18936.

Personal Software, PO Box 136, Cambridge MA 02138, games

and finance.

Reich Engineering, 635 Giannini Drive, Santa Clara CA, games,

PET.

C. M. Stuart, 5115 Menefee Dr., Dallas TX 75227.

Softbyte, 315 Dominion Dr., Newport News VA 23602, income

tax.

Speakeasy Software Ltd., Box 1220, Kemptville, Ontario,

Canada K0G 1J0, assorted.

Softape Software Exchange, 10756 Vanowen, North Hollywood

CA 91605.

TRS-80 Software

Apparat, Inc., Box 10324, Denver CO 80210, games and financial.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc., PO Box 49104, Atlanta GA 30359, games

and educational.
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Jim Creasy, 517 Reeves Drive, Phoenixville PA 19460, education-
al games.

Computers One, 306 Kahala Office Tower, 421 1 Waialae Avenue,
Honolulu HI 96816, business and home.

Circle Enterprises, Box 546, Groton CT 06340, games and
business.

Creative Computing Software, PO Box 789, Morristown NJ
07960.

Jim Clayton, 3520 S.E. Vineyard Road, Milwaukie OR 97222.

Don Coon, 1228 Alpine, DeWitt Ml 48820, text editing.

Computer Information Exchange, Box 158, San Luis Rey CA
92068, newsletter.

B. Erickson, PO Box 11099, Chicago IL 60611, games.
EMFW, Box 438, Oakhurst NJ 07755.

Engel Enterprises, PO Box 16612, Tampa FL 33687, games.
Ess too— Dee too Products, PO Box 6128, Shreveport LA 71106,

games.

J. Fox, 27 Prince Wm. Road, Morganville NJ 07751, games, small

business.

GRT Corp., 12866 North Lawrence Station Rd., Sunnyvale CA
94086.

Don Groves, 1101 S. 2nd Avenue, Marshalltown IA 50158.

Dr. S. Harter, Box 17222, Tampa FL 33682.

G. Frank Humiston, 506 Wayne Avenue, El Cajon CA 92021.

J. and J. Hansen, 6890 50 Street, San Diego CA 92120, elec-

tronics design.

Instant Software, Inc., Peterborough NH 03458, assorted pro-

grams.

Interactive Microware, Inc., 116S. Pugh Street, State College PA
16801, games.

J. Joyce, 5925 Rockhill Rd., Kansas City MO 64110, games.
C. Jones, 658 Edinboro Rd. NW, Atlanta GA 30327, business and

accounting.

Jensen, 1589 Blossom Park, Lakewood OH 44107, games.
Level IV, 32030 Cheboygan, Westland Ml 48185, business and

games.

Bill Lanke, RR 51, Box 533, Terre Haute IN 47805, games.
R. Menzies, 7106 Colgate Drive, Alexandria VA 22307, games.
Magnemedia, 17845 Sky Park Circle, Irvine CA 92714, games and

educational.

Miller Microcomputer Services, 61 Lakeshore Rd., Natick MA
01760.

L. Owens, Rt. 6 Box 336, Thomasville GA 31792, small business.

Poi Pow, 96 Dothan Street, Arlington MA 02174.

D. Palmer, 815 Ky Avenue, Lynn Haven FL 32444, music.

Gene Perkins, 5224 Winifred, Ft. Worth TX 75227, utilities.

PET-Shack Software House, Marketing and Research Co., PO
Box 966, Mishawaka IN 46544.

Pv&fccA TP&-S&, PO Box -\22, Blacksburg VA 24060.

Personal Software, PO Box 136, Cambridge MA 02138, games
. and finance.

Tim Quinlan, 219 Washington Ave., Chelsea MA 02150, games.
J. Quistgaard, 715 S. Alder Street, Port Angeles WA 98362,

games.

Rupert Corp., 6701 Simms Street, Hollywood FL 33024, games.
Small System Software, PO Box 483, Newbury Park CA 91320,

games, etc.

Sandy Sigal, 6851 Mammoth Avenue, Van Nuys CA 91405,

games.

Sunset EDP Service, PO Box 80683, Lincoln NB 68501, games.
Softbyte, 315 Dominion Dr., Newport News VA 23602, income

tax.

Speakeasy Software Ltd., Box 1220, Kemptville, Ontario,

Canada K0G 1J0, assorted.

Softape Software Exchange, 10756 Vanowen, North Hollywood

CA 91605.

TapeTalk, PO Box 54014, San Jose CA 95154.

The TRS-80 Software Exchange, 17 Briar Cliff Drive, Milford NH
03055, business and games.
Robert L Trenor, 4113 Ohio Ave., Tampa FL 33616, home

finance.

TRS-80 Monthly Newsletter, PO Box Q, Philadelphia PA 19105,

assorted.

TRS-80 Program Exchange, 4418 Morrow Road, Modesto CA
95359, assorted.

Web Associates, Box 60, Monrovia CA 91016.

C. Zalnerunas, 3034 W. Columbus Ave., Chicago IL 60652,

games.

Software for Other Systems
AlphaBIT Microsystems, 2000 Center Street, Berkeley CA 94704,

Z-80.

Administrative Systems, Inc., 222 Milwaukee, Suite 102, Denver
CO 80206, business.

Advanced Interactive Systems, 8216 Pickering Street, Philadel-

phia PA 19150, Poly-88 utilities.

AJA Software, PO Box 2528, Orange CA 92669, North Star.

Alpha Data Systems, Box 267, Santa Barbara CA 93102, North
Star.

Michael Albaneze, 102 Oceanview Avenue, Staten Island NY
10308, bowling league programs.

Arjay Enterprises, PO Box 8813, San Marino CA 91108, Xitan

utilities and games.

Aresco, Box 43, Audubon PA 19407, COSMAC VIP.

The Amador Group, PO Box 2032, Menlo Park CA 94025, SWTP.
Allen Ashley, 395 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena CA 91 107, North

Star, 8080/Z-80.

Roger Buck, 1122 Post Dr., Rockford IL 61108, North Star.

Gary Bedrosian, 3412 Alma Ave., Manhattan Beach Ca 90266,
games.

Byte Shop of Berkeley, 1514 University Avenue, Berkeley CA
94703, business.

Benson & Costello, 2902 23 Avenue, Astoria NY 1 1 105, business,

North Star.

Business Computer Systems, 216 Collier Drive, Springfield IL

62704, business, North Star.

Computerware Software Services, 830 First Street, Encinitas CA
92024, SWTP.
Computer Mart of New Jersey, 501 Route 27, Iselin NJ 08830,

CP/M, ICOM and Micropolis.

Computer Systems Design, 1611 E. Central, Wichita KS 67214,
North Star.

CHROMOD Associates, PO Box 3169, Grand Central Station,

New York NY 10017, utilities.

Computertex, 2300 Richmond, Houston TX 77098, business,

North Star.

Compumax Associates, 505 Hamilton Ave. Suite 306, Palo Alto

CA 94301, business.

The Computerist, PO Box 3, So. Chelmsford MA 01824, 6502.

Creative Computing Software, PO Box 789, Morristown NJ
07960, SOL-20.

Computer Information Exchange, Box 158, San Luis Rey CA
92068, word processing.

The Computer Port, 926 North Collins, Arlington TX 76011,

SOL-20.

The Computer Mart, 1800 W. 14 Mile Road, Royal Oak Ml 48073,

business, North Star.

Computer Systems Design, 1611 E. Central, Wichita KS 67214,

North Star.

J. Dvorak, 704 Solano Avenue, Albany CA 94706, North Star.

The DG User's Group, PO Box 316, Woodmere NY 11598, Digital

Group.
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Data Mini Systems Corp., 199 East 58 Street, New York NY

10022, business.

The Digital Deli, 80 W. El Camino Real, Mountain View CA 94041

,

disk utilities, North Star.

Digital Research, PO Box 579, Pacific Grove CA 93950, CP/M

operating system.

Engel Enterprises, PO Box 16612, Tampa FL 33687, educational,

North Star.

Engram Associates, Inc., PO Box 9885, Little Rock AR 72219,

business.

Bob Fabris, 3626 Morris Drive, San Jose CA 95127, Bally users'

group.

Golden State Software, Box 358, Pompton Lakes NJ 07058, 6800.

GRT Corp., 12866 North Lawrence Station Rd., Sunnyvale CA
94086.

J. T. Howson, 35 Briarwood Lane, Marlboro MA 01752, North Star

utilities.

Gill House, PO Box 158, Clarksburg MD 20734, utilities, 6502.

Hemenway Associates, Inc., 151 Tremont Street, Suite 8P,

Boston MA 021 11, advanced utilities, SWTP.

HSC Computer Services, PO Box 43, Brooklyn NY 11236, busi-

ness, North Star.

Infinite, Inc., 1924 Waverly Place, Melbourne FL 32901, 1802.

Information Unlimited, 331 W. 75 PI., Merrillville IN 46410, busi-

ness for CP/M.

Interactive Microware, Inc., 1 16 S. Pugh Street, State College PA

16801, utilities, 8080.

Intec, 408 Sugarland Run Drive, Sterling VA 22170, home and

business.

Interactive Data Systems, PO Box 290, Owings Mills MD 21117,

utilities and games, Mits BASIC.

Johnson Computer, PO Box 523, Medina OH 44256, 6502.

Patrick Kelly, PO Box 7162, Los Angeles CA 90022, COSMAC
1802.

Bob Kelly, 2622 Miramar Avenue, Castro Valley CA 94546,

games, North Star.

Lifeboat Associates, 164 West 83 Street, New York NY 10024,

disk utilities, Micropolis and North Star.

Lombardi Electronics, 110 Ludwig Rd., New Castle PA 16105,

billing, letter writing, games.

Microware Systems Corporation, PO Box 954, Des Moines IA

50304, utilities, 6800.

Micro Logistics, PO Box 922, Madison Square Station, New York

NY 10010, utilities, North Star.

Microcomputer Resources, Inc., 3000 Medical Park Drive,

Tampa FL 33612, Processor Technology.

Micro-Ap, 8939 San Ramon Rd., Dublin CA 94566, business,

Microsoft Disk BASIC.

Stephen Moe Co., PO Box 595, Springfield OR 97477, business,

SWTP.
Micro Computers of New Orleans, Inc., 2025 Canal Street, New

Orleans LA 70119, games and business.

Mobius, Inc., 300 Clifton Ave. Suite 205, Minneapolis MN 55403,

business, North Star.

Micro Software Specialists, Inc., Box 2034, Marshall TX 75670,

assembler, 6502.

Microlithics, Inc., 2918 N. MacArthur Blvd., Oklahoma City OK
73127, Z-80.

Paul C. Moews, 39 Mansfield Apts., Storrs CT 06268, utilities and

games, COSMAC Elf.

C. W. Moser, 3239 Linda Dr., Winston-Salem NC 27106, utilities,

6502.

Newby Software Development Co., 299 Dawlish Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4N 1J6, budget and games, SOL-20.

Ohio Micro Systems, 233 South Water Street, Kent OH 44240,

text editing and income tax, North Star.

Osborne & Associates, Inc., PO Box 2036, Berkeley CA 94702,

many good books.

R. E. Penley, 3578 Kelly Circle, Boiling AFB DC 20336, ICOM.

Pete Pacione, 2952 N. Meade, Chicago IL 60634, games and

utilities, SOL-20.

Programma Consultants, PO Box 70127, Los Angeles CA 90070,

utilities, 6800.

Rothenberg Information Systems, 206 Sheridan Ave., Palo Alto

CA 94306, utilities, CP/M.

RLM Associates, 1077 Ticonderoga Dr., Sunnyvale CA 94087,

utilities.

Herbert Schildt, 1007 N. Division, Urbana IL 61801, games and

home finance, North Star.

Software Records, PO Box 8401 , Universal City CA 91 608, games

and graphics.

Ed Smith's Software Works, PO Box 339, Redondo Beach CA

90277, utilities, 6800.

Scientific Research, PO Box 490099, Key Biscayne FL 33149,

large variety, mostly BASIC.

Scelbi Computer Consulting, Inc., PO Box 133, Milford CT 06460,

assorted, 8080 and 6800.

Raymond Schreiner, 391 Broadway, Bayonne NJ 07002, Compu-

color 8001.

Synchro-Sound Enterprises, 193-25 Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica

NY 11423, 8080 and Z-80, business.

Software, Box AF, Woodbridge CT 06525, North Star, business.

Michael Shrayer Software, 1235 Vista Superba Dr., Glendale CA

91205, text editing.

Sunshine Computer Co., 20710 Leapwood Ave., Carson CA

90746, North Star, business.

Structured Systems Group, 5625 Kales Avenue, Oakland CA

94618, business.

The Software Store, 706 Chippewa Square, Marquette Ml 49855,

utilities and business.

Surf Computer Services, PO Box 66572, Los Angeles CA 90066,

North Star.

The 6502 Software Exchange, 2920 Moana, Reno NV 89509.

The Software Works, Inc., Box 4386, Mountain View CA 94040,

North Star, business.

Supersoft, PO Box 1628, Champaign IL 61820, North Star.

Softape Software Exchange, 10756 Vanowen, North Hollywood

CA 91605, North Star.

TSA Software, 5 North Salem Road, Ridgefield CT 06877, 8080

and Z-80.

Tylog Systems, 9805 S. W. 152 Terrace, Miami FL 33157.

Tiny c associates, PO Box 269, Holmdel NJ 07733, 8080 and

PDP-11.

Technical Systems Consultants, PO Box 2574, West Lafayette

IN 47906, 6800 and 8080.

United Software Applications, 342 Columbus Avenue, Trenton

NJ 08629, games and business.

Vanguard Systems Corp., 6812 San Pedro, San Antonio TX

78216, Z-80.

Wintek Corp., 902 North 9 Street, Lafayette IN 47904, 6800.

Williams TV, Inc., 2062 Liberty Street, Jacksonville FL 32206,

North Star.

R. Weisling, 25252 Fort Road, Newhall CA 91321.

Software Directories

Excellent directories of available software are also published by

the following:

Robert E. Purser, PO Box 466, Eldorado CA 95623.

Schreier Software Index, 4327 East Grove Street, Phoenix AZ

85040.

See also the ads appearing Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING every

month.
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Level II TRS-80 + The LIBRARY 1 00
You shouldn't have one without the other!!
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Finance: Present Value of a Future Sum-Simple Interest for Days-Future Value of a Present Sum- Amortization Schedule- Interest
Rate: Compound Interest— Interest Rate: Installment Loan—Days Between Dates—Term of an Installment Loan— Present Value of a
Series of Payments— Real Estate Capital Investment—Nominal and Effective Interest Rates— Internal Rate of Return— Future Value of
Regular Deposits— Regular Deposits for Future Value—Depreciation Amount: Rate; Salvage Value; Schedule—Bond Present Value-
Bond Yield to Maturity—Sale—Cost—Margin—Day of the Week—Moving Ad.
Education: Multiplication & Division—Add—Subtract— Fraction & Decimal—States & Capitals— States & Order of Entry— States & Ab-
breviation—Inventors & Inventions—World Capitals & Countries— Urban Areas & Population— Authors & Books— Presidents & Order—
States & Largest City—Basenum.
Graphics: Left Right—Random Ad—Graphic—Blocks—Fireside—Snow— Step Ad—Step Ad 2—Launch— Ratrace—War Game—Weird—Herring— Blinker—Snoopy

.

Home: Message Board—Expense Account—Nutrition—Mileage—Remember—Phone Codes— Night Check Off—Drunkometer— Perpet-
ual Calendar—Babysitter—Calculator—Bartender— Christmas List— Vacation Check Off—Conversion.
Games: Speedy—Odd One— R. Roulette-Star Blazer—Search—Spyship-Tiger Shark—Jumble 2— Sting Ray-Stars-Sketch— Flipper
—Scissors—Horse—Doomsday—Craps—Jumble 1—Mem. Quiz Letters—Mem. Quiz Numbers—Wheel of Fortune—Decision—Un-
jumble—Fifteen—Towers— Life— Star Trek—Race Track—Count— Roachrace— Gypsy.

The Library 100 is the best buy in software history! We do have one problem, though. Some people cannot believe that we can
give you so much for only $49.50. We suggest that if you don't believe it, you ask your friends who have purchased this software
package or go to your local computer store and ask to see it.

The Library 100 is a collection of 100 original, quality programs, plus a new, easy programming language for your TRS-80
Tiny PILOT (TPI LOT).

It took us 37 pages in our manual just to say a little about each program, so we cannot describe them all here. We did list
them. How many can you use?

You've read the announcements in Kilobaud and Creative Computing. It is here and it is real. A value in excess of $500.00 for
only $49.50 plus $2.00 postage and handling (plus 4% for Georgia residents).
Watch for future software announcements. Hardware? Calculator? Business systems? Write and tell us what you want next.

Mail: $49.50 + $2.00 P & H + 4% if shipped to

Georgia.
Call: 24-hour order service (404) 939-6031.
See: Your local computer store or Radio

Shack Associate Store.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc.

P.O. Box 49104
Atlanta, Georgia 30359 ^

lS Reader Service— see page 179 51



Craig Anderton

c/o Kilobaud Editorial Dept.

How Important Is

Proper Termination?

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure—especially in the field of microcomput-

ing. With Godbout's motherboard you can prevent annoying glitches before they happen.

Godbout motherboard.

A motherboard is not a par-

ticularly glamorous piece

of equipment; its function in

life is simply to hold a lot of

computer cards (CPU, mem-

ories, I/O boards, etc.) in its

edge connectors. Since com-

patible computer boards share

a common bus scheme, the var-

ious edge connectors are paral-

leled together; thus, plugging

in a card connects it with all the

other cards.

Since I do not yet have a com-

puter system, building a

motherboard seemed like a

good place to start— I could fol-

low up with a power supply,

memory card, then some kind

of CPU and front panel—and I'd

have a working computer.

I decided on a Godbout
motherboard (these boards use

the S-100 bus scheme originat-

ed by Mits for their Altair 8800

microcomputer) for a simple

reason: I'm involved in doing

some of Godbout's graphics

and got a discount I couldn't re-

fuse. The regular price of the

10-slot motherboard is $90, al-

though there is also an 18-slot

version for $124. This review

will concentrate on the 10-slot

version.

As you read this, there is one

point to remember: I am a com-

plete computer novice. I have

been working with electronics

for years; but my work has all

been in the field of musical

(mostly analog) electronics,

which is a very different animal.

Kit Description

Upon opening the box and re-

moving the contents, you will

find a big (8V2 x 11 inches) cir-

cuit board, a bag of electronic

components, ten edge connec-

tors and instructions. The

board itself is 1/16 inch epoxy

glass, single sided, with

screened legends on the com-

ponent side for unambiguous

parts placement. To simplify

soldering around some of the

tighter parts traces, there is a

soldermask, which effectively

prevents solder from flowing

accidentally to a neighboring

trace. This is a nice feature, but

It takes a little getting used to.

The various electronic com-

ponents form the basis of an

active terminating network,

which we will discuss later.

Soldering with a

Soldermask Board

In case you are not familiar

with this type of board, it is a

regular PC board that is

screened with a solder-resis-

tant coating on the foil side.

This mask is screened over the

entire board, except where

there are solder connections to

DETAIL OF UNMASKED CIRCUIT BOARD
TRACE A SOLDER TIN PLATE OVER THE
COPPER PREVENTS TARNISH OR OXIDA-
TION AND PROVIDES FOR BETTER SOL-
DERING

be made (see Figs. 1a and 1b).

Thus, solder does not run down

a trace but adheres to the junc-

tion of exposed board and ex-

posed lead. Soldering, there-

fore, requires care, since trying

to force lots of solder onto this

type of joint will make it ball up

around the lead. On the other

hand, since solder does not

comfortably hold or flow over

the solder resist, the chance of

getting a bridge between tight,

adjacent traces decidedly is

minimized.

The best way to solder with

this type of board is to keep the

component leads straight up at

all times, not bent over as on

other types of boards (see Fig.

2). At this point, you might

wonder, how do you keep the

components from falling out

when you flip the board over to

solder? Well, the instructions

recommend an order of assem-

bly, based on the height of com-

ponents, whereby you flip the

board over onto a table, book

or other flat surface, thus

..-»...-. ....... .... ,,

^^jfrii n m i

SOLDER MASK SCREENS OVER EVERY-
THING EXCEPT AREA ADJACENT TO
HOLE

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.
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pushing the parts against the

component side of the board.

You may then solder without

being the victim of "fallout."

When soldering, bring the tip

in at an angle, against the

board pad and component lead;

then feed in a tiny bit of solder

at opposite ends of the lead

(see Fig. 3). This makes for a

solid joint with no excess
solder.

It may seem elementary to

discuss soldering in such de-

tail, but most of the repairs that

kit companies have to suffer

through involve bad soldering.

Sure, there are defective ICs in

kits from time to time; but bad

solder jobs account for the ma-

jority of nonfunctioning units.

This is true for almost any kind

LEAD
DO NOT
BEND LEADS OVER

FLAT SURFACE '
(BOOK, TABLE .ETC

)

COMPONENT
(RESISTOR, ETC )

Fig. 2.

LEAD

IRON TIP

FEED IN SOLDER
WHERE INDICATED
WITH ARROWS <H,

7
PC "DOUGHNUT"

Fig. 3.

5

t

360X1

TTL LINE
LOOKING FOR
TERMINATION

390ft

PASSIVE TTL TERMINATION

Fig. 4.

' TO OTHER
I
LINES

I

i

TTL LINE
180ft
—WV O

TTL LINE
180ft
-vw

—

VOLTAGE
SOURCE

ACTIVE TERMINATION

of electronic kit, not just com-
puter kits. However, because of

the tight traces and tolerances,

proper soldering of computer
kits—especially those using

the S-100 bus— is even more im-

portant.

Construction

It took me about 3 1
/z hours to

mount and solder all compo-
nents on the board. This may
seem slow, but I methodically,

patiently soldered the edge
connectors and components.
Not only did I want the thing to

look good, I also wanted it to be
reliable and work the first time.

After construction, I double-

checked the board with a mag-
nifying glass and applied

power according to the power-

up instructions. I calibrated the

active termination circuitry as

specified (this test requires

either a dc voltmeter or dc read-

ing scope; you measure across

a test point and adjust the

board's trimpot for a 2.6 V
reading).

What's This Active

Termination Jazz, Anyway?

I posed this question to Bill

Godbout, since I couldn't figure

out exactly what was going on

myself, and received an inter-

esting lesson on TTL termina-

tion.

The standard TTL termina-

tion is a passive 2.6 V refer-

ence, composed of a 360 Ohm
and 390 Ohm resistor in series

across the power supply (see

Fig. 4). This allows for proper

sourcing and sinking of the TTL

line connected to its midpoint,

and keeps the impedance down
to minimize pickup of noise and
crosstalk. Each of these ter-

minations, however, also draws
about 6.7 mA from the power

supply. So, terminating 94 lines

in this manner means a stand-

by current drain through the ter-

minators of well over half an

Amp! These passive termina-

tions don't just put a strain on

your power supply, they waste
energy and create heat inside

your computer's enclosure. I

don't think we have to go much
further to realize that passive

termination is not such a good
way to do things, although it's

better than no termination at all.

The active termination in the

Godbout motherboard takes

advantage of the existence of

an equivalent active structure,

based around a voltage source

and isolating resistor, that can

accomplish the same results

(Fig. 5). Current can either

source or sink through the 180

Ohm resistor, either dumping
into or drawing from the volt-

age source. Terminating more
lines simply means adding

more 180 Ohm resistors be-

tween the line and voltage

source.

As a result, the standby cur-

rent is slashed to the standby

current of the voltage source

circuitry—about 15 or 20 mA—
quite a savings in energy. In

practice, the Godbout mother-

board uses 270 Ohm terminat-

ing resistors to accommodate
boards that can't drive a 180

Ohm load. However, all God-

(All illustrations copyright @ 1977 by Bill

Godbout Electronics.)

bout peripherals can drive 180

Ohms— if you have an all-God-

bout system and want even

lower impedance, you can use

180 Ohm instead of 270 Ohm
resistors.

The current drain increases

as lines require sourcing or

sinking, but here we are some-
what fortunate. At any given

moment, on 94 lines there will

be a nearly equal mix of 1s and
0s. This tends to cancel out

and, thus, reduce the current

drive requirements of the volt-

age source. Nonetheless, al-

though this keeps average cur-

rent consumption down, there

are instances when you might

have an extreme momentary
need for current. As a result,

the voltage source has enough
capacity built in to take care of

the most extreme cases.

The structure of the voltage

source is fairly simple (see Fig.

6); IC1 (a three-terminal regu-

lator) sets up a stable voltage

reference independent of

master power-supply varia-

tions. IC2, a micro-power op
amp, is hooked up as a simple

voltage regulator with Q1-Q4
set up as current-boosting de-

vices to cover any large current

demands. R1, the trimpot, ad-

justs the output voltage of the

op amp— hence, the terminator

voltage—to 2.6 volts.

If you have a 5 V regulated

supply for the motherboard
rather than an 8 V filtered-but-

unregulated supply, simply
leave IC1 out of the circuit and
short out its input and output

pads so that R1 connects

BUS LINES

gggg—gggu

R9

• • " "
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Motherboard circuitry schematic.
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directly to the 5 V regulated

supply. Because the op amp is

forced to run from ±2.5 V in

this mode, you might expect

some problems since a supply

voltage range that low is

marginal for most op amps.

However, the 4250 chosen for

this application can work

satisfactorily down to ±1.5 V,

so it's well within specifica-

tions. The only other com-

ponents required on the board

are several tantalum bypass

capacitors.

By the way, although adver-

tised mostly as a 10-slot

motherboard, the Godbout
board has an extra position for

an eleventh slot. In a stand-

alone system, you can pop in

another edge connector and

add another peripheral; or, you

can add a jumper from this slot

to a previously existing mother-

board (an Imsai, for example) if

you want to increase the capac-

ity of an existing machine. In

fact, the mounting holes are

spaced to bolt right into a stan-

dard Imsai case.

Miscellaneous Features

The traces used to supply the

various voltages to the mother-

board are extra wide and heavy,

and run around the outside of

the board. Wire jumpers con-

nect these heavy traces to the

bus power lines. This arrange-

ment gives greater current-

handling capacity than at-

tempting to run all power lines

directly to the edge connectors

without jumpers.

Another feature that makes a

lot of sense is the inclusion of

remote sensing points for the

+ 5 V supply line. Regulated

supplies often require a sense

point for monitoring output

voltage; however, in most in-

stances these sense points are

located at the output of the

supply. This is acceptable un-

less you have fairly long power

leads going to a piece of equip-

ment like a motherboard, in

which case the voltage drop

through those leads can be ap-

preciable. By sensing at the

motherboard itself, you

monitor the board voltage, not

the supply voltage—and the

board voltage is really what you

want to keep at a constant 5 V.

Conclusion

So . . . now I have this nice-

looking motherboard, all prop-

erly terminated and just itching

for some S-100 peripherals to

stuff in its little slots. I'm plan-

ning to build the rest of the sys-

tem around other Godbout pe-

ripherals, and to write some

more articles of this nature as I

finish the various parts of the

system. But if I become like any

of the other computer fanatics I

know, the articles may never get

written. I might have to give up

writing so I can have more time

to play with my computer!

CVCNCVC^CNCNCVCSCvCNCVCNCNCN^

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
SORT-HD— In memory sort for 32K DOS BASIC system *

same as SORT II with addition of sequential disk I/O * line

printer output * on diskette w/doc. $29.95

SORT-IIDU—Tape to upgrade SORT-11 users to SORT-IID

* $15.95

SORT II—In-memory alphanumeric sort. loK Level II

BASIC • Handles KB, Tape, and/or Video I/O * Sorts on up

to5 fields* Ascending or descending seq. * Handles variable

length records * On tape w7 documentation $19.95.

BLACKJACK SIMULATOR—4K Level I or 16K Level II

BASIC program allows you with a min. knowledge of

BASIC to write simple routines to test or develop your

"system" to heat BJ. Simulator plays thousands of hands ot

BJ and keeps W/L statistics. Package includes statistical

summary program to analyze data. On tape w /documenta-

tiou $19.95.

(
cNfotheastc7V4ICROWARD

BOX 6153, ^nis

SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13217

Datapoint CRT Terminals

r.

Apple
Owners:

Follow the
RAINBOW
to the finest

software
this side ofOZ!

MUSIC KALEIDOSCOPE $15 (Dazzling colon dance to your music )

APPLE '2V $9.95 (High resolution graphics you won't believe' Needs 24k)

SCREEN MACHINE $9.95 (Define your own apple character sets

Needs 24k)

RAINBOW CASINO $35* (Practice for Las Vegas 9 gambling games .)

RAINBOW'S POTOF-GOLO $49* (A buck a program' 49 fun

BASIC games

)

PHASOR ZAP! $15 (Top-notch outer space shoot em up'i

3-D DOCKING $15 (Dodge the meteorites in 3-D )

ANCIENT TAROT $15* (Readings from this ancient fortune-telling game )

FORTE $19.95 (Interpretive language for music synthesis )

OTHER FAVORITES
Inventory Control $35* Apple Checkbook $20*

Morse Code Trainer $10* Speed Reading trainer $40*

Galactic Battle $15* Devils Dungeon $10'

Appletalker $15 Apple Lis ner $20

Talking Calculator $15 Tic Tac Talker $15

Electronic card file ... $20** Fighter Pilot $9.95

Space Maze $12.95 Microchess 2.0 $20
* available on dish far an additional IS "requires disk

PLEASE ADD SI 25 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING

Caht residents add 6% sales tai NO C D s PLEASE SEND TO

Rainbow Computing, Inc.
10723 White Oak Avenue Dept. KB v R12
Granada Hills. California 91344

Telephone (213) 360-2171

Fully-Assembled — Guaranteed

#3360 $649.50
• Add $15 packing refurbished

• Shipped FOB Washington. D C Terms check. M O
or charge
• 90-day guarantee • Scrolling version $695.00
Model 3360 speeds from 300-4800 Baud, numeric
keypad, cursor controls. Edit. Block-Transmit, search
modes ASCII Keyboard with codeable options

Green phosphor. 24 80 ch lines, addressable cursor;

RS-232C serial interface; other speeds available

Manual $10; cable kit $9.95 Datashare/IBM-2260
compatible version $1 ,1 00 00 • Model 3000 $825.00.

M-33 ASR Teletype $895. KSR $725. All M-28. 35
components available, also Modems, readers
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE Leasing, ser-

vice at low prices

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303 ^T26

703-683-4019 / TLX 89-623

525 V>deo helps fill the software gap with

these high quality graphics software pack-

ages on Appie-ll compatible cassettes Low

speea duplication exclusive use of Integer

Bas : a n d machine language insure

compatibility

«112 4k Color Package — 10 low resolu-

tion graphics programs including man y

mte r aet'v/e ones — 6 95

»1 1 4 " 6K Color Package — includes a low

resolution package of 15 programs and a

package of 10 high resolution graphics

progr-a^s These are so much prettier than

Appie s demos — 10 95
n 1

1 8 • 6K Graphics Editor — Uses Apple s

powe rf j shape routmes to assemble vector

tabie^ and sto re shapes mto files for re v

ar <it;ior — 1 3 95
n 1 " c & « * 1 8 include plans for graphics

contro 1 oo» to replace game paddle 1-

Please ^ciude $ 1 00 per orde r for snipping

DC residents add 5 ta«

93C F Street NvV »810
k

|

Washington DC 20004

Full ASCII Professional

Keyboard Kit, Model 756

Model 756 Keyboard Kit $64.95

Model 701 Plastic Enclosure $14 95

Model 702 Steel Enclosure $29 95

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS:

SN7647 7N Complex Sound Gen $2 95 2 $5.50

CA3l40OpAmp 60

CA3240DualOp Amp $1 10

uA555 Timer 45

SOCKETS:

8 pin Low profile 15 8 S I 00

I 4 pin Low profile 19 6 $ I 00

I 6 pin Low profile 22 5 $ I 00

Transistor Socket 12 I O $ I OO

FREE: CA3 I 40 with orders of $5 OO or more

Please include $1 .00 for postage and handling

N.Y.S. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

Send to: Key Electronics

P.O. Box 3506 K1
Schenectady, NY 12303

Who regularly publishes more info on

APPLEs, PETs, KIMs, SYMs, AIMs, and

other 6502 based systems, products and

programs than

(kilobaud) BVII
'o»-*<

jiuicni&LC aiac
creative computing

COMBINED?

Ml^ti
>xM74

that's

who

the full size magazine devoted to 6502

information. Now published monthly $12.00

per year in USA.

Now you can get all of MICRO by buying

"The BEST of MICRO Volume 1" for $7.00

(includes shipping) and starting your

subscription with issue #7.

PO Box 3, S. Chelmsford, MA. 01824
617/256-3649

54 I/ Reader Service— see page 179



CT-50 FREO0i«CyC0UWTE«
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FREQUENCY COUNTER KIT

Outstanding Performance

CT-50
Incredible Price

The CT-50 is a versatile and precision frequency counter which will measure Readout 8 dig

frequencies to 60 mHz and up to 600 mHz with the CT-600 option Laroe Scale
Accuracy ad )(

mtegrat.on^ CMOS circuitry and solid state display technology have enabled this counter to ^comlnsatematch performance found in un.ts selling for over three times as much Low power input Kenc^f ' fWt*!? 30?1°° ma) makeS the CT-50 ,deal ,or P° rtable battery oper
P
a°,on <£™w,

'

LJ ..
C 50 mclude lar9 e 8 digit LED display. RF sh.elded all metal case easv Sens.t.v,ty lest

pushbutton operation, automatic decimal point, fully socketed IC chips and input protection a
mHz

to 50 volts to msure against acc.dental burnout or overload And. the best feature of all is the ZZV V*
l?6lToZ^

ear ^^ ^ S,eP mStruCt '0nS **«> vou to a finished unit you can rely on fcT \ j£ \

CT-50 60 mHz counter kit caqqc ,,„ , „ .

CT-50WT 60 mHz counter w.red and tested "ill
'

nr
™ cahbrator-stabihzer

CT-600 600 mHz scaler opt.on add 29 95 uo"
^C probe general purpose probe

»»•» HP-1 High impedance probe non-loadir

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency range 6 Hz to 65 mHz 600 mHz with CT-600
Resolution 10 Hz („ 1 sec gate 1 Hzr,/ 1 sec gate
Readout 8 digit 4" high LED direct readout in mHz
Accuracy ad|ustable to 5 ppm
Stability 2 ppm over 10 to 40 C temperature
compensated

Input BNC
1 megohm 20 pf direct 50 ohm with CT-60C

Overload 50VAC maximum all modes
Sensitivity less than 25 mv to 65 mHz 50-150 mv to 600
mHz

Power 110 VAC 5 Watts or 12 VDC(</ 400 ma
Size 6" x 4" x 2" high quality aluminum case 2 lbs
ICS 13 units all socketed

$14.95

12.95

15.95

CAR
CLOCK

OP-AMP SPECIAL
741 mini dip

B1-FET mini dip. 741 type

12/52 00

10/S2 00

The UN-KIT, only
5 solder connections
Here s a super looking rugged and accurate auto
clock. which is a snap to build and install Clock
movement is completely assembled—you only solder
3 wires and 2 switches, takes about 15 minutes'
Display is bright green with automatic brightness
control photocell—assures you of a highly readable
display, day or night Comes in a satin finish an-
odized aluminum case which can be attached 5
different ways using 2 sided tape Choice of silver,
black or gold case (specify)

DC-3 kit. 12 hour format $22 95
DC-3 wired and tested $29.95
1 10V AC adapter $5.95

Under dash
car clock '

12 24 hour clock in a beau-
tiful plastic case features 6
lumboRED LEDS. high accuracy (1 mm mo ). easy 3
wire hookup display blanks with ignition and super
instructions Optional dimmer automatically adjusts
display to ambient light level

DC-1 1 clock with mtg bracket $27.95
DM-1 dimmer adapter 2.50

VIDEO TERMINAL
A completely self-contained, stand alone video ter-
minal card. Requires only an ASCII keyboard and TV
set to become a complete terminal unit. Two units
available, common features are: single 5V supply,
XTAL controlled sync and baud rates (to 9600)!
complete computer and keyboard control of cursor!
Parity error control and display. Accepts and gener-
ates serial ASCII plus parallel keyboard input. The
3216 is 32 char, by 16 lines, 2 pages with memory
dump feature. The 6416 is 64 char, by 16 lines, with
scrolling, upper and lower case (optional) and has
RS-232 and 20ma loop interfaces on board. Kits
include sockets and complete documentation
RE 3216. terminal card $149.95
RE 6416, terminal card 189.95
Lower Case option, 6416 only

. 13.95
Power Supply Kit 14.95
Video /RF Modulator, VD-1 6.95
Assembled, tested units, add 60.00

PRESCALER

CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK
The clock thats got it all 6- 5" LEDs. 12 24 hour.
snooze. 24 hour alarm, 4 year calendar battery
backup, and lots more The super 7001 chip is used
Size 5x4x2 inches
Complete kit. less case (not available)
DC-9 $34.95

Extend the range of your
counter to 600 mHz Works
with any counter Includes 2
transistor pre-amp to give super sens, typically 20
mv at 150 mHz Specify 10 or 100 ratio
PS-1 B 600 mHz prescaler $59.95
PS-1 BK. 600 mHz prescaler kit 49.95

30 Watt 2 mtr PWR AMP
Simple Class C power amp features 8 times power
gain 1 W in for 8 out. 2 in for 15 out. 4 W in for 30 out
Max output of 35 W incredible value, complete with
all parts, less case and T-R relay
PA-1

.
30 W pwr amp kit $22.95

TR-1
.
RF sensed T-R relay kit 6.95

Ramsey's famous MINI-KITS
FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT
Transmits up to 300'
to any FM broadcast
radio, uses any type of
mike Runs on 3 to 9V
Type FM-2 has added sen-
sitive mike preamp stage
FM-1 kit $2.95 FM-2 kit $4.95

COLOR ORGAN/MUSIC LIGHTS
See music come alive 1 3 different
lights flicker with music One light
for lows, one for the mid-range and
one for the highs Each channel
individually adjustable and drives
up to 300W Great for parties band
music nite clubs and more
Complete kit ML-1 $7.95

LED BLINKY KIT
A great attention getter which alter-

nately flashes 2 jumbo LEDs Use
for name badges buttons warning
panel lights, anything 1 Runs on 3 to

15 volts

Complete kit BL-1 $2.95

VIDEO MODULATOR KIT
Converts any TV to video monitor
Super stable tunable over ch 4-6
Runs on 5-1 5V accepts std video
signal Best unit on the market'
Complete kit VD-1 $6.95

TONE DECODER
A complete
tone decoder on
a single PC board
Features 400-5000
Hz adjustable range via

20 turn pot. voltage regulation. 567
IC Useful for touch-tone decoding
tone burst detection FSK. etc Can
also be used as a stable tone en-
coder Runs on 5 to 12 volts

Complete kit. TD-1 $5.95

WHISPER LIGHT KIT
An interesting kit. small mike picks
up sounds and converts them to
light The louder the sound the
brighter the light Completely self-

contained, includes mike, runs on
1 10VAC. controls up to 300 watts

Complete kit. WL-1 $6.95

SUPER SLEUTH
A super sensitive am-
plifier which will pick
up a pin drop at 15 feet'

Great for monitoring baby s room or
as general purpose amplifier Full 2
W rms output, runs on 6 to 15 volts
uses 8-45 ohm speaker
Complete kit BN-9 $5.95

I SUPPLY KIT
triple regu- '****,
er supply pro- ^jP^WW
able 6 to 18 ^^ZV

BOX 4072, ROCHESTER, NY. 14610

POWER SUPPLY Kl
Complete
lated power
vides variat

volts at 200 ma and 5V at 1

Amp Excellent load regulation
good filtering and small size Less
transformers, requires 6 3V (<, 1 A
and 24 VCT
Complete kit. PS-3LT $6.95

SIREN KIT
Produces upward and downward
wail characteristic of a police siren
5W peak audio output runs on 3- 15
volts, uses 3-45 ohm speaker
Complete kit. SM-3 $2.95

PHONE ORDERS CALL
(716)271-6487

FM MINI MIKE KIT
A super high performance FM
wireless mike kit' Transmits a stable
signal up to 300 yards with excep-
tional audio quality by means of its

built in electret mike Kit includes
case mike on-off switch, antenna,
battery and super instructions This
is the finest unit available

FM-3kit $12.95
FM-3 wired and tested 16.95

CLOCK KITS

our Best Seller
your Best Deal

Try your hand at building the finest looking
clock on the market Its satin finish anodized
aluminum case looks great anywhere while six 4"
LED digits provide a highly readable display This is a
complete kit no extras needed and it only takes 1 -2
hours to assemble Your choice of case colors
silver, gold, bronze, black blue (specify)

Clock kit 12 24 hour DC-5 $22.95
Clock with 10 mm ID timer 12 24 hour
DC-10 27.95

Alarm clock 12 hour only. DC-8 24.95
12V DC car clock DC-7 27.95
For wired and tested clocks add $1 00 to kit Dnce

Hard to find PARTS
LINEAR ICt REGULATORS
301 $ 35 78MG $1 to
324 1 50 723 5C
380 1 25 309K 8«i

380-8 75 7805 as
555 45 78L05 25
556 85 7905 1 ?5
566 1 15 7812 85
567 1 25 7912 o 1 25
1458 50 7815 85
3900 50 TTL IC»
CMOS ICs 74$00 35
401 1 20 744 7 65
4013 35 7475 50
4046 1 85 7490 50
4049 40 74196TI 1 35
4518 1 25 SPECIAL ICs
5369 1 75 11C90 1 3 50
TRANSISTORS 10116 1 25
2N3904 type 10 1 00 4511 2 00
2N3906 type. 10 1 00 5314 ? 95
NPN 30W Pwr 3 1 00 5375AB 2 95
PNP 30W Pwr 3 1 00 7001 6 50
2N3055 60 4059 - N 9 00
UJT 2N2646 type 3 2 00 7208 17 95
FET MPF102 type 3 2 00 LED*
UHF 2N5179 type 3 2 00 Jumbo red 8 1 00
MRF-238 RF M 95 Jumbo green 6 1 00
SOCKETS Jumbo yellow 6 1 00
8 pin 10 2 00 Mini red 8 1 00
14 pin 10 2 00 Micro red 8 1 00
16 pin 10 2 00 BiPolar 75
24 pin 4 2 00 FERRITE BEADS
28 pin 4 2 00 With into specs 15 1 00
40 pin 3 2 00 6 hole balun 5 1 00

TERMS: Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded COD add $1 50 Minimum order
$6 00 Orders under $10 00. add $ 75 Add

I • I-»HH'lf:UIHJB«M«T»IH»T»MT
seas add 1 5% NY residents, add 7% tax

^R8
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Ken Knecht

KENCOM Co.

1890 W. Colorado St., #7

Yuma AZ 85364

How to Talk to Your 8080

This three-part article continues with a discussion of flags and certain instructions.

In
Part 1 of this series we cov-

ered the basics of entering

programs, using the front-panel

switches or a monitor. Then we

introduced the hex and octal

numbering systems and the

mysteries of split octal. We
concluded with a detailed de-

scription of the commands to

move data in and out of the reg-

isters and memory.

This month we'll discuss the

flags (PSW register), the arith-

metic instructions and the

branch instructions, jump and

call.

The Flags

The flags are stored in the

eight bits of the PSW register.

Normally we can't store data in

this area, but later we will see

two instructions to change one

of these bits, the C (carry) bit or

flag.

The 8080 takes care of setting

these flags, which we will use

to discover what happened in

an earlier manipulation of data

and perhaps determine the

course the program should

take depending on the condi-

tion of one or more flags. That's

why we call them flags; it is as if

the 8080 put up a little flag to re-

mind us of what it did earlier.

Although there are eight flags

possible, the 8080 only uses

five of them:

BIT 7 6 5 4 3 2 10
FLAG SZXACXPXC
The flags labeled X are not

used; this leaves us five, the S,

Z, AC, P and C flags. Let's take

them one at a time.

First, we'd better say—and
we'll repeat this again— that

move (MOV, MVI, LXI, etc.) in-

structions do not affect the

flags in any way. If they were

set earlier, they will stay set. All

the flags are affected by an op-

eration that affects the flags.

So, if a flag is not set to 1 by an

operation, it is changed to if it

was set to 1 in an earlier opera-

tion. Normally we refer to the

flags after an arithmetic, rotate

or comparison instruction. We
will note which instructions af-

fect the flags as we introduce

them.

The S flag is used to tell us

the sign of a number— if it is

left at after an operation, the

resulting number is positive; if

it is set to 1, the number is neg-

ative. So this flag might be used

after a subtraction to see if the

result was positive or negative

or after a comparison to see

which number was larger.

The Z flag tells us if the result

of an operation was zero, or a

positive or negative number. If

the flag is at 0, then the result is

not 0; if it is set to 1 , then the re-

sult is 0. You'd better read that

last sentence again; it can be

quite confusing.

This flag is usually used after

a data comparison to see if the

two data bytes compared were

the same. If they were the

same, the result is and the Z

flag is set to 1. A comparison

works something like subtrac-

tion, so if the bytes were equal,

subtracting one from the other

would result in and set the Z

flag to 1 to tell us so. Relax—

we'll go into a lot more detail

about comparisons later.

The AC flag is usually used

only in the DAA instruction. It

tells us if there was a carry

(more later) out of bit three.

This flag is referred to by the

8080. Chances are you will not

have occasion to refer to it

often. We will go into more de-

tail later about the DAA instruc-

tion and the AC flag.

The P flag tells us about the

parity of the result of an opera-

tion. It is not used much in gen-

eral programming ... at least

in the programs I write. I don't

use it in any of the examples in

this series.

What it does is reflect the

number of 1s in the data. If the

number of 1s is even (0, 2, 4, 6,

8), then the P flag is set to 1;

otherwise, it is set to 0. Perhaps

you can dream up some uses

for this feature. Of course it can

be, and often is, used in I/O (in-

put/output) routines if you wish

to use parity check to deter-

mine the validity of the trans-

mitted data. However, that is a

bit beyond the intent of this ar-

ticle.

Finally, the C flag. This and

the Z flag are probably the most

used in general programming.

The C flag is used to indicate

that the result of an operation

was greater than 377 octal or

FF hex. If so, the carry flag is

set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Thus it would be used for multi-

byte arithmetic.

Another common use of the

C flag is when rotate instruc-

tions are used. These always

move one of the end bits (0 or 7)

of the data into the C flag. Thus

you can test a bit in the data to

see if it is a 1 or by checking

the Cflag.

Please note that there are

other ways we can use these

flags, too, but those mentioned

are the most common usages.

I'm sure you will discover many

other uses as you become more

proficient in programming. We
might also mention that the in-

structions that are most used

to refer to the flag conditions

are the rotates, jumps and

calls. We will discuss them

later in this month's article.

Arithmetic Instructions

The arithmetic instructions

include add, subtract, incre-

ment and decrement. Multipli-

cation and division instructions

do not exist; you must use add,

subtract or some other instruc-

tion.

We'll start with subtraction.

Let's say we want to subtract

the contents of address 000/022

(0012 hex) from the contents of

address 000/023 (0013 hex) and

put the answer in 000/024 (0014

hex). The solution to this prob-

lem is shown in Program 1.

Look complicated? It's not

really. We'll take them one in-

struction at a time. In address

000 we find an LXI,H. If you'll re-

member, this puts the following

two bytes into register pair HL.

We put the data at address 001

(022, 1 2 hex) in L and the data at

address 002 (02 hex) (000) in H.

Backwards, remember?

Next in address 003 (03 hex)

we find MVI,A. This puts the fol-

lowing byte in A. The following

byte, in address 004 (04 hex), is

005, or 5. We have stored a 5 in

the accumulator (A register).

In address 005 (05 hex) we

have MOV M,A. This stores the

byte in A (005) into the memory

location stored in HL, or 000/022

(0012 hex). We now have a 5

stored in address 000/022 (0012

hex).

We encounter a new instruc-

tion, INX,H. This means we in-

crement register pair HL or add

1 to it. We had 000/022 (0012

hex) in HL, so we have incre-

mented it to 000/023 (0013 hex).

Thus it points to the next avail-

able open address.

Doing another MVI,A in ad-

dress 007 (07 hex) and putting

the 010 (08 hex) in address 010

(08 hex) in A are our next proce-

dures. Then we move, in ad-
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dress 011 (09 hex), with the

MOV M,A, the 010 (08 hex), to

address 000/023 (0013 hex).

That gives us 005 in address

000/022 and 010 in address

000/023. We said we wanted to

subtract the contents of these

two addresses and put the re-

sult in 000/024 (0014 hex). So
let's do just that.

In address 012 (0A hex) we
find a DCX,H. This is another

new one, the opposite of INX,H.

This means we subtract 1 from

register pair HL. We had 000/023

(0013 hex) there so we now have

000/022 (0012 hex).

We do a MOV B,M in 013 (08

hex) to put the 005 in address

000/022 (0012 hex) in register B.

In 014 (0C hex) we increment HL
to 000/023 (0013 hex), and in 015

(0D hex), we do a MOV A,M to

put the 010 in address 000/023

in the A register (accumulator).

Then we increment HL in ad-

dress 016 (0E hex) to 000/024

(0014 hex), our destination ad-

dress.

A SUB,B in address 017 (OF

hex) subtracts the contents of

register B from the A register.

Finally! This gives us 003 in the

A register (010 octal minus 005

octal gives 003 octal). The num-

ber following 7 octal is 10.

We then move, in address

020 (010 hex), the contents of

the accumulator to address

000/024 (0014 hex) with the

MOV M,A. In address 021 (11

hex) we find the HLT, or halt

command, which stops the

computer.

The INX, DCX and SUB in-

structions affected the PSW
register. In the case of the SUB,
the result was not so the Z
flag stayed at 0. We had no bor-

row so the C flag stayed at 0.

We had parity—we had an even

number of 0s in 003—so the P

flag changed to 1. We did not

have a borrow out of bit 3 so the

AC flag stayed at 0.

What if we just wanted to

subtract two numbers? Then
Program 2 would work.

We now have 003 in the A reg-

ister to do with as we please.

The command (instruction) in

address 002 (SUI) is a new one;

it means subtract the following

byte, in this case 005, from the

contents of the accumulator.

You will note that when an in-

struction ends with an I, the

data follows immediately in the

next byte or bytes. Thus, LXI,

MVI, ADI, etc.

Addition Examples

All the ADD instructions add

the contents of the named reg-

ister to the accumulator and

store the result in the accumu-
lator. Thus, ADD,C means add
the contents of register C to the

000 0000 LXI,H 0*M 21
001 0001 022 12
002 0002 000 00
003 0003 MVI,A 076 3E
00 1* 0004 005 05
005 0005 MOV M,A 167 77
006 0006 INX,H 043 23
007 0007 MVI,A 076 3E
010 0008 010 08
t>ll OfcOS MOV M,A 167 77
012 000A DCX.H 053 2B
013 000B MOV B,M 106 46
014 oooc INX.H 043 23
015 000D MOV A,M 176 7E
016 000E INX.H 043 23
OI7 OOOF SUB,B 220 90
020 0010 MOV M,A 167 77
021 00 11 HLT 166 76
022 0012 005 05
023 0013 010 08
024 001% 003 03

Program 1.

000 00 MVI,A 076 3E
001 01 010 08
002 02 SUI 326 96
003 03 005 05
004 04 HLT

Program 2.

166 76

000 00 MVI,

A

076 3E
001 01 134 5C
002 02 ADI 306 C6
003 03 145 65
004 04 MOV C,A

Program 3a.

117 Of

005 05 MVI,

A

076 3E
006 06 020 10
007 07 MVI,D 026 16
010 08 000 00
011 09 ADC.D 212 8A
012 OA MOV B,A 107 47
013 OB HLT

Program 3b.

166 76

000 00 MVI,B 006 06 mores 100 (40 hex) to B
001 01 100 40
002 02 DCH.B 005 05 changes B to 077 (3* hex)
003 03 INR,B 004 04

Program 4.

changes B to 100 (40 hex)

000 00 MVI,C 016 OE mores 377 (FF hex) to C
001 01 377 rr
002 02 INR,C 014 oc

Program 5.

changes C to 000

contents of the accumulator,

and ADD,M means add the con-

tents of the memory address

stored in H L (M always refers to

the address in HL) to the accu-

mulator.

The ADC commands work al-

most the same way. ADC,D
means add the contents of reg-

ister D and the contents of the

carry flag (in PSW) to the ac-

cumulator. This is one way of

doing a carry in addition.

Let's look at an example. We
wish to add 010134 octal to

000145 octal (or 105C to 0065

hex). First we change the num-
bers to split octal. This makes
010134 now 020/134. And 000145

remains 000/145. Next we add

the two low halves shown in

Program 3a.

We have now added 134 to

145, making 477 (5C + 65 = 13F).

We can't put 477 (13F hex) in

one byte, so we end up with 077

(3F hex) and a carry of 1, which

sets the carry flag to 1. In ad-

dress 004 we move the 077 (3F

hex) to register C. Now we add
the two high halves of the num-
ber in Program 3b.

We put the 020 (10 hex) (one

high half) in A with the MVI,A in

address 005. This does not af-

fect the carry flag, as moves do
not affect the flags in the PSW
register, remember? Then we
put the second high half in D
with address 007. Next we add
with carry, register D to A, and

get 021 (020 + 000 + 1); in hex it

is 1 1 (10 + 00 + 1). We put that in

register B in address 012 (OA

hex) and H LT (stop computer) in

address 013 (OB hex).

Now we have 021 (1 1 hex) in B
and 077 (3F hex) in C. This is

split octal. Put together, it adds
up to 10477:

010134

+ 000145

010477

085C

-I- 0065

113F

My point is: If we used the

ADD,D instruction in address

011 (09 hex), we'd end up with

010077 (103F hex) in BC. This is

the wrong sum because we
didn't use the carry flag with

ADC.

Eventually we'll see an easier

way to do an addition of two

16-bit numbers; this gave me a
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000
001
002
003
00**

005
006
007

00
01
02
03
ok
05
06
07

LXI.H

LXI.B

DAD,B
HLT

OUl
13**

020
001
1*5
000
on
166

21
5C
10
01
65
00
09
76

put split octal 020/ 13**

( 105C hex) in HL

put 000/ lU5
(0065 hex) in BC

the 1

•top
now in HL

Program 6.

000 00 LXI.H 0U1 21 put 000/000 in HL
001 01 000 00
002 02 000 00
003 03 DAD.SP 071 39 add SP pair (now in HL)
00U Ok MOV B,H 10% kk more H to B
005 05 MOV C,L 115 kD more L to C

006 06 HLT 166 76 stop

Program 7.

000 00 MVI, A 076 3E put 006 decimal in A
001 01 006 06
002 02 ADI 306 C6 add 007 decimal
003 03 007 07
004 Ok DAA 0U7 27 answer is binary 000 10011

Program 8.

chance to show you how the

ADC command works.

The ADD series of instruc-

tions is like the SUB, only add

instead of subtract. The SBB is

like the ADC, except the carry

bit in the PSW register now

stands for a borrow instead of a

carry.

The INR instructions incre-

ment the named register by 1

and the DCR decrement the

named register by 1. See Pro-

gram 4.

Note that 100 octal -1=77
octal and 40 hex - 1 =3F hex.

There is no 99 in octal; the next

lower number is 77. Note that

the Z or zero flag, not the C flag,

works in INR and DCR (see Pro-

gram 5).

In address 002, C is 000 so

the Z flag is now 1, but the C
flag is still . . . there is no carry

in an INR instruction.

The INX increments the con-

tents of the named register

pair; DCX decrements the pair.

Again, the Z flag is affected but

the C flag isn't. We saw an ex-

ample of these instructions in

use in our first subtraction pro-

gram.

The DAD instructions do with

ease what we did with great dif-

ficulty when we earlier added

000 00 MVI,B 006 06 put 25 BCD in B
001 01 Ok 5 25 0**5 (25 hex) is 00100101

or 15 in BCD
002 02 MVI,A 076 3E put 59 BCD in A
003 03 131 59 131 (59 hex) is 01011001

or 59 BCD
04 ok ADD,B 200 80 add A to B

005 05 DAA 0k7 27 convert sum to two BCD digits

Program 9.

JZ 312 CA jumps if the Z. flag is at 1

JMC 322 D2 Jumps if the C (carry) flag is at
JC 332 DA jumps if the C flag is set to 1

JPO 3^2 E2 jumps if the P (parity) flag is at
JPE 352 EA jumps if the P flag is set to 1

JP 362 F2 jumps if the S (sign) flag is at
JM 372 FA jumps if the S flag is set ti 1

Table 1.

two 16-bit octal numbers. To do

the same addition using DAD
we could use Program 6.

One difference is that our an-

swer is now in HL. We can only

put eight bits in A so we can't

use that register for a double

(16-bit) add. We will see this

command is usually used to

change the address in HL by

adding another address to it, so

this works out well. All the DAD
instructions add the contents

of the named register pair to

the HL register pair, and the an-

swer remains in HL. Only the

carry flag is affected in a DAD
instruction.

One use of the DAD is to

move the SP register pair to an-

other register pair. We earlier

saw the MOV instructions did

not include the SP pair. To

move the contents of the SP

pair to the BC register pair we

could use Program 7.

We put in the HL pair first.

Then when we added the SP

register pair we just moved it

(added it to in HL) to HL. We
used the regular move instruc-

tions to move H to B and L to C;

thus we ended up with the con-

tents of the SP register pair in

the BC register pair. Note that

they are now still in the SP and

HL pairs as well.

The DAA instruction is tricky

and should be used with a great

deal of care. It changes the

8-bit number in the accumula-

tor to two 4-bit BCD (binary

coded decimal) numbers (see

Program 8).

Note that we are adding deci-

mal, not octal. The 006 is added

to the 007:

00000110

+ 00000111

00001101

The answer is 0000 and 1101.

This is not a legal decimal num-

ber, as it is 13 (1 101), but in BCD
we only go from to 9 (1001). So
the DAA adds 6 to the 1101:

00001101

+ 00000110

00010011

The answer is 00010011, or

0001/0011, or 13 in BCD. Note

that we (the DAA) divide the

eight bits into two 4-bit groups

in BCD, and 1001 is as high as

either group can go (this is

9-decimal). If the right 4-bit

group is over 9 in decimal, the

DAA adds 6 to it. When adding

binary:

+ =

+ 1 =1

1+0 = 1

1 + 1=0 carry 1

1 +1 + carry 1 =1 + carry 1

and

1000 BCD = 8

1001 BCD = 9

It should be mentioned that

the DAA is only used for deci-

mal numbers; don't use it for

octal or hex numbers. The an-

swer (after DAA) is two BCD
digits in each byte.

Let's try another:

00100101 25 BCD
+ 01011001 59 BCD

01111110 (the last 4 bits are

+ 00000110 over 9 so we add 6)

10000100 84 BCD

Remember that the DAA in-

struction adds the 6 auto-

matically if needed. Also, this

instruction does not convert

octal or hex to decimal.

The AC flag is used in the

DAA instruction and notes a

carry out of bit 3 as in the above

addition. Since we count from

right to left— 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.—

when counting bits, so bit 3 is

actually the fourth bit from the

right! Don't blame me. I just ex-

plain the rules, I don't make

them. Keep in mind that when

working with computers you

usually start counting with 0,

not 1. For example, in address-

ing, the first, lowest-memory

address is 000000, not 000001.

Perhaps we'd better write a

program for our last addition

problem. It will help make the

DAA instruction usage clear.

See Program 9. The sum, 84

BCD, is now in the A register.

Branch Instructions

This is a good time to intro-

duce the branch instruction

group. There are two types,

jumps and calls. We'll describe

the jumps first.

Each jump instruction is fol-

lowed by two bytes, the ad-

dress to jump to. So these are

3-byte instructions. As usual,

the first byte is the low split oc-

tal half of the address; the next

is the high split octal half of the

address. (Jump instructions
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000 00 SUB,A 227 97 put in A (subtract A from
itself)

001 01 MVI,B 006 06 put 002 in B
002 02 002 02
003 03 MVI,C 016 OE put 003 in C
00*» ok 003 03
005 05 ADD.B 200 80 add B to A
006 06 DCR,C 015 OD decrement C
007 07 JNZ 302 C2 is C 0?
010 08 005 05 if not go back to adr 005
on •a 000 00 if yes go to adr 12 (OA hex)
012 OA HLT 166 76 stop

Program 10.

can be found in Part 1.)

The conditional jump means
that if the conditions are not

correct, the jump instruction

and the following two address

bytes are skipped and the pro-

gram hurries on. If the condi-

tions are met, then the program

jumps to the address following

the jump instruction. Just for

the record, jumps are some-
times called branches, but I'll

use the word jump.

JMP (303) means the pro-

gram goes to the following ad-

dress no matter what. That is, it

is an unconditional jump.

JNZ, jump no zero, (302)

means the program jumps to

the following address only if

the Z (zero) flag is set to in the

PSW register. If it is a 1 we skip

the following addresses and go

on with the program. The rest of

the instructions work in a simi-

lar manner. I will only mention

the flag condition in the PSW
register that affects the in-

struction. See Table 1.

One example of the use of

the JNZ flag follows. Let's say

we wanted to do something

three times, such as add a num-

ber to itself (multiply times 3).

We could use Program 10.

We keep adding 2 to the ac-

cumulator until the C register

reaches 0, then we halt. This

means we multiply the con-

tents of the B register by the

contents of the C register, with

the result in A.

The JNZ refers to the C regis-

ter, where, you will remember,

the DCR,C affects the Z flag.

Since it is the last instruction

that affects the Z flag, it js the

one tested by the JNZ. Note

that we used SUB,A to put in

the A register (subtracting A
from A always leaves 0); MVI,A

followed by 000 would take an-

other byte.

This should be kept in mind:

Always try to make your pro-

grams as short as possible.

They generally run faster, take

up less memory and load faster.

This is just one way we can

multiply. We can use a similar

program to get the power of a

number. To cube a number see

Program 11.

This time we multiplied B
times itself as in the preceding

program, but did this C times to

cube A. E is used to temporarily

store the running total after

each multiply. This is one way
to raise a number to a power.

The final answer will be in the A
register in octal or hex. Obvi-

ously, because of this the an-

swer can be no larger than 377

octal (FF hex).

These were just two exam-

ples of using a conditional

jump in a program. You will find

that you will usually only use

the JMP, JZ, JNZ, JC and JNC in

your programs until you get

into complicated arithmetic.

We also mentioned calls.

This is how we use subroutines

in machine language.

A subroutine is a part of a

program that is used more than

once. Rather than write it out

each time we use it, we can use

the CALL instruction to jump to

the routine, perform it, then au-

tomatically return to the pro-

gram address following the

CALL. For example, we could

load a sequence of memory lo-

cations with ascending num-

bers to 100 octal, as in Program

12.

First we load the starting ad-

dress for the memory load in

HL, then the ending address in

DE. We load the starting num-

ber in B and the maximum num-

ber + 1 we wish to load into any

address in C. Then we CALL the

load routine.

000 00 SUB,

A

001 01 MOV E,A
002 02 MVI,D
003 03
00U ok MVI.B
005 05
006 06 MOV C,B
007 07 ADD,B
010 08 DCR.C
on
IS < o

09 JNZ
012
013

OA
OB

OlU OC DCR.D
015 OD JZ
016 OE
017 or
020 10 ADD,fc
021 u JMP
022 12
023 13
02<» Ik HLT

227
137
026
003
006
003
110
200
015
302
007
000
025
312
02U
000
203
303
0U

000
166

97
5T
16
03
06
03
k8
80
OD
C2
C7
00
15
CA
Ik

00
83
C3
Ok
00
76

put in A
put in £
put 3 in D
power you wish
put 3 in B
base number
put base number in C
add B to itself
C times
is C 0?
no, Jump to 007
if yes, go to OlU (OC hex)
once for each power
is D 0?
if yes, finished

no, add total so far to A
then jump to multiply
again

finished

Program 11.

In 015 (OD hex) we subtract

the low half of the ending ad-

dress from the load address in

L to see if they match. If not (re-

sult not 0), then we jump back

to CALL to load the next ad-

dress. If they match, we com-

pare the high half of the load

address with the high half of

the end address to see if they

match by subtracting one from

another. If the result is 0, a

match, we are almost finished.

We still have to load the last

memory address because the

HL address we just checked

hasn't been loaded yet. If we
get no result, then we aren't

finished, so back we go to

CALL at address 012 (OA hex). If

we get a 0, then we use the

CALL at address 027 (17 hex) to

load the last memory address,

then stop the computer.

The CALL puts the number to

load in A, moves it to memory at

the address in HL, then incre-

ments B for the next number
and HL for the next address.

Note that we incremented B
and HL after we loaded the

number, so, if we loaded 100

last time, we increment to 101

(we only wanted to go to 100 oc-

tal). When we subtract C (101,

41 hex) we have loaded 100 (40

hex) and move 000 to B to start

the series again. If not 101 (41

000 00 LXI , SP 061 31 we need this, you'll
001 01 010 08 see why when we discuss
002 02 000 00 the stack

on 09 LX1.H Ofcl 21 start address, in this
012 OA 060 30 case 000/060 (0030 hex)
013 OB 000 00
OlU OC LXI.D 021 11 finish address, in this
015 OD 100 <f0 case 002/100 (02<>0 hex)
016 OE 002 02
017 or MVI.B 006 06 start number
020 10 000 00
021 11 MVI,C 016 DE maximum number plus 1

022 12 101 kl
023 13 CALL 315 CD load next number
02U Ik okk 2k
025 15 000 00
026 16 MOV A,L 175 7D check for low address half
027 17 SUB,E 223 93
030 18 JNZ 302 C2 if not
031 19 023 13
032 1A 000 00
033 IB MOV A,H 17** 7C check for high address half
03^ 1C SUB.D 222 92
035 ID JNZ 302 C2 if not
036 IE 023 13
037 IF 000 00
oi»o 20 CALL 315 CD do it one last time
OUl 21 okk 2k to load the last
0<+2 22 000 00 memory address
0l»3 23 HLT 166 76 finished
okk zk MOV A,B 170 78 put number in A
ok5 25 MDV M,A 167 77 put number in address in UL
oU6 26 INR.B oou Ok next number
Ok? 27 INX,H Ok J 23 next memory address
050 28 MOV A,B 170 78 see if we reached the
051 29 SUB,C 221 91 highest number to store
052 2A JNZ 302 C2 if not
053 2B 057 2F
05^ 2C 000 00
055 2D MVI,B 006 06 reset B to
056 2E 000 00
057 2T RET 311 C9 return to program

Program 12.
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RET 311 C9 unconditional return
HNZ 300 CO return if coro flag is
RZ 310 C8 return if taro flag is 1

RNC 320 DO return if carry flag is
RC 330 D8 return if carry flag is 1

RPO Jko EO return if parity flag is
RPE 350 E8 return if parity flag is 1

RP 360 ro return if sign flag is
RM 370 F8 return if sign flag is 1

Table 2.

CALL
CNZ
CZ
CNC
cc
CPO
CPE
CP
CM

315
30U
31**

32U
33U
3UU
35 1*

36U
37**

CD
Ck
CC
DU
DC
Ek
EC
Tk
FC

unconditional call
call if zero flag is set to
call if sero flag is set to 1

call if carry flag is set to

call if carry flag is set to 1

call if parity flag is set to

call if parity flag is set to 1

call if sign flag is set to
call if sign flag is set to 1

Table 3.

hex), we jump to 000/046 (0026

hex), the return from the CALL.

Although we used the call

twice, we only had to write it

out once. This is where CALLs

are useful. This rather trivial ex-

ample of the CALL should give

you the idea of where it should

be used. Ordinarily a CALL rou-

tine is used many times in a

program, from many different

places in a program.

The CALL requires the RET

instruction and the CALL in-

struction, a total of four bytes.

As long as the CALL is used

more than one place in a pro-

gram and the space saved by

not writing the routine again is

over four bytes, the CALL is

worth using.

There are conditional CALLs

just as there are conditional

jumps. The mnemonics are the

same, with the substitution of

C for J. See Table 2. The returns

from a CALL can also be condi-

tional. The mnemonics are in

Table 3.

Next month we'll complete

the series with a description of

the rest of the 8080 instruction

set, including the logic instruc-

tions. Then we'll discuss the

stack and a useful program-

ming method called hand as-

sembling. More program exam-

ples to help you understand the

instructions will be included.

Don't miss it.B
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Parallel Port to RS-232
. . Inexpensively

I/O ports are always at a premium. This remedy uses readily available kits as a basis for a

parallel-to-serial conversion.

Rod Hallen

Road Runner Ranch
PO Box 73

Tombstone AZ 85638

It
seems that you never have

enough I/O ports when you

start interfacing your computer

with peripheral devices. I have

been driving a Teletype Model

43 KSR with my SOL serial

RS-232 port for some time. The

43 is great for program listings

and other day-to-day utility

printing tasks, but the charac-

ter set is a little small and the

paper is a little thin for letters

and manuscripts.

After much procrastination, I

decided to get busy and inter-

face the Carterfone Selectric

I/O Data Terminal that I have

been using as a typewriter to

the SOL. This terminal contains

an RS-232 interface and is

EBCD coded. The ASCII-to-

EBCD conversion was easily

taken care of in software, but I

still needed a serial port.

My first consideration was to

switch my existing 232 port be-

tween the 43 and the Selectric

as needed, but I quickly gave up

that idea. The 43 runs at 300

baud and the Selectric at 134.5.

It is possible to modify the SOL
PC board to produce the 134.5

baud clock, but I would still

have to manually switch the

baud rate, and the switches are

not readily accessible. Besides,

I'd rather control all of my
switching with software.

I considered building up a

parallel-to-serial conversion on

an S-100 wire-wrap prototype,

board, but that would have en-

tailed decoding the addresses

for an I/O port and a status port.

At about this stage in my think-

ing, I realized that the SOL par-

allel port wasn't being used,

that it was already decoded

and that it included a status

port. What I needed was some-

I2V

:i5K

RS-232
IN

. . 6.8K
pr> vw-

A
€>- 2222

4i48

-rr> TTL
^-=~^ OUT

!0K

TTL
N

L
[I>

<-^-^ OUT
RS-232

lOOpF

Fig. 1. The Electronic Systems TTL-to-RS-232 interface kit. You
can clearly see that the two directions of transmission are com-
pletely independent of each other.

thing that would go between

the parallel port and the

Selectric.

Conversion Package

Electronic Systems has been

advertising a UART and baud

rate generator package and a

TTL-to-RS-232 converter for

sometime (see Table 1). In fact,

I saved over $200 by using their

TTL-to-RS-232 board, instead of

the Teletype version, in my
Model 43. The UART board calls

for a 44-contact edge connec-

tor, and the TTL-to-RS-232 board

has a ten-contact edge that re-

quires some kind of mounting

arrangement, but that is a minor

problem.

I wrote for both board kits,

which arrived promptly. The

documentation with the 232

converter is skimpy but ade-

quate since this is a simple cir-

cuit (see Fig. 1). Although I have

been calling this a TTL-to-

RS-232 converter, it actually

converts both ways—TTL to

RS-232 and RS-232 to TTL—and
each section is completely in-

dependent of the other for full

duplex operation.

Likewise, the UART board

documentation is slender but

adequate. This board will also

run full duplex (see Fig. 2). If

you happen to have a few parts

lying around, especially a

UART such as the AY-5-1013 or

AY-5-1014, you can buy the

boards without parts and save

even more money. In fact, you

can purchase all of the Elec-

tronic Systems products as

bare boards.

Assembly and Installation

While neither board is solder-

masked, the layout is not tight

and construction is fast and

easy. All component locations

are screen-printed to help in the

assembly process; parts layout

diagrams and schematics are

also included with the docu-

mentation. All ICs are socketed.

My total construction time for

both boards was less than half

an hour.

The next step was to decide

how to mount the boards.

44-contact edge connectors

with either solder tabs or wire-

wrap posts are easy enough to

come by, but the ten-contact

edge on the 232 converter is a

little strange. Solder points are

provided for each of the ten

contacts, and when I used the

converter in my 43, I ran wires

directly to each contact instead

of using a socket.

My SOL PC is mounted in a

six-foot rack with plenty of

space available inside. Canni-

balizing an old coTe memory
system provided me with a

dozen 44-contact wire-wrap

edge connectors and some
metal bars with holes drilled

every half inch along their

length. I mounted two of these

bars four inches apart just to

the rear of the SOL and in-

stalled six connectors on one-

TTL-to-RS-232 converter. Ac-

tual size is about 1 3/4 inches

square.
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inch centers. Wire-wrapping

power and ground to all of the

connector positions finished

the basic setup. This gave me a

pseudo-motherboard arrange-

ment without the motherboard.

EveryttYvrsg was interconnect-

ed as shown in Fig. 3a. A female

DB-25 connector plugs into the

SOL parallel port, a ribbon

cable runs from the DB-25 to

the UART edge connector and a

three conductor cable runs

from the UART to a male DB-25

that plugs into the Selectric.

Fig. 3b shows how the 44-con-

tact edge connector counts

when looking at it from the

solder or wire-wrap side. The

UART board is marked A and Z

on the front of the board to cut

down on the chances of insert-

ing it backwards.

Pins 4 and 5 on the back of

the DB-25 that plugs into the

Selectric should be shorted to-

gether. This ties the RTS (re-

quest to send) lead to the CTS
(clear to send) lead. Otherwise,

the Selectric won't respond to

incoming data.

It's almost time to plug in the

UART board, but first a few

modifications are in order.

Rather than just let the 232

board hang loose, I decided to

attach it to the UART board. I

did this by drilling a small hole

in the upper left-hand corner of

the 232 board (looking at it with

the edge contacts pointing

down) and a similar hole in the

UART board about 3/8 of an

inch to the left of pin 23 of the

UART (with the board similarly

oriented). Both of these holes

can be drilled without touching

any circuit board traces. There

is also an existing hole in the

upper left-hand corner of the

UART board that can be used.

A one inch bolt and a half

inch standoff complete assem-

bly. Both the UART and 232

boards have plated-through

holes in each of the traces that

run to the connector contacts.

It is easy to wire the two boards

together with short wires.

Again, see Fig. 3a. The serial

out data from pin 25 of the

UART normally goes to edge

connector contact 20.

In my version, a thin Teflon-

insulated wire is soldered to

UART pin 25 (serial data out) on

the bottom of the board, run

through one of the PC board

holes and soldered to 232
board contact 9 (TTL IN). An-

other wire goes from 232 board

contact 5 (RS-232 OUT) to UART
board contact M (a vacant con-

tact).

Minus 12 V dc and ground

can be strapped from the UART
board (contacts 3 and 12) to the

232 board (contacts 6 and 1),

but since +12 is not normally

TTL-to-RS-232 Interface Complete kit $ 7.00

Bare board 4.50

UART & Baud Rate Generator Complete kit 35.00

Bare board 12.00

Available from: Electronic Systems
PO Box 21638
San Jose CA 95151

Table 1. The source and prices for the items used in this article.

provided to the UART board, I ( + 12 V dc). Plus 12 is then con-

ran a wire from Contact N(va- nected to contact N.

cant) to 232 board contact 4 One other modification to

R6 ADJUST I34.5 BAUD FREQUENCY. PIN9-2l52Hz

R3 ADJUST ALL OTHER FREQUENCIES:
PIN I0- 2400Hz PINU-4800Hz PlNl2-9600Hz
PIN 13 -19200Hz PIN 14- 38400Hz
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Fig. 2. The UART and baud rate generator kit. While not quite so obvious, the transmit and receive

functions are separate to allow full duplex operation. One of the baud rate clocks (contacts 9 to 14) is

connected to the transmit clock input (contact 15) and the receive clock input (contact 16) to set the

baud rate. If an A Y-5-1014 is used instead of an A Y-5-1013, the - 12 V dc supply is not needed. It will

still be required for the RS-232 board, however.
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44 CONTACT
ED6E CONNECTOR

UART and baud rate generator. This board measures 3 1/2 inches

high by 4 inches wide. My combined board can be visualized by pic-

turing the RS-232 board mounted directly on top of the the UART.

the UART board is required. The

SOL parallel port (and, I sus-

pect, most other parallel ports

are the same) needs something

to tell it on its PXDR lead when
one character has been trans-

mitted and it is OK to send the

next one to the UART. The

UART has a THRE (transmitter

holding register empty) lead

that goes high when it is ready

to accept the next transmit

character. THRE is not imple-

mented on the Electronic Sys-

tems UART board, but it is easy

to do so.

While THRE is active high

and the SOL is looking for an

active low on its PXDR (parallel

external device ready) lead, this

is no problem. There is a spare

inverter section in U2 that can

be used. Fig. 3a shows this

mod. Wires are run from UART
pin 22 (THRE) to U2 pin 1 and

from U2 pin 2 to edge connector

pin 17 (vacant).

The only other lead, other

than the parallel data leads and

ground, that is used between

the SOL and the UART is the

POL (parallel output load). This

A I

B 2

C 3

D 4

E 5

F 6

H 7

J 8

K 9

L 10

M II

N 12

P 13

R 14

S 15

T 16

U 17

V 18

m 19

X 20
Y 21

Z 22

Fig. 3b. Bottom view of the

44-contact edge connector.

Note that certain letters of the

alphabet (G, I, O and O) have

been skipped. This is standard

for this connector.

active low signal tells the UART
that the data on the data leads

is stable and can be strobed

into the transmitter holding

register.

All of the information that I

have covered so far is con-

cerned with transmitting (out-

putting) data to the Selectric

print mechanism. I have chosen

not to use the Selectric key-

board as an input device since I

already have two other key-

boards serving this purpose.

However, input from the Selec-

tric is possible and easy to im-

plement. Modifications in the

other direction would probably

follow Fig. 4. I have not tried

these but see no reason why

they would not work.

Baud Rate

As soon as we set the data

rate clocks on the UART board,

we'll be ready to go. There are

two onboard clock oscillators.

One provides the 110 baud data

rate (Model 33 Teletype and

similar) and the other outputs

150, 300, 600, 1200 and 2400

baud. Each of these is brought

out to the edge connector (con-

tacts 9 to 14), and the desired

one is cross-connected to the

transmit and receive clock in-

puts (contacts 15 and 16).

As I mentioned earlier, the

Selectric requires a 134.5 baud

clock. Both clock oscillators in-

corporate trimpots for setting

the oscillators right on fre-

quency. There is enough ad-

justing range in the 110 baud

clock trimpot (R6) to reach

134.5. The UART calls for a

clock input that is 16 times the

desired baud rate, which means

that R6 is adjusted for a fre-

quency of 2152 Hz at edge con-

tact 9. The board must, of

course, be plugged in or other-

wise powered up to make this

adjustment.

When I first set up the UART
board, I didn't have access to a

frequency counter so I had the

SOL dump a steady stream of

characters to the Selectric

while I slowly turned R6. After I

was getting good copy, I found

both the minimum and maxi-

mum setting of R6 that still al-

lowed error-free printing and

then set the pot midway be-

tween these two points. A later

frequency counter check
showed that I was within 20 Hz.

In addition to the choice of

baud rates, the UART board
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Fig. 3a. Interconnect and modification drawing showing the elec-

trical mating of the two boards. All wiring shown within the outline

of the UART board was added by the author. This accomplishes
transmit (output) only.

Fig. 4. Receive (input) connections for the Selectric keyboard.

This is untried and is presented as a possible starting point. Con-

nections shown in Fig. 3 have been omitted, but ground andpower
will be required. Later revisions of the SOL PC reverse the order in

which the data in pins (DIO to DI7) are numbered. My SOL is re-

vision D.
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provides other options as well.

An on-board multiple DIP

(double in-line package) switch

controls the features listed in

Table 2. In the Selectric imple-

mentation that we have been

discussing, the following

switch settings were used: S1—
ON, S2—OFF, S3—ON, S4—
OFF, S5—ON, S6—ON and

S7—ON.

Conclusion

The SOL SOLOS monitor

makes provision for four com-

mand-accessible output ports.

Port is the video screen, 1 is

the serial 232 port, 2 is the par-

allel port and 3 is a custom port.

When I want the Model 43 to

print, I type SET = 1, and all

output goes to the 43 until I

change it. SET = 2 sends all

output to the parallel port (and

the Selectric), but I can't do it

that way because the output

data would be ASCII, which the

Selectric doesn't understand.

By using the custom port

command, I can route the ASCII

data to an ASCII-to-EBCD con-

version routine and then to the

parallel port. This routine also

keeps track of whether the

Selectric is in upper or lower-

case, and it transmits a shift

code when necessary. Even if

my Selectric was ASCII-coded, I

would still have to keep track of

the current shift condition.

That is why I gave up on my
hardware ASCII-to-EBCD proj-

ect. It is not possible just to

dump ASCII data on an ASCII-

coded Selectric and expect to

get correct copy.

The SOLOS monitor will also

insert any number of required

nulls after a carriage return to

allow the Selectric enough time

to complete the return before

the next character is sent out.

While this article relates my
experiences interfacing an

RS-232 Selectric to a SOL paral-

lel port, the same basic pro-

cedure should work with any

parallel port. SOL's POL, PXDR
and PDR will most likely be

called something else, but the

equivalent function should ex-

ist. A little reading of your man-

Switch Function Coding

S1 Input strobe polarity ON = NEG, OFF = POS
S2 Output strobe polarity ON = POS, OFF = NEG
S3 Parity ON = ODD, OFF = EVEN

S4&S5 Bits per character S4 S5 Bits

ON ON 5

OFF ON 6

ON OFF 7

OFF ON 8

S6
S7

Stop bits

Parity

ON = 1,OFF = 2

ON = PARITY, OFF = NO PARITY

Table 2. Definitions for the seven-position onboard DIP option

switch. The transmit and receive clock inputs can each be

strapped to a different baud rate, but the option switches per-

tain to both directions of transmission.

ual should clear this up nicely.

All in all, this has been a

worthwhile project. Other than

the modifications that I have

described, my only other sug-

gestion to Electronic Systems

is that they combine both the

TTL-to-RS-232 conversion and

the UART and baud rate gener-

ator functions on one board. It

appears that this could be done

without too much trouble.

There are many RS-232 Se-

lectrics on the market, and the

prices are dropping fast as

more and more buinesses up-

grade to faster printers. I think

that this is the best printer buy

that there is right now. In this

article I've presented to you a

problem that I was faced with

and I've also shown you how I

solved it to my complete satis-

faction. It took me longer to

write about it than it took me to

do it

12" BLACK & WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
MONITOR
$149.00 LIST

> Ideal for home, personal and business com-
puter systems

> 12" diagonal video monitor
i Composite video input

Compatible with many computer systems
i Solid-state circuitry for a stable & sharp picture
• Video bandwidth— 12 MHz ±3 DB
Input impedance— 75 Ohms
Resolution—650 lines Minimum IN Central 80%
of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central 80%

ofCRTrefEIA RS-375
• Dimensions— 11.375" high; 16.250" wide;
11.250" deep (exclude video input connector)

• Weight—6.5 KG (14.3 lbs) net
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

LEEDEX Corporation ^L20

2300 East Higgins Road • Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 • (312) 3641180 • TLX: 25 4786

Generous dealer discount available

l^ Reader Service—see page 1 79 65



Free Speech Lessons for the TRS-80

Lonely? No one to talk to? Not if you have a TRS-80 around the house.

Jim Wright

Box 8348
Coral Springs FL 33065

Radio Shack's TRS-80 has

celebrated its first birth-

day. As a very quick learner, the

TRS-80 has acquired quite a bit

of knowledge in its first year.

But, just like its human counter-

part, the infant TRS-80 has re-

mained silent except for a little

humming from its power supply

or an occasional crackle from

the video monitor. Today, how-

ever, the baby TRS-80 will star-

tle its parents by uttering its

first words.

Teaching the TRS-80 to talk

is quite simple. It already has

the vocal chords (tape

recorder), and it is equipped

with a means to exercise them

(the PRINT # statement). Note:

While this article is based on

the software of the Radio

Shack TRS-80, the basic con-

cept should be applicable to

any computer that can write

data to a cassette tape

recorder.

The PRINT # statement,

described in Appendix B, page

221 of the Level I User's

Manual, is used to write data to

a cassette recorder. While this

is its normal function, discon-

necting the AUX and EAR plugs

on the recorder allows the

PRINT # statement to be used

as a remote control to elicit a

verbal response under software

control.

The normal execution time of

the PRINT # statement is four

to five seconds. This includes

the recorder turn-on time and

the actual data recording. Four

seconds is not enough time for

many of the responses you

might like your computer to

say; therefore, it is necessary

to find a way to extend the

speaking time. This can be ac-

complished by using a timing

loop (FOR-NEXT). By program-

ming the loop, any length

speech can be recited by the

computer.

The Program

However, before the comput-

er can speak, it must be taught

what to say. The program

shown in the listing is the com-

puter's tutor. It will allow you to

teach the computer what to say

and when to say it. This pro-

gram can be used alone or it

can be added to the end of the

main program, which will direct

the computer to speak.

How the program is used

depends on whether you want

to add the computer's speech

on the same tape following the

source program or on a tape

separate from the source pro-

gram. The most convenient

method is to record the speech

on the same tape as the source

program. This will eliminate the

need to load a second tape

after the source program has

been loaded. It also eliminates

having to cue the tape to "syn-

chronize" the speech.

The cost of these benefits is

that the tutorial program steps

have to be included at the end

of each program that will utilize

computer speech. Although the

program appears lengthy, it

can be shortened if you don't

want all the instructions and

options.

The program operates as

follows. Statement 29999 END
prevents the user's main pro-

gram from "bleeding" into the

tutorial subprogram. State-

ments 30000 through 30130 are

self-explanatory. (For non-

TRS-80 users: CLS will clear the

screen, and P. is short for

PRINT.)

Statement 30140 calculates

how many time periods of 4.2

seconds it will take to satisfy

the time requested in state-

ment 30130. 30150 and 30160

are used to print a bar "clock"

on the monitor. This bar across

the screen will be shortened in

4.2-second chunks during the

recording time. This will give a

quick visual indication of how
much time is left in making a

recording.

Statement 30300 turns on the

recorder. The FOR (F.) NEXT
(N.) loop determines how many
4.2-second periods the recorder

will be on for. 30305 is used to

decrement the time bar by one

4.2-second period. The remain-

ing steps in the program allow

the user to edit the recording,

change the recording, make
another recording in sequence

or to complete the recording

session.

Adding Speech

Inserting speech into a pro-

gram is now very simple. At the

point in a program where you

want to have the computer talk

(e.g., giving instructions,

praise, etc.), insert the state-

ment T = s:GOSUB 29990;

where "s" is the length of time

in seconds it will take to record

the speech. Subroutine 29990

consists of three lines, which

will match the timing sequence

in the tutorial program (see Ex-

ample 1).

Note: It is a good idea to keep

a list of each usage of sub-

routine 29990 and the value of T

used. This will be helpful in

making the series of recordings

to be used in the program.

Restrictions

Unfortunately, since this is

the first speech lesson for the

TRS-80, there are some limita-

tions to keep in mind. The 29990

subroutine simply turns on the

recorder and will play what is

29990

29994

29996

T =

F.I

F.J

INT((T + 2.7)/4.2)

= 1 TO T: P.#

= 1 TO 5: RESET(127,47):N.J:N.I

Example 1.

P. = PRINT
F. = FOR
N. = NEXT
S. = STEP
G. = GOTO
IN. = INPUT
PRINT AT (loc) Prints starting at the designated position (loc)

on the monitor.

SET(x,y) RESET(x,y) Turns on or off one of the 6144 2x8 dot

matrices used for graphics. The location is

designated by x and y. Abbreviations are S. and R.

CLS Clears the screen.

Table 1. Radio Shack abbreviations and commands used.
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on the tape at that position. Us-

ing the tutorial program with

the subroutine 29990 lets the

recording and playback be

"synchronized" under software

control. This will allow you to

add speech \rs \he programs

you write; but you must record

each occurrence of speech

separately. This program can

not refer to the same sentence

several times.

Also, as all speech is record-

ed and played back sequential-

ly, you must be careful not to

put a call to 29990 in a branch

that may not be taken unless it

is the last speech on the tape.

Even though this program

will probably replace a PRINT

statement in a program, it is a

good idea to write out the

speech you plan to insert. After

writing it out, time yourself

while reading it out loud. This

will allow you to insert the cor-

rect number of seconds for T.

Conversable Computer

After you have written your

program, you can test it by

placing an old cassette in the

recorder. Type RUN 30000, and

the tutorial program will in-

struct you how to proceed.

After you have completed all of

the recordings, rewind the tape

to the starting position (if you

forgot to write it down, type in

P. A(1) to the BASIC prompt >,

and the computer will tell you

the beginning position). Make

29999

30000

30002

30100

30110

30115

30120

30130

30140

30150

30155

30160

30170

30300

30305

30310

30400

30405

30410

30450

30445

30460

30495

30500

30510

30520

30900

END
CLS:P."UNPLUG THE 'EAR' & 'AUX' PLUGS: N =0
P.-REMOVE THE PLASTIC MIKE PLUG"
N=N + 1

P.'THIS IS YOUR RECORDING NUMBER";N
P."PRESS THE PLAY/RECORD KEYS"
IN."TYPE IN THE EXACT TAPE COUNTER POSITION ";A(N)

IN.'ENTER RECORDING TIME IN SECONDS ";T

T = INT((T + 2.7)/4.2)

CLS:F.X = T*5 + 5 TO 6 S.-1 :SET(X,5):N.X

P.AT 0;"GET READY";:F.I = 1 TO 2000 = N.I

P.AT131;"START": P.AT192;"RECORDING";

X = X + 1

F.I = 1TOT:P.#

F.J = X TO X + 4:RESET(J,5):N.J

X = J:N.I:P.:P.:P.:P.

P."DO YOU WANT TO 1)EDIT RECORDING";N;" 2)RERECORD RECORDINGS
P."3)MAKE RECORDING";N + 1;" 4)STOP";

I N.A:ONAG.30495,30450,301 00,30900

CLS:P."TO RERECORD RECORDING";N;"REWIND TAPE TO EXACT POSITION"

P.A(N);"PRESS PLAY/RECORD KEYS, AND HIT ENTER KEY";

IN.A$:N = N-1:G.30100

CLS:P.:P.:P.:P.

P."TO EDIT RECORDING";N;"REWIND TAPE TO EXACT POSITION";A(N)

P 'PRESS THE PLAY KEY, AND HIT THE ENTER KEY";

IN.A$:G.30300

CLS:P 'REPLACE PLUGS AS DESIRED" :G.29999

Program listing.

sure the PLAY key is depressed

on the recorder and the EAR
plug is removed. You are now
ready to run your program and

listen to it speak to you.

Once you have your program

and ail speeches debugged to

your satisfaction, place a new
tape in the recorder. Making

sure you have replaced the EAR
and AUX plugs, save the pro-

gram on tape using the CSAVE
command. As soon as the

>READY appears on the

screen, type in RUN 30000.

You are now ready to make
the final speech recordings for

use in subsequent runnings of

your program. With the speech

patterns recorded after your

main program, it will not be

necessary to "synchronize"

your tape. This is automatically

done after you load the tape via

the CLOAD command.
When running the program,

remember to remove the EAR
plug after it has been loaded

from tape. For those who do not

want to be bothered by having

to remember to unplug the EAR
plug each time, it may be possi-

ble to jumper the earpiece jack

such that the speaker is con-

nected at all times while the

computer's earplug is bridging

the speaker. (This will also

allow you to hear the data being

read into the computer.)

No longer is it necessary for

your computer to communicate
by writing its messages on a

video monitor, now it can talk

when it wants. Just watch the

expressions on the faces of

your family and friends the next

time you demonstrate your

computer and it responds by

speaking, "Hello, I'm a friendly

computer. How are you
today. .

.?"

M9900 CPU-I6 BIT MINI for the S-I00 BUS with PASCAL

The M9900 CPU brings the most powerful single-

chip processor available today—the Tl TMS9900—
to the S-100 bus and supports it with powerful

software. Included with the CPU board are Disc

Operating System, BASIC, Assembler, Linking

Loader, Text Editor, and Interactive Debug. The
powerful Pascal compiler is only $150 more.

Move up to a 16 bit machine and the power of

Pascal without losing the economy and selection

of the S-100 bus - move up to the M9900 CPU.

Kit $550 Assembled $700

Mai'inchip Sijsitmis
16 Saint Jude Road " M49

Mill Valley, Ca. 94941

(415) 383-1545

Documentation $20

1^ Reader Service— see page 179 67



Dr. Jack N. Adams
209 South Lincoln

Jerome ID 83338

Let's Go Flying

Whether you're a microcomputerist who enjoys flying or an aviator who owns a micro—
dive into this program.

4/15/7 8

POINT ?JEROME
at the JEROME airport ?4 38
AIR SPEED and RATE OF CLIMB 780,300
USABLE FUEL and FUEL CONSUMPTION

Enter date IMM/DD/YYJ
What is your STARTING
What is the ELEVATION
What is your CLIMBING
What is your starting
{use gallons or pounds} 758,12.7
What is your TRUE AIR SPEED 7125
What is the ALTITUDE of your flight 75500
What is the DESTINATION of your flight 7BOISE
What is the ELEVATION at the BOISE airport 72858
How many LEGS on the flight from JEROME to BOISE
72
Do you want a return FJ ignt Plan (l=yes) 71
LEG # 1 *****************
END POINT Of ]eg (3 LETTERS) 7ALK
LENGTH of leg 74 3

TRUE COURSE 7 2 74
What is the WIND DIRECTION 7270
What is the VARIATION (enter EAST as •> ) 7-16.5
What is the WIND SPEED 715
LEG # 2 *****************
END POINT of leg (3 LETTERS) 7BOI
LENGTH of leg 751
TRUE COURSE 7 2 91
WIND DIRECTION (same as previous leg?) (l=yes) 71
VARIATION (is it the same as previous leg?)(l=yes) 71
WIND SPEED (is it the same as previous leg?) (1 =y es) 71

Flight Plan from JEROME to BOISE

04/15/78
Starting Altitude 4038
Time to climb to 5 500

If
you live in a remote location

as I do, you may be finding it

difficult to learn to program in

BASIC or any other language.

This is probably true even for

those in large cities. Books on

BASIC are fine up to a point, but

they only include the most

basic fundamentals (pun in-

tended).

I find that studying programs

published in magazines such

as Kilobaud is very helpful. You

can study the cute tricks used

by those more learned than

yourself. While many of these

programs need to be modified

to run in the Maxi-BASIC that I

Ending Altitude 2858
4.8 7 min. Travelling 6.50 miles

LEG STR-END
i

COURSE IMAGNETICI
I
COURSE |

LEG LEN USABLE |

FUEL |

TIME GROUND
I
SPEED

1 JER-ALK
1

274. 1 272. |

1 1

43. 52.7
|

1

24 51
1 111.
1

2 ALK-BOI 291. 1 287. |

1 1

51. 47.0
|

1

2 7 8 | 113.

1

Total Time = 0: 51' 59 Fuel Used = 11.01 Distance = 94.00
Average Ground Speed 108.47

Flight Plan from BOISE to JEROME

04/15/78
Starting Altitude 2858 Ending Altitude 4038
Time to climb to 6500 12.14 min. Travelling 16.19 miles

LEG | STR-END
i COURSE IMAGNETICI

I COURSE |

LEG LEN USABLE |

1 F UEL |

TIME GROUND
I SPEED

1 BOI-ALK
1

111.
1

i 115. |

I 1

51. 52.6
|

i • 1

25 36 1 137.
1

2 ALK-JER
1

94.
1

i 96. i

1 1

43. 48.6
|

1 1

18 34 1 139.
1

Total Time = 0: 44' 10 Fuel Used =
Average Ground Speed = 127.67

9. 35 Distance = 94.00

Sample run.

Program listing.

10
20
30
40
50

REM - FLIGHT PLAN WRITTEN
REM - MAR. 1978 - VER 2.0
#TAB(2 6) ;"F1 ight Plan"

DIM A$ (20) : DIM B$ (20) :

BY DR. JACK N. ADAMS, JEROME, ID.

H=0 X = l B=0 R=0 K=0

usually use, I find these tutorial

practices fun and edifying. The

included program uses many of

these lessons I have learned.

The Program

The primary task necessary

to all flights is the flight plan.

Every flight should have one,

but they take time and are diffi-

cult. The Flight Plan program

solves this problem. Enter the

data and let your computer do

the work.

Several features should be

explained. The data for the ori-

gin, destination, airplane per-

formance, etc., are requested in

the first portion (lines 70 to 340)

of the listing. Line 350 requests

the number of legs for the

flight. This starts a loop for

data on each leg. As you can

see, it gives you the opVvorv \o

use the same wind direction,

variation and wind velocity as

the previous leg.

You should remember that

all winds above ground level

are given in knots. If you wish to

use miles per hour in all calcu-

lations, you should add the fol-

lowing line to convert the

winds:

765 U(N) = U(N)« 1.15162642

Other custom conversion use-

ful to you can be included to fit

your airplane, etc.

When the printout of the

Flight Plan begins, a heading is

printed. This includes climb-out

time and distance while
climbing. By following the pro-

gram, you will note that this cal-

culation is not included as part

of the time or distance in the

body. In its place I have used

the rule-of-thumb method of

adding two nautical miles per

thousand feet (lines 2030,
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2040). You may need to change

this for your airplane.

Another feature is found in

the fuel calculations. Here I

have used a check for low fuel.

If you are using this program

for instrument flying, you

should start w\\\\ one hour more

fuel on board than you have

shown as usable. Usable fuel

printed in the table is for the

fuel remaining at the end of the

leg.

I have also included a return

flight plan option. A 1 entered in

response to line 440 sets a flag.

(Do not enter a 9; that's another

flag!) The computer will reverse

all the true course headings by

180 degrees. Then it calculates

a return flight plan at an eleva-

tion 1000 feet above the pre-

vious flight.

Because the program is writ-

ten in Business BASIC from

Digital Group, I must explain

several lines that have state-

ments not known in polite cir-

cles. In line 70 the DATE is a

special dedicated variable

name. It also shows up in lines

830 and 1030. Lines 380 to 420

relate DIMs. I think this may be

unusual. What I'm doing here is

(1) setting the dimensions for

the Leg Loop and (2) building a

string for the starting and

ending identifiers. I hope your

version of BASIC is less busy

than this in its string handling.

Line 430 sets the first three

letters used in the starting

point as the first identifier. The

rest of the string is composed

of the three letters used as end

points. Line 790 is a command
to start the printer. The close is

found in Vine 2060. ) used a "w"

in line 2070 because my printer

cannot print a control charac-

ter (CTRL-L).

At the end of the program I in-

cluded the full function library.

The program only uses the

function for arc-sine. The

others are here because some

people may not have found

such a library for these func-

tions.

The entire program takes

about 5.5K of memory. If you

drop all the remark statements

and the functions not used, it

will fit in just over 4.2K bytes.

Good luck and happy flying.

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
30
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
54
550
560
570
580
590
59 5

60

610
620
630
640
650
655
660
670
680
690
70
710
715
720
730
74
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
90
910
920
930
940
95
960
970
980
990
1000
1010

= 1

NPUT DATE
"What is your STARTING POINT ";

NPUT A$
#"What is the ELEVATION at the ";A$;" airport ";

INPUT El
#"What is your CLIMBING AIR SPEED and RATE OF CLIMB "

;

INPUT 0,D
REM - CHECK ENTRY FOR ERROR
IF (DO)<0 THEN PRINT "Entry error, C A Speed & R of C reversed"
IF (D-0) <0 THEN 120
#"Wnat is your starting USABLE FUEL and FUEL CONSUMPTION "

#" {use gallons or pounds} ";

INPUT G4,G
REM » CHECK FUEL ENTRY FOR ERROR
IF (G4-G)<0 THEN PRINT "Entry error, Usable Fuel less than GPH"
IF (G4~G) <0 THEN 170
#"What is your TRUE AIR SPEED
INPUT P
#"What is the ALTITUDE of your flight ";

INPUT A
IF (A-E1)<0 THEN PRINT "NOTE - ALTITUDE MUST BE HIGHER THAN " ;A$;" AIRPORT!"
IF (A-El) <0 THEN 250
#"What is the DESTINATION of your flight ";

INPUT B$
#"What is the ELEVATION at the ";B$;" airport ";

INPUT E2
IF (A-E2)<0 THEN PRINT "NOTE - ALTITUDE MUST BE HIGHER THAN ";B$;" AIRPORT!"
IF (A-E2) <0 THEN 250
#"How many LEGS on the flight from ";A$;" to ";B$
INPUT Q
DIM L(Q) , C(Q) ,W(Q) ,V(Q) ,U(Q) ,A(Q) ,S(Q) ,F(Q)
Q1=(Q + 1)*3
DIM S$(Q1)
FOR 1=1 TO Ql

S$=S$+" "

NEXT I

S$=A$ (1,3)
#"Do you want a return Flight Plan (l=yes) ";

INPUT Z

REM - LOOP FOR EACH LEG OF FLIGHT
FOR N=l TO Q

#" LEG # "
•
N •

"

******************
#"END POINT Of leg (3 LETTERS)
INPUT R$
REM - CHECK INPUT FOR LEG IDENTIFICATION
IF LEN(R$)<>3 THEN PRINT " I DENT FOR END POINT MUST HAVE 3 LETTERS"
IF LEN(R$)<>3 THEN 490
S$=S$+R$
# "LENGTH of leg
INPUT L(N)
#"TRUE COURSE
INPUT C(N)
C(N) =C(N) *. 01745329
IF N=l THEN 630
#"WIND DIRECTION (same as previous leg?) (l=yes) ";

INPUT J
IF J=l THEN W(N)=W(N~1) : GOTO 660
#"What is the WIND DIRECTION
INPUT W(N)
W(N) =W(N) *. 01^45329
IF N=l THEN 690
#"VARIATION (is it the same as previous leg?)(l=yes) ";

INPUT J
IF J=l THEN V(N)=V(N-1) : GOTO 720
#"What is the VARIATION (enter EAST as ») ";

INPUT V(N)
V(N) =V(N) *. 01745329
IF N=l THEN -?5ti

#"WIND SPEED (is it the same as previous leg?)(l=yes) ";

INPUT J
IF J=l THEN U(N)=U(N»1) : GOTO 770
#"What is the WIND SPEED
INPUT U(N)
NEXT N

REM » START OF PRINT OUT ROUTINE
OPEN (PRINTER, L) : CLOSE (CRT,L)
FOR J=l TO 5 : # " "

: NEXT J
#" Flight Plan from ";A$;" to ";B$
U II II

#DATE
#"Starting Altitude ";E1;" Ending Altitude ";E2
#"Time to climb to ";A;" " ; %6F2 ; (A-El) /D ;" min. Travelling ";

#%6F2; ( (A-E1)/D) *(O/60) ;
" miles"

#" " i # " "

GOSUB 1270
GOSUB 1310
GOSUB 1270
REM - LOOP TO PRINT EACH LEG
FOR N=l TO Q

GOSUB 164
GOSUB 135
GOSUB 127
NEXT N

REM - PRINT TOTALS
GOSUB 18^0
IF ZOl THEN 2060
# " " ' # " "

#"Flight Plan from ";B$;" to ";A$

69
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TRS-80 . . . the affordable classroom computer!
Have you considered how
valuable a computer would be in

your classroom— if only it weren't

so expensive? Computers are a

fact of life. Tomorrow's adults

must be prepared to accept them,

and you should take full advantage

of them. Now — today — the

affordable classroom computer
exists, and its name is TRS-80.

"Stand-Alone" Computer
TRS-80 isn't a terminal, tied to a

"host" computer (but it will adapt

to this use if you wish). TRS-80 is

programmed in BASIC, a

plain-English language anyone can

learn easily, should you decide to

teach programming. TRS-80 can

be programmed to give quizzes

and drills in any subject. It will

perform complex calculations in

math, science and lab courses. It

can catalog specimens 1 or lists and

analyze data. TRS-80 will test

students with randomly generated

math problems which almost

never repeat. In addition, TRS-80
can report each student's score.

Inexpensive Audio
Cassettes Store Programs
and Data
Build your own library of subject

matter.

A great advantage of the

classroom computer is that it's

fun! It maintains the student's full

attention long beyond the normal
attention span limit.

TRS-80 provides career
training in computers.

When class is over, TRS-80
becomes a tireless teacher's aid,

maintaining student records and

parent lists, grading tests,

compiling class statistics and

freeing hours of a teacher's

valuable time from "pencil

pushing" tasks.

TRS-80 classroom computer
systems start at only $599,
including everything pictured

below plus an outstanding

232-page manual written by an

educator. Cost per student or per

student-hour is astonishingly low.

TRS-80 can be expanded to

include a more powerful language,

more memory, very fast

Mini-Disk storage, printers and

more. Expand as far as your use

dictates, now or in the future.

Local Availability
Radio Shack's nationwide network
of stores means one is just around
the corner. We have over 50 repair

centers with another 50 coming
soon. TRS-80, as your classroom

computer, is backed by Radio
Shack's 58 years of electronics

leadership, where you need it —
locally.

Our New Catalog
Read about all of TRS-80's
hardware ... 20 volumes wouldn't

list all the possible uses. Or better

yet, visit your local Radio Shack
store and try TRS-80 yourself.

Ask to see our pre-programmed
study aids for math, algebra and
TRS-80 programming. Now that

it's available and affordable, isn't it

time low-cost computing was
going to your school?

*REE - t*J»J obtain
Enabling}/*

l°"

title Fondmg-
J«*

HutitflMwi.

Complete system prices start at

$59900

-=ar'-—
*m *f'

V"*" t* T:

I^^^^^B **

Radio /hack
The biggest name in little computers

Send to: Radio Shack, Division of Tandy Corporation

Dept. C-056, 1400 One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, Texas 76102

^Yf^c%\ Send me your 20-page Microcomputer Catalog

yCaJ Send Title Funding Information

NAME
SCHOOL

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

INTENDED USE

PHONE
DEPT. _
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OUR VISIBLE MEMORY ADDS FUNCTION
AND FUN TO YOUR 6502

This DOT MATRIX display board doubles as an 8K MEMORY
You can use it as a display, memory expansion or both with
graphic and text display software available You get resolution
graphics with no wait states, no snow, and no processor
overhead. K 1008 ASSEMBLED and TESTED $240 00. BARE
BOARD $4000 K- 1008-1 GRAPHIC/TEXT UTILITY SOFTWARE
LISTING $20 00

As a dot matrix formatted 200 high by 320 wide, it allows high
resolution patterns to be displayed and evaluated. It enhances
system performance for data acquisition displays, math equa-
tion plotting, etc.

For charts and graphs, it is valuable in the educational,
research and business fields Shown to the right is a single
period of a complex frequency waveform and its frequency
spectrum chart

HI&0 TECMOLOTr 0M.KIITTB VISlaVI
fob t>« Kin-i moncoruTiii

You tt*v« ju»\ •llnasMd lha Kt^ r«aoWt\
capabil itm o< th« HTU Visible W— j f . tut

,

dl»Uv» text aith aMzinq «nll i I 1 1
y

' T>ii< tot
display subrout irw display* It lintl ot 93

c«m ct^aractars «tlh true desc
rout in* using MM caps <or lonr casst lUrns 22

Subscripts and supsrsci ipsa can sis* ha dis-
played for aath aojualians. ------- -

320 aid* by ZOO hiofi arapnic resolution
I as bytes on board aaaory, looks exactly Ilka <

aanii expansion to the KM
• Srapnics and text display aotteara available
< As* Dave or Hal (or an • peaa brodwa on the «•

ica MM. <**» about our shoo eperitl'

For text display, dot matrix is the ultimate Any character set
the user desires is possible. Even subscript and superscript in

the same column, and— mixed text and graphics. The improved
man-machine interface for an unskilled operator increases pro-
ductivity.

Graphics allows you to program games with much more ac-
curate representation of your game because YOU DETERMINE
THE SHAPES on the display, not a ROM character generator.
Our LIFE program allows tremendous creativity in creating
complex colonies for observation of generation growth and
decay

Developed by a leading group of New England engineers for in-

terface with the three 6502 KIM BUS systems (KIM. VIM. AIM).
The K-1008 requires only the processor card and its power sup-
ply to function as a memory. Add a monitor and you have
graphics and text display available. Micro Technology also
makes K-1000 Power Supplies, K-1005 Card Files, K-1002 8 Bit

Music Systems (with advanced software), K-1020 Regulated
Wire Wrap card, K-1012 IO/COMM/PROM/2708 Programmer
card, K 1016 16K Memory, all sold assembled and tested or as
bare boards. Write for technical information, prices and terms.

Overseas orders— include $3.00 for shipping

Micro Technology Unlimited

PET and TRS-80
'Just LOAD and GO' Software

Pre recorded Business Programs

USEFUL PRACTICAL LOW COST!
NO PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED'

I GENERAL LEDGER— For home businesses, sole propri

etorships. small corporations— $19 95 plus $1 50 s&h, re-

quires 8K mm user memory
I CHECKING ACCOUNT— For personal bank accounts—
$19 95 plus $1 50 s&h, requires 8K mm user memory

I
RENT ACCOUNTS— Records on rental properties—$16 95

plus $1 50 s&h
1 LEGAL DIARY— For Attorneys (Client Accounts) $1695
plus $1 50 s&h

I TRUST ACCOUNTS— For Attorneys (Client Accounts)

$16 95 plus $1 50 s&h

Programs include 2 PerCom "Pilon-30" record cas-

settes—money back guarantee

HUSTLER Series 1 for PET(tm) are now available in

Britain and Europe through:

PETSOFT
PO Box 9, Newbury Berks. RG13 1PB, England

Specify which computer is used.

All mail orders must be pre-paid

,.•<_ COMPUTERS OME^csil
#306 Kahala Office Tower

4211 Waialae Ave

- Honolulu, HI 96816 (808)737 29331

,ri«s
0«

68 MICRO
JOURNAL™

+ The only ALL 6800 Com-
puter Magazine.

"charter"
subscription special

1-Year $10.50 2 Years $18.50
3 Years $26.50

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C —VISA
Card #
Expiration Date

For 1-Yr. Q 2 Yrs. 3 Yrs.

Enclosed: $

Name
Street

City

State Zip

'68' MICRO JOURNAL™
3018 Hamill Road
HIXSON, TN 37343

*^S74

u

P.O. Box 4596 Manchester NH

^ M44

03108

LflVEiWTER
2650 fiP

MULTIPROCESSOR
/Realti

Slave

S100 I

cards.

Realtime control or development system.

A Master Microprocessors share

Memory & I/O. Uses two identical

each with the following features:

• Signetics 2650 mP
• KC Cassette Interface

• 20 MA/KIA Port -

110/300/1200

• 8 Vectored Ints

• ke> board Int

• Realtime Int

• Power Kail Inl

• Power on Reset Jump
• 4 2708 I- ROM Sockets

• Shared Memon or Split,

with Mailbox

Software: Signetics "PIPBUG", Signetics

"LITTLE ASSEMBLER", and REAL TIME CTL.

$269.00 assembled and tested, $198.00 kit.

Send for specifications.

VICTORIA MICRO DIGITAL
401 Dundee Street

Victoria TX 77901 " V17

(512) 575-3836

Get Your
Up-Grade
Kit Here:
AL: Birmingham: Computer Center, (205) 942-8567;
Huntsville Computerland, (205) 539-1200. AZ:
Tuscon: Myotis Enterprises, (602) 326-5306. CA:
Berkeley: Byte Shop, (415) 845-6366; Davis Capitol
Computer Systems, (916) 483-7298; El Cerrito: Compu-
terland, (415) 233-5010; Hayward: Computerland, (415)
538-8080; La Mesa: EDP Management Inc., (714) 462-

5400; Los Altos: Computerland, (415) 941-8154; Marina
Del Rey: Base 2, (213) 822-4499; Mt. View: Byte Shop
Computer Store, (415) 969-5464; Digital Deli, (415) 961-
2670; Palo Alto: Byte Shop, (415) 327-8080Sacramento:
Capitol Computer Systems, (916) 483-7298; San Diego:
Byte Shop of San Diego, (714) 565-8008; San Francisco:
Byte Shop, (415) 434-2983; Computer Center Inc., (415)
387-2513; Computer Store of San Francisco; (415) 431-
0640; Computerland. (41 5) 546-1592; San Jose: Elec-
tronic Systems, (408) 226-4064; San Rafael: Computer
Demo Room Inc., (415) 457-9311; Santa Clara: Byte
Shop Computer Store, (408) 249-4221; Walnut Creek:
Computerland, (415) 935-6502. CO: Denver. Compu-
terland of Denver, (303) 759-4685; Englewood Byte
Shop, (303) 761-6232. CT: Fairfield: Computerland of
Fairfield, (203) 374-2227; New London: R & R Computer
Store, (203) 447-1079. FL: Ft. Lauderdale: Computer
Age. (305) 791-8080; Computerland, (305) 566-0776;
Jacksonville: Williams Radio & TV, (904) 354-5460;
Panama City: Boyd Ebert Corp., (904) 769-4492; Tampa;
Microcomputer Systems, (813) 879-4301 QA: Smyrna:
Computerland of Atlanta, (404) 953-0406. HI: Hono-
lulu: Computerland. (808) 521-8002. IL: Champaign:
Byte Shop. (217) 352-2323; Niles: Computerland. (312)
967-1714; Oak Lawn: Computerland. (312) 422-8080;
Peoria: Computerland, (309) 688-6252. KY: Louisville:

Computerland, (502) 425-8380. MA: Cambridge:
Computer Shop, (617) 661-6270; Waltham: Computer
Mart Inc., (617) 899-4540. MD: Rockville: Computer-
land of Gaithersburg, (301) 948-7676. Ml: Ann Arbor:
Newmann Computer Exchange, (313) 994-3200; East
Lansing: New Dimensions in Computing Inc., (517) 337-

2880; Kentwood: Computerland of Grand Rapids, (616)
942-2931; Royal Oak: Computer Mart, (313) 576-0900.
MN: Bloomington: Computerland of Bloomington, (612)
884-1474; Minneapolis: Computer Depot Inc., (612) 927-
5601. NB: Omaha: America Computers, (402) 592-
1518. NC: Raleigh: Byte Shop, (919) 833-0210. NJ:
Budd Lake: Computer Lab of NJ. (201) 691-1984; Clark.

S-100. (*ui) 382-1318; Iselin: Computer Mart of NJ.
(201) 283-0600; Succasunna: Computer Hut. (201) 584-
4977 NY: Carle Place: Computerland of Nassau. (516)
742-2262; Elmira Heights: Red Ten Electronics. (607)
734-3566; Ithaca: Computerland of Ithaca. (607) 277-
4888; Johnson City: Micro World, (607) 798-9800; New
York City: Computer Mart of NY, (212) 686-7923;
Syracuse: Computer Shop of Syracuse Inc., (315) 446-
1284; White Plains: Computer Corner, (914) 949-3282.
OH: Cincinnati: Digital Design, (513) 561-6733; Colum-
bus: Mini Micro Computer World Inc., (614) 235-5813;
Ohio Microcomputer Specialists, (614) 488-1849;
Dayton: Computer Solutions, (513) 223-2348. OK:
Oklahoma City: Microlithics Inc., (405) 947-5646;
Micronics, (405) 942-8152. PA: Frazer: Personal
Computing Corp., (215) 647-8463; Philadelphia: Micro-
tronix, (215) 665-1112; State College: Micro Computer
Products Inc., (814) 238-7711. TX: Austin: Computer-
land, (512) 452-5701; Dallas: KA Electronic Sales, (214)
634-7870; Ft. Worth: Patrick Associates, (817) 531-2761;
Garland: Digital Research Corp., (214) 271-2461,
Houston: Computerland o1 SW Houston, (713) 977-
0909; Houston Computer Mart. (713) 649-4188; San
Antonio: Micromart, (512) 222-1426. UT: Orem: John-
son Computer Electronics, (801) 224-5361. VA:
Alexandria: The Computer Hardware Store Inc., (703)
548-8085; Computers Plus. (703) 751-5656; Arlington:
Arlington Electronics Wholesalers, (703) 524-2412.
WA: Bellevue Computerland of Bellevue, (206) 746-
2070; Seattle: Magnolia Microsystems, (206) 285-7266.
Wl: Madison: Computerland of Madison, (608) 273-2020;
Neenah: Fox Valley Computer Store, (414) 725-3020.
CANADA: ONTARIO: Mississauga: Arisia Micro-
systems, (416) 274-6033; Toronto: Computer Mart Ltd.,

(416) 484-9708. BRITISH ISLES: CHESIRE: Cheadle:
New Bear Computing Store, 061-491-0134. ESSEX:
lllford: Byte Shop Ltd., 01-554-2177. HARTFORD-
SHORE: New Barnet: Computer Components, 14
Station Rd. ISRAEL: Haifa: Microcomputer Eng. Ltd.,

31-070. WEST GERMANY: Munich: ABC Computer
Shop, Schellmgstrasse 33, 8000 Munchen 40; Micro-
computer Shop, Toelzerstr, 8, D-815 Holzkirchen;
Wedel: Digitronic Computer Systems, Bei-der Doppe-
liche 3-5.

Ithaca Audio
72 P^ Reader Service—see page 1 79



d computer
memory is not much fun if

you don't get everything

you need.

***
Everything you need to up-grade your

TRS-80 to a 16K system

• 8 tested and guaranteed 16K RAMs
He* progiammmq jumpers • Easy-to-totlow instructions

• Only ttx>i required is a household screwdf

ITHACA
AUDIO

Receiving unprogrammed
jumpers and having to

program them yourself is

not much better. Most
important, that's the place

where the problems are

introduced.

So Ithaca Audio's better

idea is the Simple Up-
Grade. Each Simple Up-
Grade is specially designed

to make adding memory
foolproof. We include all

the parts you'll need; 8

prime, tested 16K RAMs,
along with concise step by

step directions and dia-

grams. And if a personality

jumper is required, It's

premade.

The TRS-80* memory
expansion was our first

Simple Up-Grade. Now
there are two more—for

owners of Apple II and
Exidy Sorcerer* computers.

Each kit is 100% guaran-

teed—if a part ever fails, we
replace it FREE. Your Ithaca

Audio dealer has them in

stock, only $140. Now you

can afford to add high

quality, high density memo-
ry to your system for

remarkably little—far less

than you would expect to

pay from Radio Shack,

Apple, or Exidy directly.

^VP

Everything you need to p-grade your

Sorcerer in blocks of 16K

• 8 tested and guaranteed 16K RAMs
• New programming jumpers

• Use only a screwdriver and soldering iron

• Easy instructions ITUATA
AUDIO

*#*3*5

Everything you need to up-grade your
Apple II in blocks of 16K

• 8 tested and guaranteed 16K RAMs
• New Memory Select Units

• Use only a household screwdriver

• Easy instructions •tua/'a

AUDIO
PO Son 91 Ithaca New Yo*. '4«C

These Simple Up-Grades

are Ithaca Audio's first step

in adding more capability

and reliability to your

computer at lower cost.

Other Up-Grades are on the

way to your dealer now.

i

P.O. Box 91

Ithaca, New York 14850

Phone: 607/257-0190

•*«*:<** % * ••»"

"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of

Tandy Corp
tApple II is a registered trademark of

Apple Computer. Inc

t-Sorcerer is a registered trademark of

Exidy, Inc.



Floppy Disk System from Tarbell

Is lack of on-line storage slowing you down? Perhaps you need a floppy or two.

Ron Burns
91-593 Kuilioloa Place, Z-7
Ewa Beach HI 96706

We recently had the

opportunity to test

the new Floppy Disk Inter-

face board produced by

Tarbell Electronics with two
GSI 110 Floppy Disk Drives

and Digital Research's CP/M
Disk Operating System as

modified by Tarbell Elec-

tronics. They were tested on

a basic Equinox 100 system

equipped with 24K RAM.
The Tarbell Floppy Disk

Interface is a standard -sized

S-100 bus printed circuit

board utilizing a Western

Digital 1771 Floppy Disk

Controller IC to interpret and

implement CPU instructions

to the disk drive unit(s). It is

capable of handling up to

four drives. The interface

card contains a 32-byte ROM
which is enabled during

power-up reset to load a

sophisticated bootstrap
loader from the first two
sectors of the first track of

the disk into RAM. The ROM
is then disabled and control

passed to this bootstrap to

load the full CP/M and Basic

Input/Output System (BIOS)

into RAM.

A 50-conductor jack is

provided on the interface

card for interconnection to

the disk drive(s). Versatility

of drives used with the inter-

face card is provided by

jumpering the various signal

and control leads on the card

to the appropriate jack pins.

i»k^Vtt

si

t»«m>

Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface.

This feature allows the

Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface

to be used with most, if not

all, of the currently available

floppy disk drives. Every

other pin on this jack is

grounded to provide in-

creased noise immunity along

the connector cable. A 50-pin

plug and ribbon cable are

provided. Plugs to match
various drive units may be

provided by the user; they

also may be ordered pre-

attached.

The documentation for

the Tarbell Floppy Disk

Interface includes sections on
construction, theory of oper-

ation, interfacing, testing

procedures and programs,

schematics and conditions of

warranty. The documentation

is well written, concise and

complete. As new drives are

interfaced in the Tarbell lab,

documentation for them is

added. Sixteen different drive

units have been interfaced to

date, including all of the most

popular units.

GSI 110 Floppy Disk Drive

The GSI 110 Floppy Disk

Drive uses standard 8 inch

diskettes in a single density

mode to provide an IBM-

compatible soft-sectored

storage capacity of 148K
bytes per diskette. Hard-

wired options — for using the

drive with hard-sectored

diskettes in radial, daisy-

chain, binary and single drive

select modes, for example —
are available. Most options

are jumper selectable on the

electronics board of the drive

unit.

The GSI 110 requires 110

V ac, + and - 5 V dc regulated

and -12 V dc regulated.

Options for on-board regula-

tion of dc voltages are also

available.

From unpacking through

operation, the GSI 110

exudes quality. It is assem-

bled from premium com-

ponents and construction is

heavy duty for minimum
maintenance and long life.

Two well-written manuals are

provided with each unit sold.

They include detail on the

operational and maintenance

requirements of the drive and

its options.

Digital's CP/M Floppy Disk

Operating System

The CP/M Disk Operating

System has been in existence

for over three years in various

manufacturers' products and

is now available to the hob-

byist It is licensed software,

provided by serial number
and strictly accounted for. It

is perhaps the first complete

DOS available to the personal

computer user.

The five general com-

mands provided are: DIR-(to

retrieve the directory or por-

tions of it), TYPE (lists an

ASCII file on the console),

REN (renames a file), ERA
(erases a file or files from the

directory) and SAVE (saves

memory on the disk for later

use).

CP/M is cognizant of the

memory size of the system

and includes I/O routines for
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a number of devices, in-

cluding keyboard and video

display or TTY for a console

device, line printer or RO
TTY for a listing device, and

paper tape reader and punch

for reading and punching

devices. The I/O devices are

addressed through an easily

customized package called

the BIOS (Basic Input/Out-

put System). A conditional

assembly-language listing and

instructions for modifying

the BIOS for user configura-

tions are provided. At present

the BIOS (as provided by

Tarbell) will support an Intel,

Mits, Imsai, Cromemco or

Equinox standard system, as

indicated by the user.

In addition to CP/M, soft-

ware to generate new disk-

ettes with different CP/M
capabilities, assemble 8080

assembly-language programs,

debug and test 8080 assem-

bly-language programs, load

and dump programs in hex,

format diskettes, edit new
and old files and a BASIC-E

compiler and run-time inter-

preter are provided by

Tarbell. All software is com-

pletely documented in six

booklets combined into one

package. Much of the docu-

mentation requires help, if

you are not experienced in

floppy disk systems, but it is

all comprehensible. The de-

livery time for customized

BIOS's may run up to 90

days, depending upon pre-

vious system requirements

and in-stock systems.

Close

Tarbell Electronics does

not wish to get into the busi-

ness of selling complete sys-

tems, and encourages the use

of local dealers. Local dealers

may have hardware readily

available and can probably

provide any required software

modifications much faster

than they can be ordered

through Tarbell Electronics.

The on-board bootstrap may
not work with the Morrow
(Equinox) Keyed-Up 8080
CPU/Front Panel and some

dynamic memories. A "fix"

for the Morrow CPU is being

prepared and will be available

soon. The alternate bootstrap

program provided by Tarbell

will work with the Morrow
CPU in the interim.

The Floppy Disk Interface

kit is priced at $190; the GSI

110 Floppy Disk Drive is

$525; a power supply for one

GSI 110 is priced at $75
each. The CP/M operating

system and manuals are $95.

See your dealer or contact

Tarbell Electronics, 950 Dov-

len Place, Suite B, Carson CA
90746, (213) 538-4251, for

further pricing and operation-

al information.

???###!! !???###???! ! !###???
? DISK DRIVE WOES? MEMORY LOSS? ?

I ERRATIC OPERATION? I

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!
•Power Line Surges & Hash could be the culprit!

I

• Floppies, memory & processor often interact!

JL 'Curb damaging Surges & Hash with our ISOLA- ^
TORS and Suppressor/Filters. Eliminate Equip-

ii ment Interaction with our unique ISOLATORS.

Jk 'ISOLATOR (ISO-1A) 3 filter isolated 3-prong

sockets; integral surge suppression; 1875 W total

load, 1 KW any socket $49.95

'ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket

banks (6 sockets total); integral surge suppres-

sion; 1875 watt total load, 1 KW load either

bank $49.95

'Suppressor/Filter (SFK-31) 3-prong socket; 1 KW
Voad, $24.50

Jk 'Suppressor/Filter (SFK-33) Three 3- prong sock- ^
ets; 1250 watt load $32.50

f

• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532

! ZS7Electronic Specialists, Inc. !

?

?

?

#

#
#
?

?

?

#

171 South Main Street, Natick, Mass.

Dept KB
^E36

01760

? €S »^E36 .^^ ?

???###! ! !???###???! ! !###???

BASIC CODING FORMS

Cut the time from initial coding to pro-

duction by allowing a better view of

program organization and coding errors.

High quality BASIC coding sheets at a

price that encourages you to use them.

Eye-ease brown grid and shading "keys"

each line for enhanced readability.

50-8'/2
'

x 11 sheets to a pad.

1 pad for $2. 10+ .75 shipping

2 pads for $3.95 + 1.00 shipping

5 pads for $9.50 + 1.35 shipping

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax

VISA

cpu
I 99 Reser

COMPUTER
PACKAGES
UNLIMITED

M.C

^C103

99 Reservoir St. Holden, MA 01520
(617) 829-2570 Div. of SCB Inc.

For FREE SAMPLE packet circle our number
on the reader service card or request direct.

TRS-80
TRS-80
Add-ons
• Floppy Drives

Single Shugart
or Pertec
system

$ 395
• Dual Sided Floppy System.
• RAM Memory
• 32K Expansion Interface .

.

• RS232 Serial I/O (simplex).

• RS232 Serial I/O (duplex).

.

PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS
• Floppy Kit for

SA801 (8") Floppy (S-100)
• Add-on Floppy Drives

SA800 or Pertec (8") unused .

SA400 or Pertec (5") unused .

• Centronics 779 w/Tractors

695
9.75
599
79
95

599

469
285
1179

Ask for Free Product Line Catalog

(714)979-9923 ^ m2

miCROCOmPUTER TECHOOLOGY MC
2098 S. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705

THE HANDBOOK

From the author of the widely acclaimed TRS-80
Users/Learners Manual comes the BASIC Handbook.
It TELLS ALL you need to know about 250 BASIC
statements, commands, functions and operators.

Can't understand those BASIC programs that
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The Wait State
Explained

If you've been waiting for an explanation of this phemonenon, the time has come.

Ren Colantoni

PO Box 762

Burbank CA 91503

Newcomers to the personal

computer hobby soon
hear of an ominous problem

called the "wait state." They

quickly learn that (1) this has

something to do with the trans-

actions between the micropro-

cessor chip or card and the

memory of a microcomputer

and (2) it is not desirable. Be-

yond this point, the novice is

plunged into a thick fog of mis-

information and rumors about

the effect of the wait state on

machine operation; the speed

of memory board x vs that of

memory board y; and whether

or not the wait state is worth

worrying about at all. This arti-

cle will help clear this fog once

and for all.

What Is a Wait State?

The wait state is simply a per-

iod of time that the processor

chip must wait for the memory
to accept output data sent to it

or prepare input data and send

it to the processor. It is impor-

tant to note that the processor

waits for the memory, not vice-

versa. This can be confusing

when you read some advertise-

ments for memory products.

When Does a Wait State Occur?

To answer this question, we
must first offer some explana-

tions. The word "state" refers

to a specific interval of time

during which a well-defined

function of the processor chip

occurs. We will use the Intel

8080A as a typical example

Refer to Fig. 1, which shows

the main logical divisions of

time for the execution of a

hypothetical 8080A instruction.

The entire time required to

fetch and execute a complete

instruction is called an instruc-

tion cycle. This instruction cy

cle is divided into parts called

machine cycles, whose pur-

poses are to accomplish a

major logical task of the in-

struction. These tasks include

fetching an instruction byte

from the memory, accessing

memory to bring a byte of data

into the processor or sending a

byte of data to an output port

from the processor.

The machine cycles are fur-

ther divided into states. A state

is defined as the period of time

between rising edges of two

consecutive 01 clock pulses.

During a state, functions are

performed by the processor to

accomplish the task of the cur-

rent machine cycle. These func-

tions include placing an ad-

dress on the address lines, ac-

cepting a byte of data from the

data input lines or accomplish-

ing an add within the registers

and accumulator of the proces-

sor itself. There can be as few

as three, or as many as five,

states required per machine cy-

One Instruction Cycle

First Machine Cycle Second Machine Cycle Third Machine Cycle

STATE 1 STATE 2 STATE 3 STATE 4 STATE 1 STATE 2 STATE 3 STATE 1 STATE

2

Fig. 1. A hypothetical instruction cycle showing three machine cycles, each composed of several

states.
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cle. One to five machine cycles

can be required for a complete

instruction cycle.

The number of machine cy-

cles and states required

depends on the instruction to

be performed. Cycles and

states increase depending on

the number of times \he ptoces-

sor must access memory to

execute the instruction.

In a simple instruction such

as "Move H and L Registers to

Stack Pointer Register (SPHL),"

the contents of the H and L reg-

isters are transferred to the

stack pointer register (see Fig.

2). The instruction consists of

one machine cycle made up of

five states. The first state, t1,

places the address of the pro-

gram counter onto the address

lines and requests the byte

stored there to be fetched to

the processor. This has the ef-

fect of bringing the one-byte

SPHL instruction into the pro-

cessor from memory. This t1

state is the same as the first t1

state in any 8080A instruction.

The second state, t2, incre-

ments the present address

stored in the program counter

by one to be ready to access

the next byte when needed.



STATE 1:

The contents of the Program

Counter are placed on the Ad-

dress Lines. Proper status

lines are raised to cause

memory to begin accessing

the desired address.

STATE 2:

While the memory prepares

to transmit data, the MPU in-

crements its Program Coun-

ter by 1 to be ready to access

the next instruction (SPHL is

only one byte long).

SPHL Instruction

One Machine Cycle

STATE 3:

The incoming byte is loaded

into the Instruction Register.

The MPU now knows what to

do and prepares for the exe-

cution phase of the instruc-

tion cycle. In this case, the

contents of the H&L registers

are to be moved into the

Stack Pointer register.

STATE 4 AND 5:

The execution of the instruc-

tion proceeds, causing the

contents of H and L to be

loaded into the Stack Pointer

register. Two states are re-

quired since two bytes are to

be moved. At the end of t5,

the MPU will proceed to the

first machine cycle of the

next instruction.

Fig. 2. The "Move H and L registers to Stack Pointer register" (SPHL) instruction. The first three

states of all 8080A instructions, except the RST, are identical as shown above. The functions of the re-

maining states depend on the nature of the instruction.

(This next byte will be part of

another instruction, in our

case, since the SPHL instruc-

tion is only one byte long.)

The t3 state accepts the data

byte presented by the memory

and stores it in the instruction

register of the processor. It is at

this point that the instruction

byte can now take control of

the computer and cause further

processing of a specialized

nature to occur.

The last two states, t4 and t5,

are then required to perform the

instruction and move the con-

tents of the H and L registers to

the stack pointer register. Two
states are required since there

are two bytes to be moved.

Note that since only one mem-

ory access is needed, only one

machine cycle is required. This

one access is required to bring

the one-byte-long SPHL in-

struction into the processor.

Since all the moving took place

within the processor, no further

memory accessing was
needed.

In this example, we show

that the third state of a

0i
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MEMORY BEGINS TO RE-
SPOND AT THIS POINT—

machine cycle, t3, is the one

during which the processor ac-

cepts the data from memory.

This is typical of any machine

cycle in which memory is ac-

cessed. This means that the

memory must present that data

on the data in lines prior to the

beginning of t3 (refer to Fig. 3).

After the rise of the 02 clock

during t1, the address for the

desired memory location will

be placed on the address lines

and the Sync line will be raised.

This, along with other status

lines, calls the attention of the

memory to the address. (The

memory circuit has until the fall

of the 02 clock pulse to recog-

nize its address and prepare to

respond.)

At the rise of the ©1 clock at

the t2 state, the selected mem-
ory circuit responds by pulling

the computer's Ready line low.

(This signals to the processor

that a memory circuit has re-

sponded and is preparing its

data for input.) The memory

should present its data before

the beginning of t3 so that the

byte can be accepted by the

r~^L

J Y///A
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STATE tl

+1

CRITICAL TIME BEFORE WHICH READY
MUST RISE TO AVOID WAIT

READY IS SOON ENOUGH
TO AVOID WAIT

STATE t2

DATA IS ACCEPTED

y.
7777X
STATE t3

Fig. 3. Synchrogram of memory response with no wait state re-

quired. The memory system brought the ready line high in time to

avoid the critical time period at the end of 02 of t2. The data pre-

sented by the memory is accepted by the MPU during t3.

processor during t3. If the

Ready line is raised by the

memory soon enough, this will

occur.

Now suppose, as in Fig. 4,

that the memory circuit is not

able to respond fast enough to

raise the Ready line in the mid-

dle of t2. According to Intel

specifications, the Ready line

must be raised a minimum of

120 nanoseconds prior to the

fall of 02 during t2 to have data

accepted during t3.

If this time frame is not met,

a dummy state called a wait

state (tw) is inserted by the pro-

cessor between t2 and t3. This

wait state causes the whole

system to idle while the mem-
ory performs its functions.

When the memory does finally

raise the Ready line again, the

required data will be on the in-

bound lines and the processor

will take it during the following

t3 cycle.

If the memory is so slow that

the point of 120 ns is reached

before the fall of 02 of the tw

0i

02

r\

SYNC

AO-I5

READY

DATA IN

r~\

MEMORY BEGINS TO RE-
SPOND AT THIS POINT-

STATE tl

state, a second tw will occur.

The t3 state never occurs until

the Ready line raises in the

early part of the 02 clock pulse

of a t2 or tw state.

To summarize, then, a wait

state is an extra state inserted

into a machine cycle in which

the memory cannot respond

fast enough to raise the Ready

line and present or accept data

120 ns before the fall of the 02

clock pulse of a t2 state. An ex-

tra state, tw, will be inserted be-

tween t2 and t3 to permit more

response time. If the memory
responds fast enough, no extra

state is required and t3 imme-

diately follows t2.

How Long Is a Wait State?

This question is easy to an-

swer. The 8080A is nominally

rated to operate with a 2 MHz
clock. This means that the 01

and 02 clock pulses are occur-

ring 2 million times a second.

Since a state is defined as the

time between the rising edges

of the 01 pulses, the time for

each state will be the repetition

rate for a frequency of 2 MHz.

This amounts to 500 ns per

state. Since the wait state, tw,

is the same length as any other

state, it, too, must be 500 ns

long. The instruction execution

time, therefore, is increased by

500 ns for each wait state re-

quired.

It should be noted that in

most 8080A-based systems,

the clock frequency is slightly

higher than 2 MHz, due to the

action of the 8224 clock genera-

r~\

YZ^X
CRITICAL TIME BEFORE WHICH
READY MUST RISE TO AVOID WAIT

READY IS TOO LATE
TO AVOID WAIT

DATA WON'T BE ACCEPTED
UNTIL FOLLOWING t3

z

STATE t2 STATE tw

Fig. 4. Synchrogram of memory response with a wait state re-

quired. The memory system's response was too late to meet the

critical time zone during 02 of t2. This forces the MPU into a wait

state to give an additional 500 ns for the memory system to

prepare to send data.
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High Performance Cassette Interface

For

SWTPC
Computers

t Ml

• FAST - 4800 Baud Loads 4K in 8 Seconds!

• RELIABLE - Error Rate Less Than 1 in 10
6 BYTES.

• CONVENIENT Plugs Directly Into The SWTPC Motherboard.

• LOW COST - $49.95 For Complete Kit, Including Software.

• PLUS - A Fully Buffered 8 Bit Output Port Is Also Provided.

NOW AVAILABLE - The CFM/3 Cassette Operating System For
The TC-3. Has Named Files, Motor Control, Linked Files And
Much More. Supports Basic, Editor, And Assembler.

MANUAL and LISTING - $14.95 CASSETTE - Add $6.95

P.O. BOX 5615

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87185

JPC products ^J12

TKRMS: Cash, MC or VISA
ADDS1.00PER KIT
FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING

The

8100 ^%0 %# \f Z ELECTRONICS

An S-100 Bus Adapter/Motherboard
for the TRS-80

plus a whole lot more!!!

^fr • PAF

• S-100 BUS INTERFACE

• 6 SLOT MOTHERBOARD

Tin B1O0 allows a Radio sh.n k IKS BOcsmpuur la !*•

interlaced t<< ihc papulai S iimi Bui far maowr) expansion
and exlended I () capanilin. , n now
«-.i>iK add more iiu-nnii\ tloppv « 1

1 -^< lyatama 1'KuM
printer interlaces mulli purpoa* I O baai

• ontrollers .mil ,i whole host of other varied periph
irih

I hi- MKHI has its own limit in H slot mothertioard which
includes our uimiiic i .it ei ga)Mi -\si.-mi which keep- the
U.anis in their pi

The MHHI has support circuitr\ and sockets lor eitfht

H>K dynamic RAM < hips allowing \ou to expand the mem
or\ ol Miur I K.S Hd h> IhK without having tnhuv an\ S-100
RAM hoard-

SERIAL RS232/20ma I/O

PARALLEL INPUT AND OUTPUT
• SPACE FOR 16K DYNAMIC RAM
• CAN USE LEFT OVER 4K CHIPS

• LOW COST- PRICES START AT $185*

• AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

II vou puri h.iscd .in expansion niemor\ kit lor I'RS Mil

vim could l>e left with ei^ht 4K RAM chips and nowhere to

put them' Well the\ can OB in the RAM s, H kets instead'
Thai s ti^ht vou tan use either 4k or IliK chips and Ati

ihem anvwhere vou like

The miihi has a lull RS232 2I> ma serial interface w ho

s

features include RS232 and Jll ma current loop interlace
software pro^ranimahle liaud rale from IX' to MiK hand
software pro^rammahle modem control lines, on board
l>H J."> connector and much more

The m]ihi tlso has an M hit parallel input port and
an M tut parallel output pnrt Both are latched, have lioth

positive and negative strolie inputs and outputs and have
plentv of drive capalnlltv

PRICES START AS LOW AS $185* (S-100 bus interface only)

UH
ELECTRONICS

1429 Maple St.

San Mateo, CA
94402

(415) 573-7359

»^H29

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICING
INFORMATION AND MORE DETAILS

THE 8100 IS AVAILABLE FROM LEADING
COMPUTER DEALERS OR FACTORY DIRECT

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
•Extra S-100 connectors RAM support.

I O circuitry optional

USA DOMESTIC PRICE OILY

tor chip and small trimmer

capacitors inserted in series

with the crystal. Typical state

times are 480 to 495 ns.

How Fast Must a Memory Chip

Be to Avoid Wait States?

This is the most important

question in our discussion

since the answer will indicate

which chips can and cannot op-

erate without wait states. The

memory chips prepare them-

selves for the acceptance or

transmission of data when they

find their address presented to

them during t1.

At this time, both the proper

status information to cause a

memory function to occur and

the Sync line should be active

in the typical S-100 system.

These conditions all are pres-

ent during 02 of t1 of a machine

cycle. The memory chip must

accept data sent to it. At the ris-

ing edge of 01 of the t2 state,

the memory has the option of

taking the Ready line low to re-

quest a wait.

The critical amount of time,

therefore, in which the memory
system must respond is that

time between the presentation

of the address during 02 of t1

and 120 ns before the fall of 02

during t2. Note that we refer to

the "memory system" here, be-

cause time is consumed not

only by the actual memory
chips themselves, but also by

the address decoding circuits,

buffers and status lines' gating

of the board on which the mem-
ory chips are installed.

Close inspection of the Intel

8080A specifications reveals

the following data. We will as-

sume a state time of 500 ns and

the worst-case conditions. The

rising edge of 02 occurs about

80 ns after the rising edge of 01

during t1. The address will be

presented and stabilize 200 ns

after the rise of 02. This means
that, at worst, the memory sys-

tem may begin to analyze the

address about 280 ns into the t1

state.

220 ns after the presentation

of the address, t1 ends and 01

of t2 begins. Again, 02 will rise

about 80 ns later. The minimum
duration of 02 is about 220 ns.

The Ready line must be high at

least 120 ns prior to 02's fall.

This means that Ready must be

high, at worst, 180 ns into t2. By

adding this 180 ns to the 220 ns

of t1 left after the stabilization

of the address, we have a re-

sponse time, at worst, of 400 ns

in which the memory must re-

spond in order to avoid a wait

state.

Fig. 5 illustrates these

timings. Note that the 400 ns

window illustrated is the theo-

retical minimum, according to

Intel specifications, for a prop-

erly operating 8080A. The win-

dow can be of different lengths,

depending on the individual

8080A used and the exact fre-

quency of the system clock.

The window can be shortened

by slow address and status re-

cognition circuits of the mem-
ory system. It can be length-

ened by slowing down the sys-

tem clock.

According to our data, the

ideal memory system should re-

spond within 400 ns in order to

avoid a wait state. This as-

sumes, once again, the worst

possible conditions with which

the 8080A could work. In reality,

the 02 state is longer than 220

ns in most systems. Also, some
memory board manufacturers

avoid time delays (and cost) by

eliminating the buffering of the

address lines.

Generally speaking, then,

most of the 450 ns boards avail-

able will work most of the time

without a wait state. Memory
boards with cycle times less

than 400 ns will certainly work

in our example 8080A computer

(with a 500 ns state length) if all

parts are in good order.

The Overall Effect of the Wait

State on Machine Operation.

Obviously, the addition of

wait states causes the whole

program to take longer to exe-

cute. In the case of an instruc-

tion that needs only one mem-
ory access, such as our SPHL,

the time required would in-

crease by 500 ns for each wait

state needed during the single

memory access.

To illustrate, the SPHL takes

five states, or 5 x 500 = 2500 ns,

or 2.5 us, to execute with no

waits. If one wait state is re-
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quired, 6 x 500 ns, or 3.0 us, are

needed.

In complex instructions, the

problem becomes more pro-

nounced. The Store H and L Di-

rect (SHLD) instruction, for ex-

ample, requires five machine

cycles and a total of 16 states.

With no wait states, this

amounts to an execution time

of 8 us. If one wait state is

needed for each of the five

machine cycles, the instruction

execution time becomes 10.5

us, which is an increase of over

30 percent.

Naturally, we would all like

our computers to operate with-

out wait states—just to say

they do, if for no other reason.

For the average computer hob-

byist, the amount of time lost to

wait states is reasonably small

and the difference would barely

be noticeable. However, there

are two cases where extra wait

states can be a problem.

The first is in a long program

written in BASIC. BASIC is an

inherently slow language.

Many memory accesses are re-

quired just to interpret a single

line. In this case, so many wait

states may be encountered

that the execution time will be

minutes longer for a given pro-

gram than on a system with a

faster memory and no waits.

The other situation where

wait states become a problem

is in a DMA environment such

as with floppy disk. In this ap-

plication, the MPU chip is held

inactive by the disk controller

via the hold line, and the data

and address lines are now
under control of the disk con-

st'

STATE tl

80 ns

n
02

ADDRESS

trol card. The disk controller

then provides addresses and

data to the memory directly,

without MPU intervention.

The speed of the data trans-

fer from disk to memory (or vice

versa) is determined by the

speed at which the disk turns

and the density of the data bits

on the disk. Since the data

transfer is unstoppable be-

cause the disk must be kept

moving, any data not delivered

or recieved by the memory with-

in the time frame allotted to the

transfer will be lost or garbled.

Floppy-disk systems built by

the personal-computer manu-

facturers have a variety of den-

sities and speeds; they are not

universally standardized. There-

fore, memory speed is impor-

tant if the disk system you se-

lect is not compatible with it. If

you buy memory now with a

plan for having disk later, con-

sider memory speed so that the

future disk will operate prop-

erly when it is installed.

Memory Speed Conclusions

1. Most 450 ns memory sys-

tems work fine with the average

home-computer setup. Except

in long programs in BASIC, the

time required for wait states is

minimal and tolerable.

2. Some memory-board man-

ufacturers assume that their

board is always going to be fast

enough to keep up with the

MPU. Therefore, they do not in-

clude any circuit to pull the

Ready line low to request a

wait. If the memory system's

response isn't, in fact, fast

enough, data can be dropped or

STATE t2

80 ns

\

/ H

200 nt LEFT

t
220 nt MIN—«J

T200 nt MAX-

220nt

220 nt MIN

f \
-»f»-l20ns MIN

BEFORE FALL
OF 02

• I80nt-

-400 nt MIN

Fig. 5. Under worst-case conditions, the window in which the

memory system must respond to the 8080A is 400 ns wide. This is

the time between the rise of the address AO-A 15 and the point after

which the Ready line is ignored, 120 ns before the fall of 02 during

t2.

can become a

PRAGMATIC DESIGNS' ICTM-1 gives you all these features:

TESTS TTL FAMILIES, CMOS, NMOS. SMALL BOARDS
PERFORMS BOTH FUNCTIONAL AND PARAMETRIC
TESTS
TESTS DEVICES WITH UP TO 24 PINS
SIMPLE, BUS INDEPENDENT PARALLEL INTERFACE
S-100 INTERFACE CARD AVAILABLE
I/O SUBROUTINES FOR 8080/Z-80, 6800. 6502
POWERFUL CONTROL LANGUAGE (TBASIC)
AVAILABLE

ICTM-1 tests voltage levels; supply, input and output current.

Plug-in personality modules allow ICTM- 1 to simulate logic

or to test discrete devices, small boards and sub-systems.

ICTM- 1 interfaces to any host computer via a simple, 24
line parallel interface. An optional card (IF- 1) interfaces
ICTM- 1 directly to S- 100 computer systems.

Also available is TBASIC. a powerful language providing
easy direct control of all tester functions. TBASIC includes
normal BASIC statements plus tester extensions such as
FORCE. MEASURE, CLOCK, RESET, PMAP, etc. TBASIC
also gives detailed device failure information on both a pin
by pin and overall device basis.

PRICES:
ICTM- 1 (includes universal personality module and manuals)

Kit S350.00
Assembled, tested and calibrated S500.00

IF- 1 (S- 100 interface)
Kit S90.00
Assembled and tested S120.00

TBASIC Control Interpreter S50.00

Complete set of manuals (refundable with order) S 15.00

Please add S2.00 for shipping and handling. California

residents add 6% sales tax. Phone. VISA and
MASTERCHARGE orders accepted.

CALL OR SEND FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE
DESCRIBING ICTM-1 AND OUR OTHER COMPUTER
PRODUCTS.

praqmatic desiqre
7 1 1 Stierlin Road

Mountain View. CA 94043
(415)961-3800
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garbled with resulting highly in-

termittent and hard-to-trace

program failures.

3. Some 450 ns boards work
well with cassette or PROM
systems but cannot keep up
with a floppy disk. This results

in highly intermittent program

failures due to data dropped or

mixed in the DMA process. This

phenomenon seems to run to

certain manufacturers rather

than the memory chip they use.

If there is a disk in your future,

stick to known reliable, or

faster, boards.

4. The speed of a chip used

on a given board is only part of

the memory speed story. The

board as a whole can be slow

as a result of address buffers,

status line decoding and out-

put data line buffering. It is

wiser overall, from the entire

system's viewpoint, to use
faster memory chips on a fully

buffered board than to play a

pulse race game for speed with

no buffering.

5. Be aware that a chip

doesn't have to be "blown" to

be faulty. Most simple memory
tests will indicate that certain

bits in certain memory loca-

tions are either always high or

always low. However, a chip

that works correctly, but slow-

ly, will fail in a DMA environ-

ment and work correctly other-

wise. A slow 250 ns chip will

still probably be fast enough to

cause no errors; a slow 450 ns

chip may not.

6. Watch out for boards with

no provision to pull the Ready

line low if the board is poten-

tially slow enough to require it.

If no ready circuit is available

and the board has a slow chip

or the computer has a fast

MPU, data may be available too

late and be dropped. A wait

state could be added and would

solve the problem, but no way
to request a wait is included.

A final suggestion is to

thoroughly examine the details

of any memory board you con-

sider buying before making the

purchase. If you don't fully

understand the technical de-

tails of the board's operation,

ask an experienced and/or

technically trained person to

assist you in learning the de-

tails.

However, make your own de-

cisions that best fit your own
personal needs, future plans

and pocketbook. Too many
charlatans and know-it-alls are

behind computer-store coun-

ters and computer-club gavels.

Take the time to fully under-

stand, as best as possible, the

fine points of each major item

you add to your computer sys-

tem. Waiting a few nano-

seconds now may save many
endless loops later.

TRS-80 JT
SPECIAL PROMOTION SALE
SAVE 10%, 15% or more on ALL

Computers, Peripherals, Software,
and ALL other fine Radio Shack®
products.

NO TAXES on out-of-state ship-

ments.
FREE Surface delivery in U.S.
WARRANTIES will be honored

by your local Radio Shack® store.

Offered exclusively by

Radio Shack®
Authorized Sales Center

1117 Conway
II Mission , Texas 78572

(512) 585-2765

t
mastei ^P38 WS4*
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TRS-80 LEVEL II AND DOS

GENERAL SUBROUTINE FACILITIES GSF

Collection of fast easy to use machine language routines.

IN MEMORY SORT with multiple variables and keys.

ARRAY read/write to tape, compress/uncompress/move data.

SCREEN scrolling, save screen displays, and more

DISK SORT PROGRAM 'DSP'
" SORT/MERGE multi diskette files. Fast and easy to use.

MULTIPLE variables and keys. User input/output sort exits.

Includes GSF machine language in memory sort, etc. 32 or 48K.

RENUMBER WITH 'REMODEL' MERGE WITH PR0L0A0'
REnumber any section or an entire program.

MOve program segments. DELete program lines.

Al line references readjusted as required.

COMBINE programs with renumber and merge.

LOAD or SAVE any portion of program from tape.

COPY SYSTEM TAPES WITH COPSYS'

COPY and VERIFY machine language object tapes.

MERGE object tapes to form single load module.

REMODEL
REMODEL + PR0L0AD
GEHERAL SUBROUTINE FACILITIES

DISK SORT PROGRAM
Must specify 16. 32, or 48K on above.

COPSYS (Not DOS)

For TAPES that TEST best

User Manuals $3.00 refundable on

^ RACET COMPUTES "^
702 Palmdale. Orange CA 92665

^R24 m*M^mm*Mmmmm—mm

Order TS21 at $24.95

Order TS22 at $34.95

Order TS25 at $24.95

Order TS26 at $34.95
System house discounts.

Order TS24 at $14.95
Order 10 ea at $14.95

program purchase.

Check, VISA. M/C, COD
Calif, residents add 6%
(714)637 5016

D.C. METRO AREA
TYSONS CORNER, VIRGINIA

THE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
STORE ^C73

MICROCOMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
HOME, SCHOOL & SMALL BUSINESS

FEATURING

Small Business Systems Complete with

Application Software Including

Word Processing

DEALERS FOR
Commodore Pet

Processor Technology

Polymorphic

Cromemco
Southwest Technical

Micro-Computef

Business Systems, inc

Lear Siegter

Diablo

Texas Instruments

DEC
North Star

Anderson Jacobson

Books & Magazines

CSS
1984 Chain Bridge Rd

McLean. VA

703-821 -8333

EPROM PROGRAMMER
mi iiwiwii^.y/>m:w:::.

fWivpm iyyif,'

Software available for F-8, 6800, 8080,
8085, 2-80, 6502, KIM-1, 1802.

The EP-2A-79 will program the 2704, 2708,

TMS 2708, 2758, 2716, TMS 2516, TMS 2716,

TMS 2532, and 2732. PROM type is selected by

a personality module which plugs into the front

of the programmer. Power requirements are 1 15

VAC, 50/60 HZ at 1 5 watts. It is supplied with a

36-inch ribbon cable (14 pin plus) for connecting

to microcomputer. Requires 1 Vi I/O ports.

Assembled and tested $145, Plus $15-25 for

each personality module. Specify software.

OPTIMAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Blue Wood 127, Early sville, Va. 22936

Phone 804-973-5482 ^010

* Star Base •*
ISDG, specialists in Apple

software, are pleased to announce
the availability of the first of many
realistic, real time simulations.

True to the laws of orbital me-
chanics, this program simulates
the acquisition of and docking
with a rotating space station. Star

Base Aries is available for the Ap-

ple II (utilizing high resolution

graphics) and TRS-80 Level I.

The program is available on
tape ($15.00) and disk ($18.00). The
tape version requires 16K of ram.

Forward check or money order to:

ISDG Inc. ^133

312 Highgate Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14215

(N.Y. State residents, add 7% sales tax)

ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

**•***•
SUPPLIES

FLOPPY DISKS, MINI OR
STANDARD MEMOREX OR 3M

3M DATA CARTRIDGES
OC300A. DC100A

3M DIGITAL CASSETTES

3M OR MEMOREX AUDIO
CASSETTES, C 60

3M DISK CARTRIDGES

WE OFFER:
• COMPETITIVE PRICING

•IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
(Any Quantity)

• UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

BETA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
8369 VICKEHS ST., #G
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

(7141 565-4&0S

80 1^ Reader Service—see page 179
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The World Leaders in Microprocessor Books
Program Books Written in BASIC

Payroll with Cost Accounting

Accounts Payable and

Accounts Receivable

General Ledger

These books feature complete, quality applications

software for small-to-medium sized businesses.

Each book includes fully documented program list-

ings, sample printed reports, installation instruc-

tions and user's manual. Written in an extended

Wang BASIC (write to ask us about our CP/M
CBASIC version and other conversions). 375 pages

each.

Payroll

AP& AR
G. Ledger

#09-8
#13-6

#20-9

$15.00

$15.00

$15.00

Some Common BASIC Programs

76 short practical programs, most of which can be

used on any microcomputer with any version of

BASIC. Complete with program descriptions, list-

ings, remarks and examples. 200 pages.
#06-3 $8.50

Assembly Language Programming

8080A 18085
Assembly Language Programming

6800 Assembly Language Programming
Z80 Assembly Language Programming
6502 Assembly Language Programming

These books describe how to program a

microcomputer using assembly language. They

discuss classical programming techniques, and

contain simplified programming examples relevant

to today's microcomputer applications. 400 pages
each.

8080A/8085 ALP
6800 ALP
Z80 ALP
6502 ALP

#10-1 $8.50

#12-8 $8.50

#21-7, available soon (see

not yet available below)

If you want information

on microprocessors,

read the Osborne

books.

Programming for Logic Design

6*080 Programming for Logic Design

6800 Programming for Logic Design

Z80 Programming for Logic Design

These books describe the meeting ground of pro-

grammers and logic designers; written for both,

they provide detailed examples to illustrate effec-

tive usage of microprocessors in traditional digital

applications. 300 pages each.

8080 PFLD #04-7 $8.50

6800 PFLD #05-5 $8.50

Z80 PFLD #11-X $8.50

An Introduction to Microcomputers

Volume - The Beginner's Book

If you're not familiar with computers, but would

like to be, then this is the book for you. Computer
logic and terminology are introduced in a language

the beginner can understand. Computer software,

hardware and component parts are described, and

simple explanations given for how they work. Text

is supplemented with creative illustrations and

numerous photographs. 300 pages. #08-X $7.95

Volume 1 - Basic Concepts

A must for anyone in the computer field, this best

selling text explains hardware and programming

concepts common to all microprocessors. Its

universal appeal is reflected by its having the

greatest yearly sales volume of any computer text.

350 pages. #02-2 $8.50

Volume 2 - Some Real Microprocessors

Volume 3 - Some Real Support Devices

and update subscriptions

These two books provide complete descriptions of

virtually every microprocessor and most support

devices. There are no other books like these; they

provide detailed part descriptions from an inde-

pendent source.

To cope with the rapid evolution of micro-

processor products, each volume has its own
series of six bimonthly updates, allowing you to re-

main current with all parts as soon as they are

really available. Update subscriptions sold sepa-

rately.

These two books replace the 1977 edition of

Volume II - Some Real Products. Volume 2, 1400

pages; Volume 3, 700 pages; printed loose leaf.

Binders sold separately.

Volume 2 w/o binder #15-2 $25.00
Volume 2 binder #16 $ 5.00

Volume 3 w/o binder #18-7 $15.00

Volume 3 binder #19-5 $ 5.00

Volume 2 update only $25.00/yr.

Volume 3 update only $25.00/yr.

Volume 2 and 3 updates $40.00/yr.

OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

P.O. Box 2036, Berkeley, CA 94702

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710

(415) 548-2805 • TWX 910-366-7277

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ZIP

Please send the following information:

Becoming an O&A dealer

School discounts

List of foreign distributors

More information on O&A books

^061

Attention:

Dept. D12

PHONE

Please notify me when available:

Z80 Assembly Language Programming

6502 Assembly Language Programming

Payment in advance must be enclosed for purchases of up to $7000 Invoicing U.S.

purchases over $70.00 available upon approval of your account All foreign orders must

be prepaid in U.S. dollars drawn on a US bank

BOOK PRICE QUANTITY

Calif residents add 6% sales tax.

S F BART residents add 6-1/2 % sales tax

No tax on update subscriptions.

Subtotal

California residents tax

c
Updates

SHIPPING (Shipping for large orders to be arranged)

Vol. 2 and Vol. 3 update subscriptions:

All foreign orders $4.00 per 6 -issue subscription for airmail

No charge in the U.S. - 4th class mail ONLY

Books & Binders:

All foreign orders $4.00 per book for airmail

D $0.45 per item 4th class (allow 2-3 weeks in the U.S.)

$0.75 per item UPS in the U.S. (allow 10 days)

D $1.50 per item special rush shipment by air in the U.S.

shipping

TOTAL
AMOUNT ENCLOSED

AMOUNT

J

F11

S1000

l^ Reader Service—see page 179 81



Depreciation Analysis

This program amplifies one that appeared back in the October 1978 issue (page 40).

Joe Ligori

2660 W. Ball Rd. #97

Anaheim CA 92804

In
the October 1978 issue of

Kilobaud, John Musgrove in-

troduced an article and pro-

gram on depreciation ("Depre-

ciation Calculations," p. 40).

That article displayed an intro-

ductory aspect of depreciation.

I now would like to take that

idea further by giving more de-

tail to the subject. The depre-

ciation-analysis program pre-

sented here and the reference

to accepted accounting princi-

ples and IRS regulations should

give you a better understanding

of depreciation.

Depreciation allows a busi-

ness to systematically recover

the cost of an asset for the pur-

pose of replacement, subject to

certain accounting restrictions

and IRS regulations. There are

three popular methods of de-

preciation that the program

uses for comparison.

If you're a businessman, this

program should aid your deci-

sions about which method to

use for your assets. If you're a

hobbyist, the program may be-

come a potential income pro-

ducer for you. Every business

has assets that depreciate.

Many could probably use a

comparative analysis to decide

which method to use. You could

provide this service to them for

a fee.

Methods of Depreciation

First, let's take a look at the

information needed to calcu-

late depreciation.

• Cost of the asset. This may

include the freight and setup

J

charges, for example, as well

as the purchase price.

• Estimated useful life. The pe-

riod that the asset may be rea-

sonably expected to be useful

for the production of income

(subject to IRS guidelines).

• Salvage value. The estimated

amount that will be realized

upon the sale or other disposi-

tion of the asset at the end of

its useful life.

The three popular methods

of depreciation used here are:

(1) straight line, (2) sum of the

year's digits and (3) declining

balance (at twice the straight

line rate). Of the three methods

above, straight line is the easi-

est and probably most widely

used. The last two methods are

accelerated depreciation meth-

ods.

The accelerated depreciation

methods carry some restric-

tions as to the type of assets

that qualify. For example, an

asset purchased used may not

be depreciated at twice the

straight line rate but may use a

declining balance method at

1 1/2 times the straight line

rate.

Regulations allow you to dis-

regard up to 10 percent of the

salvage value for IRS purposes,

if the asset has a useful life of

three or more years. IRS will al-

low you an additional first-year

depreciation of 20 percent of

the cost of the asset if the asset

has a useful life of six or more

years. This carries other stipu-

lations and qualifications also.

This should give you a general

overview of depreciation meth-

ods and their complexities. As

you can see, depreciation is

very complex, with many regu-

lations and exceptions. As an

example, IRS has a 40-page

publication, Publication 534,

dealing specifically with depre-

ciation. Should you be in direct

contact with a depreciation

problem, I suggest you either

obtain the IRS publication or

consult an accountant.

The Program

This depreciation-analysis

program was designed to com-

pare the methods of deprecia-

tion and the results they pro-

duce. It conceivably is not ac-

curate to the penny, nor does it

allow for other than whole years

of depreciation . . . the reason

being that it is intended only for

comparative purposes by which

to base a decision.

The double-declining balance

method is maximized by switch-

ing to the straight line method

when the rate falls below the

extended straight line rate. This

is a generally accepted proce-

dure.

The print statements (lines

250-268 and line 370) may need

to be changed to suit your par-

VR

i

2

3

4

5

<

VR

1

2

3

4

5

I

7

* DEPRECIATION ANALYSIS •

COST 10O00O USEFUL LIFE 10 VRS SALVAGE 5O0O

S LINE S. VRS DIGITS DBL DEC BAL

VR DEP BflL DEP BflL DEP BflL

1 9500 00 90500 00 17100 00 82900 00 20000 00 80000 00

2 9500 00 81000 00 15200 00 67700 00 16000 00 64000 00

3 9500 O0 7150O 00 14250 00 53450 00 12800 00 51200 00

4 9500 00 62800 00 12350 00 41100 00 10240 00 4096O 00

5 9500 00 52500 00 10450 00 3065O 00 8192 00 32766 00

6 9500 00 43800 00 8550 00 22100 00 6553 60 26214 40

7 9500 00 33500 00 6650 00 15450 00 5303 60 Zfolfc fcfc

8 9500 00 24000 00 4750 00 10700 00 5303 60 15607 20

9 9580 80 14500 00 3808 00 6900 00 5303 60 10303 68

10 9580 80 5880 00 1980 00 5080 0O 5303 60 5000 00

COST 2000

* DEPRECIATION ANALVS IS *

USEFUL LIFE 8 VPS

S LINE

DEP BAL

3 iFS DIGITS

DEP BflL

SAL v'AGE 250

DBL DEC BAL

DEP BAL

218 75

218 75

218 75

218 75

218 75

1781 25

1562 50
1343 75

1125 80

906 25

385 00

332 50
297 50

245 00

192 50

1615 00

1282 50
985 00

740 00

547 50

500 00

375 08
281 25

210 94

158 20

1500 80

1125 0O
843 75

632 81

474 61

218 75

218 75

216 75

687 50

468 75

250 00

140 M0

105 00

52 50

407 50

302 50

250 80

118 65

96 99
16 97

355 96

266 97

250 00

COST 20000

S. LINE

* DEPRECIATION ANALYSIS *

USEFUL LIFE 7 VRS

DEP BAL

S. VRS DIGITS
DEF BAL

SALVAGE 2400

DBL DEC BAL.

DEP BflL

2514 29
2514 29

2514 29
2514 29
2514 29

17485 71

14971 42

12457 13
9942 84
7428 55

4480 00
3696 O0
1168 00
2464 00
1936 80

15600 00
11904 00

8736 00
6272 0O

4336 00

5300 0O
4118 00
2923 78

2075 68

1473 88

142O0 00
10082 00
7158 22
5082 14

3608 46

2514 29

2514 29

4914 26

2400 00

1232 00
704 00

3104 00

2400 00

1046 45

162 01

2562 01
2'00 00

Sample run.
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ticular system. The operator

simply ehters the requested in-

formation, and the program cal-

culates and displays the three

types of depreciation.

The program should lend it-

self well to any application you

may have.B
RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS

2

3

4

5

6

+ +***%%*%**%%********* ***** ****** *****
* DEPRECIATION COMPARISON ANALYSIS *

* AUTHOR : *

* JOE LIGORI *

**************************************
8 CLEAR 269
10 DEFD6L C, B DEFINT LV
49 CLS:PRINTe276, "* DEPRECIATION COMPARISON *" PRINT
59 PRINT"ENTER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION "PRINT
69 PRINTTABdSV'COST OF ASSET ", TAB<49), INPUTC
79 PRINTTAB<15)"USEFUL LIFE IN YEARS"
89 PRINTTAB<15>"< WHOLE YEARS ONLY ) :

", TA6<46), INPUTV
90 PRINTTAB(15)"SALVAGE VALUE .", TAB<40); : INPUTSPRINT
110 PRINTTABa0)"PRESS < ENTER > FOR COMPARISON CHART . . .

*\

112 INPUT Q$
179 ' ********* SET ALL BALANCES TO COST *********
180 B1=C B2=C:B3=C
199 ********** set UP SUM OF YEARS DIGITS ***********
200 T=0
222 FOR I = 1 TO Y
204 T=T+I

296 NEXT I

298 ********* SET UP DOUBLE DECLINING BALANCE PERCENTAGE
216 P=a/Y)*2
212 P=<P+ 905>*199:P=INT<PV100
218 ' ******** SET UP STRAIGHT LINE AMOUNT ********
220 D1=<C-S>/Y
222 D1=<D1* 095)*100:D1=INT(D1V100
249 ******* PRINT SPECIFIERS *******
250 L$="##
260 CLS
262 PRINT"
264 PR I NTTAB
266 PRINT"
267 PRINT"
268 PRINTSTRING$<63, " = ")

299 '****** WORKING LOOP *********

TRS80 MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

**

«#«#* ## ««##«# »# ##««« »« •«#### #« *#### «« «###«# ##"

COST "i C,
" USEFUL LIFE :

"> V;
" SALVAGE :

", S
0)STRING$(24, "-")

S. LINE S. VRS. DIGITS DBL DEC BAL "

DEP BAL DEP BAL DEP BAL"

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS
GAMBLING • GAMES
EDUCATION
PERSONAL FINANCE
BEGINNER'S CORNER
NEW PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
MARKET PLACE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

308
302
384
312
320

322
324

328

330
340
342
344
350

360
370
380
590
460

B3=S GOTO 370

FOR I = 1 TO V

B1=B1-D1
IFB1-SC 05 THEN B1=S
A=<Y-<I-1))/T A=(A+. 005)*100
A= INT < A )/100 D2=A* (C-S

)

IF B2-D2<S THEN D2=B2-S
B2=B2-D2
IF F=l GOTO 360
IF B3 <= S THEN D3=0
D3=B3*P
SW=<B3-SV<V-<I-1)>
IF D3<SW THEN D3=SW:F=1 GOTO 360
IF B3-D3<S THEN D3=B3-S
B3=B3-D3
PRINTUSINGLf; I, Di, Bl, 02, 62, D3, B3
IFI/10 O INT<I/10> GOTO 400
INPUT"PRESS < ENTER > TO CONTINUE ",Q$

NEXT I

410 INPUT"*** DO YOU WANT ANOTHER ANALYSIS ">G*

420 IF LEFT$<Q$, 1)="Y" THEN RUN
438 END
3900 '

3902
'

3904 '

3908

3019
'

3812 '

5900 '

5010 '

5020 '

5030 '

5031 '

5840 '

5050 '

5052 '

5954
'

5060
'

5070 '

5088 '

5180 '

5102
5119

5128
'

5122
5130
5148
5150 '

5152
5160
5170
5188 '

FREE* f
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)

For Writing Letters, Text, Mailing Lists, Files, Etc.

With Each New Subscription Or Renewal

;CQMPIJTRQNICS
rVIAT>«r\rfAnCAL APP^JCATTOse SERVCE 1

Box 149

^M64

New City, New York 10956

********************************************

VARIABLE NAME CHART
*********************************************

NAME FUNCTION

SUM OF YRS. DIGITS PERCENTAGE
STRAIGHT LINE METHOD BALANCE
SUM OF VRS DIGITS METHOD BALANCE
DBL DECLINING BALANCE METHOD BALANCE
COST OF ASSET
STRAIGHT LINE METHOD DEPRECIATION
SUM OF VRS. DIGITS METHOD DEPRECIATION
DBL. DECLINING BALANCE METHOD DEPRECIATION
FLAG SET IF D D. B. IS SWITCHED TO S. L.

DOUBLE DECLINING BALANCE METHOD PERCENTAGE
SALVAGE VALUE

CALCULATES S L RATE TO COMPARE TO D. D. B

SUM OF YEARS
NO OF YEARS TO DEPRECIATE ASSET

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE
(#1 - July 1978 • #7 - January 1979)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL

MAXIMIZATION IS TAKEN IN DBL DECLINING BALANCE
METHOD BV SWITCHING TO STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION
RATE AT OPTIMUM TIME

Program listing.

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

NAME

EXP DATE

ADDRESS

SEND FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING
LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS-80 PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE).

* This offer valid on orders placed after Dec 1, 1978
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Les Logan
436 Warner Circle

Norfolk VA 23509

Twin Cassettes
for Your TRS-80

Dual cassettes can go a long way toward easing your data-handling woes. Try this $35
interface for your TRS-80.

Have you ever experienced

the sense of satisfaction

that comes with finally discov-

ering the "proper tool" that al-

lows a difficult chore to be ac-

complished with ease? If so,

you should be able to appreci-

ate this article. Almost any-

thing is easy once you get the

hang of it. But more often than

not, the "hang" simply turns

out to be the right tool for the

job. Of course, it has to exist

first. Then it has to be within

your budget.

If you are not yet aware of the

advantages that dual cassette

capability has to offer, you will

learn when you start creating

programs that involve data

files. Radio Shack Level II BA-

SIC and its Expansion Unit will

provide this capability at a cost

of about $400, not including the

Photo 1. An attempt was made at "human-engineering" the interface's front panel. Components are

grouped by function with the ones most used closest to the operator. Push buttons (green for READ,

red for WRITE) are used to position or rewind tapes and match the colored labels on the recorders they

run. A red/green LED between them indicates which recorder is running under computer control. A

yellow LED is a visual indicator of data and is located above a jack for earphone or scope monitoring

of data.

extra recorder.

When I first needed dual cas-

settes, neither item was avail-

able. So I designed and built my
unit including some features

Radio Shack doesn't provide. It

has indeed turned out to be the

"proper" tool for the job. If you

can build from a schematic,

you can "roll your own" for

about $35 worth of readily avail-

able parts.

Description

There are absolutely no mod-

ifications of any kind to make

to the TRS-80. The interface is

simply plugged into the com-

puter's TAPE jack via a cable

with 5-pin DIN plugs on both

ends (see Fig. 2). The recorder

cable received with the comput-

er may be used to connect the

interface to the READ recorder.

A new cable must be made to

connect the interface to the

WRITE recorder. Finally, a sim-

ple 2-wire cable connects the

separate power supply. The in-

terface operates on + 5 volts at

about 135 milliamperes of cur-

rent. It is not recommended

that +5 voUs from the com-

puter's expansion port be used,

especially if you have, or plan

to have, 16K memory or Level II

BASIC installed. You can build

a simple power supply (see Fig.

3) for as little as $8 and not only

supply power for this project

but have enough in reserve for

future additions as well.

The recorders are switched

on and off by power transistors,

which are more reliable than re-

lays. They are powered by the

recorders they control since op-
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tical couplers are used for elec-

trical isolation from the rest of

the interface.

A pair of push buttons in

parallel with the power transis-

tors are used for independent

manual control of each recorder

to rewind tapes or advance

them in fast-forward (see Photo

1). This is one feature that

Radio Shack does not provide,

and it eliminates the necessity

of constantly unplugging the

remote cable.

Most of the time, one re-

corder will be used in PLAY and

the other in RECORD. This al-

lows the computer to "read"

data from one recorder and

"write" data onto tape in the

other recorder. The interface

unit will automatically turn on

only the proper recorder and

leave the other one off. Such a

capability is essential when
many read and write operations

are intermixed, for example, as

in updating a long data file that

must be done one record at a

time.

Selection of the proper re-

corder is accomplished by a

sensing circuit that monitors

the output data line from the

computer. When a cassette

command is executed by the

computer, the WRITE recorder

is turned on if output data is

sensed, or the READ recorder if

no data is sensed. Also, a

unique two-color light emitting

diode (LED) glows red during a

WRITE operation or green

during a READ operation.

Otherwise, it is a frosty neutral

color.

Another LED (yellow) glows

when data is actually coming

out of the READ recorder at the

proper level. It is operated by a

separate sensing circuit with

adjustable sensitivity. It is par-

ticularly useful in locating the

exact beginning or end of pro-

grams in the middle of a tape

because it works whenever the

recorder is running— manually

or under computer control.

This visual data monitor is

another useful feature that is

not provided by Radio Shack,

but it can sure be a timesaver

when cassettes are used. If you

prefer, a miniature phone jack

can also be used to monitor re-

corder output data with an ear-

phone or an oscilloscope. You

can use an oscilloscope to de-

termine if tape heads are dirty

or worn— or for other recorder

maintenance.

Another important feature is

provided by a toggle switch

used to select whether one or

both recorders will turn on for a

"write" operation. With Level I

BASIC, the only way to verify

that a program has been re-

corded without errors is by re-

loading it back into the comput-

er; this destroys the original

program in memory.

The only sure way to keep

from losing a program in case a

defective tape is encountered

is to record it twice on different

cassettes. The "dual write" fea-

ture allows this to be done on

both recorders simultaneously

to save time.

The biggest single advantage

of this particular dual cassette

interface unit is its low cost. It

doesn't need special software

commands so it works perfect-

ly well on existing Radio Shack

Level I BASIC. Existing pro-

grams don't have to be rewrit-

ten. It will also work with Level

II BASIC, which has a faster

data transfer rate.

Almost all of the parts are

available in local electronic

stores, although they will gen-

DATA FROM RECORDER

COMPUTER

J4
POWER

1 JZNC

C6

J5
MONITOR

I

WRITE
RECORDER

*USE 22 GAUGE
WIRE 4 PLACES

DATA FROM COMPUTER

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Automatic Dual Cassette Interface Unit for use with the TRS-80.
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erally cost less if ordered

through mail-order houses that

advertise in the back of this

magazine. You will probably

have to get some of the parts

from these sources anyway.

Circuit Operation

The computer's TAPE jack is

connected through shielded

audio cables to the same type

of 5-pin jack, J1, on the inter-

face unit (see Fig. 1). Identical

jacks are also used for J2 and

J3 to the recorders so that pin

designations for all the connec-

tors are the same as those used

by Radio Shack to identify func-

tions on the TAPE jack. There is

no possibility of causing dam-

age by plugging into the wrong

jack.

When the computer executes

a cassette input or output com-

mand, its relay completes a cir-

cuit between pins 1 and 3 of J1

to apply a logic high to both

Z4A and Z4B. This will enable

one or the other depending on

the state of Z3B's complemen-

tary outputs. Normally, Z3B pin

10 is low and pin 9 is high.

These outputs remain un-

changed during a "read" opera-

tion, so only Z4B will be en-

abled.

A "write" operation is dis-

tinguishable from a "read" op-

eration because data pulses to

be written onto tape from the

computer will be present on J1

pin 5. Each of these data pulses

will be detected and amplified

by voltage comparator Z1 to

trigger monostable multivibra-

tor Z3B.

The values of R6 and C3 de-

termine that Z3B will output a

high on pin 10 and a low on pin 9

for 11 milliseconds following

each trigger. The data pulses,

only 0.25 milliseconds in dura-

tion, represent binary informa-

tion by occurring either 2 or 4

milliseconds apart (1 or 2 milli-

seconds with Level II BASIC).

So Z3B is continuously being

retriggered before each 11-mil-

lisecond time period elapses.

Therefore, its output pin 10 re-

mains high, keeping Z4A en-

abled as long as there are data

pulses to be written onto tape.

When Z4A is enabled, the low

from its output is inverted in

Z4D to turn on transistor Q3.

Electron current from Q3's col-

lector flows to + 5 volts through

two paths. One is through the

LED in optical coupler Z6 and

R20. Light from the LED
switches on the phototransis-

tor Darlington circuit inside the

coupler. This causes Q5 to con-

duct, which completes a circuit

between pins 1 and 3 of J3 al-

lowing the WRITE recorder to

run.

The other path current takes

from the collector of Q3 is

through CR1, CR4 and R17. CR4
is the two-color LED, which is

actually a red LED and a green

LED in parallel with reverse

polarity. In this case, current

flows through the red LED to in-

Photo 2. The rear panel is where connectors are located for input,

output and 5 volt dc power. This prototype version shows the rat's

nest of wires inside that results if the ribbon cable (shown in Photo

3) is not used.

dicate a "write" condition, and

the green LED is off because it

is reverse biased.

In the "read" mode of opera-

tion, there are no data pulses

from the computer to trigger

Z3B, so Z4B is enabled instead

of Z4A. Z4C, Q2, Z5 (with R21)

and CR4 (with CR2 and R16) op-

erate the same as their counter-

parts in the "write" circuit. Only

now the READ recorder is

turned on, and the green LED in

CR4 indicates this.

S3 is used to select the "dual

write" feature by causing the

output from Z4A during a

"write" operation to enable

Z4C as well as Z4D. Therefore,

both couplers are activated and

both recorders will run. How-

ever, only the red LED in CR4

5VDC
POWER
SUPPLY T

P4

AUTOMATIC
DUAL
CASSETTE
INTERFACE
UNIT

DUMMY PLUG

AUX

EAR

REM

MIC

READ
RECORDER

NOTE: IF TRS-80 POWER
SUPPLY IS USED,
5V IS PIN 39 OF I/O
GROUND IS PIN 37 OF I/O

AUX

EAR

REM

MIC

WRITE
RECORDER

Fig. 2. Interconnecting wiring diagram.

will light because the green

LED is disabled with another

section of S3.

The data line from the output

of the READ recorder to the

computer is monitored by volt-

age comparator Z2. It operates

similar to Z1 except that its sen-

sitivity is adjustable with R10.

When data pulses are detected,

they are amplified and used to

trigger Z3A, which operates

similar to Z3B. The high output

turns on Q1 causing current to

flow in CR1, the yellow LED

indicator.

Construction

The circuit is constructed on

a perfboard with 0.1 inch hole

spacing to accommodate nine

wire-wrap sockets, the two

power transistors, Q4 and Q5,

the pot R10 and timing capaci-

tors C3 and C5. It is housed,

minus the power supply, in an

LMB mini-box (No. 139) measur-

ing 51/2x3x1 1/2 inches. Four

connectors are located on the

rear for the power supply input,

the computer and the two re-

corders (see Photo 2).

Cut the perfboard to 2x5
inches and install the 16-pin

wire-wrap sockets. Leave room

for mounting screws. Install the

ICs and power transistors. In-

stall discrete components on

Cambion component socket

adapters to plug into the three

wire-wrap sockets. Let the

larger components hang over

one side to maintain a low pro-

file. Then wire up the sockets

according to the schematic in
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Photo 3. Internal components plug into IC sockets with wire-wrap
pins. Resistors, diodes and the three small transistors are in-

stalled on plug-in socket adapters. One socket serves as a connec-
tor for a DIP plug with a ribbon cable wired to the front and rear
panel-mounted components.

Fig. 2, letting one socket be a

connector (see also Photo 3).

I highly recommend the use

of Vector's Slit 'N Wrap tool be-

cause it does the neatest, fast-

est and most professional-

looking job and is easier to

master by even the most inex-

perienced of builders. It is self-

contained including wire, and
there are no extras such as

stripping tools to buy. Conven-

tional soldering techniques will

have to be used in a couple of

places such as on the power
transistors and, of course, the

panel-mounted components. Be
sure to use heat sinks when

C1, C2—680 pF
C3, C5— 5 uF, 25 volts electrolytic

C4— .01 uF
C6— .05 uF
CR1, CR2— 1N4148
CR3—XC5023Y yellow LED or equiv.

CR4— MV5491 two-color LED
J1, J2, J3— 5-pin DIN socket

J4— power supply jack

J5— miniature phone jack

P1, P2, P3, P5— 5-pin DIN plug

P4— power supply plug

P6, P7, P9— miniature phone plug
P8, P10— subminiature phone plug

Q1, Q2, Q3—2N2222
Q4, Q5— D40D1 or equiv. (SK3054)
ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W 5% UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
R1, R8— 10,000 Ohms
R2— 6,800 Ohms
R3, R7, R15, R18, R19— 1,000 Ohms
R4, R11— 390,000 Ohms
R5, R12— 100,000 Ohms
R6, R9, R13—6,200 Ohms
R10— 10,000 Ohm pot.

R14, R22— 100 Ohms
R16— 100 Ohms, 1/2 Watt
R17, R20, R21— 150 Ohms, 1/2 Watt
S1, S2—SPST N.O. momentary push-button switch
S3— DPDT miniature toggle switch
Z1, Z2— LM311N (8-pin mini-dip version)

Z3—9602

Z4— 7400

Z5, Z6— H11B1 photo Darlington coupler or equiv.

Misc: enclosure (LMB 139 or larger), 0.1" perfboard, wire-wrap
IC sockets, component mounting adapters, shielded
audio cable, wire, hardware, etc.

Table 1. Parts list.

soldering to the LEDs.

A pre-wired DIP plug makes
interconnection between the

perfboard and panel-mounted

components fast and neat. It

just plugs into the socket des-

ignated as a connector for this

purpose, while the wires from it

are separated and cut where
necessary to solder to the panel-

mounted components. As an al-

ternative, another component
socket adapter can be wired up
as a plug.

After the perfboard is wired,

the excess socket leads must
be clipped off so it will fit in the

enclosure. Be sure the remain-

ing leads don't touch the cover

when it is installed.

The best way to make the re-

corder interface cables is with

store-bought pre-wired cables

with molded-on miniature and
subminiature phone plugs. They
will last much longer than ones
you would make up yourself.

Buy them in 36 inch lengths and
cut in half to install the 5-pin

DIN plugs. The cable between
J1 and the computer will have
DIN plugs on both ends. Make
this one twice as long (or more if

needed) and use shielded audio

cable or RG-174 coaxial cable,

which is easier to work with.

The two-color LED, also

known as a bipolar LED, is Mon-

santo's MV5491 or equivalent.

Individual red and green LEDs
can be used instead by simply

wiring them in parallel, but with

opposite ends together.

Also, you can make your own
optical couplers for Z5 and Z6.

Install an LED and a photocell,

photo-diode or photo-transistor

in a small tube or other en-

closure and wrap with electri-

cal tape to keep out light. You
may have to do some experi-

menting to get the right com-
bination, but speed perfor-

mance is not critical. The ob-

ject is to get the power transis-

tor to turn on a recorder.

Z1 and Z2 are type 311 volt-

age comparators, which come
in both 8-pin and 14-pin DIP ver-

sions. Fig. 2 shows the 8-pin

version pin numbers because it

is smaller and both units will fit

in a single IC socket.

The red for WRITE and green

for READ color code of the re-

corders designations are used
for the two-color LED, the but-

ton colors of the manual push
buttons and should be contin-

ued with colored labels to at-

tach to the recorders. The color

coding may seem a trivial point

but it serves to prevent silly

mistakes when you are concen-

trating on other details.

If you don't buy colored push

buttons, you should either paint

the buttons or use a hole punch

I
sis.
s l

Photo 4. The author's installation is neat and easy to use. The in-

terface unit is at eye level, within easy reach but up, out of the way,
and firmly attached so it doesn't slide around. The 5 volt power
supply is behind the display.
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Photo 5. The interface unit, 5 volt dc power supply and cables.

to make adhesive disks out of

colored plastic tape or label-

embossing tape. The recorder

labels can be made with red

and green embossed tape also.

If you want a more professional

appearance, go to a drafting

supply store and ask for 3M

Company's I.N.T. material. It

uses a simple photo process

you can do at home.

Installation

My interface unit is mounted

to the underside of a shelf di-

rectly above the two recorders

(see Photo 4). That way it is eas-

ily accessible, doesn't slide

around when buttons are

pushed, and the LED indicators

are at eye level for easy view-

ing. The unit is in the immediate

vicinity of both recorders, yet

up off the bench surface to

keep it clutter free. That allows

more room for notes, flow-

charts, etc. The cables exiting

from the rear are out of sight

under the shelf, giving the in-

stallation an extremely neat

appearance.

The power supply is located

next to the TRS-80 power sup-

ply behind the video display out

of sight. It was not built-in to

the interface unit because the

enclosure would be excessively

large and look out of place (see

Photo 5). Besides, it is a good

idea to keep high voltage (115 V

(CASE)

LM309K
) BOTTOM
VIEW

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of 5 volt dc power supply.

ac) away from ICs and the mag-

netic field from the transformer

away from the vicinity of cas-

settes. In addition, my power

supply will serve as a central

unit to provide power for other

computer projects I am plan-

ning.

The power supply shown in

Fig. 3 uses a 12 volt 2 Amp fila-

ment transformer. The LM309K

is a 1 Amp power regulator IC,

which is highly regulated, ex-

tremely reliable and includes

both temperature compensa-

tion and short-circuit protec-

tion. Those features make this

power supply well worth its low

cost, even if you don't need the

extra current capability right

now; you may need it for some-

thing else later.

Conclusion

Keep in mind that this project

is not a kit, so you are free to

add, delete, modify, substitute

or rearrange to suit yourself.

Decide beforehand where you

intend to place it and whether it

will be mounted underneath a

shelf, as I described, or on a

surface such as your desk. It

makes a difference in the type

of enclosure you use and where

you mount the controls and

LEDs. Label the panel with dry

transfer letters and apply a pro-

tective coat of clear lacquer be-

fore mounting any components.

Be careful when soldering so

semiconductors are not dam-

aged by heat or resistors don't

change value from overheating.

Above all, take your time!

If you are not an experienced

builder, use a larger enclosure

to give yourself plenty of room

to work in. For those of you who

are not builders or don't have

the time, the interface unit and

power supply are manufactured

and sold by Sel-Tronics, Inc.,

721 Ellsworth Dr., Silver Spring

MD 20910, for $69.95, assem-

bled and tested, plus $2 ship-

ping and a Maryland tax for

residents of that state.

REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY
5V @ 2 A, 12 V @ 500 mA

We have been fortunate enough to ac-

quire a few more of these beautifully

made regulated power supplies which

we offered here last month through

these pages. The regulated outputs are

both adjustable: 5 V @ 2 Amp (a must for

TTL's) and 12 V @ 500 mA. Also included

at low current; 4 V, 10 V, -10 V, 100 V, and

200 V. In addition there is a noise filter,

power cord and circuit breaker. Add $2

for shipping and handling. $9.95 ea.

Stock #0786 Reg. Power 2/$19.00

DELTRONIKS
PO BOX 29363 -™

ATLANTA, GA 30359

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

ASCII ASCII

IBMSELECTRIC
BASED I/O TERMINAL

WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645.00

• Tape Drives • Cable
• Cassette Drives • Wire
• Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays

• Cabinets • XFMRS • Heat

Sinks • Printers • Component

Many other items

Write for free catalog

WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC. ^W16
130 Northeastern Blvd.

Nashua, NH 03060
Phone orders accepted using VISA
or MC. Toll Free 1-800-258-1036

In N.H. 603-889-7661

L

TRS-80
Micro-MegacoN^foYuNiT
• Speed up your cassette tape handling • Pinpoint

program locations on tape with an audihle auxiliary

monitor • Get protection from recording and
playback glitches resulting from ground loops •
Eliminate the tedious plugging and unplugging of

recorder cables. The Micro-Mega Cassette

Control Unit does all this

and more. You get instant

manual control of the re-

corder at the flick of a
switch. Want to find the

beginning or end of a pro-

gram? Flick another switch,

and you'll hear it. All cables

remain plugged in all the

time.

The Micro-Mega Cassette Control Unit does a lot to

clean up and neaten up your whole TRS-80 installation,

too. As shown at the left, it's in a 2Va" x 5" box which
snuggles between the keyboard and your recorder.

There is no need to move the recorder, and there no

longer are any 90 degree cable bends whipping around.

It's fast, neat and convenient—and it's a bargain!

CASSETTE CONTROL UNIT— $37.50

Micro-Mega ^mm
P.O. BOX 6265 • ARLINGTON VA 22206

(Virginia residents add 4% sales tax)
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SPINTERM
MEANS QUALITY IN REVERSE

Introducing Bidirectional Printing At Popular Prices

FASTER THAN THE DEVIL!

Using bidirectional printing the Spinterm can print up to 55

characters per second with the quality of a printing press. In

fact, with more than 14 different optional printing "thim-

bles/' each with 1 28 characters, there is no end to its printing

capacities. In addition, during communications, there are

six user selectable baud rates to 1200. Untouchable!

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL

Spinterm's many standard features include 10 or 12 pitch

spacing (user selectable), normal and absolute tabs from
1-136 (in either direction), adjustable line feed with sub-

script and superscript capabilities and enough power to

imprint the original and five copies.

Spinterm boasts an incredible graphing resolution of up to

5760 plot points per square inch (1 20 horizontal — 48 verti-

cal). Fantastic!

LONGER LIFE — QUIETER OPERATION

Having an MTFB of more than 2000 hours, the Spinterm will

perform to the reliability you demand. The materials used in

the "thimble" and print hammer extend their life by 50%. The
"thimble" alone provides normal element life of more than

30 million impressions!

And when it comes to quiet, the Spinterm printers are -60dB
with the standard die-cast aluminum cover; 67dB or less

without cover — so they can be used in almost any
application. Unbelievable!

TOTAL ADAPTABILITY

Means compatability. The Spinterm features five optional

interfaces (RS232-C standard) matched to your every need. In

addition Spinterm's options include Proportional Spacing —
Tractor, Bottom or Pin Feed — Nylon fabric and Multi-strike

film ribbon cartridges, plus too many more to mention.
Outstanding!

Now instead of the printer playing catch-up, the computers
gotta pitch. See it!

For complete information about Spinterm printers see your

dealer or write: SPINTERM, Input Output Unlimited, 13762
Victory Bl., Van Nuys, CA 91401. (213) 997-7791. For

educational applications please contact our Educational

Sales Division, PO Box 8394, Ann Arbor, M). 48107.
(313) 665-8514.

*^I30

w
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Bar-Graph Generator

A useful program for people who want graphing information without learning statistics.

Frederick E. Luffman
3701 Station Street

Sacramento CA 95826

Of the many available tech-

niques that are used for

the display of information, one

of the most meaningful and

easy to grasp, especially for the

nontechnical person, is the bar

graph. Bar graphs are used ex-

tensively in business, science

and engineering and also in the

area of statistical analysis

where they are commonly
known as histograms.

Using the Bar-Graph Generator

Learning to use the program

listing is a fairly straightfor-

ward procedure and, with a little

practice, becomes quite easy.

The data statements, which

start at line 3000, are, for the

most part, self-explanatory.

Statements 3000 and 3005 con-

tain the title and x and y axis

labels, respectively. In state-

ment 3010, other program vari-

ables are defined. These vari-

ables are:

1. N— the number of data

values to be plotted.

2. C—column in which plotting

will start.

3. S—spacing between bars.

4. MN— minimum value on

scale.

5. MX—maximum value on

scale.

The last two data statements

contain the actual scale mark-

ings and the data to be plotted.

As an example of scaling

data values, let's look at Exam-

ple 1, which shows the price of

a certain stock on a daily basis.

We should decide on a range in

which we will plot out data. This

range, characterized by a mini-

mum and maximum value (MN

and MX), will be used to adjust

our data values to correspond

to the vertical height of the

graph (a range of 0-20).

The method by which this is

accomplished is listed starting

Day Price

101 $114.26

102 115.10

103 115.30

104 116.00

105 116.75

106 116.00

107 118.33

Example 1.

STOCK PR ICE- INTERNET 'L WIDGET
168

D
:

L
L
A
R

i

P
R
I

C
E J

j

L

20

00 1iiiiIIIIII1

juuuuuu
1

MVS i-7 1

High-resolution plot using PET graphics. Low-resolution bar graph.
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The author's PET at work.

ROW 1

2
•

25

1

32768

33728

2
32769

at line 2500. It is at this point

that some good guesswork is in

order since if we increase the

range, we decrease the resolu-

tion of the plot and vice versa. If

you anticipate wanting to be

able to compare plots gener-

ated over a long period of time,

it might be a good idea to sacri-

fice some resolution in order to

gain a consistent scale without

the danger of going off scale

with unanticipated variations

in the data values.

If a particular plot happens

to be one of a kind, then a high-

resolution scale will perhaps be

in order. In the example in-

ducted \n tt>e program listing

this is the case. The entire

scale only covers a range of $8.

The Program

The bar-graph plotter makes

use of the graphics of the PET

computer, although its basic

principle should make it adapt-

able to any machine equipped

with graphics. Required pro-

gram memory is only about 2K

bytes.

There are two ways to create

a picture on the screen of the

PET, and this program makes

use of both. The first and prob-

ably the most commonly used

method requires that the pro-

COLUMN

33766

40

32807

33767

Fig. 1.

gram place the cursor at the

position in which the character

is to be printed.

This technique usually calls

for two print statements—one

to move the cursor and one to

print the character. Most of the

time one or both of these state-

ments will be part of a FOR-

NEXT loop. This method is use-

ful whenever we wish to print a

string of nonidentical charac-

ters whose composition is al-

lowed to vary. This technique is

utilized in the program in the

subroutines found on lines

1500 and 2000 and should be

usable on any machine
equipped with programmable

cursor control.

The second method uses

that area of RAM in the PET
from which the screen is re-

freshed. Since the PET has a 25

x 40 character format, there

are 1000 possible positions in

which a character may be writ-

ten. The screen may be fully

described by the 1000 bytes in

RAM that correspond to the

1000 possible positions on the

screen. This scheme is illus-

trated in Fig. 1 with the actual

RAM locations given in decimal

format.

As a simple example con-

cerning -the use of this tech-

Program listing.

90 REM *SIMPLE BAR GRAPH PLOTTER
92 REM *5/2/78 F. E. LUFFMAN
94 REM *N<# BARS), CCBEGINNING COLUMN); H < HEIGHT)
96 REM *S<SPACE BET. BARS)
97 REM *MX(MAX EXPECTED VALUE)
98 REM *MN<MIN EXPECTED VALUE)
99 DIM X*(40),V$<24),Tf<40)
100 READ It, Xfc V$

110 READ N, C, & MN, MX
112 S=S+1
114 C=C+i
115 G0SUB 1009 G0SUB 1500 G0SUB 2000
117 REM
118 REM *** MAIN LOOP ***

119 REM
120 FOR

(33650+L), 111

1=0 TO N-i
130 READ H
132 G0SUB 2500
135 IF HC=0 THEN 150
140 G0SUB 200
150 NEXT I

160 GET AM F A*="
n THEN 160

165 END
190 REM
195 REM *** PLOT COLUMNS ***

198 REM
200 C0L=32768+I*S+C
210 H=23-H
220 FOR J=H TO 22
230 POKE <COL+J*40),160
240 NEXT J
250 RETURN
990 REM
995 REM *** PRINT BORDERS ***

998 REM
1000 PRINT n

CS
M

1810 FOR K=8 TO 19
1820 POKE (32890+K*40;s 118
1025 POKE <32927+f<*40), 116
1030 NEXT K
1040 FOR L=l TO 36
1050 POKE
1060 POKE (32890+L), 119
1070 NEXT L

1074 REM
1075 REM *** PRINT GRADUATIONS ***

1078 REM
1088 FOR M=5 TO 15 STEP 5
1090 FOR P=i TO 36
1100 POKE 33650-40*M+P, itftf

1110 NEXT P. NEXT M
1195 REM
1200 REM *** PRINT TITLE ***

1205 REM
1500 PRINT "CH"
1510 L=<40-LEN(T$))/2
1520 FOR T=i TO L PRINT "CR";

1525 NEXT T

1538 PRINT T$;

1540 RETURN
1995 REM
2000 REM *** PRINT X RXIS LABEL ***

2902 REM
2005 PRINT "CH"

2010 FOR X=l TO 24. PRINTCD", • NEXT X
2015 L=(40-LEN(X*))/2
2020 FOR X=l TO L PRINT"CR n

, • NEXT X
2825 PRINTXI;
2885 REM
2090 REM *** PRINT V AXIS LABEL ***

2095 REM
2100 PRINT B

CH";

2102 Nl=l
2105 L=(24-LEN(V$))/2
2110 FOR V=l TO L: PRINT"CD"; NEXT V
2115 FOR V=l TO LEN<V$)
2120 PRINT MID$(V$,N1,1)
2125 N1=N1+1:NEXT V
2190 REM
2192 REM *** LABEL SCALE ***

2194 REM
2200 PRINT "CH",

MCR W
;

2210 11=2

2228 FOR 1=1 TO II

2230 PRINT M
CD";. NEXT I

2240 READ G- PRINT G
2250 PRINT "CH", "CR\
2260 11=11+5
2278 IF 11=27 THEN RETURN
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2288 GOTO 2220
2495 REM
24% REM *** CALCULATE SCALE FACTOR ***

2497
2500
2510
2520
2530

2950
3000
3005
3010
3012
3015
4000
4906
4950
5000
5010
5020
5030

REM
H=20*(H-MN>/(MX-MN>
IF H-INKHX. 5 THEN 2530
H=INTCH,H1; RETURN
H=INT(H): RETURN
REM
DATA "STOCK PRICE-INTERNAFL WIDGET"
DATA "DAVS 1-7"/ "DOLLAR PRICE"
DATA 7,6,3,112,120
DATA 120, 118, 116, 114, 112
DATA 114. 26, 115. 1, 115 3, 116, 116. 75 , 116, 118
END
REM
REM
REM ** CURSOR MOVEMENT KEV **

REM CS-CLEAR SCREEN. CU-CURSOR UP
REM CL-CURSOR LFT. : CR-CURSOR RHT.

REM CD-CURSOR DOWN CH-CURSOR HOME

jo

Since no printer as yet will print out the PET cursor movements,
I've taken the liberty of typing in the correct cursor movements
according to the legend at the end of the listing.

nique, consider the short pro-

gram in Fig. 2 to print a white

bar down the center of the

screen. As you may note, each

character (160 = reverse field

space) is printed exactly 40

positions away from the pre-

vious one.

Since we are dealing with a

40-character line and the deci-

mal numbers corresponding to

screen positions increase se-

quentially from left to right and

top to bottom, the characters

will stack up from the top to the

bottom of the screen. The bars,

the graph borders and the grad-

uations are printed in this

manner.

Although this bar-graph gen-

erator is quite useful as it

10 FOR I = TO 24

20 POKE 32788 + 40*1,160

30 NEXT I

40 END

Fig. 2.

stands, it, like many other pro-

grams, would be enhanced im-

measurably by the addition of a

graphics printer. The coming

addition to the Commodore line

of a full graphics 80-column

printer will be welcome indeed.

After all, who can guess what

wonderful things have passed

into oblivion by the simple

pressing of a button called

"clear screen!"B
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introducing . .

.

5*i Ian
Discover How to Improve
Your Personal Abilities

An amazingly powerful application of a computerized personal

information management system. In handy booklet form.

• Increase your personal capabilities

• Save money
• Improve your ability to plan

• Locate important facts quickly

• Eliminate the drudgery of routine

chores

These all add up to a better life style

for you! A new way of living which

can be more pleasant, bring you more
happiness and success.

Information. That's the key. Your
command of information is what gives

you the power to succeed.

Information For What?

Information you need to make deci-

sions ... to solve problems ... to seek

creative solutions in real life situations.

Information that when under your con-

trol will amplify your personal abilities.

You've Heard of the Information

Explosion?

Now it's time for an explosion in your

personal capacity to deal with a wealth

of information. The personal computer
is the answer. And now the means is

available for you to use it to your

personal advantage.

Can a Computer Really Do It?

You bet it can! The power of a per-

sonal computer is fantastic. Untold

amounts of information can be pro-

cessed in the blinking of an eye. Chores

you've found laborious can be done by

your simple command. Facts that have

taken hours to find can now be located

at the snap of your finger. That's

what a personal computer can do . . .

... if YOU know how!

YOU? Yes, you! You need to have the

know-how to unleash the power of the

microcomputer for your benefit.

Until now only the programmers and

designers could make such profitable

use of the personal computer. PIMS —
the Personal Information Management
System — has changed that. You
don't have to be a programmer to use

PIMS. PIMS is a program which you
type into a personal computer. Then

it's just a matter of following the in-

structions for setting up your own
tasks for computer assistance.

Can It Really Be That Easy?

Sure. That's the beauty of a program

for information management. It's

an alternative to programming from

your standpoint. All you do is define

the job you want the microcomputer

to do. Express yourself in simple com-

mands and statements. Then the micro-

computer plus PIMS does the rest.

What Can It Do?

PIMS will enable you to function with

increased effectiveness. Use it to

balance your check book. It can keep

an inventory of your possessions.

(Ever store something and afterwards

forget where? PIMS will tell you the

location!) Use PIMS to plan your day,

vacation, education and important life

events. PIMS can tutor math, keep your

personal mailing list or telephone direc-

tory. Use it to keep track of personal

disbursements. It can even be used to

schedule your TV viewing. And more.

Much more. There's practically no limit

to the type of applications.

Here's what you get.

All in one neatly bound volume,

. The microcomputer and its potential

for personal use

• Ways in which your microcomputer

, can be helpful in everyday life and

serving basic personal needs

• PIMS — Personal Information Manage-

ment System. All the basics and
jargon

• PIMS program outline and flow chart

. 15 sample ways in which PIMS can

work to your personal advantage

• The complete listing of a practical

functional program. Written in

BASIC language. Ready to use!

The PIMS program was prepared by

SCELBI . using Microsoftf compatible

BASIC as used in a wide variety of per-

sonal computers. Systems like Apple

II, Radio Shack TRS-80 (level II),

Ohio Scientific 400 and many other

small computer systems.

Don't Have a Computer?

Even if you are still just thinking about

getting your own personal computer,

you should have this book. It will show
you in clear understandable terms what

you'll be able to accomplish with your

own microcomputer.

Is the Message Clear?

PIMS — Personal Information Manage-

ment System can help you. If you're

interested in understanding what
role a computer can play in enhancing

your life style, get PIMS. It will

give you the inside track for getting

the most out of a personal computer
system.

Get Yours!

PIMS is available in handy booklet

form. Your copy is ready for shipment.

At only $9.95* it's got to be the

greatest bargain to come along!

Don't Wait.

Get your copy now! You'll discover

how you can find your new life style

-with PIMS.
•Prices shown are for North American customers.

Pricing, specifications, availability subject to

change without notice. Personal checks may de-

lay shipment. IMPORTANT! Include 750 postage/
handling for each item to be delivered by U.S.

Mail Book Rate, or $2 for each item to be ship-

ped First Class or UPS.

t A trade mark of Microsoft, Inc.

SCELBI Publications

P.O. Box 133 PP STN
Milford, CT 06460

YES! I want PIMS.
Enclosed is $9.95 plus 750 post-

age/handling. Or, better yet,

please charge my Master Charge
or VISA account:

Card No.

Exp. Date.

Bank No.

Name

Address.

Signature.

© 1978 SCELBI Publications



Charles E. Thomas
7022 Blackhawk
Pittsburgh PA 15218

Let's Have Some Order

Organization is easy with this quickie alphabetization program.

If you are ever assigned the

chore of arranging a list of

names in alphabetical order

for the annual office party, a

bowling banquet or tourna-

ment, or for any other

reason, this program will

simplify the project.

Alphabetizing a list of ten

items isn't too difficult, but
once the number goes beyond
that, it becomes a real task.

This program runs in 8K
BASIC on my SWTP ma-
chine. I adapted it from the

Alphabetize program in the

book Some Common BASIC
Programs by Lon Poole and
Mary Borchers, published by
Osborne & Associates, Inc. I

modified the program to

number the list, as well as

place the items in alpha-

betical order.

1 REM • ADAPTED FROM THE BOOK 'SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS' •

2 REM • BY LON POOLE AND MARY BORCHERS *

3 REM • PUBLISHED BY OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC. •

10 PRINT TA B( 20 ); "ALPHABETIZE"

20 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT

30 INPUT "HOW MANY ITEMS ARE THERE TO BE ALPHABETIZED ",N

*+0 DIM AX 100)

50 FOR 1=1 TO N

60 PRINT "ENTER ITEM NO. ";I;

70 INPUT A$( I)

80 NEXT I

90 FOR 1= 1 TO N

100 FOR J= 1 TO N-I

110 LET At = AXJ)

120 LET BS = AKJ+1)

130 IF AS < B| THEN 160

140 LET AS(J) a BS

150 LET AS(J-kL) = AS

160

170

NEXT J

NEXT I

180 PRINT: PRINT

190 FOR I = 1 TO N

200 IF I < 10 THEN T=2

210 IF I > 9 THEN T=l

220 PRINT TAB(T);I;"";Af(I)

230 NEXT I

999 END Program listing.

As written, the program
will number up to 99 items,

keeping the first letter in each

entry in line. If over 99 items

are ordered, then lines 200 to

220 should be changed as

follows:

200 IF I < 10 THEN T 3

210 IF l>9 THEN T = 2

215 IF l>99 THEN T- 1

The DIM statement in line

40 should contain the num-
ber of items you are going to

alphabetize, especially if you
are short on computer mem-
ory. For example, line 40 is

DIM A$(13) if you are order-

ing 13 items.

If you are using the SWTP
BASIC, a slight problem

arises when it tests for string

equality. This is pointed out
by Rich Didday in his article

"A Tale of Four BASICs"
(see Kilobaud, January 1978,

p. 50). The name Smithy
would be incorrectly placed

before Smith. This, of course,

does not happen often and if

it does, it is a simple matter

to rearrange the few names
after the majority of the

items are ordered.

The next time your group
has to alphabetize a list of

people, you can volunteer for

the project. The members will

praise you for your hours (?)

of hard work!

ALPHABETIZE

HOW MANY ITEMS ARE THERE TO BE ALPHABETIZED ? 10

ENTER ITEM NO. 1 ? JAMES

ENTER ITEM NO. 2 ? FISHER

ENTER ITEM NO. 3 ? HUNTER

ENTER ITEM NO. 4 ? KUHMAN

ENTER ITEM NO. 5 ? CRAIG

ENTER ITEM NO. 6 ? DEHART

ENTER ITEM NO. 7 ? KITMAN

ENTER ITEM NO. 8 ? MARKS

ENTER ITEM NO. 9 ? TROUGHTON

ENTER ITEM NO. 10 ? HANSEN

1 CRAIG
2 DEHART
3 FISHER
4 HANSEN
5 HUNTER
6 JAMES
7 KITMAN
8 KUHMAN
9 MARKS

10 TROUGHTON

READY
SarSample run (user input is underlined).
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The Fourth

Trenton Computer Festival

10 AM to 6 PM
SATURDAY, 21st

April 21 & 22, 1979
at TRENTON STATE COLLEGE

Trenton, New Jersey
10 AM to 4 PM
SUNDAY, 22nd

Super Outdoor Flea Market
Surplus computer gear, bargains galore, over

5 acres of space (#2/spot, no electricity).

Forums, Talks & Seminars
Meet the leading experts and hear sessions on

robots, computer music, amateur radio, etc.

Indoor Commercial Exhibit Area
90 exhibitor booths showing newest products;

special discounts; funky games to play.

Vk

J2-\i£i i
TRENTONl
STATE k "•<*,
COLLEGE |v

(V ml [ /s

*— 11
cc 11

*4to%.
TRENTONji*^£j

s ^fcZ&l '

BT 195
i

//J ^
^^EXIT 7A

< w
—I 11

I
q- y MEXIT 7

Convenient to XV. PA, MO Sl DEL
Easy to get to; free parking for over 6,000 cars.

Hundreds of Door Prizes • Banquet Saturday Night

For additional information call 609-771-2487

Admission #4 - Students #2

v

Banquet # 10. Avoid
disappointment - prc-rcgister for

the banquet! Send your check for

#10 per person to: TCF 79, Trenton

State College, Trenton, X.J.

08625.

Sponsored by:

Amateur Computer Group of

Ww Jersey

Philadelphia Area Computer
Society

Trenton State College Digital

Computer Society

Dept of Engineering
Technology, Trenton State

College

I.E.E.E., Princeton Section

j/* Reader Service—see page 1 79 95



Quicksort!

Many microcomputer applications require the sorting and ordering of data. Quicksort
offers a new approach to this problem.

Steven Harrington

Department of Computer
Science

SUNY, Brockport

Brockport NY 14420

This article was inspired by

Thomas Doyle's article, "5

Minutes or 5 Hours" (Kilobaud

No. 17, May 1978, p. 100), where-

in the Shell sort was compared

with the bubble and ripple

sorts. Doyle pointed out that

the simple sorts may not be ef-

ficient and suggested that

Shell's sorting method could

often be a better choice. It oc-

curred to me that many readers

could be interested in other

fast sorting techniques. In par-

ticular, I felt that it might be

useful to contrast the Shell sort

with Quicksort.

Sorting is a common prob-

lem, and there are many known
sorting techniques. There is

not, however, a best sorting

method. Every sort has its own
strengths and weaknesses, and

you should pick the technique

that best fits your particular

problem. A discussion of many
sorting methods can be found

in The Art of Computer Pro-

gramming, Vol. 3, Sorting and

95
100
105
1 1

1 J. 5
120
130
140
145
150
160
65I.

170
180
190
200
210
220
230
n t*c

240
250
255
260
300

REM SET SIZE OF ARRAY TO BE SORTED
LET M*N
REM SET SPACING BETWEEN MEMBERS OF A LIST
LET N*INT<M/2)
REM SEE IF DONE
IF M«0 GOTO 300
LET J«l
LET K«N-M
REM I AND L INDICATE THE ELEMENTS TO BE MERGED
LET I=J
LET L»I+M
REM PERFORM THE MERGE
IF A(IXA(L) GOTO 240
LET T-A<:r. >

LET A(JJ-AiL)
LET A<L>«T
LET :i>I M
IF 1<\ GOTO 240
GOTO 160
REM MERGE NEXT TWO ELEMENTS
LET J=J+1
IF J<«K GOTO 150
REM BEGIN MERGE OF RESULTANT LISTS
GOTO 110
REM END OF SORT

Program A. Shell sort for N elements in array A.

Searching, by Donald E. Knuth,

Addison-Wesley, 1973.

In this article, I present the

Shell sort and two versions of

Quicksort in BASIC. A few

words are given on how each of

them operates. Statistics for

sorting arrays of 100 elements

are presented for comparison

of both sorting methods.

The Shell Sort

The Shell sort (Program A) is

a fast general-purpose sorting

method. Operation of this sort

is illustrated in Table 1. Given

an array A of N elements, the

sort first orders the pairs A(l)

and A(l + (N/2)). This may be

thought of as organizing the

elements into N/2 ordered lists,

each containing two members.

The next stage is to merge pairs

of these lists, forming N/4 or-

dered lists, each with four

members. This ordered merg-

ing process is repeated until

you are finally left with one

ordered list of N elements,

which is the desired result.

THINK OF

AS 4 LISTS

OF 2

2 -3 I 4

7 6 8 5

2

3

I

4

7

6

8

5

2 LISTS

OF 4

1 3

2 4

7 5

8 6

The Shell sort is much more

efficient than the bubble sort.

The theoretical running time for

sorting N elements with the

bubble sort is proportional to

N 2 where, for the Shell sorting

method, the worst case is pro-

portional to N 3/2 and the aver-

age case is approximately pro-

portional to N 5/\ The simple

bubble sort will take 100 times

longer to sort 1000 elements

than it takes to sort 100 ele-

ments, while the Shell sort

takes only approximately 18

times longer.

Quicksort

Another fast sorting method

is Hoare's Quicksort (Program

B). Quicksort works on the prin-

ciple that it is easier to sort two

small arrays than one large

one. It picks one of the mem-
bers of the large array for com-

parison and then divides the ar-

ray into two parts— all elements

greater than the comparison

element and all elements less

than the comparison element.

i

3

2

4

7

5

8

6

I LIST

OF 8

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 1. Operation of Shell sort.
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In ordering the elements

from smallest to largest, all the

smaller elements should pre-

cede the comparison element,

and all those larger should fol-

low it. With this organization,

all that remains to be done is

sort the subarray of smaller ele-

ments and the subarray of larg-

er elements. This is done by re-

applying the Quicksort method

to each in turn.

The array is thereby repeat-

edly divided until only arrays of

one or two elements are consid-

ered. A one-element array seg-

ment is certainly in order, and

nothing more need be done. A

two-element array segment

may possibly require one ex-

change to be ordered. These

steps are illustrated in Table 2.

A clever way to organize the

array into subarrays of smaller

and larger elements is to search

from both ends for an element

that is out of place (i.e., an ele-

ment larger than the compari-

son element at the beginning of

the array where smaller ele-

ments should be and, similarly,

an element smaller than the

comparison element at the end

of the array where the larger

elements should be). When two

such out-of-place elements are

found, they are exchanged.

When the search from the be-

ginning meets the search from

the end, the comparison ele-

ment is moved to this midpoint,

and the array has been properly

organized.

You must remember the

boundaries of the array seg-

ment with the larger elements

during the time when the array

segment with the smaller ele-

ments is being sorted. This is

done by storing the final posi-

tion of the comparison element

in an auxiliary array.

Quicksort likes disordered

arrays. The average running

time for sorting N disordered

elements is proportional to N

log(N), an improvement over

even the Shell sort. Sorting

1000 disordered elements takes

only about 15 times longer than

sorting 100 elements.

The problem with Quicksort

is that there are certain patho-

logical cases for which it is

slow (running time proportional

to N 2
). The difficulty arises

when the comparison values all

lie near the ends of their array

segments. When this happens,

instead of dividing the array in

half, they divide it into a small

segment and another large ar-

ray segment. Since the sort is

again dealing with a large array,

the efficiency that comes from

sorting two small arrays in-

stead of a large one has been

lost.

The usual version of Quick-

sort selects the first element of

the array segment as the com-

parison element. This means

that the pathological cases

arise when the array is nearly

ordered or nearly reverse-or-

dered. This is unfortunate be-

cause these are not uncommon
cases.

The modified Quicksort pre-

sented here (Program B) at-

tempts to ease the problem by

selecting the element in the

7 4 2 1 1 1 1

3 ® 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 3 3 3 3 3

® 2 4 4
|

4 4 4

2 5 5 5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6 6 6 6

8 8 8 8 ® 7 7

4 7 7 7 7 8 8

Table 2. Operation of modified Quicksort.

middle of the array segment for

comparison. The modified

Quicksort works best when the

array is ordered or reversed.

There is, however, still a patho-

logical case where two nearly

ordered lists are concatenated.

This situation can arise when

two lists are to be combined

into one by appending one onto

the other and then sorting.

If you wish to use the Quick-

sort method on arrays where

such pathological cases may

arise, it may be wise to intro-

duce some disorder by select-

ing the comparison element at

random. This can be done by

modifying line 160 of Program

B to read 160 LET M1 =INT

(RND*(J - M)) + M. This modifi-

cation introduces the overhead

of calculating random num-

bers, as the cost of insuring

against N 2 behavior.

In Table 3 some statistics are

presented for sorting arrays of

100 elements by means of the

Shell sort, the modified Quick-

sort and the randomized Quick-

95
100
no
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
160
165
170
180
190
195
200
210
220
225
230
240
250
260
265
270
280
290
300
310
315
320
330
335
340
345
350
360
370
380
390
395
400
410
420
430

ONES

0NEG

200
PLACE ELEMENTS

REM INITIALIZE BEGIN AND END POINTS TO ENTIRE ARRAY

LET L=l
LET B(L)=N+1
LET M=l
REM SET END OF ARRAY SEGMENT
LET J=B(L)
REM SET START OF" ARRAY SEGMENT
LET I=M-1
REM IF ONLY 1 OR 2 ELEMENTS THEN HANDLE SPECIALLY
IF J-M<3 GOTO 350
LET Ml=INT(<I+J>/2>
REM FIND A LARGE ELEMENT AMONG THE SMALL
LET 1=1+1
IF I=J GOTO 270
IF A(IK=A<M1> GOTO 170
REM FIND A SMALL ELEMENT AMONG THE LARGE

LET J=J-1
IF I=J GOTO 270
IF A(J)>=A<M1> GOTO
REM EXCHANGE OUT OF
LET T=A(I>
LET A(I)=A(J)
LET A(J)=T
GOTO 170
REM ARRAY SEGMENT NOW DIVIDED r

IF I>=M1 THEN LET 1=1-1

IF J=M1 GOTO 320
LET T=A(I)

A(I)=A(M1)
A(M1)=T
SAVE STARTING POINT FOR ARRAY SEGMENT OF LARGE ELEMENTS

L=L+1
B(L)=I
REPEAT QUICKSORT OF ARRAY

GOTO 130
REM THE FOLLOWING
IF J-M<2 GOTO 400
IF A(MXA(M+1) GOTO 400
LET T=A(M)
LET A<M)=A(M+1)
LET A(M+1)=T
REM SET BEGIN AND END POINTS FOR ARRAY
LET M=B(L)+1
LET L=L~1
IF L>0 GOTO 130
REM END OF SORT

MOVE COMPARE ELEMENT BETWEEN

LET
LET
REM
LET
LET
REM SEGMENT OF SMALL ELEMENTS

HANDLES THE 1 AND 2 ELEMENT CASES

SEGMENT OF LARGE ELEMENTS

Program 8. Modified Quicksort for N elements in array A. (Note: to obtain the randomized Quick-

sort, change line 160 to: 160 Let M1 = INT (RND+(J - M)) + M.
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Sort Array

Compares

Ordered 1,2,3,4 100

Shell 503
Mod. Q 516

Rnd. Q. 795

Reversed 100,99,98,97,

Shell 668
Mod. Q 516

Rnd. Q 782

Shuffled 1.98,3.96 99,0

Shell 753

Mod. Q 547

Rnd. Q 649
Random 12,23,56,7 43
Shell 850
Mod Q. 560
Rnd Q. 716

Appended Ordered 1,2,

Shell 722

Mod. Q 1729

Rnd. Q 721

Array

Exchanges

36

49

1

260

85

96

307

47

83

393

91

158

,50.1.2.

311

145

152

,50

Additions

Subtracts

1509

672

1158

2099

671

1055

2316

813

988

2596

928

931

2268

1060

1143

Assignments

2523

601

1012

3443

600

909

3830

720

833

4304

817

788

3730

937

979

Other

Compares

510

489

861

770

488

759

817

595

697

903

705

658

821

767

836

Division

or RND

7

36

49

7

36

49

7

47

52

7

51

48

7

62

55

Aux. Array

Needed

6

5

6

7

6

7

6

8

21

7

Table 3. Comparison of sorts of 100 elements.

6800 OWNERS
At last a real world fully addressable SS 50 control
interface. Control robots, appliances, organs, solar
devices, etc. Applications limited only by our imagi-
nation. Easy to use with machine language as well as
basic Fully buffered board plugs directly onto
motherboard and responds to any address defined
by user. 2 fast relays latch data while 8 opto-isola
tors allow handshaking capacity. Kit comes with 2
relays while other 6 I/O lines are left at TTL levels
Circuit board allows addition of 6 relays available
from us at nominal cost.

Kit $74.95
Assembled and tested $101.95

EXTENDER BOARDS
Extend both the 30 and 50 pin buses in SWTP 6800

Both for $19.95

Visa & Master Charge • Ariz Res add 5% Sales Tax

WRITE FOR DETAILS ^ T46

TRANSITION ENTERPRISES INC.
.Star Route, Box 241, Buckeye, AZ 85326

AD-68A ANALOG-TO-
DIGITAL CONVERTER

• 8 analog input channels
• Occupies one SWTPC 6800 I/O
slot

• Quality components and PCB
•Complete documentation
•90 day full warranty
•Assembled and tested
$39.95 t3

Available from your local dealer or
factory direct. Write for additional
information.

Innovative Technology

510 Oxford Park
Garland. Texas 75043

(214) 270-8393

12" BLACKS WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
TERMINAL
$139.00 LIST
Add $5 for shipping and handling

Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

One year

limited warranty

• Ideal for home, personal and business computer systems;
surveillance monitors • 12" diagonal video monitor • Com-
posite video input • Compatible with many computer
systems • Solid-state circuitry for a stable & sharp pic-

ture • Video bandwidth— 12 MHz ± 3 DB • Input im-
pedance—75 Ohms • Resolution—650 lines Minimum IN
Central 80% of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central 80%
ofCRTrefEIA RS375 • Dimensions— 1 1 .375 high; 16.250
wide; 11.250" deep (exclude video input con-
nector) • Weight— 6.5 KG (14.3 lbs) net

Use Master Charge/Visa or send money order.

Micro Products Unlimited
P.O.Box 1525, Arlington, TX 76010

817/461-8043

Dealer inquiries welcome »^M81
J

350 Char/Sec
low cost loader

Solid state photoelectronic components read all
standard 5, 6, 7 or 8 level tapes. Smooth, quiet AC
drive. Reliable highspeed paper tape data entry.
Data amplifiers and "character ready" output avail-
able for CMOS or TTL interfaces. Standard interface
or to your interface specifications. Fanfold boxes
available.

r/?fe,-vCp oddmoster corporation

* 416 junipero serfa drive

son gobriel, ca 91776
(213) 285-1121 telex 674770

oddmoster sgob

J

sort. Comparisons and ex-

changes of array elements are

counted separately from other
operations since the time nec-

essary for them depends on the

type of table being sorted.

You should keep in mind that

in all but the pathological case
the number of operations nec-

essary for sorting will increase

faster with array size for the

Shell sort than for Quicksort.

I hope the discussion of the

sorting techniques presented

here will aid you in selecting

the best sort for your particular

needs, and also that the expla-

nation of two of the less obvi-

ous approaches to sorting may
lead to the development of new
sorting methods.

/WEB £ ASSOCIATES-^
^W20

BREAK
THE SILENCE!

Let TBEEP 1 " signal you

for INPUT PROMPT and/or

ENTRY ERROR.

• Software controlled • Clear distinctive tone • Requires
two word instruction • Pluq in line with cassette AUX
cable • Doesn't interfere with cassette • Long life battery
included • Disk compatible. $27 9R
Special Price

'til April 1, 1979
$18.95 ea.

Dealer inquiries

invited —
Club discounts available

For more information circle

Send check or money order to:

WEB ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 60S Monrovia, CA 91016

(California Residents add 6% tax)

DIGITA L

PLOTTER
[FEATURING THE IEEE 488 BUSS
THE RS 232 SERIAL DATA \NPUT

INTERFACE OPTIONS
OR DIRECT FROM ANY TTL PORT

BASIC AND MACHINE LISTING
SOFTWARE FURNISHED

*^X2
KIT IS $ 195

ASSEMBLED -TESTED $ 249,

WRITE FOR DETAILS TO
Y ENTERPRISES P.O. BOX
HUNTSVILLE ALA. 35804

79<
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r GET A
GOOD CONNECTION

WITH
MICROCOMPUTING . .

AT HALF PRICE!

D Please rush my subscription to Kilo-

baud Microcomputing and establish a

Good Connection between myself and the

world of Microcomputing with a one year

subscription for $ I 5.

Renewal New Subscription

Payment enclosed Bill me later

Master Charge Visa

Card# Exp. date

Signature.

Name
kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
Address

City .State Zip.

Offer good in U.S. & Canada only. K4C

Kilobaud / Microcomptuing / Subscription Services Department / P.O.Box 997 / Farmingdale NY 1 1737



NO POSTAGE
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UNITED STATES
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FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 17 PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES DEPARTMENT

P.O. Box 997
Farmingdale NY 11737
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Kilobaud Microcomputing is the forerunner of small business and home computing with wide-

spread educational application. To stay in touch with what's happening day to day in the world

of computing, make a GOOD CONNECTION with Kilobaud Microcomputing. If you're just get-

ting into computers or you're just getting interested, Kilobaud Microcomputing is for you. It's

written to be understandable for beginners and interesting to experts. Subscribe to Kilobaud

Microcomputing today and take advantage of this 1/2 price offer. We'll send you 1 2 issues for

$15... that's half the cost of the current newsstand price, and we'll guarantee your satisfac-

tion. If you're not completely satisfied with Kilobaud Microcomputing, we'll refund your

money on all remaining issues. Send in the attached coupon today to establish a GOOD CON-
NECTION with the world of Microcomputing. No need to send money now—we'll bill you later if

you prefer.

A GOOD CONNECTION AT HALF PRICE!*

Please rush my subscription to Kilobaud Microcomputing

and establish a Good Connection between myself and the

world of Microcomputing with a one year subscription for $ 1 5.

Renewal New Subscription

Bill me later

Visa

Card# Exp. date

Payment enclosed

Master Charge

Signature.

Name

Address

City State. -Zip.

*Offer good in U.S. & Canada only. K4C

kilobaud

A GOOD CONNECTION AT HALF PRICE! *

D Please rush my subscription to Kilobaud Microcomputing
and establish a Good Connection between myself and the

world of Microcomputing with a one year subscription for $ I 5.

Renewal New Subscription

Payment enclosed Bill me later

Master Charge Visa

Card# Exp. date

Signature

Name

Address

City .State. -Zip.

*Offer good in U.S. &. Canada only. K4C

MICROCOMPUTING
P.O. Box 997 • Firmingdale NY 11737
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Put Something Super
in Your Life

And we mean an approximately $100 Elf—not a $35 million turkey.

Forrest Hudspeth
6406 Church Street

James Champ
1507 Springlake Way
Sykesville MD 21784

Since microcomputers have

become so sophisticated,

you may think that a one-board

micro cannot offer enough to

hold your interest. Think again!

The COSMAC Super Elf from

Quest Electronics is an RCA
CDP1802-based one-board mi-

crocomputer that sells for

$106.95 postpaid, including

power supply. The kit consists

of a silk-screened, plated, glass-

epoxy circuit board (with plated-

through holes), 256 bytes of

RAM, a 32-byte ROM monitor,

two 7-segment LED displays,

eight LED status and mode in-

dicators, an audio amplifier

and speaker, a video display

chip, sockets for all ICs and a

plug-in wall transformer. Also

included are all other required

components, an instruction

and assembly manual, a print

of the latest 3.0 version circuit

board layout and the first issue

of a special publication of 1802

software.

With the price of the large

systems way out of reach—and
some of the small ones still too

high for a newcomer—Jim and I

began to peruse the one-board

computers to see what they of-

fered and what we could expect.

We are both amateurs in the

computer field; Jim has had
limited experience with a TRS-

80, and I have learned from

reading Kilobaud and 73 maga-
zines. He is a high-school stu-

100

dent and I am a Bell System
cable splicer, so don't think our

technical abilities exceed yours

. . . they probably don't.

There are many different cen-

tral processing unit (CPU) chips

offered today with different

word lengths and different

types of construction (NMOS,
CMOS, etc.). Almost every one

of these chips has at least one

hobbyist-sized microcomputer

built around it. Some of them
are worth considering because

of the price, others because of

software availability, while still

others are S-100 bus compati-

ble or have their own line of ex-

tensive hardware available. Jim

and I had to remember that

manufacturers are constantly

upgrading their front-line CPUs
and proposing new and im-

proved versions, even new en-

tire computers.

The Super Elf Package

It was difficult to pick one mi-

cro out of this menagerie, but

some features and facts about

the COSMAC Super Elf made
this system stand out. Here is

an offering, with a low initial

cost, for a working, easy-to-use

computer that is as expandable

as your imagination and your

pocketbook. The Super Elf is

complete with its own power
supply, eliminating the first po-

tential snag in making a one-

board micro operational.

Many options are readily

available now, not later or in the

planning stages, as is the case

with some other micros. You
can get a 4K memory board

with cassette interface, room
and positions on board for an

optional 1 K Super ROM, parallel

and serial I/O options and an

S-100 memory interface. A high-

er-level language—2K Tiny BA-

SIC on cassette tape or ROM-
is also available now. Quest

Electronics carries an optional,

attractive hardware case with a

labeled front panel. The Super

Elf is useful and functional in

its bare-bones configuration,

yet expandable without a large

outlay of cash.

The COSMAC Super Elf uses

the CDP1802 CD CPU by RCA
powered by a 5 volt regulated

supply. The Quest Electronics

computer uses a separate clock

generator running at 3.579 MHz
divided by 2, even though the

CPU has its own internal oscil-

lator and can run at up to 3.2

MHz at 5 volts. The CDP1802D-

version chip can run at up to 6.4

MHz using a 10 V supply. The

Super Elf is only configured for

the slower CDP1802CD at this

time . . . apparently to keep the

supply at 5 volts, making it TTL
compatible as well as CMOS
usable.

The 1802 is a register-inten-

sive machine, with sixteen 16-bit

general-purpose registers (one

is used as the program counter),

an 8-bit D register or accumula-

tor, an 8-bit ALU and three 4-bit

registers to select the 16-bit

registers. It also has four flag

inputs, one interrupt line for

DMA operations, an output line

for serial output or signaling, 15

I/O control lines and a 1-bit bidi-

rectional bus.

The instruction set has 91 in-

structions to help use up to

65,536 possible bytes of direct-

ly addressable memory and in-

terface with I/O devices. Stan-

dard arithmetic instructions

are included, enabling you to

construct typical math calcula-

tion subroutines.

The CDP1861CD Video Dis-

play Controller interfaces di-

rectly with the CDP1802 CPU. It

is CMOS technology and a fam-

ily device, eliminating much in-

terfacing circuitry. If you pro-

gram properly, it can display up

to 128 vertical by 64 horizontal

segments. The monitor picture

is a bit map of memory, display-

ing the program-selected pages

of memory (up to 1024 bytes) as

a bright spot for 1 and a dark

spot for 0.

Several sample display pro-

grams, giving various formats,

are part of the 1861 spec sheets

reprinted in the instruction

manual. The display does not

use the entire TV or monitor

screen but, instead, projects on

an approximately 3x3 inch

area for a 12 inch monitor. This

might limit the use of the video

display to examining memory
pages or drawing a small pic-

ture, unless, perhaps, you re-

write programs from the RCA
COSMAC VIP manual, which is

quite a job.

This chip does not display al-

phanumeric characters or any

other special designs unless

you develop the software to do

so. The VIP has a larger monitor

and CHIP 8, an interpretive lan-

guage, which are used in the

VIP video programs. This con-

siderably complicates trying to

use the VIP programs.

The video display controller

on the Super Elf outputs through

a circuit designed to allow di-

rect connection to a video mon-
itor or to an approved rf modu-
lator. This feature can consid-



erably simplify interfacing

either one you desire to use.

The Super Elf uses two 2101

RAMs, but other types, such as

low-power 5101s, can be used.

If desired, you can use RCA
family devices, such as the

CDP1824 32 x 8 bit or CDP1802

256x4 bit RAMs. Using these

static RAMs will ease the inter-

face requirements, but you

might want to choose less ex-

pensive, more readily available

RAMs.

The instruction and assem-

bly manual provided is brief, to

the point and adequate for its

purpose. Since it does not pro-

vide Heathkit-type assembly in-

structions, you should know

how to identify components

and do quality, detailed solder-

ing before you attempt the con-

struction. We divided the com-

ponent placement and solder-

ing between us, as our abilities

in that area varied widely. Hap-

pily though, we found no con-

struction errors, so be encour-

aged when you begin assembly.

The manual contains five

main sections and two appen-

dices. Most of the pages de-

scribe the logic circuits and the

assembly instructions. Copies

of two manufacturers' spec

sheets are included—one for

the CDP1802 CPU and one for

the CDP1861 Video Display Con-

troller. These are helpful since

the manual has no instructions

for using the video generator

other than for turning it on and

off.

Other short sections in the

manual explain the expansion

buses, troubleshooting hints

and external connections. A

few, well-written pages review

the operating features, controls

and their usage. Overall, it con-

tains enough info to enable you

to assemble the computer,

check it out and turn it on.

Even though this machine is

intended for a beginner, we feel

that some digital background is

necessary to fully understand

the manual. Unfortunately, it

does not include one complete

schematic or block diagram.

Segments of the schematic are

found near their explanations

in the manual.

The first issue of an 1802

software publication, called
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The COSMAC Super Elf and its accompanying literature.

Questdata, was included with

the assembly and instruction

manual. This interesting little

pamphlet contains brief pro-

grams and explanations de-

signed to guide the newcomer
through the austere world of

machine-language program-

ming. It teaches how to operate

an on-board LED for signaling

purposes, how to produce a

tone on the speaker provided

and how to run a simple branch

execution and a three-minute

timer program.

Questdata is available from

Quest for $12 for a one-year

subscription. This newsletter is

intended for people with any

1802-based machine, not just

the Super Elf. Since the 1802 in-

struction set is the same re-

gardless of the computer's

hardware configuration, these

programs are adaptable with

only minor changes required.

Should the subsequent is-

sues approach programming in

the same manner as the first

issue, they will prove useful to

beginners, as the first issue

has to Jim and me. This com-

puter, as basically conceived,

may attract mostly beginners,

and we feel it is critical that this

newsletter keep us interested

in micros and in pursuit of bet-

ter software and its applica-

tions.

After all, the 1802 is not a

front-runner in the CPU race, so

the 1802 computers should

continue to provide a field for

hobbyist pioneers for some
time. It appears that the only

good source for general-usage

software'is going to come from

people familiar with the 1802,

most likely owners of 1802-

based machines.

Construction

The entire computer and its

literature are shipped in a cor-

rugated cardboard box with

similar parts individually

bagged. The ICs are packed in

conductive foam (where they

should remain until installed),

and the circuit board is sealed

in plastic.

When the computer arrived,

we unpacked it carefully and

used the parts list in the man-

ual to check the contents.

Checking and identifying the

components against the parts

list, we found no discrepancies.

We inspected the circuit board

for completeness and accuracy

and found everything intact

and ready to assemble.

The Super Elf has sockets for

all the chips as well as an extra

one for use with four wire jump-

ers. These jumpers are needed
to terminate the inputs to an-

other chip if the high address

option is not purchased. All the

sockets and components are

high-quality, first-line parts.

Our most tedious job was in-

stalling the keyswitches for the

keyboard. Each digit or letter of

the keypad must be individually

installed. Each must be tack-

soldered on one lead first and

then aligned to its final position

before the other lead is

soldered. After you have posi-

tioned them to your liking, you

can complete the soldering.

These keyswitches, the LEDs
and the socket used for the

seven-segment displays must

all be mounted 1/2 inch off the

circuit board if you intend to

buy the optional cabinet. This

standoff distance will bring all

the LEDs and keyswitches into

their proper position on the

cabinet front panel.
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The last items to install are

the ICs. We recommend that

you first take one simple pre-

caution: Plug in the transformer

and test whether the power on

the board is regulated at the

proper voltage. A wrong regula-

tor or a few solder splashes

could change the voltage; it

might be easier to detect prob-

lems at this point, rather than

after having blown some ICs.

Once the chips are installed

and the power is finally turned

on, the fun begins with the ini-

tial checkout. Simple tests

check out any options that

were purchased as well as the

main functions. The main com-

puter operations test them-

selves by displaying the proper

digits, the proper mode or

status LED. If the checkout is

OK, proceed to program; other-

wise, head for the troubleshoot-

ing section in the instruction

manual to determine the prob-

lem.

We did not graduate from the

construction trouble-free,

though I must admit we were

close. One LED was defective

(quickly replaced from the junk

box), and the ROM monitor did

not operate or list the proper in-

structions and data when sin-

gle-stepped through. However,

this did not curtail operations

altogether, as the machine was

used as configured without the

monitor.

Jim wrote to Quest explain-

ing that the monitor ROM was
defective and received a reply

within a week requesting the

defective part. He shipped the

defective ROM back to them

and received a new, working

one within ten days. The new

ROM performed perfectly and

added much pleasure to operat-

ing the machine.

The entire construction from

the package opening to the

start of the checkout took us

about six hours. This time will

differ according to your ability

and patience.

Operation and Programming

Operating the Super Elf is a

matter of entering a program

with the 24 keys and using the

two 7-segments to help with

low and high address displays

if these options are purchased.

The authors key in their tone program to see how it works.

The monitor on ROM can be

used to help load and execute

your programs, if desired.

When you use the monitor,

there are distinct advantages.

Using three different hex num-

bers, you can load a program at

any location in memory, exam-

ine any location in memory or

start execution of your program

at any location in memory. This

monitor only works with page 1

of memory, or, in other words,

the 256 bytes furnished on-

board. It can even be used to ex-

amine itself, since the monitor,

when selected, uses the first 32

memory addresses (not loca-

tions in RAM).

If you write a program with-

out the monitor and then later

select the monitor when run-

ning the program, this might

cause trouble unless you start

writing your program at hex ad-

dress 21. The monitor will steal

the first 32 addresses when
selected, so you must make
room for it when you start to

program.

Although literature and ex-

planations are not supplied

with the basic kit, the 1K Super

ROM has much more muscle

and flexibility. It can control the

cassette loading and unloading

as well as work on and control

more pages of memory.

While using the computer,

you will have four mode LEDs

and four status LEDs to help in-

terpret what the machine is

doing. The mode LEDs tell

whether the CPU is prepared to

load, is reset, running or wait-

ing. The state LEDs will indi-

cate a fetch, execute, DMA or

interrupt being executed by the

CPU.

One LED is labeled Q and is a

helpful programming tool. This

Q line is a flip-flop, which is set

or reset by op codes in the in-

struction set. It can also be

tested with other instructions

to initiate branches. A one-

transistor amplifier drives a

speaker off of this line and can

be used to create clicking

noises as it is pulsed or even

audio tones by switching on

and off.

After having read the sup-

plied literature, you still may be

in the dark as to certain fea-

tures and operations. A good

way to solve this problem is to

have a copy of the RCA user

manual for the CDP1802 COS-

MAC Microprocessor, MPM-
201 B, which sells for $5 from

RCA. I think that Quest should

supply this with the kit, even if

it means a price increase to

cover the cost.

This manual is not a spec

manual as such but, instead,

provides an understanding of

the internal organization of the

1802 CPU and explains exactly

what the machine instructions

do. Diagrams for memory ex-

pansion and interfacing, I/O

ports and typical small sys-

tems are just part of the infor-

mation available. Simple pro-

grams and programming tech-

niques cued to this chip were

extremely useful to us as we
had never done any program-

ming in machine language.

When writing programs you

must observe certain peculiari-

ties in the Super Elf. Due to the

way the computer hardware is

configured, some operation

codes are dedicated to board

functions, such as display on

and off, hex keyboard input and

hex display output. Two of the

flag inputs, EF1 and EF4, are

also used for video display sta-

tus and input switch status, re-

spectively. This is a minor in-

convenience, though, as two

more flag lines and ten more in-

put and output commands are

available. The flag lines are

branch testable, meaning the

input switch can be used to ini-

tiate your program to test its

state (depressed or not).

A simple program such as

the one accompanying this arti-

cle can create a tone from the

computer's speaker. This pro-

gram is an adaptation of one in

the Questdata newsletter, but

with some sophistication. It

prevents having to key in the Q
set and reset op codes as many
times as in their program. In ad-

dition, your imagination can

create many uses for this as a

program subroutine, such as

signaling the end or the mid-

point in the program.

This program is not intended

as a representation of perfect

programming. It is simply a

small example of one way to

create a desired effect, and we
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are sure many of you can do

much better!

Interfacing and Expansion

After you have run several

programs and have pro-

grammed up to address loca-

tion FF (255), and maybe acci-

dentally beyond, you will un-

doubtedly desire more memory.

But perhaps this won't be satis-

factory either, as you realize

that the basic monitor only

works with page 1 of memory.

You notice that your fingers are

tied in knots after loading 255

steps via the keypad and feel

either a need for an ASCII key-

board input or a bionic hand.

All of these problems and

others can be solved by options

now available from Quest Elec-

tronics. A simple $4.95 memory

backup kit supplies all the

parts necessary to save your

program when power is turned

off. This option includes two

AA nicad batteries that can

save the 256 on-board bytes

only for 20 hours or up to four

weeks for 5101 L RAMs. This

memory backup kit can be a

lifesaver when you develop a

program or desire to save a

good one, particularly if you

don't have the expansion with

its cassette interface.

If you are a little anxious and

have a 44-pin edge card con-

nector and a 44-pin experiment-

er's circuit board available, you

can have some fun without

using the Quest expansion

board. The Super Elf has a spot

in the upper left portion of the

board for both their 50-pin inter-

face and a standard 44-pin wire-

wrap socket, such as the Radio

Shack 276-1553 ($2.99) that we
used.

Not contained on the expan-

sion bus is a regulated voltage.

The connector instead has two

unregulated 10 volt buses, one

of which is an extension of the

main board's supply good for

up to 300 mA, and the other

comes off the low and high ad-

dress option . supply and is

good for up to 200 mA. We rec-

ommend that any substantial

current, as well as any different

required voltages, be supplied

from an external supply.

The 44-pin connector does

give access to both of the un-

used flag inputs, EF2 and EF3,

and ground. By employing these

two inputs and ground, you can

control programs, change pro-

grams and scan these inputs,

using the appropriate branch-

ing software. We have written a

code oscillator program using

just these three connections

and a side paddle key. This is a

tone- and speed-selectable code

practice oscillator, not just a

beeping speaker.

In writing the code oscillator

program, we found that you can

make up for some hardware de-

ficiencies with software. Not

wanting to build a separate os-

cillator, we made the computer

supply its own. Intelligent, well-

planned programming can

make this computer seem big-

ger than it is, performing useful

functions with a minimum of

hardware and expansion.

A 4K memory expansion kit,

including an on-board cassette

interface, can be purchased for

$79.95. On this board are thirty-

two 21L02 RAMs and spaces

for all of the offered options.

This amount of memory should

keep you pounding into the

night before you run out of

room.

This memory expansion
board connects to the Super Elf

with two 50-pin connectors that

you must supply. The two

boards are mated back-to-back

and will fit in the optional cabi-

net, unless you have S-100

boards plugged in. Minor modi-

fications on the Super Elf are

required for this board and

some of the options. These are

easily accomplished because

they were preplanned by the de-

signer.

One of the more critical re-

quirements is a bigger, separate

power supply. You must supply

8 volts unregulated at 3 Amps
and purchase an on-board 5

volt-3 Amp regulator option or

supply 8 volts unregulated at 2

Amps and 5 volts regulated at 1

1/2 Amps. Some on-board op-

tions will require other voltages

that you must supply. The 1K

Super Monitor, for instance, re-

quires + 12 volts and -5 volts,

both regulated to ±5 percent.

Keypad functions on the

main board will be modified if

you purchase the 1K Super

A
UNIQUE PROFIT
OPPORTUNITY

FOR

Computer
Retailers

Systems
Houses

Software
Companies

CCM's* Dealer/Affiliate Distributor Program features the

Data General microNOVA™ computer line. It also fea-

tures established professional business applications

software for resale to the explosive small business com-
puter market. Sales and technical training included.

For details: call Bob Washburn (617) 272-0018.

Computer
maruetinq
inc. *^C112

*a subsidiary of the Computer Store,™ Inc.

120 Cambridge Street, Burlington, MA 01803

CCM is the nation's largest Data General microNOVA™ distributor



Some things are just

naturally right.

tin

MA Op Code Mnemonic Operation

us iiuy-v/ \j

40

tiny-c is a structured programm designed

to allow you to tocus attention on the problem you
want to solve — rather than the language you're using
to solve it. With tiny-c you can expand your horizons

tar beyond the limits ot BASIC. The tlny-c Owner's
Manual (including 8080

and PDP-1 1 source code) is

Machine readable copies ot the

interpreter are available on selected media.

To order your tiny-c call or write:

tiny-c associates, RO. Box 269 Holmdel,

-f-
2Mm/ N.J. 07733. (201) 671-2296.

Msm I I Y You'N quickly discover tiny-c

^Tn / is naturally right for your

fl / language needs.
/ New Jersey residents include 5% sales fax. Visa and Master

^/LS Charge accepted, include charge plate number with order.

Here an APPLE
There an

APPLE
Everywhere an

APPLE!
APPLE!

AND GET A LOAD OF
THIS DEAL!

WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF AN

APPLE II-16K

« $119S
We will sell you an

ADDITIONAL 32K*of Memory
for the incredible $|

low price of

i i

»^C64

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

COMPUTER CORNER OF NEW JERSEY
240 Wanaque Avenue, Pompton Lakes, N.J. 07442

C4LL TODAY
(2Q1) 835-7080

00 F8 LDI Load tone

01 22 Delay value

02 A1 PLO R(1) Into Register 1

03 7B SEQ Set Q flip flop

04 81 GLO R(1) Get Register 1 value

05 A2 PLO R(2) Put into Register 2

06 22 DEC R(2) Decrement Register 2 by 1

07 82 GLO R(2) Get Register 2 value

08 3A BNZ Branch to 06 if

09 06 (Address) Value is not 0, otherwise

0A 7A REQ Reset Q flip flop

0B 81 GLO R(1) Get Register 1 value

OC A2 PLO R(2) Put into Register 2

OD 22 DEC R(2) Decrement Register 2 by 1

OE 82 GLO R(2) Get Register 2 value

OF 3A BNZ Branch to 0D if

10 OD (Address) Value is not 0, otherwise
11 30 BR Branch to 03
12 03 (Address)

Register Assignments

R(0)— Program Counter (this is always the case unless you change
it in your program)

R(1)—Tone set (Delay) Register, higher value makes lower tone
R(2)—Loop value Register

Program listing to create a tone from the Super Elf's speaker.

•PRIME TESTED MEMORY CHIPS

Monitor ROM ($19.95). Any
changes required by this option

are also taken care of in the ac-

companying instructions.

If you have a Teletype ma-

chine, an ASCII keyboard or an

RS-232 machine, you should

purchase an interface from

Quest Electronics at nominal

cost. These options can make
the operation of your computer

much easier and provide a hard

copy to boot.

Some of you may have older

S-100 memory boards lying

around, perhaps because they

are too slow for your current

Z-80 high-speed monster or

maybe because they are 4K
boards not worthy of a slot in

your computer ... at least

when compared to today's high-

density boards. In either case,

the Super Elf has an S-100

memory interface available for

$4.50.

The expansion board can
take two of these options, which

consist of three capacitors and

a 100-pin socket each. Most

S-100 boards, which are or act

as a block of memory, can be

used. Certain constraints are

mentioned, so it would be wise

to purchase just one of these

options to see if the S-100

board that you are considering

will work properly.

It's possible that some local

computer clubs or enthusiasts

may have a line on some inex-

pensive S-100 boards to expand

the memory. Kilobaud advertis-

ers also offer good buys on

S-100 memory boards.

Quest is having some minor

problems with address conflicts

with the Tiny BASIC on ROM
option, so you might experience

some delay in your order. They

are working these out and de-

ciding whether to use 2708 or

2716 EPROMs at this time. It is

now possible to get the Tiny

BASIC on cassette or listing.

They will also ship it on

EPROMs if you desire to work

out the address problems your-

self.

Problems and Shortcomings

Every rose has its thorns, so

to be fair we must point out

some of the problems and

shortcomings we encountered.

After all, a balanced view will al-

low you to choose and spend
wisely.

The first problem we en-

countered was a defective LED
at the state one position. This

stymied us on the checkout

until we figured that the com-

puter worked, but one LED
didn't. A replacement from the

junk box supply quickly had the

problem resolved.

The second problem was
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PASCAL
PERFORMANCE.

The new Pascal Computer System is driven by a unique 16-

bit Pascal MICROENGINET"— the first microprocessor hard-
ware designed exclusively for direct high-level language
execution. The processor is incorporated into a single
board computer system, the WD/90, which directly executes
Pascal intermediate code generated by the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD) Pascal compiler, Release
III .0. Since P-code output by the Pascal compiler repres-
ents an ideal architecture for a computer executing Pascal
programs and since the WD/90 directly executes P-code (no
interpreter), these programs execute up to five or more
times faster than equivalent systems.

WESTERN D/G/TAL

The WD/90 Pascal MICROENGINE™ Computer
includes: Pascal MICROENGINE™
processor 64K bytes of RAM Memory B Two
RS-232 asynchronous/synchronous ports (110-1 9.2K
baud-full duplex) Two 8-bit parallel ports (500 kHz
maximum data rate) Floppy disk controller with direct memory access
(DMA), switch selectable for: single or double density (IBM format); mini or
standard floppy; 1 to 4 drives (same type) Floating point hardware
(proposed IEEE standard) Memory Mapped I/O Enclosed power
supply Complete UCSD Pascal Operating System (Release III.O)

^W25

3128 Redhill Avenue, Box 2180 • Newport Beach, CA 92663

(714) 557-3550, TWX 910-595-1139

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
DISTRIBUTOR: CIT (714) 979-9920

RETAIL: Your LOCAL COMPUTER Store

OEM: Your WESTERN DIGITAL Sales Representative

also obvious, but the cause

was not as easily confirmed.

The ROM monitor did not work

and therefore did not properly

identify when we tried to single-

step through it. In the single-

step mode you can use a regu-

lar VOM for checking voltages

on the board. We used a VOM to

confirm that the ROM was
selected and that it output the

wrong data. When it was re-

moved, the computer still func-

tioned, but with some inconve-

nience. We then had to load all

programs from address loca-

tion 00. Any memory locations

that are not in sequential order

must be reached by single-

stepp/ng, a tedious waste of

time and energy.

When we used our own tone

subroutine, the speaker became
intermittent and then quit. Like

the defective LED, this was a

minor problem, since we had a

spare speaker. Other shortcom-

ings, such as the monitor's lim-

ited abilities, the failure to sup-

ply the RCA user manual and

the limitations of the video dis-

play chip, have already been

discussed.

The Super Elf does not oper-

ate very fast, primarily because

of the low supply voltage and

slow clock speed. It doesn't ap-

pear that the Super Elf can be

sped up to compete with larger,

faster machines without exten-

sive modifications. We don't

recommend this computer to

anyone who expects more oper-

ating speed.

It is unfortunate that exten-

sive pieces of hardware are not

available for the Super Elf from

other suppliers. While the KIM

has floppy disk controllers,

mainframe cages and much
more, the Super Elf, on the

other hand, has directly appli-

cable options available only

from Quest. A possibly adapt-

able EPROM programmer—from

another supplier— is made for

the 1802 in general.

A detailed search of our Kilo-

baud issues revealed that the

only software currently avail-

able is the 2K Tiny BASIC from

Quest. In addition, we found no

programs for sale and located

only two Kilobaud articles that

can be used on or modified for

the Super Elf without a detailed

machine-language rewriting.

Having followed the prices of

one-board computers, you may
have noticed that the KIM-1 has

dropped to $179. This does put

it in the range of the Super Elf

and might draw away many po-

tential customers. However,

some people will want a one-

board just to learn on and to ex-

periment with developing appli-

cations-oriented software and

hardware. The cost difference

between these two particular

computers could make the

Super Elf worth buying. It did

make a difference in our case

and still would be the deciding

factor.

Conclusion

The Super Elf has its own I/O

device, a 24-key keypad, a pow-

er supply with expansion buses

and 256 bytes of RAM to work

with. Many applications can be

satisfied by this computer and

its additional options. Although

some drawbacks exist, more

software and hardware are

bound to be produced as 1802

machines become more popu-

lar. At this time, the Questdata

newsletter can teach you to

program and inform you of

other people's programs.

You may have been putting

off buying a computer because

of the high price tag. If so, we
suggest you consider the Super

Elf. It may satisfy your needs

and still be within your price

range. Join the microcomputer

crowd; put something Super in

your life'.B

References

1. Quest Electronics, PO Box
4430M, Santa Clara CA 95054.

Source for the Super Elf at

$106.95 postpaid, and options.

2. RCA, Solid State Division,

Somerville N J 08876. Source for

the RCA user manual for the

CDP1802 COSMAC Micropro-

cessor, MPM-201B, $5.

3. Optimal Technology, Inc.,

Blue Wood 127, Earlysville VA
22936. Source for 2708/16
EPROM Programmer w/soft-

ware, $59.95 or $49.95 kit, ad-

vertised for the 1802 and other

microcomputers.
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Starship Attack

Up a laser river by the old military stream.

Marc Schwartz

26 Trumbull St.

New Haven CT 06511

You're poised on the launch-

pad, prepared to protect

the food stations against an en-

emy Starship with its deadly

laser ray. Yes, your deflector

shields can withstand one laser

ray . . . but two and it's all over!

Luckily your ship is loaded with

phasor torpedoes. You know
that if you run out of torpedoes,

though, you must attempt to

board and capture the Starship.

But you know, too, that the

closer you get to the ship and

the closer you get to boarding

it, the more ferocious become
its laser-ray defenses. Sudden-

ly a Starship approaches ....

The Game

Starship Attack is a game
played with an Apple II. Your

selecting the speed of the ac-

tion permits you to play at a

pace either slow enough to be

comfortable for a six-year-old

or rapid and tense enough to

excite an experienced space

Program listing

5 K=-163S4 : ZZ=- 16336 KX=- 16368

10 TEXT : CALL ^936- UTAB 2- TAB
11

15 PRINT "* SThR SHIP ATTACK •*"

i o TAB 11 PRINT "

"• PRINT PRINT TAB 6

29

25

38

35

49

45

50
55

68

65
78

75

30
85

30

95

1 88
1 1

115

120

125

1 30

REN COFYRIGHT VIDEOGRAPHICS INC
1978

FRINT "YOUR SHIF IS ON THE LAUNC
H PhD"; PRINT • ThB 7
PRINT "THE STAR SHIP IS APPROACH
ING" PRINT ThB 15
FRINT "YOUR MISSION " PRINT

; HO c

PRINT "CAPTURE OR DESTROY THE BL
ACK STAR SHIF": TAB 3
PRINT "BEFORE IT DESTROYS THE FC
00 STATIONS" TAB 14
PRINT " OR YOU' " PR TNT

FRINT TAB 7
T= RND (4> + 4

FRINT "YOU HAVE ",T," FHASOR TOR
REDOES"; FRINT POKE KX,8
INPUT mSPEEO?(FROH KSLOH) TO 30
0(FAST>) "

. S 0*300-5
FRINT • TAB 4

FRINT "DO YOU UAHT INSTRUCTIONS
(YsN)? m

IF FEEK <K>*286 THEN 88- IF
PEEK <K)=217 THEN 2100 GOTO
75
CALL -936TF=0 GR
C0L0R=6 FOR N*8 TO 39* ULIN
8,39 AT N NEXT N
C0L0R*14-H*8* FOR L=4 TO 2S
STEP S PLOT L..M: NEXT L

C0L0R=13: HLIN 9,13 AT 39 HLIN
IS.. 39 AT 39: HLIN 0.-14 AT 38
HLIN 17.. 39 AT 3S

X=l 5 Y=37 A=23 8*1 S HI T*8
ZX*8'ZY*8F*8
X*XH FDL <8)-128)s75:Y*Y+<
FDL ( 1 >- 128)^75

C*2t RND (2>-lD=2t RND (2)
-1 A=A+CB=B+D
IF A<1 OR A>38 OR B< 1 THEN

IF 8>38 THEN B=3S

135 IF X<1 OR X>3S OR Y< 1 THEN
900

140 IF Y>37 THEN Y=37
145 C0L0R=1 HLIN X..X+1 AT Y
150 C0L0R*8> HLIN A-1,A+1 AT 8-

ULIN B-1..B+1 AT A
155 IF Y=B AND X*A OR Y=B AND

X+1*A THEN S00
160 REM TORFEDO
165 POKE -16296. 0: POKE -16294..

170 IF PEEK (-16286X128 THEN 189

175

1 SO

(AC

1 90
195

200
205

210

215

220
230

235
240
245
258
255
260
265

270
275

2S0

285

290

295

300
305

XY*Y ZX*1'PZ* FDL (1>: GOTO
190
IF PEEK (-16287X128 THEN 248

XY=X:ZY=1 ;FZ= FDL <8>
IF TP<T THEN 200
CALL -936: FRINT "NO TORPEDOES /.

EFT" : GOTO 240
TF=TP+1 : TT=2*(PZsl2S)-l
FOR ST=XY+TT TO 39*<PZ'128>
STEP TT: COLOR =1

IF ZX THEN IF X=A AND ST=B THEN
1000: IF ZY THEN IF ST=A AND
Y*B THEN 1000
IF ZX THEN PLOT X.ST: jf 7Y THEN
PLOT ST,Y
H* PEEK (ZZ)
C0L0R=6- IF ZX THEN PLOT X,
ST IF ZY THEN PLOT ST,Y
NEX T ST
i1=8- FOR L=4 TO 28 STEP 8
IF SCRN(L,M>#14 THEN 255
F=F+1
NEXT L IF F*8 THEN 1500
FOR N=l TO Q: NEXT N
C0L0R=6- HLIN A-l.A+1 AT F

•

ULIN B-1..B+1 AT A HLIN X.
X+i AT Y
REM LASER RAY LA=0
Z= RND < ABS <X-A>+ ABS < Y-

B>)s3+3
IF Z83 THEN 118 COLOR*15- HLIN
9*39 AT B- ULIN 8,39 AT A
FOR N*l TO 18 H* FEEK < ZZ >-

PEEK (ZZ): MEXT N
IF SCRN(X,Y>=15 OR SCRN(X+1
, Y)=15 THEN LA=1
C0L0R=6 HLIN 0,39 AT B> ULIN
0,39 AT A
IF LA=1 THEN GOSUB 1188
GOTO 110

pilot. The entire game, which

utilizes both paddles and both

paddle reset buttons, can be

played by one or two players

and is quickly loaded into 4K of

memory.

The game begins with your

ship on the launchpad and the

Starship closing in above you.

There are four food stations in

the sky, and it is your job to pro-

tect them.

You can steer your ship by

tilting your paddle one way or

the other to move left or right

and by tilting the other paddle

up or down to move in those di-

rections. Pushing the reset but-

ton on a paddle fires a torpedo

in the direction that paddle is

tilting. Only a direct hit on the

central section of the Starship

destroys it.

The X-shaped, black Starship

fires its laser ray horizontally

and vertically, destroying

everything in its path (including,

the ground!). If your ship is hit

by a laser ray more than once,

you lose the game.

You can capture the Starship

by touching it with your ship.

However, the program is writ-

ten so that the closer you get to

the Starship, the more fre-

quently it fires its laser ray.

If the Starship is "forced" off

the air space in which the game
is played, you win. However, if

you stray off the airspace, your

ship is lost. You also lose if a

laser ray wipes out the food sta-

tions before you destroy or

drive off the Starship.

The Program

Statements 10 to 45 print the

title. Statement 50 determines

how many torpedoes you re-

ceive (between four and seven).

In statement 60 you select the

speed of the game. (By making
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S a small number, you make Q a

large one. In statement 260, a

large Q makes for relatively

long-lasting frames and thus a

slower game.)

Statement 85 colors the back-

ground; line 90 colors the food

stations; and line 95 colors the

ground/launchpad.

At statement 100, X and Y

give the starting coordinates of

your ship; A and B give those of

the Starship. TP is the number

of torpedoes shot; HIT is the

number of laser hits you have

received. ZX and ZY will be ex-

plained later.

In statement 115, X and/or Y

is incremented by - 1, + 1 or 0,

depending on whether the re-

spective paddle is leaning one

way or the other or is centered.

In line 120 the Starship is made
to randomly move up, down or

sideways. In lines 125 to 140the

boundaries of the "airspace"

are determined. In line 145 your

ship is put on the screen; in line

150 the Starship goes on the

screen. In line 155 the program

checks to see if the Starship

was captured.

Statements 160 to 235 fire

the torpedoes. The actual firing

for either reset button is done

in statements 210, 220, 225 and

230. ZX, ZY and PZ vary depend-

ing on whether one or the other

reset button is pressed.

Lines 240 to 255 check to see

that all food stations have not

been destroyed. And line 260,

700 CALL -936: PRINT "ENEMY DPWEN
FF GOOD N0RK, CAPTAIN!"- COLOR*
13 HLIN X*X+1 AT Y-l- GOTO

800 CALL -936 PRINT '•ENEMY CAPTURED
. EXCELLENT!" GOTO 2900

900 ChLL -936 FPINT "STRAYED INTO E
NEMY AIRSPACE."- PRINT "SHIP LOS
T.

"

910 C0L0R=0 HLIN A-1,A+1 AT ft-

VLIN B-1..B+1 AT A- GOTO 2000

CALL -936: PRINT "STAR SHIP HIT!
CONGRATULATIONS'

"

• GOTO 2000

CALL -936: FOR N=1 TO 10 H*
PEEK <ZZ>: NEXT N
IF LA = 1 THEN HIT*HIT+1 LA*0

IF HIT=2 THEN 1115
PRINT "DEFLECTOR SHIELD DAMAGED
SY LASER RAY". RETURN
CALL -936 RFINT "SHIP nFS T?nVF0
BY LASER RAY'"- CO! 0R-0- Hi.TN

A-l.-A + l A T B VLIN B-Jj.B+1 AT
A GOTO 2000
CALL -936 PRINT "ALL FOnn STAT7
0NS DESTROYED " PRINT "COLONY N

LONGER VIABLE "• COLOR-h
HLIN A-1..A + 1 AT B VLIN P-
1,5+1 AT A: GOTO 2000

2000 FOR N=l TO 1500 NEXT N- G0TD
10

1100

1105

110

1115

1 500

2100 CALL -936
2105 FRINT "ONE PADDLE MOVES YOU? SHI

P FROM SIDE TO SIDE. THE OTHER M
DUES IT UP AND 00UN " PRINT

2110 PRINT "PUSHING THE RESET BUTTON
ON A PADDLE": FRINT "FIFES A FHA
S0R T0RFED0 IN THE": PRINT
"DIRECTION THE PADDLE IS LEANING

2115 FRINT : PRINT "ONLY A DIRECT HIT
ON THE CENTRAL CONTROLSECTION

F THE STAR SHIP DESTROYS IT."
PRINT

2120 FRINT "YOU MAY CAPTURE THE STAR
SHIF BY GETTINGCLOSE ENOUGH TO T

HE CONTROL SECTION TO": PPINT
"BOARD IT " FRINT

2122 PRINT "BENARE OF THE NHITE LASER
RAYS FROM THE STAR SHIP IF YOU
ARE HIT TUICE BY THEM.."..

2123 FRINT "YOUR DEFLECTOR SHIELDS HI
LL BE DESTROYED "

2124 PRINT "CAUTION THE CLOSER YOU G
ET TO THE STAR SHIP, THE MORE RA
FIDLY IT FIRESi" PRINT

2125 TAB S: PRINT "NHEN YOU ARE READY
TO BEGIN,

"

2127 POKE -1636S,0
2130 TAB S: PRINT "PRESS THE 'RETURN'

KEY. ": TAB 16: INPUT Z$
2140 GOTO SO

as was noted, controls the

speed of play.

Lines 270 to 300 control the

laser ray. In line 275, Z gets

smaller as your ship gets closer

to the Starship, and thus the

laser fires more frequently.

Essentially that's it. I sug-

gest that most adults start off

at a speed of about 25 and fairly

quickly get up to 300. Most kids

under eight years old will do

best to start at a speed of one

and have a friend take over one

of the controls.

Watch out! Here comes the

Starship!!

GIVE YOUR TRS-80 WHAT IT DESERVES

All tapes $10.00 each, on cassette.

plus $1.00 postage & handling.

Choose Level I or II.

A television station in Florida chose our Biotorecast program (catalog #

CS-1) to use in a special news broadcast during the November 1978 state-

wide political elections Many think ours is the best biorhythm program ever

written And it loads and executes in less than 4K'

One customer is using our Orbit programs (catalog # CS-2) to help him in

the weather satellite work he does tor the Air Force

Recreation centers, schools, businesses, doctors, and housewives are

using our Lend Out program Lend Out (catalog # CS 7) keeps track of things

loaned out to people Its high utility, together with Its many features and

ease of use. have made it a best seller

And speaking of best sellers . . .

Our Turkey Buzzard game (catalog # GT 4) has made an even bigger

splash than we expected It is a game that has everything a detailed

scenario, character animation, and a general arcade style It's chocked full

of dangers and comic pitfalls No wonder there are those who say it may be

the most successful work ever to combine a continually changing plot with

all TRS-80 graphics capabilities Already it is becoming a classic among

classics

All of the above programs will execute in less than 4K RAM! You can t get

those programs from any other company We invented them and only we

own the rights to them Sure you can buy one of those cheap software

library'' deals, but most of the programs they feature can be found in books

Books you can check out from your public library for nothing.

So for something truly different for your computer, look to the creative

software company

Compurex O ^C86

PO Box 536 Inman SC 29349

ATTENTION
NORTH STAR USERS
TFS-
Text formatting system. At last a powerful, full-

featured text processor for the Northstar Disc System!!

"TFS" runs with virtually any system configuration and any

terminal" (Note: Uses RAM from to 2000H). Justifies left

and right margins, page and chapter headings, page

numbering, multi-copy, move text, search text, substitute,

merge files, and append files from disc, and much much
more! "TFS'' is of great use by anyone that wants perfect

text and typing with the minimum effort! Includes a

70-page user's manual complete with examples, plus a

handy quick reference guide to the "TFS" commands.
- - -> $75.00

RDA—
Data System. A very fast and reliable data base

management system for Northstar. Access time of less

than 0.5 sec (worst case we could find!) Unlimited cross-

referencing, paged output, more. "RDA" automatically ad-

justs itself for the amount of memory you have! "RDA" is

great for any one having to have quick access to data and

cross-references! Includes user's manual with examples.

- - -> $45.00

(Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

»^S61

Sf P.O. Box 1628. Champaign, IL 6182CT

ATTENTION
NORTH STAR USERS
• ARIAN : 8080/Z 80 Operating System. Assembler Text

Editor Debugger Dynamic File Capabilities Save & Load

Source/OBJ Files to Disk Resident and Custom Com
mands Truly a powerful yet easy to use Operating System

= = = > > $50 00

• INVESTMENT PACK: Stocks. Bonds etc Statistical

Analysis Portfolio Management. Options much more
= = = > , $3000

• FAMILY PACK : Programs for home and family Includes

Mail List. Phone List. Recipe Analysis. Home Budget

much more
= = I • • $30 00

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING COURSE Level

#1. beginners Tired of not understanding Assem Lang

programs'7 Get this course and begin writing your own code
= = = > > $30 00

• TYPING COURSE: If you're still using hunt and peck ' then

you need Supersoft's Typing Course!

= = = > > $30.00

• . GAMES PACK: Includes "STARFLEET ' plus many
others = = = > > $20 00

(Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

/wwon*^S61

^T P.O. Box 1628. Champaign, IL 6182CT
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INSTANT SOFTWARE TM

Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458
NEW

INSTANT SOFTWARE

Trek-X
S^Z irilh iifiliimiil r-

^soundl
fmturr

L

Command the Starship Enter-

prise and fight Klingon battle

cruisers. Romulan warships, and

Orian Destroyers. The Trek X Pro-

gram has a full graphics display of

enemy ships, moons, planets, suns,

starbases, and has the added
feature of allowing you to add

sound to your Pet. $7.95. Order

No. 0032P Pet 8K

MORE: Fun for Your Family and Friends
INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

16K
LEVEL II

Business
Package II

0016R Coo*"gM> "#'(1

INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

Car Race
Anti-Aircraft

Rat Trap

Q0< <H in*lant So'i*«'« »tt«'Bo>ovgr> nm OMM USA *•• *

Would you like to be able to

graph the sales of your firm ... or

a particular product? This program

will do this automatically, and save

the data for later use or modifica-

tion. It will also calculate and

graph the average sales for a year

period, month by month . . . and

calculate and graph the increase or

decrease in sales. This program
alone is worth the price of the en-

tire packages I 9 95 .
Order No.

00I6R. Level I 4K and Level II I6K

In Car Race you and a friend can

have fun racing your cars on a

choice of two race tracks with your

TRS-80. In Rat Trap you must trap

the rat in the grid using your two

cats. Aim your gun and shoot down
the plane in the Antiaircraft same.

$7.95. Order No.00 I I R. Level I 4K

WSTMTT SOFTWMK

Business
Package I

Vmstant software*

n Casino 1

HI SI»ck|»ckiRoul»IH

cm
rifflflfil
V-

INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

16K
LEVEL II

Bowling

.,• .« «- •,*

INSTANT SOFTWARE

Tangle
Super-Trap

i--' ,«V" MMOLMMUM

You can bowl strikes and pick up

spares with the Bowling Program

on the TRS-80. Your computer will

give you a visual display of the pins

and keep score as well. $7.95

Order No. 0033R
Level I 4I< and Level II I6K

In Tangle, you must maneuver

your line across the screen and

cause your opponent or the PET to

crash its line into an obstacle.

Supertrap is an even more ad-

vanced version of Tangle, where

you have the option of using

changing backgrounds and ob-

stacles to play the game. $7.95.

Order No 0029P Pet 8K

PLUS MANY
K"lNSTAVT SOFTWAIrtTi

1 Personal
1 Weight Control

| and Blorhythms

r
•«• -. ...•»..

oil
Tycoon

NSTUNT SOFTWAM

Beginner's
Backgammon

and Keno

IITIPforTRS-80
*lnst.nlM,cro Programs

Leve| , Qn Qne SJde_ Leve) ,, Qn the other

Space Trek II

As commander of the Starship

Enterprise, you must defend the

galaxy against Klingon warships.

Use your arsenal of phasors and

photon torpedoes while moving in

the quadrant under impulse power

or jumping from quadrant to

quadrant with your warp engines.

$7.95. Order No 0002R
Level I 4K and Level II I6K

Ham Package I

This group of eight programs will

be of frequent help to any techni-

cian, experimenter, or ham
operator. Included are programs

for Ohm's Law calculations, fre-

quency vs. reactance, series

resistances, parallel resistances,

series capacitances, parallel

capacitances, dipole antenna
design, and yagi antenna design.

$7.95. Order No 0007R
Level I 4K and Level II 16K

Electronics I

With this group of five programs

you can design coils for radio cir-

cuits, calculate the component
values for tuned circuits, design

preamplifiers using the LM-38 I IC.

and design timer circuits, either

monostable or astable, using the

555 IC timer. $7.95. Order No.

0008R Level I 4K and Level II

16K

Beginner's Backgammon/
Keno

You'll never lack for a backgam-
mon opponent again. This program
is designed for the new player, but

the computer's steady play will

challenge an expert. Keno is a

popular Las Vegas gambling game
where you can win big. $7.95.

Order No. 0004R

Level I 4K and Level II I 6K

Golf/Crossout

Play golf with your TRS-80. You

have a choice of seven clubs to

play the game on 18 different

holes. Crossout is the peg puzzle

game. Remove all the pegs but

leave one in the center hole.

$7.95. Order No. 0009R
Level I 4K and Level II 16K

Business Package I

You can keep the books of a

small business on your TRS-80.

You'll be able to run off a list of

your assets, run a trial balance and
get a profit and loss statement
when you want, with only a level I.

4K computer. $29.95. Order No.

00I3R. Level I 4K

OH Tycoon
Compete with a friend for the

honor of being the wealthiest ty-

coon in the oil industry. You can ex-

plore and drill for oil. invest in

research and development, and
suffer from spills and wellhead

blowouts. $7.95. Order No. 0023R.

Level I 4K and Level II I 6K

Air Flight Simulation

Turn your TRS-80 into an
airplane. Take off and land, do

aerobatic maneuvers, and fly a

course against any map you

choose. The program includes full

instruments and flight controls.

$7.95 Order No. 001 7R.

Level I 4K and Level II 16K

Basic Lunar Lander/
Intermediate Lunar Lander

Your automatic landing system

has malfunctioned and you must

make a manual landing. The retro-

rockets must be carefully con-

trolled or they'll name the new
crater after you. $7.95 Order No
000 1 R . Level I 4K and Level 1 1 ! 6K

Cave Exploring/Yacht
Concentration

Three games for the TRS-80. Cave Exploring is a game of trial,

error, and exploration. Yacht is a two-player game based on the

dice game of Yahtzee. Concentration is a computer version of the

television game $7 95 Order No. 00 I OR Level I I6K

imp.forAPPLE
Golf

The Golf program as played on the Apple has some pretty tricky

fairways lined with trees, sand traps, and water hazards. You have

your choice of nine clubs to get your ball into the cup. But

remember, the computer may give your ba\\ an occas'\ona\ sUce.

just to keep things interesting. $7.95. Order No. 00I8A. 20K



MORE: Efficiency in Your Business
INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

Demo I

Computer Composer
HI lo E.S.P. Horse Race
Petals A round The Rose
Baseball Slot Machine

J

fiNSTANT SOFTWARE!

BHCheckersH Baccarat

1 II IOGI IAW
1 -O
1 Or 1
1 I - 1

INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

Destroy All
Subs
Bombers
Gunboats

INSTANT SOFTWARE

Knight's Quest
Robot Chase
Horse Race

INSTANT SOFTWARE

TRS-80
4K

LEVEL I

Status off

Homes

Auto Expenses

MMw n v\ ut> *«a [«» a
<as>, -auk aiscc as* osr
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Demo I is perfect for those times

when you want a few short pro-

grams to show your friends what

your TRS-80 can do. Programs in-

cluded are Computer Composer.

Baseball. Horse Race. ESr. Hi

Lo/Tic-Tac-Toe. Petals Around the

Rose, and Slot Machine. $7 95

Order No 0020R Level I 4K

Sharpen your skill at checkers.

The PET will oppose you on the

board, keep score, signal when you

can jump, and time the moves with

an on screen clock. The Baccarat

program gives you the choice of

two styles of play. It will deal the

cards and keep track of your bank-

roll. $7 95. Order No. 0022P.

Pet 8K

In Destroy All Subs, you must

track and hunt down three subma-

rines. Evaluate sonar reports and

fire your depth charges to get a

kill. But watch out! Don't damage

your ship by hitting a mine or being

torpedoed, or you're sunk. Get all

three subs and you can expect a

hero's welcome.

002 I R. $7.95 Order No. Level I 4K

MORE IN STOCK!

Battle sea or mountain demons
as you travel around the kingdom

of Norsax. in your quest to gain the

treasure and become a knight.

You're surrounded by homicidal

robots, in Robot Chase, while

trapped in an electrified prison. To

save yourself, you must lure the

robots onto the walls of your

prison. $7.95. Order No 0003R

Level I6K

If youre a do-it-yourself builder

with only one house or a contrac-

tor with an entire subdivision, you

need the Status of Homes Program

to help you keep track of all the ex-

penses involved in the building of

houses. The Automobile Expense

Program will let you keep track of

just how much it costs you to run

your car or truck. $7.95. Order No.

DO I 2 R Level I 4K

Basic And
Intermediate
Lunar Lander

WSTJWT sorrwAKi

Golf —
Cross-Out

WSTMfT SOFTWAM

Air Flight

Simulation

MSTMfT SOFTWARC

Mortgage with
Prepayment
and Financier

IIT1P for PET

Cut along dotted line and mail today

TM

DOW Jones Find out first hand

what the stock market is all about.

Computer even offers broker's ad-

vice. High influence option in-

creases complexity of game. Enter-

tain yourself and friends while

learning at the same time. $7.95.

Order No. 0026P.

Personal Weight Con
trol/BlorhythmS Two con-

temporary concerns in one inex-

pensive package. Let your PET

determine your ideal weight and

then calculate the correct daily

caloric intake to reach or maintain

your weight goal. Chart your own
biorhythms or anyone else's.

$7.95. Order No. 0005P. Pet 8K

Casino I

The Blackjack Program is not

only fun to play but it will allow

you to play every combination pos-

sible. It is so good that you can use

it to practice before you go out to

beat the house and get rich. $7.95.

Order No. 001 4P. Pet 8K

Casino II

Casino II is not just a craps

game, its a tutorial program that

will teach you the odds for every

bet. You'll learn which bets give

you the best odds. It's so realistic,

it's like playing under actual house

conditions. $7.95. Order No.

00I5P Pet 8K

Order your

Instant Software

today!

To order by phone, call

toll free 1-800-258-5473

(MasterCharge, VISA

and AM EX order accept-

ed) or ask for Instant

Software at your local

computer store.

Check Money Order VISA
M^sfprHhargp Fxpiration date

DAMEX

Card Nn

Namp

Aridrpss

City State Zip

Send me the following

Instant Software:

Mortgage With Prepayment Option/Financier
Two programs in one package of interest to people concerned

about today's economy. Learn about interest, prepayments,

profitable investments, depreciation schedules, salvage values,

and more. Incredibly priced at $7 95 Order No 0006P Pet 8K

Quantity Order No. Program name Unit Cost Total cost

Shipping Charge $1.00

Instant {Softwar8 InC. Dept. M A Total order

Peterborough NH 03458



Terminate Your Troubles

For less than $5, you can add your own active terminator to your computer.

Clive Bolton

79 Nassau Ave.

Manhasset NY 11030

When I set out to build my
computer, I decided that

only the best would do: a hefty

30 Amp power supply, an eigh-

teen-slot motherboard— the

works. I figured that I might as

well include an active termina-

tor also. After scouting around

for a decent, simple design that

used readily available parts, I

came up empty-handed. Out of

necessity, I designed my own.

Theory

Passive termination and ac-

tive termination are a couple of

terms that are frequently tossed

Fig. 1. Passive termination (1

of 94).

-vw——rj2>

) BUS LINES

o vs*
\ >

Fig. 2. Active termination.

around. The standard TTL ter-

mination is a 2.6 V reference,

generally composed of 360 and

390 Ohm resistors in series

across a 5 V supply with the

TTL line connected at the junc-

tion of the two (Fig. 1). This ap-

proach is called passive termi-

nation; it allows for the proper

sinking and sourcing of the TTL
line by keeping the impedance

of the line down, and thereby

minimizing the pickup of noise.

Each passive termination, how-

ever, draws about 6.7 mA from

the power supply. Terminating

all 94 of the S-100 bus lines this

way requires a standby current

of 600 mA.

These passive terminations

not only are a burden on the

power supply, they waste ener-

gy and create excess heat in-

side the computer, neither of

which is desirable.

Active termination, on the

other hand, uses an active regu-

lating circuit and an isolating

resistor to terminate the line

(Fig. 2). Current can either

source or sink through the iso-

lating resistor, contributing to

or drawing from the voltage

source. Terminating more lines

means adding additional resis-

tors between the lines and the

voltage source.

As the number of bus lines in-

creases, there are more lines to

be sourced and sinked, and the

current requirement increases.

Fortunately, at any given mo-

ment, there will be a fairly ran-

dom mix of 0s and 1s on the

bus. These feed to or draw from

the same voltage source and

tend to cancel out, reducing the

average current requirements

of the voltage source circuitry

to a meager 30 or 40 mA.

Operation

My circuit uses a standard

7805 5 V regulator and a vari-

able negative power supply as

a ground reference. The 1 k trim-

mer across the 4.7 V zener di-

ode acts as a voltage divider to

provide a -2.4 V reference for

the regulator. Since the regula-

tor provides a regulated 5 V
above its ground terminal, the

output is 2.6 V.

Construction

The construction of the regu-

lating circuit is not critical. I

built the regulator on a piece of

perfboard and inserted the re-

sistors, standing up, in the last

empty slot on my motherboard.

All the free leads are tied to-

gether and fed to the regulator.

To minimize noise, the bypass

capacitors are distributed

across the network and sol-

dered close to the resistors.

Their free leads go to ground.

Of course, the circuit could just

as easily have been assembled

on an S-100 prototyping board.

Calibration

There is only one adjustment

to be made. After assembly is

complete, check all wiring and

remove all boards from the

computer. Using a reasonably

accurate voltmeter, adjust the

1k trimmer until the voltage

coming out of the 7805 is 2.6 V
above ground.

Performance

The design performs well.

Looking at a few of the more ac-

tive bus lines with an oscillo-

scope revealed that ringing had

decreased substantially. Al-

though I never before had expe-

rienced any problems that I

could attribute to a noisy bus, I

am very pleased with the re-

sults. I hope you will be too.B

TO ALL LINES EXCEPT
I, 2, 50, 51, 52, IOO

(HEA TSINKED)
270X1 RESISTORS (94)

8V >
2 6V

560ft
IW

-I6V > vw—

GND >

+ 4.7V **_ 1

"f
ZENER fioTURN

_1 ,, TRIMME

<7 <7
22/iF TANTALUM
CAPACITORS (5)

Fig. 3. Circuit.
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For your SWTP 6800 Computer •

PERCOM
TM

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
the

Ready to plug in and run the moment you receive

it. Nothing else to buy, no extra memory. No
"booting" with PerCom MINIDOS™, the remark-

able disk operating system on EPROM. Expand-

able to either two or three drives. Outstanding

operating, utility and application programs.

""" *"^fi»«

X.

#mcM

For more
information

see your local

PerCom dealer

or call

toll free

1-800-527-1592

only

$COA95

fully assembled and tested

shipping paid

TM

PEfiCOM i^Pi

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
Dept. K 318 Barnes Garland,Texas 75042

(214) 272-3421

For the low $599.95 price, you not only get the disk drive, drive power

supply, SS-50 bus controller/interface card, and MINIDOS™, you also

receive:

• an attractive metal enclosure • a fully assembled and tested inter-

connecting cable • a 70-page instruction manual that includes operat-

ing instructions, schematics, service procedures and a complete list-

ing of MINIDOS™ • technical memo updates — helpful hints which

supplement the manual instructions • a 90-day limited warranty.

SOFTWARE FOR THE LFD-400 SYSTEM
Disk operating and file management systems

INDEX™ The most advanced disk operating a.nd file management
system available for the 6800. INterrupt Driven Executive operating

system features file-and-device-independent, queue-buffered

character stream I/O. Linked-file disk architecture, with automatic file

creation and allocation for ASCII and binary files, supports sequential

and semi-random access disk files. Multi-level file name directory

includes name, extension, version, protection and date. Requires 8K
RAM at $A000. Diskette includes numerous utilities $99.95

MINIDOS-PLUSX An easy-to-use DOS for the small computing sys-

tem. Supports up to 31 named files. Available on ROM or diskette

complete with source listing $39.95

BASIC Interpreters and Compilers

SUPER BASIC A 10K extended disk BASIC interpreter for the 6800.

Faster than SWTP BASIC. Handles data files. Programs may be

prepared using a text editor described below $49.95

BASIC BANDAID™ Turn SWTP 8K BASIC into a random access data

file disk BASIC. Includes many speed improvements, and program

disk CHAINing $17.95

STRUBAL+™ A STRUctured BAsic Language compiler for the pro-

fessional programmer. 14-digit floating point, strings, scientific func-

tions, 2-dimensional arrays. Requires 16K RAM and Linkage Editor

(see below). Use one of the following text editors to prepare programs.

Complete with RUN-TIME and FLOATING POINT packages $249.95

Text Editors and Processors

EDIT68 Hemenway Associates' powerful disk-based text editor. May
be used to create programs and data files. Supports MACROS which

perform complex, repetitive editing functions. Permits text files larger

than available RAM to be created and edited $39.95

TOUCHUP™ Modifies TSC's Text Editor and Text Processor for Per-

Com disk operation. ROLL function permits text files larger than

available RAM to be created and edited. Supplied on diskette com-

plete with source listing $1 7.95

Assemblers

PerCom 6800 SYMBOLIC ASSEMBLER Specify assembly options

at time of assembly with this symbolic assembler. Source listing on

diskette $29.95

MACRO-RELOCATING ASSEMBLER Hemenway Associates'

assembler for the programming professional. Generates relocatable

linking object code. Supports MACROS. Permits conditional

assembly $79.95

LINKAGE EDITOR— for STRUBAL+™ and the MACRO-Relocating

assembler $49.95

CROSS REFERENCE Utility program that produces a cross-

reference listing of an input source listing file $29.95

Business Applications

GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM Accommodates up to 250 accounts.

Financial information immediately available — no sorting required.

Audit trail information permits tracking from GL record data back to

source document. User defines account numbers $199.95

FULL FUNCTION MAILING LIST 700 addresses per diskette. Power-

ful search, sort, create and update capability $99.95

PERCOM FINDER™ General purpose information retrieval system

and data base manager $99.95

™ trademark of PERCOM Data Company, inc

Ordering information

To order, call toll free 1-800-527-1592. MC and VISA welcome. COD
orders require 30% deposit plus 5% handling charge. Allow three

weeks for delivery. Allow three extra weeks if payment is by personal

check. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

PERCOM 'peripherals for personal computing'

1^ Reader Service—see page 179



Testing PET
Search Algorithms

Benchmarking a search routine can reveal curious idiosyncracies in your interpreter. PET's
real-time clock simplifies any timing comparison you're likely to encounter.

P. Kenneth Morse
3249 Ramsgate Road
Augusta GA 30909

In
his article, "A Different

Search Technique" (Kilo-

baud, May 1978, p. 112), Glen

Charnock proposed a search al-

gorithm that tested for the end

of an array only after finding a

match and challenged readers

to benchmark the technique.

As an avid hobbyist who enjoys

the convenience of program-

ming in BASIC but wished that

BASIC would run faster, I deter-

mined to accept that challenge

on my 8K PET.

My first step was to set up a

benchmark test (see Fig. 1) that

establishes an array of 100

numbers running consecutively

from 501 (stored in Y (1)) to 600

(stored in Y (100)). Line 50 iden-

tifies 600 as the value sought;

this ensures that the entire ar-

ray will be searched. Line 60

takes advantage of the real-

time clock built into the PET by

storing the present value of the

time counter Tl as variable T.

When a match is found, the

value of (Tl -T) gives the time

required for the search in

"jiffies" (note: a "jiffy" equals

1/60 of one second).

I then constructed routines

for both search algorithms to

search the Y array for the value

600 and to determine the time

required for the search. Routine

A in Fig. 2 provides a test of the

traditional search procedure in

which the loop index is incre-

mented for each repetition of

the search, and on each repeti-

10 DIM Y(101)

20 FOR A = 1 TO 100

30 Y(A) = A + 500

40 NEXT A
50 X = 600

60 T = TI

Fig. 1. Benchmark array.

tion a determination is made as

to whether the array has been

exhausted. Routine A required

88 jiffies. Even small changes

can make a detectable differ-

ence: change A< = 100 to A<
101 in line 100 costs one jiffy!

Charnock's suggested search

procedure is shown in Routine

B (Fig. 3), which differs from

Routine A in that (a) the value

sought is stored as the (K + 1)
tn

element of the array, where K

equals the original number of

array elements, and (b) the end-

of-array test is omitted until a

match is found. This routine ran

70 A = 1

80 IF Y(A) = XTHEN PRINT "MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl -T; "JIFFIES": STOP
90 A = A + 1

100 IF A< = 100 GOTO 80
110 PRINT "NO MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl -T; "JIFFIES": STOP

Fig. 2. Search Routine A (88 jiffies).

70 Y(101) = X
80 A = 1

90 IF Y(A)OXthen A = A + 1:GOTO90
100 IF A <> 101 THEN PRINT "MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl -T; "JIFFIES": STOP
110 PRINT "NO MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl -T; "JIFFIES": STOP

Fig. 3. Search Routine B (55 jiffies).

70 FORA = 1TO100
80 IF X = Y(A) THEN PRINT "MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl - T; "JIFFIES": STOP
90 NEXT
100 PRINT "NO MATCH FOUND IN"; Tl -T; "JIFFIES": STOP

Fig. 4. Search Routine C (41 jiffies).

in 55 jiffies, a savings of 33/60

of one second.

At this point, I observed that

it would have been more con-

venient to use the FOR-NEXT
construction rather than defin-

ing a loop index variable and

specifically incrementing it

each time through the loop. I

assumed that there would be

an overhead cost to using the

FOR-NEXT construction and

decided that I would like to find

out what the cost might be.

I therefore replaced Routine

B with Routine C (see Fig. 4), a

simple FOR-NEXT loop that

exits whenever a match is

found. To my amazement and

delight, I discovered that Rou-

tine C would run in 41 jiffies, or

53 percent less time than Rou-

tine A and 25 percent less time

than Routine B. The simpler

FOR-NEXT structure was ac-

tually outperforming the some-

what more cumbersome struc-

tures! Again, a minor change

affected program execution

time: specifying NEXT instead

of NEXT A in line 90 saved two

jiffies.

Apparently, you should never

assume that the algorithm

which is optimal in assembly

language will also be optimal in

BASIC. Users of BASIC should

be aware that their built-in

BASIC structures may be more
efficient than other algorithms

implemented in BASIC.
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AmericanDataintroduces

PRODUCTS TO EUROPE.

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DEALER.

BELGIUM
International Electronic Center
Avenue Charles Plisnier 37
B 1070 Brussels

Telephone: 521-1620

Telex 85055

UNITED KINGDOM
Abacus Computers, Ltd.

62 New Cavendish Street

London W.1
Telephone: 01-580-8841

Telex 8813085

Calderbrook Technical Services

1 Higher Calderbrook
Littleborough, Lanes.

Telephone: 0706-79332

COMP Computer Components
14 Station Road
New Barnet

Herts. EN5 1QW
Telephone: 01-441-2922

Telex: 25769

Linn Products
235 Drakemire Drive

Castelmilk, Glasgow
G45 95Z Scotland

Telephone: 041-634-3860

Telex: 77301

American

Mutek
Quarry Hill

Box, Corsham
Wiltshire SN14 9HT
Telephone: 0225-743289

Thames Personal Computers
13 Wilmot Way
Camberley, Surrey

Telephone: 0276-27860
Telex: 847851

U Microcomputers
PO Box 24
Northwich, Cheshire CW8 IRS

Telephone: 0606-75627

FRANCE
Computer Shop Janal

12 Rue Pasquier

75008 Paris

Telephone: 329-6237

Telex: 203919

Electronic JL
97 Rue de Chantiers

78000 Versailles

Telephone: 950-2820

Telex: 260717

GERMANY
Balu Electronics

Burchardsplatz 1

2000 Hamburg 1

Telephone: 330935
Telex: 2161373

BISY
Rheinstrasse 2

4040 Neuss 1

Telephone: 02101-28124

Telex: 8517931

LC-Rechenzentrum
Bernhardstrasse 71-73

D 55 Trier

Telephone: 0651-31026
Telex: 472621

GREECE
Compumak, Ltd.

117 Solonas Street

Athens 142

Telephone: 363-2952

ITALY
Edi Consult SRL
Via Caccini 12

20052 Monza
Telephone: 039-38-9850

Skylab

Via M. Gioia66
20125 Milano
Telephone: 688-38-06

Telex: 32271

NETHERLANDS
Ingenieursbureau Koopmans
Joh. Vermeerstraat 7

3351 BN Paperdrecht
Telephone: 078-56033

7)HTA-HOME AND OFFICE COMPUTER
1030— 15TH STREET, N.W., SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
(202) 466-6612

CABLE ADDRESS—"AD HOC"
TELEX: 64405

150 REGENT STREET, SUITE 500
CHESHAM HOUSE
LONDON W1R5FA
TELEPHONE: 01/439-6288

TELEX: 261426

^A74
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^P^Affofdable Compute*
' An

There are many personal computers in the market, from the low-priced to the very expensive ones. But, when it

comes to BOTH price and quality, none can compete with the ACFA-8. However, rather than tiring you with a

lot of words that sometimes don't give the true picture, why don't we let you read the specifications, and have

you be your own judge?

THE HARDWARE (STANDARD FEATURES]
• Motorola 6808 CPU (software compatible with

the 6800).

• 8K BASIC floating point on cassette.
• 16K of RAM, expandable to 48K ON-BOARD (no

ugly-looking plug-in boards).
• Colorgraphics
(Motorola 6847 Video Generator, Motorola
6846P3 Color ROM, Motorola 1372 RF modulator,

for direct hookup to standard TV, 4K of separate
display RAM).

• ASCII Keyboard (GRI 756).

• Kansas City Standard cassette interface.

• MODEM interface capability (additional chips

required).

• Motorola assembled power supply ( ± 5 V @ 4 A,

± 12 V @ 0.700 A).

L.

• 1/4-inch thick high impact beautifully styled

plastic case.

THE TRAINING MANUAL (can be bought sepa-

rately) A 230-page comprehensive manual, de-

scribing numbering systems, digital electronics,

CPUs and memories, BASIC programming.
THE WARRANTY
90 days against defective parts.

THE SERVICE
$20.00 for full repair of inoperative kits (plus ship-

ping). This price does not include damaged parts

by fault of customer (charged extra).

FUTURE EXPANSIONS
TTY-RS/232 Interface, Floppy Disk Interface,

Printer Interface, A/D Circuits, Basic in PROM,
Software.

You will undoubtedly think that you have to pay many hundreds of dollars for this system. And yet, the retail

price for the whole package is ONLY $595.00.

Why not send the coupon today, and order an ACFA-8. If you don't like what it does, you can return it within 15

days from the purchase date and get your money back. You simply can't go wrong!

Delivery 4-6 weeks after receipt of order. j
Send me my ACFA-8 kit for $595 (assembled units at $695).

Visa/BankAmericard No
Mastercharge No Interbank No.

Check enclosed

Send me the training manual at $29.95.

Exp. Date
Exp. Date.

Name:
Address:

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

AGFA, INC. • 130 MAIN STREET • ANNAPOLIS MD 21401
„ A72 • TEL. (301] 263-6333
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William L. Colsher

4328 Nutmeg Ln., Apt. J 1

1

Lisle IL 60532

Two Diamonds

If you've solved "Lucas' Puzzle" (November 1978, p. 98), try your hand at "Two Diamonds. 11

This is another one-player

game that has been ex-

tremely popular for many
years. Like the simpler puzzle

called Lucas' Problem, Two
Diamonds is played by re-

versing the positions of two
sets of markers. Unlike Lucas'

Problem, however, Two
Diamonds features markers in

a rather complex pattern.

This pattern gives the puzzle

its name.

The game is simple to

play. Moves can be made in

one of two ways. First, a

simple move is to place a

piece adjacent to a space into

that space. Second, jump a

marker over another marker

(of either kind) and into the

space. The two markers and

the space must all be in a line.

The game is won when all

the X markers have been

moved to the left side of the

board and all the * markers

have been moved to the right

side of the board. The game
can be completed in about 40
to 45 moves, but a decent

score in the mid- 50s can be

made.

10 INPUT "INSTRUCTIONS?", I$

20 IF |$(1.1)=**Y" THEN GOSUB 500
30 LET X1=3 : LET Y1=5
40 DIM B(5.9)

50 FOR 1 = 1 TO 5

60B(I,0) = I

70 NEXT I

80 FOR 1 = 1 TO 5
90 FOR J=1 TO 5

100 READ B(I,J)

110 NEXT J

120 NEXT I

130 GOSUB 270
140 INPUT "YOUR MOVE? ",X,Y
150 GOSUB 470
160 IF F=0THEN GOTO 190
170 PRINT "ILLEGAL MOVE!"
180 GOTO 130
190 LETB(X1,Y1)=B(X,Y)
200 LET B(X,Y)=0
210 LET X1=X
220 LET V1»Y
230 GOTO 670
240 M=M+1
250 GOTO 130
260 END
270 PRINT " BOARD AFTER MOVF";M
280 PRINT ""

?90 PRINT" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9"

300 PRINT ""

310 FOR 1 = 1 TO 5
320 PRINT B(l,0);" ";

330 FOR J=1 TO 9
340 IF B(I,J)=99 THEN PRINT" . ";

350 IF B(I,J) = 10 THEN PRINT " ";

360 IF B(l,J)=0THEN PRINT " ";

370 IF B(I,J) = 100 THEN PRINT " X ";

380 NEXT J

390 PRINT ""
: PRINT ""

400 NEXT I

410 RETURN
412 REM ***THIS DATA SETS UP THE BOARD

414 REM ***99 MEANS UNUSABLE SPACE
416 REM ***10 MEANS A STAR [•)

418 REM "**100 MEANS AN X
419 REM ** # MEANS THE EMPTY SPACE
420 DATA 99,99,10,99.99,99,100.99,99
430 DATA 99,10,99,10,99,100,99.100.99
440 DATA 10,99.10,99,0,99.100.99.100
450 DATA 99,10,99,10.99.100,99,100,99
460 DATA 99,99,10.99,99,99,100,99,99
470 LET F=0
480 IF B(X,Y)=99 THEN LET F = 1

490 RETURN
500 PRINT" TWO DIAMONDS"
510 PRINT ""

520 PRINT "THE OBJECT OF THIS GAME IS TO"
530 PRINT "MOVE ALL THE STARS (•) TO THE"
540 PRINT "RIGHT HAND DIAMOND AND ALL THE"
550 PRINT "X'S TO THE LEFT BY MOVING THEM"
560 PRINT "INTO THE SPACE MARKED WITH A '0' "

570 PRINT "TO MAKE A MOVE TYPE IN THE ROW"
580 PRINT "AND COLUMN NUMBERS OF THE MARKER'
590 PRINT "YOU WISH TO MOVE. A LEGAL MOVE"
600 PRINT "CAN BE MADE BY MOVING A MARKER"
610 PRINT "ADJACENT TO THE SPACE (0) OR"
620 PRINT "BY JUMPING A PIECE IN LINE WITH"
630 PRINT "A MARKER ADJACENT TO THE SPACE."
640 PRINT ""

650 INPUT "RETURN TO PLAY".|$
660 RETURN
670 LET F=0
680 FOR 1 = 1 TO 5
690 FOR J=1 TO 4
700 IF B(I,J) = 10 THEN EXIT 750
705 IF B(l,J) = THEN EXIT 750
710 NEXT J

720 NEXT I

730 PRINT "CONGRATULATIONS!"
740 PRINT"IT TOOK YOU ";M;"MOVES."
745 END
750 LET F=1
760 GOTO 240

Program listing.
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How about a Printer?

A Singer Friden HSP-30 printer can be interfaced to an SWTP 6800—or other computer.

Jerry Sorrels

6266 Banner Ct.

Riverside CA 92504

This article explains how to

interface a Sanders 3110/

Singer Friden HSP-30, 30-char-

acter-per-second printer to an

SWTP 6800 computer. The con-

nection can be RS-232 serial,

7-bit ASCII parallel or both. This

is not the usual printer-inter-

face article with gobs of hard-

ware modifications and then a

software driver that isn't writ-

ten for your CPU. Interfacing

this printer requires a little

hardware, which I like, and no

additional software, which I

like even better! Also, this

printer should easily interface

to most micros.

Printer Description

The Sanders 3110 prints 64

uppercase alphanumeric char-

acters, which are arranged on

the outer surface of a vertical

The printer with the cover in place. Note the control switches on

the right.

print wheel that spins at 1800

revolutions per minute. This

wheel is continuously inked by

an ink roller. A character is

printed when the print hammer
forces the paper against the

print wheel. The printer uses a

sprocket paper feed that is ad-

justable from 3 to 14 7/8 inches.

On the front panel are six

switches that select: local,

remote, form feed, line feed,

space or test. There are also

four indicating lights for

remote, local, attention and

power.

By using the switches, you

can test most of the printer

operations without connecting

a keyboard or computer. This

lets you get the printer working

before starting any modifica-

tion. The printer contains a

E27-E28
E29-E30
E34-E35

E36-E37

E15-E16

E18-E19

E21-E22

E24-E25

Form Feed (66 lines)

E2-E6-E8-E1 0-E1 2-E1 3-E1

4

E3-E4

Table 1. Jumpers to configure

printer for serial and parallel in-

put and form feed of 66 lines.

power supply and serial-paral-

lel logic board.

I bought my printer from

Worldwide Electronics, Inc., 10

Flagstone Drive, Hudson NH
03051. It was sold without a

cover but complete with ink

roller, cord, manual and

schematics, although not

guaranteed to work. The cost

was $271.51, including $33.01

freight to California. Worldwide

Electronics will notify me when

they get some covers in stock.

Extra ink rollers and some
parts can be bought from TRW
Customer Service, 1720 Beverly

Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90026,

which bought out Singer

Friden.

When ordering, include

printer model number and part

number in manual.

Easy to Interface

The printer electronics con-

tain a parallel input with data

strobe and printer busy line. To

make this input compatible

with the SWTP PR-40 software

used in their BASIC, just con-

nect it to a parallel I/O at port 7

and invert the strobe.

The printer also contains a

serial-to-parallel circuit. In its

original application the charac-

ter transfer rate to the serial in-

put was approximately 500

times faster than the actual
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print speed. Also, the serial in-

put was not RS-232. The serial

modification consists of

changing two timing capaci-

tors and replacing the input cir-

cuit with a one transistor RS-

232-to-TTL circuit.

Initial Setup

After unpacking the printer,

connect the logic and decoder
board to the printer with four

wires and two connectors. Con-

nect the blue and yellow wires

at the front left of the printer to

T5 and T6—either wire may go

to T5 or T6.

Find the red and black wires

at the back left of the cabinet

and connect the black wire to

T1 and the red one to T2 (T2 is

below T1— on mine they
punched a hole right where T2

was printed).

Next plug in the two connec-

tors along the bottom, then

slide the board into the slots on

the left side of the printer.

There will be one or more
cover interlock switches that

will have to be defeated if you

don't have the cover in place.

The switches on mine had nor-

mally open and closed con-

tacts, so I moved the wire from

the normally open to the nor-

mally closed contact.

Load in some paper (tractor-

feed type only), install the ink

roller and plug in the ac cord.

Before you turn it on be sure to

read the operating instruc-

tions!

The first step is to get the

printer working using the self-

test mode. It is initiated from

the front panel and prints all

the printable characters twice,

followed by a carriage return

and line feed.

My printer needed a little

cleaning, oiling and adjusting

and was missing the 25k phase

control. The printer came with a

thick manual that covered most

of the adjustments and lubrica-

tion. Using the manual's de-

tailed section on operation,

along with the five sheets of

schematics, I did not have too

much trouble getting the self

test to work. It basically worked

the first time!

Parallel Modification

The first and easiest input to

get working is the parallel. The
data strobe output by BASIC is

a negative pulse. By removing
an inverter on the printer's con-

trol, data and decode board,

the printer's strobe will also be
changed to negative. On the

logic board, the trace that con-

nects U18, pin 3 to the input

connector J3, pin 19 is cut near

U18, and the trace (J3, pin 19) is

connected to U18, pin 4. Re-

move R13 and R14 and don't

forget to show changes on your

diagram 7100426L001 sheet 2.

The board contains several

jumpers that select the serial or

parallel input; by jumpering for

serial either input may be used.

I jumpered my printer as indi-

cated in Table 1. Drawing
7100426L001 sheet 3 lists all of

the jumper combinations, in-

cluding the form feed selection

(see the example on sheet 2).

Interconnecting Cable

I converted the printer for

both serial and parallel input so

I could print any program or

data that is sent to the ter-

minal, without software modifi-

cation. Also, I can run any pro-

gram written for the PR-40.

Remember: the missing link in

the hobbyist field is com-
patibility.

To connect the printer to the

computer, I used a flat cable

made up of nine twisted pairs

for the parallel and three con-

ductors (two twisted) for the

serial.

The printer end has a cannon

DC 37S connector that mates
with J3 of the printer. The paral-

lel and serial sections of the

cable each have a suitable con-

fute is the print wheel carriage assembly. It moves when the
solenoid engages the lead screw. The ink roller housing is

mounted next to the print wheel.

nector that plugs into the back

of my computer.

Note that on J3 each signal

lead has its own ground (see

Table 2). One twisted pair is

used for each signal and
ground combination. At the

computer end, all the parallel

grounds connect to the MP-LA
parallel interface ground and

the signal leads to their respec-

tive terminals. On the serial

connector, the ground J3, pin 9

goes to the serial board's

ground. J3, pin 10 connects to

R0, and J3, pin 14, serial busy,

connects to CI.

Grounding Change

To avoid a ground loop that

could cause misprinting, the

printer electronics should be

grounded to the computer in-

stead of its own ac cord

ground. On the power supply

board, located at the back of

the printer, at the bottom right

corner, remove the wire on ter-

minal E9 and tape. This will

isolate the printer electronics

ground from the chassis
ground. The printer electronics

will now be grounded through

the serial or parallel connection

to the computer. The motor is

insulated from the chassis by

rubber mountings but is

grounded through the printer's

ac cord.

With the printer connected to

a parallel interface, which is

plugged into I/O port 7, and the

Printer Input J3 MP-LA Parallel Board

Signal GND
2 21 BUSLY C1 Data Ready
19 37 STRHIN C2 Printer Ready
15 33 DATH 1 00
16 34 DATH2 01

17 35 DATH 3 02
18 36 DATH 4 03
8 27 DATH 5 04

11 30 DATH 6 05
13 31

i
DATH 7 06

t — All Grounds connect to -**GND
MP-C Serial Board

10 9 DATHSI RO
^.r^ m n

RS-232 output

14 Serial Busy CI Clock in

Table 2. Serial and parallel connections to the computer.
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I

The complete printer without cover. On the left side are the logic and decode board, timing wheel and

carriage return spring. The power supply and solenoid driver board are mounted along the back.

printer in the remote mode, it

can be tested using a print or

list 7 BASIC command.

Serial Modification

Now for the serial input that

will let you print anything

you can now send to your ter-

minal. On the logic board

replace capacitors C4 and C5

each with a .47 uF capacitor. I

used tantalums (see drawing

7100426L001 sheet 3). The next

step is to replace U1 and C1

with the RS-232-to-TTL circuit

shown in Fig. 1. I removed U1

and C1 and soldered the four

new input parts in the pads

used by U1. A little planning on

the parts layout will minimize

extra jumpers.

The first input circuit I built

inverted the signal and did not

work. This happened because

+ 5

2N2222

J3
PI

IOK

N ,0<-^—

T

IN9I4

J3.
PiN 9

v U5,
' PIN 12

Fig. 1. RS-232-to-TTL input cir-

cuit to replace U1.

the information in the printer

manual on page I-58, second

paragraph, listed the data

levels at the output of U1 ; these

are, in fact, U1 input levels.

Also, in Fig. 4-2, the top timing

diagram should read input to

U1, not output.

Connect the cathode of a

small signal diode (IN914) to

U3, pin 13 and the other end to

the unused pin 14 of J3 input

connector. J3, pin 14 will be

cabled to the computer and

connected to CI on the MP-C se-

rial control interface. When the

printer's serial-to-parallel cir-

cuit is busy, U3, pin 13 goes

low; this forward-biases the di-

ode and inhibits the baud clock

input (CI) on the serial control

board. This modification keeps

the computer from sending

characters (especially during a

carriage return) until the printer

is ready for them.

The serial input and ground

of the printer is connected to

the computer's serial control

boards, RO and ground output

terminals (RS-232). Also, don't

forget J3, pin 1 4 to CI (see Table

2 for connections).

Serial Adjustments

The last step is to adjust the

clock sync duration and clock

duration one-shots— U5 for 30

characters per second. Refer to

drawing 7100426L001 sheet 3

and to the manual, page I-58,

for circuit description.

For these adjustments a trig-

gered oscilloscope is very

useful, but they can be made by

trial and error. Connect only the

printer's serial input to the

computer; there is some in-

teraction between the serial

and parallel when they are both

connected (more on this later).

First, we will use a scope.

Temporarily disconnect the

diode from J3, pin 14. Set the

computer up to send a long

string of data. I used MIKBUG's

P command. Turn on the printer

and leave it in the local mode.

Connect the scope to U5, pin 9

and ground. While the data is

being sent, you should see

negative-going pulses (see

manual, Fig. 4-12). Using R7, ad-

just the width of the negative

pulse to 1.66 ms.

Now connect the scope to

U4-6. This point is used be-

cause the pulses at U5, pin 7

are of short duration—80 ns—
and can't be seen on my 10 MHz
scope. Adjust R1 for 3.33 ms be-

tween the negative pulses.

If you are using the trial-and-

error approach, also send a

string of data to the printer with

only the serial input connected.

Turn on the printer, but place it

in remote. Adjust R1 and R7 un-

til the printer is printing what

you are sending it. Set them to

the center of the range in which

you receive valid printing and

disregard any missed charac-

ters at the beginning of each

line. This is because we discon-

nected the busy line.

When the adjustments are

completed, reconnect the

diode to J3, pin 14.

When both serial and parallel

inputs are connected to the

computer, the parallel will

always work when sent to, but

the serial will only work if the

computer reset is operated

prior to sending data to the

printer. This is because the PIA

in the parallel interface is still

sending the last character sent

to it; it is latched in until

another character is sent or the

PIA is reset (parallel outputs all

high). For this reason, I used

separate connectors on the

computer for the parallel and

serial and only plugged in the

one I used.

When using the parallel input

with the printer in remote and

the motor timed out, you can re-

start the motor from the com-

puter by sending a hex 13 to the

printer. In BASIC use PRINT #7,

CHR$(19).
In the serial input mode, the

motor will start when data is

sent to it; the data will be

printed after a slight delay.

When using SWTP BASIC 2.0

with the serial input, four

underscores will be printed

before each print or list line.

BASIC 2.0 uses $FF for padding

characters, but the computer

sends seven-bit ASCII and con-

verts the $FF to $7F. The printer

detects this as a lowercase

character, converts it to upper-

case ($5F) and prints an under-

score. If this is too objec-

tionable, change BASIC
$047B-047E and $0326-0329 to

00.

I want to thank several per-

sons who furnished ideas and

inspiration for this project: Joe

Eckardt, Mickey Ferguson and

Bob Huish.
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Please Sir—Could you tell me where I can
Find Software for my Microcomputer?

BUSINESS

AND

APPLICATION

SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE

CALL OR WRITE

FOR DETAILS

QOPtfCaQQ
FOR YOUR

PEI APPLE
GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER—an exciting, different and sophisticated space war game with
interesting graphic displays. Plays better than many of the Star Treks out there. TI/4 T2/16 P A $9.95
SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER—includes 3 games—Space Monster, Lunar Lander and Space Battle, all

with graphics. TI/4 T2/I6 P $5.95
SOLARIA—a sophisticated fantasy economic simulation—you won't believe the complexity of this

one's output. T2/16 P $9.95

PILOT— The educational language—Ready for tour TRS-80! This version comes complete with a
built in editor and 3 sample programs. Tape Version $14.95 Disk Version $24.95

DIET PLANNING PACKAGE— use your computer to help plan a safe, reliable diet—calculates what
your weight should be, your daily calorie allowance— helps plan your menu. Tl/4 T2/16 $14.95
OTHELLO III—A strategy board game—play with the computer, a friend or have the computer play
against itself. Tl/4 T2/4 P A $7.95
DAILY BIORHYTHM PROGRAM—has interesting moving line display, gives 30 day graph and
more! Tl/4 T2/4 $5 95
MICRO-TEXT EDITOR—non destructable cursor, graphics capability, versital editing options, save A
load screen, output to printer. T2/4 $9.95

GIVE A VOICE AND EARS TO YOUR APPLE COMPUTER!
APPLETALKER— speach synthesis for your APPLE computer! $15.95
APPLELISTENER— speech recognition for your APPLE computer. A nice companion program to the
one above. Just think of the possibilities! $19.95

MICROCHESS— play chess with your computer. Uses graphic display and provides various levels of
difficulty. Tl/4 T2/4 P A $19.95
BRIDGE CHALLENGER—why wait to get 3 other people together to play? Your computer's ready
anytime. T2/16 P A $14.95
AIR RAID— a machine language, real-time, arcade type game. Shoot down planes as they fly by.
TI/4T2/4 $14.95
RSM-2— a machine language monitor for the TRS-80. Many, many features including a built in disas-

sembler. $26.95 Disk Version $29.95

A NEW AND EXCITING VERSION OF STAR TREK IS ON THE WAY!
WATCH OUR ADS FOR DETAILS OR SEND FOR FREE CATALOG.
APPLE 21— blackjack for your APPLE! $9.95
STAR WARS/SPACE MAZE— sci-fi games for your APPLE. $12.95
MICRO-TAX 78—just in time to help you prepare your returns. Does form 1040 and schedules A, B, C,
SE, D&4797. T2/16 $12.95
RENUMBER—a machine language program for renumbering your BASIC programs, one of your most
useful programming tools. T2/4 $14.95

lOO'S MORE — SEND FOR FREE CATALOG — GIVE TYPE OF COMPUTER
T TRS-80 Level/Mem P Commodore PET A Apple II

10^o OFF IF YOU BUY 3 OR MORE!

^M77

SALEM ROAD, DRACUT, MA 01826 (617) 682-8131

LJ1
900

YOUR COMPANY'S NAME HERE
CALL

(617) 682-8131
FOR WHOLESALE PRICE INFORMATION

l^ Reader Service—see page 1 79 119



A Look inside

the TRS-80

We've looked at TRS-80 hardware. Here's an article from a software viewpoint.

Andy Latovich WB3JNZ
1500 Mohawk Street

Shamokin PA 17872

I

ordered my TRS-80 in August

1977 and waited impatiently

for it to arrive. It took four

months! (The delay is only two

or three weeks now.) The 4K

BASIC was surprisingly capa-

ble, but I wanted to be able to

program in machine language,

too. That was a problem since

there is no way to get out of

Level I BASIC. Even so, I did

have fun programming it.

The kitchen program tape ar-

rived just about the time I got

tired of BASIC. I noticed that

the message center program

on it was written in machine

language. When loaded from

tape, it executed automatically,

without my having to type RUN.

I knew then that it was possible

to load a machine-language

program from tape.

I took some TRS-80 tapes to

my friend's house, and we
looked at the signals on his

scope. The scope showed very

sharp pulses. The interesting

thing was that the data was
stored using a format similar to

a floppy disk. If the data is a

one, then an extra pulse ap-

pears between two clock

pulses; for a zero, no extra

pulse appears. My friend then

designed a circuit to convert

the pulses to TTL levels in order

to read the tape with his home-

brew 8080 system. He wrote a

program to look for a one bit fol-

lowing the leader and, after

finding that bit, shift each eight

bits into separate bytes of

memory.

I recorded a test tape on my
TRS-80. It contained only a line

number followed by one line of

As. We read the tape into the

8080 system and dumped it in

octal on his 5-level Teletype.

Breaking a few bytes down into

binary, we found that apparent-

ly the As were ASCII but they

were shifted left. From the

listing we saw that the first byte

was 10100101, which seemed to

be the sync byte since all tapes

had it and the bits were sym-

metrical. By rewriting the tape

read program to look for this

byte, we were able to read the

tapes correctly.

After a few days of studying

the tape dumps, we figured out

the tape format. Now we were

ready for the big test—writing a

machine-language monitor for

the TRS-80.

My friend wrote the pro-

grams and recorded a tape on

his computer as close as pos-

sible to the TRS-80 format. It

sounded terrible but it worked!

I finally had machine language

on my TRS-80 (this was before

T-BUG was available). I then

wrote a slightly more complex

monitor and went exploring the

TRS-80. Earlier I had removed

the ROMs from my TRS-80 and

got them hooked up to the 8080

system in order to get a hex

dump of them. I don't recom-

mend removing the ROMs be-

cause it voids the warranty.

Well, anyway, by exploring

with my monitor and manually

disassembling (instant insanity,

but I'm crazy anyway— I re-

moved the ROMs, didn't I?)

about 2K of the 4K BASIC, I dis-

covered a few interesting

things that might be useful to

anyone using T-BUG to pro-

gram in machine language on

the TRS-80. 1 will also show how

TRS-80 tapes can be read and

written on other computers.

Tape Format

As I mentioned before, the

tape format is like that of a flop-

py disk. The pulses are very

short and steep, but a lot wider

than the floppy's. There is an

extra pulse between two clock

pulses for a one bit.

A BASIC tape recorded on a

TRS-80 consists of 128 bytes of

5V

AUDIO
INPUT

I"
-5V

47K 47K
-wv •—w—

i

la Hi

zeros for a leader, the sync byte

(10100101), a two-byte begin-

ning load address, high-order

byte first, a two-byte end-of-

load address, high-order byte

first, data bytes (eight bits, no

parity bits, etc.) and a 2's com-

plement checksum of all bytes

following the sync byte. The

checksum is obtained by

adding all bytes after the sync

byte, ignoring carries and over-

flows and taking the 2's com-

plement of the result. The Z-80

has a 2's complement instruc-

tion; on other computers you

can get the same result by in-

verting each bit and adding one

to the byte.

Almost everything I have told

you so far is in the T-BUG man-

ual. I have explained it here for

those people who do not own a

TRS-80 or those who would like

+ 5V

IK
-V*r-

TTL
OUTPUT

IN9I4

6 2K

N9I4

TTL
FROM
COMPUTER

39K
—v*»—

lb

OUTPUT
TO TAPE RECORDER

f'«

Fig. 1. The circuit in Fig. 1a is used to convert the audio data from

the tape into TTL levels. Fig. 1b is an attenuator used to match the

auxiliary input of most tape recorders. Some changes may be

needed to match your particular unit.
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DO Dl

02 03 <

M D5

DON'T CARE

07 06 CS D4 03 02 01 DO

Fig. 2. This shows how the graphic blocks are controlled. Bit 07
must be on to enable the graphics. Bit D6 is not used.

their micro to be able to talk to

one.

What is not mentioned in the

T-BUG manual, however, is the

way a machine-language pro-

gram is handled. The beginning

load address of a BASIC pro-

gram is always 4200 hex. The
end-of-load address is the ad-

dress of the carriage return at

the end of the last line of the

BASIC program. Note that

there is no execution address;

control never leaves BASIC. In

order to load a machine-lan-

guage program and transfer

control to it, Radio Shack uses

an interesting trick in their ob-

ject programs.

When CLOAD or CL. is typed

as a command, it is decoded,

and a jump is taken to that rou-

tine in the interpreter. The
CLOAD routine then calls a rou-

tine to start the tape and read it.

After the tape is loaded, it re-

turns to the first routine and

checks the checksum.

Memory in the TRS-80 starts

at 4000 hex. The stack is initial-

ized to 4200 hex before the

jump is taken to the CLOAD
routine. When that routine calls

the read tape routine, the call

instruction causes the return

address to be pushed onto the

stack at locations 41 FE low-

order byte and 41 FF high-order

byte. A machine-language pro-

gram has a beginning load ad-

dress of 41 FE, so the first two

data bytes from the tape are

loaded into the stack area.

When the tape is finished

loading and the read tape rou-

tine returns, the stack is

popped into the program count-

er by the return instruction. Re-

member, a BASIC program be-

gins loading at 4200, so it

doesn't affect the stack. In the

object program, though, the

stack was loaded with the first

two data bytes from the tape.

This forms our "execution ad-

dress." Note that the tape for-

mat has no real execution ad-

dress; one was simulated by

overlaying the stack area.

The Circuit

Now that we know the tape

format, we need a circuit that

will convert the audio from the

tape into TTL levels. The circuit

in Fig. 1a will do just that. All it

takes is two op amps and a

couple of resistors and diodes.

R1 matches the tape recorder

output. The first op amp has a

gain of one until the signal

rises above a certain level.

Then the diodes begin to clip

the feedback voltage, and the

gain of the op amp rises very

quickly to its maximum level.

If the tape recorder volume

control is adjusted so that only

clock and data pulses rise

above the threshold, the op

amp will remove most of the

noise. The second op amp with

the 1k resistor and diode then

converts the levels to TTL. This

TTL signal can then control one
bit of an input port. A program
can then be written to read a

TRS-80 tape.

I have not presented pro-

grams here because the pro-

gram code will vary with the

processor. However, on most

processors they will generally

work as follows.

Cassette Load. Wait for a clod

pulse, then delay a little le

than one millisecond. Check
the input port a numb. jf

times to see if another pulse

comes in— this sect.c n will

probably be a subroutine. As

each bit comes in, keep testing

for the sync byte (A5 hex). When
it is found, begin shifting each
8 bits (clock pulses not in-

cluded) into separate bytes of

memory. The rest should be

easy: Get the beginning load

address and the end-of-load ad-

dress from the first four bytes

just shifted in. Then load the

rest of the data bytes into the

proper memory locations.

Check the checksum; if yours

doesn't match the one on the

tape, go to an appropriate error

routine.

Cassette Save. There will prob-

ably be a subroutine here to

output each bit to tape. The
pulses should be fairly narrow

—500 us is about right. It's not

exactly the same as Radio

Shack's, but it works. Output

128 zero bytes for a leader, then

the sync byte, beginning load

address, end-of-load address,

data bytes and checksum. The
circuit in Fig. 1b can be con-

nected to one bit of an output

port to attenuate the signals

enough to feed into the Auxilia-

ry input of most portable cas-

sette recorders. Some experi-

menting may be necessary to

get the proper level for your par-

ticular recorder.

Anyone who owns T-BUG will

probably find the following in-

~ rrr»ation useful The graphic

OCks in the TRS-80 are actual-

ly character positions broken

into three vertical blocks and

two horizontal blocks. The
graphics are enabled by the

most significant bit, D7. When
that bit is on, the six low-order

bits then control the six graphic

blocks as shown in Fig. 2. The
video display RAM resides at

3C00 hex to 3FFF hex. 3C00 is

the upper-left corner of the

screen. This memory is 2102

static RAM, not dynamic like

the rest of the TRS-80 memory.
A single input and output

port is used to control the cas-

sette and video display. Port

255 or FF hex is used. Each bit

in the output port controls a dif-

ferent function. Bits and 1 are

used to write data on the tape.

Bit 2 will turn the cassette

motor on if it is a one, off if it is

a zero. Bit 3 selects 32 charac-

ters per line on the video dis-

play if it is a one.

The input port uses only two
bits— D7 for cassette data in-

put and D6 to determine the

state of the video display. D7
appears to be set at a one when
a pulse from the tape comes in.

It stays latched until the port is

checked. Bit 6 is a one only

when the video display is set to

32 characters per line.

Subroutines

If you are using the video dis-

play in your machine-language

programs, then some of the

Level I subroutines may be of

use to you. The first and most
useful is the routine to display

a character on the screen and
update the cursor. This routine

can be called with a one byte

Restart 16 instruction (this is a

Z-80 mnemonic; RST 2 for the

8080).

The byte in the accumulator

is then put on the screen at the

present cursor position, and

the cursor is updated. All of the

registers are used with the ex-

ception of IX and IY. If the

screen is full, it will scroll.

ASCII characters are used; if bit

8 is on, then graphics will be

displayed. An ASCII form feed

is used to clear the screen. In

hex this character is 0C.

Fig. 3 This is the approximate timing of the tape data. Note how
similar it is to a floppy disk. The output from the circuit in Fig. 1a

will be inverted from that shown here (i.e., negative-going pulses).

This is not the exact waveform used in the TRS-80, but it seems to

work iust as well.
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A routine to print a string of

characters is located at 094F.

To use it, load DE with the start-

ing address of the string and

call the subroutine. Printing of

the string will continue until a

carriage return (OD) or a null

character (00) is found in the

string.

Another useful routine is the

keyboard input routine at 0B40.

A call to that location will check

if a key is pressed. If no key is

pressed, it will return with the

zero flag set and the accumula-

tor equal to zero. If a key is

pressed, it will return with the

ASCII character in the accumu-

lator and the zero flag reset.

A good way to jump back if a

key is not pressed is with the

jump relative on zero instruc-

Address Routine Name Description/Comments

0010(rst 16) Print Character Character in accumula-

tor is put on the screen

in the present cursor

position. The cursor is

updated. If the screen

is full it will scroll.

ASCII characters are

/ used. A form feed (0C)

clears the screen,
homes up cursor. Bit

D7 if on enables
graphics.

0B40 Keyboard Input Returns zero if no key

pressed. Accumulator
contains character if

key pressed.

094F Print Character String Prints string starting at

address in DE. Contin-

ues until string con-

tains null or carriage

return.

0EF4 CLOAD Loads a tape into mem-
ory. Load address is

from tape.

0FE9 Start Tape Turns on the cassette

motor.

0F4B Write Tape Byte pointed to by HL is

output to tape. HL is in-

cremented. Continues

until HL = DE. Start

Tape must be called be-

fore HL and DE are

loaded.

0F81 Input Bit Reads one data bit

from tape shifting the

bit just read into the ac-

cumulator from the

right.

0FA1 Input Byte Reads one byte from

tape and places it in the

accumulator. Use this

routine after the sync
byte is found.

0F18 Input Data Reads a byte from tape

into address pointed to

by DE. Continues until

DE = HL. A return ad-

dress and any register

pair must be on the

stack before jumping

to this routine. It must
not be called.

Table 1. Summary of useful routines in Level 1 BASIC.

tion. The displacement should

be a - 5 (FB hex) if the instruc-

tion immediately follows the

call. An example is shown

below:

CALL KEYBOARD INPUT

JRZ -5

The cassette routines can also

be used. For example, to load a

tape, execute a call to 0EF4.

The tape will be loaded begin-

ning at the address stored on

the tape. Remember to allow

one extra byte of memory for

the checksum. If 256 bytes, for

example, are dumped to the

tape, 257 bytes will be needed

when the tape is read back in.

The cassette load routine uses

all registers except IX and IY.

When the tape is finished

loading, the routine will return

to the calling program.

While this routine can be

useful, there may be times

when you want to have the tape

loaded in a different area of

memory than that specified on

the tape. Well, this is possible

too! Here's how it can be done.

First, start the tape by calling

0FE9, then clear the accumula-

tor and call the input bit routine

at 0F81. This routine reads one

bit from the tape and returns

with the bit just read shifted

into the least significant posi-

tion (D7) of the accumulator.

Each succeeding call will

cause the accumulator to be

shifted left as the new bits

come in on the right. Keep

checking for the sync byte as

each bit comes in. When it is

found, call the input byte rou-

tine at 0FA1 to input the next

byte. Since this is the first byte

of the load address, call the in-

put byte routine again. Save the

load address and get the end-

of-load address the same way.

Now that both addresses are

in, calculate the number of

bytes on the tape and add this

to your own beginning load ad-

dress to get the new end-of-

load address. Load DE with

your beginning load address

and HL with the calculated end-

of-load address. Push a regis-

ter pair— it doesn't matter

which pair, but something must

be pushed onto the stack at

this point. A jump instruction

into the CLOAD routine at 0F18

will then finish the load. This

routine must not be called be-

cause, prior to returning, DE is

popped off of the stack. This is

why we had to push something

on the stack before jumping

into this routine.

Since this is a routine that we

are jumping into, it will have a

return instruction. This means

that a valid return addvess must

be on the stack when the return

instruction is executed. We can

do this by making the push-

register-pair and jump-to-0F18

instructions a subroutine and

calling it. In other words, as

long as a valid return instruc-

tion is on the stack before the

register pair is pushed, every-

thing will be OK.

The cassette save routine is

usable also. Call 0FE9 to start

the tape. Load HL with the be-

ginning load address, DE with

the end-of-load address and

call the dump routine at 0F4B.

Since the start tape routine

uses HL, and probably DE,

these registers cannot be

loaded until after the start tape

routine returns.

Wrap-up

These are some of the rou-

tines I found in Level 1. 1 have no

idea whether some or all of

them are used in Level II. The

cassette routines will have to

be different because of the

faster baud rate in Level II.

I had a lot of fun "cracking"

the Radio Shack tape format

and exploring the TRS-80 with

software. With T-BUG avail-

able, the TRS-80 should be even

more desirable to the hobbyist.

Although the tape format is not

very fast, it is reliable. Any bad

reads I have had could be

traced back to the operator—

me! With the information

presented here, other com-

puters will now be able to

record programs for, and
maybe even use, TRS-80 pro-

grams. Whether Radio Shack

decides to come out with an

acoustical coupler or not, they

just might have a tape standard

on their hands.

/ had a lot of help from my
friend Alex Burba in figuring

out the tape format. It wasn 7 as

easy as this article may lead

you to believe. Actually, we had
quite a few headaches doing it.
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HELLO FELLOW
COMPUTERIST..

At this time I wish to introduce myself. I am PERRY POLLOCK, the owner, manufacturer and designer
of the products advertised in this issue of this fine magazine. In the issues to come, I will be introducing
more powerful interfaces for the various popular computers.

To take advantage of this opportunity, I would like to tell you a little about my beliefs, aims and policies
Starting out as a hobbiest, I realize your needs, concerns and most of all the requirements of a good, well
designed and fairly priced interfaces for your computer. It is my goal to supply you with the most for your
investment and the highest quality possible.

All the products are designed by me. They are first drawn out and logically analyzed. Then they are
wire wrapped and tested. When I am satisfied that it functions well, then I will etch a sample printed circuit
board, then and only then, will I commit the design to a mass production run.

All the parts used in our products are of the highest quality. The manuals are written so you can
understand all the phases of construction and operation. How many times have we bought a product and it

lacked for a good, understandable manual, or has it had so many flaws that we could swear that we were
re-designing the product. ALL OF THIS IS IN THE PAST. These products are not offered unless they are
right!!!

Another one of my aims is to let you know who you are dealing with. How many times have we ordered
a product and wondered who we were really dealing with. Then ... if we had problems, how difficult was it to
contact them? Because of all this, I have chosen to publish a picture of myself (I'm not vain, really) and a
picture of my wife Korrine (pictured below). I am available 24 HOURS A DAY. I have a telephone answering
service that will put your call through to me anytime day or night, or if you wish you can call me at home.
(602) 886-5037. If you have a problem, question or just want to talk, give me a call.

I have many exciting new products under development. It will be an exciting year and I hope you will

enjoy the interfaces designed for you and I. I know these interfaces have made my computer more
enjoyable for me and hopefully for you.

Sincerely,

Perry and Korrine Pollock

Your fellow computerists
WORLD POWER SYSTEMS, INC.

P.S.: My guarantee ... If you are
not satisfied with the product,

return it to your dealer or me for a
full refund within 5 days of

purchase.

»^W24
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TRS 80 PET APPLE

SOFTWARE ^M77

GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER- an exciting different and sophisticated

space war game with interesting graphic displays Plays better than many of

the Star Treks out there Tl/4 T2/16 PA $9 95

SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER— includes 3 games — Space Monster. Lunar Lander

and Space Battle all with graphics Tl/4 T2 16 P $5 95

SOLARIA —a sophisticated fantasy economic simulation — you won t believe

the complexity of this one s output T2/16 P $9 95

MICROCHESS— play chess with your computer Uses graphic display and

provides various levels of difficulty Tl/4 T2/4 PA $19 95

BRIOGE CHALLENGER - why wait to get 3 other people together to play 1

Your computer s ready anytime T2/16 P A $14 95

PILOT — The CAI language This version has more features than many of those

on the market including a built in editor Tl/4 T2/4 $14 95

MICRO TAX 78— |ust in time to hetp you prepare your returns Does form 1040

and seheduiesA B C SE DA 4797 T2'16 $12 95

RENUMBER — a machine language program for renumbering your BASIC pro

grams one of your most useful programming tools T2/4 $14 95

PERSONAL FINANCE PACKAGE — 3 programs in this one Checking Ac-

count Budget Planner and Interest Calculator Tl/4 T2/4 $9 95

AIR RAID- a machine language real time arcade type game Shoot down

planes as they fly by Tl/4 T2/4 $14 95

RSM-2S— a machine language monitor lor the TRS-80 Many many features

including a built in disassembler $26 95 Disk Version $29 95

APPLETALKER - speach synthesis for your APPLE computer' $15 9b

APPLELISTENER — speech recognition for your APPLE computer A nice

companion program to the one above Just think of what you can do' $19 95

MANY MORE - SEND FOR FREE CATALOG - GIVE TYPE OF COMPUTER

T IKS HO Level Mem P Commodore I'll A Apple II

15% OFF IF YOU BUY 3 OR MORE!

wwb mrvau ocwutou

o

900 Salem Road, Dept. K
Dracut, MA 01 826 61 7-682-81 31

theULTIMATE in

CHEAP VIDEO
BOOK&KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster's "Cheap Video"concept allows almost
unlimited options, including:

* Scrolling • Full performance cursor.

* Line/Character formats of 16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....

or almost anything.

* Graphics -up to 256 X 256 B&W; 96 X 128 COLOR
C requires low-cost option modules )

* Works with 6502 , 6800 and other micros.

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (uppercase alpha-

numeric option included ) & get the Book at 1/2 price.

• P9 BMA ELECTRONICS. ObPT 4 K. 1020 W WILSHIRE BLVD OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73116

• I'm Sold, PLEASE RUSH C ) SEND FREE CATALOG
C ) TVT6&8 Kit & CheapVideo Cookbook $42.95 (enclosed)

C ) TVT-65'8 Kit only Cbook required for assembly) -$39.95

name:
address:,

city: state: zip:

ELECTRONICS DEPT 4- K . 1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73116

22 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
in "The Datasearch Guide to Low Capital,

Startup Computer Businesses"

CONSULTING • PROGRAMMING • SOFTWARE PACkAGES
• COM • FREELANCE WRITING • SEMINARS • TAPE/DISC

CLEANING • FIELD SERVICE • SYSTEMS HOUSES •

LEASING • SUPPLIES • PUBLISHING • TIME BROKERS •

HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES AGENCIES •

HEADHUNTING • TEMPORARY SERVICES • USED
COMPUTERS • FINDER'S FEES • SCRAP COMPONENTS •

COMPUTER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE HOME.
Plus -- Loads of ideas on moonlighting,

going full-time, image building, revenue

building, bidding, contracts, marketing,

professionalism, and more. No career

planning tool like it. Order now. If not

completely satisfied, return within 30

days for full immediate refund.

• 8Vfc x 11 ringbound • 156 pp. • $20.00

Phone Orders 901-382-0172

DATASEARCH ,.d«
incorporated

5694 Shelby Oaks Dr., Suite 105, Dept. A, Memphis, TN 38134

Rush copies of "Low Capital Startup Computer Businesses" at $20

per copy to me right away

NAME/COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP .

D Check Enclosed D Bankamencard D Master Charge

8K
BASIC

for

KIM-1

The famous high speed Microsoft BASIC
is now available for KIM-1. The 9-digit

accuracy version is available on cassette or

paper tape.

DEL IVER Y FROM S TOCK.

$99.00
$2.00 shipping and handling

JOHNSON
COMPUTER
P.O. BOX 523

MEDINA, OHIO 44256 (216) 725-4560
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3S+P INTERFACE CARD

A POWERFUL I/O INTERFACE CARD FOR ANY S-100 BUS. THREE SERIAL PORTS AND ONE PARALLEL PORT FULLYHARDWARE OPERATED. NO SOFTWARE INITIALIZATON REQUIRED. IN ADDITION, THIS BOARD WILL OPERATEWITH ANY SOFTWARE. USER IS ABLE TO SELECT STATUS BITS TO FIT ANY SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION.

FEATURES
• SELECTABLE BAUD RATES: All baud rates are dip switch selectable. Each port can be set for its own baud rate.
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED baud rates. This interface card can operate with any Micro-processor at any speed The 3 S+P
does not depend on the CPU for its originating clock. 110-9600 baud.

• EASY CONFIGURATION: The 3 S+P is easy to set. All port addresses are set by dip switches Each port can be assigned
independent of each other.

*

• SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE: The 3 S+P will be compatible with most software arrangements due to the ability to set the
status bits and the parity. Parity, character length, stop bits all set by dip switches. Each port can be set to its own
individual arrangement.

• HIGH QUALITY: The highest quality parts are used. PC. Board is with plated through holes, solder mask silk screen
legend and gold plated contacts.

• OUTPUT ARRANGEMENT: All outputs terminate at the top of the card via a 26 contacts. Standard 26 pin IDC connectors
mate with each port. RS-232, current loop at each serial port and full data lines at the parallel port connection. Operation
is asynchronous mode, but can be configured for synchronous operation by minor re-configuration.

• FULL DOCUMENTATION: A complete manual of operation and construction is included. Easy construction and 3 hours
is the estimated construction time. Just plug in, set the switches and enjoy all the different configured software NO MORE
changing the software to match your I/O board. Just set the board and enjoy.

Kit

$159.95
OPTIONS

Assembled

$189.95
Connecting cables from 26 pin to standard DB-25 are separate Molded factory cables are available for $14.95 each Cables
have 26 pin IDC connector at one end and DB-25 female at other end, connected by ribbon cable

TERMS
CASH WITH ORDER, VISA, MASTER CHARGE NO COD'S! PERSONAL CHECKS REQUIRE 3 WEEKS TO CLEAR

ORDER FROM

WORLD POWER SYSTEMS, INC.
1161 N. El Dorado Place, Tucson, Arizona 85715

24 Hour Order Phone No: 602-886-2537

STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CONTACT CALIFORNIA DIGITAL 213-679-9001
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Everything you always wanted

HARDWARE

i plug into your I

APPLE or TRS-8Q SOFTWARE

DOUBLE DENSITY DISK STORAGE
FOR THE TRS-80

(220% capacity of Radio Shack's)

TRS-80 owners can now increase their

on-line mass storage capacity to 20OK

bytes. How? By using the 77 track

Micropolis model 1033-11 dual drives.

Cost: only $1195 for two drives.

How does it work? By writing on 77 tracks (instead

of the conventional 35) with precision head positioning.

How do I use it? Microtronix provides you with a

special program to let your TRS-80 DOS know there are

extra tracks. This program was written especially for

Microtronix by Randy Cook, author of TRS-80 DOS

Will the double density disk work with my

Radio Shack drives? Yes. except of course for

copying an entire 77 track disk to a 35 track drive.

FORTRAN IV FOR THE TRS-80! Finally* for hish speed

calculations on your micro? MICROSOFT'S FORTRAN can

speed up those computation-bound proSraG?s. Complete

package includes compiler i relocatable assembler * text

editor? and linking loader* Only $325* Also available

for CP/M S-100 based systems*

n

>c

PRINTERS! Microtroni>: has the best election

any buoset? $400 to $4000. Call for detail

TRS-80

DATA HANAGEHENT/REPORT GENERATOR- easily formats

disk files? allows entry? edit? delete? I list of

records? and retrieves date for display or

calculation on screen or printer* ».»» ...$200.

ELECTRIC PENCIL- powerful word processor allows

fuii cursor novement? insert/delete* strins

search? block uovement? adJustale line lensth?

Justification.»»»»».»• »$99.75

LOUER CASE HOD KIT FOR ABOVE 112*

BISK BASED WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE $124*95

RSH-2D DISK MONITOR- powerful system manipulates

disk data? has Z-80 breakpoint routine $29*95

ESP-1 EDITOR/ASSEMBLER »• .$29.95

RSI1-1S HACH. LANGUAGE MONITOR- tape base.$23.95

DCV DISK CONVERSION UTILITY- use with TAPEDISK

utility to save system tapes on disk (i.e.

Pencil )»».»»»»*»»» i»$°i7j

UTILITY PACK 1- aLibloader merses from tape?

b)Renumber (spec* menu size)? c)Statement analysis

for debusing. ...$9.95 ea? all 3 for $24*95

SARGON CHESS- 16K iv II- the 1973 champ* •$19.95

HICRQCHESS 1*5 by Jennings- 4K any lev. .$19.95

GAMES- an assortment is available for $5.95 each-

write or call for list.

HAZE- random maze on the TRS-80? Graphics.$14.95

Ask about our COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM

PET

JOYSTICK PACKAGE- comiete with connector?

software? instructiond...$39.95 single? $59.90

dual.

HICROCHESS 2.0 by Jennings $19.95

ASTROLOGY/NATAL PACKAGE sophisticated chart

computation with PET graphics. »».».» .$14.95

SUBS- best graphics yet- drop depth charges on the

subs below you and rack up points. Complete

adjustability for many same variations.. .19. 95

SUPER MAZE- 2 Sanies in 15 Tunnel vision lets you

travel through the maze in perspective with

graphics? also KatV mouse chase...$19.95

74 COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS on 1 tape! $10.

19 different games at $9.95 -up- call for info.

^M59

microtronix

TOLL FREE
MICROLINE for:

Orders. TRS-80
Tech. Newsletter

Info., free catalogue

80(1-5234550
In PA & CAN
[215)665-1112

Cash prices shown.Major credit cards accepted.
Minimun shipping $2.50. Pa. residents add 6%. Post Office Box Q, Dept K Philadelphia, PA 19105
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3 POWERFUL INTERFACES
FOR THE TRS-80* AND S-100 BUS
TRS-80TOS-100BUS
I CABLE ADAPTER I

• FULL INTERFACE: Contained within the cable assembly, is a small enclosure This
enclosure contains all the logic to convert your TRS-80 to be compatible with the
S-100 bus system.

• FULL BUFFERING: All address, data and signal lines are fully buffered

• EASY CONNECTION: It is easy to connect Just plug the one end of the cable into
one slot on your S-100 system and plug the other end into the rear of the TRS-80
keyboard or between the expansion interface Turn on and go . .

• TWO EDGE CONNECTORS: Two addition 40 pin port edge connectors are provided
for other connection of expansion interfaces

• POWER: All power is derived from the S-100 bus structure Since the TRS-80 will not
support other devices hooked to its power supply, it is a must that your S-100 supply
8-10 volts DC Logic card contained within the cable has on board 5 volt regulator

Current requirements is 375 ma Unit has separate terminal for exterior connection of
DC power requirement if it is to be supplied outside the S-100 bus system

• FULL OPERATION MANUAL: Not much need for a manual, but we have prepared
one with full principal of operation, etc

TRS-80 TO S-100 BUS
FULLY SELF CONTAINED POWER SUPPLY. (10 AMP)
BUS TERMINATION: Bus termination and conditioning for no
croos talk or noise etc.

S-100 SIGNALS: All required S-100 signals are generated by
on board logic and is fully compatible with the TRS-80.

COMPLETE: Comes complete with cabinet, card guides,
on off switch and sockets. Nothing else to buy.

STAND ALONE: This system can stand alone or can operate
with the TRS-80. All input, output, address and signal lines
fully buffered between TRS-80 and S-100 BUS system.

EASY CONNECTION: Just plug it into the rear of the keyboard
or between the keyboard and expansion interface. Also
includes two 40 pin edge connectors for connection to other
interfaces.

S-100 EPROM PROGRAMMER +3
*AII the same features of the TRS-80 model. Comes
complete with interface cable, S-100 plug-in card.
Totally self-contained power supply, plus many
other extras.

Model CAB-80K (kit) $99.95
Model CAB-80A (assem.) $119.95

Model RSB-K (kit) $249.95
Model RSB-A (assem.) $289.95

Model EPR-100K (kit) $129.95
Model EPR-100A (assem.) $159.95

TERMS
CASH WITH ORDER, VISA, MASTER CHARGE. NO COD'S! PERSONAL CHECKS REQUIRE 3 WEEKS TO CLEAR.

ORDER FROM

WORLD POWER SYSTEMS, INC.
1161 N. El Dorado Place, Tucson, Arizona 85715

24 Hour Order Phone No: 602-886-2537

STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CONTACT: CALIFORNIA DIGITAL 213-679-9001
Trademark: Radio Shack
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PET / TRS-80 /APPLE: Personal Software brings you the finest!

NEW! THE ELECTRIC PAINTBRUSH by Ken Anderson for 4K
Level I and II TRS-80s: Create the most dazzling graphics displays

you have ever seen with a minimum of effort. The Electric

Paintbrush is actually a simple 'language' in which you can write

'programs' directing your paintbrush around the screen—drawing
lines, turning corners, changing white to black, etc. Once defined,

these programs may be called by other programs or repetitively

executed, each time varying the parameters of brush movement.

The machine language interpreter executes your programs almost

instantaneously, allowing you to create real-time, animated

graphics displays. The screen photos above are actually

'snapshots* of the action of a single one-line program over about

thirty seconds. Mesmerize your friends with visual effects they've

never seen on a TV screen! There's no limit to the variety of exciting

and artistic graphics displays you can create with The Electric

Paintbrush. And it's available now for only $14.95
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MICROCHESS is the culmination of two years of chessplaying

program development by Peter Jennings, author of the famous 1K

byte chess program for the KIM-1 . MICROCHESS 2.0 for 8K PETs
and 16K APPLEs, in 6502 machine language, offers 8 levels of play

to suit everyone from the beginner learning chess to the serious

player. It examines positions as many as 6 moves ahead, and
includes a chess clock for tournament play. MICROCHESS 1.5 for

BRIDGE CHALLENGER by George Duisman for 8K PETs, Level II

16K TRS-80S, and 16K APPLEs: You and the dummy play 4 person
Contract Bridge against the computer. The program will deal hands
at random or according to your criterion for high card points. You
can review tricks, swap sides or replay hands when the cards are

known. No longer do you need 4 people to play! $14.95

NEW! TIME TREK by Brad Templeton for 8K PETs is Personal

Software's answer to the proliferation of Star Trek type games.

This is a real time action battle game which requires fast thinking

as well as sharp wits. There are no 'turns' in Time Trek: your

scanners and ship's status report are constantly updated on the

screen, and you can enter commands as fast as you can press the

keys. You use your shields, phasers and photon torpedoes against

enemy Klingons in a game where you can move, steer and fire at

the same time. Star Trek aficionado or not, you'll appreciate the

excitement and excellence of this real time game $14.95

WHERE TO GET IT: Look for the Personal Software™ display rack

at your local computer store. Over 240 dealers now carry the

Personal Software™ line—more than any other brand. If your local

dealer doesn't already carry Personal Software™ products, ask him
to call us at (617) 782-5932. Or you can order direct from us by
check, money order or VISA/Master Charge. If you have
questions, please call us at (617) 783-0694. If you know what you
want and have your VISA/MC card ready, you can use any phone to

DIAL TOLL FREE
1 -800-325-6400 —

«

24 hrs In Missouri dial 1 -800-342-6600 7 days

Or you can mail your order to the address below. To add yourname
to our mailing list for free literature and announcements of new
products, use the reader service card at the back of this magazine.

Personal Softwares
P.O. Box 136-K3, Cambridge, MA 02138

4K TRS-80S, in Z-80 machine language, offers 3 levels of play (both

Level I and Level II versions are included and can be loaded on any

TRS-80 without TBUG). MICROCHESS checks every move for

legality and displays the current position on a graphic chessboard.

You can play White or Black, set up and play from special board

positions, or even watch the computer play against itself! Available

now at a special introductory price of only $19.95

m,)s'.
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3 POWERFUL INTERFACES
FOR THE TRS-80* AND S-100 BUS

MASTER CONTROL CONSOLE

Model MCC-K (kit) $129.95
Model MCC-A (assem.) $159.95

Model EPR-80K (kit) $129.95
Model EPR-80A (assem.) $159.95

8-SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS:
8-PARALLEL INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS:

Model MS10-K $129.95
Model MS10-A (assem.) $149.95

• COMPLETE WITH CABINET: Has attractive sloping cabinet.

• FULL HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY: Contains power sup-
ply. No external power needed.

• EASY CONNECTION: Plugs into TRS-80 expansion port edge
card rear of keyboard or between keyboard and expansion
interface.

• 2 EDGE CONNECTORS: 2-additional expansion 40 pin edge
connectors.

• NEEDS NO SOFTWARE: Operates from OUT and IN state-
ments from BASIC or machine code statements. Example:
(Out 5, 1-turn on switch 5. Out 5, 2 turn off switch 5, etc.)

• COMPLETE MANUAL AND SAMPLE PROGRAMS: Comes
with comprehensive manual.

EPROM PROGRAMMER +3
• 3 ADDRESSABLE ROM LOCATIONS: The Eprom Programmer has

three sockets on front panel which are addressable to any location by
dip switch. In addition each ROM location can be shut off or turned on by
switches located on the front panel

• MONITOR: A monitor is supplied within the firmware for performing
several functions. Verify, program from memory, program from TTY
input, etc.

• EASY CONNECTION: The Eprom Programmer is attached with ease.
The unit plugs into the rear of the keyboard or between the keyboard and
expansion interface. Included with the unit are two additional 40 pin
edge connections for interfacing of other interfaces.

• FULLY BUFFERED: Data lines are fully buffered

• OTHER FEATURES: Other features include status lights for which ROM
selected, switch enable for programming, pulse (burn) indicator
firmware select-deselect switch, on and off and dip switches for the
addressing of each ROM location.

SERIAL PARALLEL I/O MODULE
• EASY CONNECTION: Connects to the expansion port edge

card connector between keyboard and expansion interface or
direct to rear of the TRS-80 keyboard.

• DIP SWITCH: All ports, baud rate, parity, etc all set by dip
switches.

• ON BOARD FIRMWARE: No software driver routine needed
for operation of the module. Simple OUT and IN statements
operate the module.

• RS-232, CURRENT LOOP: All 8 channels can be selected for
RS-232 or current loop.

• BAUD RATE SELECTION: All channels dip switch selectable
for individual baud rates from 110 to 9600 baud.

TERMS
CASH WITH ORDER, VISA, MASTER CHARGE. NO COD'S! PERSONAL CHECKS REQUIRE 3-WEEKS TO CLEAR

ORDER FROM

WORLD POWER SYSTEMS, INC.
1161 N. El Dorado Place, Tucson, Arizona 85715

24 Hour Order Phone No: 602-886-2537
(Dealers: Write or phone for information)

STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CONTACT: CALIFORNIA DIGITAL 213-679-9001

'Trademark: Radio Shack
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NOW! A Full Support System for TRS-80*

...at an AFFORDABLE PRICE!
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GPA's Motherboard is the key to unlimited

expansion of your TRS-80's capabilities. Simply

plug the Motherboard into your TRS-80, then

plug in

32K of RAM . . . EPROM Firm Ware . . .

Disk Control . . . Data Acquisition . . .

Parallel I/O . . . Serial I/O . . .

by inserting a single card into the Motherboard.

No additional power supply is necessary.

GPA's Motherboard has its own!

Why pay more for less?

GPA's quality design includes:

• 6-44 Pin Edge Connectors.
• +5V, -5V, +12V External Power Supply.

• 3-M Type Ribbon Connector to plug into

the Keyboard Connector.

• Active Termination on all Bus Lines.

• Plug in 44-Pin Vector Wire Wrap Boards

for Proto Typing.

Motherboard
(F.O.B. California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax)

..also from GPA

HARDCOPY
INTERFACE! i

Only %

$5995

Our Interface allows you to plug in any

20ma or RS-232C Serial Printer.

• 40 Pin 3-M Connector
• Industry Standard DB-25S Connector

• Internal Power Supply (9V Battery (s)

• On /Off Switch
• Software Included (Level II Basic Only)

&
$b.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack

INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE ...IT COULD BE THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU EVER MADE.

mi

ELECTRONICS. INC.

^G24
The Sign of Integrity

906 BLAIR AVENUE - OAKLAND, CA 946II - (4I5) 654-3898
ALL PRODUCTS ASSEMBLED. TESTED and GUARANTEED

Jake advantage of

GPA-EXPANSION CARDS
MEMORY CARDS: Now, with Fortran compilers available for your

TRS-80. additional expansion memory is a must'

• Cards with:

Sockets only $1 19.95

16K of 4116 Dynamic Ram w/ card 224.95

32K of 41 16 Dynamic Ram w/ card 329.95

• All cards come equipped with sockets to accomodate 32K of

Ram

DISK CONTROLLER CARD: Save money by plugging any Mini-Floppy

into our Disk Controller 179.95

• Uses Western Digital Controller Formatter

• First Mini-Floppy can obtain power directly from GPA's Mother-

board power supply

• Allows use of up to four mini-floppy drives

• Allows user to fully utilize Radio Shack's Disk Utilities, (TRS-80

(TRS-80 DOS)

EPROM FIRMWARE CARD
• Put those valuable subroutines in firmware Don't waste time

loading and unloading tapes and disks.

• 4 sockets for 2708 or 2716 Eproms 49.95

DATA ACQUISITION CARD (AID) for Analog to Digital

Conversion 99.95

• Accepts up to eight separate analog input channels

• Monitor: Physiological, meteorlogical, enviromental, analog

data. (Such as: Transducers, thermocouples, strain guages,

photo optical devices)

SERIAL I/O CARD: Here's what you've been asking for. a full serial

terminal interface, with RS-232C or 20MA Current loop. Input/ output

capabilities 79.95

• Adjustable baud rate 110. 300. 600. 1200

• 5 + Single supply Uart

PARALLEL I/O CARD: Control functions in the outside world, monitor

and store real time events 79.95

• Parallel Printer interface

• Two parallel input ports.

• Two parallel output ports

• Dip switches select Ports (0-254)

MM

| "MSt»< .1\»ig»'
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Build yourown microcomputer
asyou learn

computer technologyat home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the

computer world and microcomputers appear

almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,

convenient, and effective way to keep up with

this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer
Technology Course, created and designed exclu-

sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive
Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to

give you practical, "hands-on" experience in

designing circuitry, interfacing components,

programming, and troubleshooting. As you
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-

leaming microcomputer, incorporating the latest

advances in the slate of the art. It looks and
operates like the finest of its kind, actually does

more than many commercial units. But NRI
engineers have designed components and
planned assembly so it demonstrates important

principles, gives you working experience in detect-

ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to

keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test

instruments, including a transistorized volt-

ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.

And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your

horizons with specialized experiments and
theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,

classes, or time lost from work when you learn

the NRI way. As they have for more than 60

years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings

the material to you. You study in your spare time,

at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons

that program material into logical segments for

easier assimilation. You perform experiments

and build equipment using kits we supply. And
your personal NRI instructor is always available

for consultation should you have questions or

problems. Over a million students have already

shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call
Get the details on these exciting new

courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows
all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and frill

information, including facts on other electronics

courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush

your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up
with the latest technology as you learn on your

own computer. If coupon has been removed,

write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,

Several courses are available, depending 3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C. 20016

upon your needs and

background. NRI's Master

Course in Computer

Technology starts with

the fundamentals, ex-

plores basic electronics

and digital theory, the

total computer world,

and the microcomputer.

The Advanced Course,

for students already

versed in electronics

and general comput-

ers, concentrates on the

microprocessor and mic-

rocomputer. In both

courses, you build all

instruments and your

own computer.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, DC. 20016

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please check for one free catalog only.

Computer Electronics Including

Microcomputers

TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing

Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC Ucenses • Aircraft,

Mobile, Marine Electronics

D CB Specialists Course

Amateur Radio • Basic and Advanced

All career courses

approved under GI Bill.

Check for details.

Digital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • Basic Electronics

Small Engine Repair

Electrical Appliance Servicing

Automotive Mechanics

Auto Air Conditioning

Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, & Heating

Including Solar Technology

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

City/State/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 1 72-049
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•"36 inc.
809 East Broadway

Louisville, Kentucky 40204
C502) 454-0223

APPLICATIONS
Security and energy

management •

Scheduling and reservation
systems •

Laboratory and industrial

process control •

Computer time-sharing
and simulation •

Resource-use accounting •

.Data logging •

ADVANTAGES
Completely assembled and

tested • All software
drivers included to set and
read the CCIT-100 • Time
and interrupt range from
01 seconds to 273 years
• CPU independent • On-
board crystal time base •

Requires only two I/O ports

Kentucky residents add 5% Sales Tax •

Price includes shipping via UPS
within USA •

VISA»
Master Charge •

Money Order •

COD*

YOUR OWN TRS-80 SYSTEM
AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

TRS-80

Model List Price Our Price

Level II-4K $698.00 $628.20
Level 11-1 6K $988.00 $889.20
Expansion Interface $299.00 $269.10

COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS
Item Regular Price Discount Price

Mini-Disk System—INC. PS. and enclosure

Pertec FD200 $489.00 $385.00

BASF 6106 (MTTF 8,000 hrs.) $599.00 $495.00

Cables—2 drive |?laf
4 drive $34.95

Line Printer (Free Cable) .^ nn
Anadex DP-8000 $1299.00 $995.00

Centronics 779 *.«««««
w/tractor feed $1599.00 $1299.00

Centronics 101 ... --*»*-
1
5" carriage $1 595.00 $1 400.00

GTE 560 (Selectric) $1 295.00 $975.00

Er.. Cables $35.00

16K Memory Kit Installed $138.00 Kit only $98.00

Diskettes $4.95 ea.» 3 for $12.00* 10 for $37.50

C- 1 Cassettes 5 for $4.50* 25 for $18.75
Paper (8V2"x11" forms; 3500 per carton) $19.95

Master Charge and VISA accepted

^ CORPORATION
777 Henderson Boulevard, Folcroft, PA 19032 (215) 583-5101

In Washington, DC area. (703)938-1099 ^V19 ^
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Announcing . . .

mail xxtv*

\*

Magazine

The magazine for

users and potential users
of small business computer
products and services

o c^w*
****

Small Business Computers Magazine (SBC) is the monthly magazine for businessmen who are in
the process of purchasing or installing their first computers. It is the bridge between the world of
business and the world of small computers.

Small Business Computers Magazine is a practical how-to publication . . . written in non-technical
language ... and stressing business applications for small computer systems. Each monthly issue

FEATURE SURVEY REPORTS on particular areas of current interest, such as Software Packages
for Small Business Applications, Small Manufacturing Systems, Inventory Control Systems Micro-
computer Business Applications, and so on.

APPLICATION STORIES: Real-life examples of computer applications in the small business en-
vironment— articles which stress computer capabilities and benefits, and what to watch for when
purchasing and installing a computer.

COMPUTER PROFILES: Spotlight reviews of new computer systems for the small businessman.

IDEAS AND INNOVATIONS: Helpful items which enable more effective utilization of small busi-
ness systems.

INFORMATIVE ADVERTISING: The leading mini and microcomputer companies are regular
advertisers, and Small Business Computers Magazine is a showcase of small systems for the busi-
nessman.

Receive the next 12 issues of Small Business Computers Magazine
at 50% off the cover price by entering your charter subscription today.
Send your check along with the coupon to:

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Magazine

33 Watchung Plaza • Montclair, NJ 07042

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS Magazine
33 Watchung Plaza • Montclair, NJ 07042

1
ixS69

YES. Enter my charter subscription at the ^-price cost of $9 for
12 monthly issues.

Check enclosed. D Bill me.

Name .

Organization ____ _
Address

City/State Zip.

Small Business Computers Magazine June 1978
1^ Reader Service—see page 1 79 133
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A Complete
Microcomputer
Now Being Used As:

Programmable Controller

Data Acquisition & Analysis

Personal Computer
Educational Courses
Simply Connect Power Supply Accessories Available:

Expansion Motherboard Prom Boards

Additional RAM Memory Floppy Disk System

JOHNSON
COMPUTER

MEDINA, OHIO 44256 P.O. BOX 523

^ J4 (216)725-4560
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100 BUS INTERFACE
TO THE

Radio Shack TRS"80
TRS 80 is a product of Radio Shack A Tandy Corporation

. . . the "breakthrough" for TRS-80 Owners! Now you can make your TRS-80
compatible with the S-100 Bus systems . . opening a whole new world of peripheral
devices and applications to you!

^put76utputI\
AC
d
C
evices

\
EXPA^%lIUTY\ s^tems

MORE MEMORY\j
d^OPPY COLOR

GRAPHICS

We have opened the door to the S-100 world of unique devices for the TRS-80
owner/user. With the TR-S1 00 you get more than the S- 1 00 interface! We have included
sockets for memory expansion up to 32K Bytes. A parallel printer port is provided and
provisions have been made for a floppy disk interface (either the 5" mini-floppy of the full
size 8"). All this, and software compatibility with the TRS-80 System.
11 you already have a TRS-80 expansion chassis, you won't need all the options on our
card But if you have our card, you won't need a TRS-80 expansion chassis. No matter
how you put your system together, you can use our card.
For the adventurer, The TR-S100 module allows the TRS-80 to be reconfigured to run
software written for the S-100 Bus

micro
960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg. F

COmpilter Anaheim, California 92801

(JeViCeS Telephone (714) 992-2270

inc. " M30

Direct International Sales:

International Sales Division

I 7648 Orna Drive

Granada Hills. CA 9 I 344. USA

Discounts Available to:

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS
Contact: P.O. Box 8394
Ann Arbor. Ml 48 1 05 (3 I 3) 665-85 I 4

"Innovators to the Microcomputer Industry"
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The power behind Orcomp • •

iHBIi

.../$ the professional approach to computer software.

Th* limitless power of the ocean...

useless to man without a means to

harness it. So, too, is the power of

your computer. Software is the means

to harness the power of your computer.

And Orcomp Data Systems has the

software for your TRS-80™.

Go ahead. Harness up your TftSBO™
:th Orcomp software for (wrsonal

lanee, entertainment, educational

cat applications.

Specializing in Microprocessor Systems

Orcomp Data Systems

P.O. Box 1357

Beaverton, Oregon 97005
TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Company

»^011

ATTENTION TRS-80 & APPLE USERS

A PRINTER FOR YOUR COMPUTER

TERMS: VISA, MASTERCHARGE,
Cashier Check or Money Order.

CO.D. with 10% down.

Shipping Via Air or Truck collect.

3 S SALES
P.O. BOX 45944

TULSA, OK 74145
918/622-1058

^S55

*995 00

MODEL 3S80 for TRS-80
Ready to plug into your

expansion interface.

MODEL 3S-PP

for computers with 8 bit serial

port.

MODEL 3S-SS

for computers with RS-232

port.

*1095 00
for

MODEL 3S-AA
Includes RS-232 card for Applell

Specify model number on order.

Ready to plug into your

computer

Very high quality print

Completely refurbished

IBM 731 I/O

Selectric terminal

in a new table

Upper & lower case

removable type ball

Special '/O interface

Heavy duty re-mfg. IBM

power supply
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK!

The commodore pet 2001
and a FREE COURSE IN BASIC!

(If you already know BASIC,
substitute program of equal value)

Bay the 8K PET and nillll FREE, a
computerized course in programming!

Basic BASIC, by Ralph James. Ph.D.. and
Ronald Lodcwyck. Ph.D. is an extensive
series off programs which teach BASIC in
a clear

. i nteractive . and dynamic stylo
which is only possible with a computer.

Certain features of the PET
continue to place it way ahead of

ALL competition:
Complete screen editing allows INSERTION and DELE
TION of characters anywhere in the screen listing of a
program! No retyping of lines to correct errors.

-6502 Microsoft BASIC continues to be the fastest ver

skxi available REAL TIME animation, REAL TIME con
trol applications, and numerous time sensitive applica

tions become possible with Commodore BASIC. The
competitors' BASICs are usually too slow for anything
but 'static' programs!

Completely integrated self contained unit NO Yat's nest'

of dangling wires and connectors. Single cabinet contains
9"CRT screen with crisp clear resolution, cassette tape
drive, 72 key keyboard and separate numeric keypad.
Rugged heavy duty steel cabinet the PET is durable

enough for demanding industrial applications, yet makes
an attractive addition to the home environment.

Innovative file control system makes data file handling
and "input/output' operations by the cassette, printer,

disk, and other peripherals easy.

Three optimized methods to expand : 1 ) memory ex
pansion bus for additional RAM & ROM, 2) IEEE 488
bus for I/O expansion The IEEE bus allows up to 15 de
vices on line' simultaneously ALL connected to the same
port No need for multiple expensive RS 232 or parallel

ports! 3) 8 bit parallel I/O port with handshake lines for

simpler applications

The Commodore PET is not perfect, bnt we
nra yet to see ANY competition that is as
innovative in design, as durable in con-
struction, or as versatile or fan to nee

as the PET.
8K PET with Basic BASIC programming course
(orequiv.) *795
New 16K PET with FACTORY full sized ASCII
keyboard, but does not include cassette drive (call,

or write to verify) *995
32 K PET with full ASCII keyboard, but w/o
cassette *1195
PET Printer-Impact printer with formatted printing,

full graphics printing. TRACTOR feed...

..many features *975
PET FLOPPY DISK, dual shugart minifloppy,

approx. 330K under internal microprocessor

CONTROL-FULL DOS '1095

Prices quoted for new peripherals are
preliminary and approx.

The COMPUCOLOR II, The Beet
Home/Personal Computer

Available. Intelligent Systems
Corporation of Norcross,

Georgia has been building color
video graphics terminals for

years, and the Compucolor II is

based on the same high level soft
ware and advanced hardware

design of commercial/industrial
systems costing thousands of
dollars more. The Compucolor

II comes with the following
STANDARD featuresl

Minifloppy disk drive, built in, with advanced DOS,
accessable through BASIC, or stand alone. Sequential,

Random files.

13" color CRT STANDARD 32x64 characters w/gra

phics

16K extended DISK BASIC with FULL graphics capa
bilities BUILT IN! No need for extra kluged graphics pro

grams!

RS 232 port for printer or modem, STANDARD
-Can function as an intelligent terminal for larger system

72 Key ASCII keyboard standard, with many extra features

large selection of software on diskette, with more coming
-User group and newsletter

IT MAY BE HARD TO BELIEVE. BUT THE
ABOVE SYSTEM WITH 16K USER RAM. 2 FREE

DISKETTES (W/4,5 PROGRAMS EACH

)

ISONLV1695!
2nd Minifloppy disk drive. 52K '4O0
Optional 117 Key keyboard (numeric cluster, etc.) *225
SOFTWARE DISKETTES. '19.95 EACH (contain
4-6 programs each)

Startrek, Othello, Chess. Math Tudor. Sampler (free

w/CCII)

Black Jack, Personal Finance 1. Personal Finance

2, Bonds & Securities, Equity.

Personal Data Base •29.95: Text Editor •24.95:
Assembler *24.95: Programming manual •25:

Maintenance Manual •SO.

Write for further details!

Compare with the TRS-SO and Apple III

^P43

Plainsman Micro Systems
P.O. Box 1712

Auburn, Alabama 36830
(205)745-7735 (Div. 5CCorp)

Master Charge/Visa: Free UPS Shipping on all

orders prepaid with cashier's check (heavy items

shipped freight collect)

Unless otherwise stated, all items
assembled, tested, warrantied 90 days for

parts and labor
Sales & Service for OSI, Altos, Commodore.

Compucolor & HDE

ALTOS ACS-8000 SUN SERIES:
a new standard in CP/M based

systems
Single board construction for highest bandwidth, signal

purity, reliability, ease of maintenance, and lowest cost.

4mhz. Z80w/32K 200 nanosecond 41 16 RAM,
sockets for 64K
Dual Shugart 8" drives single density/sided standard;

double density and/or double sided drives optional.

28 megabyte hard disk (Shugart) available this summer
in matching cabinet.

-Large prototyping board available for custom applica-

tions; installs next to main board, (room for 75 16 pri ICs)

2 accessory AC outlets for printer, terminal, etc.

2 RS-232 and one 16 bit parallel port standard.

PASCAL, COBOL, CBASIC, FORTRAN, and Z80
macro assembler

90 day warranty for parts/labor.

When high bandwidth (high speed), low cost, and
reasonable expandability are considered, the price/

performance advantages of a single board design
far outweigh the advantages of a so called 'stan-

dard' bus configuration. Why pay thousands more
for lower performance? Altos decided that hard-

ware requirements were adequately met with a
single "6x9" board!

ACS-8000- 1 , 32K. single density/sided (500Kbyte)

•3840.O0
ACS-8000-2. 32K. double density/sing, sided

(1 mbyte) '4SOO.OO
ACS-8000-3. 32K. single density/doub. sided

(lmbyte) *4800.00
ACS-8000-4, 32 K. double density/doub. sided

(2 mbyte) *5300.00
additional 16K ram- *99: proto board w/connector
•150.00
CP/M free with computer: CBASIC 'lOO.OO:
Fortran IV •500.00: PASCAL *200.00
COBOL *770.00: Z80 macro assembler *100.00

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE NOW!

SAVE BY BUYING
COMPLETE SYSTEMS!

ALTOS SYSTEM (1):

ACS-8000-1. 32 K. W/CP/M. Altos utilities- -3840
CBASIC *100

Hazehine 1500 with full end-user warranty! (90 day
parts, labor, usually ON-SITE, from Hazeroner'1195
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810 printer, with RS-232-
(wirh full factory warranty!) Comparable to Centronics
703) *1895
Printer Cable *35

ALTOS SYSTEM (1), list price *7065
SPECIAL SYSTEM PRICE *6595
Beware of the poor warranties most bargain basement'

peripherals include! ALL peripherals (unless otherwise

stated) from Plainsman Micro Systems include the FULL
(usually on site) WARRANTY and service from

the manufacturer.

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORES!

VISA

The Logic Store
Columbus Square Mall
3050 Macon Road
Columbus, Georgia
(404)568-0197

R.N. Clemmons, Mgr.

The Logic Store
3808 Pepperell Parkway

Opelika, Alabama
(205)745-7735

William Carroll, Mgr.
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HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
BY ECLECTIC

FOR RADIO SHACK TSR 80 Level II:

Tape #12 SPELLING-MATH: Spelling consists of two programs.

You create word lists of your choice, and a 2nd program

pronounces the words orally, queries, tests and grades

your response. Math is a computer assisted

learn-program of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division, according to age and grade $14.95

Tape #10 STARTREK, LEM, BATTLESHIP, DEFLECTION $14.95

Tape #11 HANGMAN, BRICKS, BIORHYTHM,
MASTERBAGLES $14.95

Tape #13 FINANCIAL. A financial analysis and
amortization program $14.95

FOR COMMODORE PET 2001-8:

Tape #14 MUSIC: This program allows you to play from either the

PET's keyboard or from a score edited into the computer.

MORSE-SENDER: This program allows you to enter a

message and send morse code at the rate you specify.

MORSE-READER: This program allows the PET to read

morse code you send by a key and displays the results on

the screen.

MORSE-TUTOR: This program teaches morse code by

either printing dots and dashes on the screen, or by

making sounds. This program can also be used

as a code practice oscillator.

With packaged speaker and amplifier

hardware to plug into the PET $29.95

Tape#1 STARTREK, LEM, BATTLESHIP.DEFLECTION $14.95

Tape #2 SLOTS, BLACKJACK, POKER, CRAPS $14.95

Tape #3 GOLF, BOWLING. HAMURABI. ROBOTS, CHECKERS. . $14.95

Tape #4 HORSERACE, BIORHYTHM,
ROTATION, BRICKS, MASTERBAGLES $14.95

Tape #5 CONCENTRATION, YAHTZE,
HANGMAN, RICOCHET. CLOCK $14.95

Tape #6 Computer assisted MATH INSTRUCTION $14.95

Tape #7 FINANCIAL: A financial analysis and
amortization program $14.95

Tape #15 Depreciation-Present and future values- Capital

investment 29 Financial rations-Discount rate of

return-growth rate Curve fit Polynomial fit $14.95

ADD $0.75 for postage & handling on all tapes.

ACCESSORIES:
PET IEEE 488 BUSS to RS 232 INTERFACE
serial output (only) via 25 pin connector. Installs

inside and uses the PET power. Simple installation.

KIT $58.80

ASSEMBLED. $83.80

ADD $1 .50 for postage & handling

PET FAN KIT— High quality low acoustical and

electrical noise fan keeps your PET cool helping

to slow aging. Simple assembly and installation.

FAN $29.95

ADD $1 .50 for postage & handling.

^E32

CLECTIC CORP.
2830 Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas, Texas
A Subsidiary: TANO Corporation

Name
Address

City .State Zip

BankAmericard/VISA Master Charge

Bank Card No .

Expiration Date

Signature

Why settle for a HUG when you can have a Buss?

When I unpacked my HeathkitfM computer one of

the first things I found was a membership form

for the Heath Users 1 Group. I didn't join

right away, but it seemed like a good idea, so

I sent in my fourteen bucks. For a while

there I felt like kicking myself because,

frankly, I was a little disappointed. But it

seems to be getting better now and Jim Blake

has some fine plans for it.

Funny thing is that the only way I found out

about them was by reading Buss . That's the

newsletter on Heath Co. computers Charlie

Floto puts out. When I first saw his ads I

thought the guy was just another flake. But

the- "Heathkit™ Forum" he used to do for Wayne

Green's magazine was pretty good so I figured,

"Why not?" Turns out Charlie edits another

newsletter on computers that goes for 87 bucks

a year so I got off easy. The guy really

knows what he's doing.
Anyway, the best thing about Buss as far as

I'm concerned isn't the news Charlie digs up.

It's those letters from other HeathkitTM users.

I find out things they learned the hard way

and even pick up a few hardware modifications.

Somehow Buss seems a little more personal

than HUG. HUG gives me the official word from

Benton Harbor, but the independent viewpoint

of Buss is nice to have, too. Especially when

I want to know what other companies are making

for my system.
But don't take my word for it. Send in your

Buss subscription and let Charlie know whether

you'd rather start with the latest issue or

available back issues (there were about eight

last time I checked). Any time you're not

satisfied with Buss , for any reason, a full

refund is yours for the asking. Charlie

doesn't take phone orders for subscriptions,

but if you'd like to give him a call to chat

you can sometimes catch him at 202/544-0484.

Myself, I recommend just sending the guy your
seeing what he comes up with. I

a Buss I didn't like.
check and
never got

12 issues for
18 issues for
24 issues for

$ 7.90
11.50
15.00

(U.S. funds only. )

(Outside North America,)

(12/$ 10; 18/$ 14. 50;

(24/$ 19 payable in US
)

)

Buss
325-K Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E.

Washington, DC 20003 ^B43

The Independent newsletter

of Heath Co. Computers
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New Sol-20 Software
on Cassette

from E S V Computer Service
SALES/INVENTORY: This is a cassette
sales package that will permit entry of
business sales, sales person, item, and
stock/inventory control number. The
system will also flag any item that has
reached a selected re-order point due to
stock depletion. SALES/ INVENTORY is

designed to use two cassette tape units
in a read-write operation. Report genera-
tion is based on the data on the cassette
tape files. Cassette tape handling is

done by software and by computer
prompting to minimize data errors from
improper operator actions. Uses Extend-
ed Cassette BASIC. Comes on CUTS
cassette tape with documentation.
Order Number EC-011 $35.00

MONEY MANAGER: A collection of ap-
proximately 100 programs used to solve
many financial problems encountered in

the business world. From interest
calculations, loan repayments, rates,
depreciation schedules, and principal in-

vestment amounts, to trend lines and ex-
ponential curve fit. The MONEY
MANAGER will handle many of the
financial problems you are likely to be
confronted with during any business
day. The documentation also contains
sample problems with answers to aid
the user in becoming familiar with pro-

8ram operation. Uses Extended
assette BASIC. Program comes on

CUTS cassette tape with documenta-
tion.

Order Number EC-024 $40.00

CONVERSION: This comprehensive unit conversion program
handles unit conversions for weight, volume, distance,
speed, power, angular units, temperature and more. The
operator keys in the quantity and units. The program then
outputs the converted quantity in other measurement
systems in a list. CONVERSION uses Extended Cassette
BASIC and requires a Sol-20 with 32K or RAM. Program
comes on CUT cassette tape with documentation.
Order Number EC-016 $19.50

BYTE-FINDER: This machine language utility will search or
search/replace 1, 2, or 3 bytes in memory. The program has
four versions, loading at 0000H, 4000H, 7000H and D000H.
The operator selects starting and ending search addresses,
number of bytes to be searched, data to be searched for, and
optional bytes for replacement. An output is generated giv-
ing all memory addresses where the selected data were
found. This is very handy for programmers who make many
program patches or modify I/O routines, etc. Comes on 1200
baud CUTS cassette tape.
Order Number EC-022 $19.50

DISA-UTILITY: This support software is used to read the type
files generated by the DIS-ASSEM-BLER. It will permit the
user to format the file for compatibility with ALS-8 by deter-
mining the hex byte count required in each line. The file may
then be edited with the ALS-8 EDIT command and saved on
tape for later use or re-assembly. The utility treats the input
file as a fixed length block so that large files may be treated
without having memory overflows. This utility is not required
when using the DIS-ASSEM-BLER with the Helios II disk
system.
Order Number EC-023 $25.00

Sol System ll-A

from ProcessorTechnology

SINK: Three dimensional war game of your naval fleet versus
the computer's fleet. Your fleet consists of destroyers in your
home port and submarines hidden in the enemy port. The
computer has destroyers in his port and submarines in your
home port. The destroyers move and fire depth charges at
the opposing hidden submarines. But watch out! The sub-
marines can fire back with torpedoes. Size of the playing
area can be changed to fit memory or alter the game com-
plexity. SINK runs in Extended Cassette BASIC on your
Sol-20. 32K RAM is required for size 5 ports. 48K is recom-
mended for larger ports. SINK comes on 1200 baud CUTS
cassette.
Order Number EC-017 $25.00

AMAZN: Find your way through the maze! Compete against
an opponent and try for a new record time! This maze game
contains a random maze generator which gives you a new
maze every time. The cursor control keys are used to control
movement through the maze. Written in machine language,
AMAZN will run on a Sol-20 with 8K of RAM. Program comes
on 1200 baud CUTS cassette.
Order Number EC-018 $19.50

MINE FIELD: A new machine coded game from that mad-man
that developed SINK for your pleasure. Some people say he
has some sort of death wish syndrome, but we find the rub-
ber room he occupies during program development to be fair-

ly safe. This game requires that you traverse an enemy mine
field without getting blown to pieces or gunned down by
enemy machine guns. Comes on standard 1200 baud CUTS
cassette tape.
Order Number EC-025 $19.50

ORDERING INFORMATION: Order by name and number. All orders must be COD or prepaid. Add 3% for freight. Texas
residents add 5% for sales tax. Cassette tapes are first generation tapes in standard 1200 baud CUTS format and are
guaranteed for one year. Disks are Helios PTDOS compatible and are guaranteed for six months. Dealerships available

COMPUTER F&RT
926 N. COLLINS

ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011 ^cso

(817)469-1502
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AVAILABLE NOW
S
1 695 T.I. 810 printer

• 150 cps bi-directional impact printer

• Tractor feed, 3" to 15", up to 6-part

• Programmable forms length

• EIA RS-232 serial, 110-9600 baud

Options:

• Upper/lower case $90—Stand & paperbasket $135

• Forms Length Control $90— Vertical Format Control $180

• FLC/Compressed Print $180—VFC/Compressed Print $270

SOROC

IQ 120

$795

• Upper/lower case, 24 X 80 12" display

• Numeric keypad, cursor control keys

• RS-232 interface plus extension port

Need more intelligence?

SOROC IQ 140 si 345Need a Texas Instruments portable, ASR or KSR?

Call MICROMAIL ^^»««. _ ^ _ « ...__A .....
FROM MICROMAIL

Teletype 43 S999
• Upper/lower case, 132
columns

• RS 232 serial, 110 or 300
baud

• 12" X 8V2" pin-feed paper

(1620 pictured)

Diablo 1641/3 $2910
• Letter-quality printing

• HyType II daisywheel printer

• RS 232 serial, 110-1200
baud

To order. Send a certified check or money order. Personal or

company checks require two weeks to clear.

Handling: Less than $2000, add 2%; over $2000, add 1%.

Tax: California residents add 6% sales tax.

All terminals shipped freight collect in original carton with

manufacturer's warranty.

Write for free catalogue

MJCRLlMflJL.
MICROMAIL SANTA 92703

- S1QD EXPANSION
PET3ISK SYSTEM from CGRS provides both a FLOPPY DISK and

an SI 00 ADAPTOR for the PET! The Floppy Disk allows the Pet to

instantly load and save programs and information. The S100 Adaptor

allows the Pet owner to use the extensive variety of S100 peripheral

boards: Memory, I/O, Voice Generators, Analog I/O, Printers, and

even Telephone Interface Cards.

PCDISK uses the standard IBM 3740 format,

(read disks from other systems !)

*PET is a trademark of Commodore

SYSTEM

package i

j 79995

MINIFLOPPY DISK DRIVE - 80 kb

EXS100 DISK CONTROL BOARD

DISK HOUSING- POWER SUPPLY

KM" - WILSERV SOFTWARE PACK

Option 1 - Built in S100 mainframe : $95.00

Option 2 - Software on EPROM s $60.00

S100 size p. c. board, assembeled and tested,

DISK CONTROL BOARD ConnectS t0 *• PET ^^^ e*Pansion P°rt '

Provides a Floppy Disk Controller and

Eprom socket, along with room for a

complete SI 00 Adaptor.

From WILSERV INDUSTRIES: Allows you to

$ 299.95

KM :

SOFTWARE

^C116

Save, Run, Load, and Update programs from

the disk. Disk Commands, executed directly

or from a program, use existing BASIC format

preceeded by a special character string.

CGRS MICROTECH
368 Southampton, Pa.P.O. Box

its welcome (215) 757
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MALL TRS
ystem PRODUCTS

#^S51

MALL

YSTEM

CP/M!
CP/H OPERATING SYSTEM WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE - $145.00

At last, CP/M is available for the TRS-80! Long a standard for
software development and interchange for all the "other"
8080/Z-80 computers on the market, CP/M will now provide the
same environment for the TRS-80. CP/M makes your computer
behave like one of the big time-share machines, without the
delays, costs, and hassle of multiple users, expensive phone
lines and time-share terminals. And SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE CP/M
supports our TRS232 printer interface, as well as the Radio
Shack printer!

CP/M is a file-oriented disk operating system that provides a
common set of utilities for program development and operation.
There are 6 built-in commands, plus a number of external
utilities called in from disk. A line oriented editor (ED) at
used to create and modify assembly language programs. As you
expand your CP/M library, this same editor is used to write
BASIC programs, FORTRAN programs, TEXT files, etc. which are
stored on your diskettes. ED interacts directly with the disk,
thus your files can be much longer than your TRS-80 memory!

A machine language assembler (ASM) assembles files directly from
disk, placing HEX object files and assembled PRINT files back
onto disk! Also includes DOT (Dynamic Debugging Tool), PIP
(Peripheral Interchange Program), and more!

CP/M will run on 16K LEVEL-2 TRS-80's with single disk drives,
but 32K and 2 or more drives are recommended. The price
includes comprehensive documentation (6 manuals). CP/M is a
trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

DISK-PENCIL!
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK - $150.00

At long last The Electric Pencil is ready for the TRS-80 disk
system. Now you can enjoy all the special features of Michael
Shrayer's Electric Pencil without the frustration of waiting for
your cassette to finish loading! Fully compatible with TRSDOS,
The Electric Pencil saves and loads text files directly to and
from disk. All of the cassette routines are still available, so
you can save seldom used files on more economical cassettes if
you wish.

All of the features of the cassette version (see below) have
been kept in this new disk version. This includes compatibility
with our TRS232 printer interface as well as the Radio Shack
printer. The disk version also supports the new Radio Shack
RS-232 interface.

If you already own The Electric Pencil, contact Michael Shrayer
Software, Inc., 1253 Vista Superba Dr., Glendale CA 91205
concerning trade-in value for the new disk version.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR THE TRS-80 - $99.95

Write text, delete, insert, or move words, lines or paragraphs,
save your text on tape, then print formatted copy with our
TRS232 or the expansion interface! Right justification, page
titling and numbering, PLUS transparent cursor, two-key
rollover, and repeating keyboard. Uppercase only, or add
lowercase entry and display with minor modification. LEVEL-I or
II 16K computers. A superior word processor for home or
business use!

BARRICADE: A NEW ACTION GAME FOR THE TRS-80 - $14.95

Break through the 5-wall Barricade with the high-speed ball and
keybard controlled paddle! Trap the ball among the walls and
watch it destroy the 100 blocks! Select from 8 speeds, 4 paddle
sizes, and 3 ball-angle limits (96 options!) to challenge both
expert and beginner. 3 scores with the best of each saved to be
challenged by other players. NOBODY can achieve the maximum
WEIGHTED SCORE of 33,000!

RSL-1: THE GAME OF LIFE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE - $14.95

Enter graphic patterns with repeating keyboard! Save patterns
on tape (4 furnished). Play LIFE, a game of birth, growth and
death of a colony of cells. FAST - about 1 second per
generation! Hours of fascinating patterns!

RSM-1S: TRS-80 MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR - $23.95

22 commands which interact directly with the '-30 processor in
your TRS-80. Examine your ROM's, test yoiif <AM, enter and
execute machine language programs, read hu^ write machine
language tapes, and much more! A SYMBOLIC DUMP command
disassembles object code and displays it as Zilog standard Z-80
mnemonics! Memory may be displayed in HEX or two ASCII formats,
and can be EDITED, MOVED, EXCHANGED, VERIFIED, FILLED, ZEROED,
TESTED, or SEARCHED for one or two-byte codes. Dump memory
continuously or one line at a time! LEVEL-I and II 4K TRS-80's.

RSM-2: AN ADVANCED MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'

S

- $26.95

All the features of our popular RSM-1S, plus read and write
SYSTEM tapes, enter Z-80 BREAKPOINTS and PRINT using our TRS232
or the expansion interface! Loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or II,
and includes DISK read/write commands for future expansion!

RSM-2D: 3 MONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - $29.95

RSM-2D contains 3 versions of RSM-2 on a single disk to load
into the top of 16K, 32K or 48K TRS-80's with disk systems.
With RSM-2D you can read your TRSDOS into memory using our DISK
read command, print disassembled listings using our SYMBOLIC
dump and printer output commands, then modify and re-write to
disk using our DISK write command!

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80* s and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC
program or DATA tape (up to 12K in length) without conversion!
NEW commands, LPRINT and LLIST to print with either our TRS232
or the Radio Shack printer! Loads from tape or disk (furnished
on tape). All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!
BASIC-1 without printing is available for $15.95.

DCV-1: CONVERT SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO DISK FILES -$9.95

RSM monitors. The Electric Pencil, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1,
T-BUG, or nearly any SYSTEM tape can now be executed from disk'
even if it interferes with TRSDOS! DCV-1 loads system tapes
into high memory and adds a block-move routine. TAPEDISK is
then used to create a disk file. When accessed from disk, the
program loads into high memory, moves itself to its correct
address, then jumps there and executes!

AIR RAID; A REAL-TIME TRS-80 SH00TIN6 6ALLERY! - $14.95

A high speed machine language game where large and small
airplanes fly across the screen at different altitudes. A
ground based missile launcher is pointed and fired from the
keyboard. Aircraft explode dramatically when hit, sometimes
destroying other nearby planes! Score is tallied for each hit
or miss, and the highest score is saved to be challenged by
other players. Provides hours of fun for you, and a super
program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL I and II.

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

A fully assembled self-contained software-driven output port for
TRS-80 printing. Diablo, Teletype, TI Silent or any RS-232 or
20-mil current loop printer may be used. The TRS232 is
furnished with cassette software and works either with or
without the expansion interface! Use the TRS232 with LEVEL-II
BASIC, CP/M, The ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or your own programs!

OTHER TRS-80 PRODUCTS

PARA-PORT: $99.95 Two parallel I/O ports, adapter board, cable
ESP-1: 29.95 Assembler, Editor, Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
LST-1: 8.00 Listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with some comments

* CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX *

SHALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURY PARK CA <

&»h«Ami»iu«c * CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX *

SHALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURY PARK CA 91320
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SMITHWARE for your PET

You have just unpacked your PET and are proudly showing it off to family and friends,

when some obnoxious person asks the dreaded question, "BUT WHAT'S IT GOOD FOR?"

SMITHWARE from SBS is the answer. Not only do we have nifty games like LIFE, STARTREK,

and BLOCKADE, but we also have SB9 PERSONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM. Here's what you get

for only $16.00:

1) TAPETRANS--allows you to enter your checkbook register (or other financial transac-

tions) onto cassette with comments. 500 account numbers.

2) TAPEDIT--allows correction of selected transactions of a file created by TAPETRANS.

Outputs a corrected transaction file.

3) REGISTER—balances the transactions from TAPETRANS or TAPEDIT, displaying each

transaction in detail with a running total.

4) RECONCILE--allows you to perform a check reconciliation on your bank statement.

Outputs an outstanding check file for input to your next month's run of RECONCILE.

5) OUTSTANDING—reports your current outstanding checks and deposits from the outstand-

ing check file.

6) SUMMARY --summarizes your financial transactions for you in general ledger format, by

account number. Inputs summary file and monthly transaction files. Outputs a

summary file. All input and output files are optional, giving outstanding

flexibility. Very handy at tax time!

This is a professional quality accounting package which will form the heart of a

complete personal financial system.

For the Commodore PET with 8K minimum.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

SB2 STARTREK--fascinating game of strategy & tactics $8

SB4 UTILITY PACKAGE-- reliab1e tape I/O, memory dumps, others $8

SB5 BLOCKADE--highly graphic realtime spacewar game $8

SB6 M0NIT0R--ten functions! 3,583 bytes free $12

SB7 LIFE by Dr. Covitz--chall enging game of cell colony growth & death . . $10

SB8 FINANCE--Checkbook (no files), Stock Portfolio, Margin Accounts ... $10

AVAILABLE THROUGH:

Advanced Computer Products, Santa Ana, CA (714) 558-8813

Computer Components, Van Nuys, CA (213) 786-7411

Computer Components of Burbank, Burbank , CA (213) 848-5521

Computer Components of Orange County, Westminster, CA (714) 898-8330

The Computer Store, Santa Monica, CA (213) 451-0713

Jade Computer Products, Hawthorne, CA (213) 679-3313

Opamp Technical Bookstore, Los Angeles, CA (213) 464-4322

Personal Computer Corporation, Frazier, PA (215) 647-8463

Or send $16.00, check or money order (Calif, residents add 6% sales tax) to:

SMITH BUSINESS SERVICES, P.O. Box 1125-K, Reseda, CA 91335 ^592
ATTRACTIVE DEALER TERMS AVAILABLE

PET is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines,

MICRODESK

The perfect home
for a personal or business computer

MICRODESK $
1 59.50

48" x 24" x 26", Shelves 23" x 23", One adjustable.

See it at your computer store or order it from:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
906 N. Main Wichita, Kansas 67214

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

You can use the versatile new BETSI
to plug the more than 150 S-100 bus

expansion boards directly into your PET*!

On a single PC card, BETSI has both interface circuitry and a 4-slot S-100 motherboard. With

BETSI, you can instantly use the better than 150 boards developed for the S-100 bus. For

expanding your PET's memory and I O, BETSI gives you the interface. The single board

has both the complete interface circuitry required and a 4-slot S-100 motherboard, plus an
80-pin PET connector. BETSI connects to any S-100 type power supply and plugs directly

into the memory expansion connector on the side of your PET's case. And that's it. You
need no additional cables, interfaces or backplanes. You don't have to modify your PET in

any way, and BETSI doesn't interfere with PET's IEEE or parallel ports. And when you
want to move your system BETSI instantly detaches from your PET.

BETSI is compatible with virtually all of the S-100 boards on the market, including memory and

I/O boards. BETSI has an on-board controller that allows the use of the high-density low-power

"Expandoram" dvnamic memorv board from S.D. Sales. This means you can expand your

PET to its full 32K limit on a single S-100 card! Plus, you won't reduce PET's speed when
you use either dynamic or static RAM expansion with BETSI. Additionally, BETSI has

four on-board sockets and decoding circuitry for up to 8K of 2716-type PROM expansion

(to make use of future PET software available on PROM). BETSI jumpers will address the

PROMs anywhere within your PET's ROM area, too.

MAIL ORDERS ARE
NORMALLY SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.
VISA AND MASTER-
CHARGE ORDERS ARE
BOTH ACCEPTED.

* 1978 Forethought Products

The BETSI Interface/ Motherboard Kit includes all

components, a 100-pin connector, and complete
assembly and operating instructions for $1 19.

The Assembled BETSI board has four 100-pin

connectors, complete operating instructions and a

full 6-month Warranty for just $165.

FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS
87070 Dukhobar Road #H

Eugene. Oregon 97402 y
Phone (503) 485-8575

>O»>> .<0»SP6 ftwwi$$%'

PET

er*t- I

' ' ? 1

1

BETSI is the new Interface/ Motherboardfrom Forethought

Products—the makers ofKIMST"— which allows users of

( ommodore's PET Personal Computer to instantly work
with the scores ofmemory and I/O hoards developedfor the

S-100 (Imsai/ Altair type) bus. BETSI is availablefrom stock

on a single 5'/2
" x 10" printed circuit card.

BETSI is available off-the-shelffrom your local dealer or (if

they re out) directlyfrom the manufacturer.

Ask about our
memory prices, too!

•PE I is i Commodore product.
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Ever wonder what it takes
to win a contest ?

In late 1978, Mullen Computer Products ran an applications
contest for their Controller Board kit. Out of the many
entries received, 7 of them stood out among an already good
crowd. While we're congratulating the winners, you might
want to see what we considered contest-winning material.

1st prize, a Mullen Controller
Board and cash, went to John D. Gill

of Blountville, Tennessee. Here are
excerpts from his entry:

'I have been using one of your Controller
Boards, for the past six months, as the main part
of an interface between an IMSAI 8080 and a
Friden Flexowriter. It solved the problem of how
to connect the 5 Volt TTL logic of the computer
with the 100 VDC logic used by the Friden
relays ... it surprised me that I did not have a
noise problem when switching the (relays) ... I

took the precaution of not passing current
through the Controller Board relays until they are
fully closed, to avoid shortening the life of the
contacts. This timing is done in software."

Included with the entry was a software listing

and schematic. Congratulations, John, on the
winning entry.

2nd prize winner, Peter Midnight
of Oakland, California, now has a
Mullen Extender Board kit and cash.
He came up with another imaginative
use for the Controller Board.

"(What) I have in mind is computerized editing
and synchronization of double system sound
tracks for my amateur films. Five of the output
channels would give the computer control of one
recorder. Two more channels would be
connected to the speed control servo circuit of a
recorder to keep it in sync with another tape of
film. This would still leave an output channel free
for generation of SMPTE code, the digital

identification, and sync track on the tape. The
input channels would be used with optical
sensors in the projector and in the editing
viewer . . . (using the hardware just described)
the computer would then maintain a running
display of relative and absolute frame counts and
timing information/

'

We thought these two entries showed originality, practicality, and good usage
of the Controller Board. But there were several other entries which, although
they just missed the top honors, deserve an honorable mention.

Vaughn A. Jupe, N6VA from
Carlotta, California, suggested using
the Controller Board in conjunction
with the AGC circuit of a ham
receiver to keep a rotary beam
aimed for maximum signal strength.
A change in programming could
allow satellite tracking or pre-aiming
at any specific location on the globe.

Gregory Yob of Palo Alto,

California, sent us a phase-controlled
waterbed vibrator application,

including details on the waterbed
attachment and computer/solenoid
interface.

Glenn King, from Topeka, Kansas,
submitted several clever ideas. Our
favorite was a telephone/computer
interface that calls a directory on
disk, searches for a name or one
letter code, and even pulses to dial

the number.

Paul S. McKnight from
Washington, D.C., writes of using the
Controller Board with a particular
microprocessor-based typewriter that
is operated by having the keyboard
ground different combinations of

lines through reed switches. Hooking
the Controller Board relays in

parallel with the keyboard relays
provides the computer interface.

Mike O'Brien of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, sent us a practical idea for

an IC testing device based on the
Controller Board.

As you can see, the quality of the
entries was very high, and it was
hard to decide on the winners . . . but
we did manage to finally agree.
Thanks to everyone who
participated in the contest, and our
congratulations to the winners and
runners-up.

If you'd like more information on the versatile Mullen Controller Board,
visit your local computer store or write us direct.

MULLEN Computer Products
BOX 62 1 4, HAYWARD, CA 94545

^ Reader Service—see page 1 79
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NOW A SOLUTION
YOUR I/O HEADACHE

TheOE 1 OOO Terminal is a low cost stand alone video terminal that
operates quietly end maintenance free. It will allow you to display on

a monitor or modified T.V. 1 6 lines of 64 characters. The
characters can be any of the 96 A6CII alphanumerics. and any of

the 32 special characters. In addition to upper-lower case
capability it has a scroll up feature and full X-Y cursor control. All

that is required from your microcomputer is300 baud,R3232 or

20 mA current loop, seriel data. And if that is not enough the price

is only $275.00 in kit or $350.00 assembled, plus S 5.OO shipping

and hsndling. To order phone or write:

OTTO ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 3066

Princeton. N.J. 08540
609/448-91 65

»x09

MC, BAC. COD accepted N.J. residents add 5°to sales tax.
Oealer Inquiries invited.

ATTENTION TRS-80* OWNERS
At last! An attractive home for all of the parts of

your system—keyboard, video display, power

supply, and, last but not least, the cassette. The

TRS-80* performs as a computer—Now it can

look like one.

Classic black and silver color scheme to match

your TRS-80*. Now your system can be portable

without dismantling. The cassette recorder can

easily be used along side the case and then con-

veniently stored in the side opening without dis-

connecting.

Send check or money order for $69.50 plus $5.00

for shipping to:

Michigan residents add 4% sales

tax.) Visa and MC accepted with

signature, exp. date, and number.

'TRS-80 is a Product of Radio Shack

2>,]eSianco
Dept. CI
P.O. Box 307

Union Ml 49130 v D47

-TR

software from ££$ service

/. Z-80 DISASSEMBLER: $20.00

Shows the symbolic code for the machine instructions stored in the memory of your TRS-80. Displays ad-

dresses and machine code in hexadecimal. ASCII representation, and symbolic instructions, with operands,

on video monitor or line printer Decodes all Z-80 instructions! Zilog mnemonics used. Code can be

reassembled using the TRS-80 Editor' Assembler

REQVIRES:
Level I or II. We have a version for all versions of the TRS-80 (please state which one you own). Z-80

monitor—same as above plus other monitor commands. Does source code dump on cassette tape $29.95.

2. DATA BASE MASAGEMEST: $09.95

This is a complete Data Base Management Program for the TRS-80 Disk System. It employs five com-

mands: Find, Add. Change. Video and Print. You can name your own headings for all fields and can store any

type of information for quick retrieval. All headings and data are kept on disk. Easy to use but professional.

Example of use: Store index of magazine articles so you dont have to flip through all of your computer

magazines to find an article.

REQVIRES:
Level II Disk Basic and one or more disk drives, 32 K RAM. Comes on cassette.

3. /9 KEY HEXADECIMAL SVMERICAL KEY PAD $69.95

Ribbon Cable plugs into keyboard or expansion interface No modifications necessary.

4. COMPREHENSIVE MEMORY TEST: $15.95

Test ROM. RAM, and video RAM displays number of part on error detection. Routine's for all Level II

TRS-80s.
5. IH\E\TORY: $20.00

Uses sequential files on disk to store inventory. You can list stock number, item name, location, how many,

cost per unit, number per case, cost pe* case, and next shipping date. Commands include: Check for item,

change item info, add new items, and print entire inventory to line printer. Can be used without line printer.

Easy to use, just load and run. type in your inventory and you are ready for quick retrieval of any item.

REOVJRE&
Level II disk drive and basic. 16K RAM.

6. TAPE DVPLICATIOS PROGRAM 199.85

REQVIRES:
Level II, 16K RAM «c Disk.

7. HAILING LIST; *899S
Handles thousands of names.

8. EDITOR ASSEMBLER OS DISK INTERACTS WITH DISK. $29.95

/VOTE.

All programs came on cassette unless noted. If you want it on disk, please specify so and add $7.50 to your

order, or send a diskette with your order. All orders shipped same day. All programs guaranteed to run.

MASTER CHARGE & VISA WELCOME

ii/iMU&btt, vd mm ^A75

Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interface
Designed for Hobbyists and

Systems Developers

mm-;

t~*2 y

^•sass cy. i
'

'

,

.. ! '

lift

• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR * and handles up

to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

• Operates at standard 250K bits per second on normal disc

format capacity of 243K bytes.

• Works with modified CP/M Operating System and BASIC-E
Compiler.

• Hardware includes 4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom boot-

strap and on-board crystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

• 6-month warranty and extensive documentation.

• PRICE: Kit $190 Assembled $265
•ALTAIR is a trademark/tradename of Pertec Computer Corp.

/

i^T11

950 DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
CARSON. CA 90746
(213) 538-4251 «(213) 538-2254
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GUNFIGHT $9.95

IJ!f:Mil M4Z\4 I-iV

HIGH SCORE §

HAZOR ZAP $15.95

THIS It A FLY CLOtl UPfff

FLYSWATTER

QUALITY
6502 FORTH
6800 FORTH
Z-80 FORTH
FORTH is a unique threaded language that
is ideally suited for systems and applications

programming on a micro-processor system.
The user may have the interactive FORTH
Compiler/Interpreter system running
stand-alone in 4K to 6K bytes of RAM.
The system also offers a built-in incremental

assembler and text editor. Since the FORTH
language is vocabulary based, the user may
tailor the system to resemble the needs and
structure of any specific application.

Programming in FORTH consists of defining

new words, which draw upon the existing

vocabulary, and which in turn may be used
to define even more complex applications.

Reverse Polish Notation and LIFO stacks

are used in the FORTH system to process

arithmetic expressions. Programs written

in FORTH are compact and very fast.

APPLE II COMPUTER $34.95

PET 2001 COMPUTER $34.95

TRS-80COMPUTER $34.95

Apple PIE

TRS-80 PIE

PIE (PROGRAMMED IMPROVED EDITOR)
is an enhanced curser-based editor that works
unlike most currently available text editors.

All PI E commands consist of control

characters, which are assigned to user

defined function locations. The keys of the

system input keyboard, are assigned specific

PIE Editor function commands by the user.

Commands in the PIE Editor may optionally

be preceded by an Escape character, followed

by a numeric or string argument.

APPLE II COMPUTER $19.95

TRS-80 COMPUTER $19.95

All orders include 3% postage and handling.

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. Pet is a registered trademark
of Commodore International and TRS-80 is

a registered trademark of Radio Shack.
California residents add 6% sales tax.

VISA & MASTERCHARGE Accepted.

APPLE II LIGHT PEN $34.95

l^ Reader Service—see page 1 79
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00 YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS Y'N

HON MANY PLAYERS 1 OR 2?B

MATCH WITS $9.95

HIGH

3-D DOCKING
&«:.
$15.95

SUB ATTACK $9.95

FOOTBALL $9.95

^ J

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.

3400Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 384-0579

*xP48

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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electronic calculators
LIST
$299.95
124.95
59.95
49.95
59.95
69.95

LIST
$750.00
450.00
275.00
175.00
175.00
325.00
100.00
90.00
60.00
495.00
120.00
75.00

HAM MET
$269.95
112.45
53.95
44.95
53.95
62.95

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
T.I.-59, 960 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
T.I.-56, 460 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
T.I.-57, 150 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
T.1.55, 32 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
T.I. PROGRAMMER, CONVERTS DECIMAL OCTAL HEX
T.I. MBA, SUPER PROGRAMMED FINANCIAL

HEWLETT-PACKARD ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
$675.00 H.P.-97, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC PRINT/VISUAL
405.00 N.P.-67, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
247.50 N.P.-1 9C, 96 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC PRINT/VISUAL
1 57.50 M.P.-29C, 98 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
1 57.50 M.P.-1 BASIC NAND NELD PRINTER/VISUAL
292.50 N.P.-91 . PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC PRINT/VISUAL
90.00 H.P.-33E, 49 5TEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
72.00 H.P.-32E, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC WITH STAT
54.00 H.P.-31 E, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC

445.50 H.P.92. PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL PRINT VISUAL
1 08 00 H.P.-38E 8TEP PROGRAMMABLE SUPER FINANCIAL
67.50 H.P.-37E, PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL

SEND ME THE CALCULATOR(S) INDICATED BELOW, COMPLETE WITH INCLUDED AC-

CESSORIES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. I UNDERSTAND
THAT IF I AM NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED, I MAY RETURN IT WITHIN 10 DAYS FOR A
COMPLETE REFUND (LESS SHIPPING).

MODEL(S). QUANTITY AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

WE HONOR VISA MASTERCHARGE MONEY ORDERS COD

ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING. PLEASE ALLOW 10 DAYS FROM DATE OF
RECEIPT OF ORDER FOR DELIVERY. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

CARD NUMBER

FULLNAME

STREET

EXPIRATION DATE

CALI

CITY STATE. ZIP

MORE LITERATURE MODEL(S)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED'

^H26Hartwdfs

OfficeW*ld, Inc.

MAIL TO: 6810 LARKWOOD
HOUSTON, TEX 77074
ATTN: STEVE, WA50EN

PHONE: A.C. (713) 777-2673

WE STOCK ALL HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATOR SOFWARE AND ACCESSORIES —

m

The first

microcomputer
shopping guide!

The BIG NEW 2nd Edition of the Computer Data

Directory will be the first true microcomputer

shopping guide. Complete with advertisements,

photographs, and useful information on thousands

of companies and products. Includes product/com-

pany cross-references, manufacturers, consultants,

computer stores, software, publications, clubs,

trade shows, entrepreneurs. . the works! Over 150

pages. There's nothing else like it. Do you qualify

for a free copy? (A $6.00 value) Send SASE for

order blank. Hurry, the free offer expires May 15,

1979. Books will be printed and mailed this

summer. 1st Edition is still available for $5.98 ppd.

Computer Data Publishing

P.O. Box 598

Cleveland, Ohio 44107

(216) 221-5440

Companies...
This guide will reach thousands of qualified buyers

Do we have your product information? Call or

write today for details.

WALLEN ELECTRONICS CO, INC. Tel: (617) 588-6440 - 6441

108 SAWTELL AVE., BROCKTON, MA 02402

TEST EQUIPMENT
CONNECTORS -WIRE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

POWER SUPPLIES SSZSE?
5 volts @ 8 amps + 12 volts, 2 amps + 6 volts @ 75 MA. Ideal for Micro and Mini

computers. These units have been removed from equipment and rechecked out

and guaranteed. Power supply has a 3-wire line cord and fused. Specs:

10V2" x 5 1/*" x 4V2". Shipping weight 16 lbs.

37.50
2 FOR 70.00

Wire Wrap BOARDS
These boards are pre-wired and removed from equipment. Easy to unwrap for

setting up your own board. Contains mostly 14-pin IC sockets with individual pin

connections. Each board has VCC and ground planes.

Smaller board measures 6V«" x 6" and has 40 to 50 sockets. PRICE $11.00 ea. 2/S20.00

Larger board measures Wk" x 6" and has 75 to 100 sockets. PRICE $17.50 ea. 2/S33.00

ROTRON
Whisper Fans

115V, AC, 7 watts, 50-6-hz

Guaranteed. 4Vj" x 4Vj" x 1 '/»".

Removed from equipment and

checked out and guaranteed.

S6.95

CRYSTAL

OSCILLATORS
Vectron type CO-23IT crystal freq.

4.9152, MHZ w/tuning option for

accuracy of .0001% 1tt
M Kl%b"

rH". R.F.E.

S 13.95
Minimum order $25.00. Items offered subject to prior sale, FOB Brockton, Mass. Money order or check

w/order. Shipping and handling add 5%. Shipments by parcel post or UPS. No CODs. Mass. residents

add 5% sales tax.

TEKTRONIX 535A
OSCILLOSCOPE

Used equipment. Freq. DC to 15 Mhz.

These scopes come w/B, 0, K or L

plug-in units. Checked out and oper-

ating.

$199
W/1
PLUG-
IN

DUAL TRACE PLUG-INS Model CA
Available. Checked out and operat-

ing. SI III
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YOU
TAKING FULL

advantage:
OF

COMPUTER?
DM) Then we want you. Assembled at the Per-

sonal Computing Festival of the 1 979 Na-
tional Computer Conference will be scores
of experts with diverse backgrounds. Your

imagination cannot help but be triggered with new uses and applications
for your own computer. Over 25 technical sessions will cover such topics
as: languages, education, robotics, small business applications, speech
synthesis and recognition , and investment analysis. Live demonstrations
of applications by individual users will enable you to see the latest per-
sonal computing realities in ac-
tion. Commercial exhibits will bring

you up-to-date on industry offer-

ings in microcomputer products,
systems, and services. Take full

advantage of your computer by
attending the NCC Personal Com-
puting Festival at the Americana
Hotel in New York City, June 4-7.

For continuing information about
the complete computing experi-
ence at NCC, simply fill out and
return the coupon below.

Then we need you.
You have developed
an application to a
point where your re-

sults are up to your own high personal standards. Speak to
us, and the world

, at the NCC 79 Personal Computing Fes-
tival . You can help your friends and colleagues take full ad-
vantage of their own computers by presenting a paper, chair-
ing a session, or demonstrating your application. Valuable
prizes will be awarded for outstanding applications demon-
strations and for the best papers published in the NCC 79
Personal Computing Proceedings. Fill out the coupon be-
low, check the box on conference participation, and we'll
send you complete information. Time is short, so you must
act promptly. But remember.. .whether or not you're pre-
sently taking full advantage of your computer, there's a
world of information on the very latest in personal com-
puting awaiting you at NCC '79 in New York.

NCC '79
PERSONAL COMPUTING FESTIVAL
c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N.J. 07645

Please keep me up-to-date on NCC 79 and its Personal Computing Festival.
I'm interested in making a presentation and have enclosed a description of
my topic.

I'm interested in demonstrating my own personal computing application and
am enclosing a description of it.

My company is interested in exhibiting at the Personal Computing Festival.
Please send information on the NCC '79 Travel Service.

Name Title

Company

Street

KB

City State. -Zip-
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RONDURE COMPANY
2522 BUTLER ST.

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
^R7 214-630-4621 the computer room

SPECIAL SALE
$875.00

Used Working
and Clean

TESTED WITH
NEW
ASCII

ELECTRONICS
Factory
Reconditioned
$1075.00

ASCII Selectric with ASCII parallel electronics.

Immediate Delivery—Shipped from inventory.

ASCII SELECTRIC
Printer Mechanism: Heavy
duty input/output, Series

745.

Weight: 120 lbs. Dimen-
sions: 29 ,,Hx35 ,,Wx33"D.
Print Speed: (14.8 charac-
ters per second)

Platen: 15" wide, pin feed
or form feed device option-
al (132 print positions).

Parallel output only— 15
characters per second ac-

cepts 7 bit ASCII parallel

w/strobe & prints on Selec-

tric. The unit still works as

a typewriter in off-line

mode.

DATEL SELECTRIC (IBM Selectric Mechanism)
(Used)

"As Is" Complete
Working
Reconditioned

Sale: $295.
$495.
$695.

Specifications:
• Size: 21 ,,Wx21"Dx8"H.
• Power Input 115 Volt
Hz

• Interface: RS232
• Weight: 54 lbs. (Shipping
weight 65 lbs.)

• 15" Carriage
• 15CPS
• Correspondence code
• Half Duplex
• 132 Print Positions, 10
Pitch

GE TERMINET 300 PRINTER— $450.00

30CPS
ASCII
Upper/Lower Case
RS-232 Serial

Used, Working
Shipping weight—75 lbs

SHUGART
MINI-FLOPPY DRIVE

NEW PRICE

$325.00 ea.

Model SA-400

FLAT PACK ACOUSTICAL
MODEM PICK-UP

Useable with most modem
chips/kits

Used — $17.50 (w/prints)

ORDERING INFORMATION:
We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.

Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Please call if you have a question.

Write for our CATALOG of many parts, terminals, printers, etc.

All items subject to availability. Your money returned if we are out
of stock.

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect

Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.

We now take Master Charge and Visa orders, Specify full number,

bank number and expiration date.

The CP/ Operating System now available
for Radio Shack's TRS-80

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM
• Editor, Assembler, Debugger, and Utilities

• For 8080 and Z-80 Systems
• Up to four floppy disks
• Documentation includes:
CP/M Features and Facilities

CP/M Editor Manual
CP/M Assembler Manual
CP/M Debugger Manual
CP/M Interface Guide
CP/M Alteration Guide

CP/M System Diskette and Documentation (Set

of 6 manuals) for $150.
CP/M Documentation (Set of 6 manuals) only

$25.

MAC® MACRO ASSEMBLER
• Compatible with new Intel Macro standard
• Complete guide to Macro Applications
MAC Diskette and Manual for $150.

SID® SYMBOLIC INSTRUCTION DEBUGGER
• Symbolic memory reference
• Built-in assembler/disassembler
SID Diskette and Manual for $125.

TEX® TEXT FORMATTER
• Powerful text formatting capabilities

• Text prepared using CP/M Editor

TEX Diskette and Manual for $125.

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES
• Basic
• Fortran
• Cobol
• Call or write for information

USER'S GROUP
• 35 disks with utilities, games and
applications

• Call or write for information

FMG ©©[RIPOIiMTON
P.O. Box 16020 • Fort Worth, TX 76133 • (817) 738-0251

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp. TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack.
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LEVEL IV
32020 CHEBOYGAN • WESTLAND, MICHIGAN 48185 • [313] 326-0386 ^L19

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USE OF THE TRS-80
ALL PROGRAMS & PRODUCTS SOLD BY LEVEL IV ARE MADE SPECIFICALLY FOR THE TRS-80
»V SINISS PROGRAMS (DISK)

General Ledger
Single Fntry type, permits \ou to keep track ot vour incoming and outgoing checks $99 00

Mailing Lister

Permits you to keep vour clients all in one file and select up to $ different types ol mailings to send out.
Both labels and clients journal 2 types of sorts, /ip and name $49 00

Inventory C ontrol
Giving you printouts ol in-stock and cost breakdown ol orders Also keeps track ol vendors mm orders
and more 509 qq

All of the above programs are on disk and come ssilh full instrui lions All programs are user orientated,
so you don 7 have 10 he a programmer

•Electric Pencil

A word processing svstem tor the I RS-H0 Permits the writing ol letters, editing ol the same, removing a
block from one part of a letter and inserting it in another spot, and much more I I A I II $95 00

on cassette onl\

GAMES
Micro Chess
By Peter Jennings I he best computer game lor the I RS-K0 I I A I II $19 YS

Space Battle

Based on Star I rek but better I his mav be the most wanted game tor the IUK-BO A graphic war game
in Level II Ihis copvnghted game is available in I evel II onlv I his is the original one written bv Rick
PaP° $10 00

Final Approach
Aircraft simulator in lull graphics brings this jet plane down to the ground, but watch out lor the small
problems that come up. like a cabin lire and more I evel I and I evel II on one tape $10 00

Galaxy Target
Shoot down the alien machine but don't lose all your power Bonus game on the hack side, both I evel II

4K $10 (X)

Starr Trehk
A real time Star I rek Comet complete with crew Irom the I ntcrprisc or choose vour own crew
Instructions are in the program hull graphics lf>K

Racer
A real time race track with three tracks to pick Irom

Biorhythm
From your birthday until IW9

III Both Only $12 50

I I & III $7 50

COMING SOON
BUSINESS
GENERAL LEDGER II

INVENTORY II

UTILITIES

TAG SORT
X - REh

n«*ste-

Minimum Charge - >2S.M
Please add 75c Poatagc per Order. Michigan Residents add 4% Sales Tax.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY PROGRAM. Jl ST WRITE
vtsa

HARDWARE
Expandor Black Box Printer

[his is an impact printer tractor feed F his printer is NEW not used. TESTED not shipped as is. and
is sold three wav\

(1) Without power supply (instructions provided) and without cable Both can be purchased later or
build your own $490 00

(2) Complete with power supply and cable Tested to make sure that all little bugs are gone Attaches to
the Radio Shack Expansion Interface List - $591 00 Limited time - SS5B.M

(J) Same as above except hooks to the back ol the I RS-K0 keyboard or screen printer port on Expansion
Interface List - $641 00 Limited time - Ml* M

All manufacturers documentation, manual sstlh schematics provided with all printers.

Disc Drives
Number I Drive lor I RS-X0 complete with cable, power supply and manual $435 00
Number 2. 3. 4 drives for the I RS-K0 $425 00

These are complete units and are readx to he hooked up to the Expansion Interface and work.

Empty hard shell diskette case $5 00

Memory for I RS-80 41 16 s hull Instructions and Dip Shunts $99 00

I RS-K0 Interface Schematic $5 00

Diskette Each . . $5 00

Diskette Box ol 10 $40 00

TRS-80 Keyboard and Monitor Interlace Cover $15 00

UTILITIES
Renumber
Renumber your I evel II programs Gives you a printout to the screen or line printer $20 00

ASCII Compare
Compares two different ASCII stored program files Producing a third file ol differences Great when
version two or vour program doesn't work and you forgot what you changed $5 00

Newltst
Display ASCII hilcs (program or data) to screen or printer (60 lines per page) If file is basicprogram.it
will break each line to indiv idual instructions $5 00

Where Was It

Examines an ASCII tile (program) for key words you select (up to 100 different) Useful for conversions
from one basic to another $5 00

Proglist

Permits listing ot program to printer like New-list, hut limits number of column to 70 for short printers and
more $8 00

Level I Relocated in Level II RAM
Have the best of both worlds A I evel I machine and a level II in the same machine without voiding
your warranty Cassette or disk $20 00

All ahove Utilities sold on disk onh. except as noted (Disk S5 00 extra).

It's inthe bag
What is? ^^

The biggest and best selection of microcomputer
software anywhere. And the list grows bigger every day.

CP/M configured for the most popular 8080/Z-80
microcomputer systems and other terrific software, now

available. Call or write for our latest literature.

Lifeboat Associates, Suite 505, 164 West 83rd Street
New York, NY. 10024/(212) 580-0082

Lifeboat Associates

THE ^
SOFTWARE
SUPER-
MARKET

TM
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TapETalh
@
for your TRS-80

Required Reading: Level I and Level II

We know how to help.
TapeTalk® , a truly unique publication for the first generation of computer pioneers, is a bi-monthly

"magazine" exclusively for the TRS-80 system.

All on cassette—Just load it In.

We are dedicated to the premise that you deserve the full potential from your TRS-80.

TapeTalk Forum • CompTutor™ • What's New (Around the House) • The Came Room • Small Business Advisor • TapeTalk

Classified! • TapeTalk Teaser's • Contests • Drawings • Prizes

Win: Screen Printer • Expansion Interface • Level II BASIC (ROM) • 1 6K Memory (RAM) • And othersl

Please enter my subscription to TapeTalk® for:

I year-U.S. $30.00 2 years-U.S. $54.00 4K Level I

Charge my: Visa Master Charge. code# D I6K Level II

Card#

Exp. date.

Signature

Name (print).

Address

State Zip

Nickname

Telephone#

For C.O.D., Master Charge or Visa orders call: 1(800)835-2246. Make Check or Money Order payable to:

TapeTalk
®

P.O. Box 540 1 4 San Jose CA 95 1 54

MAIL COUPON OR CALL TODAY TOLL FREE 1(800)83 5 2 246
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OMPUTER

14052 E. Firestone Blvd.
Santa Fe Springs CA 90670 (213)921-2111 (714)7390711

• BUSINESS •EDUCATIONAL • PERSONAL

—H—A—R—D—W—A—R—E-
• NORTHS. \R
• mn KISTICS

• PIT™

• \itij;

* centronics
• IMROI

-S—O—F—T—W—A—R—E-
• 4PPLE II • NOR. IISTAR
• PKT™ * TRS HO

-SERVICE DEPT.—CLASSES-
—APPLE BYTE USERS GROUP—
Meets on 2nd Saturday each month
—PROGRAMMERS GROUP—

Meets on 1st Saturday each month

• Send for our hardware catalog, flyers and
^software list.

MEMORY PRICE CUT!!
I6K bytes $85. for TRS 80.
APPLE. EXIDY. S 100.

8K bytes $40 for PET. S 100
16K MEMORY Kit $85, 8 RAM chips 250ns. 4116)
jumper DIPS and simple instructions (specify your
computer)
8K MEMORY Kit for Expandopet or Expandoram $40,
8 RAM chips (250ns. MK4115)

S-100 MEMORY BOARD KITS AT DISCOUNT
SD Systems Expandoram Kits complete— fully sock-
eted with no RAM chips— $139.00, add 8K byte incre-
ments (8 4115 RAM chips) at $40.00 each for up to
32K byte. Or add 16K byte increments (8 4116 RAM
chips) at $85.00 each for up to 64K bytes. Add $65.00
for assembled and tested. Call or write for our free
catalog on other S-100 products including Integrand
mainframes and disk covers.
DISKETTES: VERBATIM 5" TRS-80, APPLE. NORTHSTAR, etc.

(specify) 3.60 ea.; Verbatim 8" $3.90 ea.

DISK DRIVES: for TRS-80, Shugart SA400 complete with case and
power supply $399; SA400 drive only $290; SA800R drive only $495— THE CPL SHOP—

Dcpl K 39 Plcasanl Si

CharksNmn MA 02129— (617)242 3350
»^C108

Add freight charge of $2.50 for all orders.
Check/MC/Visa welcome: MA residents add 5% tax.

ATTENTION
APPLE II OWNERS

Southeastern Software NEWLETTER
$10.00 for 10 issues per year. Start with

current issue or issue #2. Let us know when
you send your check.

Send S5.95 plus 50$ p&h for

3 program domo tape. [Inte-

ger or Applesoft II) and eam-
ple NEWSLETTER.

Ask your local dealer for MAG FILES
for the Disk II and the NEWSLETTER

SOUTHG4STGRM SOFTWdR€
igi 7270 Culpepper Drive ^S52

§ New Orleans, LA 70126

INCLUDES VIDEO
INTERFACE

Now Available • Text Editor, Assembler & Disassembler!

ELF II by

Nelmnics

As Fraiiirrri in POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ELF II

COMPUTER oi99
95

Featuring the 1802

RCA COSMAC
microprocessor/mini-

Now available! Text Editor, Assembler. Disassembler and a new Video

Display Board!

The TEXT EDITOR gives you word processing ability and the ability to edit

assembly language programs while they are displayed on your video monitor.

Lines and characters may be quickly inserted, deleted or changed. Add a printer

and ELF II can type letters lor you-error free-plus insert names and addresses

Irom your mailing list!

ELF Ms ASSEMBLER translates assembly language programs into hexidecimal

machine code for ELF II use. The Assembler features mnemonic abbreviations

rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to

read -this is a big help in catching errors.

ELF Ms DISASSEMBLER takes machine code programs and produces assembly

language source listings. This helps you understand the programs you are

working with and improve them when required.

The new ELF II Video Display Board lets you generate a sharp, professional 32

or 64 character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your tv screen or

video monitor-dramatically improving your unexpanded $99.95 ELF II. When you

get into longer programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing!

Get Your Hands On A Computer That
Grows As Fast As Your Own Understanding!
Stop reading about computers and get your hands on one! With ELF II and our

new Short Course On Microprocessor 6 Computer Programming, by Tom
Pittman, you can master computers in no time at all > ELF II can execute all 91

RCA 1802 commands The Short Course quickly teaches you how to use each of

these capabilities.

ELF Ms $99 95 price includes video output-so you can display alphanumencs
and graphics on your tv screen or video monitor You can also en|oy video games
including a fascinating new target/missile gun game that was developed speci

fically for ELF II.

But games are only the icing on the cake. ELF II is a small but powerful

computer It gives you a highly effective learning tool for only $99.95 then

expands as your understanding of computers grows.

If you want power to solve real world problems, ELF II has a lot more to offer

than "famous name" computers selling for many times ELF Ms low price. ELF II

add ons are among the most sophisticated on the market today at any price!

No wonder IEEE chapters plus hundreds of universities and ma|or corporations

now use ELF II to introduce students and employees to microprocessor

computing.

Start working with the incredibly versitile and fool proof ELF II and you'll

understand whyi

More Powerful Than Your College Degree!
A knowledge of computers may soon be more important to your earning power
than a college degree It doesn't matter whether you're a scientist, engineer,

businessman or professional. Understand computers and you can command
MONEY'

Master This Computer In A Flash!
Regardless of how minimal your computer background is now, you can learn to

program an ELF II in almost no time at all Our Short Course On Microprocessor

& Computer Programming was written in non technical language and it leads

you through each of the RCA COSMAC 1802s capabilities, so you'll understand

everything ELF II can do and how to get ELF II to do if Don't worry if you've

been stumped by computer books before. The Short Course represents a maior

advance in literary clarity in the computer field. You don't have to be a computer

engineer in order to understand it.

Keyed to ELF II, it's loaded with "hands on" illustrations. When you're finished

with the Short Course, neither ELF II nor the RCA 1802 cpu will hold any mys
teries for you.

In fact, not only will you be able to use a personal computer creatively, you'll

also be able to read magazines such as BYTE INTERFACE AGE POPULAR

ONLY
ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and understand the articles.

If you work with large computers, ELF II and our Short Course will help you to

understand what makes them tick

Get Started For Just $99.95. Complete!
ELF II was developed as a trainer lor engineers, hobbiesls, technicians and
students. Yet it offers advanced features not yet available elsewhere at any
price.

With ELF II, you learn to use machine language, the fundamental language ol

all computers. (Higher level languages such as FORTRAN and BASIC must be
translated into machine language before a computer can understand them I With

ELF II you build a solid foundation in computers so you'll really know what
you're doing

For $99 95 your ELF II also includes video output and you can connect it

directly to the video input of your tv set without additional hardware Or, with

an $8 95 RF modulator, you can connect ELF II to your tv's antenna terminals

instead.

ELF Us 5 card expansion bus (connectors not included! lets you expand ELF II

as your needs grow If you're an engineer or hobbiest, you can also use ELF II as

a counter, alarm, lock, thermostat, timer, telephone dialer or lor countless other

applications

ELF II Expands Into A Giant!
Once you've mastered computer fundamentals, ELF II can give you more power
to make things happen in the real world than famous name computers that

would cost you a lot more money 1 Thanks to the ongoing RCA 1802 research
and development by Netronics, ELF II can now be expanded with some of the

most technically advanced small computer add ons on the market
Plug in the GIANT BOARD™ to record and play back programs, edit and

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in

the outside world. Add Kluge Board and you can use ELF II to solve special

problems such as operating a more complex alarm system or controlling a

printing press. Add 4k RAM Boards to write longer programs, store more
information and solve more sophisticated problems.

Expanded, ELF II is perfect for engineering, business, industrial, scientific and
personal applications No other small computer is backed by such an advanced
research and development program 1

ELF II add ons already include the ELF II Light Pen and the ama/inq ELF
Bug M Monitor two extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been
duplicated by any other manufacturer

The ELF BUG™ Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed be
cause the key to debugging is to know what's inside the registers ol the micro
processor And, with the ELF BUG™ Monitor, instead of single stepping through
your program, you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your
tv screen You find out immediately what's going on and can make any neces
sary changes.

The incredible ELF II Light Pen lets you write or draw anything you want on a

tv screen with |ust a wave of the "magic wand Netronics has also introduced
the ELF II Color Graphics b Music System more breakthroughs that ELF II

owners were the first to enioy 1

ELF II Tiny BASIC
Like all computers, ELF II understands only machine language-the language

computers use to talk to each other But, to make life easier for you, we've
developed an ELF II Tiny BASIC that lets you talk with ELF II in simple words
that can by typed out on a keyboard such as PRINT, RUN and LOAD.

Ask Not What Your Computer Can Do
But WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU?
Don't be trapped into buying an expensive dinosaur, simply because you can
afford it. ELF II is more advanced and more fun to use than big name computers
that cost a lot more money With ELF II you learn to write and run your own
programs. You're not |ust a keypunch operator No matter what your particular

interests are. ELF II is the fastest way to get into computers Order from the
coupon below! >^N15

Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept KB-4
333 Litchfield Road, New Miltord, CT 06776
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me—

RCA COSMAC ELF II

kit at $99 95 plus $3 postage and
(requires 6 3 to 8 volt AC power

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED!
Call (203) 354-9375

handling

supply)

Power Supply l required l. $4 95 postpaid

D RCA 1802 User s Manual $5 postpaid

] Tom Pittman s Short Course On Microprocessor & Computer
Programming leaches you |ust about everything there is to know

il ELF ll or tiny RCA 1802 computer Written in nontechnical

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ELF II

language, it s a learning breakthrough tor engineers and laymen
alike $5 postpaid

Deluxe Metal Cabinet with plexiglas dust cover for ELF ll

$29 95 plus $2 50 p&h

I am also enclosing payment (including postage & handling) lor

the items checked below 1

1 I want my ELF II wired and tested with power supply. RCA
1802 User s Manual and Short Course— all for mst S149 95 plus
$3 p&h.

Total Enclosed $ _^_^
(Conn res add tax)

CHARGE IT! Exp Date _
I Visa Master Charge

(Bank!

Account #

GIANT BOARD™ kit with cassette I/O. RS 232-

C'TTY i/o 8- bit P I/O. decoders for 14 separate I/O
instructions and a system monitor/editor S39.95 plus

$2 p&h

Kluge i Prototype) Board accepts up to 36 IC't.

$17 00dIus$i p&h

4k Static RAM kit. Addressable to any 4k page to

S89 95 plus $3 p&h

Gold plated 86-pin connectors (one required tor each
()iu()-in noardi $5.70 ea . postpaid

D Expansion Power Supply (required when adding 4k
RAM) $34.95 plus $2 p&h

Professional ASCII Keyboard kit with 128 ASCII
upper /lower case set. 96 printable characters, onboard
regulator parity logic selection and choice ot 4 hand-
shaking signals to mate with almost any computer
$64 95 plus $2 p&h

Deluxe metal cabinet for ASCII Keyboard. $19.95
plus $2 50 o&h

Video Display Board kit lets you generate a sharp,

professional 32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and
lower case display on your tv screen or video monitor-
dramatically improving your unexpanded $99 95 ELF 1

1

^^^ (Fits inside ASCII Keyboard cabinet
| $89.95^^plus S? p&h

I ^fc^ ELF II Tiny BASIC on cassette tape ComMM mands include SAVE. LOAD ± x -
. ( i.

26 variables A-Z. LET. IF/THEN. INPUT. PRINT GOTO
GO SUB. RETURN. END. REM. CLEAR. LIST. RUN.
PLOT PEEK. POKE Comes fully documented and in

eludes alphanumeric generator required to display

alphanumeric characters directly on your tv screen with-

out additional hardware Also plays tick-tack-toe plus a
drawing game that uses ELF lis hex keyboard as a joy-

stick 4k memory required $14.95 postpaid

Tom Pittman s Short Course on Tiny Basic tor ELF II.

$5 postpaid

ELF-BUG™ Deluxe System Monitor on cassette

tape Allows displaying the contents ot all registers on
your tv at any point in your program Also displays 24
bytes ot memory with tull addresses, blinking cursor
and auto scrolling A must tor the serious programmer 1

$14.95 postpaid

D Text Editor on cassette tape gives you the ability to

insert delete or edit lines and words from your programs
while they are displayed on your video monitor (Add
printer and you can use ELF II to type error tree letters

plus insert names and addresses trom your mailing list
)

$19 95 postpaid

Assembler on cassette tape translates assembly
language programs into hexidecimal machine code for

ELF II use Mnemonic abbreviations tor instructions

(rather than numerics) make programs easier to read
and help prevent errors $19.95 postpaid

Disassembler on cassette tape takes machine code

programs and produces assembly language source list

mgs to help you understand and improve your programs
$19 95 on cassette tape

SAVE $9 90 Text Editor Assembler & Disassembler
purchased together only $49.95! (Require Video Ois
play Board plus 4k memory i

ELF II Light Pen. assembled & tested $7.95 plus $1
p&h

] ELF II Color Graphics & Music System Board kit

$49 95 plus $2 p&h

D ELF II connects directly to the video input ot your tv

set without additional hardware To connect ELF II to
your antenna terminals instead, order RF Modulator
$8 95 postpaid

Coming Soon: AD DA Converter Controller Board
and more'

Print

Name

Address

City

State .Zip

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED—J
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Like cheese and crackers, soap

and water, Laurel and Hardy, and
like Hayden Computer Program

Tapes and your microcomputer!

Together, the Tapes and your

machine will give you power
in programming without

you having to program. Use

them in business, in recreation, or

in education. The Tapes are com-

plete, ready-to-run programs on

cassettes, compatible with these

best-selling machines: PET, KIM,

TRS-80 Level I, TRS-80 Level II,

Apple II, and Exidy's Sorcerer.

Full documentation is available

with each tape or in separate

guides.

Check out these tapes at your

nearest computer store:

• SARGON: A Computer Chess

Program;

• The First Book of KIM;

• How to Build a Computer-

Controlled Robot;

• Apple Primer;

• and Backgammon.

"'"•"Www

/
mm

& &r*»

#
>C7

^

New programs every month!
Available at your local computer store!

ffl

^H37
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PET PRINTER
GET HARD COPY FROM YOUR
COMMODORE PET USING A
STANDARD RS 232 PRINTER

1200C

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer from the PET
IEEE-488 bus. Now, the PET
owner can obtain hard copy
listings and can type letters,

manuscripts, mailing labels,

tables of data, pictures, in-

voices, graphs, checks, needle-

point patterns, etc., using an

RS-232 standard printer or

terminal.

ADAPTER
$98.50 ADA1200B

Assembled and tested

$169.00 ADA1200C
With case, power supply
and RS-232 connector

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

Add $3.00 for postage and handling per order.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER [P3

150 POCONO RD. BROOKFIELD. CT 06804 ^=^ [nn) r=j
(203)775 9659 ^C107 jj

CnGinCEMrlG DE5IGH
BEARS Data,pin sizes etc spur helical. Pgm for HPrating.

BEARINGS Resolves multi loads. BlO life all types of brgs.

SHAFTS Stress,def I. bending and torsion.

FASTENERS Bolts,capscrews.Stress,safe load, torque.

BEAMS Moments, shear, deflection and stress.

BELTS Vee-all sections. Also flat and cog type.

APPLECRAFT Div.

Programs are pro-

fessionally written

and documented. In-

cluded in instruction

manual are examples

and theories used.

Only $ 12.95 eappd.

for your

TRS80

APPLE

PET
HcthlCrof I Co -»»

59O0 luoorbu/h la
GfeendoTeWi 53129

/2 Rv
A Leader in AIM 65, SYM-1 and KIM-1 Microcomputers: Hardware and Software.
We aell all three systems and can help you select the one best suited to
your requirements. We also produce a large number of support products:
power supplies, expansion boards, software packages, and more.

SYSTEMS

AIM 65: Full keyboard, 20 column printer, 20 character LED, up to 4K RAM,
BK ROM monitor, compatible with KIM and SYM expansion.
AIM 65 with 4K RAM - $450 / 4K Assembler ROM - $85 / 8K BASIC ROM - $100

SYM-1: Up to 4K RAM on board, 4K ROM monitor, 6522 1/0, KIM compatible.
SYM-1 with 2K RAM - $270 / 4K Assembler ROM - $125 / BK BASIC ROM $160

KIM-1: Basic 6502 system with IK RAM, 2K ROM monitor, TTY interface.
KIM-1 with IK RAM - $160

EXPANSION HARDWARE
.tm

MEMORY' PLUS
1-'" expands your system with 8K RAM, 6522 1/0, provision for

8K EPR0M, EPR0M Programmer. Assembled, socketted, tested. $245

VIDEO PLUStm has up to 4K display RAM, UPPER/lower case ASCII ROM, 128
additional user programmable characters, programmable display format,
keyboard interface, light pen interface, and much more. This board is so

complete, that you can add a 6502 and two chips and have a stand-alone
terminal! With 2K display RAM VIDEO PLUS is $245. The programmable
character generator requires an additional 2K RAM.

MOTHER PLUS provides five fully buffered/decoded expansion slots for

expansion of your AIM/SYM/KIM system. Provides connections for both the

expansion and application connectors. Power terminals, audio cassette
jack space, TTY connections, and other useful features. $80

PR0T0 PLUS is a KIM/SYM sized/shaped prototyping board for wire-wrapping
and/or soldering. Two sided, gold plated fingers, etc. $40

POWER PLUS
m

power supplies fit inexpensive power to your requirements.
POWER PLUS: +5V at 1.4A, -fl2V at 1.0A/ Unreg +8V at 4.3A $40
POWER PLUS 5: +5V at 5A, +12V at 1.0A (For KIM or SYM system) $75
POWER PLUS SUPER 5: +5V at 10A, +12V at 1.0 A (Expanded KIM/SYM) $95
POWER PLUS 5/24: +5V at 5A, +12V at 1.0A, +24V at 2.5A (for AIM) $95

All except the first supply are in a metal case, 110/220 VAC, grounded
cord, on/off switch and indicator light.

SOFTWARE
-tm

PLEASE "" _ Games and Demos $15
HELPtm Information Retrieval $15

-tm

MICRpCHESStm - Chess Plsyer
HELP™1

$15
$15
$25

Mailing List

MICRO-ADC 1''" - Assembler/Disaasembler/Editor $25 Source Listings
All software includes cassette and instructions, and except for MICR0-ADE,

include complete source listings. Thoussnds of copies sold. Specify
which computer you have: KIM, SYM, or AIM.

©©GMpyTni^o^

*xC94

P.O.Box 3

S. Chelmsford, MA 01824

617/256-3649

Special for
TRS-80 and APPLE II

Users

Diskettes
MD 525-01 —Soft Sect.

or
MD 525-10 — Hard Sect.
MD 525-16 — Hard Sect.

3 for $10.
(Includes postage and handling)

Check, Money Order, Visa or
Master Charge Accepted. No COD's.

Immediate shipment from huge inventory.

Disks, Etc.

P.O. Box 327 C
Center Valley, Pa.

18034
D48

1^ Reader Service—see page 1 79 153



Kilobaud Classified
Kilobaud Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to

buy, sell or trade used computer equipment or software. No commercial ads are ac-

cepted.

Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 37

characters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10

lines. Minimize use of capital letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Pay-

ment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication

(i.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher

reserves the right to refuse questionable or not applicable advertisements. Mail

copy with payment to: Kilobaud Classified, Kilobaud, Peterborough NH 03458. Do

not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

Cryptogram solving with the help of your

micro. Written in PET 8K BASIC; adaptable

to others with DMA. $3. Gregory A. Severns,

1124 Montana Ave., Gladstone MI 49837.

TRS-80 software on cassette or disk: mail,

inventory, word processor, data base, stock,

check, statistic, sort. Poi Pow, % Dothan

St., Arlington MA 02174.

CIRCLE CHESS instruction book by

Alphonso, used in Circle Chess software

development, $5. Stanonis, Box 63, Des

Plaines 1L 60017.

TRS-80 quality Word Processor. Helps pre-

pare letters, memos, documents and even a

book. Level II, $25. DOS, $35. Poi Pow, 96

Dothan St., Arlington MA 02174.

Smoke Signal Broadcasting & SWTP
owners: Software now available for Chief-

tain 1 & II microcomputer systems & SWTP
5" disk systems. Random accessing soft-

ware: A/R Inven, $370; A/P, $270; P/R,

$290; G/L, $290; F/A Inven system, $200.

Application manuals are $20 each if pur-

chased separately. Steve Chavez, 2920 Car-

lisle N.E., Albuquerque NM 87110.

TRS-80 "Nude Girl" wall calendar (8 1/2 x

44 inch.) created on printer with BASIC.
Nicely done! Tape, $10; printout or list, $6.

Adapt to other computers. TCS, PO Box

10281, Norfolk VA 23513.

CASSETTES, quality G.E., leaderless. 10

min., shipped prepaid via UPS. 10 for $6; 50

for $27.50; 100 for $50; Rudolph Nelson,

W1HWY, PO Box 421, Merrimack NH 03054.

Micropolis software special: Investment

analysis package, $30; Home/family pack-

age, $30; Assembly language prog, course

for beginners, $30; Accts. receivable pro-

gram, $95. This is in Mod II drive only.

Order now. Phil Bell, 813 MacArthur Dr.,

UrbanalL 61801.

Imsai PCS 8030 with MIO board and 16K

memory, kit $1650. Also Imsai 8080 with 4K
RAM memory, $700. W. R. Deisenroth, RD
2 Box 621, Jersey Shore PA 17740. Phone
(717)322-7119.

OSI Software; For use with Challenger II &
III series: Letterwriter I (w/printer) consists

of eight programs to suit your letter writing

needs; Includes mini-wordprocessing, mail-

ing label, envelope and letter dup. programs

—$29.95. Extra OSI power, Info regarding a

complete word-processing system for under

$1000—$1.00. P. A. Reynolds, 2514 12th

St., Galena Park TX 77547.

PET: I need a card reader/punch to plug into

my 8K PET. It has to WORK and not cost all

outdoors. Write B. Klinger, Box 423, Rye
NH 03870.

TRS-80 Level II. Original software. Music,

Magic & Games. Keyboard: Play melodies

on your TRS-80. Card Trick: Computer
guesses card(s) chosen by up to 3 people.

5-Speed Racer: Real-time action. Arithmetic

Drill: Giant numerals; rt-to-left entry;

f — X +, Send $5 ea. or $15 for all 4 or

SASE for complete list to: James Garon, 920

W. Romneya #6, Anaheim CA 92801.

TRS-80 Software: Business programs writ-

ten in 16K Level II. Available for cassette or

disk files. Send for list & prices. L. Owens,

Rt. 6, Box 336A, Thomasville GA 31792.

High quality terminal priced to sell.

QUME<(300Q), rebuilt & reconditioned, 55

cps ASCII, RS-232, over 70 software com-

mands, super graphics, still in warranty

—

$2250. Pat Reynolds, 4903 Hirsch, Houston

TX 77026. (713)674-8367.

TRS-80 Profit/Loss operating statement.

Mo. printout of 22 or more expense items

(your choice) w/running year-to-date totals.

Very professional print format. Prompted.

Any business can run. Disk or cass. Also

other programs. Designed for printing com-

panies. George Croft, 5019 W. Lovers Ln.,

Dallas TX 75209.

TRS-80 Software: Write for free list. Man-

ning, 10 Fredricks, E. Syracuse NY 13057.

Micropolis PDS 3.0, Mod I, Soroc CRT,

TEI mainframe MCS 122, Cromemco Z-80A

CPU, Cromemco Tu-Art digital interface

Problem Saver Systems, 40K RAM static

memory, 250 usee, all manuals. Cost over

$4000. For $3000. Excellent. L.A. Iannone,

M.D., 1400 Casady Dr., Des Moines IA

50315.(515)288-8100.

TRS-80 Level II 16K Y-A-T-Z. An exciting

simulated dice game combining luck & skill.

No 2 games alike. Easy to learn, hrs. of en-

joyment. Play it alone or against any number

of players. Features unique scoreboard,

cumulative scoring & full documentation. At

last a real winner. $12. J. Fox, 27 Prince

Wm. Rd., Morganville NJ 07751.

TRS-80 Level II, 4K min. Speed math prog

in BASIC & IKG machine-language routine.

5 categories to choose; set timer to test your

skill. Large graphic numeric display. Score

calculated at end of time period. Exc. for

teaching, learning, playing & skills. $9.95 on

tape. Ed Warshawer, Box 438, Oakhurst NJ

07755.

TRS-80 Software, Level I 4K, II 16K: Pro

Boxing, Stock Market, Horse Racing, $10

each. For list, send to: Gary Stishan, 3107

Ridge Rd., Warren OH 44484.

PET Demo tape and catalogue. $2 or free

with any order; describes graphic games, in-

terfaces, math and music programs avail-

able. Game pak specials!! 1. Anti-aircraft;

Break-out; and Asteriod Belt, or 2. Mars

Landing and Space Battle, only $9.95 per

pak. Send to P. Ruetz, 368 Albion Ave.,

Woodside CA 94062. Add $1 s/h. CA res.,

add 6°7o.

Service: TRS-80's $25 flat rate & parts at

cost. Mods installed. Write for info. Geary

Kelch, 201 Minta Ct., Bait. MD 21090.

TRS-80 owner/physics teacher looking for

usable programs for classroom. Contact:

Richard Stegman, 19D Colonial Dr., New
PaltzNY 12561.

TRS-80 16K Level II system with exp. inter-

face. All R/S equipment—no private chips.

Cost $1300, sell for $950 delivered COD. J.

Young, Box 64, Buck. Station, Manchester

CT 06040.

TRS-80 Level II programs on cassette. 4K:

Kaleidoscope game of Life! Three dimen-

sional Lunar/Martian Lander! Destroy the

Russian ICBM! 1 =$6,2 = 511, 3 =$15. 16K:

You name teams in College/ Pro Football!

Shoot down attacking Kamikazes! Battle

Romulans with Star Trek! 1=$9, 2 = $17,

3 = $24. R. Fitzgerald, 3338 Sheila Ln., #292,

Dallas TX 75220.

TRS-80 System Monitor for Lvl II, 16K

only. Allows access to the Z-80 & memory.

Has 16 commands. Resides in 4K 7000-

7FFF. Tests CRT RAM & 16K RAM,
35,000,000 tests. Read & write & check &
copy TRS-80 system tapes. ASCII edit &
dump, hex edit & dump, move or zero any

block of memory. On tape. Send $10 to

Mark Robertson, 5472 S. W. Alger, Apt.

B-l 1, Beaverton OR 97005.

Apple II software for sale/trade. Huge selec-

tion of 200 programs for business, games,

finance, utilities, all documented. Write for

catalog or send $7.50 for sample programs.

Mitch Kapor, 31 Birch Rd., Watertown MA
02172. (617)926-3809.

Professional assembly of computer boards.

Certified professional will assemble and in-

spect any kit. Protect your investment . . .

have it built by a professional. Call Bonnie

(213)963-4504 for information.

Apple II Checkers, Tictactoe on cassette.

Board shows all moves. Both for $10. Others.

Send SASE for free list. Ed Dixon, Progress

St., Florence SC 29501.

For Sale: Two SA-400 drives, $250 each. 1

year old. Must sell because I'm getting a big-

ger system. First certified check gets them.

N. R. Bronson, III, 669 Stillwater Ave., Old

Town ME 04468. (207)827-2839.

Wanted: H8 system. State configuration,

condition & price. For Sale: Electronic Sys-

tems' video PC board with molex sockets in-

stalled. $30. C. Gelsinger, 4000 Camino
Valle, Alb. NM 87105.

RENAME variable names in TRS-80 Lvl II

BASIC programs. One command changes a

name in entire program to shorter, longer or

different name. Machine language cassette,

$9.95; specify memory size. Compatible with

RENUMB. Gene Perkins, 5224 Winifred,

Ft. Worth TX 76133.

DEC PDP-1 1/V03. This is a complete oper-

ating system with dual RX-1 disk, 32K mem-
ory, VT-52 video, GE Term-Net 30 Printer,

RT-11 operating software plus BASIC.

Brand new Oct. 78. Save 40% at $7,000.

Also Intertube Terminal, $450, Robert

Thomason (502)683-9871.

TRS-80 Software on tape. Games and more
with documentation. Also some hardware

offerings. Send SASE for more info. Liberty

Ridge Homestead, RR 3, Box44B, Rockport

IN 47635.

For Sale: Altair 8800B system w/ICOM disk

drives. Complete as new! Write: D. Stan-

wick, 34 Fairview, Corte Madera CA 94925.

TRS-80 Level II, 16K Disassembler pro-

gram, Zilog mnemonics, written in BASIC,
150 lines. Listing $2; cassette $4. John B.

Sweeney, 1 Victor Dr., Albany NY 12203.

120 cps printer—Scope Data electro-resistive

printer, ASCII RS-232, upper and lower-

case, uses 7 x 9 dot matrix, 8 1/2 inch paper,

85 char. /line, 240 cps burst, select 75-2400

baud. Excellent reliability, uses two stepper

motors—only five moving parts! With ser-

vice manual and all schematics, $200 ($10

shipping). Jon A. Batcheller, 807 NW 40th

Ave., Gainesville FL 32601. (904)373-7004.

For Sale: TRS-80 software technical manual

covering Level II BASIC ROM, DOS BASIC

RAM. Documents the use of all internal sub-

routines such as moves, floating math, I/O,

graphics, functions (sin, exp) and more. In-

cludes a program demonstrating their use.

For more info, send SASE to Terry Smith,

16327 Cloverwick, Spring TX 77373.

TRS-80 Double Hangman, 16K: Two play-

ers compete against each other AND the

hangman. Word Challenge, 4K: Similar but

omits the hangman. Flash Cards, 4K: arith-

metic trainer for grades 2 and up (variable

difficulty). All in Level I BASIC on cassette.

$5 each. Jay Salinger, 5312 Bloomfield, Mid-

land MI 48640.

North Star Software: Super games disk in-

cludes 2 Star Treks, 3DTTT, Lunar Lander,

Wumpus, Lines, Chase, etc. 30 games on

disk for $20. Very advanced checking-

account system for business or personal use

on disk for $25. David Hicks, 543 Church St.

Apt. 7, Ann Arbor MI 48104.

Real Estate Expense Tracking Program for

TRS-80 Level II and Apple micros. Selective

reporting by building, payee. Comparative

analysis for all utilties. All yearly totals for

Tax Reporting. Easy data input, edit & sort

routines. Cassette & documentation: $25.

David Wichmann, PO Box 3204, Manhattan

Beach CA 90266.

TRS-80 owners—Radio Shack's Disk Oper-

ating System Password for Sale. This pass-

word allows you to examine and modify the

machine code routines on Radio Shack's

DOS. Send $1. Also RS-232 serial interface

which allows connection to larger computer

systems, printers etc. Doesn't require expan-

sion interface. Is available for only $75.

Bruce Taylor, 118 S. Mill Street, Pryor OK
74361.(918)825-4844.

TRS-80 Software: Level II 16K. Program for

those wishing to improve their bowling.

(Only for spot bowlers.) Computer analysis

calculates how to adjust to all bowling lanes

and conditions. Lines for shooting strikes

and making spares. Adaptable to curve of

your ball. Cassette $25. E. Dudek, 36036

Grennada, Livonia MI 48154.

TRS-80 Shipping Schedule Program (SSP)

lets you organize, maintain and print a

shipping schedule. Ideal for warehouse ap-

plications, requires 32K business system,

custom tailored to fit your needs. Send

SASE to: E. R. Kittlaus, Box 2175, Seal

Beach CA 90740.

Apple II Programs: Hi-res. drawing pro-

gram (draws and saves any shape), 16& 20K,

$12; 16-color LIFE game, $6.50; astrology

program (ephemeris needed), $10; number

converter (bases 2-16), $5; graphics pak, $3.

Send for current list. M. Klassen, 140 Willow

Ave. #2, Fairfax CA 94930.

Software for OSI: games on tape, well docu-

mented. 50« for catalog. Joystick special.

$12.95 for 2 joystick games (Tank and

Fighter Pilot) and instructions on how to add

a low cost ($10.30) joystick to your OSI. Sea-

wolfe and Starfighter $5.95 each. R. Olsen,

1690 Bolton, Walled Lake MI 48088.

PET Owners: Send for free catalog of PET
software. Free program with each catalog.

CMS, 5115 Menefee Drive, Dallas TX
75227.
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For Sale: Digital Group Z-80 26K system,
keyboard, dual phi-decks audio, b-ver
printer. All working in dress cabinets, lots of
software. No reasonable offer refused. Scott
Bishop (305)869-4203.

Apple II 32K, Disk II, Applesoft ROM card,
case, disk binder, over 100 programs. 3
months old. $1975. Ship UPS. P. Sils, 2065
California St., #1, Mountain View CA
94040. (415)965-2775.

Broadcast Log Program: TRS-80 Level I

16K on cassette with instructions, up to 100
accounts each log; sorts, separates, counts
minutes, tested at local radio station. D. H.,
Box 366, Hemingway SC 29554.

SOL 20 software. Excellent applications in

home finance, education, games and more!
Detailed manual and cassette. Low cost,

guaranteed. Catalog $1. G. Newby, 299
Dawlish Ave., Toronto, Ont. Canada M4N
1J6.

For Sale: TRS-80, Level I, 4K with monitor,
cassette deck, software, manuals. Almost
new, perfect condition, $500. In warranty to

3/3/79. Call Greg: (212)449-7753, eve.

NYC.

TRS-80 Level II, 16K. Instant Keyboard
Graphics (IKG). Machine-language routine,

less than IK. Use in any BASIC prog to

graphically display % ASCII chars., magni-
fy up to 6 x . Upper & lowercase & all spec,

chars. Incl. instr. & 4 sample BASIC progs
on tape. $12.95. Ed Warshawer, Box 438,
Oakhurst NJ 07755.

TRS-80 Level II, Let-write: send letters be-

tween TRS-80s, all mem. sizes. Dup-prog:
resides in BASIC, at the end of regular pro-
grams. Allows user to dump all of program
onto tape, user selectable # of dumps, spac-
ing of dumps, allows for leader. Back up
valuable programs. Diet program, for losing

weight easily. $5 ea., $8—2, $12—3. Listings

$1 ea. D. L. Hiles, Box 38, Beardstown IL
62618.

2 HP 6933 B DAC 15-bit input, range
- 16.4- + 16.4 V. Line and load regulation.

Would make a great RS-232-C interface.

Documentation included. Shipping weight, 8
lbs. $95 each. M. Alpert, 9961 Fielding,

Detroit MI 48228.

Teletype for Sale: ASR-33 with manuals. Ex-
cellent condition. $300. J. Wade, 14 Sher-

wood Dr., Westford MA (617)692-7541.

Heath H8, 24K RAM, ser I/O, par I/O, H9
term., recorder, many prog, tapes. Abso-
lutely mint. List $1875. Asking $1599. Steve

Dick, 4 Fullin Court, Norwalk CT 06851.

(203)846-21 14 eves.

In the interest of accuracy and efficiency we ask that all classified ads
please be typed, double spaced. Please do not send in ads in all caps;

use upper and lowercase where appropriate. We generally will lower-

case all uppercased words in the interest of space.

DISK ASSEMBLER
and

DISK EDITOR
Both programs read and write disk files; file size not

tasted by Kvexwyy. Assembler will assemble up to

ten source files at a time; permits modular pro-

gramming with programs easily relocated by
reassembling at the desired address. Editor does
not use line numbers; it searches for strings. Lines

may be inserted, deleted and displayed. Large disk

source files allow programs to be fully commented.

ASSEMBLER/EDITOR on disk
with users manual. ..$30

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
906 N. Main Wichita, KS 67214

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

22 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
in "The Datasearch Guide to Low Capital,
Startup Computer Businesses"

CONSULTING • PROGRAMMING • SOFTWARE PACKAGES
• COM • FREELANCE WRITING • SEMINARS • TAPE/DISC
CLEANING • FIELD SERVICE • SYSTEMS HOUSES •
LEASING • SUPPLIES • PUBLISHING • TIME BROKERS •
HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES AGENCIES •
HEADHUNTING • TEMPORARY SERVICES • USED
COMPUTERS • FINDER'S FEES • SCRAP COMPONENTS •
COMPUTER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE HOME.
Plus — Loads of ideas on moonlighting,
going full-time, image building, revenue
building, bidding, contracts, marketing,
professionalism, and more. No career
planning tool like it. Order now. If not
completely satisfied, return within 30
days for full immediate refund.

• 8!A x 11 ringbound • 156 pp. • $20.00

Phone Orders 901-382-0172

Dttt itrtii i>rs imrm x*

*,c*» a&ff*t* swan*

DATASEARCH .. Dn
incorporated

5694 Shelby Oaks Dr., Suite 105, Dept. A, Memphis, TN 38134

Rush copies of "Low Capital Startup Computer Businesses" at $20
per copy to me right away.

NAME/COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP .

D Check Enclosed D Bankamencard Master Charge

progr^

DATA1-K RESIDENT
ASSEMBLER/EDITOR
FOR THE
MOS TECHNOLOGY 6502

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CASSETTE

The 0ATA1-K resident assembler/editor is the new,
efficient approach to the assembly of microcomputer programs.
All assembler editor functions are performed entirely
within memory. In most cases there is no need for a special
computer system! Program with the DATA1-K on the
system which will ultimately make use of the object code. This
not only lowers the initial cost of a development system but greatly
decreases the amount of time spent on program debugging.

The DATA1-K assembles fast-over 600 lines per minute—and uses
the standard MOS Technology Assembler Language. The DATAt-K
features a truly general purpose line oriented text editor with error correction and
paged output capability. The DATA1-K is currently in use by: General Electric. Western
Electric, Eaton, Monitor Systems, the University of Cincinnati, and many others.

It is presently available on KIM-1 format paper tape or cassene and it includes one year
warranty and update.

Price: $250.00

Available from Johnson Computer, P.O. Box 523, Medina. OH 44256. Phone: (216) 725-4560.
Terms: Payment with order/add $2.00 shipping and handling/add $10.00 for cassette version
Delivery: stock to 30 days.

IOHNSON
M H P 0. BOX 523 M60INA. QmQ 44256 ^ J4
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QUEST Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95
Compare features before you decide to buy any

other computer. There is no other computer on

the market today that has all the desirable bene-

fits of the Super Elf for so little money The Super

Elf is a small single board computer that does

many big things. It is an excellent computer for

training and for learning programming with its

machine language and yet it is easily expanded

with additional memory, Tiny Basic, ASCII

Keyboards, video character generation, etc.

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro-

gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE

STEP for program debugging which is not in-

cluded in others at the same price With SINGLE

STEP you can see the microprocessor chip

operating with the unique Quest address and

data bus displays before, during and after

executing instructions. Also. CPU mode and in-

struction cycle are shown on several LED indica-

tor lamps.

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to

connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video

modulator to do graphics and games. There is a

speaker system included for writing your own

music or using many music programs already

written. The speaker amplifier may also be used

to drive relays for control purposes.

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys

plus load, reset, run, input, memory protect,

memory select, monitor select and single step.

Large, on board displays provide output and op-

tional high and low address There is a 44 pin

standard connector for PC cards and a 50 pin

connector for the Quest Super Expansion Board.

Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-

cluded in the price plus a detailed 90 page instruc-

tion manual.

Many schools and universities are using the

Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for

training and research and development.

Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf

features at additional cost or not at all. Compare

before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High

address option $8.95, Low address option

$9.95. Custom Hardwood Cabinet with drilled

and labelled front panel $24.95. NiCad Battery

Backup Kit $4.95. All kits and options also come

completely assembled and tested.

Questdata, a 12 page monthly software publica-

tion for 1 802 computer users is available by sub-

scription for $12.00 per year. New 100 page

software manual Vol.1 $4.95.

Tiny Basic for ANY 1 802 System
Cassette $10.00. On ROM Monitor $38.00.

Super Elf owners . 30% off. Object code listing or

paper tape with manual $5.50.

Original ELF Kit Board $14.95.

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is truly an astounding value' This board has

been designed to allow you to decide how you

want it optioned The Super Expansion Board

comes with 4K of low power RAM fully address-

able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro-

tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have

been made for all other options on the same

board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet

alongside the Super Elf The board includes slots

for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or Tl

2716) and is fully socketed ($12 .00 value).

EPROM can be used for the monitor and Tiny

Basic or other purposes.

A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as

an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has

been preprogrammed with a program loader/

editor and error checking multi file cassette

read/write software, (relocatable cassette file)

another exclusive from Quest. It includes register

save and readout, block move capability, and

video graphics driver with blinking cursor The

simply by calling them up. Improvements and

revisions are easily done with the monitor. If you

have the Super Expansion Board and Super

Monitor the monitor is up and running at the push

of a button.

Other on board options include Parallel Input

and Output Ports with full handshake. They

allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to the

input port RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for

teletype or other device are on board and if you

need more memory there are two S-100 slots for

static RAM or video boards. A Godbout 8K RAM
board is available for $135.00. Parallel I/O Ports

$9.85, RS 232 $4.50, TTY 20 ma l/F $1.95,

S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin connector set with ribbon

cable is available at $12.50 for easy connection

between the Super Elf and the Super Expansion

Board.

The Power Supply for the Super Expansion Board

is a 5 amp supply with 4- 8v ± 18v + 12v - 5v.

Regulated voltages are ±5v & +12v $29.95.
Super Monitor is written with subroutines allow- _12 volt optional. Deluxe version includes the

ing users to take advantage of monitor functions ase at $39.95.

Auto Clock Kit $15.95
DC clock with 4-50" displays. Uses National

MA-1012 module with alarm option. Includes

light dimmer, crystal timebase PC boards. Fully

regulated, comp instructs. Add $3.95 for beau-

tiful dark gray case Best value anywhere.

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit $229.00
Video computer with games and graphics.

Fully assem and test $249.00

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95
Includes everything except case 2- PC boards.

6-50" LED Displays. 5314 clock chip, trans-

former, al components and full instrucs Green

and orange displays also avail Same kit w 80

displays. Red only $21.95 Case $11.75

Digital Temperature Meter Kit

Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.

Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it

available. Needs no additional parts for com-

plete, full operation. Will measure -100° to

+ 200°F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.

Verv accurate. $39.95
Beautiful woodgrain case w/bezel $11.75

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit

Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge

and then charges them up. all in one kit w/full

parts and instructions. $7.25

PROM Eraser
Ultraviolet, assembled $34.50

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to

crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. Kit in-

cludes: PC board, IC, crystal, resistors, ca-

pacitors and trimmer.

Same day shipment. First line

parts only. Factory tested.

Guaranteed money back. Qual-

ity IC's and other components

at factory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

7400TTL
7400N
7402N
7404N
7409N
741 ON
7414N
7420N
7422N
7430N
7442N
7445N
7447N
7448N
7450N
7474N
7475N
7485N
7489N
7490N
7492N
7493N
7495N
74100N
74107N
74121N
741 23N
74125N
74145N
74150N
74151N
741 54N
74157N
74161N
74162N
74163N
74174N
741 75N
74190N
74192N
74193N
74221

N

74298N
74365N
74366N
74367N

74LS00 TTL
74LS00N
74LS02N
74LS04N
74LS05N
74LS08N
74LS10N
74LS13N
74LS14N
74LS20N
74LS22N
74LS28N
74LS30N
74LS33N
74LS38N
74LS74N
74LS75N
74LS90N
74LS93N
74LS95N
74LS107N
74LS112N
74LS113N
74LS132N
74LS136N
74LS151N
74LS155N
74LS157N
74LS162N
74LS163N
74LS174N
74LS190N
74LS221N
74LS258N
74LS367N

UNEAR
CA3045
CA3046
CA3081
CA3082
CA3089
LM301AN AH
LM305H
LM307N
LM308N
LM309H
LM309K
LM311H/N
LM317T/K
LM318
LM320K-5
LM323K-5
LM320K-12
LM320K-15
LM320T-5
LM320T-8
LM320T-12
LM320T-15
LM324N
LM339N
LM340K-5
LM340K-8
IM340K-12
LM340K-15
LM340K-24
LM340T-5
LM340T-8
LM340T-12
LM340T-15

Clock Calendar Kit $23.95
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date and

time on .6" LEDS with AM-PM indicator.

Alarm/doze feature includes buzzer. Complete

with all parts, power supply and instructions,

less case.

25
25
25
25
25
25
40
90
25
25
.41

.25

39
30
35
47
.51

.51

1 89
35
35
35
.72

35
67
67
67
91

91

95
1 06
1 95
67

89

90
67

1 80
1 90
295
35
87

35
89

1.15

95
90

292
1 35
1 20
695
1 35
1.35

1 60
1 60
1 50
1 60
1 15

1 55
1 10

1.10

1 10

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.10

1 10

LM340T-18
IM340T-24
LM343H
LM370
LM377
LM379
LM380N
LM381
LM382
LM703H
LM709H
LM723H/N
LM733N
LM741CH
LM741N
LM747H/N
LM748N
LM1303N
LM1304
LM1305
LM1307
LM1310
LM1458
LM1800
LM1812
LM1889
LM2111
LM2902
LM3900N
LM3905
LM3909N
MC 1458V
NE540L
NE550N
NE555V
NE556A
NE565A
NE566V
NE567V
NE570B
NE571B
78L05
78L08
79L05
78M05
75108
75491 CN
75492CN
75494CN

A to CONVER
8038B
870OCJ
8701 CN
8750CJ
LD130
9400CJVF
ICL7103
ICL7107

CMOS
CD34001 Fair

CD4000
CD4001
CO40O2
C04006
CD4007
C04008
C04009
CD4010
C04011
CD4012
CO4013
CD4014
CD4015
CD4016
CD4017
CD4018
CD4019
CD4020
CD4021
CD4022
CD4023
CD4024
CD4025
CD4026
CO4027
CD4028
C04029
CO4O30
C04035
C04040
C04042
C04043
CD4044
C04046
C04049
CD4050
CD4051
CD4060
CD4066
C04068
C04069
CD4070
CD4071
CO4072
CD4073
CD4075
CD4076
CD4078
CD4081
CD4082
CD4116
CD4490
CD4507
C04508
CO4510

450
13 95
22 00
13 95
9 95
740
950

14 25

50
16

21

21

1 10

21

21

39
39
21

21

36
86
86
36
94

94

21

1 02
1 02
86
.21

75
21

1.51

36
79

1 02
21

1 02
1 02
.71

63
63

1 67
36
36

1 13

1 42
.71

40
40
40
21

21

21

21

1 75

40
.21

.21

47

550
1 00
425
1 02

CD4511
C04515
CD4516
C04518
CD4520
C04527
CD4528
CD4553
CD4566
C04583
C04585
CD40192
74C00
74C04
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C48
74C74
74C76
74C90
74C93
74C154
74C160
74C175
74C192
74C221
74C905
74C906
74C914
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
74C927

INTERFACE
8095
8096
8097
8098
8T09
8T10
8T13
8T20
8T23
8T24
8T25
8T26
8T28
8T97
8T98

MOS MEMORY
2101-1

2102-1

2102AL-4
21F02
2104A-4
2107B
2111-1
2112-2
2114
4116
251 3B
21102-1
MM5262
MM5280
MM5320
MM5330
PD4110-3
P0411D-4
P5101L
4200A
82S25
91L02A
HO0165-5
MM57100
GIAY38500 1

MCM6571A
9368
4100
416

CLOCKS
MM5309
MM5311
MM5312
MM5313
MM5314
MM5315
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5841
MM5865
CT7001
CT7002
CT7010
CT7015
MM5375AA/N
MM5375AB.N
7205
7207
7208
7209
OSO026CN
DS0056CN
MM53104

MICROPROCESSOR
6800
6802
8080A with data

8085
Z80A

Box 4430M Santa Clara, CA 95054

For will call only: (408)
988-1640

2322 Walsh Ave.
»^Q3

ELECTRONICS

8212
8214
8216
8224
6228
8251

8253
8255
8257
8259
COP1802CD
COP 18020
CDP1861
6820
6850
6502

Sinclair V/i Digit Multimeter
Batt./AC oper. ImVand 1NA resolution Resis-

tance to 20 meg. 1% accuracy. Small, portable,

completely assem. in case. 1 yr. guarantee Best

value ever! $59.95

Video Modulator Kit $8.95
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor

without affecting normal usage. Complete kit

with full instructions.

2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit

Complete kit less case $37.50

30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit

Complete kit less case $47.75

Prescaler kit to 350 MHz $19.95

1978 IC Update Master Manual
1978 IC Update Master Manual $19.50. Com-

plete IC data selector. 2175 pg. Master refer-

ence guide. Over 42,000 cross references.

Free update service through 1978. Domestic

postage $3.50. Foreign $5.00. 1979 IC Update

available late Jan. $35.00.

2 90
800
290
290
5 35
850

10 00
9 25
19 50

19 50
19 95
25 00
1295
9 95
12 95
12 50

65
65
65
65

1 25
450
300
550
3 10

350
320
1 69
275
1 69
1 69

RAM
395
95

1 60
1 25
495
495
375
395
850

12 95
630
1 29
40

300
995
594
400
500
13 95
995
290
1 75
695
450
995
995
350
10 00
1600

300
360
480
360
3.90
400
500
360
2 10

14 45
7 95
580
8 95
895
7 25
390
490

16 50
750
1595
4 95
3 75
3 75

2 50

PIN 1 UP PIN

8 15 22

14 18 24

16 20 28

18 27 36
20 29 40

IC SOCKETS
Solder Tin Low Profile

1UP
30
35
42
58
57

3 level wire wrap gold

14 pin 25

2 level 14 pin ww ?0

WIRE WRAP LEVEL 3

PIN PIN

14 25 24 86

16 33 28 1 00

18 57 40 123

17 50
24 95
895

27 00
24 50

UART FIFO

AY5-1013
AY5-1014
3341

PROM
1702A
N82S23
N82S123
N82S126
N82S129
N82S131
N82S136
N82S137
2708
0M8577
8223
2716T1
2716 Intel

CRYSTALS
1 MHz
2 MHz
4 MHz
5 MHz

10 MHz
18 MHz
20 MHz
32 MHz
32768 MHz
1 8432 MHz
3 5795 MHz
2 0100 MHz
2 097152 MHz
2 4576 MHz
3 2768 MHz
5 0688 MHz
5 185 MHz
5.7143 MHz
6 5536 MHz
14 31818 MHz
18 432 MHz
22 1184 MHz

550
750
6 95

CLOCK MODULES Complete alarm clocks

ready to hook up with transformer and

switches Very compact with 50" and

84" digits

MA1M2A. C or E SO

102P3 Transformer

MA1010A. C or E 84

102P2 Transformer

Special transformer and til

switches when purchased

w module

MA 1003 car module .3"

(TIM fluoi oisp\»i

RESISTORS v. watt 5%
10 per type 03 lOOOpertype 012

25 per type 025 350 piece pack

tOO per type 015 5 per type 6 75

KEYBOARDS
56 key ASCII keyboard kit $62 50

Fully assembled

53 key ASCII keyboard kit 55 00

Fully assembled 65 00 Enclosure 14 95

LEDS
RedT018 15

Green. Orange Yellow T018 20

Jumbo Red 20

Green Orange. Yellow Jumbo 25

Clipliti LED Mounting Clips 8/S1 25

(specify red. amber green, yellow, clear)

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES in slock

Complete line ol breadboard test equip

MAX- 100 8 digit Freq Ctr $128.95

OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS In stock

Portable Multimeter $18 00

DIGITAL THERMOMETER $41.50

Ban oper General purpose or medical

32 -230 F Disposable probe cover
• 2 accuracy Comp Assy in

compact case Switches from F to C

3 95
2 95
3 50
3 75

375
3 75

8 75

8 75

10 50

2 90
2 90
22 50
48 00

450
450
4 25
4 25
4 25
390
390
3 90
400
4 50
1 20
1 95
450
450
4 50
4 50
450
450
4 50
4 25

450
4 50

CONNECTORS
44 pin edge 2 00

100 pm edge 4 50

100 pin edge WW 4 50

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY5-2376 $12 50

AY5-36O0 1350
74C922 5 50
74C923 5 50
HD0165-5 695

IC Tost Clips

Red
Black

1

55
55

10

.47

47

Koyor 8043 14 50

comp w/spec /sock

COMPUTER BOARD KITS

8K RAM Board Kit $134 95

4K EPROM Kit 114 95

I/O Board Kit 44 50

Extender Board w/connector 12 50

Video Interlace board kit 125 00

16K EPROM board kit w/o PROMS 74 50

16K Static RAM board kit 395 00

North Star Floppy Disk Kit S665 00

Additional Drive Kit 415 00

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
MM5865 Stopwatch Timer 9 00
PC board 7 50

Switches Mom Pushbutton 27

3 pos slide 25

Encoder HD0165-5 6 95
3 Digit Universal

Counter Board Kit

Operates 5-18 Volt DC to 5 MHz
typ 125" LEO display 10.50

Voice actuated switch 50

Paratronics 100A Logic

Analyzer Kit $224.00

Model 10 Trigger

Expander Kit $229 00

Model 150 Bus
Grabber Kit $369 00

TRANSFORMERS
6V 300 ma
12 Volt 300 ma transformer

12 6V CT 600 ma
12V 250 ma wall plug

12V CT 250 ma wall plug

24V CT 400 ma
10V 1 2 amp wall plug

12V 6 amp

DISPLAY LEDS
MAN1 CA 270

MAN3 CC 125

MAN7274 CA, CA 300

DL704 CC 300

DL707DL707R CA 300

DL727728 CA/CC 500

DL 74 7 750 CA/CC 600

DL750 CC 600

FND359 CC 357

FND500/507 CC/CA 500

FND503/510 CC/CA 500

FND800/807 CC/CA 800

3 digit Bubble

4 digit bubble

DG8 Fluorescent

DG10 Fluorescent

5 digit 14 pin display

NSN69 9 digit display

7520 Clairex photocells

TIL311 Hex

TRANSISTORS
2N1893
2N2222A
2N2369
2N2904A
2N2907A
2N3053
2N3638
2N3643
2N3904
2N3906
2N3055
2N4400
2N4401
2N440?
1IP31

TIP33A

40
18

30
20
25
40
25
25
18

18

69
25
75

20
60

1 00

COMPUTER
1600
2000
3200
5500
5800
6100
6100
7700
8000
9400
10000
12000
35000
55000
82000
160000

GRADE CAPS
mid 200V
mfd 45V

50V
25V
40V
40V
50V
50V
55V
65V
20V
30V
25V
25V
15V
10V

325
1 25
3 75

2 95
350
3 95
4 85

12 95

290
39

1 00
1 25
1 00
1 90
1 95
1 95
70

1 35

90
2 20
60
80

1 75
1 75
1 00
60
39

950

450
250
250
250
300
300
300
250
250
300
250
350
500
500
600
600

Stopwatch Kit $26.95
Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts.

3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59

min., 59 sec, 99 1/100 sec. Times std., split

and Taylor. 7205 chip, all components minus

case. Full instructions.

D Connectors RS232
25 Pin Subminiatures

DB25P 2.95 DE9P 1.50

DB25S 3.95 OE9S 195
Cover 1.50 DA15P 2.10

RS232 Complete Set 6 50 DA15S 3.10

S-100 Computer Boards
8K Static RAM Kit $135.00

16K Static RAM Kit 265.00

24K Static RAM Kit 423.00

32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310.00

64K Dynamic RAW Kit 470.00

8K/16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS) $89.00

Video Interface Kit V139.00

Motherboard $39. Extender Board $8.99

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax.

BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted.

Shipping charges will be added on charge cards.

FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1978

QUEST CATALOG. Include 28c stamp.
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^VL 'KillFancnon .^ th
«DafiLCHfiDnELS100 ^BOfiRD
$189 "unkit", $249 assembled

Our new I/O board gives you unparalleled flexibility and operating convenience ... the specs speak for themselves:
2 independently addressable serial ports -dip switch selectable addresses
Real LSI hardware UARTS for minimum CPU housekeeping
RS232C, current loop (20 mA), and TTL and signals on both ports
Precision, crystal-controlled baud rates up to 19.2 KBaud (individually dip switch selectable)
Transmit and receive interrupts on both channels, jumperable to any vectored interrupt line
Industry standard RS232 level converters with five RS232 handshaking lines per port
Optically isolated current loop with provisions for both onboard, and off-board, current sources
UART parameters, interrupt enables, and RS232 handshaking lines are software programmable,
withpower-on hardware default to customer-specified hard-wired settings for maximum flexibility
Port connectors mate directly to ribbon cable and DB25 connectors in standard pinouts
RS232 lines will conform to either master or slave configurations
Board gives full feature operation with both 2 and 4 MHz systems
Low power consumption: +8V @ 450 mA max (350 mA typ); + 16V @ 150 mA max (70 mA tvo)'- 16V @ 70 mA max (55 mA typ)

TK''

No software initialization required for board operation, although board parameters may be altered
by software

*A

Amazingly enough, all these features won't cost you more than other types of I/O boards that do a whole lot less.

Visit your local computer store and see one in person, or order direct from us.

tit Bank Select

!

We're happy to announce a new family of S-100 Econoram" boards, each with two independently selectable banks - perfect for Alpha
Micro Systems, Marinchip, and similarly structured machines. Low power, 4 MHz operation, and of course . . . completely static operation.

Name Storage Buss Addressable on Design Unkit Assm CSC

Econoram XII" 16K X 8 S-100 8K boundaries static $369 $419 $519
Econoram XH'M 24K X 8 S-100 8K boundaries static $479 $539 $649
Econoram XIII - 32K X 8 S-100 16K boundaries static $629 $699 $849

M Please note: CompuKit™ from Godbout boards are generally available in 3 forms: unkit (sockets, bypass caps pre-soldered^V
n place for easy assembly); assembled and tested; or qualified under the Certified System Component (CSC) program (200
hoi

^of f

hour burn-in, guaranteed 4 MHz operation over the full commercial temperature range, and immediate replacement in event
' failure within 1 year of invoice date).

ent

AND WE STILL LEAD THE MEMORY PACK IN PRICE, SELECTION, AND BUSS SUPPORT:
Name

ECONORAM II
™

ECONORAM IV
™

ECONORAM VI
™

ECONORAM VII
IM

ECONORAM IX
™

ECONORAM X
™

ECONORAM XI
,M

Storage Buss Design Speed Configuration Unkit Assm

8KX8 S-100 static 2 MHz duaUK $139 $159
16K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz single 16K $295 $329
12KX8 H8 static 2 MHz 1-8K, 1-4K $200 $270
24K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz 2-4K, 2-8K $445 $485
32K X 8 Dig Grp static 4 MHz 2-4K, 1-8K, 1-16K $649 N/A
32K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz 2-8K, 1-16K $599 $649
32K X 8 SBC static 4 MHz 2-8K, 1-16K N/A N/A

CSC

N/A
$429
N/A
$605
N/A
$789
$1050

TRS-80 CONVERSION
KIT $109 (3/$320)

Our kit is warranted for 1 year, comes complete with dip shunts, and uses
250 ns access time chips for operation at 4 MHz. Upgrades 4K TRS-80 to 16K,
or populates Memory Expansion Module (our easy-to-follow instructions show
you how) also expands memory in APPLE and Exidy Sorcerer computers.

COMING SOON: Memory Management System
that allows Altair and Imsai owners do bank
select — the easy, efficient way, without heavy
retrofitting. Expand your system to half-a-

megabyte of memory by letting our memory
management do the work, so you don't have
to waste a bunch of I/O space . . .just what
you've needed for those BIG memory systems.
Also, look for our new high-speed
motherboard in the months ahead.

TM
TERMS: Allow 5% shipping, excess
refunded. Cal res add tax.

VISA®/Mastercharge® call our 24 hour
order desk at at (415) 562-0636. COD OK W ^^H^^^l K, IV frnm
with street address for UPS (UPS COD
charge applies). Prices good through cover
month of magazine. BOX 2355 OAKLAND A ,Rp RT, CA 94614

HOT-OFF-THE-PRESSES-CATALOGUE: Our new catalogue is something you need if you're into electronics. Parts, kits, computers,
electronic music, specials . .

.
it's really packed, and it's free, just send us your name and address, well take care of the rest.

lS Reader Service—see page 1 79
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Boards ... or Complete Systems
The best price and delivery is from MiniMicroMart!

NORTH STAR
HORIZON v "^.

BANTAM 550
from PERKIN-ELMER

Small in size, light in weight, and low in

price - but top of the list in features

and performance.

• Upper and lower case

• Full 24 x 80 format
• Sharp 7 x 10 dot matrix

Get everything you want without paying for

things you don't need — List $996

NOW FROM US AT $799
Add $20 for anti-glare screen

(specify gray or green)

SHIPPING: Add $5 for East Coast; $7.50 for

Midwest; $8.50 if you are in Pacific Time Zone.

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACES
OUR

LIST PRICE

Morrow Discus I $995 $849

Discus I (dual drive) 1795 1499

Discus 2D (Double Density) 1149 979
Disk Jockey I Controller Bd 169

Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface $190 $169

Micromation Doubter, double-

density controller $495 $419

Megabox dual-drive dbl. density

system, over 1 megabyte . . .2295 2054

Mega II, over 2 megabytes . . .2995 2695

SD Computer VersaFloppy floppy

disk controller board, kit ...$159 139

Micropolis 1041 MacroFloppy .$695 $625

1042 MacroFloppy w/case & P.S 709

1053 Dual MetaFloppy . . . .1895 1695

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
fantastic new Xitan Disk Controller Board
single and double density, handles mini-

and standard-size drives simultaneously,

complete with CP/M compatible DOS
and Xitan disk BASIC. Assm. /tested

List $595 OUR PRICE $499

Now Double Density

Horizon 1 Kit List $1599 $1 349

Assembled/Tested List $1899 ... . 1 599

Horizon 2 (w/2 drives) Kit List $1999 . 1 699

Assembled/Tested List $2349 .... 1 939

4 MHz Z-80 CPU Board, Kit $199 . 1 69

Assembled/Tested List $259 209

Complete Minifloppy Disk System
w/BASIC and drive, Kit List $699 . . . bgy
Assembled/Tested List $799 689

MEMORY BOARDS
OUR

LIST PRICE

North Star 16K Dynamic, Kit $399 $269

Assembled & Tested $459 309

Dynabyte 16K Static RAM, 250ns . . . $359

32K Static RAM, 250ns . . . .$995 796

Morrow SuperRAM 16K Static

450ns, Kit $299 $269

450ns, Assembled 334 304

4 MHz, Kit 334 304

4 MHz, Assembled 369 339

32K Static, 4 MHz, Kit ... $649 579

32K Static, 4 MHz, Assm. . . . 699 629

Cromemco 16K RAM Card w/Bank

Select, Kit $495 $399

Assembled 595 495

SD Computer ExpandoRAM
w/o RAMS $139

32K Dynamic w/8K, Kit 189

32K Dynamic w/16K, Kit 237

32K Dynamic w/32K, Kit . . . Special $329

Vector 48K Assm. . . . $695 $589

CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL
TDL SMB BOARD

Provides for Zapple ROM, 2K RAM, parallel

interface, 2 serial interfaces, and tape cassette

interface.

Bare Board only, w/documentation . $ 49.95

Complete Kit 147.50

Assembled and Tested , . 197.50

None of above include Zapple ROM or RAM.

Zapple Monitor ROM 29.95

SPECIAL -SAVE $300

Xitan (TDL) D-32 32K Dynamic
Memory Board, List $869

OUR PRICE: $569

THE PRINTERM 879
Best Printer Buy for 79

Unbelievable speed at low price -
120 cps, printing in upper and lower case with

a 9 x 7 dot matrix in a bi-directional mode. Micr-

processor-controlled RS232 or optional parallel

interface directly compatible with TRS-80 or

Cromemco System 2 or 3. Friction or pin-feed

models available. Friction-feed model can use

standard Teletype roll.

Friction Feed Model, List $1395 $1099

Pin-Feed Model, List $1495 $1

1

99

TERMINALS AND PRINTERS

Hazeltine 1500 $1049

1510 1149

1400 699

Soroc120 $849

Intertube $784

Lear Siegler ADM3A, assm $849

Kit 775

Teletype 43 RO f TTL (serial) $874

43 KSR/Terminal, TTL (serial) 979

T.I. 810 Printer $1695

Centronics 779 w/tractor $995

IP-125 Bright writer w/1210 print

control option $754

IP-225 w/1210 & 1250 options 889

DecWriter II $1490

RS232 Cables $25

Call or write for price and delivery

information on EXIDY SORCERER

If you own a TRS-80 or Heath H-8,

write for our special catalog. Many
unique offersings - Save 10%-2Q% on
TRS-80 accessories.

SOFTWARE
Complete stock of Xitan software (for-

merly TDL) in inventory at substantial

savings. ^^^^
MORE SPECIALS

Xitan VDB Board our price $314

Xitan SMB-I I , List $395 $339
The fantastic new Xitan ZPU-II $319

Prices in this ad include 2% cash prepayment discount (bank transfer, check, money order, etc.).

VISA and Master Charge accepted, but 2% cash discount does not apply. Slightly higher prices

apply to government and institutional purchase orders when not prepaid.

Above prices subject to change and all offers subject to withdrawal without notice.

SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE: Add $2 for boards, $7.50 for floppy disk systems,

$12 for Horizons.

OEM and dealer inquiries invited.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG - "**

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315)479-7620 TWX 710 541-0431
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At last, you can get a mammoth 32K memory

without paying a beastly price. The SuperRam™32K
static memory kit is just $649 for S-100 systems.

The latest of George Morrows heavyweight
memory designs for Thinker Toys'", the SuperRam
32K features two independent 16K blocks, each
addressable and write-protectable. It meets the
Proposed IEEE S-100 Standard with full buffering
of both data and address lines. Uncommonly
efficient, the Morrow design utilizes just 7 ic s for

control and buffering, drawing typically 2.6 amps
Ask your local computer shop to order the

SuperRam™ 32K kit for you.

\m) Morrow makes memory for

1201 10th St., Berkeley, CA 94710.
Juclv the elephant rourtesv Marine World Africa USA
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ALLTHE MOSTWANTED FEATURES

ATAMOSTWANTED PRICE...

HICKOK

BIG y2 " HIGH LCD DISPLAY

USE INDOORS OR OUT

200 HOUR 9V BATTERY LIFE

AUTO ZERO, POLARITY,
OVERRANGE INDICATION

100 mV DC F.S. SENSITIVITY

19 RANGES AND FUNCTIONS

X10DCV
for protect*

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

10514 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44108

(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 810-421-8286

Here is the handfull of

accuracy you've been
waiting for. Hand-
somely encased.
Compact. Efficient.

^ Only12ounces.
Hickok's exciting,

new LX 303, 3V2
digit Mini-Multime-
ter with high quality

components, one
year guarantee

I and rugged Cyco-
lac® case offers

features previously
found only in ex-

pensive units. . .at a
price under $75.00!
So why wait any

longer? The
amazing LX 303
is here, NOW!
Another American
made test equip-

ment breakthrough
from Hickok, The Value
Innovator. Order today!

SPECIFICATIONS:
DC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 0.1 mV to 1000V; Accuracy
±0.5% rdg ±0.5% f.s.; Input imped: 10M n; Max.
input 1kV except 500V on 200mV range.
AC VOLTS (40Hz to 5kHz): 0.1 V to 600V; Accuracy:
±1.0% rdg ±0.5% f.s. (—2dB max. at 5kHz); Max.
input: 600V.
RESISTANCE (6 LOW POWER RANGES): 0.1 O to

20MO; Accuracy: ±0.5% rdg ±0.5% f.s. (±1.5% rdg

on 20MQ range); input protected to 120VAC all

ranges.
DC CURRENT (6 RANGES):.01 nA to 100mA;
Accuracy: ±1.0% rdg ±0.5% f.s.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT: 5-7/8" x 3-3/8" x

1-3/4", 12 oz.; POWER: 9V batt. (not incl.) or Hickok

AC adapter; READ RATE: 3/sec. OPERATING
TEMPERATURE: 0°-50°C.

<ok distributor or order below

TRI-TEK INC.
fl» VMM WA# 7808 N. 27th AVE.
BE m mmmmm m'mm phoenix, az.85021

^H35 fill lill Tel. 602-995-9352

PLEASE SEND ME
Hickok LX303 Digital Multimeters @ 74.95 ea.

RC-3 AC Adapter, 115VAC (220VAC avail.) @ 7.50 ea.

CC-3 Deluxe Carrying Case @ 7.50 ea.

VP-10 X10 DCV Probe Adapter @ 14.95 ea.

CS-1 10A DC Current Shunt @ 14.95 ea.

VP-40 40 KV DC Probe @ 35.00 ea.

Payment enclosed Bill my: Master Charge VISA

Account No Exp. Date

Name— Signature

Address

City State Zip

Add $3.00 Postage and Handling. AZ residents add sales tax.

V



STATIC RAM BOARDS ^^fif\ I Z-8O/Z-8OA/8O8O CPU BOARD
S-100 32K (uses 2114) 'jjj^\^^' * On board 2708 * 2708 included (450ns )

ASSEMBLED Kit /l^^ • Power on jump * completely socketed
450ns. 639 95 450ns 539 95 I

Assembled and tested $ 1 85.00
250ns. 699.95 250ns 599 95 £'* ~ • • : $129.95
Bare Board 49.95 I

**& PC Boa^ $ 34.95
Bare Board w/all parts less mem. 99.95 ?n«nA

4
iM

Hz Speed Add $1 5 00

JSSffiT
8,,4U SaSL-«i-:::::: ::::::::::.,88

450ns. 325.00 450ns. 279 00
250ns. 375.00 250ns. 299.00

SSLS?
8.^29 -95

ft
COU,T,C COUPLERS • MODEMS

a^SKtJ 1

. Vi We now s,ock complete AJ line.
ASSEMBLED KIT I A242A 300 Baud Coupler . . $325 00450 ns. 149.95 450ns. 125.95 I AJ243 LA 36 Coupler $295 00250ns. 169.95 250ns. 149.95 I ADAC242 Refurb Coupler $275 00

BarP PC Rnarrt uu/nata miqs I
AD342 Oria./Ans. Coupler $398.00

SSSSrWfiSSja-ffid experience «^cSSM l^ffiSpecial Offer- Buy (4,
1

( 450nS
. Kft

| %

]

Ils^oo B^aifc™ ^/An* .'

. ffff.Sg
Plus more Anderson Jacobson Products

EXIDY SORCERER
Complete expandable Z-80 based computer.
W/8KS895 00 W/16K $1150 00 W/32K $139500 stock
S-1 00 Expansion module $299 00
SPECIAL OFFER! Buy 32K Exidy and receive
FREE Sanyo or equiv. 9" Monitor.
Offer ends March 3 1.

SPECIAL KEYBOARD BUY
WHILE THEY LAST
"Clare Pender 63 Key ASCII
w/26 Pin & 34 Pin Output Conn." . . $54.95

IMS STATIC RAM BOARDS
* Memory Mapping * Low Power
* Phantom * 250 ns. or 450 ns.
Only available assembled & tested

250 ns. 450 ns.

8K Static $209.00 $189.00
16K Static $449.00 $399.00
32K Static $869.00 $819.00

EXPANDORAM MEMORY KITS
• Bank Selectable * Uses 4 1 1 5 or 4 1 1

6

200 ns.
• Write Protect * Power 8VDC, ±1 6VDC
• Phantom * Lowest Cost/Bit
Expando 32 Kit (4 1 1 5) Expando 64 Kit (4 1 1 6)

8K $189.95 16K $275.95
16K $249.95 32K
24K $325.00 48K
32K $399.95 64K

Hi PLOT LOW COST tf4

DIGITAL PLOTTER tfO
NEW
List: $1085.00
OUR SALE

,G*

* RS 232
* Plot Size 7" x 10"
* Digitizer Avail Soon
* High Resolution

$42995
$599.95
$719.95

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SA 400 5%" Single Density $295.00
SA 800/801 Single-Sided* $495.00
'Dual Drive Add on Mainframe inc. box,
2 drives, power, cable, fan $1 295.00

Persci Model 277 Dual $11 95.00
Persci Box & Power Supply $325.00
Siemens/GSI FDD 100-8 8" Floppy
Compatible (Elec) to Shugart 80 1 R $375.00

ANADEX PRINTER
Model DP-8000 compact, impact, parallel or
serial. Sprocket feed, 80 columns, 84 lines/
min., bi-directional. New only $895.00

DATABOOKS * MANUALS

* 2 47sec Plot Speed PRICE $925.00

BYTE USER 8K EPROM BOARD
• Power on Jump • Reset Jump
Assembled & Tested $94 95
K't ••••• $64.95
Bare PC Board $21 95
Special Offer: Buy 4 kits only $59.95 each
MR-8 8K w/1 K Ram $99 50
MR-16 16Kw/1K Ram $99 50
EPM-1 4K 1 702 $59.95
EPM-2 2708 or 2716 Eprom $69.95

NOTE 2708-6 only $5 95

TARBELL FLOPPY INTERFACE
• S100 Compatible * Uses CPM
• Jumper Selectable • Persci, Shugart, etc.
Assembled and tested $269.95
Kit $179 95
Bare PC Board (Doc. Add $10.00) $ 39^95

NOTE For CPM Add $70 00 Documentation Add $20 00
SD Versafloppy Kit $ 1 59.95
SD Versafloppy Assembled $189.95
• Cassette I/O Kit only $1 1 5 00
• 1 771-01 Floppy Chip only $ 27.95

APPLE/EXIDY/EXPANDO
TRS 80 1 6K-UPGRADE KIT
*¥ 16K with Jumpers & Instructions

for either Level I or Level II $89.95
• 16K for Apple II Upgrade $89.95
Special: TRS80 Schematic $ 4.95

TRS 80 TO S-1 00
PET TO S-1 OO ADAPTER
Allows Pet/TRS 80 to be interfaced to
popular S-1 00 Bus.

Pet to S-100 Kit $189.95
Assembled $269.95
TRS80toS-100HUH8100Kit ....$275.00
Assembled $355.00
For Low Cost 8 Slot Bus to expand
Pet/TRS 80 $1 49.95 Kit

NSC TTl Data
NSC Linear Data
NSC Linear APP/note I

NSC Linear APP/note II

NSC CMOS Data
NSC Audio Data
NSC Volt Reg Data
NSC Memory Data
NSC MOS/LSI Data
NSC Power Transistors
mtei Databook
Intel MCS85 Manual
Intel MCS80 Manual
Intel MCS40 Manual
AMD 8080 Handbook
AMD Lmear Data
AMD Scnotthy Data

AMI MOS LSI Data 3 95
Gl MOS/LSI Data 4 95
Osborne Intro to Micro Vol 8 50
Osborne Intro to Micro Vol I 8 50
Vol II in Binder 20 00
Vol III in Binder 20 00
Osborne 8080 Programming 8 50
Osborne 6800 Programing 8 50
Osborne Z80 Programm ng 8 50
Ti Powr Semi s Data 7 50
Ti TTl Oala 6 95
TI Transistors & D 8 50
Ti Memory Data 3 95
Ti Optoelectronics 3 95
Ti Linear Data 3 95
T

1 Bipola' Memory 395
ri interlace Data 4 95

Motcoia Semi Data 1. 2, 3
Mot Vol 4 Mec: Data
Mot Vol 5 CMOS Data
Mot Vol 6 Lmear Data
Mot Vol 9 Schottky TTL
Mot MPU Applications
Mot MPU Prog Ret Manual
Mot Power Data
Mot Rectifier Data
Mot Switching T

Mot Z>~

Base Sotrware S^ .

Base Software SRI Vol m
Sotrware SRI Vol IV or

Basic Software SRI Vol VI

software SRI Vol VII

1978 IC Master

DISKETTES
5 MINI
* Soft Sector
* 10 Sector
* 16 Sector

$4 50 each S3 90/10

NORTH STAR MINI
S4 95 each $4 50/ 1

8 STANDARD
# HarC
• Soft

S4 50 each S4 1 1

panel t modules
I MEK 6800 02 K.i

9600 MPU .v 680?
9600- 1 MPU «. additional (>pl.on>

9601 16 Vol Motherboard
I 960? 1 9 Card Cage
I 9603 lw"
I 9604 S* '

I 9610 P'oto'ro-ng Board
I 9620 16 c runnel 10 Module
1 9676 8K StatK «*M
I 9676 8K Static RAM lOOnv

HAM

J

9630 Card E>rende>
9640 Multiple Prog'amm.ng T.mer . 4.

9650 8 fiannei dupiei serial iO
96103 3? 3? I/O Module
96?0? 3?D' '

96700 S4000 96010 S4/00
I 9676 40 00 96(

| i»»n»«co»nniii atoouiis
I EVK 99 6800 CPU S
EVK. 300 68O0 CPU Assembled

AMI 6800 Prolo BOM
AMI 6800 M -<OM

I

I ' n, 8a

v

S.J5 00
495 00
595 00
t'5 00
iOO

10000
750 00
36 00 I

795 00
295 00

|

J95 00
7/500

•
|

9*50-0 4000

S-100 MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL
8 slot expandable w/9 conn.

reg $69.95. NOW S52.95

$5 95 ea

495 00
650

Coma
30 00 I

3000
7000
--. LA J

PCG PROGRAMMABLE
CHARACTER GENERATOR
The hottest version of STARWARS available
from Obtective Design

S-100 Compatible 2MW* Kit with obiect
OOda) on tarbell or cuts Si 69 95

UV "Eprom" Eraser
Model UVs 1 1E $04.95
Holds 4 Eprom s at a time

15 years UV
Model S 52 T $219 95

Professional Industrial Mod

PROMS

SALE 8223 2 95

THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!
rTCWfl QUdllty Factory tested products only, no re tests
or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

2.Same Day Shipment All prepaid orders with cashiers
check, money order or charge card will be shipped same day as received.

SUPPORT DEVICES
AM95 1 1 Anth Processor $ 1 95 1

AM951 7 DMA Controller 71'
AM95 19 Universal Interrupt 24'
3681 1Z8OPIO) 10.
38814|4MHzi 141
3882 (Z-80 CTCi 10.
3882-4 i4MH7i 141
8205/74S1 38 Decoder 2<
8212 8 bit I/O 2!
8214 Priority Int 4 <

8216 Bus Driver 2
8224 Ciock Gen 2 <

8224-4 (4MH7) g]
8226 Bus Driver 3 5
8T26 Bus Driver 2 C
8228 Sys Control 55
8238 Sys Cont 6 j
8251 Prog I/O 6 8
8253 Int Timer 19 a

8255 Prog I/O 6 5
8257 Prog DMA 195
8259 Prog Int 195
8275 CRT Controller 74 9
8279 Prog Keyboard 19 9
6810-1 128 « 8 RAM 4 7
6820 PIA 6 5
6821 PIA 7 2
6828 Priority Int tig
6834-1 512 « 8 Eprom 129
6850 ACIA 7 2
6852 Serial Adapter 9 9
6845 HD46505CRTContr 39 9
6860 Modem 9 9
6862 Modulator 1 1 9
6871 A 1 OMH* OSC 25 9
6875 8 2
6880 Bus Dnver 2 3!
1821 SCD IK RAM 2501
1822 SCD 256 « 4 RAM 16 9!
1824 CD 32 « 8 RAM 9 9!
1852 CD 8 bit I/O 10 9!
1856 CD I/O 8 9!
1857 CD I/O 8 9'

6520 PIA 7 5(
6522 Mult 92'
6530-002 15 5<
6530-003 155c
6530-004 i 55C
6530-005 15 5C
385 1 F8 Prog Store 1 4 9«
3853 F8 Mfmory 1 O 14 95

RAMS DYN.
41 16 16K 1 1 14 95
41 IS 8K x 1 6 95
4050 4K « 1 445
4060 4K > 1 445
4096 4K 1 1 4 25
2104 4K > 1 4 95
2107B-4 4K « 1 425
5261 t 95
5262 1 95
5270 4 95
5280 4 95
1103 1 95
4008L 4 95
TMS4070 16K » 1 1995
4027-3 4 95
MCM6605 4K « 1 7 95
6002 1 50

CHARACTER GEN
R03251 3-001 (5V) Upper 9 50
R0325 1 3-005 (5V) Lower 10 95
R032513-ADM3I5V) Lower 14 95
MCM6571 10 75
MCM6571A 10 75
MCM6574 14 50
MCM6575 14 50

UARTS/USRTS
TR1602BI5V 12V) 395
AY51013I5V 12V) 4 95
AY51014A/1612I5-14V) 6 95
AY5 101 5A/ 1863 <5V) 6 95
TMS601 1 i5V 12V) 550
IM6402 9 95
IM6403 9 95
2350 USRT g 95
167 IB Astros 24 95
SALETR1472B 095

ATTENTION TRS-0O USERS
Now in stock the hard to find

20/40 Memory Expansion Connector
with contacts 7 95
* TRS-80 Etectnc Pencil 99 95

|W Minifloppy-You provide expansion I/O
and will install FD200 425 00
* TRS-80 1 6K Upgrade Kit 89 95
* 1 6K Upgrade installed Kit

inc labor 169 95
* Keyboard and Video Mod
to add lower case ft eliminate
hori7 smear 59 95
* Clock Modification 30% taster 49 95
* RS232 Printer I/O Modification
w/sorfware selectable baud rates
up to 9600 79 95
* Level II mod allows you to keep
Level I and use switch to
Level II 69 95
TERMS Ship your TRS-80 to us in-

sured and properly packaged We will

return freight collect All warranty
seals must be intact Otherwise they
will be returned Allow 2 weeks turn-
around

MICROPROCESSORS
z-ao si9«s
Z-80A 24 96
F-8<3850| 16 95
2650 18 95
CD1802 19 95
8080A 9 95
8O8OA-4MH7 1995
SALE 8065 1895
8008-1 14 95
2901 16 95
2901 A 2495
TMS 9900JL 69 95
CP1600 3995
6502 1 1 50
6502A 1995
IM6100 29 95
MOO 1695
6802P 24 95
8035 1750
8755 49 95
8748 69 95

SOCKETS
8 Pm UVW 32

14 P,n W/W 37
16 Pin W/W 38
18 Pm W/W 60
2C Pin W/W 90
22 Pm W/W 93
24 Pm WW 85
28 P.n W/W 1 1 5
40 Pm W/W 1 49

8 Pin S T 17
14 Pm S/T 20
16 Pm ST 22
18 Pm S/T 31
20 Pin SI 34
22 Pm S/T 35
24 Pin S/T 41
28 Pm S T 49
40 Pin S/T 63

CONNECTORS
6 Pm Single S'E
15 '30 Dual S/E
18/36 Dual S/E
22/44 Dual S/E
40/80 W/W
43/86 Dual W/W/S/T
50'IQO IMSAI W/W
50/100 IMSAI S/T
50/100 Allan W/W/S/T
IMSAI Card Guides

25 Pin D Subm nature
DB25P 3 25
DB2SS 3 75
Hood 1 25

• Mood • '

CTS DIPSWITCHES
CTS20&4 SI 75
CTS206-5 $1 75
CTS206-* $1 75
CTS206-7 $1 75

CTS206-8 $1 96
CTS206-9 $195
CTS206-10S1 95

LIVERMORE BASIC
ON 65K ROM
THAT'S RIGHT ON ROM"'
OUR PRICE only $95 00

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY5 2376 13 75
AY5-3600 13 75

NAKED PC BOARD SALE
Z-80 CPU (Ithaca) $34 95
8080A CPU 34 95
8K Static RAM (Logos) 2195
1 6K Static RAM (2114) 29 95
32K Static RAM (2114) 49 95
Floppy I/O (Tartjell) 39 95
Cassette I/O (Tarbell) 29 95
8K Eprom (2708) 21 95
1 702 Eprom Board 30 OC
2 708/27 1 6 Eprom (Ithaca) 34 95
2708/27 16 Eprom (WMC) 30 00
Realtime Clock 34 95
ACPProtoBd (3MConn) 27 95
Vector 8800 Proto 1 9 95
Vector 8803 1 1 slot MB 29 95
ACP Extender w/Conn 1 5 95
Video Interlace (SSM) 27 95
Parallel Interlace (SSMi 27 95
1 3 Slot MotherBoard (WMC) 32 95
9 Slot MotherBoard (WMC) 29 95
8 Slot Mother (expandable) 34 95

ATTENTION KIM USERS
KMrtSAI-eapeneror. 'o S 100 17500 K.I'leSOO
NlMSl lo HIM Connector 5 FVoSrr
KWI ' »M3 Vng» Boe-0 Como-le- 1 79 00
KIM 1 PM, SueON s* »s
KIM Memuiy Ptut Iconirart of an Asm
•KJMeEorom Programmer i<o»i-

i 24S 00
«IM SOf TVVWX
e Pieaae oeebage icaieeriei 1 2 gemee KM
e Harp tortor parnage icaaeanei tsgs
e Ha« Manrng l.« gag rcaaaanei '«»S
a Ha» into Retmrei peg caaaanei 16«S
a Mcrocneat tcarraanei legs
e Mc'oeid Ajaemwy/Cnraneenvteitor IT M
a McroM Source L.aimg ueeenei 2'»6
e Tm» Saw: lor KIM ipape' tao* 10M
FLOPPY DISK I/O
1771-01 8' 4 Minifloppy 27 95
uPd372 Nee Floppy 49 95
1781 Dual Floppy 18 96
1791 Dual Floppy 99 OO
ATTENTION PIT USERS
BCTSI-peteMiantionioSlOO '0S00k.i 1*000
>Tr Connector K.t Include* I4| Connector*
tor memory eapanfMOn IfEE 4M I/O
caaaene I/O antl perenei uter port r gs /ear

Video Buffer

Iconverts to Std Video)
Petunia (Music Board)
Combo (Video A Petunia)
Beeper (signals tape load)

9 95
14 95
9 95

BAUD RATE GEN
MC '44' 1

4702
WD 1 94 I

TV CHIPS
4V38550-1 6 Games Color * 8515 $8 95
AY3850O- 1 6 Game, 8W 4 95
»V385 1 5 Color Ccmveter 2 9}
* v 1860.1 i Roarjrace Game a 95
»v 18605 i Warfare Game 9 so
»» 38606 1 WiDeou' Gam. 9 Jo
4V3860M Shooting Gallery 8 95
»V3«610-1 10 Game, Coio- * 86t5 9 SO
»V3o6 1 5 Co'O' Convene' 3 95
»V 389 tOGimmC'CKet Sound Generator 1J95

^d Generator 3 95
'95
3 95

' luiator 3 95
1 00 NSC Color TV Game 6 95

4 doc* Gen 3 75

A/D CONVERTERS
8700 8 bit Binary 13 50
8701 10 bit Binary 22 OC'

8703 8 bit TS 1 3 50
9400 Volt to Frea 7 26
8750 3-1/2 Digit BCD 13 95
8038 Multifunction 3 95
1408L6 6b.t 3 95
1408L8 8bil 595
DACOl AD 5 95

TV INTERFACES
Pixie-Vener 8 50
TV- 1 Video Interface 8 95
Microverter 35 00
M4R Modulator 35 00

29 95
29 95
49 95
24 95

ATTENTION APPLE II USERS
Apple II W/16K $104500
16K Upgrade Kit 89 95
Floppy Disk II w/lnterface 595 00
Floppy Disk II 495 00
Firmware Card 1 80 00
Video Monitor (B/W) 205 00
Printer Centronics P-1 w/cont 695 00
Printer Centronics P-1 475 00
PrmterCentr 779w/cont 144500
Apple II Prolo Board 24 00
Parallel I/O Card 1 80 00
Communications I/O Card 1 80 00
PR40 Printer I/O w/cassette 49 95
2716 Eprom Burner w/adapf 99 95
Apple II to MFE tape I/O 197 50
Coresideni Assembler Cas<. 19 95
Heuristics Robot Car 249 00
Heuristics 20A Speechlab 1 89 00
Dow Jones Stock Quote Pkg 25 00
AJA242Cc -00
I O to transmit ov<

189 00 A/T

rTrencom fherman 40 cof
printer

Apple I/O for Trencom
* Lower case adapter

All V
iiiwl-

$345 00
60 00
49 95

S100
H.Hil-

irlrl H h. .Mill. 11. 1 All ...in iir.ni,

iiiufnrnl Arlri .'

Retail pricing may vary from Mail Orde-
Pricing All pricing subiect to change
without no*

STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS

21L02 450ns 1

21L02 25Ons 1

2102 1

2111 3
2112-1 2
2101-1 2
2114250ns
21 14-450ns
TMS 4044/5257 250ns
TMS 4044/5257 450ns
EMM4200A
EMM4402
EMM4804
5101C E
upd410 142001
AMD9140/41
AMD9 130/31

7 95
1250
7 95
10 95
10 95
12 95

FSC 460 464 1 6K CCD Only $ 1 8 95 Each
1101 t 95 ' 1 75
P2 125 '93425 (45 hs 1 7 95 7 35
6508 IK , 1 CMOS 7 95 7 95
6518 IK , 1 CMOS 7 95 7 95
74S 1 89 64 bit Raw 3 95 3 25
81 55 I/O w/Ram 21 95
2147 Low Power 4K Static 14 95 eat

WAVEFORM GENERATORS
8038 Functicn Gen. 3 95
MC4024 VCO 2 45
LM566 VCO 1 75
XR2206 Function Generator 5 25

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
16K CCD - First time offered Fairchild 460 CCD
16K Memory mow you can experiment with CCD
technology at a reasonable price 1 7 page Applica-
tion note supplied with each order Quantity limited)

S 18.95 each (reg. 43.00)

CRYSTALS
Microprocessor Timejbases TV Cain*

Frequency Price Frequency Price
'</ S*)85 6 0MHs $ 4 95

h 1 44 4 95
' ,M / S85 6 5536 4 95
'MM/ 2 95 10 0MH/ 4 95

MH/ 5 85 1J0MH/ 4 95
585 1431818 4 95

> 18 0MH/ 4 95
13 432MH* 5 95

:MH/ 5 95 2O0MH/ 4 95
5 95 22 ' 1H4MH/ 5 95
4 95 27 0MH/ 5 95
4 95 J*. ()MH; 5 95

't'MH/ ,AHl 5g5
100KC 12 95

DISPLAYS/OPTO
DL 704/707/CC/CA 3O0 1 25
FND359CC 357 95
FND 5O0/5O7/CC/CA 500 1 35
FND 503/510 CC/CA 500 95
FND 800/807 CC/CA 800 2 50
Bowmar 9 digit bubble 99
FSC 8024 4 digit CC 8O0 4 95
HP7340 HEX Display 1 9 95
HP 5082-7340 HEX 1995
HP 5082-7300 HEX 1995
TIL 305 5x7 Array 525
TIL 306. 308. 309 7 seg a 95
TIL 311 HEX display 12 95MA 1 003 1 2 auto clock 17 95MA 1002 1010 4 digit clock module 9 95
be/el for above 4 95
NSN 373/374 dual CC/CA 300 2 20
NSN 583/584 dual CC/CA 500 2 60
NSN 783/784 dual CC/CA 700 3 00
4N25 Oplo Isolater 1 10
MCT 2 Opto Isolater 89
4N33 Darlington ISOl 1 75
Red Led s 185 Dia 5/100
Green/Yellow 4/1 00
HP 5082/7731 7 seq 90
MAN IOA 9 95

MONTHLY SPECIALS
22 Pin S/T Sockets 10
1488 or 1489 RS232 95
1408L8 4/19 95
8T26 225
ICL 7208 • 3 95
ICL 7107 3Vi Dig A/0 , 1 95
ICL 8211 Volt Ret 1 95
LM1877 Dual 2W Amp 195
LM390 Ball Op Audio Amp 1 75
LM1830 Fluid Detector 1 95
LM1850 Ground Fault IC 1 75
LM 1800 PL L FM Stereo 2 25
LM1820 AM Radio 125
LM291 7 Freq to Voltage 225
MK5014 Calculator IC 95
75451/52/53 10/2 50
8T20 Bidirector one shot 3 49
MH0025 or MH0026 Mos Driver 2 50
8223 Prom 2 95
LF 1 3508 JFET Anlog Multi 8 ch ft 95MCM 1 4505 64 bit CMOS RAM 8 95
LF356H JFET Input OP Amp 1 25
MC68488 IEE I/O

1 9 95
MC10147 128 x 1 ECL RAM 995
2114L 450ns 1Kx4 100 4» 4 75 ea

DISCOUNT COMPUTER
CORNER
Apple II/16K
Compucolor II

Exidy
Soroc IQ 140

'.?08

ill

Centronics S-1
TI 810 Pri-

Commodore PET

Imsai w/22 siots'32K

Houston Digital Plotter

Okidata 1 10 w'TF RS232
Ok.data 22 w/TF RS232

ilfvl

fvt t

Discount Computer
Cash Credit Card

$104500 $106500
Contact sales desk
Contact sales desk

1495 00
4599 00
550 00
00

5499 00
475 00
525 00
1895 00
1195 00
495 00
299 00
775 00
00

599 00

00
'00

1495 00
4699 00
562 00
551 00

5561 00
48700
539 00
1925 00
1230 00
51200

i00
795 00

' rrtai • Meat .i.-<>

999 00

179 00

299 00
249 00
37500
24900

999 00

2810 00
Same

Same

Same
Same
Same

P. O. BOX 173.29 Irvine, California 92713 New Phone (714) 558-8813
TWX: 910595 1565

Retail Store Open Mon. - Sat.
Located at 1310 "B" E. Edinger
Santa Ana, CA 92705

t^ Reader Service—see page 1 79
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BUY FROM TH BIGGEST
4#r

<??& $750

P€T
• 14K ROM, 8K RAM
• Fast Microsoft BASIC
• Integral Tape & CRT
• Graphics & Lower case
• Real-time clock
• IEEE and Parallel I/O

The most computer value you can buy in a single box,

the PET is a complete system. It's our most popular

computer.

»

»

1

1

--»-.—
-I

A Home Computer A A Video Game in a Single Unit!

INTERACT Model One
14 FREE CASSETT
8K-S499 16K-S599

Worth $294.

THE PET
CONNECTION
SECOND CASSETTE FOR PET$95
This peripheral from Commodore gives

you the ability to use one tape deck tor

input and one tor output to copy tiles

update records etc

Beeper — PET controlled

beep $24 95
Petunia — Play music from
your PET $29 95

Video Buffer — Output for

second monitor $29 95
Combo — Petunia/Video
Buffer combined $49 95

LOW COST
PRINTER

k FOR

..>
PET

$395

This KSR-33 has been completely refurbished and an interface has been added to

allow connection to the PET parallel port We supply a program with the documenta-

tion which allows you to print what is on the screen of the PET

Hazeltine
1400

\U S*°
C

$749.00
Now a 5th Generation
in Terminals:

Introductory Sale Price —
S^lmmediate Delivery

• 24 x 80 display
• RS-232C interface
• 110 to 9600 Baud
• 12" CRT Monitor
• Remote screen control
• Uses 8048 microprocessor
• State-of-the-art design

Hazeltine 1500 full of features $1165
Hazeltine 1510 with buffer logic $1325
Hazeltine 1520 with printer interface $1585

SUPER SALE — S-100 MPA gives your

PET complete control of the S-100 bus
(even DMA) Get an assembled unit at

kit price Was $279 95 NOW $189 95

RS-232 Modem Interfaces for PET

Originate Answerback
DAA Modem $320

Dual Port RS-232
Bidirectional Interface $280

Single Port RS-232
Bidirectional Interface $240

Cabinet for above interfaces $35
Serial Printer Interface with

case (output only) $169

Rockwell

AIM65
• Fully assembled tested and warranteed

• Addressing to 65K. oytes (1K HAM on

board)

• Includes onboard
• Powerful 4K ROM Debug Monitor

• Sockets tor additional 4K RAM 16K ROM
• 20 Col ASCII Thermal printer 1 90

lines mm )

• Full til* (54 key) Alphanumeric

keyboard
• 20 char ASCII Alphanumeric display

• Application Conn tor TTY 2 casset-

tes. 2 8 big 1/0 ports

• Eipansion Conn (try our KIMSI

S 100 board)

• Both connectors totally KIM 1 com

palible

• Easy Power connections (£ r^~7 t=
)

Options — 4K ROM Assembler Test

Editor

8K Basic ROM

SORCERER

for $895

Color graphics on your TV
• Music and sound synthesizer

• Built-in cassette tape drive

• Large 53-key keyboard
• Two joysticks included

• Edu BASIC cassette includrd

• 8080 Microprocessor
• 8K RAM 2K ROM
If you can t decide between a

sophisticated video game and a

home computer then the Inter

act Model One is for you Hook it

to your color TV and you ve got

both' You can play one of the

games which are included tree

or you can load Edu-BASIC and

write your own games
Best of all you get over $294

worth of tree cassettes

Z SO Processor

Full in* ASCII keyboard

Uni definable character*

Up to 32k on board RAM
Interchangeable ROM PAC»

i 30 « 64 display

i Resident 4K Monitor ROM
i Dual Cassette I O
• Serial and Parallel I O
> Complete Operators Manual

> Only M9S

MICROSOFT^
For a limited time we are offering In-

teract s new floating point BASIC by

Microsoft free with the purchase of a

16K Interact Model 1 This saves you

$49 95 and gives you the most BASIC
programming power available in a

computer this size Offer good tor or-

ders received before April 31. 1978.

please mention this ad when ordering

Top value m our catalog simply add

a monitor and tape decks to com-
plete the system Can be used as a

terminal Later ROM PACs will offer

Z 80 Assembly Language APL
PILOT Word Processing and a DOS
PAC tor disk based FORTRAN and

COBOL What a system for $895

Sorcerer BK M95
Sorcerer 16K $115"

Sorcerer 32K $1395

16K Expansion $299

opple II

mm
***€^

The most powerful computer you can attach to your TV

NCE/CompuMart now carries the popular Apple

II microcomputer system. It easily attaches to

any TV and can be used for either business or

games. To see why the Apple II continues to be

the leader in TV-display computers, write for

more information.

$1195
$1795
$ 595

$ 495

16K Apple II Computer
48K Apple II Computer
Disk Drive & Controller

Second Disk Drive only

X

Compueolorll

Model 3 8K RAM $1,495.

Model 4 16K RAM $1,795

Model 5 32K RAM $1,995

28 Double lunclion

ktypad including up to

24 Special tunctions

Easy to met) 6 digit

hsi ltd display

KIM 1 hardware com
patibiiity

> 6502 based system

i 4K byte ROM resident

monitor and operatinq

system
Single 5 voll power

• IK bytes ol 211* static

RAM on sockets pro

vided lor immediate
eipansion lo 4K bytes

• Enhanced software

SYM-1
From Synertek

Standard interlaces in

elude
• Audio Cassette Re

corder Interlace with

Remote Control

• Full Oupiei 20mA
Teletype Interlace

- System Eipansion
Bus Interlace

- TV Controller Board

Interlace
• CRT Compatible In

leitaea
• SO I lines m the

basic system

$269.00

SM-t'

Table-top
DatellSelectric
Terminals «?»5

WORKING

NCE/CompuMart >.e.

1250 North Main Street, Department KB49 ^n?
P.O. Box 8610 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107

(313)

994-3200
Jusl say charge it' Which card 7

10 DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE
• 90 day manufacturers warranty
• Newest, most exciting products in per-

sonal computing
• Outstanding values
• All items fully assembled and tested

unless otherwise stated.

• Send for our catalog for more detailed

product information.

I -

• Beautiful 128 « 128 color graphics

• 4K Graphlca RAM
• 1SK ROM with Dlek BASIC

• Built-in 51 K mini floppy

• RS-232 Interface

• Full alze keyboard

• Preprogrammed diskettes avail

KTM-2
A new concept
in terminals

Only $349.00
Synertek s unique new terminal looks

like a keyboard but it contains all the

logic to display 24 lines ot 40 charac-

ters Upper Lower case and 128 special

graphic characters may be output to a

monitor (or TV with RF modulator)

Local editing (erase line or screen) ad-

dressable cursor, scrolling, wrap-
around, auto-repeat, optional interlace

and baud rates to 9600 make this your

best buy in terminal boards

New Acoustic Coupler

$159
NCE Compumart Inc breaks the

price barrier with a new 300 baud

RS-232C acoustic coupler For only

S1 59 you get an assembled, tested

stand alone unit which accepts the

standard telephone handset for

full or half duplex operation Com
plete with power supply and carrier

detect light the unit is housed in an

attractive case tor desk top use

$235.

SANYO
MONITOR
VM4209 9 quality monitor §1*4

KIM-1
The original fully expandable single

board computer
Assembled

$179.95
with power supply

$214..95
EXPAND YOUR KIM
SYSTEM:
KIM SI

KIM to S-100 Board

Assembled $169

Connector Set 15

KIM 4

Expansion board 89.95

MICRO TECH POWER SUPPLY
Assembled $34 95

KIM ENCLOSURE
Give your KIM a professional appear

ance No alterations required sturdy

Kyde> 100 Black

$23.50

Single board

VIDEO TERMINAL
by XITEX

1 6 Ln x 64 chr display 1 28 printable

characters, software UART (ASCII

or Baudot) 3 serial interfaces &
cassette I/O. true composite video.

TTL compatible, easy power con-

nection

Assembled & testedNOW $187

.<*»

PROGRRMMCR
Hexadecimal
calculator converter ^sAj

Reg $59.95 * $49.95

• Michigan residents add 4% sales tax • Foreign

order (except Canada) add 10% additional han-

dling (U.S. currency only) • P.O.'s accepted from

D&B rated companies— shipment contingent upon

receipt of signed purchase order • Phones open

from 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. EST Monday-Friday, 10:00

a.m. -5:00 p.m. Saturdays • Open accounts

invited—call for credit application • Most items in

stock for immediate shipment—call for delivery

quotation • Sorry—no C.O.D.'s • All prices subject

to change without notice. • In the Ann Arbor area?

Retail store open 11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Tuesday-

Friday, 10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Saturdays (closed

Sunday & Monday)
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ANALOG
DEVICES

Two-Terminal IC

Temperature Transducer

Two terminal l.C. Temperature Transducer

ANALOG DEVICES AD590J is a two terminal device
producing an output current proportional to absolute

temperature. Laser triming produces 9°C maximum error

without external calibration. Calibration can reduce
maximum error to only + 2°C over -55° to +I50°C range.
Sensitivity is luA/°K. Use with +4 to +30V supply as
input to digital meter in thermometer applications. Excell-
ent for remote applications due to the very high impedance.
Comes in TO-52 metal can.
AD590J $3.49
Specs and Application sheets 80

MC 1 41 3P (ULN2003A) Hex Darlington $ 1.59
THM-6073B TO-220 Heat Sink 5/$ 1 .00
MCI44I JP Baud Rate generator $1 1 .98
1 .843 Crystal for MC1441

1 $ 4.' 95
MM57109 Number Cruncher $18.95
Hll F3 Opto-Fet Linear Isolator $ 1 95
CA3130E Bi MOS OP Amp ..., $ 1

'27

CA3140E Bi MOS OP Amp .'

$ [57
40673 Popular dual gate FET $ 1 .01
MM5865N Universal Timer l.C $ 9^75
CSC 500 MHz prescaler $59.95
B and K 2800 3£ Digit DVM $99.95
B and K Dual Tracer Scope Model 1432 $750.00

(FOB Phoenix)

MK5102 (N)-5 Touch Tone Receiver l.C $34.95
600ohm to 600ohm C .T . Xfmr $ 1 .95
3.579545 Color Burst Xtal $ 1.75

Tri-Tek is a Stocking Distributor for factory direct

lines of components, tools and equipment. Be sure

to get our big catalog I

ADEL
ANTRONICS
AP PRODUCTS
AVA
B&K PRECISION
CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORP.
DATAK
DIXON
EZ HOOK
EDSYN
GRI
HAYDEN
HUNTER
ICO RALLY
IEE

KEYSTONE

3- TERMINAL VOLTAGE REGULATORS
TRI-TEK hoi become a major source for the 7800 and 7900 series

3-rerminol regulotort in TO-220 package. Thau PRIME ports

ore factory first quoliry ! ! At these prices, you can't afford re-

resred fall outs. Available in the following voltage*. Last 2

digits indicate voltage

7805

7806
7808

7812

7815

7818
7824

POSITIVE
Icwe&tPticeA

Output

Gnd

GndInput

Pleat* order regulators by part n umber j.

50. 79XX (neg) $1.10. 5/$5

Socket Center

>4limnii

Texa;
Low Profile DIP Solder Toil

so .
1 " centers I

1-24

SKT-0802 8 pin 7TT
SKT-1402 14 pin .18 .18 .15
SKT-1602 16 pin .20 .19 .17
SKT-1802 18 pin .26 .25 .24
SKT-2002 20 pin .32 .31 .29
SKT-2202 22 pin .35 .34 .33
SKT-2402 24 pin .35 .34 .33
SKT-2802 28 pin .43 .42 .41
SKT-4002 40 pin .59 .57 .55

Instruments
(Tin). End/side stackoble

25-99 100-999 1000-Up
TT4~ 7T2 H13~^

.135

.150

.185

.210

.235

.250

.300

.430

78P05SC 5V 10A TO-3 Reg

21 L02-4 (MM2102AN-4L 450nS)
Z80CPU l.C

Z80ACPU l.C

Z80CTC l.C.

Z80ACTC l.C

Z80PIO l.C

Z80APIO l.C.

25 Pin RS-232 connector Male
25 Pin RS-232 connector Female
DB-51226 Hood for RS-232 connector
D-2041 8 Screw Lock assembly
4801 4KX1 Static RAM $8.95, 8/
4804 1 KX4 Static RAM $8.95, 8/

$12.95

$ 1.44

$20.00

$28.00

$11.00

$16.00

$11.00

$16.00

$2.25

$3.25

$ 1.39

$ 1.19

$60.00

$60.00

MICRO PROCESSOR COMPATIBLE A/D CONVERTERS
National Semi ADC3511 and 3711 are CMOS monolithic
A/D converters. Pluse modulation analog-to-digital con-
version is used and requires no external precision com-
ponents except the reference voltage.

Single 5 volt operation. Opsration with an isolated
supply allows conversion of either polarity. Sign is auto-
matically determined and indicated on the sign pin.

The ADC351 1 and 371 1 have been designed to provide
address BCD data and are intended for use with micro
processors and other digital systems. BCD digits are
selected on demand via 2 Digit Select inputs. Digit
Select inputs are latched. Start conversion input and
conversion complete output are included on both types.
FEATURES

.Single 5V Supply

.ADC3511 3£ digits (0 to + 1999 counts)

.ADC371 1 33/4 digits (0 to + 3999 counts)

.Addressed BCD Outputs

.Easily interfaced to micro processor

.TTL compatible

ADC-3511 (3-1/2 digit) $12.95
ADC-371 1 (3-3/4 digit) $14.95
Spec for both parts 80

POWER OP AMP
250mA output current capability. Operates on as
low as 3V. Input parameters are programmable for

system optimizing. Electronic shut down allows
output to float. Packaged in 8 pin mini-dip.
LM13080N $i .94

Specs and applications 60

TRITEH

3 LEVEL WIRE WRAP GOLD
Sockets include features most desired by the electronics
industry - gold over nickel plating, closed entry - re-
movable covers and replaceable pins.

SKT-O800
SKT-1400

SKT-1600
SKT-1800

SKT-2000

SKT-2200
SKT-2400

SKT-2800

SKT-4000

8 pin

14 pin

16 pin

16 pin

20 pin.

22 pin

24 pin

28 pin

40 pin

1-9

.34

.36

.68

.90

.93

.95

1.20

1.53

10-24 25-99
~3S~ T37~
.33

.35

.67

.86

.90

.89

1.04

1.45

.32

.34

.57

.74

.80

.78

.99

1.35

100-999

.32

.30

.32

.52

.67

.70

.72

.92

1.19

DIP PLUGS

Use for mounting diodes, resistors, jumpers, etc.
Gold plated ports for ease of soldering and reliability.

PLUGS

8 pin

14 pin

16 pin

24 pin

40 pin

1-24

.43

.45

.47

.75

1.20

2549
.39

.40

.46

.70

1.05

5099
.38

.37

.45

.67

1.02

COVERS
1-24

.10

.10

.10

.15

.25

2599
.09
.09

.09

.13

.22

Jumper Kits for .025 Square Posts*

All material for making jumpers for

quick circuit changes and proto-
typing. Use for breadboard ing,
trouble shooting, field modifications.
Fits standard IC socket wire/wrap
posts. Excellent wiping action on
gold plated box contacts.

Kit contain 10 box contacts, heat
shrinkable sleeving, and 5 feet of wire plus instruction
sheet.

JCK-5I0I.... (5 double jumpers) $2. 75, 4 kits/$l0.00

uDP416 16K Dynamic RAM (200nS) 8/ $144.00
uDP416 16K Dynamic RAM (300nS) 8/ $1 28!oO
6502 uProcessor

$1 95

VECTOR
LMB
MOLEX (WALDOM)
OK TOOL
PANAVISE
PCP
POSITRONICS
HOWARD SAMS
H.H. SMITH
SPECO
TAB
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
THERMALLOY
UNGAR
WALDOM
WAHL
WELCON

Dozens of others-too many to list here and adding

more each issue.

TL497C SWITCHING REGULATOR
Switching regulator chip can convert from one
voltage to another-either up or down I ! Use
this one to get positive or negative 12V from

your +5V supp\y for those MOS parts. Starting

with anywhere from +4.5V to + 12V you can
get from +30V down to -25V out. Adjustable
output at up to 500mA. We are offering the

chip plus a miniature inductor needed for the

converter and spec sheet for only $9.50.
TL497C + inductor+spec $9.50

T TRITEH *^T1
7808 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
(602) 995-9352

Charge card telephone orders ($20 mm.) will be
accepted 9-5:30 P.M. except weekends.

Telephone 995-9352. No collect calls please.

For pnmium shipping (first class, special handling, etc.! a
add extre. Excess will be refunded

e
Please give street address tor UPS shipping when possible.

COO. NO parcel post CO O.
UPS COO. Add 85* to order.

Any correspondence not connected with your order.
please use separate sheet and include SASE (or reply.

Claims tor shortages or damaged material must be made
within 10 days of receipt of package.

Prices are subiect to change without notice W. S. DOLLARS ONLY)

Any refunds will be by check, not credit vouchers.

If we should be temporarily out of stock on any item, it

will be pieced on beck order. If we cennot ship m 30
days, you will be notified of the expected shipping data
end furnished with a postage paid card with which to
cancel your order if desired.

Terms. Check, money order, credit card. Net 30 deys to
rated firms, schools and government agencies.

Claims for defective material must be made within 60 days
of receipt of parcel. Claim must include invoice number.
data & defective parts

ARIZONANS ADO 5% TAX

Shipping and Handing
US and CANAOA AOO S\
Other countries add 1 5%

(Minimum omoeh u s t io ooi
(FOREIGN $15 001

l^ Reader Service—see page 1 79
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SYM-1, 6502-BASED MICROCOMPUTER
FULLY-ASSEMBLED AND COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SYSTEM that's

ready-to-use

ALL LSI IC'S ARE IN SOCKETS
28 DOUBLE-FUNCTION KEYPAD INCLUDING UP TO 24 "SPECIAL"

FUNCTIONS
EASY-TO-VIEW 6-DIGIT HEX LED DISPLAY

KIM-1* HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY

The powerful 6502 8-Bit MICROPROCESSOR whose advanced

architectural features have made it one of the largest selling "micros"

on the market today.

THREE ONBOARD PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMERS available to

the user, expandable to five on-board.

4K BYTE
#
ROM RESIDENT MONITOR and Operating Programs.

Single 5 Volt power supply is all that is required.

IK BYTES OF 2114 STATIC RAM onboard with sockets provided for

immediate expansion to 4K bytes onboard, with total memory expan-

sion to 65, 536 bytes.

USER PROM/ROM: The system is equipped with 3 PROM/ROM ex-

pansion sockets for 2316/2332 ROMs or 2716 EPROMs

ENHANCED SOFTWARE with simplified user interface

STANDARD INTERFACES INCLUDE:

—Audio Cassette Recorder Interface with Remote Control (Two

modes: 135 Baud KIM-1* compatible, Hi-Speed 1500 Baud)

— Full duplex 20mA Teletype Interface

—System Expansion Bus Interface

—TV Controller Board Interface

—CRT Compatible Interface (RS-232)

APPLICATION PORT: 15 Bi-directional TTL Lines for user applications

with expansion capability for added lines

EXPANSION PORT FOR ADD-ON MODULES (51 I/O Lines included in

the basic system)

SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY connector for easy disconnect of the d-c

power

AUDIBLE RESPONSE KEYPAD

QUALITY EXPANSION BOARDS DESIGNED

Synertek has enhanced KIM-1 * software as well as the hardware. Th

software has simplified the user interface. The basic SYM-1 system

programmed in machine language. Monitor status is easily accessibl

and the monitor gives the keypad user the same full functional capabi

ty of the TTY user. The SYM-1 has everything the KIM-1* has to offe

plus so much more that we cannot begin to tell you here. So, if you wa-

to know more, the SYM-1 User Manual is available, separately.

SYM-1 Complete w/manoals $269.00

SYM-1 User Manual Only 7.00

SYM-1 Expansion Kit 75.00

Expansion includes 3K of 21 14 RAM chips and 1-6522 I/O chip.

SYM-1 Manuals: The well organized documentation package is co

plete and easy-to-understand.

SYM-1 CAN GROW AS YOU GROW. Its the system to BUILD-ON. I

pansion features that are soon to be offered:

8K Basic ROM (Microsoft Basic) $159.00

KnVI-2 (Complete terminal less monitor) 349.00

SPECIFICALLY FOR KIM-1, SYM-1 & AIM 65

These boards are set up for use with a regulated power supply such as the one below, but, provisions have been made so that you can add

onboard regulators for use with an unregulated power supply. But, because of unreliability, we do not recommend the use of onboard

regulators. All I.C.'s are socketed for ease of maintenance. All boards carry full 90-day warranty.

All products that we manufacture are designed to meet or exceed industrial standards. All components are first qualtiy and meet full

manufacturer's specifications. All this and an extended burn-in is done to reduce the normal percentage of field failures by up to 75 /o^To you

this means the chance of inconvenience and lost time due to a failure is very rare; but, if it should happen, we guarantee a turn-around time ot

less than forty-eight hours for repair.

Our money back guarantee: If, for any reason you wish to return any board that you have purchased directly from us within ten (10) days after

receipt, complete, in original condition, and in original shipping carton; we will give you a complete credit or refund less a $10.00 restock.ng

charge per board. -

VAK-1 8-SLOT MOTHERBOARD
This motherboard uses the KIM-4* bus structure. It provides eight (8)

expansion board sockets with rigid card cage. Separate jacks for audio

cassette, TTY and power supply are provided. Fully buffered bus.

VAK-1 Motherboard $129.00
^^^_^^^_^—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—^^^»

VAK-2/4 16K STATIC RAM BOARD
This board using 2114 RAMs is configured in two (2) separately

addressable 8K blocks with individual write-protect switches.

VAK-2 16K RAM Board with only $239.00
8K of RAM ( Vi populated)

VAK-3 Complete set of chips to $175.00
expand above board to 16K

VAK-4 Fully populated 16K RAM $379.00

VAK-5 2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER
This board requires a +5 VDC and +12 VDC, but has a DC to DC

multiplyer so there is no need for an additional power supply,

software is resident in on-board ROM, and has a zero-insertion socke|

VAK-5 2708 EPROM Programmer $269.00

VAK-6 EPROM BOARD
This board will hold 8K of 2708 or 2758, or 16K of 2716 or 25

EPROMs. EPROMs not included.

VAK-6 EPROM Board $129.00

VAK-7 COMPLETE FLOPPY-DISK SYSTEM (May 79)

VAK-8 PROTYPING BOARD
This board allows you to create your own interfaces to plug into t

motherboard. Etched circuitry is provided for regulators, address aj

data bus drivers; with a large area for either wire-wrapped or solden

IC circuitry. *****
VAK-8 Protyping Board $49.00

POWER SUPPLIES

ALL POWER SUPPLIES are totally enclosed with grounded enclosures for safety, AC power cord, and carry a full 2-year warranty.

FULL SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY

This power supply will handle a microcomputer and up to 65K of our KIM-1 * Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1 .2 Amps

VAK-4 RAM. ADDITIONAL FEATURES ARE: Over voltage Protection on 5 and +12 VDC @ .1 Amps
volts, fused, AC on/off switch. Equivalent to units selling for $225.00 or KCP-1 Power Supply $41.50

more.
Provides +5 VDC <§> 10 Amps & +12 VDC @ 1 Amp SYM-1 Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.4 Amps

VAK-EPS Power Supply $125.00 VCP-1 Power Supply

*KIM is a product of MOS Technology

$41.50

ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

2967 W. Fairmount Avenue
Phoenix AZ 8501

7

(602)265-7564

master charge i

Prices in effect Nov.
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WAMECO
THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE S-100 BUSS

* FPB-1 FRONT PANEL BOARD * EPM.2 16K or 32K BYTE EPROM
Hex Displays, IMSAI Replaceable $50.00 2708 or 2176 interchangeable $30 00

* FDC-1 FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER BOARD * qMB.9 9 SLOT MOTHER BOARD
Controls up to 8 Discs $45.00 Terminated $35.00

* MEM-1A 8K BYTE 2102 RAM Board ....$30.00 *QMB-12 12 SLOT MOTHER BOARD
* MEM-2 16K BYTE 2114 RAM Board ....$30.00 Terminated $40.00

*CPU-1 8080A CPU Board * RTC REALTIME CLOCK
With Vector Interrupt $30.00 Programmable Interrupts $30.00

*EPM-1 4K BYTE 1702A EPROM $30.00

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD
IO BOARD WITH CASSETTE INTERFACE.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

»xW22 W7J7C /nC. WAMECO INC. 3107 LANEVIEW DR., SAN JOSE, CA 95137

357
FORMERLY CYBERCOM/SOUD STME MUSIC.

CB-1 8080 Processor Board. 2K of PROM 256 BYTE
RAM power on/rest Vector Jump Parallel port with
status. Kit $125.95 PCBD $28.95
MB-6A Basic 8KX8 ram uses 2102 type rams S-100
buss. Kit 450 NSEC $12395 PCBD $24 95
MB-7 16KX8. Static RAM uses UP410 Protection.
fully buffered KIT $299 95
MB-8A 2708 EROM Board. S-100, 8K8X or 16KX8

[kit without PROMS $75.00 PCBD $28 95
lMB-9 4KX8 RAM/PROM Board uses 2112 RAMS or
82S129 PROM kit without RAMS or PROMS $72 00
IO-2 S-100 8 bit parallel /IO port, ft of boards is for
kludging. Kit $46 00 PCBD $26.95
IO-4 Two serial I/O ports with full handshaking

1
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel I/O ports
Kit $130.00 PCBD $26.95

JVB-1B 64 x 16 video board, upper lower case Greek,
composite and parallel video with software S-100
Kit $125 00 PCBD $26.95
Aitair Compatible Mother Board. 11 xiv? x 'a"
[Board only $39 95 With 15 connectors $94 95
lExtended Board full size Board only $ 9 49
IWith connector $13.45

|SP-1 Synthesizer Board S-100
PCBD $42.95 KIT $13595

•wmc inc. WAMECO INC

|82S23
I2S123
I2S126
J2S129
J2S130
I2S131
IMI6330

IM5600
IM5603
IM5604
IM5610
IM5623
M5624

$1.50 PRIME SUPPORT
1 50 8080A
195 8212
195 8214
395 8224
3 95 L2114 (450 NSEC)
1 50 L2114 (250 NSEC)
1 50 2102A-2L
195 2102A-4L
3 95 2708 450 NSEC
150 1702A-6
195 4116 (Apple RAM)
J 3J Q

$ 9 95
3 25
650
349
7 25
799
1.60

1.25
895
350
1295

/ 89.95

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will drive
shugart, pertek, remic 5" & 8" drives up to 8 drives,
on board PROM with power boot up, will operate
with CPM (not inclulded).
PCBD $4295

FPB-1 Front Panel (Finnally) AMSAI size hex dis-
plays. Byte or instruction single step
PCBD $42.95

MEM 1 8KX8 fully buffered. S-100, uses 2102 type
rams PCBD $24.95
OM-12 MOTHER BOARD. 13 slot, terminated. S-100
board only $34.95
CPU-1 8080A Processor board S-100 with 8 level
vector interrupt PCBD $25 95
RTC-1 Realtime clock board. Two independent in-

terrupts. Software programmable PCBD $25.95
EPM-1 1702A 4K Eprom card PCBD $25.95
EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K
EPROM CARD PCBD $24.95
QM-9 MOTHER BOARD Short Version of QM-12.
9 Slots PCBD $30.95
MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered
2114 Board PCBD $25 95
16K RAM BOARD by HWE fully buffered, bank se-
lect standard to IEE buss gold fingers, solder mask,
plated thru holes, silk screened PCBD $25 95
KLUDGE BOARD by HWE for S-100 glass epoxy
over 2600 plated through holes. 4 regulators with
CAPS all S-100 functions labeled, gold fingers
PCBD $29.95mm

419 Portofino Drive
San Carlos, California 94070

Please send for IC. Xistor

and Computer pans list

APRIL SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS

(charge cards not included on this offer)

WAMECO REAL TIME CLOCK BOARD. Kit with
all factory marked parts $54 95
PCBD $23.95
4Kx8 EPROM. Fully buffered with Intel 1702A.
Kit $74.86

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBDS
MEM-2 with MIKOS #7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC $235 95
MEM-2 with MIKOS #13 16K ram
with L2114 250 NSEC $269.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS #1 450 NSEC 8K
RAM $123.95
CPU-1 with MIKOS #2 8080A CPU 89.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS #3 250 NSEC 8K
RAM 144.95
QM-12 with MIKOS #4 13 slot mother
board 89.95
RTC-1 with MIKOS #5 real time clock 60.95
VB-1B with MIKOS #6 video board less
molex connectors 99.95
EMP-1 with MIKOS #10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS 49.95
EPM-2 with MIKOS #11 16-32K EPROMS
less EPROMS 59.95
OM-9 with MIKOS #12 9 slot mother
board 75.00

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY PRIME
PARTS KITS INCLUDE ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED
FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED ALL SOCKETS
INCLUDED

VISA or MASTERCHARGE. Send account number, interbank
number, expiration date and sign your order. Approx. postage
will be added. Check or money order will be sent post paid in
U S If you are not a regular customer, please use charge,
cashier's check or postal money order. Otherwise there will
be a two-week delay for checks to clear. Calif, residents add
6% tax Money back 30 day guarantee We cannot accept re-
turned IC's that have been soldered to. Prices subject to
change without notice. $10 minimum order. $1.50 service charge
on orders less than $10.00.
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f*H!P
7400 TTL

SN740ON 16

SN7401N 18

SN7402N 18

SN7403N 18

SN7404N 18

SN7405N .20

SN7406N 29

SN7407N 29

SN7408N 20

SN7409N 20

SN7410N 18

SN7411N 25

SN7412N 25

SN7413N 40

SN7414N 70

SN7416N 25

SN7417N 25

SN7420N 20

SN7421N 29

SN7422N 39

SN7423N 25

SN7425N 29

SN7426N 29

SN7427N 25

SN7429N 39

SN7430N 20

SN7432N 25

SN7437N 25

SN7438N 25

SN7439N 25

SN7440N 20

SN7441N 89

SN7442N 49

SN7443N .75

SN7444N .75

SN7445N 75

SN7446N 69

SN7447N 59

SN7448N 79

SN7450N 20

SN74S1N 20

SN7453N .20

SN7454N .20

SN7459A 25

SN7460N 20

20% Discount 100

CD4000 23

CD4001 23

CD4002 23

C04006 1 19

CD4007 25

CD4009 49

CD4010 49

CD4011 23

CD4012 25

CD4013 39

C04014 1 39

CD4015 1.11

CD4016 49

CD4017 1 19

C04018 99

CD4019 49

CD4020 1.19

CD4021 1 39

CD4022 1 19

CD4023 23

CO4024 79

CD4025 23

CD4026 225
CD4027 69

SN7470N

SN7472N

SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N

SN7480N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N

SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N
SN74100N
SN74107N
SN74109N
SN74116N
SN74121N
SN74122N
SN74123N
SN74125N
SN74126N

SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74141N
SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74148N

SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74152N
SN74153N
SN74154N
SN74155N
SN74156N
SN74157N

29

29

35

35

49

35

500
50

99

59

79

35

1 75

45

59

43

43

65

65

65

300
89

35

59

1 95

35

39

49

49

49

75

75

79

295
295
295
79

1 95

1 29

89

59

59

59

99
79

79

65

1/77/5/

SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N

SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N

SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74186N
SN74188N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N
SN74193N
SN74194N

SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N
SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74S200

SN74251N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN74284N
SN74285N
SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N
SN74393N

89

89

1 95

89

89

89

1 25

1 95

1 59

6.00

1 25

89

79

79

.79

1 95

79

1 95

79

1 95

1 95

995
3 95

1 25

1 25

79

79

89

69

89

89

1 49

1 49

495
1 79

79

225
395
395
69

69

69

69

1 95

1 95

combined order 25% -1000 pet combined order

C/MOS
CD4028

CD4029
CD4030
CD4035
CD4040

CD4041

C04042
CD4043

CD4044

CD4046

CD4047

CD4048

CD4049

CD4050
CD4051

CD4053

CD4056
CD4059

CD4060
CD4066
CD4068

CD4069

89

1 19

49

99

1.19

1 25

99

89

89

1.79

250
1 35

49

49

1 19

1.19

2 95

995
1.49

79

39

45

74C00

74C02

74C04

74C08

74C10

74C14

74C20

74C30

74C42

74C48

74C73

.££74.

39

39

39

49

39

1 95

39

39

1.95

249
89

89

74C00
74C85

74C90

74C93

74C95

74C107

74C151

74C154

74C157

74C160

74C161

249
1 95

1.95

1.95

1.25

290
300
2 15

2 49

2 49

78MG
LM106H
LM300H
LM301CN/H
LM302H
LM304H
LM305H
LM307CN/H
LM308CN/H
LM309H
LM309K
LM310CN
LM311NH
LM312H
LM317K
LM318CN/H
LM319N
LM320K-5
LM320K-5.2

LM320K-12
LM320K-15

LM320K-18

LM320K-24
LM320T-5

LM320T-52
LM320T-8

LM320T-12
LM320T-15

LM320T-18
LM320T-24

LM323K-5

LM324N
LM339N
LM340K-5

LM340K-6

LM340K-8
LM340K-12
LM340K-15

1 75

99

80

35

75

1.00

60

35

1.00

1.10

1 25

1 15

90

1 95

650
1 50

1.30

1.35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

595
1 80

99

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

LINEAR
LM340K-18

LM340K-24

LM340T-5
LM340T-6
LM340T-8
LM340T-12

LM340T-15

LM340T-18
LM340T-24

LM358N
LM370N
LM373N
LM377N
LM380N
LM380CN
LM381N
LM382N
NE501N
NE510A

NE529A

NE531H/V

NE536T

NE540L
NE544N

NE550N

NE555V

NE556N
NE560B

NE561B
NE562B

NE565N/H

NE566CN
NE567V/H

NE570N
LM703CN/H
LM709N/H

1 35

1 35

1 25

1 25

1 25
1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 00

1 95

325
400
1 25

99
1 79

1 79

800
600
495
395
600
600
4 95

1 30

39

99

500
500
500
1 25

1.75

99

4 95

69
29

74LS00

74LS01

74LS02
74LS03
74LS04

74LS05
74LS08

74LS09
74LS10

74LS11

74LS13

74LS14

74LS15

74LS20

74LS21

74LS22

74LS26

74LS27

74LS28

74LS30

74LS32

74LS37

74LS40

74LS42

23

23

23

23

29

29

23

29

23

60

49

99

29

23

29

29

29

29

29

23

29

.35

29

69

74LS00TTL
74LS47

74LS51
74LS54

74LS55

74LS73

74LS74

74LS75

74LS76

74LS78
74LS83

74LS85

74LS86

74LS90

74LS92

74LS93

74LS95

74LS96

74LS107

74LS109

74LS112

74LS123

74LS125

74LS132

74LS136

69

23
23

23

35

35

49

35

39

75

99
35

49

59

59

79

89

35

35

35

99

69

79

39

CD4070

CD4071

CO4072

CD4076

CD4081

CD4082

CD4093
CD4098

MC 14409

MC14410
MC14411

MC14419
MC 14433

MC 14506

MC14507
MC14562
MC14583
CO4508

CD4510
CD451

1

CD4515

CD4518
CD4520

C04566

55

23

49

1 39

23

23

99

249
14 95

14 95

1495
4 95

1995
75

99

14 50

350
395
1 39

1 29

2 95

1 29

1 29

2 25

74C163

74C164

74C173

74C192

74C193

74C195

74C922

74C923

74C925

74C926

80C95

80C97

249
249
260
249
249
249
595
625
895
895
1 50

1 50

LM710N
LM711N
LM723NH
LM733N
LM739N
LM741CN/H
LM741-14N
LM747N/H
LM748N H

LM1310N
LM1458CN/H
MC1488N
MC1489N
LM1496N
LM1556V
MC1741SCP
LM2111N
LM2901N
LM3053N
LM3065N

79

39

55

1 00

1.19

35

39

79

39

295
59

1 39

1 39

95

1 75

300
1 95

295
1 50

1 49

LM3900N(3401) 49

LM3905N
LM3909N
MC5558V
8038B

LM75450N
75451CN

75452CN

75453CN

75454CN

75491CN
75492CN

75493N

75494CN

RC4136
RC4151

RC4194
RC4195

ameco
ELECTRONICS

i .! JAMKS H.H TKusH v

Regulated Power Supply

Kits
4 Digit Clock Kit

* Uses LM 309K
* Heat sink provided

* P.C. board construction

* Provides a solid 1 amp @ 5V

* Includes components, hardware

and instructions

* Size: 3 1/2" x 5" x 2" high

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPS

AY-5-9100 Push Button Telephone Dialler

AY-5-9200 Repertory Dialler

AY-5-9500 CMOS Clock Generator

AY-5-2376 Keyboard Encoder (88 keysl

HD0165 Keyboard Encoder (16 keys)

74C922 Keyboard Encoder (16 keys)

$1495
14.95

495
14.95

7.95

595

JE200 5v lamp *14.95
ALSO AVAILABLE:
JE900 - Digital Stopwatch kit $39.95

JE701 - 6 Digit Clock kit $19.95

* Bright .357" ht. red display

* Sequential flashing colon

* 12 or 24 hour operation

* Extruded aluminum case (black)

* Pressure switches for hours, minutes and hold functions

* Includes all components, case and wall transformer

* Silt: 3-1/4" *1 3/4" x 1-1/4"

ICM7045
ICM7205
ICM7207
ICM7208
ICM7209

JE730 *14.95

JE2206B Function Generator $19.95

JE747 Jumbo 6 digit Clock kit $29.95

DISCRETE LEDS
dia.

89

1 25

59

4 95

49

39

39

39

39

79

89

89

89

25

85

5 95
4 49

74LS138
74LS139
74LS151

74LS155
74LS157

74LS160
74LS161

74LS162

74LS163

74LS164

74LS175

74LS181

74LS190

74LS191

74LS192

74LS193

74LS194

74LS195

74LS253

74LS257

74LS258

74LS260

74LS279

74LS367

74LS368

74LS670

"55"

69
69

69

69

89

89

89

89

99

79

249
89

89

89

89

89

89

79

69

1 39

55

59

59

59

1 95

200
XC556R red 5/$1

XC556G green 4/$1

XC556Y yellow 4/$1

XC556C clear 4/$1

.200" dia.

XC22R red 5/$1

XC22G green 4/$1

XC22Y yellow 4/$1

.170 dia.

MV10B red 4/$1

.085 dia.

MV50 red 6/$1

INFRA-RED LED
1/4"x1/4"x1/16"flat

5/$1

XC209R
XC209G
XC209Y

XC526R
XC526G
XC526Y
XC526C

XC111R
XC111G
XC111Y
XC111C

.125" dia.

red

green

yellow

.185" dia.

red

green

yellow

clear

.190" dia.

red

green

yellow

clear

5/$1

4/S1
4/$1

5/$1

4/$1

4/$1

4/$1

5/$1

4/$1

4/$1

4/$1

TIMEXT1001
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

FIELD EFFECT

4 DIGIT 5" CHARACTERS
THREE ENUNCIATORS
2.00" X 1 20" PACKAGE
INCLUDES CONNECTOR

T1001 Transmissive $7.95

T1 001 A Reflective 8.25

DISPLAY LEDS
TYPE POLARITY

MAN 1 Common Anode-red

MAN 2 5 x 7 Dot Matrix-red

MAN 3 Common Cathode-red

MAN 4 Common Cathode-red

MAN 7G Common Anode-green

MAN 7Y Common Anode-yellow

MAN 72 Common Anode-red

MAN 74 Common Cathode-red

MAN 82 Common Anode-yellow

MAN 84 Common Cathode-yellow

MAN 3620 Common Anode-orange

MAN 3630 Common Anode -orange t 1

MAN 3640 Common Cathode-orange

MAN 4610 Common Anode-orange

MAN 4640 Common Cathode-orange

MAN 4710 Common Anode-red

MAN 4730 Common Anode-red t 1

MAN 4740 Common Cathode-red

MAN 4810 Common Anode-yellow

MAN 4840 Common Cathode-yellow

MAN 6610 Common Anode-orange-D.D.

MAN 6630 Common Anode-orange - 1

MAN 6640 Common Cathode-orange-D.D

MAN 6650 Common Cathode-orange t 1

MAN 6660 Common Anode-orange

MAN 6680 Common Cathode-orange

MAN 6710 Common Anode-red-DO

HT PRICE TYPE POLARITY

270 2 95 MAN 6730 Common Anode-red 1 1

300 4.95 MAN 6740 Common Cathode-red-D.D.

125 25 MAN 6750 Common Cathode-red 1 1

187 195 MAN 6760 Common Anode -red

300 125 MAN 6780 Common Cathode-red

300 99 DL701 Common Anode-red ± 1

300 99 DL704 Common Cathode-red

300 125 DL707 Common Anode-red

300 99 DL728 Common Cathode-red

300 99 OL741 Common Anode-red

300 99 DL746 Common Anode-red ± 1

300 99 DL747 Common Anode-red

300 99 DL749 Common Cathode-red t 1

300 99 DL750 Common Cathode-red

400 99 DL33B Common Cathode-red

400 99 FND70 Common Cathode

400 99 FND358 Common Cathode * 1

400 99 FND359 Common Cathode

.400 99 FN0503 Common Cathode(FND500)

400 99 FND507 Common Anode (FND510)

560 .99 5082-7730 Common Anode-red

560 99 HDSP-3400 Common Anode-red

560 99 HDSP-3403 Common Cathode red

560 99 5082-7300 4 x 7 sgl Digit-RHDP

.560 99 5082-7302 4 x 7 Sgl Digit-LHOP

560 99 5082-7304 Overrange character ( t 1

)

560 99 5082-7340 4x7 Sgl Digit-Hexadecimal

HT

560

560

560

560

560

300

300

300

500

600

630

600

630

600

110

250

357

357

500

500

300

800

800

600

600

600

600

PRICE

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

1 49

1 25

1 49

1 49

1 49

1 49

35

69

99

.75

99

99

1 30

2 10

2 10

1995
1995
1500
22 50

RCA LINEAR
CA3013T
CA2023T

CA3035T
CA3039T

CA3046N

CA3059N

CA3060N

CA3080T

CA3081N

2 15

256
248
1 35

1 30

325
325

85

200

CA3082N

CA3083N
CA3086N

CA3089N
CA3130T

CA3140T

CA3160T

CA3401N

CA3600N

200
1 60

85

375
1 39

1 25

1 25

49

3.50

CALCULATOR
CHIPS/DRIVERS

MM5725
MM5738
DM8864
DM8865
DM8887
DM8889
9374 7 seg

C A LED driver

$2 95

295
200
1 00

75

75

CLOCK CHIPS

MM5309
MM5311
MM5312
MM5314
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5387/1998A
MM5841

$4 95

495
4 95

495
695
995
295
495
995

8 pin LP

14 pin LP

16 pin LP

18 pin LP

20 pin LP

14 pin ST

16 pin ST

18 pin ST
24 pin ST

8 pin SG
14 pin SG
16 pin SG
18 pin SG

8 pm WW
10 pin WW
14 pin WW
16 pin WW
18 pin WW

1-24

$17

20

22

29

34

$27
30

35

49

$30
35
38

52

$39
45

39

43

75

25-49

16

19

.21

28

32

25

27

32

45

27

32

35

.47

38

41

38

42

_68

IC SOLOERTAIL — LuW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS

MOTOROLA
MC1408L7 S

MC1408L8
MC1439L
MC3022P
MC3061P
MC4016(74416)

MC4024P
MC4040P
MC4044P

50-100

15

18

20

27

30

24

25

30

42

24

29
32

43

31

37

37

41

62

22 pin LP

24 pin LP

28 pin LP

36 pin LP

SOLOERTAIL STANDARDJTIN) 40 P"1 lp

28 pin ST

36 pin ST

40 pin ST

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD)
24 pin SG
28 pin SG
36 pin SG
40 pin SG

1-24

I 37

38

45
60

63

i 99

1 39

1 59

$ 70

1.10

1 65

1.75

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

(GOLD) LEVEL #3 22 pin WW $ 95

24 pin WW 105
28 pin WW 1.40

36 pin WW 159
40 pin WW 175

25-49

36

37

44

59

62

90

1 26

1 45

63

1 00
1 40

1 59

85

95

1 25

1 45

1 55

ICM CHIPS
CMOS Precision Timer

CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer

Oscillator Controller

Seven Decade Counter

Clock Generator

MCM6571
MCM6574
MCM6575

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES
128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek

128 X 9 X 7 Math Symbol & Pictures

128 X 9 X 7 Alphanumeric Control

Character Generator

13.50

1350
1350

MISCELLANEOUS
TL074CN Quad Low Noise bi-fet Op Amp
TL494CN Switching Regulator

TL496CP Single Switching Regulator

11C90 Divide 10/11 Prescaler

95H90 Hi-Speed Divide 10/11 Prescaler

4N33 Photo -Darlington Opto-lsolator

MK50240 Top Octave Freq Generator

DS0026CH 5Mhz 2 -phase MOS clock driver

TIL308 27" red num. display w/integ logic chip

MM5320 TV Camera Sync Generator

MM5330 4% Digit DPM Logic Block

LD110/111 3V? Digit A/D Converter Set

LITRONIX ISO-LIT 1

Photo Transistor Opto-lsolator

(Same as MCT 2 or 4N25)

2/990

SN 76477
SOUND GENERATOR

Generates Complex Sounds

Low Power - Programmable

3.95 each
TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL
AY-3-8500-1 and 2 01 MHZ Crystal (Chip & Crystal _ q_ . .

includes score display, 6 games and select angles, etc / . jQ/Scl

XR205
XR210
XR215
XR320
XR-L555
XR555
XR556
XR567CP
XR567CT
XR1310P
XR1468CN
XR1488
XR1489

$840
440
4.40

1.55

1.50

39

99
99

1 25
1.30

385
1 39
1 39

EXAR
XR2242CP 1 50

JE2206KA
JE2206KB
XR1800
XR2206
XR2207
XR2208
XR2209
XR2211
XR2212
XR2240

1495
1995
3.20
440
385
5 20
1.75

5.25

435
3.45

XR2264
XR2556
XR2567
XR3403
XR4136
XR4151
XR4194
XR4202
XR4212
XR4558
XR4739
XR4741

425
320
299
1.25

1.25

2.85
495
360
205
.75

1.15

1.47

TYPE

1N746

1N751

1N752

1N753

1N754

1N757

1N759

1N959

1N965

1N5232

1N5234

1N5235

1N5236

1N5242
1N5245

1N456

1N458
1N485A
1N4001

DIODES
VOLTS

33
1.1

56
62
6.8

90
120
82
15

5.6

62
68
75

12

15

25

150

180

W
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
500m
500m
500m
500m
500m
500m
40m
7m
10m

50 PIV 1 AMP

PRICE

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

28

28

28

28

28

28

6/1 00

6/1 00

5/1 00
12/1 00

TYPE

1N4002

1N4003

1N4004

1N4005

1N4006

1N40Q7

1N3600

1N4148

1N4154

1N4305

1N4734

1N4735

1N4736

1N4738

1N4742

1N4744

1N1183

1N1184

1N1185

1N1186

1N1188

VOLTS W
100 PIV 1 AMP
200 PIV 1 AMP
400 PIV 1 AMP
600 PIV 1 AMP
800 PIV 1 AMP
1000 PIV 1 AMP

50

75

35

75

56
62
68
82
12

15

200m
10m
10m
25m
1w

1w
1w

1w
1w

1w

50 PIV 35 AMP
100 PIV 35 AMP
150 PIV 35 AMP
200 PIV 35 AMP
400 PIV 35 AMP

PRICE

12/1 00

12/1 00

12/1 00

10/1 00

10/1 00

10/1 00

6/1 00

15 1 00

12/1 00

15/1 00

28

28

28

28

28

28

1 60

1 70

1 70

1 80

300

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
C360 15A(d4O0V SCR(2N1849)

C38M 35A t 600V SCR

2N2328 1 6Af« 300V SCR

MDA 980-1 12Afti50V FW BRIDGE REC

MDA 980-3 12Af« 200V FW BRIDGE REC

TRANSISTORS

$1 95

1 95

50

1 95

1 95

C106B1

MPSA05
MPSA06
TIS97

TIS98

40409

40410

40673

2N918

2N2219A
2N2221A
2N2222A
PN2222 Plastic

2N2369
2N2369A
MPS2369
2N2484
2N2906

2N2907
PN2907 Plastic

2N2925
MJE2955

2N3053

50

30

5/1 00

6/1.00

6/1 00

1 75

1 75

1 75

4/1 00

2/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

7/1 00

5/1 00

4/1.00

5/1 00
4/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

7/1 00

5/1.00

1 25

2/1 00

2N3055

MJE3055
2N3392

2N3398
PN3567
PN3568

PN3569
MPS3638A
MPS3702
2N3704
MPS3704
2N3705
MPS3705
2N3706
MPS3706
2N3707

2N3711

2N3724A
2N3725A

2N3772

2N3823

2N3903

89

1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

3/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

5/1.00

5/1 00
5/1.00

5/1 00

5/1.00

5/1 00
5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

65

1 00

225
1 00

5/1 00

2N3904

2N3905

2N3906

2N4013

2N4123
PN4249
PN4250

2N4400

2N4401

2N4402
2N4403

2N4409
2N5086

2N5087
2N5088

2N5089

2N5129
PN5134

PN5138

2N5139

2N5210

2N5449

2N5951

4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00

3/1 00

6/1 00
4/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00
4/1.00

4/1 00

4/1 00
5/1 00

4/1 00

4/1 00
4/1 00

4/1 00

5/1 00

5/1 00

5/1.00

5/1 00

5/1 00

3/1 00

3/1 00

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5% CAPACITOR
' ........... m nf n«i rv4

ASST. 1

ASST. 2

ASST. 3

ASST. 4

ASST. 5

ASST. 6

ASST. 7

5 ea

5 ea

5 ea

S ea

5 ea

5 ea

5 ea

10 OHM
27 OHM

68 OHM
180 OHM

470 OHM
1.2K

3.3K

8.2K

22K

56K

150K

390K

1M

2.7M

12 OHM
33 OHM

82 OHM
220 OHM

560 OHM
1.5K

3.9K

10K

27K

68K

180K

470K

1.2M

3.3M

15 OHM
39 OHM

100 OHM
270 OHM

680 OHM
1.8K

12K

33K

82K

220K

560K

1.5M

3.9M

18 OHM
4 7 OHM

120 OHM
330 OHM

820 OHM
2.2K

5.6K

I5K

39K

100K

270K

680K

1.8M

4.7M

ASST. 8R Includes Resistor Assortments 1

22 OHM
56 OHM

150 OHM
390 OHM

IK

6.8K

18K

120K

330K

820K

2.2M

5.6M

7 (350 PCS

50 PCS

50 PCS

50 PCS

50 PCS

SO PCS

50 PCS

50 PCS

$1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

$9.95 ea

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax

Spec Sheets - 254

1979 Catalog Available—Send 41 c stamp
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10 pt

22 pi

47 pi

100 pl

220 pf

470 pt

001m»
0022
0047mf
01ml

1/35V
15/35V

22/35V
33/35V
47/35V
68/35V

1 0/35V

47/50V

1 0/50V

3 3/50V
4 7/25V

10/25V

10/50V

22/25V
22/50V

47/25V
47/50V

100/25V

100/50V

220/25V
220/50V

470/25V

1000/16V

2200/16V

L9
05

05

05
05

05

05

i__n

04

04

04

04

04

04

50 VOLT CERAMIC

OISC CAPACITORS

100

oovr
0O47MF

01 Mf
022M F

047MF

CORNER
03

03

03

03

03

035

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS

12 10 07 022mf

12 10 07 047m(

12 10 07 1mf

12 10 07 22mf

Li
05

05
05

06

06
12

13

21

27
33

20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLIOl CAPkCttO**
28

28

28
28

28

28

28

23

23

23
23
23
23
23

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

1 5/35V

2 2/25V

3 3/25V
4 7/25V

6 8/25V
10/25V

15/25V

30
31

31

32

36
40
63

10 99

04

04

04

05

05

09

11

17

23
27

26
27
27
28

31

35

50

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Ailal Lead

15

16

14

15

15

.16

17

24

19

25

24

35

32

45

33

55
70

13

14

12

13

13

14

15

20
17

21

20

30
28

41

29

50
62

10

11

09
10

10

12

12

18

15

19

18

28

25

38

27

45
55

47/25V
47/50V

1 0/16V

1 0/25V

1 0/50V
4 7/16V

4 7/25V

4 7/50V

10/16V

10/25V

10/50V

47/50V
100/16V

100/25V

100/50V

220/ 16V

470/25V

Radial Lead
15

16

15

16

16

15

15

16

14

15

16

24

19

24

35

23
31

13

14

13

14

14

13

13

14

12

13

14

21

15

20

30
17

28

035

035
035

04

04

075

08

13

17

22

21

22
22
23
25
29
40

10

11

10

11

11

10

10

11

09
10

12

19

14

18

28

16

26

166



Transistor Checker
— Completely Assembled —
— Battery Operated —

The ASI Transistor Checker is cap
able of checking a wide range of
transistor types, either "in circuit"
or out of circuit. To operate,
simply plug the transistor to be
checked into the front panel
socket, or connect it with the alli-
gator clip test leads provided.
The unit safely and automatically
identifies low, medium and high
power PNP and NPN transistors.
Size: 3%" x 6V4" x 2"
"C" cell battery not included.

Trans-Check $29.95 ea.

Custom Cables & Jumpers

&w
Part No.
DB25P-4-P

DB25P-4-S
DB25S-4-S

DJ14-1

DJ16-1

DJ24-1

DJ14-M4
DJ16-M6
DJ24-1-24

DB 25 Series Cables
Cable Length Connectors Price

4 Ft 2-DP25P $15 95ea
4 Ft 1-DP25P/1-25S $16 95 ea

»
4 U 2-DP25S

Dip Jumpers
1 ft.

1 ft.

1 ft.

1 ft

1 ft

1 ft.

1 14 Pin

1-16 Pin

1-24 Pin

2-14 Pin

2-16 Pin

2-24 Pin

$17 95ea

SI 59 ea

1 79 ea

2 79ea
2.79 ea

3 19 ea

4 95 ea

,rjwCi«U)n)_CjblejJJ^ 1979 Catalog lor Pricing

CONNECTORS
25 Pin-D Subminiature

DB25P (as pictured) PLUG (Meets RS232)

DB25S SOCKET (Meets RS232)
DB51226-1 Cable Cover for DB25P or DB25S

$295
$3 50

$1.75

PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE-CARD
156 Spacing Tin -Double Read Out — Bituracted Contacts — Fits 054 to 070 PC Cards

15/30

18/36

22/44

50/100 (.100 Spacing)

50/100 (.125 Spacing)

PINS (Solder Eyelet)

PINS (Solder Eyelet)

PINS (Solder Eyelet)

PINS (Wire Wrap)
PINS (Wire Wrap) R681-1

$195
$249
$2.95

$6.95

$6.95

Solar Cells
2x2cm

• 0.4 volts

• 100mA
• 41 MW

Can be added in series for
higher voltage or parallel for

higher current.

#SC 2x2 $1.95 ea. or 3/$5.00

M.tqn.-t
Magnetically
Activated
Switch

The 9250-0002 is a tingle
pole normally doted twitch.
When the magnet it engaged,
the circuit it open. Thit
switch it only tuitable for use
in non-magnetic doort and
windowt.

#9250-0002 2/$ 1.00

AC Wall Transformer

Part No.

AC 250
AC 500

Input

117V/60HZ
117V/60H2

Output
12 VAC 250mA
12 VAC 500mA

Ideal for use with

clocks, power
supplies or any
other type of AC
application

Price

$3.95
$4.95

REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER * RECEIVER

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
8080A

8212

8214

8216

8224

8226

8228

8238

8251

8253

8255

8257

8259

MC6800
MC6802CP
MC6810API

MC6821

MC6828
MC6830L8

MC6850
MC6852
MC6860
MC6862
MC6880A

-8M0A/8080A SUPPORT DEVICES-
CPU $ 9 95
8-Bii Input/Output 3 25
Priority Interrupt Control 5 95
Bi -Directional Bus Driver 3 49
Clock Generator/Driver 3 95
Bus Driver 3 49
System Controller/Bus Driver 5 95
System Controller 5 95
Prog. Comm 1/0 (USART) 7 95
Prog Interval Timer 14 95
Prog Periph 1/0 (PPI) 9 95
Prog DMA Control 19 95
Prog Interrupt Control 19 95

-6800*800 SUPPORT DEVICES
MPU $14 95
MPU with Clock and Ram 24 95
128X8 Static Ram 5 95
Penph Inter Adapt (MC6820) 7 49
Priority Interrupt Controller 12 95
1 024X8 Bit ROM (MC68A30-8) 1 4 95
Asynchronous Comm Adapter 7 95
Synchronous Serial Data Adapt 9 95
0-600 bps Digital M00EM 12 95
2400 bps Modulator 14 95
Quad 3-State Bus Trans (MC8T26) 2 25

-MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS

-

M-Z80 User Manual

M-CDP1802 User Manual
M-2650 User Manual

$7 50

750
500

ROM S

2513(2140) Character Generator! upper case)

2513(3021) Character Generator(lower case)

2516 Character Generator

MM5230N 2048-Bit Read Only Memory

S9 9!>

995
1095
1 95

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS—MISCELLANEOUS
280(780C) CPU $19 95
Z80A( 780-1) CPU 24 95
CDP1802 CPU 19 95
2650 MPU 1995
8035 8-Bit MPU w/clock. RAM. 1/0 lines 19 95
P8085 CPU 19 95
TMS9900JL 16-Bit MPU w/hardware. multiply

& divide 49 95
SHIR REGISTERS

MM500H Dual 25 Bit Dynamic $ 50
MM503H Dual 50 Bit Dynamic 50
MM504H Dual 16 Bit Static 50
MM506H Dual 100 Bit Static 50
MM510H Dual 64 Bit Accumulator 50
MM5016H 500/512 Bit Dynamic 89
2504T 1024 Dynamic 3 95
2518 Hex 32 Bit Static 4 95
2522 Dual 132 Bit Static 2 95
2524 512 Static 99
2525 1024 Dynamic 2 95
2527 Dual 256 Bit Static 295
2528 Dual 250 Static 4 00
2529 Dual 240 Bit Static 4 00
2532 Quad 80 Bit Static 2 95
2533 1024 Static 2 95
3341 Fifo 5 95
74LS670 4X4 Register File (TnState) 1 95

UARTS

1101

1103

2101(8101)

2102

21L02

2111(8111)

2112

2114

2114L

2114-3

2114L-3

5101

5280/2107

7489

74S200
93421

UPD414
(MK4027)

UPD416
(MK4116)

TMS4044-

45NL
TMS4045
2117

MM5262

256X1

1024X1

256X4

1024X1

1024X1

256X4

256X4

1024X4

1024X4

1024X4

1024X4

256X4

4096X1

16X4

256X1

256X1

4K

16K

4K

1024X4

16.384X1

2KX1

- RAMS
Static $149
Dynamic 99
Static 3 95
Static 175
Static 1 95
Static 395
Static MOS 4 95
Static 450ns 9 95

Static 450ns low power 10 95
Static 300ns 10 95
Static 300ns low power 1 1 95
Static 7 95
Dynamic 4 95
Static 1 75
Static Tristate 4 95
Static 2 95
Dynamic 16 pin 4 95

Dynamic 16 pin 14 95

Static 14 95

Static 14 95
Dynamic 350ns 9 95
(house marked)

Dynamic 4/100

1702A

TMS2516

(2716)

TMS2532
2708

2716 T I

5203

PROM S

FAM0S

2048

6301-1(7611) 1024

6330-1(7602) 256

2048

16K- EPROM(lnte) 2716)

'Requires single • 5V power supply

4KX8 EPR0M
8K EPROM
16K" EPROM

Requires 3 voltages, —5V, +5V, +12V

A-Y-5-1013 30K BAUD 5 95

82S23

82S115
82S123
74186

74188

74S287

32X8

4096

32X8

512

256

1024

FAM0S
Tristate Bipolar

Open C Bipolar

Open Collector

Bipolar

Tristate

TTL Open Collector

TTL Open Collector

Static

$5 95

49 95

89 95

1095
29 95

1495
3 49

295
395
1995
395
995
395
2 95

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES

PHOTO BOARDS
Proto Board 203

A total ready 10 use power

breadboard protolesi device

with a built in regulated, short

proof power supply Just plug-

in and start building' 2 antra

floating Sway binding posts

tor external signals. Self con

tamed with power switch

indicator lamp and power fuse.

24 14 pin DIP capacity At

tractive two-lone quality case.

AM metal construction

9VL « 6VW » 2VH
S lbs

Proto Board 203

A

PB203 *75.00
Model
Number
PB-6

PB-100
PB-101

LlWiH
(Inches)

6.0 x 4.5 x 1.4

6.0 x 4.5 x 1.4

6.0 x 4.5 x 1.4

Price

$15.95

$19.95

$22.95

All the features of the PB 203 plus

additional power supply flexibility,

provides IS Regulated bVUC supply

(same specifications as PB 2031 Reg

ulated separate »15V0C and -15
VDC 5* supplies, each with

internally and independently adiust

able output voltage Ripple and noise

of t and -15V supplies. lOmV at

0.25A

PB 203A 9124.95

PB-102

PB-103
PB 104

LlWiH
(Inches)

7.0 x 4.5 x 1

9.0 x 6.0 x 1

9.8 x 8.0 x 1

Price

$2T9T
$44.95

$54.95

'*§€ PRECISION

Model 2800
$99.95

Ccmes with test

leads operating manual

and spare (use

3V>-Mg.t Portable DMM
• Overload Protected

• 3 high LED Display

• Battery or AC operation

• Auto Zeroing

• Imir 1Va. 1 ohm resolution

• Overange reading

• 10 meg input impendence

• DC Accuracy 1°o typical

Ranges: DC Voltage • 0-1000V
AC Voltage 0- 1000V

Freq Response 50-400 HZ

DC/AC Current 0-100mA
Resistance 10 meg ohm
Sue 6 4x44 x 2

Accessories:

AC Adapter BC-28 $9.00

Rechargeable

Batteries BP-26 20.00
Carrying Case LC-28 7.50

cootaaaafat incanxi oowohhoh
• 20 Hz-100 MHz Range
• 6 LED Display

• Crystal -controlled timebase

• Fully Automatic

• Portable — completely

self-contained

Sim — 1 75"

x5 63"

738

100 MHz
8-Digit

Counter
Four power souces. i e

batteries 110 or 220V with

charger 12V with auto
lighter adapter and external

7 2- 10V power supply

134.95

ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100:
Mobile Charger Eliminator

use power trom car battery Model 100 — CLA S3.95
Chirger Eliminator

use 1 10 V AC Model 100 — CAI $9 95

• caaai uscd as mmoti coaiaoi io« tv
• usi it roarouaomcaaaci oooaoetaia
• maasams tnmm Man, aau at urn
• iHouiaaosot ustsioa amori coataoi
amicanoas

• tHMSMittiR usisa i tv eat ti ax
• SCHtMATIC INCIUOIO

$19.98

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE

This case is an injection molded

unit that is ideal for uses such

as DVM. COUNTER, or CLOCK
cases. It has Dimensions ofAW
in length by 4" in width by
1-9/16" in height. It comes
complete with a red bezel.

Milli-MaX 6 Digit 50MHz Frequency Counter
e Guaranteed frequency range of 100 Hz to 50 MHz
e Full 6 digit display with antiglare window
• Fully automatic-range, polanty, slope, trigger, input level switching not required
e Lead-zero blanking—All zeros to the left of the first non-zero digit are blanked. Kilo Hertz
and Mega Hertz decimal points automatically light up when the unit is turned on

e Built in input overvoltage protection
e Use 9V Battery or 110/220V power
e Complete with mini antenna
e Lightweight — Only 8oz

Accessories For Mini-Max
Part No. Description
MM-A4 Antenna
MM-C5 Carrying case
MM-IPC Input cable with clip leads
MM-AC2 110V adapter
MM-AC3 220V adapter

MINI-MAX $89.95

Price
$ 3.95

595
395
995
995

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax

Spec Sheets - 25tf

1979 Catalog Available—Send 41 c stamp

PART NO: IN-CC $3.49 each
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The Incredible

"Pennywhistle 103

$139.95 Kit Only
The Ptnnywtiiitlt 103 is capable of recording data to and from audio tape without
critical speed requirements for the recorder and ft is able to communicate directly with
another modern and terminal for telephone hamming' and communications In

addition, rt is free of cntical adjustments and is built with non-precision, readily available

parts

Data Transmission Method Frequency Shift Keying, full-duplex (hall -duplex
selectable)

Maximum Oati Rate 300 Baud
Data Format Asynchronous Serial (return to mark level required

between each character)
Receive Channel Frequencies . .2025 Hz for space 2225 Hz for mark
Transmit Channel Frequencies .Swrtch selectable Low (normal) 1070 space

'270 mark. High 025 space. 2225 mark
Receive Sensitivity 46 dbm accoustically coupled
Transmit Level 15 rjom nominal Adiustabie from 6 dbm

to 20 dbm
Receive Frequency Tolerance Frequency reference automatically ad.usts to

allow for operation between 1800 Hz and 2400 Hz
Digital Data Interlace EIA RS-232C or 20 mA current loop (receiver is

optoisolated and non -polar)
Power Requirements 120 VAC. single phase. 10 Watts
Pb**,m ' All components mount on a single 5 by 9"

printed circuit board All components included
Requires a VOM. Audio Oscillator. Frequency Counter and/or Oscilloscope to align

TRS-80 16K Conversion Kit
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K. Kit

comes complete with:
* 8 each UPD416 (16K Dynamic Rams)
* Documentation for conversion

TRS-16K $115.00
Special Offer - Order both your TRS-16K and the
Sup'R' MOD II Interface kit together (retail value

$144.95) for only $139.95

COMPUTER CASSETTES

i

« a <m • • V_ ' • •* •

•

o 6 EACH 15 MINUTE HIGH
QUALITY C-1 5 CASSETTES

. PLASTIC CASE INCLUDED
12 CASSETTE CAPACITY

• ADDITIONAL CASSETTES
AVAILABLE #C-15-$2. 50 ea

CAS -6

$14.95
(Case and 6 Cassettes)

SUP R' MOD II

UHF Channel 33 TV Interface Unit Kit

Wide Band B/W or Color System
* Converts TV to Video Display ior

home computers, CCTV camera,

Apple II, works with Cromeco Daz-

zler, SOL-20, IRS-80, Challenger,

etc.

* MOD II is pretuned to Channel 33
(UHF).

* Includes coaxial cable and antenna
transformer

$29.95 Kit

RS-232 CONTROL CENTER
Plug in your modem, computer
prom programmer,

terminal, printer, etc. *

and selectively control

data flow.

• Same Contour as Pennywhistle 103
• Totally self-contained

• Includes 2 master ports and 3 slave ports

PART NO. mM ^
RS-232CC $89.95 kit only

,

an

Ideal for use with trie TRS 80
and others

"Plug/Jack interlace to any
computer system requiring
remote control of cassette
functions"

The CC100 controls cassette
motor functions, monitors
tape location with its internal
speaker and requires no
power Eliminates the plugging
and unplugging of cables dur-
ing computer loading opera-
tion from cassette

CASSETTE CONTROLLER

#CC-100

$29.50

63-Key Unencoded Keyboard

This is a 63-key, terminal keyboard newly manufactured by a
large computer manufacturer. It is unencoded with SPST keys,
unattached to any kind of PC board. A very solid molded plastic 13
x 4" base suits most application IN STOCK $29 95/eacfl

Hexadecimal
Unencoded

Keypad
19-key pad includes V10 keys,

ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a

shift key $10.95/each

t^ Reader Service—see page 179



QTY.

1N914

DIODES/ZENERS

100v 10mA .05

1N4005 600v 1A .08

1N4007 1000v 1A .15

1N4148 75v 10mA .05

1N4733 5.1v 1 W Zener .25

1N753A 6.2v 500 mW Zener .25

1N758A 10v

1N759A 12v

1N5243 13v

1N5244B 14v

1N5245B 15v

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

QTY.
8-p

14-p

16-p

18-p

20-p

22-p

24-p

28-p

40-p

SOCKETS/BRIDGES

pcb .20n WW .35

n pcb .20 ww .40

n pcb .20 ww .40

n pcb .25 ww .95

n pcb .35 ww .95

n pcb .35 ww .95

n pcb .35 ww .95

n pcb .45 ww 1.25

n pcb .50 ww 1.25

Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets .25

2 Amp Bridge 1 00-prv .95

25 Amp Bridge 200-prv 1.50

QTY.

QTY.
TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc.

2N2222 (2N2222 Plastic .1 0) .15

2N2222A .19

2N2907A PNP .19

2N3906 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10

2N3904 NPN (Plastic Unmarked) .10

2N3054 NPN .45

2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .60

T1 P1 25 PNP Darlington 1.95

LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow .15

D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" High corn-anode 1 .95

MAN72 7 seg corn-anode (Red) 1.25

MA

N

3610 7 seg com-anode (Orange) 1.25

MAN82A 7 seg com-anode (Yellow) 1.25

MAN74 7 seg corn-cathode (Red) 1.50

FND359 7 seg corn-cathode (Red) 1 .25

QTY.
9301

90(

.85

)0 SERIES
QTY.

9322 .65

9309 .35 9601 .20

9316 1.10 9602 .45
. i

MICRO'S,
QTY.

8T13

RAM
1.50

S, CPU'S, E-PROMS
QTY.

2107B-4 4.95

8T23 1.50 2114 9.50

8T24 2.00 2513 6.25

8T97 1.00 2708 10.50

74S188 3.00 2716 D.S. 34.00

1488 1.25 2716 (5v) 59.00

1489 1.25 2758 (5v) 23.95

1702A 4.50 3242 10.50

AM 9050 4.00 4116 11.50

6800 13.95

MM 5314 3.00 6850 7.95

MM 531

6

3.50 8080 7.50

MM 5387 3.50 8212 2.75

MM 5369 2.95 8214 4.95

TR 1602B 3.95 8216 3.50

UPD 414 4.95 8224 3.25

Z80 A 22.50 8228 6.00

Z80 17.50 8251 7.50

Z80PI0 10.50 8253 18.50

2102 1.45 8255 8.50

2102L 1.75 TMS 4044 9.95

C MOS
4000 .15

4001
4DDT

.15

.20

4004 3.95

4006 .95

4007 .20

4008 .75

4009 ^S.
4010
4011

.35

.20

4012 .20

4013 .40

4014 .75

4015 .75

4016 .35

4017 .75

4018 .75

4019 .35

4020 .85

4021
4022

.75

.75

4023 .20

4024 .75

4025 .20

4026 1.95

4027 .35

4028
4029

.75

1.15

4030 .30

4033 1.50

4034 2.45

4035 .75

4037 1.80

4040 .75

4041 .69

4042 .65

4043 .50

4044 .65

4046 1.25

4048 .95

4049 .45

4050

4052

.45

.75

4053 .75

4066 .55

4069/74C04 .35

4071

4081

.25

.30

4082 .30

4507 .95

4511 .95

4512 1.10

4515 2.95

4519 .85

4522 1.10

4526 .95

4528 1.10

4529 .95

MC 14409 14.50

MC14419 4.85

74C151 1.50

QTY.
LINEARS, REGULATORS, etc.

QTY. QTY.

MCT2 .95 LM323K 5.95

8038 3.95

LM201 .75

LM301 .45

LM308
LM309H

.65

.65

LM309K(340K-5) 1.50

LM310 .85

LM324 1.25

LM339 .75

7805 (340T5) .95

LM340T12 .95

LM340T15 .95

LM340T18 .95

LM340T24 .95

LM311D .75

LM318 1.75

LM320H6 .79

LM320H15 .79

LM320H24 .79

7905(LM320K5) 1.65

LM320K12 1.65

LM340K12 1.25

LM380 (8-14

LM709 (8-14 Pin)

LM711

Pin)1.19

35
45

LM723 .40

LM725 2.50

LM739 1.50

LM741 (8-14) .35

LM747 1.10

LM1307 1.25

LM340K15 1.25

LM340K18 1.25

LM340K24 1.25

LM373 2.95

LM377 3.95

78L05 .75

LM1458
LM3900
LM75451
NE555
NE556
NE565

LM320K24 1.65

LM320T5 1.65

LM320T1 2 1.65

LM320T1 5 1.65

78L12 J5.
78L15 .75

78M05 .75

NE566
NE567

- T T
QTY.

7400 .10

7401 .15

7402 .15

7403 .15

7404 .10

7405 .25

7406 .25

QTY.

7482 .75

7483 .75

7485 .55

7486 .25

7489 1.05

7490 .45

L
QTY.

74221 1.00

74367 .95

75108A .35

75491 .50

75492 .50

74H00 .15

7491 .70

7407 .55

7408 .15

7409 .15

7410 .15

7411 .25

7412 .25

7413 .25

7414 .75

7416 .25

7492 .45

7493 .35

7494 .75

7495 .60

7496 .80

74100 1.15

74107 .25

74121 .35

74122 .55

74H01 .20

QTY.

74LS02

74LS04

74LS05

74LS08

74LS09

74LS10

74H04 .20

74H05 .20

74H08 .35

74H10 .35

74H11 .25

74H15 .45

74H20 .25

74H21 .25

74H22 .40

7417 .40

7420 .15

7426 .25

7427 .25

7430 .15

7432 .20

7437 .20

7438 .20

7440 .20

74123 .35

74125 .45

74126 .35

74132 .75

74141 .90

74150 .85

74151 .65

74153 .75

74154 .95

74H30 .20

74H40 .25

74LS11

74LS20

74LS21

74LS22

74LS32

74LS37

74LS38

74LS40

74LS42

74LS51

74LS74

74LS76

74H50 .25 74LS86

74H51 .25

74H52 .15

74H53 .25

74H55 .20

74H72 .35

7441 1.15

7442 .45

7443 .45

7444 .45

7445 .65

7446 .70

7447 .70

7448 .50

7450 .25

7451 .25

7453 .20

74156 .70

74157 .65

74161 .55

74163 .85

74164 .60

74165 1.10

74166 1.25

74175 .80

74H74 .35

74H101 .75

74H103 .55

74LS90

74LS93

74LS151

74LS153

74LS157

74LS160

74H106 .95

74L00 .25

74L02 .20

74L03 .25

74176 .85

74180 .55

74181 2.25

7454 .25

7460 .40

74182 .75

74190 1.25

7470 .45

7472 .40

7473 .25

7474 .30

7475 .35

7476 .40

7480 .55

7481 .75

74191 1.25

74192 .75

74193 .85

74194 .95

74195 .95

74196 .95

74L04 .30

74L10 .20

74L20 .35

74L30 .45

74L47 1.95

74L51 .45

74LS368

74S00

74S02

74S03

74S04

74L55 .65 74S05

74L72 .45

74L73 .40

74L74 .45

74L75 .85

74L93 .55

74 L 1 23 M
74197 .95

74198 1.45

74LS00 .30

74LS01 .30

74S08

74S10

74SH

74S20

74S40

74S50

74S51

74S64

CUSTOMER NAME

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED
7889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, California 92111

24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-800-854-2211

(714) 278-4394 California Residents 1-800-542-6239

CABLE ADDRESS ICUSD

74S74

74S112

74S114

74S133

74S140

74S151

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

74S153

74S157

74S158

74S194

.65

.50

.65

.45

.85

.95

1.25

.95

.30

.30

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.30

.35

.35

.35

.35

.45

.40

.75

.45

.45

.50

.45

.65

74LS107 .50

74LS123 1.20

.85

.85

.95

74LS164 1.20

74LS193 1.05

74LS195 ~95|

74LS244 1.70

74LS367 .951

.25

25

.35

.35

.2!

.6!

74S257(8123)1.(

8131 2.

STATE ZIP

PHONE CHARGE CARD #
AE Visa
BA MC .

EXP. DATE

C.O.D. WILL CALL UPS POST. NET 10th OF THE MONTH. PO #.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID - NO MINIMUM - COD ORDERS ACCEPTED - ALL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
OPEN ACCOUNTS INVITED - California Residents add 6% Sales Tax. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

We accept American Express / Visa / BankAmericard / Master Charge

SPECIAL DISCOUNT)

Total Order Oedui

$35-399 10% i

$W0$3Q0 15%

$301 $1000 20%l



LM3A 3 dig 1% DC
$J34sO£— $120.60
LM3.5A 3V2 dig. .5% DC
SISMG — $142.65
LM40A 4 dig .1% DC
$20*Ott— $188.10
LM4A 4 dig .03% DC
5*SfcQl£— $225.00

1 Rechargeable batteries and charger in-
cluded
Measures DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms and
Current
Automatic polarity, decimal and overload
indication

No zero adjustment and no full-scale ohms
adjust

Battery-operated — NiCad batteries; also AC
line operation.
Large LED display for easy reading without
interpolation
Size 1.9"Hx2.7"Wx4"D
Parts & labor guaranteed 1 year
Tilt stand option $ 3.50
Leather case $ 20.00

$318.
MS 15

MINISCOPE
With R»charg*abl9

• 15 megahertz bandwidth.
• External and internal trigger.
• Time base — 1 microsec to 5 Sec/div
settings ^3%.

• Battery or line operation.
Automatic & line sync modes.

• Power consumption < 15 watts
• Vortical Gain — 01 to SO V/di» 12 settings 1 3%
• Viewing area 1 V » 1 36"
• C*M un 27' H > 6.4"W i 7 S D. 3 poundi
• Pals I Labor guaranteed ' yeer
• 10 tot tOmegproOe $27.
• Leetner carrying case 5 45

MS-215 Dual Trace Version of MS-1

5

Batfnis A Chargtr Unit

PROBE 1C
PROBE 1C with the
purchase o' SCOPE
and .the MENTION of

this MAGAZINE

3 LEVEL MZ3
GOLD WIRE WRAPT

|

SOCKETS
u IISockets purchased in multiples of 50 per type may be combined

$435.

sS* S-100 BUS EDGE CONNECTORS

S100-WWG 50M00 Cont 125 ctrs 3
LEVEL WIRE WRAP 025 sq posts
on 250 spaced rows GOLD plated

M 59 1024
S4 00 $3 75 $3 50

RG81G 50r100 Cont 125 ctrs OIP
SOLDER TAIL on 140 spaced rows
tor ALTAIR motherboards GOLD
plated

14 5 9 10 24
$500 $475 $450

S100-STG 50.100 Cont 125 ctrs
DIP SOLDER TAIL on 250 spaced
rows for VECTOR and MASI mother
boards GOLD plated

1-4 5-9 1024
$3.50 $3.25 $3.00

B681-3 50/100 Cont 125 ctrs

PIERCED SOLDER EYELET tails

GOLD
$7 53

8 pin*

14 pin*

16 pin*

18 pin

20 pin

22 pin*

24 pin

28 pin

40 pin

1-24
41
39
43

63
80
90

u I I)

90
10
50

25-49
38
38
42

58
75
85

84
1.00
1.40

50-99
35
36
39

54
70
80

100-249
31

32
35

47
63
70

250-999
27
29
32

42
58
61

or best price

1K-5K
23
27
30

36
53
57

1

78
90
30 1

68
84
20

All sockets are GOLD 3 level closed entry
Profile. Tin Sockets and Dip Plugs availableX

58
71

89
End and side stacable 2 level Solder Tail. Low
CALL FOR QUOTATION

1

63
76
04

Other Popular Edge Connectors
R644-G 22/44 Cont 156 ctrs R644 3 22/44 Cont 156 ctrs WIRE
PIERCED SOLDER EYLET tails WRAP tails GOLD
GOLD plated ,.4 5 9 10. 24

14 5-9 1024 $4.00 $3.75 $3.50
$300 $2.75 $250

CGI IMSAI Style Card Guides 5/$1 00
TTN OEMs and Peelers, many other connectors available call or quotation

8803
MOTHER
BOARD FOR

S100BUS
MICRO-

COMPUTERS

• m includes i?

tantalum capaci

tors tor +5 +12
— 1 2 buses and insu

laled mounting spacers

• Wiring side snown Com
ponenl side Pare epoiy

glass with white markings lor

component locations

• G10 epoiy glass board with ? ounce,

copper solder plated and 034 diame
ter holes tor leads

• Solder mash with solder windows on

etched circuits to avoid accidental short

circuits

• Mounts 1
1 receptacles with too contacts (2

rows) on 125 centers with ?S0 row spacing

Vector part number R641 2 or mounts 10 recep

lacies plus interconnections to smaller mother board
tor expansion

• includes etched circuits and instructions lor option ot

active pu» up or floating terminations

• largebuses +5Vand GNO (10 AMPS) ±12Vort6V(7
AMPSl Current ratings are per MIL STO 275 with I0"C
rise

• Fits in vector pak enclosures

• Fits in IMSAI 8080 microcomputer as eipander board

Price:

$29.50

LIQUID CRYSTAL DIGITAL
CLOCK-CALENDAR

• For Auto, Home. Office
• Small in size (2x2 M» v»)

• Push button for seconds release for date
• Clocks mount anywhere with either 3M double
aided tape or VELCRO included

• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE
LCD- 101. portable model runa on self-contained
batteries for better than a yeer.
LCD- 102. runa on 12 Volt system and Is bach
lighted
LCD 101 or LCD- 102 e>OJ AC
your choree #j4.95ee $2.00

Plugboards

1/16 Pectdi BOARD
,042 dia holes on

0.1 spacing for iC's

8800V
Universal Microcomputer/processor

plugboard, use with S-100 bus Com-
plete wiih heat sink & hardware 5 3 x

10 x 1/16
1-4 5-9 10-24

$19.95 $1795 $1596

8801-1

Same as 8800V except plain less power
buses & heal sink

1-4 5-9 10-24

JH95 M3 46 $1196

1

%

La<

w -"^E

3682 9.6" x 4.5"

$10.97

3682-2 6.5" x 4.5"

$9.81

Hi-Density Dual-ln-Line

Plugboard for Wire Wrap
with Power & Grd. Bus
Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44
pin con. spaced 156

3677 9 6" x 4.5'

$10.90
3677-2 6.5" x 4.5"

$9.74

Gen. Purpose D.I. P.

Boards with Bus Pattern

for Solder or Wire Wrap.

Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44
pin con. spaced .156

3662 6.5" x 4.5"

$7.65
3662-2 9.6" x 4.5"

$11.45
P pattern plugboards for

IC's Epoxy Glass 1/16"
44 pin con spaced .156

3690 12
CARD EXTENDER

Card Extender has 100 con-
tacts 50 per side on .125
centers-Attached connec-
tor-is compatible with
S-100 Bus Systems. $25.83
3690 6.5" 22744 pin .156
ctrs. Extenders .... $13.17

Phenolic
PART NO.

64P44XXXP
169P44XXXP

Epoxy Glass
64P44
84P44
169P44
169P84

SIZE
4.5x6.5"

4.5x17"

4.5x6.5"

4.5x8.5"

4.5x17"
8.5x17"

PRICE
1-9 10-19

$1.56 $1.40
$3.69 $3.32

$1.79 $1.61

$2.21 $1.99
$4.52 $4.07
$8.03 $7.23

TRS-80 ^Cippta
MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

4116'S RAMS
(16Kx1 200ns)

II

8 for

2708
8K 450 ns

EPROM
FACTORY PRIME

$12.00 EA.
25 + Call For

Price

PC. BOARD
HOLDER

PRICE $16.95

15— S same as 315
but with 14" bar to

accomodate "S100"
ooards.

PRICE:$1/95

Use

14 & 16 PIN
ff^GOLD 3 LEVEL

IWIRE WRAP
SOCKETS

14 - G3 100 for

$30.00
16-G3 100 for

$30.00
50 of each for $32.00

Sockets are End & Side stackable,

closed entry

LOW-PROFILE
BASE

STANDARD
BASE

STANDARD
VISE HEAD

PRICE:

HORIZONTAL
JAW VISE HEAD

$12.95

price. $12.95

PANAVISE TILTS, TURNS, AND
ROTATES TO ANY POSITION.
IT HOLDS YOUR WORK
EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT IT

PRICE: $11.95
VACUUM BASE

PRICE: $16.95

WIDE OPENING
VISE HEAD

PRICE:$I2.95

$00-
t I

WRAP POST
for .042 dia. holes

,
(all boards on this page)
T44/C pkg 100 $ 2.34
|T44/M pkg

1000 $14.35

|

A-13 hand installing

tool % 2.94

^P21 PRIORITY

IM10A List $85.00

SPECIAL
$54.95 with tube

Perfectly balanced fluorescent lighting
with precision magnifier lens. Tough
thermoplastic shade. Easy lens re-

moval. New wire clip design permits
easy installation and removal of
fluorescent tube. Comes with plastic
shield to protect tube from soiling and
damage.
Colors: Gray. Black, and Chocolate Brown.
Comes with one 22 watt T-9 Circline fluores
cent tube. 3 diopter lens.

ORDER TOLL FREE

1 §I§ 5633
except CA., AK., HL Calf

{21 3) 894-8171

2102LPC
450ns Low Power RAMS
$1 .00 Ea. in lots of 25

2102LHPC
250ns Low Power RAMS

- $1.00 Ea. in lots of 25

ELECTRONICS

tarn

r FND 503
Common
Cathode

FND 510
Common Anode
V*" 7seg LED

59$
10/s450

s<^NS>v

CH

©

16723K Roscoe Blvd Sepulveda CA 91343
Terms VISA, MC, BAC, check. Money Order. COD. U.S. Funds Only CA residents add 6% sales tax Mini-
mum order $10 00 Orders less than $75.00 include 10% shipping and handling; excess refunded Just in case

please mclude your phone no Good Thm March ig7g
Send for our latest brochure phone orders welcome (21 3) 894-81 71 oem and iMiimnpm m«*«« ,nv.ted

Visit our new retail location!

24 PIN OIP PLUGS

WITH COVERS

3/ $1.00

40/ $10.00



Computer Products

* DISK DRIVES *
B51 5%" $295.00
by Micro Peripherals, Inc. Operates
in eithei single density (125KB,
unformatted) or double density
(250KB, unformatted) modes, up
to 40 tracks, with a track-to-track
access time of only 5 ms.

SA801R $495.00
by Shugart Single-sided 8" floppy
disk drive.

FD8-100 $395.00
GSI/Siemens. Runs cooler and
quieter than 801 (8")

DM2700-S $750.00
Includes SA801R. lO-'xlO-xie"
cabinet, power supply, data cable,
fan, AC line filter.

LOGIC PROBES

1791 BOI
Dual Density Controller Chip

$49.95

Modal LP 1

Handheld logic probe provider imtant reading of logic level* lor

TTL * DTL HTL. or CMOS. Input Impedance. 100,000 ohmt.

Minimum Detectable Pulae: 50 ns Maximum Input Signal

(Frequency!: 10 MHi. Pulie Detector (LED): High «peed train

or tingle event Pulae Memory: Pulie or level trantition detected

and stored.

CSC Model LP 1 Logic Probe-Net Each S544.9&

MOOEL LP 3
High ipeed logic probe. Capture* pulie* at thort a* 10 ni Input

Impedance 500 000 ohm* Minimum Detectable Pulea: 1

Ma»imum" lripVt"s<gnal (Frequency): 50 MHz Pulea Detector

(LED): High ipeed train or single event. Pulea Memory: Pulse or

level trantition detected end ttored.

CSC Model LP 3 Logic Probe- Net Each S69 95

S-100 MOTHER BOARDS
JADE 6-SLOT
Kit $41.95
Assembled & Tested $56.95

Bare Board $24.95

9-SLOT "LITTLE MOTHER"
$85.00
$99.00
$35.00

K.t

Assembled & Tested

Bare Board

13-SLOT "QUIET MOTHER"
Kit $95.00
Assm. & Tested $110.00
Bare Board $40.00

22-SLOT "STREAKER"
Assm. & Tested $149.00

Products
"KANSAS CITY STANDARD"

TAPE INTERFACE

Part No. 111

Board $7.60; with parts $27 .50

RS-232/TTL INTERFACE
Part No. 232

Converts TTL to RS-232
and RS-232 to TTL
Board only $4.50;

with parts $7.00

TWO SIEMENS/GSI 8 FLOPPY

DRIVES

POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE

JAOE/TARBELL OISK CONTROL

KIT (S100I

• CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH

BASIC E

• PACKAGE OF 10 BLANK
8 OISKETTES

Price if purchased separately:

$1192.50
JADE SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL:

$1050.00

3-LEVEL GOLD
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

14 PIN 39* each

16 PIN 43* each

100 for $30.00

Sockets are end and side stack

able, closed entry.

GOLD PLATED
S-100 EDGE CONNECTORS

Soidertaii $3.25 each
10 for $30.00

Wire Wrap $4.50 each
10 for $40.00

VIDEO INTERFACE
S-100 Compatible Serial Inter-

face with Sockets Included.
Kit $117

!
5

Assembled & Tested $159.95
Bare Board w/manual $ 35.00

TRENDCOM lOO
Intelligent Printer

Z80A SPECIAL
4MHz Zilog CPU Chip

^Jf $14.95 ^Jf

RS-232/TTY INTERFACE
Part No. 600

Converts RS-232 to 20mA
current loop, and 20mA current

loop to RS-232
Board only $4.50;

with parts $7.00

Tin
Convert your T.V. set into a

Video Monitor
Kit $8.95

Interface & Cable
for TRS-80

$45.00

40 character per second rate

i Low cost thermal paper
• 96 character set
• Microprocessor controlled
• Bidirectional look-ahead printing

• Quiet operation • No external power supplies • Only two
driven parts • High reliability • Clear 5x7 characters

• Attractive metal and plastic case

PARALLEL/SERIAL
INTERFACE

S-100 compatible, 2 serial I/O
ports, 1 parallel I/O.

Kit JG-P/S $124.95

Assembled & Tested:
JG-P/SA $179.95

Bare Board w/Manual $ 30.00

VERBATIM™
FLOPPY DISKS
5% in. Minidiskettes

Soft sector, 10 sector, or 16 sector

$4.40 each or
box of 10 for $40.00

8 in. Standard Floppy Disks
Soft Sector

$4.75 each— 10 for $42.50

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE
JADE FLOPPY DISK (Tarbell
board)

Kit $175.00
Assembled & Tested $250.00

S.D. Computer Products

VERSA-FLOPPY
Kit $159.95
Assembled & Tested $239.00

Interface & Cable
for Apple

$60.00

EXPANDORS BLACK BOX PRINTER
This 64-character ASCII impact printer / ^""^^
with 80-column capability is portable ^—^^X ^/
and uses standard 8V2" paper and reg- ^ -^.^
ular typewriter ribbon. Base, cover
and parallel interface are included.

Assembled and complete with manual
and documentation.

Qn |y $470.00
(90 day manufacturer's warranty)

TRS-80 Interface Cable for Black Box Printer
with mating connectors: $48.00

(must be used with expans'on module, *8v/l
amp power supply required.)

Power Supply for TRS-80/Black Box Printer $49.00

Integral

Data Systems

«>
Check the impressive
features on Integral's

IP-125 Impact Printer

on ly $799

LOADED WITH EXTRAS AT NO EXTRA COST

Microprocessor controller Serial RS232C Interface -Parallel TTL level •nterface • Full

>per and lower case ASCII character set (96 characters) Full 8'/," inch wide paper - Line
uppe

table top console

IP-125 Integral Data System IP-125 Friction Feed Printer
• 96 upper & lower case ASCII character set
• Enhanced character control
• Serial RS232C Interface (std. factory wiring)
• Parallel TTL Interface (factory wired on req.)
• 80 column line
• 256 byte multiline buffer

IP-225 Integral Data System IP-225 Tractor Feed Printer
• All standard features of IP-125
• Tractor feed paper drive
• Forms Control Option (P1250)

$799

$949

pem Plugboards
8800V

Jniversal Microcomputer/processor
plugboard. Use with S-100 bus. Com-
plete with heat sink & hardware.
5.3" x 10" x 1/16".

3690-12
CARD EXTENDER

Card Extender has 100 contacts. 50 per side

on .125 centers. Attached connector is com-
patible with S 100 Bus Systems . $25.00
3690 6.5" 22/4 pin. 158 ctrt.

Extenders $12 00

Gen. Purpose D.I. P. Boards

with Bus Pattern for Solder or

Wire Wrap. Epoxy Glass 1/16"

44 pin con. spaced .156.

3677 9.6" x 4.5" $10.90

3677 2 6.5" x 4.5". . . . $9.74

8801-1
Same as 8800V except

power buses & heat sink.

plain, less

1-4 5-9 10-24

8800V 19.95 17.96 15.96

•9011 14.95 13.46 11.96

P pattern plugboards for ICs

Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44 pin con.

spaced .156.

3662 6.5" x 4.5" $7.65

3662 2 9.6" x 4.5" . . . $11.45

Hi-Density

board for

Power &
Glass 1/16'

.156

Dual-in Line Plug

Wire Wrap with

Grd. Bus Epoxy

44 pin con. spaced

3682 9.6" x 4.5" .... $10.97

3682 2 6.5" x 4.5". . . . $9.81
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PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE 800/421-5809
800/262-1710

LEEDEX MONITOR
• 12" Black and White
• 12MHZ Bandwidth
• Handsome Plastic Case

$ 1 39.00

I

$179

Low once includes

KIM l Module monnoi

programs sto>ed in

2048 ROM Byles Usei

Manual wail sue Sche

main. Haidwaie Manual

Piogiamming Manudi

Piogiammeis Heteience

Card KeyOoard DisuMv

BVM-a $245
6502 — based single board
computer with keyboard/dis-
play, KIM-1 hardware compa-
tible, complete documentation.

SYM-1 CASE $29.95
MICROPROCESSORS

F8
Z80 (2MHz)
Z80A (4MHz)
CDP1802CD
6502
6800
6802
8008-

1

8035
8035-8
8080A
8085
TMS9900TL

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES
8212

$16.95
$20.00
$14.95
$17.95
$11.95
$16.95
$25.00
$12.95
$20.00
$21.00
$10.00
$23.00
$49.95

(2MHz)
4 (4 MHz)

8214
8216
8224
8224
8226
8228
8238
8243
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
8275
8279

USRT
S2350

UARTS
AY5-1013A
AY5-1014A
TR1602B
TMS6011
IM6403

BAUD RATE GENERATORS
MC1441 1

14411 Crystal

6800 PRODUCT
6810P
6820P
682 IP
6828P
6834P
6850P
6852P
6860 P
6862P
687 IP
6875P
6880P

CHARACTER GENERATORS
2513 Upper (-12+5)
2513 Lower (-12 + 5)
2513 Upper (5 v/Olt)

2513 Lower (5 volt)
MCM6571 up scan
MCM6571 A down sen

PROMS
1702A
2708
2716 (5 + 12) Tl
2716 (5v) INTEL
2758 (5v)

DYNAMIC RAMS
416D/4 116 (200ns)
2104/4096
2107B-4
TMS4027/4096 (300ns)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.90
4.65
2.75
4.30
9.95
2.75
6.40
6.40
8.00
7.50

$20.00
$ 6.45
$20.00
$20.00
$75.00
$18.50

$10.95

$
$
$
$
$

5.25
8.25
5.25
5.95
9.00

1-15
$ 1.50

1.75
2.95
3.25
2.95

STATIC RAMS
21L02 (450ns)
21L02 (250ns)
2101-1
2111-1
2112-1

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
1771B01
1791

KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY5-2376
AY5-3600
MM5740

$10.00
$ 4.95

$ 4.00
$ 6.60
$ 6.60
$11.25
$16.95
$ 8.65
$11.00
$ 9.25
$12.00
$28.75
$ 8.75
$ 2.50

$ 6.75
$ 6.75
$ 9.75
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95

$ 8.00
$ 9.95
$60.00
$60.00
$23.40

$12.50
$ 4.00
$ 3.95
$ 4.00
16-100

1.20
1.50
2.60
3.00
2.65

$
$
$
$
$

$39.95
$49.95

$13.75
$13.75
$18.00

NEW!
Naked Terminal

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Industry standard 80 character
by 24 line format (Model 57)
Completely self contained termi-
nal electronics, just add CCTV
monitor and keyboard.
No support software required.

Switch selectable modes: Half
Duplex, Full Duplex, Block
mode.
Block mode allows editing be-
fore transmit.
Keyboard interface provided,
including regulated +5 volts and
-12 volts.
Video is switch selectable as
"Black-on-White" or "White-on-
Black".
Fully assembled, socketed, tes-
ted, burned in, and guaranteed
for a full year from date of
purchase.

JADE Z80 BOARD
IMPROVED DESIGN AND

FEATURES
ON BOARD 2708 or 2716 EPROM
VERY RELIABLE AT 4 MHZ OR
2 MHZ
POWER ON JUMP AND RESET
ON BOARD USART (8251)

2MHz
Kit $135.00
Assembled & Tested $185.00

4 MHz
Kit $149.95
Assembled & Tested $199.95
Bare Board $ 35.00

Jade memory
Expansion Kits tor

TRS-80 and ADDle!
4116'$

8 for $69.96
(16K x 1, 200ns)

includes dip plugs and
instructions

•TRS-80 Kit •
(16K x 1, 300ns)

includes connectors and
instructions

$75.00
Call for discounts on larger quantities

A,*.AAAAAAA

5

1

4

4

with full documentation
Kit $100.00
Assembled & Tested $149.95
Bare Board $ 30.00

TW B̂9^^^W B̂9% Tfecv 'Pieces

IMSAI -TYPE CARD
GUIDE SPECIAL:
Regular Price 30d each

SPECIAL: 10 for $1.00!

DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS

EXPANDABLE TO 64K

32K VERSION • KITS
Uses 4115 (8Kxl, 250ns) Dynamic
RAM's, can be expanded in 8K
increments up to 32K:

8K $159.00
16K $199.00

24K $249.00
32K $299.00

INTERFACE/MOTHERBOARD
Makes S 100 cards plug-in

compatible with KIM!
Kit $125.00
Assembled & * + ci- nn
Tested

$165.00

4115 SALE
8 for $39.95

64K VERSION •KITS
Uses 4116 (16Kx 1, 200ns) Dynamic
RAM's, can be expanded in 16K
increments ud to 64K:

INTERFACE/MOTHERBOARD
Makes S 100 cards plug-in
compatible with PET!

Kit $119.00
Assembled & t1l-Qnn
Tested $159.00

16K $249.00
32K $369.00

48K $469.00
64K $569.00

The Piggy™ is here!

m
SEE OUR COLOR AD
IN APRIL'S BYTE

ITEXTOOL ZIP*
DIP® II

SocketsjmLOUUILf

ZERO INSERTION FORCE
prices: sockets

16 pin Zip Dip II $5.50
24 pin Zip Dip II $7.50

40 pin Zip Dip II $10.25

+ STATIC RAM +
SPECIALS *

2114's, low power (1024x4)
1-15 16-99 100

450ns
300ns

8.00
9.00

6.95
8.00

5.50
6.50

TMS4044/MM5257. low powe
450ns
300ns

8.00
9.95

7.50
8.75

4200A (4Kxl, 200ns)
9.95 I 8.50

6.50
8.00

410D (4

8.00

K x 1, 200 ns)
8.25 7.00 16.75

Computer Products ,^J6
4901 W. ROSECRANS AVENUE
Department "K" 3
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250
USA

Telephone:

(213) 679-3313
(800) 421-5809 Continental US
(800) 262-1710 Inside California

Cash, checks, money orders, and credit cards accepted. Add
freight charge of $2.50 for orders under 10 lbs. and $1.00 service
charge for orders under $10.00. Add 6% sales tax on all parts
delivered in California. Discounts available at OEM quantities.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
All prices subject to change without notice

STATIC RAM
BOARDS

JADE 8K
Kits: 450ns $125.95

250ns $149.75
Assembled &. Tested:

450ns $139.75
250ns $169.75

Bare Board: $ 25.00
16K — Uses 21 14's (low power)
Assembled & Tested:

RAM 16 (250ns) $375.00
RAM 16B(450ns) $325.00

16K with memory management
Assembled & Tested:

RAM 65 (250ns) $390.00
RAM 65B (450ns) $350.00

1

32K Static
Assembled & Tested:

250ns $795.00
450ns $725.00
250ns Kit $575.00

l^ Reader Service—see page 179 171



TheQ^DVTRANSlOOO
A completely refurbished

IBM Selectric Terminal
with built-in ASCII Interface.

$1495.00. For a limited time

save $100.00 on each unit ordered.^
Now, until April 30, 1979 ^
Only $1395.00
Features:

• 300 Baud
• 14.9 characters per second

printout
• Reliable heavy duty Selectric

mechanism
• RS-232C Interface (requires

RS-232C port for I/O
transmission)

• Documentation included
• 60 day warranty-parts and

labor
• High quality Selectric printing

Off-line use as typewriter

HOWTOORDER
DATA-TRANS lOOO
1. We accept Visa, Master
Charge. Make cashiers checks or

personal check payable to:

DATA-TRANS
2. All orders are shipped
F.O.B. SanJose,CA
3 . Deliveries are immediate

For orders and information

DATA-TRANS
2154 OToole St.

UnitE
SanJose, CA 95131

Phone: (408) 263-9246

modem::-

• Type 1 03 • Full or
half duplex • Works up
to 300 baud • Origi-

nate or Answer • No
coils, only low cost
components • TTL in-

put and output-serial

• Connect 8 n speak-
er and crystal mic.

directly to board •
Uses XR FSK demod-
ulator • Requires +5
volts • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 109.
with parts $27.50 Part
No. 109A

m

apple ii-::-

SERIAL I/O
INTERFACE

Baud rate is continu-

ously adjustable from
to 30,000 • Plugs

into any peripheral con-
nector • Low current
drain. RS-232 input
and output • On board
switch selectable 5 to

8 data bits. 1 or 2 stop
bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or
even • Jumper select-

able address • SOFT-
WARE • Input and
Output routine from
monitor or BASIC to
teletype or other serial

printer • Program for

using an Apple II for a

video or an intelligent

terminal. Also can out-

put in correspondence
code to interface with

some selectrics. •
Board only $15.00
Part No. 2, with parts
$42.00 Part No. 2A.
assembled $62.00 Part
No. 2C

UART&
BAUD RATE
GENERATORtt

• Converts serial to

parallel and parallel to

serial • Low cost on
board baud rate gener-

ator • Baud rates:
110. 150. 300. 600.
1200. and 2400 •
Low power drain +5
volts and -12 volts

required • TTL com-
patible • All characters
contain a start bit, 5
to 8 data bits. 1 or 2
stop bits, and either

odd or even parity. • All

connections go to a 44
pin gold plated edge
connector • Board only

$12.00 Part No. 101.
with parts $35.00 Part

No. 101 A. 44 pin edge
connector $4.00 Part

No. 44P

T.V.

TYPEWRITER
• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line. 16
lines, modifications for

64 char/line included

• Parallel ASCII (TTL)

input • Video output
• 1 K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser •
Auto scroll • Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up, down,
left, right, home, EOL
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts

at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All

7400. TTL chips •
Char. gen. 2513 •
Upper case only •
Board only $39.00
Part No. 106. with
parts $145.00 Part
No. 106A

T.V. INTERFACE

• Converts video to

AM modulated RF.

Channels 2 or 3. So
(

powerful almost no
tuning is required. On
board regulated power
supply makes this ex-

tremely stable. Rated
very highly in Doctor
Dobbs' Journal. Recom-
mended by Apple •
Power required is 12
volts AC C.T.. or +5
volts DC • Board only

$7.60 part No. 107,
with parts $1 3.50 Part

No. 107A

Siif m%

tape -::

INTERFACE

• Play and record
Kansas City Standard
tapes • Converts a

low cost tape recorder
to a digital recorder
• Works up to 1 200
baud • Digital in and
out are TTL-serial •
Output of board con-
nects to mic. in of

recorder • Earphone
of recorder connects
to input on board • No
coils • Requires +5
volts, low power drain

• Board only $7.60
Part No. 109. with
parts $27.50 Part No.
109A

(Illegal where

prohibited by law.)

To Order:

VTSA

Mention part number, description, and price. In USA. shipping paid for orders accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge. BankAmencard. or VISA

number, expiration date and signature. Shipping charges added to COD. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Outside USA add 10% for air mail

postage and handling, no C.O.D.'s. Checks and money orders must be payable in US dollars. Parts kits include sockets for all ICs. components, and circuit

board Documentation is included with.all products. Prices are in US dollars. No open accounts. To eliminate tariff in Canada boxes are marked "Computer

Parts " Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 226-4064 * Circuits designed by John Bell

For free catalog including parts lists and schematics, send a self-addressed stamped envelope.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ^ KB
'
P

- °- Box 21638, SanJose, CAUSA 95151
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HEX ENCODED
KEYBOARD

E.S.

This HEX keyboard
has 1 9 keys, 1 6 encod-
ed with 3 user defin-
able. The encoded TTL
outputs, 8-4-2-1 and
STROBE are debounced
and available in true
and complement form.
Four onboard LEDs
indicate the HEX code
generated for each
key depression. The
board requires a single
+5 volt supply. Board
only $15.00 Part No.
HEX-3, with parts
$49.95 Part No. HEX-
3A. 44 pin edge con-
nector $4.00 Part No.
44P.

esTRS-80
SERIAL I/O
• RS-232 compati-
ble • Can be used with
or without the expan-
sion bus • On board
switch selectable baud
rates of 110. 1 50.
300.600.1200.2400.
parity or no parity odd
or even, 5 to 8 data
bits, and 1 or 2 stop
bits. D.T.R. line. Board
only $19.95 Part No.
801 0, with parts $59.95
Part No. 801 OA, as-
sembled $79.95 Part
No. 801 OC. No con-
nectors provided, see
below.

EIA/RS-232 con-

nector Part No
0B25P $6 00. with

9'. 8 conductor

cable $10 95 Part

No DB25P9

3' ribbon cable

with attached con-

nectors to fit TRS-
80 and our serial

board $19 95 Part

No 3CAB40.

S-100 BUS
ACTIVE TERMINATOR *

Board only $14.95 Part No. 900. with parts
$24.95 Part No. 900A

rtrT

9 AND 13 SLOT wmC/„
MOTHER BOARDS

All traces are reflow solder covered and both
sides are solder masked. The connectors
used on these boards are the IMSAI™ type
(.1 25" between pins, .250" between rows).
Spacing between connectors is .750". All
lines, except power and ground, have a
passive RC network termination available.
There is a kluge area available that will accept
two 40 pin sockets and one 36 pin socket.
The circuitry for supplying three separate
regulated voltages to the kluge area is

contained on the board. Part No. QMB-12
$40 bare. $105 kit. $120 assembled. Part
No. QMB-9 $35 bare. $90 kit. $105
assembled.

4K EPROM wmc //te

This board is designed to operate with any
speed or power 1702A. Addressable in 4K
byte increments and can be configured to
occupy either 2K or 4K segments. It can be
populated one memory chip at a time. Bare
board $30. board with parts $200. assembled
$230. Part No. EPM-1

I

iiiiiiii
liiiilll

16K OR 32K EPROM
wmc,nc

Designed to operate with any speed or power
2708 or single voltage (+5V) 271 6. Address-
able in 4K increments and can occupy
multiples of 4K. It can be populated one
memory chip at a time. Has bank addressing
and Phantom Disable. The board comes with
an exclusive software program that can be
placed in a 2708 or 271 6 that will, when used
in conjunction with a RAM memory board,
check out every line on the EPM-2. Bare
board $30, board with parts with 2708
$455. assembled $485. Board with parts
with 271 6 $1 .225. assembled $1 .255. Part
No. EPM-2

PIICEON

65K DYNAMIC RAM
Main memory for microcomputers, intelligent
terminals, business systems, medical sys-
tems, and OEM systems. • High density
random access memory 48K bytes or 64K
bytes • Fully buffered • S-100 bus compat-
ible • Low power (dynamic memory) • Trans-
parent refresh • Digital delay line techniques
for reliable operation • Multiple boards
allowed using hardware or software controlled
bank select • "Phantom" signal for RAM/
ROM overlap • All boards are fully tested
prior to shipment. Operating System test
and extensive bit pattern testing. • Works
directly in 8080A processors or Z-80
environment at 2MHz • Currently used by
industry • 1 year warranty. Only available
assembled and tested with 48K $1 .250 Part
No. 48K. or with 65K $1,475 Part No. 65K

8080A CPU (With Eight L.«.l
Victor Interrupt Capability! wmc

Uses the 8080A and the 8224 clock chip.
The crystal frequency used is 18 MHz and
the vector interrupt chip is the 8214. The
board will function normally without the
interrupt circuitry. When the interrupt
circuitry is built up. the board will respond to
eight levels of interrupts. Designed to be a
plug-in replacement for the IMSAI CPU board
and will work in other computers with the
appropriate modifications made to the ribbon
cable connector pin out from the front panel.
The board will work in systems without a
front panel if the system has a PROM board
that simulates the functions of the front
panel. Bare board $30. with parts $185.
assembled $220. Part No. CPU-1

m •
laVfli

jp»

16K STATIC RAM
Yfmc,„e

Operates with any speed or power 2114. All
input and output lines are fully buffered.
Addressable in 4K byte increments. If the
system has a front panel, the board will allow
itself to be protected. If there is no front
panel, the board will not allow itself to be
protected. The board has Bank Address
capability. Phantom Disable. MWRITE. and
selectable wait states. Bare board $30,
board with parts $665. Part No. MEM2

8K EPROM PIICEON

Saves programs on PROM permanently (until
erased via UV light) up to 8K bytes. Programs
may be directly run from the program saver
such as fixed routines or assemblers. • S-
100 bus compatible • Room for 8K bytes of
EPROM non-volatile memory (2708's). • On-
board PROM programming • Address
relocation of each 4K or memory to any 4K
boundary within 64K • Power on jump and
reset jump option for "turnkey" systems and
computers without a front panel • Program
saver software available • Solder mask both
sides • Full silkscreen for easy assembly.
Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,

board with parts but no EPROMS $1 39. with
4 EPROMS $179. with 8 EPROMS $219.

TQ Ordfir Mentl0n part number
-
description, and price. In USA. shipping paid for orders accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge. BankAmencard. or VISA

1 number, expiration date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Outside USA add 10°/o for air mail
postage and handling, no C.O.D.'s. Checks and money orders must be payable in US dollars. Parts kits include sockets for all ICs. components, and circuit
board. Documentation is included witfuall products. Prices are in US dollars. No open accounts. To eliminate tariff in Canada boxes are marked "Computer
Parts." Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 226-4064 # Circuits designed by John Bell

For free catalog including parts lists and schematics, send a self-addressed stamped envelope.

VT5A

ELECTRONIC
U^ Reader Service—see page 1 79
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16K EPROM CARD-S 100 BUSS
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^Y »K LOW POWER RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
1

250 NS SALE! /^
FOR

250NS!

USES 2708s!

Thousands of personal and business systems around
the world use this board with complete satisfaction.

Puts 1 6K of software on line at ALL TIMES! Kit features

a top quality soldermasked and silk-screened PC board

and first run parts and sockets. All parts (except 2708's)

are included. Any number of EPROM locations may be

disabled to avoid any memory conflicts. Fully buffered

and has WAIT STATE capabilities.

•••
•••

•••

OUR 450NS 2708'S

ARE $8.95 EA. WITH
PURCHASE OF KIT

ASSEMBLED
AND FULLY TESTED

ADD $25

hu

<0 if (450 NS RAMS!)

Thousands of computer systems rely on this rugged, work

horse, RAM board. Designed for error-free, NO HASSLE,

systems use.

KIT FEATURES:
1. Doubled sided PC Board with solder

mask and silk screen layout. Gold

plated contact fingers.

2. All sockets included.

3. Fully buffered on all address and data

lines.

4. Phantom is jumper selectable to pin

67.

5. FOUR 7805 regulators are provided

s. on card.

Blank PC Board w/Documentation
$29.95

Low Profile Socket Set 13.50

Support ICs (TTL & Regulators)

$9.75

Bypass CAP'S (Disc & Tantalums)

$4.50

ASSEMBLED AND FULLY
BURNED IN ADD $30

•••
•••••

•••
•••

•••

••••••
••••••

•••

••••••

•••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS ~\f

~ I lll.lllll.il II

FULLY
STATIC, AT

DYNAMIC PRICES 1

•••••

WHY THE 2114 RAM CHIP?
We feel the 21 14 will be the next industry standard

RAM chip (like the 2102 was) This means price,

availability, and quality will all be good' Next, the

2114 is FULLY STATIC We feel this is theONLY
way to go on the S-100 Buss! We've all heard the

HORROR stories about some Dynamic Ram
Boards having trouble with DMA and FLOPPY
DISC DRIVES Who needs these kinds of

problems9 And finally, even among other 4K
Static RAM's the 21 14 stands out' Not all 4K static

Rams are created equal! Some of the other 4K's

have clocked chip enable lines and various timing

windows just as critical as Dynamic RAM's. Some
of our competitor's 16K boards use these "tricky"

devices But not us 1 The 21 14 is the ONLY logical

choice for a trouble-free, straightforward design

KIT FEATURES:
1 Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks

2 ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry

(Cromemco Standard!) Allows up to 512K on
line!

3 Uses 2114 (450NS) 4K Static Rams
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
5 Double sided PC Board, with solder mask and
silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers

6 All address and data lines fully buffered

7. Kit includes ALL parts and sockets

8 PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67
9 LOW POWER under 2 amps TYPICAL from the

»6 Volt Buss
10 Blank PC Board can be populated as any
multiple of 4K.

COMPLEMENTARY POWER TRANSISTORS

SILICON NPN AND PNP TO-220 CASE
VCEO - 40V PD - 30 WATTS
FOR AUDIO POWER AMPS, ETC

TIP29 - NPN
TIP30 - PNP

YOUR CHOICE

3 FOR $1

BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA—$33
LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET—$12 ASSEMBLED & TESTED—ADD $30

•••V SUPPORT ICS & CAPS—$19.95 21 14 RAM'S—8 FOR $69.95
• .. V .— *

••••••
••••••
••••••
:•••••
•••••

••••••
••••••
••••••
%••»••
••••••

••
•••

••••••
••••••
••••••

NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH

DIGITAL RESEARCH
OF CALIFORNIA,

THE SUPPLIERS OF
CPM SOFTWARE.

16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIP
16K X 1 Bits 16 Pin Package Same as Mostek 4116-4 250 NS access 410

NS cycle time Our best price yet for this state of the art RAM 32K and 64K

RAM boards using this chip are readily available These are new, fully

guaranteed devices by a maior mfg. VERY LIMITED STOCK!
8 FOR $89.95 m

450 ns. 2708 EPROMS
Now full speed! Prime new units from a major U.S.

Mfg. 450 N.S. Access time. 1K x 8. Equiv. to 4-1702

A's in one package.

$16.75 ea .

$9 95
4 FOR $50°°

PRICE CUT

••••••
#••••
• ••••
••••••
••••••
• •••••
:•••••
•••••

••••••

••••••
••••••

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR NEW!

CAR CLOCK MODULE - #MA6008
Originally used by HYGAIN to indicate time and

channel on an expensive C.B. Mini size, self

contained module. Not a Kit. Four digits plus

flashing indicator for seconds. Includes MM5369
and 3 58 MHZ crystal for super accurate time base.

With hookup data

MFGR's CLOSEOUT
LIMITED QTY.

$699 each

[INCLUDES CRYSTAL TIMEBASE!
WORKS ON 12 VDC!

Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL
By MOSTEK, orZILOG. The most detailed explanation

ever on the working of the Z-80 CPU CHIPS. At least

one full page on each of the 158 Z-80 instructions. A
MUST reference manual for any user of the Z-80. 300

pages. Just off the press. $12.95

LAB-BENCH VARIABLE
POWER SUPPLY KIT

5 to 20 VDC at 1 . AMP. Short circuit protected by

current limit. Uses IC regulator and 10 AMP
Power Darlington. Very good regulation and low

ripple. Kit includes PC Board, all parts, large

heatsink and shielded transformer. 50 MV. TYP.

Regulation. $15.99 KIT

MALLORY COMPUTER
GRADE CAPACITOR
30,000 MFD 15WVDC

Small: 3x2 Inches

$1.99 ea. 3 For $4.99

Newt REAL TIME
Computer Clock Chip

N.S. MM531 3. Features

BOTH 7 segment and
BCD outputs. 28 Pin

DIP. $4.95 with Data

GENERAL INSTRUMENT
FULL WAVE BRIDGE
4 AMP 600 PIV

3/4 IN SQUARE - WITH LUGS

750 .. 3 FOR $2 #LM-1

"THE COLOSSUS"
FAIRCHILD SUPER JUMBO LED READOUT

A full .80 inch character. The biggest readout we navel

ever sold! Super efficient. Compare at up to $2 95 eachj

from others! YOUR CHOICE
FND 843 Common Anode ^ - -

ft

FND 850 Common Cathode ea (6 for $6.95]

:

^D20

••••
•e«»-,

• ••v

Digital Research Corporation
** (OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401247K GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461

TERMS: Add 30C postage, we pay balance Orders under $15 add 75C handling No

C O D We accept Visa. MasterCharge. and American Express cards Tex Res add

5% Tax Foreign orders (except Canada add 20% P & H 90 Day Money Back

Guarantee on all items.

:.•:•••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ee««eeee«eeee
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
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DEflLE

Attention, Hobbyists and Businessmen
This Dealer Directory was created to give exposure to computer and electronics dealers and to help you find the sources for equipment, com-

ponents and services These dealers are actively looking to supply your needs in the home and business computer market Call the one nearest you!

Birmingham AL
We've got it all Business systems, personal

systems, software packages, custom pro-

gramming, peripherals and components All

supported by our expert service force The
Computer Center, Inc., 433 Valley Avenue,
Birmingham AL 35209, 942-8567.

Los Angeles CA
Featuring: PolyMorphic, North Star, Imsai,

Cromemco, Extensys, Speechlab products

and Poly-88 Users Group software exchange
All products 10-20% off list We won't be
undersold! A-A-A-A Discount Computer
How's, 1477 Barrington, Suite 17, Los Angeles
CA 90025, 477-8478.

Palo Alto CA
Systems available for immediate delivery:

word processing, multiprogramming, multi-

user work in process, business, medical/dental

billing and accounts receivable. Software and
hardware guaranteed Byte of Palo Alto, 2233

El Camino Real, Palo Alto CA 94306, 327-8080.

Torrance CA
If you're serious, come see us! Complete Sys-

tems for business, special and personal appli-

cations. Packaged and Proprietary software

Custom programming Quality: Apple II,

Exidy, Alpha Micro and CP/M systems Serv-

ing southern California better Omega Micro
Computers, 3535 Torrance Blvd., Suite 10,

Torrance CA 90503, 370-9456.

Denver CO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components Computer People,

Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-

menters. Open six days a week Gateway Elec-

tronics Corp., 2839 W. 44th Ave., Denver CO
80211,458-5444.

Hartford CT
Complete microcomputer systems for busi-

ness, professional and industrial applications.

Word processing and more North Star, PET,

Teletype, Verbatim supplies . . . software

packages. Multi-Business Computer Systems,

28 Marlborough S'reet, Portland CT 04680,

342-2747. Hartford: 247-5937.

Arlington Hts. IL

Lowest prices, never undersold, postpaid in

USA— Teletype 43 keyboard printers & SS-50

bus peripherals— open 6-11 PM daily Data
Mart, 914 East Waverly Drive, Arlington

Heights IL 60004, 398-8525.

Chicago IL

Staffed by computer professionals Largest

selection of books and magazines in the

Chicago area. Specialists in CP/M, Apple
Computer and Alpha Microsystems. Data Do-
main of Schaumburg, Plaza de las Flores, 1612

E. Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg IL 60195,

397-8700.

Naperville IL

Discount Prices: Creed Teletypes, optical

scanners, Solid State Music products. In-

tegrand mainframes, Vista floppy-disk sys-

tems, many other items, complete hardware
and software systems Wilcox Enterprises,

25W178-39th St., Naperville IL 60540,
420-8601.

Grand Rapids Ml
Full-line microcomputer store. Ohio Scien-

tific—Equinox— PolyMorphic Systems —
Digital Systems — Godbout — Dyna byte —
Thinker Toys— Meca — North Star. Micro
Computer World, 313 Michigan St., N.E.,

Grand Rapids Ml 49503, 451-8972.

St. Paul MN
Ohio Scientific Authorized Dealer. Complete
business and personal computer systems.

Store hours: Mon-Sat 9-5 Custom software

design and programming To take advantage
of our many years of computer experience

call, write or visit: Frisch Computer Systems,

Inc., 1415 Arcade St., St. Paul MN 55106,

771-7569.

St. Louis MO
Experimenters' Paradise Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,

Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-

menters Open six days a week Gateway Elec-

tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., St. Louis

MO 63130, 427-6116.

White Plains NY
Processor Technology, North Star HORIZON,
Apple II, Commodore PET and KIM; full line

of books, components and peripherals,

classes in our Seminar Room The Computer
Corner, 200 Hamilton Avenue, White Plains

NY 10601,949-3282.

Akron OH
We've got it all. Business systems. Personal

systems. Software packages. Custom pro-

gramming Terminals. Printers. Service and
books. Easy freeway access. 11 AM to 7 PM
Monday-Saturday. The Basic Computer Shop,

Fairlawn Plaza, 2671 West Market St., Akron
OH 44313, 867-0808.

York PA
Personal and small-business systems. Com-
ponents and peripherals. Books, magazines,

information Hobbyists welcome. 1/2 block

from Business 83 at Iron Bridge G.Y.C. Co., 51

Hamilton Ave., York PA 17404, 854-0481.

Memphis TN
Featuring Apple, Bally Arcade, Digital Group,
North Star, PolyMorphic 8813, Texas Instru-

ments, Vector Graphic, KIM, AIM, Elf II, 21st

Century Tek and many others Programming
and custom design Computerlab, 627 S. Men-
denhall, Memphis TN, 761-4743.

Houston TX
Experimenters' Paradise! Electronic and me-
chanical components for computer people,

audio people, hams, robot builders, experi-

menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-

tronics, Inc., 8932 Clarkcrest, Houston TX
77063, 978-6575.

Houston TX
Bare boards, kits, small systems, multiuser

systems, custom hardware design, software

for business or hobby, nationwide consulting

available Please call Houston Computer
Mart, 8029 Gulf Freeway, Houston TX 77017,

649-4188.

Richland WA
Apple, North Star, Ohio Scientific All prod-

ucts listed in Byte Shopper, classes, literature,

electronic parts, repair service. Custom de-

sign/consulting in both hardware and soft-

ware Ye Olde Computer Shoppe, inc., 1301

George Washington Way, Richland WA
99352, 946-3330.

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of

$150, also prepaid Ads include 25 words describing your products and services plus your com-

pany name, address and phone (No area codes or merchandise prices, please ) Call Marcia at

603-924-3873 or write Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING, Ad Department, Peterborough NH 03458

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss

a single issue of Kilobaud.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

Ifyou have no label handy, print OLD address here.

Call

Address change only

Extend subscription

Enter new subscription

1 year $18.00

. Address

t City

Name

State

print NEW address here:

D Payment enclosed

(1 extra BONUS issue) Address
Bill me later

City

Call

State.

KILOBAUD • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
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KILOBAUD/MICROCOMPUTING BOOK NOOK
Want To Really learn BASIC? Can't Make That Favorite Program Run On

Your Computer? This book Is for youl

THE BASIC HANDBOOK— BK1 174— By David Lien "This book is unique. It is not a textbook. It's far more than a dictionary. It is

a virtual ENCYCLOPIDIA of BASIC language. While not favoring one computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC words,

how to use them and alternate strategies. Since over 50 computers are represented your's is probably here too." For the most
part, BASIC words mean the same thing to every computer which recognizes them. If a computer does not possess the

capabilities of a needed or specified word, there are often ways to accomplish the same function by using another word, or

combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK comes in. It helps you get the most from your computer, be it a "bottom-

of-the-line" micro, or an oversized monster. Have fun computing! $14.95.*

• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!—
BK7322— If you want to come up to speed
on how computers work . . . hardware and
software . . . this is an excellent book. It

starts with the fundamentals and explains
the circuits, the basics of programming,
along with a couple of TVT construction
projects, ASCII-Baudot, etc. This book has
the highest recommendations as a teach-
ing aid for newcomers. $4.95.*

• THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS—
BK7340—This book takes it from where
"Hobby Computers Are Here!" leaves off,

with chapters on Large Scale Integration,

how to choose a microprocessor chip, an
introduction to programming, low cost I/O

for a computer, computer arithmetic,
checking memory boards, a Baudot moni-
tor/editor system, an audible logic probe
for finding those tough problems, a ham's
computer, a computer QSO machine . .

.

and much, much more! $4.95*

• INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCES-
SORS—BK1032—by Charles Rockwell of

MICROLOG is an ideal reference for the
individual desiring to understand the
hardware aspects of microprocessor sys-
tems. Describes the hardware details of

computer devices in terms the beginner
can understand, instead of treating the
micro chip as a "black box." Specific
systems are not described and program-
ming is only briefly discussed. $17.50 US
and Canada, $20 elsewhere.*
• BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION— BK1081—
by Bob Albrecht. Self-teaching guide to
the computer language you will need to
know for use with your microcomputer.
This is one of the easiest ways to learn

computer programming. $4.95.*

• SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTRU-
MENTS' BASIC SOFTWARE LIBRARY is a
complete do-it-yourself kit. Written in

everybody's BASIC immediately execut-
able in ANY computer with 8K, no other
peripherals needed. Volume I contains
business and recreational programs and
is 300 pages. Volume II is 260 pages and
contains math, engineering, statistics and
plotting programs. Volume III contains
money managing, advanced business pro-

grams such as billing, A/R, inventory,
payroll, etc. Volume IV contains general
purpose programs like loans, rates, retire-

ment, plus games: Poker, Enterprise (take
charge while Capt. Kirk is away), Football
and more! Volume V is filled with experi-

menter's programs including games, pic-

tures and misc. problems like "logic." Vol-

ume I— LB1002—& Volume II— LB1003—
$24.95* each, Volume III— LB1004—
$39.95*, Volume IV— LB1005— & Volume
V— LB1006—$9.95* each, Volume VI—
LB1007— $49.95*, Volume VII— LB1008—
$39.95.*

• MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES— BK1037— by Austin
Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how

IJBRS
***< n

-

MICROPROCESSOR
EEZ1 INTERFACING

_::l techniques

(low
- - ' '

-J.

to interconnect a complete system and in-

terface it to all the usual peupherals. It

covers hardware and software skills and
techniques, including the use and design
of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or

S100. $9.95*

• TTL COOKBOOK—BK1063— by Donald
Lancaster. Explains what TTL is, how it

works, and how to use it. Discusses prac-

tical applications, such as a digital count-
er and display system, events counter,

electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter,

and a digital tachometer. $8.95.

• CMOS COOKBOOK—BK1011—by Don
Lancaster. Details the application of

CMOS, the low power logic family suitable
for most applications presently dominat-
ed by TTL. Required reading for every seri-

ous digital experimenter! $9.95.*

• TVT COOKBOOK—BK1064— by Don
Lancaster, describes the use of a stan-

dard television receiver as a microproces-
sor CRT terminal. Explains and describes
character generation, cursor control and
interface information in typical, easy-to-

understand Lancaster style. $9.95.

• THE "COMPULATOR" BOOK— BUILD-
ING SUPER CALCULATORS & MINICOM-
PUTER HARDWARE WITH CALCULATOR
CHIPS—BK1012—by R. P. Haviland, pro-

vides ideas, design info and printed circuit

boards for calculator chip projects, mea-
sure time, tie in with a Teletype to create a
virtually infinite memory system, and
countless other functions. $7.95.*

• BASIC COMPUTER GAMES—BK1074—
Okay, so once you get your computer and
are running in BASIC, then what? Then
you need some programs in BAS\C, that's

what. This book has 101 games for you,
from very simple to real buggers. You get

the games, a description of the games,
the listing to put in your computer and a
sample run to show you how they work.
Fun. Any one game will be worth more
than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7.50.*

• WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN
— BK1071— PCC's first book of computer
games ... 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC . . . programs, de-

scriptions, many illustrations. Lunar Land-
ing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5,

Taxman, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc.

$8.00.*

• KILOBAUD CODING SHEETS Kilobaud's
dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to
work without these handy scratch pads
which help prevent the little errors that can
cost hours and hours of programming
time. Available for programming is

Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001)
which has columns for address, instruc-

tion (3 bytes), source code (label, op code,
operand), and comments; and for BASIC
(PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50
sheets to a pad. $2.39.*

'Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud/Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 shipping & handling.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473



KILOBAUD/MICROCOMPUTING BOOK NOOK
• PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL— BK1 140
— by Peter Grogono. The computer pro-

gramming language PASCAL was the first

language to embody in a coherent way the
concepts of structured programming
which had been defined by Edsger Dijkstra
and C.A.R. Hoare. As such it is a landmark
in the development of programming lan-

guages. PASCAL was developed by
Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from
the language ALGOL 60 but is more power-
ful and easier to use. PASCAL is now wide-
ly accepted as a useful language that can
be efficiently implemented, and as an ex-

cellent teaching tool. $9.95.*

• MICROPROCESSOR LEXICON—ACRO-
NYMS AND DEFINITIONS— BK1137—
Compiled by the staff of SYBEX is a conve-
nient reference in pocket size format. Sec-
tions include acronyms and definitions,
part numbers and their definitions, S-100
signals, RS232 signals, IEEE 499 signals,
microcomputer and microprocessors,
JETDS summary (military) and a code con-
version table. $2.95.*

• INSTANT BASIC— BK1 131— by Jerald
R. Brown. For the personal computer en-
thusiast or the user of DEC'S BASIC PLUS

MICROPROCESSOR
LEXICON

language, here, finally, is a new book to
teach you BASIC. It teaches BASIC to be-
ginners using interesting programming
ideas and applications that will be easily
understood by the home computer pro-
grammer. BASIC PLUS users know that
the two languages are very similar, so this
book can be used by them as well. This is

an "active participation" workbook, de-
signed to be used with your home com-
puter so you can learn by doing! $6.00.*

• YOUR HOME COMPUTER— BK1 172—
by James White is an introduction to the
world of personal microcomputing. Writ-
ten in clear and understandable language,
this book tells you everything you want to
know about home computing and gives the
computer novice a painless introduction
to microcomputer technology and termi-
nology, beginning with what computers
are and how they work.

It provides information about home
computer kits, guidelines for selecting and
building your own microcomputer, how to
use your home computer and what you can
do with it, lists of computer stores, clubs,
periodicals, and answers to many more of
your questions about microcomputers and
the jargon surrounding the personal com-
puting scene today. $6.00.*

*Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud/Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders add $1.00 shipping & handling.

Now for the first time you can carry a line of programs which will allow microcomputers to do all those things the industry
has been promising. A flood of programs is being readied in the Kilobaud/Microcomputing lab by 16 people who work
night and day to provide the best software available anywhere. The aim of Instant Software is to cover EVERY phase of
microcomputing including games, business, home, teaching, diagnostics, utilities, etc.

.NSTANT SOFTWARE

INSTANT SOFTWARE
TRS-80

4K
LEVEL I

16K
Bowling

INSTANT SQFTWAPP

Oem

^uii; osr. -WW «*r

,1 i

Ml '

There are over 40 programs available on 28 different cassettes with 10 more ready for release in next month's issue
you'll want to keep an eye out for new releases every month in the Instant Software Library

TO ORDER INSTANT SOFTWARE
Refer to pages 108 & 109 in this issue for details of programs now available from Instant Software. A retail outlet listing is
provided if you wish to purchase Instant Software locally, or use the postage paid order form on the last page. Please be
sure to include catalog number and description. Make checks payable to Kilobaud/Microcomputing or use your credit
card.

kilobaud .

MICROCOMPUTING
To order direct call Toll Free 1-800-258 5473. Please have your credit card handy and mention Dept. K4 or

use your order form on the Reader Service page at back of magazine.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL (603) 924-6132
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1978 ilobaud BINDERS
Keep your KILOBAUDS from being lost or dam-

aged in these handsomely-appointed binders

with rich blue covers and gold lettering. Each

binder holds 12 issues, making an EXCELLENT

REFERENCE HANDBOOK. Several binders form a

quality library you can be proud of.

(

i B :

= I]

*

fj.1

Order yours today . . . only $6.50 each ... 2 tor $12.00

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your

order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

KILOBAUD BINDERS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
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IS HARD COPY STORAGE A PROBLEM?

Kilobaud, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it

comes to standing on the bookshelf. Try the Kilobaud

Library Shelf Boxes, . . . sturdy corrugated white dirt resis-

tant cardboard boxes which will keep them from flopping

around. We have self-sticking labels for the boxes, too, not

only for Kilobaud, but also for 73 Magazine . . . and for Per-

sonal Computing, Radio Electronics, Interface Age, and

Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want with your box

order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio. They hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73. Your

magazine library is your prime reference, keep it handy and

keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes . . . One

box is $2.00, 2 boxes are $3.00 and eight boxes are $10.00.

Be sure to specify which labels we should send. Have your

credit card handy and call our toll-free order number

800-258-5473, or use the order card in the back of the

magazine and mail to:

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXES Peterborough, NH 03458

kilobaud
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Shannon Rice Electronics 92

Steve Shaw 75

Singular Systems 60
68 Micro Journal 72

Small Business Computers Maga-
zine 133

Small System Software 141

S82 Smith Business Systems 142

S52 Southeastern SoUware 151

S61 Supersoft 107

S6 SWTPC Cll, 3

S42 Sybex, Inc 24

T40 TapeTalk, Inc 150

T57 Taranto & Associates 45, 92

T1

1

Tarbell Electronics 144

T26 Telecommunications Services. . 54

T28 Thinker Toys 159

T50 Tiny C. Associates 104

T56 TNW Corp 45

T41 Total Information Services, Inc.. . 28

T46 Transition Enterprises 98

Trenton Computer Festival 95

T1 Tri-Tek, Inc 163

V17 Victoria Micro Digital 72

V19 VR Data Corporation 132

Wallen Electronics 146

W22 Wameco, Inc 165

W20 WEB Associates 45, 98

W25 Western Digital 105

W24 World Power Sys.. 123, 125, 127, 129

W16 World Wide Electronics 88
X2 X & Y Enterprises 98
Z2 Z-Systems 45
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READER SERVICE

To receive more informa-
tion from any of the adver-
tisers in this issue of Kilo-

baud/ Microcomputing,
postage-paid return cards
are provided here for your
convenience. If you wish
to hear from one or several
advertisers, refer to the ad
itself. You will find num-
bers near the logo of each
advertiser. Each repre-
sents the advertiser's in-

dividual Reader Service
number. Circle the cor-

responding numbers on
»ne of the cards on this

|page, include your name,
iddress & zip and drop in

mailbox. In four to six

'eeks you'll hear from the
idvertiser directly.

READER SERVICE REPLY CARD
Return this card to receive full information on the many products advertised in this
issue. Limit: 25 requests. Subscriber Newsstand. This card is valid until
May 31, 1979.

A22 C64 C109 D41 F13 130 M6 M74 01 P38 R29 S76 T50 Z2
A38 C73 cm D43 F15 I32 M17 M77 02 P39 S1 S82 T56
A66 C80 C112 D46 G4 I33 M30 M78 05 P43 S6 S83 T57 MCROCOMPUTNG
A72 C81 C114 D47 Q24 136 M32 M81 06 P46 S42 S84 V17
A73 C86 C116 D48 H26 J1 M44 M82 08 P48 S51 T1 V19 *
A74 C94 C117 E21 H29 J4 M49 M83 09 Q3 S52 T11 W16
A75 C100 D20 E32 H37 J6 M54 N7 010 Q8 S55 T26 W20
A78 C103 D28 E34 H38 J12 M59 N9 011 R7 S61 T28 W22
B33 C104 D32 E36 H39 K14 M67 N13 P7 R8 S69 T40 W24
B39 C107 D37 F8 19 L19 M70 N15 P9 R12 S71 T41 W25
B43 C108 D40 F10 I24 L20 M73 N16 P21 R24 S74 T46 X2

This month's ARTICLE WINNER (title page number):

Name
Address

City State Zip

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 17 PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
Peterborough nh 03458

Att: Mail Order

READER SERVICE REPLY CARD
Return this card to receive full information on the many products advertised in this
issue. Limit: 25 requests. Subscriber Newsstand. This card is valid until
May 31, 1979.

A22 C64 C109 D41 F13 I30 M6 M74 01 P38 R29 S76 T50 Z2
A38 C73 C111 D43 F15 I32 M17 M77 02 P39 S1 S82 T56
A66 C80 C112 D46 G4 I33 M30 M78 05 P43 S6 S83 T57 MCROCOMPUTWG
A72 C81 C114 D47 Q24 136 M32 M81 06 P46 S42 S84 V17
A73 C86 C116 D48 H26 J1 M44 M82 08 P48 S51 T1 V19 *A74 C94 C117 E21 H29 J4 M49 M83 09 Q3 S52 T11 W16
A75 C100 D20 E32 H37 J6 M54 N7 010 Q8 S55 T26 W20
A78 C103 D28 E34 H38 J12 M59 N9 011 R7 S61 T28 W22
B33 C104 D32 E36 H39 K14 M67 N13 P7 R8 S69 T40 W24
B39 C107 D37 F8 19 L19 M70 N15 P9 R12 S71 T41 W25
B43 C108 D40 F10 I24 L20 M73 N16 P21 R24 S74 T46 X2

This month's ARTICLE WINNER (titls pags numbeir):

Name O)

Address
h-

^
City _ State Zip

GO



BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 17 PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
Peterborough nh 03458

ATTN: READER SERVICE

BOOK NOOK ORDER FORM
Please send me the following KB/MC products: (please print or type!)

Qty. Catalog # Description Unit Price Total

Add $1.00 shipping & handling:

Total:

Enclosed $ D Check Money order

Bill: American Express D BankAmericard/Visa

Credit Card #

D MasterCharge

Expiration date

Name

Signature

Address

City State Zip
CD

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 17 PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
Peterborough nh 03458

ATTN: READER SERVICE

BK1074 BASIC Computer Garni

—$7.50

BK1081 BASIC New 2nd Editi<

—$4.95

BK1174 The BASIC Handbook
14.95

BK1011 CMOS Cookbook— $9.i

BK1012 The "Compulator" Bo<

— Building Super Calculato|

& Minicomputer Hardw;
With Calculator Chips— $7.

BK7322 Hobby Computers A|

Here!—$4.95

BK1131 Instant BASIC—$6.00

BK1032 Introduction to Mici

processors— $17.50 USA; $]

Elsewhere

BK1037 Microprocessor Interfi

ing Techniques—$9.95

BK1137 Microprocessor Lexic|

—Acronyms and Definition!

$2.95

BK7340 The New Hobby Comp|
ers—$4.95

BK1140 Programming in

CAL—$9.95

Scientific Research Instrumei

BASIC Software Library

LB1002 Vol. I—$24.95, LB1I

Vol. II— $24.95, LB1004 Vol.

—$39.95, LB1005 Vol. V

$9.95, LB1006 Vol. V— $9.

LB1007 Vol. VI — $49
LB1008Vol. VII— $39.95

BK1063 TTL Cookbook—$8.9!

BK1064 TVT Cookbook— $9.9!

BK1071 What To Do After You
Return—$8.00

BK1172 Your Home Comput<
$6.00
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Unleash the Full Power
ofYour

Personal Computer
With the

AULNewAladdin
Personal
Programs™

Hdin Automation now offers

b magic of a full range of

tial Program™ series

lally designed to support
1st popular personal
jters available today.

e Personal Programs™will
bu to faraway places of

Ig. action-packed

lures Othe rs will bring

fed ea rnmg experiences
[o you and your child Still

a re designed for your own

use in the home or office.

All Aladdin Personal

Programs™are moderately priced

Visit your personal computer
dealer today to see and
experience the magic waiting for

you in every one of the Aladdin
Personal Programs™ (And if

your dealer hasn't ordered h|

supply yet. then ask him to write

Aladdin Automation for complete
information on all the Personal
Programs™ avaiiabie now.)

Icome To The All-New ^^
rid Of Aladdin- And Get Ready
Make Your Own Magic

oce Ma r s^ G r .'

yALADDIN /4UTOM/1TION, INC.

V) {/A/IDDIN COMPUTER CORP

3420 Ke^yon St San Diego. Ca. 92110

Ccr '8 b> - add
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Versatility, when selecting a business
computer, means buying a system that

will save you enough money to pay for

itself in a reasonable amount of time. The
more your computer will do, the more
money you will save.

The new MSI System 10 is designed to

help your business get the most out of a
computer . . . and at a price you can afford

to pay.

The System 10 processor is the powerful
MSI 6800A computer with 56K of RAM
memory. Also housed in the computer
module is a Dual Double Density Mini-

Floppy Memory which gives you another
630K of memory for program loading,
back-up, software updates and ex-

changes. For mass storage, the System 10
contains the MSI Fixed/Removable Hard
Disk with 10 megabytes of memory. The
System 10 also features an industry
standard CRT terminal and high speed
printer. The entire system comes complete
in o single compact desk unit.

computer ands with you

The System 10 makes expansion simple

and economical. For situations where
additional terminals are needed, MSI has

a Multi-User BASIC program which will

support up to four terminals. If you need
computer power in other locations, any
number of MSI 6800A computers can be
linked to the System 1 in order to establ ish

inexpensive branch operations.

MSI offers a variety of other software

programs you can add to the System 10,

including a complete MSI Management/
Accounting package, and your choice of

MSIDOS, SDOS, or FLEX Operating Systems.

A system for every application

While the System 10 is perhaps one of

the most versatile computers, MSI cur-

rently offers nine other systems for use in

business, scientific, educational, profes-

sional, industrial control, and personal

applications.

For more information about MSI Syst

products, and OEM components, writ

call.

midwest
Scientific
Instruments
220 W. Cedar, Olathe, Kansas 66061

(913) 764-3273
TWX 910 749 6403 (MSI OLAT)
TELEX 42525 (MSI A OLAT)


